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 Prologue 


The Works



Spokes explores existence: the wild cosmos, the untamed
mind, and the social artifice which humanity has created.
This is the 3rd book of Spokes of the Wheel, about the history
of life on Earth, and its evolution. This book extends on material in Book 1: The Science of Existence, and dovetails with
Book 2: The Web of Life. For fullest comprehension, read
Spokes in order.
Clarity: The Path Inside
Spokes Θ: Unraveling Reality
Spokes 1: The Science of Existence
Spokes 2: The Web of Life
Spokes 3: The Elements of Evolution
Spokes 4: The Ecology of Humans
Spokes 5: The Echoes of the Mind
Spokes 6: The Fruits of Civilization
Spokes 7: The Pathos of Politics
Spokes 8: The Hub of Being
Clarity explains reality and how to become enlightened.
Unraveling Reality prefaces Spokes, touching upon major
themes. The Science of Existence roams the cosmos and introduces the natural world. The Web of Life chronicles the wondrous diversity of life. The Elements of Evolution relates life's
history and explains how organisms adapt. The Ecology of
Humans assays the interfaces of the human body. The Echoes
of the Mind pivots on how people feel, think, and behave. The
Fruits of Civilization covers the consequences of human endeavor. The Pathos of Politics probes how polity has plagued
humanity. Spokes culminates in The Hub of Being, an exposition toward realization.
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Many historical dates are cited in this book, based upon
geologic and paleontological finds. Such estimates are subject
to revision, both based upon new evidence and upon finding
fault with a prior method of dating or attribution of causality.
For instance, foraminifera, an ancient lineage of ameboid
protists, calcify when they die, leaving a rich fossil record.
The leaving may be deceiving. The oxygen isotope ratios relied upon for dating climate and life in the oceans are not
nearly as reliable as long supposed.
The timing of angiosperms is among the classic questions in
evolutionary biology. ~ American botanist William Friedman
Flowering plants were long thought to have evolved 140
million years ago, based upon the fossil record, which is reliant upon finds in wet, lowland areas, where organic decomposition may be inhibited by silt or mud. Yet flowers likely
emerged in upland mountainous areas, where fossilization is
rare. This is consistent with the understanding that the alternation of wet and dry seasons was probably inspirational
for the innovations which characterize angiosperms. Migrating into the tropics was an opportunity for diversity. Evidence found in 2012 pushed the origin of flowering plants
back 100 million years or more, to the Triassic.
Whereas the age estimates for non-angiosperm clades are
close to their first fossil records, the conflicts between the molecular estimates of clade age and the fossil-first occurrences are
greater within angiosperms. ~ Mexican evolutionary biologist
Jose Montoya et al
The general trend has been to find evolutionary developments occurring earlier in time than previously thought.
With that in mind, treat the dates herein as approximate and
go with the flow of the story.

For more information about Spokes of the Wheel, visit:
ishinobu.com. Research references for Spokes 3 are at:
ishinobu.com/spokes-3/notes/.

 Life's History 
From so simple a beginning, endless forms most beautiful and
most wonderful have been and are being evolved. ~ Charles
Darwin

Life appeared on this planet as soon as it could. Life proliferated into every possible niche where metabolic energy
could be got, whether by molecular manipulation or by radiation intake. Numerous extinction events – a few of searing
intensity – have pounded life on Earth and transposed its
mix. Yet life has persevered.

 Geological Time 
Earth scientists divide the geologic
EONS
time scale of our planet's 4.55 billionPhanerozoic
year history into a nested hierarchy of
542
MYA – now
eons, eras, periods, epochs, and ages.
animals
Eons have eras, eras comprise periods,
and so on. The division is ostensibly
Proterozoic
based upon stratigraphy: a branch of
2.5 BYA – 542 MYA
early life
geology related to rock layers (stratification).
Archean
Earth's surface was supposedly
3.8 BYA – 2.5 BYA
without oxygen
hellish in the Hadean eon (Greek for
"underworld.") After that, each sucHadean
ceeding eon marked a milestone in
4.54 BYA – 3.8 BYA
predominant life forms, based upon
hellish
now outdated estimates.
The Proterozoic was the eon of oxygen buildup: the byproduct of plants' progenitors. The Cambrian period's ostensible explosion of diversity, marked by the onset of a prolific
fossil record, initiated the Phanerozoic. Each era in the Phanerozoic is marked by a major extinction event. Period demarcations are slightly less pronounced in demonstration of
drastic change. Nonetheless, where once there was a regatta
of biota, a period ends with an extinction event that shuffled
the deck of life on Earth.
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Life's History

 Mass Extinctions 
Every mass extinction marked a watershed in the evolution of
life. ~ American geologist Jon Erickson

Palaeozoic

Mesozoic

Cenozoic

Earth has seen a staggering
Mass Extinctions
array of biota, beyond imagination in variety. This proliferation MYA (size = significance)
derives from evolutionary impulse
0
to diversely adapt: either toward
generalized hardiness, or, more
Paleogene
often, to fit into environmental
niches, to more adroitly exploit
100
available energy resources.
Cretaceous
Specialization proves risky in
time, as environments change, ofJurassic
ten dramatically. The causes are
various, but all ultimately involve 200
changes in temperature and the
Triassic
availability of water.
There are 2 extents of extincPermian
tion event: background and mass. 300
Carboniferous
Background extinction is the demise of a relatively few species.
This occurs where adaptation
fails, often in a rapidly changing
Devonian
biome. Mass extinction indiscrim- 400
Silurian
inately wipes out many species.
The difference between the two is
Ordovician
a matter of degree. Species are always going extinct.
500
Outside mass extinction, speCambrian
cies diversity tends to hold as new
opportunities arise, but, as the
Ediacaran
number of extinctions rises, speci- 600
ation invariably declines for a
time.
2 temporal vectors commonly lead to speciation via population separation: dispersal and vicariance. Speciation by dispersal happens when a subpopulation migrates outside the
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range of the main population, adapting to the new habitat to
eventuate into a new species. Variation by vicariance occurs
when a new geographic barrier arises, separating a population. Isolation precedes speciation in either case, but by geology in vicariance rather than overt dispersal behavior.
Many of the major biotic turnovers, extinctions, and radiations that had once been attributed to direct competitive replacements or adaptive breakthroughs are now seen as
physically mediated. ~ American geophysicist David Jablonski
Background extinction and mass extinction are typically
provoked by environmental changes such as climate. The rapidity and severity of change dictate the degree and duration
of an extinction event.
There is no commonly accepted definition of the term mass
extinction other than as a vague generic reference. ~ American
paleontologist Norman MacLeod


Method



The nature of the geological record is complicated, so it is not
trivial to decipher it correctly. ~ paleontologist Michal Kowalewski

As a guide to extinction, the fossil record readily fools.
Life forms have specific ecological requirements. They may
disappear from a biome because it did not suit them, but still
survive in other habitats.* If a location within that region becomes a fossil dig site, it may indicate an extinction that did
not occur.
Paleontologists have seldom been methodical enough to
cross-survey disparate sites of the same geological age: a difficult and expensive proposition. Instead, finds have been

*

A habitat comprises the relevant aspects of an environment in
which a species population lives. By contrast, a biome is an area
where organisms live with similar conditions, both geographically
and climatically. Habitat is the environment from the perspective
of a species, whereas biome characterizes a similar environment
for all species within it.

Life's History
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typically taken at face value wherever found. The methodological rigor necessary to accurately assess extinction has
largely been lacking.
Methods assuming uniform recovery potential of fossils
falsely supported stepwise extinction patterns among studied
species and systematically underestimated their stratigraphic
ranges. ~ paleontologist Rafal Nawrot et al

 Extinction Events 
There have been many mass extinction events on Earth.*
10 have been especially catastrophic: where most of the existing diversity succumbed.† Another such horrific extinction
event is presently gaining momentum.
1. Great Oxidation Event (2.45 BYA) (W–K): marine cyanobacteria infuse the atmosphere and sea surface with oxygen, slaughtering anaerobes who couldn't tolerate O2.
2. Snowball Earth (~800–630 MYA) (W–K): thick ice covers
most of the planet in 3 episodes, dropping both diversity
and biomass.
3. Ediacaran (period) (542 MYA) (W–K): early worms ravage
marine microbial populations.
4. Botomian (age) (517 MYA): a severe extinction pulse in the
Early Cambrian epoch.
5. Cambrian (period) (488 MYA) (W–K): many weird wonders
lose their lease on life, including the first flush of trilobites, in an extinction event called the Dead Interval.
6. Ordovician (period) (455 MYA): glaciations again take
their toll with wholesale extinction in the tropics.
7. Devonian (period) (374–364 MYA): a series of extinction
pulses involving invasive species and volcanoes.

By convention, extinction events terminate a labeled geological
period, age, or epoch.
† Conventional accounting tallies only 5 major extinction events. In
2015, American biologists Peter Ward and Joe Kirschvink cited
10 such massive extinctions (omitting only the Botomian event).
*
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8. Permian (period) (252 MYA): Earth's most severe mass extinction event – the Great Dying.
9. Triassic (period) (201 MYA): life on land and in the oceans
takes a major hit from volcanic climate change.
10. Cretaceous (period) (66 MYA): the finale for large dinosaurs.
11. Industrialization (from the 19th century): the advent of
modern man during the Holocene epoch (11.7 TYA–1940)
disrupted other life on Earth. Civilization arose after the
last ice age and its devastation was put into overdrive via
industrialization, burgeoning populations, and massive
pollution. The current major extinction event is just
warming up.
The chronicle of mass extinction events is incomplete.
New discoveries keep being made of extinction pulses which
profoundly affected life.

Marine Extinctions

%
80

genera fluctuations from the Cambrian period

end Ordovician

end Permian
end Cretaceous

60
40

20
0


End-Ordovician Extinction



Beginning 455 MYA, the mass extinction event ending the
Ordovician (485–443 MYA) was incited by 2 glaciations with
global impact separated by a million years. The 1st glaciation
came on the heels of an extraordinarily warm world during
the early and middle Ordovician; this despite the Sun basking Earth with 5% less radiation than today.
There must have been a 10% greater concentration of
greenhouse gases for such warmth. How that came about,
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whether by volcanism or a different carbon cycle, is not
known. An elevated level of greenhouse gas during hothouse
meant low atmospheric oxygen levels: something which organisms had adapted to by the Late Ordovician.
The toll of the Ordovician–Silurian extinction event was:
12% of marine families, encompassing 96% of marine species,
at a time when most macroscopic life lived in the seas. More
than 60% of marine invertebrates died. In terms of diversity
loss, this was the 3rd-worst extinction in the history of life.
During the Ordovician Gondwana shifted south, into the
polar region. This, along with the freshening impact of plants'
arrival on land, led to global cooling. The cooling initially
delivered anoxic (low oxygen) bottom waters, especially
beneath regions of high sea productivity, such as those zones
fed by nutrient-upwelling currents. This anoxia accelerated
extinction.
The onset of glaciation altered the carbon cycle, with the
atmospheric oxygen level rising. This was after much extinction had already transpired.
Glaciation lowered sea levels by 70–100 meters. The drop
devastated habitats on the continental shelves.
After the 1st glaciation, the planet reeled from frigid
icehouse to hothouse in a half-million years. A strong thermocline developed, returning the deep ocean to its anoxic
state.
Sea levels rose rapidly, blanketing shallow marine habitats with anoxic waters. The benthic faunas on the continental margins that had managed to survive the freeze
succumbed from the warming.
The species that survived tended to be small and simple.
Reducing body size shortens the time to reproductive maturity. This evolutionary strategy provides more opportunities for adaptation from one generation to the next.
The end-Ordovician extinction pulses favored life forms
with greater tolerances to changing conditions. This adaptive
stratagem would replay in succeeding extinction events.
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Extinction events are gauged by diversity loss, not
population decline. The toll is measured in disappearance
from the fossil record, not deaths, which are uncountable.
Ecological generalists – species with considerable tolerances to environmental changes – are the most successful migrants into new habitats. When invaded, generalists hang
tougher than specialists, which are well-adapted to their
niche but lack robustness in challenging times.
Specialists make the most of their habitat. Generalists
fare better during rapid environmental changes, but there
are fewer species of them. Owing to their inherent adaptability, generalists are less prone to speciation.


End-Devonian Extinction



Oceanic reefs teemed with life during the Devonian (416–
359 MYA). Various carbonate-secreting organisms coalesced
into communities that built cities on the ocean floor which
served all sorts of sea creatures.
Extinction at the end of the Devonian came as a rampant
reign of invasive species in the oceans catapulted into catastrophe. The world's watery realm was hard hit: loss of 95% of
shallow-water species, 60% extinction of deep-water species,
and 22% of all marine animal families lost.
Ocean life at the end of the Devonian declined because
opportunities for new diversity did not exist. In a death spiral
that lasted 10 million years (374–364 MYA), what invasive
species started was finished off by environmental changes, as
oceanic oxygen levels plunged.
Jawed fish fared fairly well, especially considering the
devastation of the reefs; but then, these predators may well
have been the invaders that were the extinction initiators.
While their populations eventually plummeted, these generalists survived and thrived through coming eras.
In the early history of life, speciation by vicariance was 3
times more common than dispersal. That pattern was flipped
upside down during the Devonian extinction event: speciation by vicariance happened only 28% of the time, with 72%
by dispersal.
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Life on land suffered a more modest decline at the Devonian–Carboniferous boundary, owing to tectonic activity and
climate changes. The tumult was not only of species dying
out but also a failure of new ones to form. Diversity plunged
as opportunities for new life declined.
Recoveries from mass extinctions can be unpredictable.
~ English paleontologist Michael Benton

The worst extinction event of all time was 252–248 MYA,
at the end of the Permian. The Paleozoic era closed with an
extinction event that drove life's diversity on land down to 5
to 10% of what it had been. At least 90% of terrestrial species
and over 50% of marine families were wiped out during the
Great Dying.
The multiple-pulse Triassic–Jurassic extinction event
217–199 MYA profoundly affected life on land and in the
oceans. Most large amphibian species vanished. 20% of all
marine families went extinct. Plant biodiversity was not severely affected, as plants adapted, though there was considerable species turnover in the mix of vegetation.
Global warming had an impact but does not explain the
sudden demise of marine life during the Triassic–Jurassic
mass extinction. No massive meteorite craters that can be
considered causal have been found. Some evidence indicates
voluminous volcanic eruptions at the time, though conclusions to causes are still speculative.
The last great extinction event, at the Cretaceous–Paleogene (K–Pg) boundary, 66 MYA, set the stage for the large life
forms found today. There was an 80% elimination in marine
invertebrates, a drastic drop in mammal species, and the utter demise of dinosaurs, save the birds that soar to this day.
All told, 60–80% of all animal species were snuffed. The only
marsupial to make it were opossums. Plants were profoundly
affected by the abrupt changes caused by a bodacious bolide
bashing into the Yucatán peninsula.
There have been numerous minor extinction events: minor only by comparison to those that were devastating. The
disruptions to life in the lesser extinction pulses were dramatic, though not nearly as drastic as the vast numbers lost
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in major events. As an example: 183 MYA, a relatively minor
mass extinction – the Early Toarcian oceanic anoxic event –
wiped out more than 80% of the marine bivalve species, such
as clams. Many shallow-water species went extinct. Oceanic
methane release from tectonic plate movement was the probable cause.

 Causes 
Major extinctions happen when a set of causal factors that
might not be of serious consequence by themselves become
aligned in time. ~ Norman MacLeod

The causes of extinction events are various. A major meteorite impact creates a planetary shock, as it did 66 MYA (the
K–Pg event), finishing off the large dinosaurs.
Comet storms and bolides occasion extinction events, as
has happened in at least 3 events, with shock waves causing
raging wildfires, massive floods, acid rains, and withering
winters.
Radiation from supernovae sterilizes and kills surface
life, as do solar flares. Geomagnetic reversals forge a flux of
cosmic rays to similar effect. Disruptive radiation factored
into the extinction events that ended the Ordovician, Devonian, Permian, and Cretaceous periods.
Continental drift has been another facet in mass extinction via global glaciation or warming, increased aridity, and
volcanism. The configuration of continents has a pronounced
effect on the viability of macroscopic life everywhere.
Volcanoes spew toxicity into the atmosphere, on land, and
in the oceans, affecting ecology worldwide, setting up stepwise extinctions. Tectonic plate movements and volcanoes
are the 2 sides of the same coin. Volcanism played a role in
many mass extinction events, notably the most severe.
Changes in sea level, salinity, and oceanic oxygen levels
contributed to several extinction events, as have pattern disruptions in ocean-atmosphere circulation. Rising sea levels
from deglaciation can prompt volcanic activity as mantle
plumes are put under more pressure.
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Finally, life itself creates extinction events: by disease,
predation, and other changes into the food web. Most notable
is the evolution of new plants, with better protections against
herbivory: depriving animals reliant upon the plants of the
past.
All mass extinctions stem from a selfsame biotic dynamic:
relatively rapid changes in the environment with which life
forms are unable to cope quickly enough via adaptation. An
extinction event ensues by a cascade of ecological dependencies, or by rapid environmental changes that simultaneously
decimate numerous species. Extinction events invariably involve both dynamics.

Mass extinctions are generally non-selective. The species
that go extinct or are diminished are not those ill-adapted;
just unlucky. The most evolutionarily advanced species may
have their candles snuffed by the stiff wind of an extinction
event, leaving behind lesser-but-luckier life.
The only selection factor in extinction events is tolerance
to adversity. The hardiest organisms tend to be the most archaic: little ones that have persevered through tough times
before. That withstanding, microbial species do go extinct.
Most bacterial lineages ever to have inhabited this planet are
estimated to be extinct. ~ microbiologist Stilianos Louca et al
The safest place to be during an extinction event is the
deep ocean. Benthic life fares better than anywhere else.
Mass extinction is typically followed by high species origination rates within a few million years. The availability of
nutrients is a key factor in the revival of life.
Glaciation is a particularly subtle seeding for the next
generation of species. Organic remains from the previous period are preserved by the cold, only to be released when the
ice melts. At the other extreme, heading to hothouse by global
warming provides no such head start.
Environmental change correlates closely with extinction but
not with speciation. ~ American geologist Steven Holland
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 Extinction Theories 
What escapes the eye is a much more insidious kind of extinction: the extinction of ecological interactions. ~ American
evolutionary ecologist Daniel Janzen

The history of scientific endeavor is littered with virtual
mountains of discarded theories, commonly developed by scientists who grip a belief system based solely on facts in favor
while studiously ignoring inconvenient contradictions. Personal esteem often determines whether theories are rapidly
rubbished or polished through time by discarding bits of discredited dross. The obscenely esteemed Darwin, who got
much more wrong than right, is exemplary.
The realities of Nature are seldom neat, but the human
mind demands that theories be kept tidy, else comprehension
succumbs to conceptual chaos. What follows are extinction
events for extinction theories, including denial of extinction
altogether in favor of smooth evolution.


Catastrophism



Theories of evolution rest on two arbitrary suppositions; the
one, that it is the seminal vapor which organizes the embryo;
the other, that efforts and desires may engender organs. A system established on such foundations may amuse the imagination of a poet; a metaphysician may derive from it an entirely
new series of systems; but it cannot for a moment bear the examination of anyone who has dissected a hand, a viscus, or
even a feather. ~ Georges Cuvier

Beginning with 2 papers in 1796 which compared fossils
to living animals, French naturalist Georges Cuvier became
a major figure in the natural sciences in the early 19th century. Cuvier's studies established extinction as a fact, and
mass extinction as a theory.
Cuvier criticized evolutionary theories proposed by contemporaries Jean-Baptiste Lamarck and Geoffroy SaintHilaire: the notion that one life form gradually transforms
into another. He repeatedly emphasized that there he could
see no evidence of one fossil form changing into another.

Life's History
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Cuvier pointed out that mummified animals thousands of
years old seem no different than those living today. Lamarck
dismissed this by arguing that evolution happened slowly.
Cuvier retorted how Lamarck and other evolutionists had
conveniently contrived hundreds of thousands of years "with
the stroke of a pen" to justify their wild theories. Cuvier argued that one can judge what happens over a long time by
multiplying what a lesser time produces. Since a lesser time
showed no organic changes, there was no reason to think that
a longer time would be any different.
All of these facts, consistent among themselves, and not opposed by any report, seem to me to prove the existence of a
world previous to ours, destroyed by some kind of catastrophe.
~ Georges Cuvier
Cuvier came to believe that the fossils he had examined
were remains of species now extinct. This led Cuvier to catastrophism: catastrophic events caused mass extinctions, as evidenced by geological features, notably rock layering
(stratigraphy). Each catastrophe set the stage for a new wave
of creation. Cuvier was a devout Lutheran.
Cuvier's conversion to catastrophism was abetted by collaboration with French chemist, mineralogist, and zoologist
Alexandre Brongniart. Together they correlated fossils to
their place in the geological column (sedimentary rock layers). To others stratigraphy told a different story.


Uniformitarianism



The present is the key to the past. ~ Uniformitarianism creed

A group of English geologists, William Buckland and Robert Jameson among them, interpreted Cuvier's work much
differently: as support for the biblical flood. Cuvier was
Christian, but never floated his catastrophic boat that far
downstream into the thought pool known at natural theology:
an influential branch of theology in the early 19th century,
founded on reason and ordinary experience, but taken to
godly ends.

14
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On the other bank of evolutionary theory, sedimentary
rock inspired a steady-as-she-goes school of thought. Uniformitarianism was the brainchild of Scottish geologists in
the late 18th century.
James Hutton, the father of modern geology, coined this
concept of constancy, with a side dish of gradualism: that the
same processes and natural laws that operate in the universe
now have been constant everywhere since time immortal.
We find no vestige of a beginning, no prospect of an end.
~ James Hutton
Scottish geologist Charles Lyell propounded uniformitarianism in his 1830 book Principles of Geology. Lyell was a
close friend of Darwin and a considerable influence on him.
Lyell, a devout Christian, had trouble accepting the idea of
evolution without it being part of God's handicraft.
Lyell's legacy includes naming the geological epochs of
the Cenozoic era, which English lexicographer H.W. Fowler
characterized as "regrettable barbarism," lamenting Lyell's
laxity in not consulting a philologist in coining terms.
English polymath and Anglican priest William Whewell
minted the term uniformitarianism in the mid-19th century,
as well as coining catastrophism for the creed that Earth was
shaped by a series of sudden, violent events.
From 1850 to 1980, geologists generally endorsed uniformitarianism and geological gradualism, rejecting that cataclysmic events played any significant role in Earth's
formation. Uniformitarianism was embraced partly as a rejection of what was on the other side of the same theoretical
coin: that the catastrophists of the early 19th century
granted God as the shaper of Earth's history.

Charles Darwin published his book on evolution, On the
Origin of Species, in 1859. Embracing uniformitarianism,
Darwin denied mass extinction, as it didn't fit his natural selection hypothesis. For Darwin, extinction was a slow process, affecting each species via ecological competition.
The extinction of old forms is the almost inevitable consequence of the production of new forms. The utter extinction of
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a whole group of species may often be a very slow process.
~ Charles Darwin

Mass extinction was a well-established fact by Darwin's
time. Seeking simplicity, Darwin blindsided himself with his
sophistic "survival of the fittest" story.

 Timeline 
If we examine the accomplishments of man in his most advanced endeavors, in theory and in practice, we find that the
cell has done all this long before him, with greater resourcefulness and much greater efficiency. ~ Belgian cytologist Albert
Claude

Life emerged 4.1 billion years
Life ~ Arose (mya)
ago (BYA), in the relative respite
prokaryotes
4,100
from continual bombardment by
eukaryotes
2,500
bolides. Jupiter acted as some2,100
thing of a shield, and so engen- multicellular
0
sea
creatures
580
dered Earth's prospects for life.
550
Even before the planetary fish
plants
on
land
470
bombardment let up, early Earth
410
was not as hellishly hot as long jawed fish
presumed. Instead, the planet animals on land 396
was surprising cool, with liquid amphibians
364
water on its surface, sloshed reptiles
319
around by boulders from space.
birds
155
Earth is on the cold side of the mammals
129
habitable planetary zone in the primates
65
solar system. Further, solar enapes
24
ergy during the Hadean was 25%
hominids
7
less than what it is now. Early
2.8
Earth should have been a big ball Homo genus
Homo
sapiens
0.24
of ice. It was not because of greenhumans
0.13
house gases in the atmosphere.
A gas has a warming effect by having an electric dipole
moment (EDM) that allows interaction with electromagnetic
radiation. H2O is a greenhouse gas because of its permanent
EDM. CO2 also has an EDM, but has to distort asymmetrically to create it, as it is not a linear molecule, unlike H2O.
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Atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen have no electric dipole
moment, nor can these symmetric, diatomic molecules bend
or stretch to create one.
The compositional dynamics of Earth's early atmosphere
remain uncertain, but hydrogen certainly played a critical
role in making the planet warm enough to support life.
Atmospheric hydrogen (H2) has warming potential by absorbing radiation that excites it to a higher rotational state.
Owing to volcanic outgassing, the presence of 10% H2 in
Earth's early atmosphere might have increased surface temperatures 10–15 ºC. The abundance of atmospheric N2 would
have abetted this dynamic.
Once methanogens evolved, they reduced atmospheric H2
levels. In doing so they produced methane, a potent greenhouse gas, as well as converting carbon dioxide in water vapor: CO2 + 4 H2 → CH4 + 2 H2O. Outgassing of both waste
products kept Earth warmer than it would have been otherwise.

In the earliest eon of life, microbes made a living chewing
rocks: unlocking energy from sulfur, nitrogen, iron, and hydrogen. This created sediment that acted as a geological viscous lubricant, which was instrumental in generating
tectonic plate subduction. By this, microbes facilitated the
rise of continents.
The first ecosystems were actually quite complex. ~ English
biogeologist Simon Darroch
Microbial life was not confined to the oceans. By 3.7 BYA,
archaea and bacteria were well-ensconced in soils around the
world.
Cyanobacteria arose by deriving energy from fermentation, which does not require oxygen. By 3.6 BYA, cyanobacteria had acquired the quantum trick of photosynthesis, having
got the original genic formula from their cousins, archaea.
Exactly how photosynthesis evolved is unknown, but it
was an incremental adaptation. Methanospirillum hungatei
was an ancient methogenic archaeon that existed before photosynthesis developed. It had the essential genetics for the
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metabolic pathway used during photosynthesis. M. hungatei
simply lacked the trick of activating the pathway with light.
The evolution of chlorophyll literally changed the world.
Animal life on Earth was made possible by the by-product of
photosynthetic bacteria: oxygen.
During the first half of Earth's history, the majority of life
forms were probably capable of photosynthesis. ~ Columbian
life scientist Tanai Cardona
Carbon is the basic building block of biomatter, and an
element fundamental to atmospheric temperature regulation. Photosynthesis greatly accelerated Earth's carbon cycle;
even more so when plants colonized land.
Though the energy of the Sun was 20% weaker than now
3 BYA, Earth was not frozen because of greenhouse gases
which retained heat in the atmosphere. Atmospheric carbon
(CO2, CH4) dissolves in water to form acid rain. With substantial continents having formed, acid weathering of the
early crust reduced atmospheric carbon and increased oxygen release from the rocky surface. In the process came continental drift and global cooling. Earth had its first ice age
2.5 BYA.
2.45 BYA came the so-called Great Oxidation Event: an upsurge of atmospheric oxygen. For a few hundred million
years, oxidized material on Earth's surface had been recycled
into the mantle. Pressure at depth resulted in oxygen release
into the atmosphere. Meanwhile, oxygen generators on the
surface of the seas infused the atmosphere with their waste.
The ocean depths remained anoxic for quite some time.
The oxidation that began 2.45 BYA was not lasting, nor so
significant to be labeled a 'great event'. Atmospheric oxygen
remained low for over 1.5 billion afterwards. Continuing tectonic plate movements brought buried carbon sediment to the
surface, which reacted with the atmospheric oxygen to keep
O2 at ~10% of present-day levels.
Oxygen was at first poisonous to life. Organisms adapted
to appreciate the accessible energy that free oxygen offered.
The capacity to detoxify reactive oxygen species must have
evolved prior to oxygenic photosynthesis and aerobic metabo-
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lism, or the first aerobic organisms would have poisoned themselves. This poses a puzzle as to what drove evolution of protection from O2 toxicity before there were significant amounts
of O2 in the environment. Carotenoids, which protect against
H2O2, are found in ancient anaerobic bacteria and do not require O2 for their production yet protect against its toxic effects.
~ English Earth scientist Timothy Lenton

Oxidation altered every form of life. Even prodigal oxygen
producers had to adapt to their own success.
Bacteria learned to succor oxygen as a fuel source. Along
with archaea, bacteria had the planet to themselves for
nearly 2 billion years: plenty of time to diversify and settle
into every possible niche that can support life.
During that time, microbes perfected metabolism near
the optimality afforded by chemistry, with the slight tradeoff of being able to adjust to alternative nutritional conditions. This efficacy goes a long way in explaining the diversity
and staying power of microbes.
This time in Earth's history was a bit of a catch-22 situation. It
wasn't possible to evolve complex life forms because there was
not enough oxygen in the atmosphere, and there wasn't enough
oxygen because complex plants hadn't evolved. It was only
when land plants came about did we see a more significant rise
in atmospheric oxygen. ~ Timothy Lenton
Oxygen is one of the key variables in Earth's biotic system. Once photosynthesis arose, oxygen's transformative
power upon Earth's surface was destined. Progressive oxidation paved the way for eukaryotes to evolve: first singlecelled, then multicellular. Oxygen was the fuel for larger and
more metabolically active life.
Oxygen levels were very dynamic, going up and down until
they passed a threshold and pushed the planet to a different
state. ~ American biogeochemist Noah Planavsky

 Eukaryotes Evolve 
The puzzle of the origin of the eukaryotic cell is extremely
complicated. ~ Dutch microbiologist Thijs Ettema

To foster communication among the likeminded and
thereby take colonial form, archaic bacteria evolved the genic
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production of kinases: enzymes which mediate chemical energy flows. This innovation was an essential pre-adaptation
to cellular complexity, and to multicellularity. After all, bonding begins with communicating shared interests.
Going through life alone is a struggle which may be eased
by partnership with another. Life as a cell isn't any different.
~2.5 BYA, an archaean host and an endosymbiotic bacterium committed to an everlasting partnership via irreversible specialization; thus arose single-celled eukaryotes,
around the time that continents were emerging, and oxygen
levels beginning to rise.
As a pre-adaptation, host archaea had invented membrane technology that afforded keeping guests within their
own quarters. As a lure for endosymbiosis, archaea were dining on fatty acids and butane – a diet of carbon-based molecules that would have generated nourishing byproducts for
partner bacteria.
The concept caught on. A wily single-celled protist endosymbiotically retained a photosynthetic bacterium, giving
rise to the plastid which afforded autotrophy. Whence came
plants: from green algae which grew determined to make a
living on land.
A variety of eukaryotic cell types arose over several hundred million years via waves of endosymbiotic inspiration. All
relied upon extensive intracellular communication to be able
to live and work together.
Another cell type arose: a complex consumer of other life,
requiring a diet of fresh prefabricated amino acids and vitamins. From petite worms all animals evolved.
Protists arose which straddled the demarcation between
animals and plants. Protist is more a leftover grouping than
a designation.
Diverging from animals 1 BYA, the forebearer of fungus
got a strong cell wall and gained great metabolic versatility.
It ate ready-made foodstuffs from other organisms, dead or
alive.
Many of the major events in the diversification of life owe to
species interactions. The consequences: mitochondria and the
origin of the eukaryotic cell; chloroplasts and the origin of
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plants; dinoflagellates and the origin of coral reefs; lichens, mycorrhizae, and rhizobia and the process of terrestrial plant succession; gut symbionts and animal digestion. ~ American
evolutionary biologist John Thompson

One impetus to eukaryotic evolution was efficiency. That
division of labor is more productive than solitary toil is a universal fact in all social realms, from biofilms to the societies
of creatures.
A communication system was necessary for eukaryotic
emergence. This required a shared foundation. The answer
was DNA.
Viruses were the vehicle for disseminating DNA to all
other life and making it the universal standard. The employment of DNA was positively infectious.
Viruses modulate the function and evolution of all living
things. ~ American viral ecologist Joshua Weitz et al
It is also quite likely that early pathogens were provocative in the emergence of eukaryotes. From the earliest life to
present day, predation drives evolutionary responses.
Viruses have contributed enormously to the communication
between cells, and to the appearance of multicellular organisms
on Earth. ~ French virologist Felix Rey
At least one virus was instrumental in the origin of fungi.
The virus hijacked the ancestor of fungi, seeking to turn it
into a virus factory. The fungus that survived selectively incorporated vital viral bits that afforded pliability in development and gave it greater cooperative and parasitic abilities.
Once organisms have a shared communication system,
and are thus able to optimize operations, specialization
arises, followed inexorably by interdependence; whereupon
eukaryotes evolved.
Many unicellular organisms have a colonial form (pluricellularity), often when food becomes scarce, or as a defense.
Single-celled green algae exposed to unicellular predators are
easy prey. Clumping makes a difference. Small cell colonies
offer an ideal trade-off between security from predation and
maintaining sufficient surface area for nutrient uptake.
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Then next step was labor specialization. Prokaryotic colonial cells are not differentiated, but cells often coordinate to
perform different tasks.
Capsaspora is an amoeba with 3 distinct life stages. The
demands of solitude and solidarity with others at different
stages calls for flexibility. The communication and coordination needed for multicellularity has similar demands.
Though single-celled, Capsaspora has capabilities essential
for multicellularity. Some of the same genic tricks have been
seen in other single-celled organisms.


Spurring Multicellularity



Eukaryotes evolved in a world filled with bacteria and
throughout their shared history these two branches of life have
developed a complex set of ways to compete and cooperate
with each other. ~ American cytologist Rosanna Alegado et al

Multicellularity arose by 2.1 BYA, and independently
evolved at least 46 times in all domains of life. The genetic
capability was in place well beforehand. Multicellularity was
an adaptive response.
Cooperation is wired into cells. ~ American cytologist
Thomas Zwaka
Multicellularity was an evolutionary déjà vu to the emergence of eukaryotes. Both were spurred by cellular cooperation and the promise of greater productivity via division of
labor. The primary challenge of multicellularity was coordination among cells to optimize efficacy. Shared chemical languages begat the specialization that characterizes and
benefits multicellular organisms.
Multicellularity has its challenges, most notably renegades. Cells in a collective must live and die cooperatively.
When cells die in a group, they could poison each other.
Instead, dead animal cells provide recyclable raw materials
for those still going (autophagy): a tremendous savings for a
heterotroph.
Another peril posed by multicellularity is a single cell
growing at the expense of others. That hazard still looms
with cancer, where cells refuse to play by the rules.
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Early multicellular organisms evolved defenses against
miscreants. The green algae Volvox programmatically limits
the number of times a cell can divide.
That helps reduce the potential for cells to become renegade.
~ American evolutionary biologist Richard Michod
Choanoflagellates are flagellate eukaryotes, existing as
free-living single cells or in rosette-shaped colonies. They are
the closest cellular relative to metazoa (animals).
Choanoflagellates evolved not long before the origin of animals. ~ American cytologist Nicole King
The bacterium Algoriphagus machipongonensis inspires
a unicellular choanoflagellate to divide into a multicellular
organism. The individual cells interact as a coordinated cluster. A specific sulfonolipid in the bacterium's cell membrane
provides the biochemical inducement for choanoflagellate division. The process is reminiscent of animal embryology.
Gliding bacteria employ sulfonolipids in their cell membranes to move about. In multicellular eukaryotes, sulfonolipids regulate cell migration and differentiation.
It is likely that endosymbiotic bacteria were instrumental
in the evolution of multicellular eukaryotes. This is consistent with the ongoing importance that microbiota play in
eukaryotic life.
Pluricellular clusters, such as biofilms, readily form when
conditions are favorable. When the situation changes and
single cells are again advantageous, these pluricellular congregations go back to more solitary lifestyles.
Things had to change to enforce multicellularity. One of
those things was apoptosis: programmed cell death. It seems
odd that cellular suicide is beneficial, but higher rates of
apoptosis – with dying cells acting as weak links in cellular
connectivity – allow cellular clusters to circumvent growth
constraints imposed by physical volume and nutrient flow
limitations.
Once apoptosis evolved, along with other traits that engendered and enforced cooperative cellular ventures, such as
language development and the trust inherent in specialization, the benefits of multicellularity both ratcheted growth
prospects and precluded reversibility to single-cell living.
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Multicellularity has arisen independently many times. ~ Michael Benton


Reproduction Isolation 

Cell differentiation was a critical step in the evolution of
complex multicellular organisms. An early specialization was
isolating cells responsible for reproduction.
Most multicellular organisms entrust the propagation of
their genes to a select few germline cells amid a sea of nonreproductive somatic cells. With this the fitness of individual
cells and the fitness of the entire organism become decoupled.
There are 2 basic cell types in multicellular eukaryotes:
germline and soma. The fundamental difference is a reproductive division of labor.
Germline cells have the singular purpose of perpetuating
the genomic lineage. Purview of all else belongs to soma. All
bodily functions are accomplished by somatic cells.
Genome protection spurred the evolution of multicellular
eukaryotes.
Multicellular organisms set aside germ cells to protect their
genetic material, letting other cells – the soma – do the dirty
work that damages DNA, their genetic building blocks.
~ American biologist Heather Goldsby
The protection essential for viable offspring is ensuring
quality mitochondria. Cells can repair a lot of damage, but if
the power plants sputter out the cell dies.
Mitochondrial mutations creep in slowly in plants and basal animals, so a germline isn't needed. Plants generate gametes from pluripotent somatic stem cells.
In contrast, mitochondrial genetic errors can accumulate
quickly in active animals, which have a higher metabolic rate
and therefore undergo many more division cycles. Hence
most bilateral animals sequester a dedicated germline early
in development.
Further, mitochondrial genes are only passed to the next
generation through the female germline, in the form of large
eggs stuffed with thousands of mitochondria. This protects
against errors, as eggs undergo fewer replication cycles than
other tissue cells.
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Single-sex transmission of mitochondrial genes somewhat restricts genetic variation. This is compensated for in
mammals by generating far too many egg cells during development and discriminately using a relative few.
Human females are born with over 6 million egg precursor cells (ovarian follicles). 90% of these cells are selectively
culled at the start of puberty in a mysterious process known
as atresia.


Complexity 

Multicellularity is one of the major transitions that allowed
the evolution of large, complex organisms, fundamentally reshaping Earth's ecology. ~ American evolutionary biologists
Eric Libby & William Ratcliff

The thrust of evolution has always been staying alive. For
heterotrophs, the first priority is obtaining and processing
nutrients; thus evolved systems for motility, foraging, digestion, and control of these and attendant processes.
In optimizing efficacy and evolving to take advantage of
local food sources, multicellularity begat complexity as well
as diversity. Physical complexity evolved incrementally, with
many innovations that might later be abandoned, as a different approach was better suited to the current environment.
Energy efficiency, which is its own advantage, often lessens
complexity, even as such efficiency is the epitome of intricacy.
It is illimitably harder to attribute sophistication than complexity, and so this apter metric of evolutionary quality has
not been attempted.
Unless one considers complexity as an accounting exercise, the issue of intricacy is not as simple as moving parts.
One may look at material bits and their linkages and conjecture complexity. Appearances are often deceptive, and complexity is exemplary.
As life is defined by energy and information flows, biomechanics misses the critical picture. Every organism is a confluence of matter, energy, and mind. It is impossible to say
that the richness or sophistication of our lives is greater than
that of microbes, even as the nominal cell count is 10+ trillion
to 1.
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A crucial factor compelling physical complexity is the
sheer challenge of staying alive in a hostile world, where one
may readily succumb to predation, including pathogens. The
bigger you are, the bigger target you become. Compensation
by complication is not the same as sophistication.
Skeletons are quite costly to produce. It's very difficult to
come up with a reason other than defence for why an animal
would bother to create a skeleton for itself. ~ English paleobiologist Rachel Wood

 Sponges 
We have really humble beginnings. ~ Italian evolutionary
biologist David Pisani

Sponges were the forerunner of all complex metazoa.
Sponges appear as incomplex animals, without nervous, digestive, or circulatory systems. Their bodies are jelly-like
connective tissue (mesohyl) encased in 2 thin layers of cells.
At the cellular level, sponges are not so simple. Unlike
other animals, sponges have differentiated cells that can
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transform into other types. Another novelty arises in the way
sponges build their skeletons, employing specialized cells in
a complex, coordinated process.
Division of labor by manufacturer, transporter, and cementer
cells, and iteration of the sequential mechanical reactions, allows construction of the skeleton as a self-organized biological
structure, with the great plasticity in size and shape required for
indeterminate growth. ~ Japanese molecular biologist Sohei
Nakayama et al
Sponges host a thriving microbiome that helps them digest the microorganisms they ingest, as well as other functions. Over 40% of sponge cells are bacterial.
Despite simple morphology, early sponges had latent
genic sophistication. They carried the gene for sex determination (long thought to have evolved much later) and had the
genetic bases for nerve conduction that developed in later animals.

Organ systems arose incrementally in form and function.
Jellyfish evolved a gut with a single opening, a ring of muscles, and a nerve net with no central control.
Flatworms have a single opening, but with different sides
for intake and elimination. Flatworms also have a definite
head-end for their still-meager nervous system.
From there the evolution of digestion proceeded.
As with sponges, endosymbiotic microbes were essential
in breaking down chemically complex nutrients which animal cells were unable to process as efficiently.
Socialization became as important as specialization,
starting with microbial association. There is some irony that
multicellular eukaryotes, even as they became more 'complex', have always relied upon prokaryotes that retained relative 'simplicity'. Such interdependence is the ecology of life.
While new genes and proteins arose with speciation, antecedent genes were conserved: brought forward through eras
of genetic and cellular innovation, in case earlier genic
knowledge proved useful again. In many cases it did, though
often with a twist of adaptive application.
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 The Cryogenian Cooler 
The Great Oxidation Event triggered a loss of methane
and its greenhouse effect, cooling the planet. Earth had its
1st major glaciation 2.2 BYA. Ice sheets extended to the tropics, nearly covering the entire planet.
The organisms that had arose in the relative warmth
largely disappeared. More than a billion years later, glaciation would again set back the proliferation of life.
The term Cryogenian refers to the frigid climate of the
time. During the Tonian (1000–720 MYA) and Cryogenian (720–
625 MYA) periods, Earth shivered through 4 of the most severe
ice ages in its history: the Kaigas (770–735 MYA), Sturtian
(715–680 MYA), Marinoan (660–635 MYA), and Gaskiers (585–582
MYA).
Glaciers stretched and shrank in rhythmic pulses. The
Sturtian and Marinoan were the most severe.
The period 800–600 MYA is termed Snowball Earth. Much
of the world was frozen over. Ice extended to the equator.
Normally atmospheric carbon dioxide maintains an equilibrium with the oceans. The ice layer cut off that exchange.
This allowed atmospheric CO2 to soar to 13% over a period of
4–30 million years; 325 times that of today (0.04%). The elevated level of this greenhouse gas, along with volcanic and
microbially-released methane, created a global warming
feedback loop.
Volcanoes can be a climatic doubled-edged sword. Volcanoes spouting soot into the atmosphere can rapidly cool, as
happened to bring on the Sturtian. Conversely, volcanic release of greenhouse gases has a longer-term warming effect.
In periods of Earth's history when it was very warm, volcanic
cooling would not have been very important. In cooler conditions, Earth becomes uniquely vulnerable to volcanic perturbations of climate. Context matters. ~ American geologist Robin
Wordsworth
The ocean's acritarch populations were decimated during
the Cryogenian period. The acritarchs of note were planktonic algae, dating to 3.2 BYA. They were first to evolve into
simple eukaryotes.
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The algal die off did not defeat a continued rise in oxygen
level during the Cryogenian; setting the stage for the explosive growth that would follow when the ice retreated and the
seas warmed again.
The cold ravaged a lot of potential for life. There were
spots where the chill was not so severe. The end of narrow
inlets, like the Red Sea, may have been relatively ice-free.
From 1.5 BYA to well over a half-billion years later, Earth
was home to microbes and algae alone. Evolution seemed
stalled in the slow lane, but there were innovations. By 809
MYA, organisms had armored themselves via biomineralization. These exoskeletons protected microbes from predation.
Ancient microbes luxuriously employed calcium phosphate to fashion their shells. Today, phosphate is limited,
and microbes avoid wasting it. Modern microbes make their
shells out of calcium carbonate.
Some cyanobacteria evolved the ability to fix atmospheric
nitrogen ~800 MYA. This revolutionary event fertilized the
oceans.
These oxygenating cyanobacteria were able to colonise the
vast oceans and be fertilised by enough bioavailable nitrogen to
then produce oxygen – and carbohydrate food – at levels high
enough to facilitate the next 'great leap forward' towards complex life. This played a pivotal role in the evolution of life on
Earth. ~ Columbian biologist Patricia Sánchez-Baracaldo
The last common ancestor of all animals, a sponge, arose
nearly 800 MYA, during the Tonian. Metazoans developed further during the Cryogenian.
Phosphorus was the critical element which allowed the
evolution of metazoa. Until 800 MYA, phosphorus availability
was limited in the shallow marine environments which cradled nascent animal evolution. The phosphorus surge was
likely instigated by volcanic and tectonic activity which released benthic phosphorus deposits from long-dead microbes.
Oxygen was scarce for the earliest animals, which could
survive at 0.5–4.0% of present atmospheric levels. The oxygenation of the oceans ~635 MYA, though appreciated by
those breathing, was not necessary to foster animal life.
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By 580 MYA, atmospheric oxygen approached 10% of what
it is now. Gills and circulatory systems evolved during this
time. These evolutionary advances reflected ocean oxygenation and conditions in the deep.
While ocean surface waters had sufficient oxygen for life
to evolve, the bottom waters of shelf seas were oxygenated by
early animals. Sponges feed by filtering planktonic nutrients
from the water. Besides putting oxygen into the water at
depth, early filter feeders also removed the essential nutrient
phosphorus. This in turn reduced ocean ecosystem productivity, which reduced oxygen demand. Adaptation to these conditions resulted in the 1st mobile marine predators.
Marine worms grew to nearly 1 meter, but were only 2.5
mm thick, thus providing maximum surface area to absorb
oxygen and nutrients directly from ambient seawater. Numerous species turned carnivorous.
Conditions in the Cryogenian demanded that early life establish a developmental toolkit of robustness at the cellular
level. The success of metazoans in the Ediacaran and Cambrian periods that followed – especially the facility for rapid
speciation – owed to the new forms of developmental regulation created during the Cryogenian.
The conditions that led to the chilly Cryogenian, and its
conclusion, came via continental configuration. At the onset
of the Cryogenian, the Earth's landmass consisted of Rodinia:
a single supercontinent. Rodinia was barren, as it existed before the ozone layer formed, and so was too irradiated by ultraviolet sunlight for life to withstand.
The continent of Rodinia was mostly tropical. This fostered the big freeze of the Cryogenian, as land mass is more
reflective than open ocean, and so absorbs less heat. Most of
Earth's solar absorption today is in the tropical oceans.
Earth came out of the freezer from the breakdown of the
carbon cycle. This evolved from Rodinia breaking up, which
took over 100 million years. A cooling mantle finally started
the modern-style subduction that greases continental drift
through tectonics.
There were dramatic sea level changes during this period.
Sea levels initially rose in response to both mantle upwelling
from tectonic activity and the mid-Cryogenian glaciations.
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Widespread flooding created vast areas of shallow continental shelf under water. Sea levels receded as the world
warmed and the continents drifted apart.
One impact of continental events was the release of phosphorus, which, coupled with abundant carbon dioxide, triggered a cyanobacteria population explosion. This in turn
triggered rapid reoxygenation of the atmosphere, contributing to the rise of Ediacaran biota.
Another related dynamic was the slow release of calcium,
allowing uptake by oceanic organisms to build exoskeletons,
which set the stage for the Cambrian.

 Ediacaran Life 
During the Ediacaran period (635–542 MYA), life evolved
more diverse and sophisticated cell chemistry, including genetic mechanisms which would be conserved through time.
At the cellular level, some organisms had novelties that
straddled classification. Exotic single-celled microorganisms
emerged – neither bacterial nor animal – that had features
like fungi and multicellular algae. The Ediacaran was a period of fundamental experimentation in life form.
Complex animals got their start millions of years before the
Cambrian, during the Ediacaran. ~ American paleontologist Rachel Wood
Life forms were microscopic prior to the Ediacaran. That
changed as size became a way to spread.

 Rangeomorphs 
Rangeomorphs were a frondose animal, standing tall
while attached to the seafloor by a holdfast, though some lay
flat. Rangeomorphs were among the earliest large organisms:
some grew to 2 meters tall, though others were only a few
centimeters. Their soft bodies were fractal branches unlike
any other complex macrobe.
Rangeomorphs could rapidly shape-shift: growing into a
long, tapered column if the seawater above them had an ele-
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vated oxygen level or food flow. As filter feeders,
rangeomorph frond size and shape were responsive to
nutrient availability and uptake.
Rangeomorphs sent out waterborne propagules to
reproduce in distant areas. Plants later imitated this
technology with stolons.
Rangeomorphs were adaptively optimal for the low-competition, high-nutrient conditions of Ediacaran oceans. With the
Cambrian explosion in animal diversity (from 541 MYA), fundamental changes in ecological and geochemical conditions led
to their extinction. ~ English paleobiologists Jennifer Hoyal
Cuthill & Simon Conway Morris

 Dickinsonia 
Dickinsonia were another Ediacaran marine oddity.
Ranging from a few millimeters to 1.4 meters, Dickinsonia were a bilaterally symmetrical, ribbed, oval pancake. They grew
by adding new rib-like segments.
Classifying Dickinsonia has been problematic. Proposals
include that they were fungi, or some extinct kingdom. In
2018 paleontologists discovered that Dickinsonia produced
cholesterol, "a hallmark of animals."

Most the marine life during the Ediacaran were sessile:
living quiet lives attached to the seabed. Mats of cyanobacteria covered the sea floor along continental shelves during the
Ediacaran.
Then soft-bodied sea worms arose that were the start of
big trouble. The oceans became starved of oxygen (anoxia).
Animals began burrowing in search of O2. They tore into the
microbial mats which were relatively oxygen rich. The metazoan rampage altered the seabeds, killing off organisms dependent upon the mats. This bioturbation by early burrowers
had an outsized outcome in initiating a negative feedback
loop, beginning with increasing oceanic phosphorus burial
from critters in the benthic sediment.
The decrease in marine phosphate level lessened organic
carbon burial and lowered oceanic oxygen. This only spurred
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the burrowers on, exacerbating the situation and leading to
the extinction event that ended the Ediacaran.
Consensus opinion has long been that all Ediacaran life
was oceanic. Based upon analyses of soil crusts (paleosols)
and fossil finds, American geologist Gregory Retallack discovered in 2013 that fungi, lichen, and microbial colonies
lived on land by the end of the Ediacaran.
Tiny bilaterian animals evolved 650 MYA.* Bilateria have
a longitudinal plane of symmetry, and specialized internal
organ systems. The bilaterian gut can digest more food. This
architecture was ideal for adaptively scaling-up body size.
The fossil record of the Ediacaran is scant, as it was during this time that animals were developing the hard shells
which would begat fossils. Exoskeletons became possible because an increasing abundance of calcium became available
in seawater: an output from oceanic volcanic activity. Animals with complex skeletons evolved by 550 MYA.
Oxygen was like a slow fuse to the explosion of animal life.
~ American Earth scientist David Catling
Increased atmospheric oxygen afforded the diversification of animal life that characterized the Cambrian. The oxygen increase came by burying decaying plant matter in
sediment. Burial removes the carbon from Earth's surface,
preventing it from bonding with molecular oxygen in the atmosphere.
The evolution of metazoans, and their subsequent diversification during the Cambrian explosion, was caused by the ability
of the continents to accumulate and store sedimentary organic
carbon. ~ American geologists Shanan Peters & Jon Husson
Organic sedimentation accelerated as the short-lived supercontinent Pannotia splintered ~550 MYA. This triggered a
spreading of shallow ocean water across the continents, releasing calcium which allowed animals to build hard shells;
whence the Cambrian explosion.

*

The earliest multicellular animals were as long as a human hair
is wide.
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 The Cambrian Explosion 
The Cambrian explosion established virtually all the major
animal body forms that would exist thereafter, including many
that became extinct. ~ English anthropologist Roger Lewin

Pannotia breaking up led to the abrupt disappearance of
Ediacaran biota. The radiative revolution of the Cambrian
(542–485 MYA) followed. It was facilitated by a surge in oxygen which incited animal evolution in shallow marine waters.
Extreme fluctuations in oxygen during the Cambrian period
alternately provoked dramatic diversifications and mass extinctions (during anoxic times).

Discoveries pertinent to evolutionary biology have at first
been typically interpreted within the conventional mindset of
the day. Decades or generations may pass before reinterpretation, as Cambrian fossils exemplify.

 Burgess Shale 
Observe always that everything is the result of a change and
get used to thinking that there is nothing Nature loves so well
as to change existing forms and make new ones like them.
~ Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius in the 2nd century

The fossil beds that became known as the
Burgess Shale were discovered by Canadian
geologist Richard McConnell in 1866.
McConnell noticed unusual black shale outcroppings in the Canadian Rockies of British
Columbia, studded with tiny fossils.
McConnell's find came to the attention of American paleontologist Charles Doolittle Walcott, administrator of the
Smithsonian Institution. Walcott made his 1st expedition
there in 1907. He made several more over the next 17 years.
All told, Walcott accumulated 65,000 specimens of Cambrian life, which he proceeded to catalog into the existing
taxa of modern times. Walcott saw no meaningful evidence of
evolution in the curiosities he had carved out.
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From 1924 into the 1930s, American paleontologist Percy
Raymond collected further fossils from the Burgess Shale formation, to no great advance in understanding.
After that, interest dwindled until the early 1960s, when
English paleontologist Harry Whittington initiated his own
survey. Whittington was prodded into action by a fellow trilobite enthusiast while the two were rummaging in Raymond's collection.
Whittington had a team to examine his and Walcott's fossils, which had languished in a Smithsonian storeroom since
Walcott's death in 1927. Papers poured out of the group in
the early 1970s, diagnosing many of the specimens as hitherto unknown animal forms; whence the legend of the Cambrian explosion.
Discoveries in the early 21st century pushed back into the
Ediacaran period evolutionary developments that were previously thought to have occurred during the Cambrian. For
example, complex nervous systems and brains developed
during the Ediacaran.
Whatever the jumping off point from the Ediacaran, a relatively sparse number of species encountered conducive conditions at the onset of the Cambrian that put evolution into
hyperdrive. Genetic codes changed 5.5 times faster than they
do now. New traits arose at 4 times today's pace.
The fossil record of oceanic animal forms exploded during
the early Cambrian. 100 different phyla (body plans) seem to
have come into being, including many unique and bizarre
creatures. Today there are 30 or so phyla.
Geological events on land and under the seabed created
the conditions for the Cambrian. The warm seas became
spiced with species. Seawater became more alkaline, affording a profound expansion of shallow marine habitats.
Oceanic oxygen levels rose during the Cambrian. Photosynthetic plankton played a role, but so did the animals that
ate them.
Dead organisms sink, decomposing as they go. Because
decomposition consumes oxygen, this would have kept ocean
waters anoxic; but filter-feeding sponges started a clearing
process. Over time, this helped oxygenate the oceans.
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The sponges basically march from shallower to deeper water,
oxygenating as they go. ~ American evolutionary biologist
Douglas Erwin

While overall oceanic oxygenation occurred during the
Cambrian, there were pulses when the global marine oxygen
level dropped. These short-lived catastrophes may have emptied ecological niches and spurred evolutionary developments. Whereas rising oxygen permitted animals to prosper,
it may have been intermittent drops that doled out diversity.
Rising sea levels during the Cambrian increased erosion:
spilling nutrients, such as calcium, phosphate, and potassium, into the oceans. Less acidic water meant greater viability and longevity of these marine nutrients.
Calcium was the key ingredient that afforded the building of hard shells and skeletons. These durable structures
spelled protection.
With predation came an intense set of evolutionary pressures: spurring the development of better burrowers, fastermoving creatures, stronger predators with sharpened weapons, increasingly sophisticated senses, and so on. The proliferation of life created an evolutionary cascade, spawning
predators in prodigious variety. Prey adapted to evade these
threats. The predator-prey gyre began in earnest during the
Cambrian.

 Hallucigenia 
505 MYA lived a slight (0.5–3.5 cm)
wormy creature with 7–8 pairs of legs that
ended in claws, and long spikes the rose
from its body. It was hard to tell the head
from the tail. Hallucigenia clearly had
features for defense against predators.
Caterpillars would later take this form, albeit distinctly.
The descendants of Hallucigenia include arthropods and
modern velvet worms.


Fish Appear 

The first fish were glorified aquatic worms. They arose
530 MYA, with a distinct head and tail, gills for breathing,
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camera-like eyes, and a notochord
for support. The term notochord is
broadly used as a flexible rod-shaped
body, but more specifically refers to cartilage back support,
which evolved into a backbone.
The earliest fish were jawless and boneless. Vertebrate
backbones appeared ~500 MYA, while jawed fish emerged
over 420 MYA.

Free-floating fauna in the ocean were not as prolific during the Cambrian as they would be later. While microbial
mats were no longer ubiquitous, most Cambrian animal life
that didn't swim lived on or near the sea floor.
Whereas the Ediacaran witnessed the rise of the life's
lasting biomechanisms, the Cambrian's great creation was
carnivory: animals were eating other animals with zest. This
set the evolutionary clock racing, sparking an incredible
burst of speciation. While the Ediacaran was of evolution
within animals, the Cambrian was of interaction between animals.
Crustaceans became the dominant invertebrate during
the Cambrian. They occupied the shallow waters near sea
shores, which flooded inland during the early Cambrian.
The animal cardiovascular system was well-developed by
520 BYA. The vascular system of some ancient arthropods
was more complex than what is found in many modern crustaceans: with simplification came efficiency.

 Trilobites 
One crustacean came to dominate the Cambrian seas: the trilobite. From 526 MYA these armored arthropods diversified to 17,000 species.
Trilobites were the cockroaches of their age.
These shallow-benthic marine arthropods were
common in a variety of environments, including
tidal flats, with an amazing diversity of shapes
and sizes.
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By 520 MYA, trilobites were 2/3rds of all marine species.
Most trilobites were less than 10 cm, but one, Paradoxides,
at some 60 centimeters, was a prodigious paradox.
In typical radiation, trilobites accommodated themselves
to many lifestyles: plankton-feeding swimmers, seabed scavengers, filter feeders, and predators. Olenidae, a family of trilobite, evolved a symbiotic relationship with sulfur-eating
bacteria, and were thereby able to tolerate the oxygen-poor,
sulfur-rich seabed at the time. Trilobites were one of the 1st
animals to evolve a complex digestive system.
475 MYA, somewhat mysteriously, many trilobites abruptly vanished: declining to 1/3rd of the sea species, as mollusks, corals, and other stationary filter feeders rose.
Stagnation – brought on by a strong thermocline – has been
suggested, as has a sea level drop followed by a rise, though
how this might have provoked trilobite decimation is unclear.
Anyway, something begat a drawn-out decline of trilobites.
Glaciation at the end of the Ordovician wiped out the
dominant trilobite group, the Ibex Fauna, while another
group, the Whiterock Fauna, swam through the extinction
event unscathed. Adaptive tolerances to variable conditions
paid off.
The coming of jawed fish put a crunch on trilobites. Still
they hung on. A long run on life's stage – 340 million years –
came to a close for trilobites in the excruciating mass extinction event at the end of the Permian, 250 MYA.

 Fish Tales 
Shallow waters on continental shelves were the incubation sites for marine vertebrate diversity. By the Ordovician
period (485–443 MYA), armored jawless fish several centimeters long (the size of a minnow) were swimming by tail propulsion, feeding by drawing water into their mouth and
forcing it out their gill slits. Their variety became overwhelming.
Efficacious swimming is nontrivial. Water is incompressible. A fish moves through water by shoving it askew. This is
done by wiggling back and forth in a snake-like motion: pushing water aside by the forward motion of its head – first to
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the left, then the right. Adaptively, the curve of the body and
tail synchronously shove water with the utmost efficiency.
Water tends to return to its original position: flowing back
along a fish's narrowing sides, closing in at the tail. This
helps propel a fish forward and explains why fish are fashioned with their specific shape, with fins for stability, balance, and turning.
The Cambrian brought onto life's stage a sizable number
of phyla in a short time. The mid-Ordovician saw a 2nd great
diversification. This came by serendipity, on the back of meteorite showers.
470 MYA, out Jupiter way, an asteroid broke up, spraying
bits down on Earth. The impacts destabilized seabed communities, opening opportunities for invasive species to displace
previous residents.
The random culling by bombardment resulted in greater
species mixing. This increased competition and promoted
rapid adaptation. While impact events are often a storm of
unmitigated doom, the relatively lightweight spatter from
space prompted marine life diversification.
The 1st jawed fish appeared in the early Silurian period,
430 MYA; a way to bite past the armor of the boxed happy
meals swimming about. This was a seminal advance in fish
evolution. Besides the skull, the evolution of jaws was accompanied by changes in the shoulder girdles and fins.
Fish populations proliferated during the Devonian. Ample oceanic oxygen spurred growth in numbers and variety,
especially predators. Marine reefs were as important to sea
life diversity then as they are now.
Armor-plated placoderms were among the 1st jawed fish.
They were early bottom dwellers that diversified into a variety of habitats, including freshwater, achieving worldwide
distribution. Most were predators, some quite husky: up to
11 meters long. Placoderms are the oldest viviparous vertebrate.
Placoderms went extinct during the Devonian–Carboniferous (Hagenberg) extinction event. Bony fish fared better,
as did sharks.
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Sharks are almost perfectly
evolved animals. ~ Italian mathematician Alessandro Veneziani

Sharks were around by the
Late Silurian, 420 MYA, and became a most successful order
in both the oceans and fresh water. During the Devonian, the
shark-related ray, with its flattened body and sea wings,
glided through the ocean, scooping up plankton.
Sharks evolved from bony fish. Going from bone to a cartilage skeleton made them nimbler and quicker through the
water.
Cartilage was the evolutionary precursor to bone, but the
shark skeleton was not a reversion. It was instead an adaptive innovation.
Shark skeletons are a prismatic calcified cartilage: a mosaic of tiny mineral prisms, unlike the cartilage sheets of
early fish. This peculiar prism structure yields both pliability
and strength with much less weight.
Shark skin is covered in denticles that increase swimming speed by improving thrust. These toothy ridges distort
water flow in a way that reduces resistance.
The other part of the shark success story lies in sophistication within. While most fish maintain a neutral buoyancy
by means of a gas-filled swim bladder that runs the length of
their bodies, sharks and other cartilaginous fish do so by having copious quantities of oils in their livers. These fish are
slightly heavier than seawater and obtain lift by having the
top lobe of their tail larger than the bottom lobe.
When not swimming, sharks rest on the sea bottom. So
too skates and rays, which are sharks that took to lying on
the bottom; hence their adaptive flattening. Skates and rays
move by undulating their greatly enlarged side fins: literally
flying through the water.
Sharks and their cartilaginous cousins differ from other
fish and amphibians in producing large eggs. Males bear
claspers on their pelvic fins to inseminate females. Fertilization is internal.
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Claspers were lacking in Devonian sharks. They adopted
this reproductive style during the Carboniferous, contemporaneous with the evolution of tetrapods.
While some sharks birth live young, other lay eggs. Each
egg has an attached yolk sac, enclosed in a case secreted by
the female's shell gland. Called mermaid's purses, these egg
cases are commonly found washed up on beaches.
An embryonic shark/skate/ray develops within its case
and emerges fully formed. Sharks are superprecocial, brimming with inborn knowledge. Young sharks are physically
tougher than older ones, affording a resilience and energy efficiency that somewhat compensates for inexperience (in tolerating mishaps from misjudgment).
Sharks diversified rapidly during the Carboniferous, but
from the end of that period they lived many millions of years
with only modest evolutionary change. Extinction events
knocked sharks sideways, but not out.
Some sharks today are quite like those of 250 million
years ago. The cockroach is an upstart by comparison.
Shark success was a considerable divergence from placoderms. Part of the shark advantage lay in simplicity: a sleekness that was hydrodynamically efficient, built on a flexible
cartilage frame.
Sharks have extraordinary senses, including uncanny olfaction: able to smell blood in the water 0.5 km away and
track it to its source. 1 part in 25 million is sufficient to detect
a potential prey.
The timing of incoming scented molecules tells a shark
the direction to go. Some sharks can sense airborne smells as
well. Fish generally have excellent olfactory function. Even
so, sharks are exceptional.
Sharks can hear below 600 hertz, and so detect injured
prey or spawning fish 1.6 km away.
Sharks are generally far-sighted, with a focal range from
25 cm to infinity. The human eye distorts to focus; sharks
move their eyeballs to focus. Sharks have visual acumen comparable to humans, including color vision, though sharks
have greater sensitivity in low light.
As with other fish, sharks have a lateral line that works
closely with the auditory system to pick up vibrations for up
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Shark Senses
electrosense (1 m)

vision (25 m)

contact / taste (0 m)

movement / lateral line (100 m)
smell (0.5 km)
hearing (1.6 km)

to 100 meters away, and track prey movement quite easily
within 2 body lengths.
In the snout of most sharks are small, jelly-filled pits
which can detect minute electric fields associated with muscle contractions, such as a heartbeat or muscle flexing, with
sensitivity to 100/millionth of a volt per centimeter.
A shark's electrosense starts before it is born. Embryotic
sharks can sense when a predator is near and keep very still
to avoid being detected. They slow their breathing down to
minimize any ruffle from respiratory gill movements.
The shark electrosense organ – the ampullae of Lorenzini
– is named after Italian physician and
marine researcher Stefano Lorenzini,
who published his discovery of sharks'
electrical sense organs in 1678. Electrosense lets a shark detect a target
hiding under seabed sand or gravel.
Hammerhead sharks have their elec-
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trical sensors spread across their unusually wide snout, allowing them to sweep their heads side-to-side to scan for
prey.
Sharks have this incredible ability to pick up nanoscopic currents while swimming through a blizzard of electric noise. A
shark's electrosensing organ is tuned to react to changes in a
sudden, all-or-none manner, as if to say, 'attack now'. ~ American physiologist David Julius
The great white shark uses its electrosense in the moment of attack: swiveling its eyes back into special sockets to
protect them from the claws or teeth of a seal or sea lion about
to be bitten. This also explains why great whites attack boat
propellers and shark cages. They sense these unnatural
metal objects in seawater as muscles being flexed.
Having taken a bite, a shark's sense of taste determines
whether the prey is worthy of consumption. Great whites spit
out humans, even obese ones, as lacking the high-energy fat
that makes a decent meal. That is why shark attacks are not
always fatal; it depends upon where the first bite is taken.
Many sharks are picky eaters, though the tiger shark is the
ocean's garbage collector, willing to take a chunk out of most
anything that moves.

Sharks display an affinity for one another. ~ Australian ichthyologist Culum Brown

Contrary to long-held conjecture, sharks are quite social.
Why the surmise of solitude has held is something of a mystery, as sharks were called "sea dogs" until the 16th century,
and dogs are notable for their sociality. Perhaps sea-going
folk wisdom was replaced by supposedly more 'scientific' supposition based upon less keen observation.
Within a school, sharks follow each other in formation.
Sharks have a sense of personal space like humans.
Sharks signal to each other with a wide variety of postures and movements. Though their communication is little
understood, it is known that sharks have various degrees of
threats and warnings that they provide to others. Gray reef
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sharks warn human divers who get too close. An unheeded
warning prompts an attack.
Many sharks migrate vast distances, remembering places
and old friends. 2 female great white sharks are known to
return to the waters off the Farallon Island, west of San
Francisco, to hunt breeding elephant seals and hang out together: arriving at the same time, patrolling the same places,
present at each other's kills.
Sharks, long presumed a "primitive" sea life, went largely
unchanged for hundreds of millions of years owing to ingenious design. Generally considered none-too-bright, sharks
must have considerable mental powers to employ such an impressive array of senses, have such tremendous memories,
and enjoy active social lives.* It's not the sharks that are dimwitted.


Bottom Up



A fossil deep-sea assemblage of echinoderms, gastropods,
brachiopods and ostracods played a much greater role in shaping modern deep-sea biodiversity than previously thought.
~ biologist Ben Thuy et al

Evolutionary biologists long thought the ocean floor a domain of exile: the place of relegation to species unsuccessful
in the intense competition of shallow water. Instead, this is
topsy-turvy to marine evolution. The benthic ocean has been
a hotbed of adaptation for the species that do not rely upon
photosynthetic algae in the food chain. The nursery for modern sea stars, sea urchins, snails, sea lilies, and other deepsea creatures was the ocean floor.
Deep-sea biota are more resilient to extinction events than
shallow-water forms, and the unusual deep-sea environment
provides evolutionary stability which is very rarely punctuated
on macroevolutionary time scales. ~ Ben Thuy et al

*

Sharks generally attack from behind. To do this requires knowing
the orientation of their prey, especially where the eyes are.
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 Verdure Venture 
Life changed the face of the Earth. Before there was life on
land, there were no soils. The Earth's surface was barren rock,
and rates of erosion were vast, more than 10 times what they
are today. Mountains were rocky crags, and lowland plains
were dustbowls. ~ Michael Benton

The earliest land plants appeared ~500 MYA, during the
Ordovician. The way had been paved by hardier life.
The first soils were prepared by microbes that had arrived
much earlier: a diversity of bacteria and eukaryotic algae
which secreted organic acids that dissolved rock, releasing
iron and phosphorus. Fungi were among the earliest multicellular terrestrial eukaryotes.
Lichen, which is a symbiosis of a fungus and green alga
or cyanobacterium, likely played a significant role in rendering soil upon which plants might survive. Following lichen as
a role model, early plants were anchored in place by fungal
symbionts. The symbiosis was instrumental in recovering
water from the soil.
Plants adapted to life on land by internalising the external atmosphere and exploring the soil in an intimate way. ~ English
botanists Martin Ingrouille & Bill Eddie
Plants descended from freshwater algae acquainted with
dry times, as evidenced by their protective cell walls.
Algae were on land before they turned into plants. ~ Danish
microbiologist Jesper Harholt
The algae that took to a terrestrial lifestyle planned their
move in advance. Their ability to succor support from fungi
was critical. While still in the water, algae preadapted their
communication facility for mutualism with fungi.
Land plants got their start in a hothouse: 5 ºC warmer
than now. Atmospheric CO2 was ~15 times that of today.
The Sun was 6% fainter, basking an Earth that had less
of a greenhouse gas dynamic than now. As there was little
atmospheric filter, sunlight was especially intense in the ultraviolet range.
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The greatest challenge nascent land plants faced was desiccation. Defeating dehydration would repeatedly drive plant
evolution.
To survive frequent cycles of dehydration and rehydration,
the first land plants must necessarily have deployed efficient
molecular/biochemical strategies to withstand drought. ~ English botanist Sean Stevenson et al
Among the first land plants were rock-hugging mosses.
They extracted vital minerals from the rocks to which they
clung: calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, and iron, causing
chemical weathering on the Earth's surface.
Roots are 1 of the 3 fundamental organ systems of vascular
plants, and have roles in anchorage, symbiosis, and nutrient and
water uptake. ~ English botanist Alexander Hetherington &
Irish botanist Liam Dolan
Plant roots convergently evolved at least twice. Their evolution was a stepwise assemblage of structures for intended
functionality.
In their mineral mining, early land plants had help from
microbes that chewed rock for a living. This grew into mutual
relations. Plants today cultivate specific root microbes when
growing in nutrient-poor soil.
New carbonate rocks formed in the oceans. Chemical byproducts from land plants flowed as runoff into the nearby
seas, fueling productivity which further removed atmospheric carbon, burying it in the ocean depths when its consumers died.
Land plants inherited their biochemistry and cell biology from
ancestral green algae, but their fundamental organs and tissues
evolved on land. ~ English paleobotanist Paul Kenrick
The earliest land plants were only a few centimeters tall.
They sprouted into photosynthetic pencils to soak up the
readily available CO2.
To cope with desiccation and excessive UV, pioneer terrestrial plants developed a layer of epidermal cells coated by
a waxy cuticle layer that helped limit water loss and selectively refract light wavelengths.
Cooksonia was a primitive land plant. It had a simple
stalk that bifurcated a few times. This plant group evolved
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specialized tissue to transport water: the onset of vascular
plants. Stems widened from less than a millimeter to a few
millimeters to accommodate nutrient flow.
By the Late Ordovician, global climates had become more
variable. Some regions became cooler and moister. Rain patterns changed. Glaciers formed at the South Pole.
Less volcanic outgassing and increased burial of organic
carbon contributed to more favorable conditions for terrestrial plants. There was a dramatic reduction of atmospheric
carbon, triggered by plant consumption of CO2.
As plants spread over the world, they adapted to the various conditions of temperature and moisture while playing a
role in shaping climate on a planetary scale. Plant proliferation helped cool the planet by the close of the Ordovician.
Global temperatures fell 7–8 °C. This rapid change devastated sea life, leading to a mass extinction event. This period
was but a pause for plants in their ongoing evolution.
The glaciers and ice caps of the Ordovician receded during
the Silurian (444–417 MYA). Sea level rose. Climates were equable, with relatively warm oceans and gradual latitudinal
temperature gradient. By 430 MYA plants had completely colonized the continents.
Pteridophytes arose 390 MYA, during the Devonian. Pteridophytes are vascular plants that reproduce and disperse
via spores, producing neither flowers nor seeds. Pteridophytes succeeded the land plants of the Silurian as the dominant plant group.

 Ferns 
Ferns are pteridophytes that emerged over 360 MYA. They
were initially quite successful. Like sharks, ferns evolutionary advance was modest for 180 million years.
Unlike sharks, ferns could not compete with more modern
designs. The towering of trees and rise of flowering plants
foretold the demise of ferns.
Ferns were desperate for an innovation to save them from
extinction. The answer lay in learning to live in the shadows
of more advanced plants. Moving forward required looking
back. The trick that let ferns live was genetically picked up
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from hornworts, an earlier-evolved non-vascular plant (bryophyte). Ferns co-opted the hornwort gene for making neochrome: a photoreceptive protein that lets ferns thrive on
shady forest floors.
The green algae Mougeotia scalaris invented neochrome,
which fuses red-sensing phytochrome and blue-sensing phototropin modules into a single molecule. Neochrome is efficiently receptive to longer wavelength light than chlorophyll,
enlivening photosynthesis in relatively low light.
Hornworts – an early land plant – independently evolved
neochrome a few times. Hundreds of millions of years later,
ferns latched onto neochrome from hornworts via horizontal
gene transfer.
This retro innovation gave ferns a new lease on life. From
180 MYA, the 1 lineage of ferns that managed to survive proliferated into 12,000 species.
The early Triassic, after the devastating Permian extinction 252 MYA, was the golden age of ferns. Ferns also flourished after the Cretaceous came to a crashing close 66 MYA.
Their lithe appearance disguising a spunky spirit, ferns are
early colonizers of barren landscapes.

Trees and the first seed-bearing plants evolved before the
end of the Devonian, 360 MYA. Forests of primitive plants
grew, covering the land and changing the way rivers sashayed across the landscape.
The earliest trees shed spores for reproduction. These
plants had extensive roots and megaphyll leaves.
The evolution in plants of a branching vein system, and
thin, laminate (megaphyll) leaves, did not occur for at least
25 million years after their arrival on land. Megaphyll leaves
evolved as an extension of the branching patterns of the earliest vascular plants.
The coming of megaphyll leaves in all but the driest habitats was an adaptive response to the success of plants in altering the carbon cycle: pouring oxygen into the atmosphere,
which developed the planet's atmospheric water cycle, in-
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creasing cloud cover and rainfall. Megaphyll leaves were designed to take advantage of these new conditions, especially
moister air.
The vein patterns of leaves reflect a plant's condition.
Vein density indicates the resources dedicated to the leaf network, while the distance between veins shows how well veins
are supplying energy to the leaf. Veining patterns emerge to
allow alternate pathways, to minimize damage to the whole
leaf if a portion is ruined.
The earliest land plants reproduced by spores, first of 1
size (homosporous), progressing to heterosporous: a plant
with 2 different spore sizes. The large spores evolved into
seeds: essentially, a megaspore with a protective coating.
Small spores were the precursor to pollen.
The Devonian ended in a major extinction event, primarily affecting the marine community, particularly warmwater
reef builders. Land plants and freshwater species were relatively unaffected.
In the early Carboniferous, 340 MYA, gymnosperms arose:
the origination of seeds as a reproductive device, conferring
greater robustness in progeny, and granting greater dormancy potential. Extant gymnosperms include conifers, cycads, and gingkoes. Other early seed-bearing plant groups
have come and gone.

 Animals 
Plants created the terrestrial biomes that animals would
inhabit once vegetation had settled in. The oldest animals to
adapt on land were centipedes and spindly spiderlike arachnids the size of a flea.
The early biome on solid ground supported a bevy of
plants that fed arthropods, who in turn became spider snacks
and centipede feed. Perhaps the most surprising thing about
early arthropods was that many of them could easily be
placed within groups living today. The early critters got a lot
right.
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The earliest insects evolved on land some 500 MYA, as
plants began to proliferate, and habitats stabilized.
Terrestrial hexapods descended from aquatic crustacean
ancestors. Insects and crustaceans are distant cousins: both
belong to the clade pancrustacea.* The compound eyes of insects originated in water.
Insect success owed to serosa: the membrane that waterproofs insect embryos inside their eggs. This innovation
greatly increased tolerance to a diversity of environmental
conditions.
Emergent insects were at first flightless consumers of decayed plant matter. In evolutionary terms, plants succored
the rise of insects.
Insects rapidly diversified, gaining exquisite individualization of functions from biomechanical enhancements: legs,
antennae, and mouth parts, as well as other appendages.
Wings sprouted during the Devonian.
Once winged insects originated, they diversified very, very
quickly: so quickly that their diversification appears, from a geological perspective, to have been instantaneous. ~ American
paleontologist Jonathan Payne
Arthropods evolved in codependence with the increasingly diversified vegetation. Interdependency between insects and plants developed during the Late Devonian.
As plants gained height ~400 MYA, insects developed
wings to carry them aloft. This advance insured the prosperity of the little 6-leggers. Then they became not so little.
Abundant oxygen, the success signature of the proliferating
plant world, afforded 4-wing dragonflies with a 60-cm wingspan. The exoskeleton-based architecture of insects is eminently scalable in size: just add oxygen.
Chilling climatic oscillations during the last half of the
Carboniferous Period provoked the innovation of metamorphosis: an adaptive practice of patience. This afforded variability in life cycle, to optimize environmental exposure.
*

A clade is a biological group (taxa) which includes all descendants
of a common ancestor.
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Oxygen at 1/3rd of the atmospheric mix was not to last.
Volcanic activity at end of the Permian, 250 MYA, abruptly
halved atmospheric oxygen to 15%. Insects shrank in response.
Insects are by far the large living group of arthropods: the
most prosperous animal throughout history. Their success
owes to inherent adaptability, notably simple and pliable biomechanics, and their close relationship with plants, a reliable
food source and homestead.

 Early Herbivores 
Insects were the first animal herbivores. Plants were
more than a diet – they were a lifestyle: something to live on
as well as eat. This required being able to hang on; no small
feat in the face of stormy wind and rain. Caterpillars evolved
sucker-like false legs with rows of small hooks. Crickets and
beetles have broad pads on their feet thickly covered in fine
hairs. Oily secretions enable the hairs to behave as suckers
on smooth leaves.
Desiccation was another challenge. Some insects developed waterproof cuticles to retain moisture. Caterpillars
drink the drops of water that plants exude at night. Then
there are the sap suckers, such as aphids, which crowd together to reduce evaporation, as well as offering the relative
safety of numbers.
The route to insect herbivory was from digesting decaying
plant matter to consuming plants while they were still alive.
Snacking on spores and pounding down pollen were an interim step.


Vertebrates Arrive on Land



Arthropods were existence-proof that terrestrial living
had a bright future. They and the plants that fed them were
a smorgasbord awaiting diners with backbones.
The first vertebrates crawled onto land 395 MYA. Then an
extinction event wiped out half of them; probably a dramatic
fall in atmospheric oxygen was partly responsible. Within 10
million years, recovery was underway. By 345 MYA, the land
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teemed with a variety of vertebrate creatures, some up to 2
meters in length.
Ancient lungfish lived in freshwater streams and lakes.
They evolved the ability to breath air as an adaptation to the
stagnant Devonian swamps, with waters bereft of oxygen.
By the Late Devonian, forest covered much of the land. In
doing so, plants elevated atmospheric oxygen to over 30%;
levels high enough to abet lungfish in their terrestrial transformation. Stabilized by their tails, these lobe-finned fish
used their robust, bony fins to venture onto a land lush with
plant food.
By 375 MYA, amphibious fish had evolved to tetrapods: 4legged amphibians. The transition from aquatic to terrestrial
was made independently by several lineages.
The fate of the lobe-finned fish family from which terrestrial vertebrates evolved was not so fortuitous. They were all
wiped out in an extinction pulse 377 MYA. In an example of
convergent evolution, other fish have since evolved the ability to walk on land. Mudskippers use their pectoral fins to
amble through the mud of tidal pools. These amphibious fish
are social and territorial.
From fin to leg was a relatively modest shift of skeletal
structure. Most of the features needed for human hips were
already present in our aquatic ancestors. Nonetheless, tetrapod backbones gained considerable complexity, to accommodate supporting the body out of water as well as facilitating
locomotion.
Then, naturally, amphibians evolved to eat each other.
Amphibians were the top predators during the Carboniferous
and even into the early Permian, but they later faced competition from their descendants: reptiles.
Many amphibian lineages were wiped out during the Permian–Triassic extinction, though metoposaurs survived into
the Jurassic. Metoposaurs had a passing resemblance to crocodiles, though the two are no relation. Both these river dwellers had their eyes far front of their triangular head.
Metoposaurs had a finned tail that let them slither through
water, resembling the crocodile tail.
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 Continental Moves 
The southern supercontinent Gondwana had assembled
by 550 MYA. Its wanderings and collisions, notably with the
smaller Laurentia to the north, greatly affected life.
During the Carboniferous period
(359–299 MYA), Gondwana drifted
south, over the pole. The seas stood
tall during the Early Carboniferous –
some 200 meters above present day
sea levels – but dropped precipitously during the Late Carboniferous, as Gondwana sprawled over the South Pole, locking up
water in ice caps.
Sea levels fluctuated widely during the Carboniferous, as
glaciers advanced and retreated. The causes of these dynamics are not well understood.
Climatic belts were well-developed during the Carboniferous: cold, temperate, and tropical. The tropics were a broad
swath, at times reaching above the 30th parallel in both hemispheres. The term Carboniferous derives from the Latin for
coal (carbo) carrying (ferre).
The evolution of the first woody plants during the Carboniferous resulted in vast freshwater and marginal marine
swamps which were the hot spots of biodiversity at the time.
These swamps were in the southern part of Laurentia, and
the portion of Gondwana that is now the Appalachian Mountains, which was formed by collisions of the 2 continents.
Sea level fluctuations during the Late Carboniferous alternately exposed and drowned the swamps. Vast quantities
of plant matter were buried by new growth during favorable
conditions. The prodigious forests of the Paleozoic formed the
great coal beds of Europe and eastern North America.
The burial of organic matter during the Carboniferous
was not restricted to plants. Marine algae and zooplankton –
the oceanic equivalent of forests – were rich stores of carbon.
Large volumes of organic sediments accumulated on sea bottoms, creating vast reservoirs of petroleum in geologic time.
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 Plant Evolution 
Plants spread and speciated throughout the world from
the time of their terrestrial debut. Their proliferation was
both of number and variety. Even the earliest forests had
widely divergent plant species.
Polyploidy was the key to plant innovations. Polyploidal
cells have more than 2 paired (homologous) sets of chromosomes. Whole-genome duplication afforded simultaneous
gene conservation and experimentation.
Gene duplications allow evolution of genes with new functions. ~ Swedish microbiologist Joakim Näsvall et al
Gene duplication events were intensely concentrated 319
and 192 MYA. The 1st begat seed plants. The 2nd brought the
proliferation of flowering plants. 90% of herbaceous plants
duplicated their genomes.
At least 14,000 protein-coding genes existed in the last common ancestor of all flowering plants. Many of these genes are
unique to flowering plants, and many are known to be important for producing the flower as well as other structures and
other processes specific to flowering plants. ~ American botanist Joshua Der
The innovative advances in angiosperms prompted one of
Earth's greatest terrestrial radiations, famously characterized by Charles Darwin as "an abominable mystery."


Trees



The first tree-sized land plants evolved during the Devonian. Stalks in the Silurian were no more than a meter in
height. The Carboniferous brought towering trees: woody
and tough-leafed. These measures evolved as defensive gestures and included the production of discouraging toxins.
Tree sap, resins, and gums help isolate and block infections,
as well as quickly healing over wounds.
To animals, trees represented another opportunity to rob
the copious cradle which plant life created: begetting beetles
that could chew leaves and bore into wood. Another predator-
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prey evolutionary cycle had begun, one that has been unceasing. Insects and plants have been at war over 300 million
years.
When plants could manage it, the interplay between
plants and insects eventuated into a truce. Like the symbiotic
relationship with nitrogen-fixing bacteria and fungi at their
roots, plants managed to cajole insects to do their bidding:
trading sweets for pollination services.
Cooperation between divergent species is not readily had.
Among macroscopic life, plants have been the most successful
in coaxing cooperative relationships with beings in other
kingdoms.
Early in the Paleozoic era, most rivers in the world were
shallow and wide. The coming of trees, with their tough root
systems and woody debris, diverted water in ways beneficial
to life. Trees and rivers coevolved. The rise of the forests created river channels and islands, deepening rivers, altering
the landscape, and creating opportunities for animal speciation, as new niche habitats opened by both the change in flora
and river flow. Trees carving rivers was an extension of work
by smaller plants, which created and then employed mud to
make their mark on water flows, fashioning favorable wetlands.
Mudrocks were rare before the appearance of plants and
common thereafter. In addition to inhibiting erosion, plants also
interact with river flows and promote the deposition of finegrained sediment. This can help armor riverbanks and slow their
lateral migration, aiding the preservation of muddy floodplain
deposits. ~ American geologist Woodward Fischer
During most of Earth's history, the decay of dead plants
oxidized, producing CO2. The complete process is the carbon
cycle. During the Carboniferous, the bulk of carbon was deposited in peat, oxygenating the atmosphere. As carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas, its reduction meant more solar heat
reflected into space. Consequently, with land covering the polar regions, the Carboniferous was a period of global cooling.
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Fire Ecology 

An atmospheric oxygen concentration above 13% allows
lightning to create wildfires. The rise in O2 was the handicraft of plants: their exhaust and increasing pile of biomass
created the conditions for wildfire to become a significant feature of terrestrial ecology.
Fire and the vegetation that feeds it, in concert with the
atmospheric CO2 and O2 cycles, developed into a feedback
mechanism regulating the oxygen level. Besides destroying
vegetation, fire alters soil conditions, which negatively affects plant growth in the short term.
Depending upon aridity, an atmospheric oxygen level beyond 25% can inspire widespread wildfires. Moist air suppresses combustive tendencies, albeit only to a degree.
Combustion has much the same role as respiration in carbon cycling, though, of course, fire is faster and the energy
produced is almost entirely heat. Fire creates charcoal, which
results in a much higher rate of carbon burial than otherwise.
The Late Palaeozoic era – the Carboniferous and Permian
periods – was a time of high humidity, with lush vegetation.
Oxygen levels reached over 35%. Wildfires raged.
The Carboniferous coincided with the evolution of conifers: plants adapted to a fire ecology. Fire resistance included
35 %
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thicker bark, deeper embedding of vascular tissue, and
sheathes of fibrous roots surrounding the stem.
Numerous seed-bearing plants, such as species of pine,
only germinate after a forest fire cracks their seed coats. This
is a strategic withholding, so that new plants germinate only
after an open habitat becomes available.
Fires did not ravage forests worldwide owing to the evolution of fire-resistant traits and the swampy biome covering
vast tracts of land. The humid coolness of the Carboniferous
also helped keep fires in check.
Geology seemed to be in cahoots with other changes favorable to vegetation. Continental drift altered global
weather patterns and climate, rendering them more conducive to plant growth.

 Amphibians & Reptiles 
320 MYA amphibians were the predominant fauna. Their
telling weakness was the requisite of a moist habitat, especially in needing to lay their membrane-encased eggs in water to keep them from drying out.
The first frogs retained a tail and lacked the hopping ability of next-generation frogs. Otherwise, the frog body plan
has been much the same for almost 200 million years. The
last common ancestor of all extant frogs lived 210 MYA.
Spurts of diversification coincided with break-ups of major
landmasses. ~130 MYA, the modern frog evolved.
The earliest reptiles, small and inconspicuous, evolved
from an amphibian ancestor: a monophyletic descent better
suited to aridity, thus granting greater territorial range.
Reptiles first distinguished themselves by the innovation
of eggs with calcium carbonate shells that resisted desiccation (amniotic eggs). This afforded laying eggs on land.
The most formidable challenge to life on land has been
and remains desiccation. Adaptation to aridity has repeatedly driven the evolution of terrestrial animals and plants.
Reptiles branched out early on, acquiring new niches via
distinct feeding strategies. The earliest reptiles were piscivores (fish eaters), followed by a craving for the crunch of
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insects (insectivores), before diversifying both up and down
the food chain.
It took extensive adaptation for vertebrates to become
herbivores, thereby gaining access to the nutrients locked behind the cellulose walls of plants. The credit goes to the gut
flora which perform digestion: a symbiotic advance.
The origin and early evolution of herbivory represents a major evolutionary event in terrestrial vertebrate history because it
allowed tetrapods to directly access the vast, largely untapped
resources provided by the primary producers on land: plants.
~ Romanian paleontologist Robert Reisz & German paleontologist Jörg Fröbisch
315 MYA, synapsids descended from reptiles. One family,
the caseids, were at first carnivorous. Then they took to eating plants, becoming the first fully terrestrial herbivorous
vertebrates. Herbivory independently evolved at least 5
times in the different synapsid clades. Edaphosaurs were one
of them.
Caseids and edaphosaurs had distinct feeding strategies.
Like today's iguanas, caseids did not chew their food. Conversely, edaphosaurs had massive crushing dentition and
strong jaws for grinding.
In all instances of convergent
evolution to herbivory, synapsids
became much larger than the
small carnivores they descended
from.
Other synapsids at the time
had the tall dorsal sail of
edaphosaurs, including the large
Edaphosaur
apex predator Dimetrodon. The
sail served a thermoregulatory function: letting an ectothermic synapsid capture or release heat.

Rapid climate change 305 MYA crafted a cooler, drier
world. This devastated the tropical rainforests that covered
the equatorial belt, fragmenting forests. Whence the Carboniferous Rainforest Collapse, an extinction event that decimated amphibian populations.
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So began the rise of reptiles: adapting to new niches by
acquiring new diets and other adaptations. ~20 orders of reptilian families arose.
Reptiles emerged via better water conservation. It seems
paradoxical that reptile success led to their going back to the
water. Numerous reptiles became aquatic at various times.
Adaptation answers wherever resource opportunity knocks.


Snakes & Lizards



The prevailing theory is that snakes evolved from burrowing lizards 128 MYA, long after lizards 240 MYA descent.
Instead, it is more likely that snakes descended from sea serpents: elongating their bodies and losing their stubby legs
with flipper feet while slithering ashore.
In contrast, turtles most certainly evolved from lizards,
and rather abruptly: trading celerity for a protective shell to
facilitate better burrowing. This inclination for subterranean
safety may have helped turtles survive the Permian mass extinction 252 MYA.


Lizard Adaptability 

Adaptation can happen quickly: either by need or to take
advantage of opportunity.
In 1971, biologists moved 5 adult pairs of ruin lizards
from their home island in the south Adriatic Sea to a neighboring island. 35 years later the lizards were quite different:
head size and shape, bite strength, and greatly adapted digestive tracts, along with dramatic changes in population
density and social structure.
Lizards on barren Pod Kopiste island, the old homestead,
were well-suited to snagging mobile prey; feasting mainly on
insects. Life next door, on Pod Mrcaru, offered lusher vegetation.
The lizards on Pod Mrcaru adapted larger heads and a
stronger bite to tear fibrous plants. Depending on the season,
2/3rds of the new diet was vegetarian. Digestive tracts
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adapted to slow food passage, thus giving more time for microbial digestion of plants, including creation of fermentation
chambers: an extremely novel adaptation for lizards.
This change in diet provided a larger and more predictable food supply. Whence came increased population density.
Because foraging became the norm rather than predation,
the adapted lizards gave up defending territories.

 Viviparity 
Most squamates (lizards and snakes) living today are egg
layers, but several species birth live young (viviparity) like
mammals. Reptilian viviparity evolved to protect offspring in
cold climates, separately doing so in squamates over 100
times.
Viviparity makes sense where temperatures dip so low
that egg-encased embryos would develop slowly or not at all.
A female carrying her young can regulate temperature by
moving to a warmer location as necessary, thus enabling embryos to mature faster and at less risk.
Some tropical lizards are viviparous. These lizards
adopted live birth when they lived at high elevations, where
it got too cold to risk laying eggs. They then came down to
enjoy the balmy weather. Their flexibility in being able to
mate with mountainous relatives made them more fit than
the egg layers confined to the lowlands, with whom the oncemountaineers will not interbreed.
Lizards in temperature regions came from those that
evolved in the mountains, then ventured down to the tropics
before migrating north.
Live birth is also related to body size. Small squamates
must lay eggs, as their bodies cannot support viviparity.
Marine reptiles that live in the sea – ichthyosaurs and
plesiosaurs – also evolved viviparity out of adaptive necessity. However intricate the adaptations involved in bearing
live young, the basic mechanism is straightforward: viviparity evolves from oviparity via egg retention.
Viviparity independently arose at least 115 times in various lizards and snakes. The squamate genome affords rapid
adaptation to the birthing mode most efficacious for lifestyle.
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 Ginkgo 
The ginkgo tree is from the era of dinosaurs; but while the
dinosaur has been extinguished, the modern ginkgo has not
changed. ~ Japanese organic chemist Koji Nakanishi

The ginkgo arose during the Permian (before the dinosaurs). Like the fern, the gingko had staying power. The success of both owe to simplicity.
The gingko is a seed plant closely related to conifers, with
1 major difference: motile sperm. This was a holdover from
aquatic algae, and a trait retained in bryophytes, before vascular tissue became all the rage.
Swimming sperm are common in the animal kingdom,
but not vascular plants. Ginkgo and the earlier-evolved cycads, which arose in the early Permian, are the only vascular
plants with motile sperm.
Though the ginkgo evolved genetically, it never showed
much speciation. The ginkgo did tinker with elaboration.
But, like the evolutionary trajectory of the horse, the ginkgo
winnowed to a single family. The ginkgo survived 270 million
years, through 3 major extinction events, much the same as
it started.
The ginkgo is the floral equivalent of the shark: admirably adapted in its early form, with an adept portfolio of lifehistory variables. Its sexual flexibility is exemplary.
Ginkgo are modularly constructed. Their sex is determined at the tissue level. Trees can produce branches of the
opposite sex.
Ginkgo have other vegetative reproductive traits, including sprouting. They produce lignotubers, which are a safeguard against destruction by fire.
55 MYA, the ginkgo's range extended beyond the Arctic
circle. Iceland at the time was lush forest of redwoods, oak,
swamp cypress, and ginkgo. Adapted to a warm temperate
climate, global cooling 15.5 MYA contracted the ginkgo's presence.
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The impressive Devonian reefs were a concerted construction by calcareous algae, coral, bryozoans, and sponges,
among others. After their devastation at the end-Devonian
Hagenberg extinction event, the knack of communities forming to build robust burghs on the sea floor was lost for almost
100 million years. Only in the late Permian did reefs make a
comeback, and their scale paled in comparison.

 The Great Dying 
This was the biggest mass extinction of all time, responsible
for the loss of 90% of all life in the oceans, and 70% on land.
~ English geoscientist Matthew Clarkson

The Paleozoic era came to a crashing finale 252 MYA with
the largest mass extinction in Earth's history: the Permian–
Triassic (P–T) extinction event.
The continents came together during this time; a shift
that doubtlessly affected ocean currents, which put marine
species under adaptive pressure. Continental drift created
sills: intrusive sheets of igneous rock from flowing magma.
Heat from the sills liberated massive volumes of greenhouse
gases which rapidly elevated global temperatures. Siberian
volcanoes added volatile gases such as chlorine and bromine,
which depleted the ozone layer. Some of coal beds first laid
down during the Carboniferous burned.
The additional nickel that volcanoes unearthed spurred
evolution of marine microbes which spewed methane into the
atmosphere, worsening the warming and atmospheric pollution.
Colloquially known as the Great Dying, 50% of all marine
families, 80% of all marine genera, and 96% of all marine species went extinct. Marine anoxia was widespread.
A few aquatic groups seem to have swum on relatively
unscathed; in particular, sharks and other fish, together with
debris feeders and various mollusks. Many of the marine invertebrates were bottom dwellers that could tolerate low oxygen. How fish largely survived is a mystery.
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On land, 77% of all animal and 70% of terrestrial vertebrate species died off. The Great Dying was the only mass
extinction of insects.
Compared to animals, plants are relatively immune to
mass extinction: if not in population numbers and distribution, in diversity loss of families. The Great Dying was exceptional. The flora of that time scarcely survived.
Flora loss started early. Volcanoes peppering the atmosphere with nickel was a death knell for plants worldwide.
With plants beaten down, herbivores were badly hit.
Among them were the dominant land animals in the Late
Permian: therapsids, which had emerged
275 MYA. The extinction of these beasts left
ecological niches which came to be filled by
emergent dinosaurs. Therapsids left a legacy: they begat cynodonts, which gave rise
to mammals in the Late Triassic.
Therapsid
Sudden, severe climate change heightened the decimation. The extinction event happened in
60,000 years: too quickly for much life to adapt to the harsh
changes.
Extinction happened in a series of quick jolts, not a single
event. Something set off massive Siberian volcanism: probably bolides, possibly continental reconfiguring.
There were 2 significant pulses of atmospheric carbon dioxide. The 1st pulse started when oceans were highly alkaline, due to prevailing anoxic water conditions. This buffered
the oceans against acidification.
Volcanic eruptions triggered acid rain, ozone depletion,
and another shot of greenhouse gases and toxic chemicals
into the atmosphere. On top of anoxia, oceans became acidic,
causing massive marine extinction. Acidity precluded oceanic
comeback for over 10,000 years.
The population of methanogens are limited by nickel
availability. Volcanoes supplied a surfeit of nickel into the
oceans. This led to an explosion of methanogenic microbes,
which rapidly evolved to take advantage of the situation by
optimizing their metabolism. Their presence altered the carbon cycle by producing tremendous volumes of methane. The
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resultant rapid global warming had a devastating terrestrial
effect.

The shallow seaway between Gondwana and Laurentia
shrank during the late Carboniferous, finally disappearing,
along with extensive swamp lands.
With continued intercontinental crunching, the tropical
suture zone turned into alpine ranges. By the end of the Permian, the continents had
Paleo-Tethys Ocean
joined to form Pangea, a single supercontinent, surrounded by the super-ocean
Panthalassa.
The ecological effects of
continental drift alone were
considerable. Bereft of water
flow throughout, the interior
of newly formed Pangea
Permian | 250 MYA
dried up as temperatures
rose in this extensive landlocked region. The Carboniferous
swamps became arid deserts during the Permian.
The squeezing of the continents to form Pangea spelled a
fall in sea level. Only ~13% of the continental shelves remained covered with water.
The formation of Pangea had global effect. Across the supercontinent, aridity predominated almost to the 60th parallel. Beyond that was a narrow temperate band which quickly
yielded to frigid conditions in the high latitudes. In effect,
Permian biota were squeezed by merciless cold at the poles
and baking deserts in the low and middle latitudes.
Atmospheric oxygen levels dropped precipitously worldwide, while CO2 levels soared. Sulfate-reducing bacteria proliferated in the oceans, creating vast emissions of hydrogen
sulfide, poisoning plant and animal life on both land and in
the sea, as well as weakening the ozone layer, bathing the life
that remained in a continual rain of ultraviolet radiation.
The wonder is not the extent of extinction, but that so
many species managed to survive. The Great Dying was devastating, but in less than 2 million years, sea life was on its
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way to recovery as anoxic oceans relented. A hot planet hindered terrestrial recovery, which took some 20 million years
for the rejuvenation process to get underway.
In the meantime, various opportunistic organisms took
advantage of the devastated ecosystems to enjoy a temporary
boom. Fungi had their fun for a while, feeding on the abundance of deceased plants and animals.

 The Triassic 
The Triassic (248–206 MYA) opened with lethally hot temperatures. The sea surface at the equator exceeded 39 ºC at
times. Shallow ocean waters were both anoxic and acidic.
After the early intense hothouse, Triassic climates eased
into greater equability. The extreme aridity relented somewhat. Massive swamps again formed.
The Triassic was a transitional period for terrestrials; a
time of abundant amniotes. Frogs, turtles, lizards, dinosaurs,
and mammals all radiatively evolved during the Triassic.
At the close of the Triassic, amphibians were not wiped
out, but the stage was set for the reign of reptiles to come.
Meanwhile, mammals bided their time.
Amniotes are egg layers: either carried by females or laid
on the ground. 2 main amniote lines evolved: synapsids and
sauropsids. Both persist into modern times.
Sauropsids led the lineage from which all reptiles and
birds emerged, including dinosaurs, the immediate ancestor
of birds. From synapsids evolved mammals.
The earliest synapsids were small-brained, ectothermic,
lizard-like creatures; some up to 3 meters or more, though
most species were much smaller. These synapsids, informally
called pelycosaurs, were the first successful group of amniotes. They became the predominant large land animals in
the Late Carboniferous and early Permian periods. But they
did not last. All but a few pelycosaurs went extinct before the
end of the Permian.
A later, more diverse line of synapsid supplanted the earlier. These appeared during the first half of the Permian and
became the dominant large terrestrials in the back half.
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Only a few synapsid species survived the Great Dying.
Those that did became successful in the early Triassic.
3 groups of synapsids lived during the Triassic: therocephalians, which were large-skulled carnivores; dicynodonts,
a beaked herbivore; and cynodonts, from which mammals descended. All were amniotes.
Both therocephalians and dicynodonts were large-bodied
and stayed that way until their demise. Therocephalians only
lasted into the early Triassic.
Herbivorous
dicynodonts
were the most abundant and successful land vertebrate of the
Late Permian. Most were wiped
out in the Great Dying. Those
Dicynodont
that survived lasted into the Late Triassic,
when climate change, especially increasing aridity, caused a
drastic decline. Dicynodonts died out by the end of the Triassic.
The first mammal was a cynodont, about the size of a
housecat, though cynodont means "dog teeth," owing to the
canine jaw and powerful bite of fossils found. Cynodonts
made their debut 260 MYA.
Cynodonts diverged from earlier synapsids in becoming endothermic and being covered in hair.
Skull changes included a secondCynodont
ary palate: a separation of between the oral
cavity and the nasal cavity (which therocephalians also had),
and a distinctive jaw structure, which included a cheek bone
(zygomatic arch). Cynodonts were omnivorous. Having a flexible diet would serve them well.
Unlike contemporaneous therapsids, who maintained
their girth, cynodonts shrank. By the onset of the Jurassic,
cynodonts were somewhere between shrew small and badger
big. These odd, toothy creatures bid their time during the dominion of sauropsids, awaiting the demise of the dinosaurs.
Despite the devastation, Permian flora persisted into the
Triassic. Ferns were especially successful, evolving toward
their modern form.
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The continents continued to dance about the world during
the Triassic. Early on, sea levels rose. Glaciation subsided as
Pangea moved away from the South Pole.
Marine life became more abundant near the North Pole.
The continental shelves in the middle of the continent were
narrow, restricting opportunities for life there.
Toward the end of the Triassic, as continental rifts appeared in Pangea, sea levels fell 50–100 meters. The waters
on the continental shelves became oxygen poor. Marine life
suffered. The reef systems in the Paleo-Tethys Ocean were
decimated. It was even worse on land.

 Flowering Plants 
To create a little flower is the labour of ages. ~ English poet
William Blake

280 MYA the proliferation of a tremendous variety of seed
plants was well underway. The next milestone in plant evolution came with pollen and flowering plants (angiosperms)
in the mid-Triassic, some 245 MYA. This was a divergence
from simpler seed-bearing plants.
As always, geology and climate combined to create conditions conducive to more sophisticated plant life. Angiosperms
may have got their edge by developing drought-resistant features and rapid reproduction. The warm and moist climate
then helped ensure success, though their proliferation took
time. Angiosperms diversified enormously during the early
Cretaceous, around the same time that many new types of
dinosaurs became prominent.
The adaptive advantage of animal pollination is being
able to cross-fertilize using a relatively small amount of pollen compared to the copious quantities needed when relying
upon the wind, as gymnosperms do. The evolutionary outgrowths were billboards advertising fine dining: flowers.
Insects drove angiosperm speciation, as plants aimed at
captive audiences for their delicacies. Until their co-option
insects had been a pest to plants. By the time angiosperms
arose, the 6-legged creatures were well-known to flora. It was
a matter of wiles to turn select insects from foe into ally.
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Plants underwent rapid adaptations from interacting
with both insect pollinators and predators. Insects too underwent changes to take better advantage of the herbal bounty,
whatever feeding off a plant meant.
Attempted insect pollination was not always a success.
Several groups of flowering plants went back to the wind,
some investing instead in defense. Plants in the nettle family
are exemplary. Mulberry family members gave up on pollinators, but some then gave it another go. Certain figs managed
a mutualism with little wasps. (While most fig wasp species
act as pollinators, some simply feed off the plant. Insects as
allies is tricky.)
Though insects drove diversity, dinosaurs also made a
dent. High-browsing herbivores, such as sauropods and stegosaurs, were the norm 160 MYA, dieting on a wide range of
conifer tissue. This put pressure on the canopies of mature
trees and egged on development of plant defenses. During
this time, tender saplings went relatively ungrazed. Their
relatively modest physical presence gave angiosperms an
edge.
Flowering plants revolutionized terrestrial ecosystems. They
have a broader range of growth forms than all other plant groups
– from giant trees to tiny annual herbs – and can produce nutrient-rich tissues at a faster rate than other plants. So, when they
started dominating ecosystems, they allowed for a wider variety
of life modes and also for much higher 'packing' of species with
similar ecological roles, especially in tropical forests. ~ Swedish botanist and paleobiologist Caroline Strömberg


Pollinating Bees



Well over 150 MYA, some in the apoid
lineage of wasps began to change their foraging preferences: abandoning hunting in
favor of flowers. Bees evolved to rely entirely on tantalizingly sweet nectar, rich in
carbohydrates, and protein-rich pollen.
Early bees resembled their carnivorous wasp cousins,
with sleek bodies and short tongues (proboscises). Enticed by
nectar and pollen, bees evolved longer tongues. Seeking a
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captive pollinator to improve fertilization productivity, some
flowers developed longer flower tubes that only certain bees
could access, as well as specialized signage and accoutrements that attracted the desired clientele. This and other
traits occurred in radiation and coevolution of bees and flowers.
Bee bodies became hairier, enabling more efficient pollen
collection. Some bees, including honeybees, developed specialized structures, such as brushes and pollen baskets.
Coevolution resulted in some stunning specializations.
With a straw-like proboscis, the southeastern blueberry bee
feeds mostly on blueberry flowers. This bee's secret for success comes with its buzz: rapidly vibrating against flowers'
anthers to "buzz" off the pollen, which sticks to the forager's
furry body. The captured pollen feeds brood back home as
well as pollinating the next blueberry plant. Mutualism
evolved to the extent that these bees are active only in early
spring, when blueberry blossoms are abundant.

Behind the fragility and beauty of flowers were toughminded innovations. Angiosperms developed self-incompatible alleles to preclude inbreeding via autogamy (self-fertilization), and so take advantage of the adaptive power of
outcrossing.
Also distinctive in angiosperms is double fertilization: a
complex reproductive process in which a pollen grain with 2
male sperm (gametes) fertilizes a female embryo sac (gametophyte), with 1 sperm producing the embryo, and the other
producing the endosperm, upon which the embryo feeds for
its initial growth.
Angiosperms were also adopters of earlier experiments
which had proved their worth. Gymnosperms in the desert
Ephedra and tropical Gnetum genera employ a rudimentary
form of double fertilization. The development of an embryonourishing endosperm – an angiosperm hallmark – occurred
later. In providing built-in food storage, endosperm yields a
critical survival edge when life is at its most tenuous.
As the term angiosperm implies – seed vessel – seeds often have covers which engender animals or the elements to
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disperse: fleshy, luscious fruity tissues, adhesive burs, feathery parachutes, and other devices. Here are creative solutions for being carried afield. Less impressive but also
important are seed coats which protect their wearers against
the elements and predation.
Invisible but essential is the precocious intelligence of
seeds to know when to sprout. Seeds exist in suspended animation, opportunistically awaiting the moment when the
germinating odds may be in their favor.
Beyond the acumen behind individual seeds is a pecuniary consideration: the probability of payoff. Aiming for wide
dispersal puts a premium on small size and large numbers.
Conversely, crafting a competitive embryo emphasizes large
seeds at the expense of numbers. On the whole, the size and
number of seeds a plant produces are a compromise of evolutionary considerations which encompass the subtleties of the
habitat.
A cotyledon is the embryonic leaf in a plant seed. The earliest angiosperms had 2 such leaves (dicotyledons).
Dicots have a main root (radicle) from which secondary
roots may grow. The veins on their leaves are a network (reticulated). Dicot stems arrange their vascular bundles in concentric circles, affording secondary growth and thereby the
development of bark that is characteristic of trees.
Economical monocots arose 150 MYA, with superior flexibility at the expense of size. These lithe plants begat the
beautiful flowers with which we are so familiar, and the seed
plants which we eat.
Monocot seeds have a single seed-leaf, opportunistic
roots, flexibly arranged vascular bundles within stems, and
the optimization of parallel leaf veins. Able to seize the moment, monocots are quick growers.
A few monocots are capable of secondary growth, as exemplified by palm trees and bananas. Other monocots manage considerable height without it. Sugarcane is a monocot.
So too bamboo: the largest member of the grass family, and
one of the fastest-growing plants.
From 144 MYA, around the Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary, herbivores changed considerably. Low-browsing ornithischian dinosaurs arose to take advantage of chemically
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unprotected seedlings. They thinned the forest, creating gaps
in the canopy which led to more distributed plant communities.
Embracing their opportunity, monocots were the right
plant at the right time: small, short life cycle, and quick colonizers. These wily adventurers took advantage of conditions
to radiate their existence and engender allies.
Dicots were not idle while their cousins took the fields.
Eudicots, which arose 115 MYA, were an evolutionary advance for dicots: there were optimizations for flowers and pollen, enhancing reproductive success. These innovations
independently evolved multiple times.
Eudicots also improved succulence in plants, to better retain water during times of shortage. Eudicots were so successful as to become 75% of all angiosperms.
Over evolutionary time, it's as if plants have actively explored
the best strategies to safeguard their own survival. ~ American
evolutionary biologist Lars Hedin

 Methane Maelstrom 
In a relapse of how the period began, global warming
brought the Triassic to a close 200 MYA. Higher global temperatures increased storminess, roiling biomes.
There were major terrestrial ecosystem changes. Fires
raged through forests. The level of atmospheric CO 2 shot up.
20% of marine species went extinct. The reef ecosystems
that formed during the middle Triassic were decimated.
Shifts in the lithosphere – plate tectonics – initiated volcanic activity and a massive methane release from the ocean
abyss, via clathrate hydrate: a lattice of water molecules storing trapped gas.
Methane is a much stronger greenhouse gas than carbon
dioxide, and so would have effected rapid climate warming
and ocean acidification. Volcanism and extensive lava spills
fortified the effect.
Further, an asteroid strike may have occurred that was
causal or contributing. A massive crater in western France
coincides with the extinction event.
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 Dinosaurs 
The Mesozoic era was the time of dinosaurs. They arose
240 MYA, during the Triassic, with considerable speciation toward the end of that period. Reptiles had diversified into numerous families and hundreds of species by the close of the
Triassic. The dramatic calamity that ended the Triassic
wrought changes in the mix.
Why dinosaurs survived the end-Triassic extinction event
is still poorly understood, but this was their opportunity for
ascent, which transpired gradually. As they evolved, dinosaurs lived alongside their reptilian cousins for millions of
years.
The ascendancy of dinosaurs was as accidental and opportunistic as their demise and replacement by therian mammals at
the end of the Cretaceous. ~ American paleontologist Paul
Sereno


Continental Shifts



Dinosaurs evolved when much of the Earth's landmass
was concentrated into the supercontinent Pangea. They
roamed throughout Pangea, which began to break apart during the early Triassic, caused by a seafloor-spreading rift.
Pangea's partitioning resulted in isolated populations, engendering speciation as climates diverged into different biomes, with distinct plant and animal life.
Dinosaurs rapidly radiated to fill available ecological
niches. Their bodies burgeoned in size 220 MYA, as a way to
dominate competitors. Upsizing slowed by 200 MYA, and even
went into reverse in some lineages, most impressively toward
the eventuation of birds.
Dinosaurs proliferated during the early Jurassic, becoming the dominate land animal, fitting into most every ecological niche: as scavengers, hunters, and herbivores. 1,850
dinosaur genera are estimated to have existed. Most genera
had only 1 to a very few species, so there may have been just
~2,000 different types of dinosaurs.
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The Jurassic (201–145 MYA) was the great age of dinosaurs, though the biggest and best-known dinosaurs did not
emerge until the Cretaceous (145–66 MYA). By that time
there were thousands of species. Some supersized to become
the largest terrestrial animals of all time.

Jurassic | 135 MYA

Cretaceous | 66 MYA

The supercontinent Pangea was breaking up throughout
the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods. The process became especially marked during the Cretaceous. Sea level rose so
much that there were shallow seas on the continents. About
1/3rd of the land was covered with water.
In the initial stages of Pangea becoming piecemeal the
large landmasses had extreme continental climates, with
marked seasons and little rain. These arid conditions returned at the end of the Cretaceous, when sea level fell.
The tectonic exertions enlivened volcanic activity. As
such, these periods were punctuated with extinction events.
At the end of the Cretaceous, there was a great outpouring of
basaltic lava in India, known as the Deccan Traps.
Global temperature was high in the early- to mid-Cretaceous. Swamp forests flourished along the borders of the Tethys Ocean.
As the leaves and trees of the forest fell, peat accumulated. Upon geological pressure and heat, the land deposits
eventuated into coal, while organic marine decay produced
petroleum: the fossil fuels.
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Reptiles are ectothermic: maintaining body temperature
through environmental means. Conversely, birds and mammal independently evolved endothermy: internally maintaining a metabolically favorable body temperature.
Normal body temperature for endotherms varies by group
but ranges 38–41 ºC in birds and 25–38 ºC in mammals.
Feathers, fur, and body fat help conserve heat. Bodily organs
produce heat, as do active muscles, either voluntarily or by
shivering.
Heat is shed via evaporation – either sweating or panting
– and by convection and radiation from the body's surface. A
small animal has a larger surface-to-volume ratio than a
larger one. Hence, body size and configuration are life-history
variables correlated with an animal's natural biome.
Adapting to habitats which have a different ambient temperature range often involves bodily changes to better maintain internal temperature. Seabirds, for instance, are
generally stouter than those that live over land, as are birds
that migrate long distances compared to those that stay close
to home.
Birds and mammals are the only animals to universally
practice endothermy, and even some of them save energy and
lower their temperature by going into a state of torpor. Bats
may do this during the day. When disturbed, they shiver
briefly to restore body heat before flying off.
Some hummingbirds become torpid at night. Their body
temperature falls with air temperature until 20 ºC. If the external temperature falls further, hummingbirds maintain
themselves at 20 ºC.
Body temperature may fall to as low as 6 ºC in mammals
that hibernate, such as bears and hedgehogs. The body temperature of the Arctic ground squirrel may drop as low as minus 2.9 ºC. Its blood stays liquid and its tissues are protected
by the biological equivalent of antifreeze.
The brains of hibernating animals are kept warmer than
their bodies, even as the cold takes its toll on nerve cells near
the surface. 80–90% of the energy used during hibernation
goes to keeping the brain alive.
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Endothermy necessitates a metabolism that runs several
times that of ectotherms. The trade-off involves what an animal is relying upon the environment for: heat (ectothermy)
or abundant food (endothermy).
In being economical in every way, from digestion to movement, sloths have a well-earned name. 3-toed sloths do not
even maintain a constant body temperature: allowing a
nearly 5 °C swing in their everyday lives.
Sloths are on the reptile end of being a mammal. ~ English
zoologist Rebecca Cliffe
At the expense of greater energy consumption, endotherms can grow and develop much faster than ectotherms.
Shorter adolescence allows the development of parental care
without taking too much of the parent's life span and so curtailing multiple broods.
If ectothermic crocodiles were to care for their young until
adulthood, they would be able to reproduce only every 9 years
or so. Most birds and mammals have 1 or more broods per
year.
Not only can endotherms offer better parental care, they
can provide some degree of warmth within their nests. In
temperate latitudes this extends the breeding season.
There are exceptional ectotherms who achieve this by
special adaptations. The diamond python keeps its eggs suitably warm by coiling around them.
There are some ectothermic animals that provide parental care, but only short-term. Ectothermic parental care does
not extend until offspring are well on their way to being full
grown, as is common with birds and mammals.
Endothermy affords cognitive stability in the wildly fluctuating temperatures of terrestrial habitats. This improves
response time to danger, or for hunting, independent of the
weather.
Overall, endothermy improves survival prospects and affords shorter generation time. Together these constitute an
intrinsic potential for faster population growth, which offers
an evolutionary edge.
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Mesotherms rely on metabolic heat to raise their body temperatures above ambient temperature, but do not defend a thermal set point as do endotherms. ~ American zoologist Robert
Eagle et al

As mesotherms, dinosaurs split the difference: able to internally generate body heat, but not to the degree of maintaining a thermal homeostasis like endotherms. Great white
sharks are one the few living animals that are mesothermic.
Relative to reptile ectotherms, dinosaur mesothermy afforded increased speed and agility. Dinosaurs were faster
predators, or faster to flee danger, than the reptiles that dominated the early Mesozoic. This performance advantage was
instrumental in the rise of dinosaurs.
Dinosaur thermophysiology was not uniform. Different
lineages had distinct levels of bodily warmth.
During the Triassic there were numerous large predators
that preyed upon smaller reptiles and early mammals. One
way to reduce predatory risk was to become nocturnal, or at
least crepuscular. Although there are now specialized nocturnal predators (e.g., owls), most minute mammals retain their
nocturnality, or at least a strong preference for being in the
shadows.
Because large ectothermic predators can retain body heat
longer when the ambient temperature drops, endothermy is
a great advantage for small animals; hence the evolution of
endothermy in mammals, which started their ascent when
they were modestly sized.

 Tegu Lizards 
Black-and-white tegu lizards inhabit the plains east of
the Andes Mountains. During the autumn and winter, tegus
hibernate in their burrows.
Come spring they breed. A female lays a clutch of eggs in
a nest insulated with moist grass, twigs, and other cozy litter.
The mother remains with her eggs in the nest, keeping them
warm.
During incubation, the tegu lizard endothermically raises
her body temperature 10 °C above ambient. She does not eat
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while tending her nest, so metabolism does not generate the
warmth.
The tegu is an exception to squamates being entirely ectothermic. Diamond python females also construct insulated
nests which they keep warm. How these reptiles generate retentive body heat is not known.
Many bird and mammal females have upgraded thermogenesis during reproduction. These instances of improved endothermy for enhancing offspring survival independently
evolved.

 Opah 
Opah, also known as moonfish, are
comically rotund, but not to those who
live in fear of them. Opah are deadly deep
predators: plying cold, dark waters as far down as 300 meters. Most predatory fish are slowed by the cold at the depths
opah hunt, waiting for meals to come to them. By contrast,
moonfish are nimble pursuers.
The adaptation that makes the moonfish lifestyle possible
is endothermy. Opah are the only fish known to maintain
their body temperature in the chilly waters where they live.
Other top sea predators, such as tuna and sharks, must reheat their bodies in warmer waters near the ocean surface
after diving deep for food.

 Cold Tolerance 
They combine warm- and cold-blooded animals in one.
~ Russian American physiologist Elena Gracheva

Leopard ground squirrels (shown) and
golden hamsters are comfortable in the cold.
This makes hibernation easy: they don't have
to fatten themselves up like bears for an extended slumber during the winter.
These rodents manage by having a specialized cold-sensing protein that does its job of signaling bodily functions but
allows an imperviousness to the cold: aware but unperturbed.
Other, related adaptations in metabolism, heart rate, and
breathing afford a cold body hibernating in comfort.
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Reptilian diversity prior to dinosaurs was considerable.
Unsurprisingly, the different families of dinosaurs emerged
from various reptilian lineages.*
The earliest dinosaurs were carnivores or omnivores that
walked on 2 hind limbs that were positioned directly under
the body to support it from below.
Long tails provided balance.
Euparkeria was a reptile genus
that lived 245–230 MYA. This sharpclawed biped with numerous needlelike teeth began in the early Triassic
the size of a housecat.
Euparkeria was an agile, nimble
predator of insects, grubs, and other
Euparkeria
small animals in the undergrowth. It could
rear up and sprint on its powerful rear legs, using its long
tail for balance.
Euparkeria was not the daddy of dinosaurs, but some of
the earliest dinos were much like it. Euparkeria was at least
close to the ancestry of archosaurs.
Archosaur forms the clade of reptiles that includes dinosaurs, pterosaurs (winged lizards), today's crocodiles, and
birds. When archosaurs first appeared, and their exact descent, remains in the realm of debate.
There were other, similar reptiles to Euparkeria, in what
was a clear adaptive trend. 2–3 meters long, Nyasasaurus
had several skeletal features characteristic of dinosaurs, including a bipedal stance. The genus emerged 243 MYA.
Adaptive pressures and convergent evolution played important roles in the emergence of dinosaurs. Various packages of life-history variables played out. The sizes, shapes,
lifestyles, and behaviors of dinosaurs evolved as a biotic gyre.
This was typical of evolutionary trends in macrobes throughout life's history.

*

Only an estimated 1/4th of the dinosaur species that lived are
known.
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Dinosaur Classification



Dinosaurs were first recognized as distinct from reptiles
in 1842 by English comparative anatomist Richard Owen.
Owen coined Dinosauria, meaning "terrible reptile."
In 1887, English paleontologist Harry Seeley divided dinosaurs into 2 orders: ornithischians (Ornithischia) and
saurischians (Saurischia). The noted difference was in their
pelvises: whether their pubic bone pointed forward (saurischians) or backward (ornithischians). Saurischians were "lizard-hipped," while ornithischians were "bird-hipped."
Seeley's basic division and nomenclature held despite
birds evolving from saurischians, not ornithischians. The
shape of bird pelvises came as a convergent evolution to the
similar structure of unrelated ornithischians.
In 2017, English paleontologist Matthew Baron proposed
a revised dinosaur classification based upon extensive new
findings since Seeley's day and an unbiased analysis. Baron
retained Saurischia, but found that theropods belonged with
ornithischians, labeling this new clade Ornithoscelida.
Baron's choice of Ornithoscelida was a revival of an old
name, albeit not using the same taxonomic rationale. English
biologist Thomas Henry Huxley had defined Ornithoscelida
in 1869 by how heavyset dinosaurs were. Huxley's classification was overshadowed by Seeley's 1888 grouping.

Dinosaurs

Ornithischians

Saurischians

Sauropods

Seeley
Theropods
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Herrerasaurids

Dinosaurs

Saurischians

Sauropods

Ornithoscelids

Ornithischians

Baron
Theropods
Baron's classification better identifies the 2 major clades
of dinosaurs. Baron recognized theropods and ornithischians
as sister taxa. Another telling distinction is that Baron's new
categorization incorporates the earliest dinosaurs – herrerasaurids – as saurischians; something which Seeley's classification could not accommodate.

In numerous ways dinosaurs resembled earlier reptiles.
Some, such as tyrannosaurs, had protective scales on their
bodies. Others sported plumage, although more fuzzy protofeather than bird feather. Fluffy coloration arose for mating
display. This evolutionary impetus would culminate in a
functional form that allowed dinosaur descendants to take
wing.
The earliest dinosaurs
were herrerasaurids, emerging 245 MYA, in the Late Triassic. Eoraptor is exemplary: a
Eoraptor
1-meter omnivore, weighing
10 kg.
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A million years later, Eodromaeus appeared as a basal
theropod: a 1.2-meter carnivore weighing 5 kg. Most theropods were carnivores, though various theropod groups were
insectivores, omnivores, or even herbivores. Almost all theropods were bipedal.
Sauropods showed up shortly after theropods. Sauropods
were thick-legged herbivores that walked on all fours, with
small heads, elongated necks, and long tails.


Tyrannosaurs 

Carnivorous tyrannosaurs were one of numerous theropod families. Tyrannosaurs arose 170 MYA. The earliest were
the size of a modern human.
Tyrannosaurs diversified, but their rise to the top of the
food chain was long checked by the dominant allosaurs that
arose in the mid-Jurassic and lasted until 93 MYA, in the midCretaceous.
In their prime, allosaurs were almost as large as tyrannosaurs eventually grew to. A mass extinction event, with
global warming and sea level fluctuations, laid allosaurs low
and allowed tyrannosaurs to take their place.
Tyrannosaurs apparently developed giant body size rapidly,
late in the Cretaceous, and their success enabled by their earlyevolving keen senses. ~ American paleontologist Stephen
Brusatte et al
Tyrannosaurs were fierce predators. They hunted and
scavenged and were not above fighting and eating another
tyrannosaur.

 T. Rex 
The most famous dinosaur, Tyrannosaurus rex emerged
in the Late Cretaceous; near the end of the tyrannosaur family line. T. rex was one of the largest land carnivores of all
time: up to 13 meters long and weighing over 6 tonnes. T. rex
had a massive skull, and an enormous jaw that delivered a
bone-crushing bite. The size of a chicken as a hatchling, T.
rex took 15–18 years to reach full size. Making it to maturity
was tough. Only ~40% survived their first year.
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T. rex's girth slowed it down. Its top speed was 19 kph.
The available herbivorous dinosaurs in its environment were
all much slower than an adult T. rex. It was slaughter in the slow
lane. ~ Canadian paleontologist Thomas Carr
For all its ferocity, T. rex has been the butt of jokes for its
puny arms. While not even long enough to reach its mouth,
T. rex used its muscular arms for slashing at close quarters:
an offensive defense.*
Juveniles had proportionately longer arms. Young dinos
likely had more use for their arms.
Tyrannosaurs didn't need big arms to hunt, because their
powerful bites and hyper-bulldog necks did the job. ~ American evolutionary biologist Eric Snively
T. rex had eyes that faced forward, giving it stereoscopic
vision with depth of field for pinpointing prey.
T. rex may well have ears that were forward focused, like
that of modern-day birds of prey. With these acute senses, T.
rex may have been a nocturnal predator.
T. rex had a snout as sensitive as human fingertips. The
tactile nose was employed to explore surroundings and build
nests. It also allowed the dinosaur to pick up fragile eggs and
*

T. Rex was not the only theropod with puny arms. The trait
evolved independently, and similarly, in Gualicho shinyae, a
large-jawed theropod that lived in modern-day Argentina. Gualicho stood 2 meters and weighed nearly 0.5 tonnes.
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offspring. A touchy nose may also have been important in
courtship, with T. rex couples rubbing their faces together in
foreplay.
The neck of T. rex was like that of modern birds. Like
many birds, T. rex likely raised its head and fixed its vision
on its prey before lowering its head to attack.
Taking a bite involved thrusting its head up, biting, then
shaking its head and pulling back with its legs to rip a hunk
off: the approach of birds combined with the shake-feed of
crocodiles.

T. rex had several close relations. One was a diminutive
cousin: Nanuqsaurus, which was 2.4 times smaller, and lived
in the chilly high latitudes of North America. Nanuqsaurus'
relatively small size was a cold-weather adaptation.

 Dakotaraptor 
Dakotaraptor was a North American native. Unlike T.
Rex, Dakotaraptor had long arms, with wings that stretched
1 meter.
Dakotaraptor was far too big to fly. The wings improved
balance when running, providing lift that gave speed.
Dakotaraptor was a fierce predator. An agile runner with
long legs, Dakotaraptor had sickle claws the size of a man's
hand on both front and rear limbs that acted as grappling
hooks.
These claws could grab on to anything and just slice them to
bits. It was utterly lethal. ~ American vertebrate paleontologist
Robert DePalma
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At 5–6 meters long, Dakotaraptor was one the largest
dromaeosaurids (feathered theropods). Only Utahraptor, at 7
meters, was larger. Utahraptor was an earlier, close cousin
to Dakotaraptor, with similar wings and claws. Both evolved
late in the dinosaur reign.
Dakotaraptor probably practiced pack hunting, with ad
hoc stratagems to bring down prey. Able to run down animals
that T. Rex could only watch, the speed of Dakotaraptor was
fearsome. Feathery wings got off to an impressive start.

Dinosaurs were social animals. Herbivorous dinosaurs
traveled in herds.
Tyrannosaurs lived in family groups, as is common for
large predators. They hunted in packs. Tyrannosaurs likely
had social dominance hierarchies. The usual constraints –
food, mates, and territory – were likely points of contention.

 Halszkaraptor 
The first time I examined the specimen, I even questioned
whether it was a genuine fossil. ~ Italian paleontologist Andrea
Cau

About the size of a mallard, Halszkaraptor was something
of a cross between a duck and a penguin: it waddled on 2 legs
but had flipper-like forelimbs to aquatically maneuver like
penguins. Unable to fly, it was a skillful swimmer.
Halszkaraptor's goose-like neck made it a fine ambush
hunter. Its bill housed sharp teeth.
Like all dinosaurs (and later birds), Halszkaraptor had to
come onto land to lay its eggs. This novel maniraptoran arose
in the late Cretaceous and belongs in the clade from which
birds descended.
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The unexpected mix of traits makes it difficult to place Halszkaraptor within traditional classifications. ~ Andrea Cau


Various enormous carnivores emerged from several dinosaur subgroups as a culmination of earlier developments.
Similar body plans illustrate convergent evolution. Some
of these predators, especially the smaller ones, were pack
hunters; others, opportunistic scavengers.

 Spinosaurs 
Dinosaurs were landlubbers. Until this one. ~ Paul Sereno

Giant fish lived in the rivers of North Africa during the
Cretaceous. A theropod arose to take advantage of the
aquatic feast.
Spinosaurus grew to be the largest known carnivorous dinosaur:
12.6–18 meters long, weighing 7–21
tonnes. Spinosaurs had large,
strong forelimbs with scythe-like
Spinosaurus
claws. Its hind legs were short, with
splayed toes. Spinosaurs may have paddled in the water like
a duck. Its long, flexible tail assisted propulsion.
Conical teeth in a crocodilian snout overlapped, acting as
a snare for trapping fish. Spinosaurs had nostrils halfway up
its skull, so it could stick its snout into the water and still
breathe.
Spinosaurs' center of mass was too far forward for it to
stand on its hind legs on land, like other theropod predators.
Instead, spinosaurs ambled on all 4 legs.
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Similar to the synapsids of old, spinosaurs had spines
growing out of its vertebrate – up to 1.65 m long – that provided for a sail which likely served for sexual display, and
perhaps aided thermoregulation.
The skull and lifestyle of spinosaurs were suggestive of
crocodiles, which later convergently evolved to take advantage of freshwater aquatic fare. Like crocodiles, spinosaurs spent much of their day in the water, while resting
and mating on the riverbank.
It's like a cross between an aquatic bird and a crocodile.
~ Paul Sereno

As egg layers, all dinosaurs were brooders, providing parental care. With a tepid climate, protection rather than
warmth was what eggs needed to hatch. Like modern reptiles, dinosaurs were largely precocial.
Dinosaurs lived on Earth 180 million years; as a dominant group for ~140 million years. While fierce carnivores are
the most celebrated, most dinosaurs were herbivores.


Dominion



Dominion is a dramatic word. Certainly, dinosaurs excluded other vertebrates from proliferating as large animals.
Mammals are the most obvious example of this, but many
other animals came along before the 1st dinosaur took a
breath, and those other animals are still around.
Consider the cockroach, which debuted 360 MYA, during
the Carboniferous (the earliest dinosaurs: 245 MYA). The
cockroach thrives today, largely unchanged, except for a
somewhat deteriorated diet owing to the evolution of fastfood restaurants.
As to dominion, microbes have ruled the world since they
made the scene at the beginning of life, back before dirt was
young. The power of the smallest life can never be overstated.
Viruses have the ability to manipulate the life histories and
evolution of their hosts. ~ American virologists Forest Rohwer
& Rebecca Vega Thurber
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The history of animal life on Earth repeatedly showed a correlation between atmospheric oxygen and animal diversity as
well as body size: times of low oxygen saw, on average, lower
diversity and smaller body sizes than times with higher oxygen.
These same relationships held for dinosaurs. ~ Peter Ward &
Joe Kirschvink

Dinosaur diversity was roughly constant from the time of
the first Triassic dinosaurs into the Jurassic. Atmospheric
oxygen was low during this period. From the mid-Jurassic,
global atmospheric O2 shot up. Dinosaurs gained girth and
speciation rose – a trend that continued until 140 MYA, in the
mid-Cretaceous.
Various explanations have been made as to why dinosaurs succeeded so well. For one, the climate of the times
suited them. The world was warm and moist during the Jurassic. For the last 2/3rds of the period, there was no polar
ice. Sea levels were high. Vast areas of land were flooded.
Temperate and subtropical forests were pervasive. The extensive water moderated seasonal swings.


Sauropods 

The earliest sauropods were
small and ran on 2 legs, relying on
speed to evade predators. Then, in
evolutionary time, they grew until
girth became their edge against predation.
Though most long-necked sauropods lumbered on 4 legs
to support their bulk, a few up to the size of rhinoceroses
went from walking on 4 legs to 2 as they matured. During
development, their center of mass moved back toward their
hips as their tail muscles became bulkier. This allowed these
herbivores to reach higher in the trees to feed.
Earth was so warm during the Jurassic that dinosaurs
lounged in Antarctica, which was a much larger continent at
the time. Giant sauropods weighing up to 77 tonnes seasonally migrated to maintain their ravenous diet of greens: requiring over 450 kilograms each day, twice that of modern
elephants.
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Sauropods started life as an egg the size of a grapefruit.
Baby sauropods were less than a half meter long and weighed
under 10 kilos.
To reach their gargantuan size, sauropods had a tremendous growth rate between 5–25 years old. They reached their
adult size by the time they were 30.
Sauropods became a disparate group, with sizes and body
plans varying as plate tectonics drove species radiation. Separate sauropods lived side by side. A diversity of dining habits on various vegetation afforded each sauropod species its
own niche.
The climate engendered prolific vegetation. As always,
the success of animals ultimately rides upon greenery.
Some of the same sociality exhibited by birds and mammals was shared by dinosaurs. Predators often hunted in
packs. Gregarious sauropod herbivores foraged in herds,
though juveniles and adults may have done so separately, as
their diets differed, as did their bulk.
Sauropods arose in the Late Triassic. By the end of their
spectacular 150-million-year run, when all large dinosaurs
became extinct, sauropods had lived on every continent.
The dinosaur's eloquent lesson is that if some bigness is good,
an overabundance of bigness is not necessarily better. ~ American businessman Eric Johnston

Dinosaurs and lizards evolved as separate reptile groups.
Dinosaurs developed a distinct upright posture that lizards
lack, yet they share a common ancestor.
Modern lizards that incubate at warmer temperatures
are mentally sharper than those that come from a cold nest.
Perhaps the warm climate provided the conditions needed to
optimize dinosaur adaptability.


Ornithischians



Ornithischians arose in the Jurassic. All were beaked
herbivores; typically, low browsers. The surfeit of herbivorous dinosaurs owed to niche differentiation: specialization to
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favor different plants. The vast diversity of vegetation provided the platform upon which these picky plant lovers
evolved.
Like sauropods, ornithischians were typically herd animals, though some appear to have led largely solitary lives.
Although descendant from bipeds, almost all ornithischians
had the ability to walk on all fours, if not natural quadrupeds.
Though less predominant than sauropods, ornithischians
were among the most numerous, diverse, and longest-lasting
lineages of dinosaurs. They were typically smaller than sauropods, and often prey to theropods.
By the mid-Jurassic, ornithischians had a wide variety of
body plans. This diverse group included thyreophorans,
which were armored herbivores, such as the spiky plated
stegosaurs (8–9 meters; 2–3 tonnes). The spiked tail of stegosaurs could deliver a painful piercing blow to a potential
predator.
Owing to their relatively
small brains, stegosaurs earned
renown as the "dumbest" dinosaurs. As brain size is no indicator of intelligence, stegosaurs are
not the ones deserving such labelStegosaurus
ing.
While armor may have been helpful for
defense, it may also have evolved via sexual preference, or
served for thermoregulation. Juvenile stegosaurs lacked the
large back plates.
In contrast were the relatively small and agile bipedal ornithopods known as hypsilophodonts (1.5–2.3 m; 20–40 kg),
which lived lives like those of the antelopes and gazelles today: herds foraging on ground vegetation while keeping a
keen lookout for predators.
The differences between herding hypsilophodonts and
heavy thyreophorans point out 2 viable strategies for avoiding predation: either be armored or raise the odds against being eaten by being small, nimble, and one in a crowd.
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By the end of the Cretaceous, more
ornithischians had arrived: among them
duck-billed hadrosaurids, such as Parasaurolophus (12 m; 3 tonnes), and
horned ceratopsians, of which Tricera- Parasaurolophus
tops (9 m; 5–8 t) is the best known. Both
were herbivores. The duck-billed dinosaurs had sophisticated
dentation that let them grind tough plant matter.
Triceratops compensated for dental ingenuity with overwhelming numbers: over
400 teeth that replaced themselves when
they wore down.
Triceratops at first lacked the magnificent horns that they are so well-known for.
Triceratops
Early on they sported a longer beak and
shorter horns.
Triceratops became a favorite food of tyrannosaurs. Triceratops' horns grew to even the odds against becoming an
easy meal.
Beyond defense, ornaments that various ornithischians
had may well have developed from sexual selection. The neck
frills of triceratops are exemplary. Female choice of mate that
evolves into exaggerated looks has repeatedly occurred.
Dinosaur head ornaments were for a select few. To sport
standout head gear, a dinosaur had to have a big body to viably support it.


 Dinosaur Fleas 
These were insects much larger than modern fleas, and from
the size of their proboscis, we can tell they would have been
mean. ~ American zoologist George Poinar, Jr.

Dinosaurs had fleas. Big ones: 10 times the size of the
modern flea.
It really appears as though they were specialized for working
their way into some heavy hides, such as those on dinosaurs.
~ American palaeoentomologist Michael Engel
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In subsequent evolution, fleas downsized. This required
acquiring the strong spring-legged jump that lets modern
fleas leap 100 times their height.
Without the incredible jump, dinosaur-era fleas had to
scurry and hop on their prey. Alternately, ambush-style, they
may have dropped from vegetation.
The flea also adapted to suck blood without causing so
much pain, thereby allowing getting a full meal without unduly agitating its host. This involved going from a jaw with
saw-like projections to smooth mouth parts.

 Water Fleas 
While humongous fleas were dining on dinosaurs, wee water fleas were abundant denizens of
freshwater habitats. Water fleas arose during the
Permian.
Water fleas are tiny crustaceans in the order Cladocera,
so-called for their bouncing locomotion. They continue today
to play a key role in most terrestrial ecosystems.
Like sharks, water fleas emerged with a near-ideal set of
traits, including agile adaptability to survive significant ecological shifts. Their basic biomechanics have scarcely evolved
since their arrival ~260 MYA, while diversifying into over 700
species that occupy almost all freshwater environments.
When conditions are favorable, female cladocerans reproduce asexually. Conversely, when environmental conditions
deteriorate and variety becomes critical, males are produced
and sex becomes the norm. This conditional reproductive system is known as cyclical parthenogenesis.
Though water fleas have various defense mechanisms to
escape predators, some decided on a tamer domain: in
groundwater. No longer needing sight, these subterranean
crustaceans economically went blind and lost their eyes.


Ostrich Dinosaurs 

Several dinosaurs were beaked, including the herbivorous Triceratops and Stegosaurus. Ornithomimosaurs were
the only meat eaters to evolve beaks.
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One of the best known ornithomimosaurs was Struthiomimus, an omnivore
that enjoyed a rounded diet of vegetation and small animal fare, including
eggs and insects. This nimble creature
was 3–4 meters long, stood 2 meters tall,
Struthiomimus
and weighed 140 kg.
The whole group is commonly called ostrich dinosaurs,
though the similarity is only an example of parallel evolution,
as these theropods were not related to emergent birds. Convergence included beaks without teeth: an avian feature.
Early ornithomimosaurs had tiny teeth, as did nascent birds.
This trait wore away as adaptation progressed in later species.
Ornithomimosaurs were ground-bound, with long tails.
This tail distinguishes these dinosaurs from all birds, ostriches included.
The lifestyle of ornithomimosaurs was quite like
ostriches, which are an omnivorous flightless bird. Like
ostriches, when in danger, their response was to run.
Ornithomimosaurs were likely the fleetest of all dinosaurs.
Some were faster than ostriches, which can run 80 km/hr.
Ornithomimosaurs emerged in the Late Cretaceous: one
of the last dinosaur groups to appear. Their continuing evolution was apparent as the reign of dinosaurs ended.

 Anzu 
Anzu was another bird-like dinosaur of the
Cretaceous; dubbed the "chicken from hell" by its
discoverers. Anzu was an oviraptorosaur, characterized by a beaked, parrot-like skull, with or
without a bony crest atop its head.
Oviraptorosaurs were a group in the maniraptoran clade, which included both bird-like and non-avian
dinosaurs. Maniraptorans had long arms and 3-fingered
hands. They are the only dinosaurs with breast bones: an
avian trait. The only dinosaurs to ever fly were maniraptorans, though how far back they first took flight remains unknown. Birds are maniraptoran descendants.
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Like other theropods, oviraptorosaurs were feathered.
Some had feather-adorned tails, which males shimmied as a
courtship display.
Anzu stood 1.5 meters high and reached more than 3 meters from beak to tail. An adult weighed up to 300 kg.
Aznu resembled a beefy emu. The creature had a long
neck; its head topped with a tall, thin crest. At the end of its
forelimbs were long, sharp claws.
Anzu lived on ancient floodplains, omnivorously feeding
on plants, small animals, and possibly eggs. It had a huge
beak with sharp edges, and a strangle sliding jaw joint used
to cut vegetation and meat.
Like birds, Anzu had hollow bones. As with Struthiomimus, Anzu's meter long tail precluded flight.


In the Skies



Besides behemoth land lubbers and their nimbler carnivore cousins, reptiles also took to the air. Pterosaurs were the
1st flying vertebrates. They reigned over the skies 228–66
MYA.
Pterosaurs were neither dinosaurs nor the progenitor of
birds. Some were scaly, others furry.
Pterosaurs were able fliers. Their wings were quite unlike
those of birds: more like bat wings, in being made of thin
membranes stretched between the arms and hind limbs.
Pterosaurs' hollow bones, respiratory
airs sacs, and enlarged brains were reminiscent of avian traits. In these regards, birds
were an instance of convergent evolution.
Early pterosaurs had long, trailing
tails, and teeth in their beak-like mouths.
Pterodactyl
Later ones, the pterodactyls, were shorttailed, and had no teeth. This was, once again, convergent
evolution with only distantly related birds.
Remarkably, pterodactyls were highly precocial and could
take wing just after they hatched. Lacking parental care,
flaplings were on their own, and so were well stocked with
precocious knowledge as well as the ability to fly.
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Some of the smaller pterosaurs were covered with fur.
That and their doubtless flights in cool air over great distances suggest that pterosaurs were endothermic.

 Anurognathus 
Anurognathus was a small pterosaur,
the size of a swift. Its legs were stronger
than any bird or bat alive today.
Some birds, such as swifts, chase insects through the sky: a technique termed
hawking; not Anurognathus. Instead, it
sat in wait for its prey to fly by, then Anurognathus instantly
launched itself on an intercept course, which is called sallying. Anurognathus' powerful legs let it leap into the air, losing no time, nor wasting energy, on hawking about.


At Sea



After spending millions of years attuning themselves to
living on land, some reptiles returned to the sea, as well as
inhabiting freshwater bodies. Some stayed close to the shoreline, feeding off the bounty in seashore sand.
The fact that marine reptiles and sharks were so large
during the Jurassic and Cretaceous suggest that the marine
food supply was ample. Over half of the oil now being exploited was laid down during the Cretaceous.
The seas were more densely populated by phytoplankton
than at any other period in geological history. Diatoms
emerged in the Late Jurassic, greatly radiating and becoming abundant during the Cretaceous. As today, tiny autotrophs were then the fodder that fed the oceanic food chain.

 Stony Coral 
One of the most significant marine keystone species made
its debut in the Triassic seas: stony corals, the supreme builders of reefs. They did not start that way. The earliest stony
corals were solitary and not as architecturally inclined.
These polyps did not radiate until the Jurassic, becoming
the dominant reef-builders in all the world's oceans from
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then. By this time these corals had become industriously colonial. The spur to their success appears to have been symbiotically teaming up with algae.
Stony coral were not the only contributors to oceanic
reefs. Calcified seaweeds and sponges also did their part.

 Seaside Sifter 
During the Middle Triassic, 245 MYA,
estuarine mud and seabed sand were home
to a surfeit of small animals. A dinosaur
arose to take advantage of this potential
feast.
Atopodentatus grew to 3 meters long. Not as well-adapted
to life at sea as aquatic icthyosaurs, this quadruped had paddle feet but could also walk on land.
Atopodentatus' dentition was unlike any other animal
ever. Its head was shovel-shaped, armed with an arc of over
175 tiny, needle teeth that fused to the sides of the jaw rather
than sitting in sockets. Inwardly, the teeth were bladelike,
arranged like a comb. Most of the teeth in the upper jaw faced
each other, in a split running between the 2 halves of the
upper jaw.
Atopodentatus was a filter feeder: it stuck its snout in the
mud, took a mouthful of sediment, and sifted for puny prey,
such as worms. Squeezing the sand through its teeth let Atopodentatus comb through prey like a baleen whale traps krill.


Ichthyosaurs 

A large marine reptile, ichthyosaurs had a porpoise-like head, a
long toothy snout, and a tuna-like
body. They swam with side-to-side
movement like catfish. Of the seafaring reptiles, ichthyosaurs were the most meticulously adapted to their watery
world.
Averaging 2 meters long and 80–100 kg, ichthyosaurs
were a parallel development to the lineages that led to the
modern-day dolphin and whale. One ichthyosaur species
could dive down 610 meters. This was another instance of
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convergent evolution, in that all 3 families were air breathers, fast swimmers, capable of deep dives, and bore live
young.
The varied diet of the ichthyosaurs, capable of hunting at
night, gave them a long run: from 250–90 MYA. The first
ichthyosaur evolved only a few million years after the Great
Dying.
Ichthyosaurs died out as environmental volatility in the
oceans overwhelmed their ability to adapt. Global changes
profoundly reorganized marine ecosystems during the
Cenomanian age (100.5–94 MYA).
Most reptiles are egg layers, but adaptation to living in
the sea demanded viviparity. This was true of ichthyosaurs,
nothosaurs, plesiosaurs, and mosasaurs. Having few large
offspring meant that these creatures were likely to having
been caring mothers.


Nothosaurs 

Nothosaurs were another early
aquatic reptile (245–200 MYA). They
were slender, long necked piscivores
with sharp, interlocking teeth.
Nothosaur bodies were somewhat
like crocodiles: streamlined for aquatic predation, including
webbed feet. Their lifestyle was like that of modern seals, in
being largely aquatic, while coming ashore from time to time.
Various nothosaur species ranged in size from several centimeters to 4 meters.
Nothosaurs propelled themselves over the seafloor by
rowing their forelimbs in unison. Paddle feet scooped the soft
mud, disturbing fish and shrimp there, which a nothosaur
snapped up with its needle-sharp teeth.
Nothosaur limbs suggest that they could move on land,
albeit with the sprawling gait of seals, which may have later
adopted the nothosaur lifestyle: fishing at sea and relaxing
on land.
Nothosaurs were supplanted by pleiosaurs. Both were
sauropterygians: aquatic reptiles that evolved from terrestrial tetrapods soon after the end-Permian extinction. While
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nothosaurs and plesiosaurs are closely related, that nothosaurs begat plesiosaurs is uncertain.


Plesiosaurs 

Plesiosaurs (203–66 MYA) became common during the
Jurassic and lasted to the end of the Cretaceous. This diverse
group of marine reptiles replaced ichthyosaurs as the top
aquatic predator during the Late Jurassic. While starting at
2 meters, some plesiosaurs were massive: up to 20 meters,
the size of a sperm whale.
Compared to nothosaurs, plesiosaurs had further adaptations to an aquatic life: 4 paddle-shaped flippers instead of
webbed feet, and elongated necks. Like penguins and sea turtles, plesiosaurs swam largely with their forelimbs, but with
a difference: the watery vortices created by the front flippers
were woven by the back flippers to move more efficiently.
Plesiosaurs were forelimb-dominated swimmers that used
their hind limbs mainly for maneuverability and stability.
~ Chinese paleontologist Shiqiu Liu et al
Elasmosaurus (13–14 m; 2 tonnes)
was one of the last plesiosaurs. Its neck
ran 6–7 meters; the longest of the plesiosaurs. Elasmosaurus had 72 vertebrates in its neck; more than any known
animal. With its tiny head on small sea creatures Elasmosaurus fed. How Elasmosaurus managed to get enough to eat
is an enduring mystery.


Mosasaurs 

Mosasaurs were air-breathing marine reptiles that appeared in the Early Cretaceous, descended from aquatic lizards. They radiated into considerable diversity, with a peak
of 38 genera.
During the last 20 million
years of the period, with the
extinction of the ichthyosaurs and pleiosaurs, mosasaurs became the dominant seafaring predator. Powerful swimmers,
they coursed through the water using their strong tails, like
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sharks and ichthyosaurs. Their 4 flipper limbs provided fine
movement control.
The smallest mosasaur was less than 1 meter long.
Larger mosasaurs were more typical, with many species over
4 meters. The largest mosasaur reached 17 meters.
Mosasaurs had large, sharp teeth in double-hinged jaws,
long snouts, and flexible skulls, much like sharks (an instance of convergent evolution), affording a fearsome bite and
the ability to swallow large chunks. Sharks were mosasaurs'
main competitors: an evolutionary pressure which may have
refined sharks toward their modern forms. Both sharks and
mosasaurs had a worldwide presence.
Mosasaurs may have been endothermic, as were ichthyosaurs – an unusual adaptation for reptiles.
Today's monitor lizards are a close relative to mosasaurs,
which went extinct 66 MYA.

Dinosaurs were not the only ones living large. Some trees
too were towering. Gymnosperm conifers had benefited from
the Permian–Triassic extinction event. They were the skyscrapers of the time.
Meanwhile, plant innovation was happening on a much
smaller scale, and at a lovelier level. Flowering plants were
coevolving with their pollinators, and with their pests.

 Yucatán Big Bang 
There is nothing to suggest that dinosaurs were doomed to
extinction. Without that asteroid, the dinosaurs would probably
still be here, and we very probably would not. ~ English vertebrate paleontologist Richard Butler

66 MYA abruptly brought the final phase of the Cretaceous–Paleogene (K–Pg) extinction event, courtesy of an 9km diameter meteorite whacking into Mexico's Yucatán peninsula at Chicxulub. The collision produced the most powerful earthquake of all time, releasing energy equivalent to a
billion atomic bombs, heating the atmosphere into an incandescent furnace. Impact shock waves coursed through the
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Earth, catalyzing massive floods of basalt and volcanic eruptions on the other side of the planet.
The impact vaporized sulfur-rich rock, creating a vast
cloud of sulfur trioxide (SO3). This mixed with water vapor
within days of the collision, to besiege the oceans and land
with lethal acid rain.
The meteorite strike shot so much dust and soot into the
atmosphere that surface seawater temperature near the impact site dropped 2 °C for lack of sunlight. The soot darkened
the skies for nearly 2 years.
At first it would have been about as dark as a moonlit night.
~ American atmospheric and oceanic scientist Owen Toon
Earth's atmosphere chilled 26 °C in 5 years. The soot
came from raging wildfires. Underneath the bolide strike
point was a rich reservoir of volatile crude oil, with extensive
forests nearby.
The K–Pg event included a major marine regression. Sea
levels dropped enough to reduce the continental shelf area,
which is the most species-rich part of the sea.
Inland (epeiric) seas were also affected, greatly altering
surrounding terrestrial ecosystems. Freshwater environments grew, as continental runoff had a longer run to the
ocean.
The Chicxulub bolide was the 3rd act in the grand finale
to the Mesozoic era. The 1st act was climate change.
Continental drift was altering the face of the planet and
the flow of its waters. The food chain was weakened by a
dearth of diversity among the large plant-eating dinosaurs
which were the meal ticket for major predators. The mass extinction this invoked was modest, especially compared with
what was to come.
Dinosaur evolutionary success had started to stall 140
MYA. Several families of large dinosaurs went extinct in the
early Cretaceous, 135 MYA. By 90 MYA, dinosaurs were in decline, as extant species were going extinct faster than new
ones emerged.
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Then, a million years before the bolide struck, massive
volcanic eruptions on the Indian subcontinent filled the atmosphere with aerosols.* It was a magma fountain gushing
for 750,000 years, flooding an area the size of Mongolia with
lava. The resultant climate change was intense: altering seasons and rapidly heating the seas 8 ºC or more.
Volcanism kicked off the extinction of much marine life.
But this would not have led to wholesale dinosaur extinction.
The Yucatán impact was legendary bad luck in happening at the worst possible time and place. Besides setting an
ocean of oil ablaze, the impact occurred at a precipitous time,
when ecosystems were particularly vulnerable. If the bolide
had struck a few million years earlier, when species were
more diverse and food chains more robust, or a few million
years later, after adjusting to other environmental calamities, dinosaurs may have pulled through.
As with other mass extinction events, the deck of life was
severely shuffled in the K–Pg extinction event. No land animal heavier than 25 kilos survived, which is about the heft of
a bulldog or dalmatian.
Dinosaurs were not the only land animals wiped out: so
too 83% of existing lizards and snakes. The climatic calamity
was simply too much to bear for all sorts of creatures, even
arthropods. All told, 75% of terrestrial animal species, and
about as many plants, were lost in the K–Pg extinction event.
Pollinating bees suffered terribly.
Half of marine species were decimated, but only 10–22%
of those in freshwater. 90% of bony fish species survived.
Ray-finned fishes dominated the seas in the aftermath of K–
Pg extinction. The demise of the large reptilian sea monsters
of the Cretaceous opened the way for cetaceans.
K–Pg was a reenactment of extinction patterns from previous events. Large animals are inherently less well-adapted
to withstand dramatic changes than smaller ones, as some
niches remain habitable, whereas larger landscapes are drastically diminished during such events. That withstanding,

*

These eruptions created the geophysical formation known as the
Deccan Traps.
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rapid climate change can doom specialist species, as K–Pg
showed with the dramatic decline of reptiles.
The toll on small animals was still high. Over 90% of
mammal species worldwide were wiped out. Mammal comeback after the extinction event was surprisingly swift, abetted by the loss of predators and habitat competitors.
Amphibians, reliant upon freshwater, were largely unaffected. Insects, tortoises, and crocodiles fared relatively well.
Many insects are detrivores. Furthermore, most have at
least 1 durable resting stage that allows extended dormancy.
Crocodiles and tortoises can survive for long durations
without food, and both can be scavengers. All 6 groups of turtles alive at the time made it through.
One trick to making it past the extended winter that followed the Yucatán big bang was being small and mobile, and
to be able to survive on what food was available. Fussy eaters
did not fare well.
Able to flee devastated areas, tiny dinosaur descendants
winged their way past the K–Pg boundary – or at least some
of them did. Being toothless, but with strong beaks, meant
that birds could survive on seeds or fish the seas. Still, that
as many species endured as did is surprising.
Their hardiness served them well. Birds proliferated to
become the most speciose tetrapod.
Zoologists have tended to look upon the current geological
era as being dominated by mammals, but it as much belongs
to birds.

 Birds 
Dinosaurs aren't extinct. There are about 10,000 species alive
today in the form of birds. ~ English vertebrate paleontologist
Robert Benson

Only 4 groups of terrestrial vertebrates evolved: amphibians, reptiles, mammals, and birds. The outlier of these is the
one with wings and feathers, as well as a brain unlike any
other. Birds are a highly distinctive animal.
Like mammals, birds are endothermic. Bats can fly and
humans are bipedal, but there is little commonality otherwise between mammals and the class called Aves.
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Many traits associated with flight evolved before the origin of
Aves. ~ English evolutionary biologist Mark Puttick et al

Birds originated from maniraptoran theropod dinosaurs
at least 160 MYA. Some basal avian traits appear a case of
convergent evolution with earlier reptilian forms, as well as
the endothermy found in mammals.
Though birds evolved at a quicker clip than other theropods, the avian body plan gradually came together, with no
single leap to point to for the birth of birds.


Growth Evolution



Birds became itty-bitty by truncating the juvenile growth
spurt that gave dinosaurs their girth. The shrinking process
started 210 MYA and proceeded apace for 50 million years.
This appears a reversion back to the earliest dinosaurs, who
were quite small.
Miniaturization afforded flight and the novel ecological
opportunities that went with it. Besides the aerodynamic advantage of carrying less weight, smaller animals can flap
their wings faster than large ones.
After growth slowed to keep size down early in their evolution, avian growth sped up again, to rates even faster than
the extinct dinosaurs they descended from. This let a bird
mature quickly. By the end of the Cretaceous, a bird the size
of a sparrow could grow up in a week's time.

Numerous lineages of paravians were experimenting with different modes of flight through the Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous. ~ Michael Benton et al

While wings ultimately developed to afford being entirely
airborne, even early gliders gained aerodynamic benefits.
Most flying animals, whether insect or bird, are close to the
ground or water when taking off. The surface acts as an aerodynamic mirror, increasing pressure underneath the wing,
interrupting downwash, and suppressing wing tip vortices'
turbulence. This aerodynamic interaction lowers the energy
required for lift by 29%. Early evolved birds flapping their
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wings would have been able to run and jump swifter even if
they never left the ground.
The biodiversity of these small, bird-like dinosaurs was incredible. ~ Belgian paleontologist Pascal Godefroit

 Yi qi 
Yi qi lived in northeast China 160
had feathers, though these were
too insubstantial for flight.
Yi qi managed to glide through air
with bat-like wings; one of many evolutionary experiments by which small dinosaurs were airborne.
MYA. It

 Aurornis 
The pheasant-sized Aurornis arose 160–150 MYA. A half
meter from beak to tail-tip, it had a mouthful of tiny sharp
teeth and a long tail, with legs adorned in plumage.
Aurornis could not fly, but it had long forelimbs that may
have helped it glide through the Jurassic forests. Its hips
mark it as related to modern birds.

 Archaeopteryx 
The raven-sized Archaeopteryx
lived 150 MYA, during the Late Jurassic. It was a bird-like dinosaur, with 2
feathered wings.
Archaeopteryx had jaws lined with
small sharp teeth, 3 fingers ending in curved claws, and a
long bony tail; traits shared with its dinosaur cousins. While
these features would be forsaken by its avian descendants,
Archaeopteryx had some bird-like traits.
Birds need a sophisticated sensory system to quickly process the flood of visual information that comes during flight,
integrated to a complex mapping system. Archaeopteryx had
a broad cerebellum, indicative of heavily relying on vision.
Archaeopteryx had a larger relative braincase than dinosaurs. The structure of its inner ear more closely resembled
modern birds than reptiles. Archaeopteryx appears to have
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keen senses of hearing, balance, spatial perception, and coordination; the processing perquisites of flight. Whether and
how well Archaeopteryx actually flew remains speculative.
Its long tail precluded taking off from the ground.
The fingers on Archaeopteryx's wings would have interrupted smooth airflow but they would have been essential in
climbing up trees.
Archaeopteryx may have glided decently. Its feathered
wings suggest modest flight capability. Albeit distinctive, Archaeopteryx had pennaceous feathers like modern birds.
Though the feather structure was weak by modern standards, Archaeopteryx had matt black plumage.
In modern birds, black melanin pigment substantially increases the strength and durability of feathers. ~ American
paleontologist Ryan Carney
Archaeopteryx showed no sign of the structures in modern
birds that prevent twisting of the spine during flight. One of
least bird-like features of Archaeopteryx was its spinal column and rather small hipbones.
If Archaeopteryx did take to the air, its lack of a large
breastbone suggests that it was not a strong flier; perhaps
able to fly in short bursts, like modern pheasants. Nonetheless, its wing muscles, however inadequate for sustaining
powered flight, were attached to a thick, boomerang-shaped
wishbone, which was a bird-like feature.
Although Archaeopteryx is accepted as the earliest bird, it is
becoming difficult to see it as much more than another feathered dinosaur. In many ways, Archaeopteryx was just another
small, scurrying ground dweller. ~ Canadian evolutionary biologist Gary Kaiser

 Microraptor 
Another feathered bird-like dinosaur appeared 125 MYA:
Microraptor. Like Archaeopteryx,
Microraptor had a long tail; another
glider among the trees. The long tail
may have helped stabilize landings.
Microraptor, like some other early
birds, had 4 wings. The legs were
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feathered for lift. Hindwings were for steering. They allowed
Microraptor to reduce its turning radius by 40% and tripled
the speed of a turn.
Gliding appears in many kinds of animals, from fish to
frogs to squid to squirrels. It offers some of the benefits of
flight without excessive energy expenditure or specialized
structures. Gliding is an easy route to food on the ground. As
any child or cat readily demonstrates, climbing up a tree is a
lot easier and faster than climbing down.
Only squirrels go up and down trees with equal ease, owing to a special hip joint that allows hind leg rotation to the
point where claws are reversed. Microraptor had no such
hips.
The 4-wing model was a transitional step to modern bird
architecture. Microraptor went extinct well before the Cretaceous closed.


Avian Pre-Adaptations



Like Dakotaraptor and Microraptor, most dromaeosaurids had fearsomely sharp serrated teeth, flappable
wings, and sickle-shaped claws. The recurved claws were
used for latching onto prey, preventing their escape. Claw
size was relative to prey size.
This strategy is only really needed for prey that are about the
same size as the predator: large enough that they might struggle
and escape from the feet. Smaller prey are just squeezed to
death, but with large prey all the predator can do is hold on and
stop it from escaping, then basically just eat it alive. ~ English
paleontologist Denver Fowler
It is a modest modification to go from a claw for snagging
prey to one for perching: a prehensile pre-adaptation.*
Flightless, feathered wings were also a pre-adaptation:
originally for flapping to stabilize oneself while holding onto
struggling meals-to-be. To take flight from there was not
such a lofty advance.

*

A pre-adaptation is a trait that evolved for one purpose which then
transforms to another function.
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Many structures in modern animals originally evolved for
quite different purposes. ~ Denver Fowler


There were a few lineages of avian creatures before the
K–Pg event. Only 1 survived: Ornithurae.
Ornithurae specifies the common ancestor to all modern
birds. By the time the dinosaurs went down, Ornithurae had
already diversified, including the birds that became chickens,
ostriches, and ducks.
The Chicxulub impact caused global deforestation. Bereft
of trees, arboreal birds could not survive. Only ground-dwelling birds made it through the extinction event.
The forest canopies collapsed. Perching birds went extinct because there were no more perches. ~ American paleoecologist
Regan Dunn
The regrowth of forests meant the return of opportunities
among the trees, including food and safety. Birds re-evolved
the ability to fly.
Modern birds have short tails, as contrasted to Archaeopteryx and other bird-like theropods.

 Confuciusornis 
Confuciusornis was a crow-sized
bird that arose 130 MYA; a transitional
genus toward a more modern bird.
Though Confuciusornis had slower
growth than modern birds, it matured faster than Archaeopteryx. Confuciusornis had a pointed toothless beak and no
long tail, though some had bladelike tail feathers. Confuciusornis had long wing feathers that were modern in appearance, but its upper body skeleton had not evolved to allow the
flapping flight characteristic of modern birds.


Extinction & Evolution



Edentulism – the absence of teeth – evolved convergently
among various vertebrates, including turtles, birds, and several lineages of mammals. Birds lost their teeth and went
with a better beak ~116 MYA.
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Numerous early dinosaur-birds diversified before the
Chicxulub asteroid impact. Rather modern-looking birds began to appear over 100 MYA. Though most did not survive the
aftermath of the Yucatán big bang, many living avian families flew among the dinosaurs.
The birds that did cross the K–Pg boundary were able to
do so because they were small generalists, able to relocate
and adjust to different environments. Being able to subside
on seeds was probably critical.
The birds that made it quickly adapted to further their
flight capabilities, as well as taking advantage of nutrient
sources and nesting opportunities. The wings, tail, hips, legs,
and feet refined, as did the core parts of the body that power
flight.
The most momentous change birds underwent was losing
their long bony tails during the early Cretaceous. This freed
up their legs to become versatile and adaptable tools.
Avian flight allowed birds to readily populate otherwise
remote or difficult biomes. Geographic isolation promoted
speciation.
The islands and archipelagoes that dot the western Pacific and Indian oceans provided the most prolific sites for
adaptive radiation. The forests of the Andes and Amazon basin were other sites that especially engendered rich diversity,
owing to niche habitats that offered opportunities for specialization.
Though birds had long been consumers of plant parts, ~50
MYA flowers managed to entice birds into mutual relations.
Bringing birds into the fold as pollinators gave plants an edge
on their heavy reliance upon insects.
More than 10,000 avian species have lived since hominins
came out of Africa. Extant species are a small fraction since
Aurornis appeared.
A confounding facet in following paths of avian descent is
convergent evolution. Birds not closely related adaptively
evolved selfsame traits. Conversely, birds that look quite distinct may well be relatives.
Except for long claws on their back toes, the meadowlarks
of the North American grasslands look like the longclaws of
the African grasslands. These distantly related passerines
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are both ground dwellers of similar size, with streaked backs,
yellow underparts, and a bold black V-shaped mark on their
chests. The shared features reflect adaptation to a largely
identical lifestyle in geographically distinct but identical habitats.
When Darwin passed through the Straits of Magellan in
1838, he was amazed to find birds that looked and behaved
just like those he had seen in the North Atlantic. Darwin's
confusion was eminently understandable. Later analysis of
the petrels and auks that Darwin saw showed such similar
morphology that their classification is easily brought into
question.
The same applies to hawks and owls, grebes and loons,
swallows, and swifts. Convergent evolution in the numerous
families of forest birds, which have been most prolific in speciation, can reduce lineage determinations to guesswork.
Biomolecular analyses offer some promise in filling the
enormous gaps between modern birds and their Mesozoic ancestors but determining the lineages of birds is among the
most difficult exercise among extant animal classes.
75% of modern bird species live in the tropics. Owing to
sheer numbers much niche speciation has occurred there, as
avian residence is long-standing. Dramatic climate changes
over geological time have been greater in the higher latitudes, but proximity to the poles has little to do with species
formation.
Diversification rate does not vary with latitude, though it
does by longitude. Bird species abound in the Eastern Hemisphere, but Western Hemisphere birds have diversified
faster than those in the east. No single lineage has driven
this hemispheric pattern. Instead, scattered bursts of rapid
speciation have transpired on a variety of evolutionary
branches, likely owing to a variety of causes, including habitat isolation from climate changes.


Pedestrians



Birds are most striking for the variety of adaptations that
optimize flight ability: hollow, lightweight bones; a special-
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ized air-sac breathing system; a large breastbone which affords anchoring large, strong flight muscles; and a rib structure which succors superior body support. Nonetheless, for
the most part, birds are pedestrians. Only birds of prey earn
their living in the air, and only migratory birds spend a great
deal of time in flight.
Most birds forage by walking about, either on ground or
in the trees. Birds that feed in the water have long legs for
wading. Flight simply serves for an express getaway or a
quick commute.


Feathers



Feathers give meaning to the word bird. ~ Gary Kaiser

Little of the visible part of a bird is living tissue.
Feathers are made of keratin, a tough fibrous protein. For protection during flight, avian eyes are
covered in a sheet of keratin.
Feathers evolved from reptilian scales 100 million years before they served any locomotive purpose. Birds still have scales on the lower part of
their legs and feet.
Like reptiles (and, later, birds), dinosaurs had
highly differentiated color vision (tetrachromacy):
much superior to that of humans and other mammals. This led to feathers summing up to something
more: plumage, a colorful coating. Insulation and
coloration were feathers first purposes.
The membranous wings of bats are effective, whereas the
feathered wings of birds are splendidly sophisticated. No
other animal has so much non-living tissue that does so
much.
The similarity of feathers among both modern birds and their
distant ancestors suggests that evolutionary constraints on feathers have always been strong. ~ Gary Kaiser
Flight wears on feathers. Every bird goes through a series
of plumage changes during its life.
Besides flight, feathers protect, insulate, and communicate. No other body structure serves such diverse purposes.
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Plumage often displays a readiness for reproduction, and, in
males, acts as advertisement for the act.
Darwin and his followers long assumed that the 1st function of colorful feathers was a dancing display of color for
mating: that sexual selection made males put on more sexy
plumage. But male birds with multiple mates tend to be
drabber than their female counterparts. Male red-winged
blackbirds might have up to a dozen mates, but they are less
colorful than their consorts.
Avian females have varied between drab and colorful
through time. To be less conspicuous to predators, migratory
birds tend to be less vivid.
Plumage is important for social signaling and camouflage, not just sexual selection. English naturalist Alfred
Russel Wallace, a contemporary of Darwin, thought as much.
The pulchritude of avian plumages owes to a confluence of
factors.
Ecology and behavior are driving the color of both sexes, and
it is not due to sexual selection. Both natural and sexual selection have been influential, but they have generally acted on 2
different axes: sexual selection on an axis of sexual differences
and natural selection on both sexes for the type of color (for
example, bright or dull). ~ Canadian ethologist Peter Dunn et
al

For all the variety of roles, modern avian plumage comes
in 4 basic types. Each differs by lifestyle.
Flightless birds make do with basic body coverings of very
few feathers with specialized shapes. Nonetheless, these
feathers range from the simple hair-like structures on kiwi
to fluffy ostrich plumes.
In contrast, flying birds have many specialized feathers,
albeit in 2 basic types. Terrestrial birds of all sorts have soft
and flexible plumage; typically, a small number of relatively
large feathers. Ducks and seabirds are at the other end: firm,
densely packed plumage from a copious number of small
feathers. Penguins take this to an extreme, with feathers so
tightly packed that they create a waterproof surface, much
like the scaly covering of ancient reptiles.
Owls can fly almost completely silently. Their wings are
broad and curved – ideal for slow gliding – and abundantly
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veined with velvety down plumage that absorbs sound. The
feathers at the edge are serrated, effectively breaking up and
smoothing out air turbulence, like a comb slowly untangles
knots.
The compound responsible for feathers – keratin – comes
in chemical varieties. Families of birds independently developed specific keratins best suited to the purposes to which
they are put.


Coloration 

Avian coloration represents a compromise between the
brightness that fires courtship display and the dullness
needed for camouflage. Acuteness of color vision and peak
coloration commonly go together in birds.
Feather colors are produced by various pigments deposited in feather barbs and barbules, and by structural tweaks
at the feather surface. Most greens and blues result from
structural alignments. Pigments produce the other colors.
There are 2 kinds of structural color: iridescent and noniridescent. Both result from the microscopic structures of
feathers which reflect only certain light wavelengths. Iridescent colors change with viewing angle. Iridescence usually
only occurs on body feathers, rather than those used to fly, as
the affects which give rise to iridescence weaken the feather.
Some iridescent colors result from reflections at the interface
of a feather's melanin (pigment) granules and keratin layers.
Non-iridescent feathers manage their color display via
tiny air pockets (vacuoles) within barbs which scatter incoming light. Such scattering produces the blues on some birds,
including bluebirds.
The most peculiar aspect of color is the relative wavefront
coherence by which it is generated. The blue sky is produced
by incoherent interference of reflected light waves. By contrast, the blue of bird feathers occurs when light is reflected
in phase, via coherent interference.
In feathers producing color structurally, color purity reflects the orderliness of the material employed. Iridescence
arises from tightly packed arrays.
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The colors and patterns of birds can vary as a function of
sex, age, nutrition, and season. While some birds are similarly colored regardless of sex, plumage dimorphism is common. In some birds, such as gulls, color patterns differ each
year until adulthood (which for gulls is 4–5 years).
In birds with elaborate courtship displays, the displayer
is brightly adorned, while the watcher is typically dull-colored. Males are typically the exhibitionist, but in phalaropes
(a shorebird), dull-colored males incubate the eggs whereas
females perform courtship displays.
Many brightly colored birds shed their florid display at
the end of breeding season, replacing it with a dull winter
coat. Prominent adornment feathers used for courtship may
also be lost.


Wings & Flight



There is a surprising diversity in avian wings, the shape
of which affects how a bird flies and how far it can fly at a
stretch. Whereas round wings aid maneuverability, long
wings facilitate sustained flight. Wings further reflect lifestyle in how birds use their wings: to flap, glide, or dive.
Birds that migrate long distances have long, thin wings.
Most such birds spend part of their lives in the higher latitudes. Bird wings generally become shorter and rounder the
closer to the equator a bird lives. Such wings abet flying in
forests and amid thick brush, when ready lift and maneuverability are essential.
Like the forelimbs of amphibians, reptiles, and mammals,
avian wings are tripartite: an upper arm (brachium), forearm
(antebrachium), and hand (manus). The upper arm and forearm are elongated to afford the attachment of the muscles
and flight feathers needed to fly.
The ratio of total wing area to body weight – wing loading
– determines the ease with which a bird can fly. As avian
wings are more curved above than below, air flows faster
across the top as a bird flies. This lessens the pressure above
the wing (Bernoulli's principle), providing the lift which
keeps a bird aloft.
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Flight is a matter of counteracting weight with lift and
drag with thrust. Avian wings and bodies are superbly designed for what birds can do on the wing.
The feathers on the wing tips can be compared to the spread
fingers of a hand. The wing tip generates several small air vortices instead of one large vortex. It requires more energy and costs
more to lift off when only one large wing tip vortex is generated.
~ Swedish evolutionary ecologist Anders Hedenström
For forest birds, the most important aspect of flight is the
ease with which wings can deliver lift (as opposed to thrust,
which only becomes significant in sustaining flight). The emphasis on lift meant evolutionary measures to reduce weight.
The most common approach has been to lessen overall density while increasing volume: minimal bodies amid an impressive halo of feathers. Although a lightweight feathery
cloud reduces density, it does so at a cost increasing air resistance (drag), which ups the energetic cost of fast or sustained flight.
Lower density comes in handy in a fall. Perching birds
such as the wood duck or bufflehead, which roost in trees,
depend upon the fluff that protects their young when they
drop from the nest. Some fledglings must drop 10–20 meters
when they mere balls of down, long before they can fly.
Weight is partly reduced via temporary reductions in soft
tissues. Reproductive organs do not grow until a bird reaches
sexual maturity, and then shrivel after breeding season.
There is even evidence that part of a songbird's brain shrinks
when such birds are not singing.
Avian skeletons have been more permanently trimmed
via simplification, which often involves fusion. Articulating
joints are relatively heavy, as they contain fluids and pads of
connective tissue. A reduced number of such joints is especially widespread among forest birds. Many avian fused
joints are in the head, replaced by flexion areas of exceptionally thin bone. The best known of these flexion areas connects
the upper beak to the braincase.
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There are exceptions. Parrots need a strong skull to peel
tough-skinned fruits, and so have retained many independent bones in their heads. Many other birds ingest food whole,
and so may dispense with unneeded flexion complexities.


Bones



All terrestrial vertebrates rely on bone for bodily rigidity,
to anchor muscles, and to protect vital organs. Bone is not the
only evolutionary possibility.
Because it can be rigid, tough, or flexible as need be, chitin is the select material of structural integrity in arthropods.
But chitin has some severe limitations. A glucose derivative,
chitin is a non-living material: spun fibers bound by crosslinked proteins. Chitin cannot be stretched or reabsorbed to
afford growth. Its employment obliges arthropods to repeatedly undergo complicated shedding regimes during development.
Made of protein fibers, keratin is somewhat like chitin as
a structural material. Keratin was an innovation for vertebrates, and is used for nails, scales, horns, beaks, claws,
hooves, and hair. Unlike sugar-based chitin, protein-based
keratin can grow continuously, and so is employed for structures which naturally wear away.
For supporting a body, especially on land, bone cannot be
beat. Bone is a physiologically active tissue that can change
size and shape during development. The assembly of bones
as skeletons allows flexible and efficient motion, as each bone
can be stiff enough to resist the local forces of compression,
shearing, or bending.
The schematics of skeletons are generally consistent
among vertebrates, including the arrangement of the skull
and lower jaw, the string of vertebrate that compose the
spine, and limbs that have a single large bone near the body,
a middle section comprising a pair of bones, and an outer instrument that is a fan of digits. Most the major body plan
innovations among vertebrates involve variations in the
shapes of these structures. There are however significant distinctions between birds and those animals unable to take to
the air.
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Whether on land or in the water, an
animal's skeleton maintains body shape
during movement. In terrestrial animals, bones keep a body off the ground: a
constant gird against gravity. Bird bones
must do something more: allow lift off
the ground. To accomplish this, the avian
skeleton trades off sturdiness for lightness.
With fewer bones than a reptile or a
mammal, a bird is uniquely built to withstand the forces of
flight. ~ American biologist Joanna Burger
Pedestrian birds like the ostrich are built with bones like
mammals, but a bird that flies resembles an assemblage of
springs and levers under tension rather than a sturdy framework.
Early dinosaurs had as many as 9 wrist bones. The evolution of bird wings improved economy on that account, as
bird wrists have only 4 bones.
Bird bones reflect a commitment to flight, most notably a
centralization of muscles near the body's core. Centralization
requires that some bones provide broad surfaces for attaching large muscles. Centralization also results in bones with
highly sculpted surfaces for guiding the bunches of tendons
that frequently cross more than 1 joint. The wicker basket
the comprises a bird's skeleton holds a more much elaborate
architecture than mammals.
Bird bones are best known for being hollow, but the savings in weight of hollow bones is only 8–13% less than a comparable marrow-filled bone. The hollow construction instead
sacrifices flexural (bending) strength for high torsional
strength: the ability to withstand a twisting load.
Further, the hollow core of avian bones is not empty
space. Bird bones are instead chambers put to several uses.
Most are filled with air that connect to the air sacs that are
part of a bird's unique respiratory system.
Other bones are used for storage. Some hold the calcium
supply for producing eggshells. Some have the fat-rich marrow ubiquitous in mammal (and dinosaur) bones.
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In mammals, the muscles that move limbs are distributed
throughout the body, close to the joints they move. There is
ample room on the limbs for a copious blood supply, and even
fat storage.
In birds, the muscles are remote from the joints. Limbs
are sticks. Even the fleshier wings have only enough tissue
to manipulate the feathers in flight. No fat is stored there.
Blood vessels and nerves are few.
Bird muscles are collected close to the body's core, far
from the action. Even the muscles that curl the toes are
mounted near the hip. Long tendons carry the strength that
the muscles provide.
Tendons from muscles along the breastbone flap the
wings of birds. Tendons along the backbone twitch the stiff
feathers of the tail (rectrices), which are an essential accoutrement in steering and braking during flight.


Lungs



Modern-day amniotes (reptiles, birds, mammals) have 1
of 2 basic lung types. Both derived from a single Carboniferous reptile with simple sac-like lungs.
The alveolar lungs of mammals have millions of highly
vascularized, spherical sacs called alveoli in which air flows
in and out. Breathing is accomplished by expansion and contraction of the rib cage and diaphragm. The many alveoli in
this type of lung makes for efficient oxygen acquisition. Alveoli efficiency is offset by a 2-way breathing tube.
The most inefficient way to breathe is the mammalian way:
inhalation and exhalation through the same tube into the lungs.
The inefficiency comes from the disorder of the gas molecules
as one exhalation finishes and one inhalation starts. In any sort
of rapid breathing, there is a chaotic collision of exhaled air trying to get out before inhalation begins – and quite often the
same gas molecules, including volumes of air with more CO2
and less O2, are sucked back in. ~ Peter Ward and Joe Kirschvink
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In contrast to alveolar lungs, the septate lungs of reptiles
and birds is a single large sac, partitioned by septa: bladelike
sheets. Septa increase the surface area for respiratory exchange.
Septate lungs are not elastic. Snakes and lizards move
ribs to draw air in. The side-to-side swaying of lizard locomotion inhibits lung cavity expansion, so lizards do not breathe
while moving; hence lizard movements are in bursts.
In contrast to the relative uniformity of alveolar respiration, there are many variations of the septate lung design and
ventilation. Crocodiles have a septate lung and a diaphragm,
albeit a diaphragm different from that of mammals. Snakes,
lizards, and birds have no diaphragm.
Birds have their own unique septate lung system. Avian
lungs are small and somewhat rigid. They do not expand and
contract on each breath. Nonetheless, the rib cage is very
much involved in respiration.
Birds have additional air sacs attached to their lungs.
When a bird inspires air, the intake flows into a series of
these air-sac appendages. From there the air passes one way
into the lung tissue. The air is exhaled out the lungs.
One-way air flow across the lungs affords a countercurrent setup: air passes one way, while blood vessel flow goes
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the other way. This countercurrent creates a more efficient
system for oxygen extraction and carbon dioxide venting than
is possible in dead-end alveolar lungs.
At sea level, bird respiration is 33% more efficient than
that of mammals. At 1,500 meters, birds breath 200% better
than a mammal ever could: hence geese can fly over the Himalayas at an altitude that would kill a human.
The unique avian respiratory system descended from
saurischian dinosaurs. There is no indication that ornithischians had this air-sac system.


Manipulation



The evolution of the beak was a seminal step for modern
birds. ~ evolutionary zoologist Arkhat Abzhanov

With forelimbs for flight and hind limbs for walking, birds
must rely upon their beaks for manipulative tasks. In effect,
a bird's neck is like an arm, and its beak the equivalent of a
hand.
To facilitate beak use, birds have exceptionally long, flexible necks: assembled from numerous parts, supported by a
complex array of muscles, tendons, and ligaments. Bird necks
are like those of the dinosaurs from which they descended.
Birds often use rapid movements to capture prey. A heavy
head would be a strain on the neck and spinal cord.
Dinosaurs had lightweight heads. Birds extend this trend
to an extreme. The size of bird brains corresponds with the
physiological requirement of apt manipulability of the beak.
In other words, avian brain size has nothing to do with cognitive ability. Many bright birds have tiny brains. *
The bones in a bird's skull are mostly paper thin, providing little protection. Even the jaws are lightweight, despite
their crucial duties.
The shape of a beak tells a poignant story of each bird's evolution and survival. ~ American ornithologist Noah Strycker

*

Where brains are resident in organisms, they are mere artifacts
of the intelligence system, which is energy-based. Physicality is
always a crude correlate of coherent energy forms.
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The earliest birds had teeth specialized to their diet, but
they economically lost their teeth early on. Jaw muscles
moved closer to the body core.
Birds use the beak for literally everything. They evolved a versatile tool not just for getting food, but also to accomplish many
other tasks. ~ Spanish paleobiologist Jesús Marugán-Lobón
Of all avian traits, the beak appears the most flexible in
adaptivity. Though the bill often contributes to it owner's repertoire of displays and communiques, its shape reflects feeding habits.
In birds of prey such as eagles and falcons, the shapes of the
skulls change in a predictable way. The shape of the beak is
linked to the shape of the skull, and these birds can't change
one without changing the other. Being able to break this constraint -- letting the beak evolve independently from the braincase, may have been a key factor in enabling the rapid and
explosive evolution of the thousands of species of songbirds.
~ English evolutionary ornithologist Jen Bright
The finches of the Galápagos Islands were seminal in
Darwin's speculations on evolution. The islands undergo cyclical wetter and drier climates. The seeds which the finches
feed upon get larger in moist times and shrivel during aridity. Via epigenetic tailoring, finch beak lengths change to better eat the extant seeds.
The connection between beak shapes and feeding ecology in
birds is weaker and more complex than has been historically
expected. While there is definitely a relationship there, many
species with similarly shaped beaks forage in entirely different
ways and on entirely different kinds of food. ~ Spanish paleobiologist Guillermo Navalón
Bird bills vary vastly in size, shape, and strength. Among
other tasks, beaks are adapted for tearing meat (hawks),
grasping fish (terns), cracking seeds (finches) probing crevices (woodpeckers), sussing what is in the sand (sandpipers),
and straining microscopic food from mud (flamingos).
Herons, cranes, and storks have simple, elongated beaks
for picking up small prey, but bill length is important if a bird
is to hold struggling prey away from the eyes, which must be
safeguarded.
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Some hummingbird beaks are adapted both for nectar collection efficiency and fighting.
Instead of feeding on a particular flower shape very well,
some birds try to exclude everybody from a patch of flowers,
even though they can't feed as well on them as hummingbirds
without bill weapons. If you are good enough at keeping your
competitors away, then it doesn't matter how well you use the
resources in the flowers you are defending – you have them all
to yourself. ~ Columbian evolutionary zoologist Alejandro
Rico-Guevara
Even the most robust beaks have sophisticated structures
and specializations. Near the tip are spaces for tiny taste organs and other sensory receptors which help sort out edible
from inedible items. These must be kept clear. Birds frequently trim their bills by wiping the edges against some
hard object.
In most birds, the horny beak is no more complicated than
a pair of chopsticks. Like chopsticks, the beak is useful only
because it is manipulated by a sophisticated "hand." Whereas
mammal jaws have 2 robust bones that work against each
other, birds have 9 or more small bones that sometimes work
together and sometimes in opposition.
Special hinges allow the upper jaw to rotate against the
skull, and the arms of the lower jaw can flex outward near
their midpoints. Both movements increase gape and enable a
bird to cope with inconveniently shaped foods. Some bones in
the anterior jaw are not attached to muscles, instead acting
as levers or pushrods, bound by ligaments to bones further
back in the mouth that are muscle-bound. The working of a
bird's jaw has more in common with the shuttling of a loom
than with the grip of the human hand.
Bills are usually dull-colored, although some birds have
colorful beaks which are used in courtship displays. Even
closely related birds may have quite different beaks.
Birds have a very non-mammalian tongue, in that it actively handles food. A bird's tongue is neither soft nor fleshy:
it has its own internal skeleton, termed the hyoid apparatus.
Birds employ their tongues to secure, manipulate, taste, and
swallow food. If the avian jaw functions as fingers, the tongue
is the thumb. Like beaks, tongues vary in length and shape.
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Until the early 20th century, birds were thought to lack
taste buds. Our taste buds are on our tongues. Avian taste
buds are on the base of the tongue and on the roof or floor of
the mouth. Whereas humans have over 10,000 taste buds,
birds may have anywhere from 2 dozen
(chickens) to a few hundred (parrots). Yet
birds differentiate tastes quite well, with
sensitivities corresponding with diet.
Calidrids, a group of shorebirds, recognize
where worms have been crawling in sand. Hummingbirds
can discriminate among sugars and their concentrations.
Even the most robustly jawed birds can only initiate food
processing in their mouths. Some species deftly crack shells
off seeds, or tear chunks from prey. Most merely can orient
their food intake for comfortable swallowing. Chewing is out
of the question.
Even the saliva produced by some birds lack digestive enzymes. Both chemical and mechanical reduction to digestion
are delayed until the food enters the muscular foregut, deep
within the body cavity.
Even in the gut, birds, like their evolutionary predecessors, lack any grinding surface. Hence birds swallow grit or
small pebbles for mechanical reduction. These digestive aids
may not be lighter than a set of teeth, but they are in body
core, not in the head.

 Woodpecker Beaks 
Woodpecker beaks absorb tremendous
shocks when battering trees to get to
grubs within. Like most birds, a woodpecker's outer beak layer is a keratin
sheath, arranged in a scale pattern, with
defined edges between each scale. The scale edges of woodpecker beaks follow a zigzag pattern. Other pecking birds
have a straight scale edges. The zigzag deflects compressing
forces as a beak hits wood. Woodpecker beak scales are thinner and more elongated, affording greater scale sliding,
which serves for shock absorption.
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The middle "foam" layer of a woodpecker beak is more
porous than in other pecking birds. This directs the energy of
impacts to other parts of the woodpecker's head that are
better equipped to absorb shock. All told, woodpecker beaks
have an unimaginably sophisticated design for battering
wood while not damaging a fragile skull.

Beaks are not the only manipulative tool birds have. The
feet, and especially the claws at the end of the toes, are
adapted to lifestyle. Ground dwellers often have elongated
hind claws which help from sinking into soft sand or mud.
Tree climbers have curved claws that can cling to rough bark
and climb vertical surfaces. Birds that grasp and tear at their
prey have strong and highly curved claws.

Long bird necks are uncommon because they are vulnerable to attack and readily radiate body heat. Hence, birds
with long necks have a protective posture: fold the neck and
tuck the head into the body. This pulls the neck muscles close
to the warmth of the body core without sacrificing outreach
as need be.
In flight, plumage covers the neck and smooths the
angular contours of the shoulders, reducing drag via
unbroken airflow. Long-necked migratory birds fly with the
neck extended to optimize aerodynamics.


Flightless Birds



For 10 million years after the K–Pg extinction event mammals remained small. This
ecological vacuum gave a window of opportunity for the evolution of large herbivores.
Birds that had flown to occupy the islands of
Madagascar (from Africa), Mauritius (from India) and New
Zealand (from Australia) upsized, as did a few terrestrial
birds on continental landmasses.
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Putting on weight put getting off the ground out of reach.
Wings withered. So evolved the large flightless birds: the ostrich in Africa, elephant birds in Madagascar, the dodo in
Mauritius, the emu and cassowary in Australia and New
Guinea, the moa and kiwi in New Zealand, and the rhea in
South America.

 Grasses 
Sitting quietly, doing nothing, spring comes, and the grass
grows by itself. ~ Zen proverb

From their origination as algae, the overall evolutionary
trend in plants has been to survive in drier climates.
The extinction event 66 MYA caused a loss of plant life
that temporarily crimped the carbon cycle, resulting in rapid
global warming: hotting up 6 °C in 20,000 years. The air became drier.
Angiosperms adapted to deal with the aridity by sprouting grasses (the Poaceae family). Several design features put
grass in a prime place to propagate across the savannas that
surged in the aftermath. The design incorporated anticipated
damage from herbivory.
Grass blades grow from the base of the blade, not from
elongated stem tips in the tradition of trees. This low growth
point affords grasses to be grazed or cut down without severely damaging the plant.
Hollow stems (culms) with interval plugs – nodes – are
another damage-control mechanism. A break at a node leaves
the one below still viable.
Grass leaves are built resilient: laid out in an alternate,
distichous (single plane) arrangement, seldom spiraled; and
with parallel veins which allow a part of the leaf to be bitten
off without horribly disrupting the circulatory system.
Grass leaf blades are hardened from silica phytoliths: uptake of monosilicic acid from groundwater, incorporated to
hone blade edges to a sharpness that can cut human skin.
A ligule lies at the junction between culm (sheath) and
blade, preventing insects, or even water, from penetrating
the sheath.
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Unlike the mutualistic marriage of convenience that flowers embraced with insect pollinators, grass reproduction is
self-contained: a plant has both sexes (hermaphroditic), and
pollination is literally on the wind (anemophily). Maize is an
exception: not hermaphroditic but still anemophilous.
Both traits are somewhat common adaptations. Anemophilous plants, whether gymnosperms (non-flowering) or
angiosperms, have tiny, light, non-sticky pollen that flies
well, and offers scant nutritional value to insects, thus yielding no tempting target of consumption. That said, insects
sometimes gather pollen from staminate anemophilous flowers when higher-protein pollens are scarce.
Bees generate an electrostatic field that helps their bodies collect pollen. Ragweed is wind pollinator, not visited by
bees, but found in their honey as an incidental pickup. Almost all pollens that are human allergens are anemophilous.
Grasses also stay hardy by increasing root growth while
decreasing shoot growth. Further, grasses can alter their
physiology during drought: thickening dense cuticles and
shrinking stomata.
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Many features that enable grasses to withstand drought
also hold them in good stead from the stresses of grazing and
the frequent fires which become more common during dry
times.
The rise of grasses profoundly affected global fauna. Reptiles and dinosaurs did not diet on grain. Meanwhile, the little rodents that evolved to many mammalian forms, destined
to dominate the landscape of the Cenozoic, coevolved to pillage Poaceae. The dentitions of hoofed mammals were welladapted to chewing cellulose and the silica-rich leaves of
grasses.
There are now more than 10,000 grass species, dominating ecosystems on over 30% of the Earth's land surface. Wild
cereals were the earliest crops to be cultivated. Grains provide over half the carbohydrates for humans worldwide.

Modest mammals – cynodonts – evolved about the same
time as dinosaurs (260 MYA), but dinosaurs were the dominant terrestrial animals for well over 100 million years. They
suppressed the ascent of other large life, most notably mammals, who subsided in the shadow of the dinosaurs. This
turned out to be fortuitous for mammals. Their small size enabled them to thrive while large dinosaur species were struggling with climate change.
By 208 MYA, there were arboreal rodents the size of squirrels. Some glided among the trees. They were no competition,
nor much of a food source, to the giant reptiles.
Nascent mammals were usually generalized insectivores.
As an aspect of their later radiation, mammalian diets often
specialized to specific foods.
Early mammals underwent a rapid burst of evolutionary
diversity during the mid-Jurassic (200–145 MYA). Various
branches evolved tree-climbing, swimming, and burrowing,
which afforded a subterranean lifestyle. Then the pace of innovation slowed.

 Mouseketeers 
Mouse-sized mammals known as multituberculates
evolved 165 MYA. The earliest species were meat eaters, but
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plants were constantly upping
their game with innovations. As
plants became tastier, many multituberculates moved to fresh
greens. By 84–66 MYA, multituberculates on a plant-based diet had grown from the size and
girth of a mouse to that of an oversized groundhog: some 5
kilograms.
Surviving for 130 million years, multituberculates had an
exceptionally good run: the longest lasting of all mammals.
Owing to their prodigious diversity, they are often considered
one of the most successful mammal groups.
Alas, their good fortune did not last. Multituberculate diversity dropped during the Eocene extinction event 56 MYA.
Competition from predatory eutherians – the extant mammal clade – was the insurmountable problem. Multituberculates went extinct 35 MYA.

When the world drastically changed 66 MYA, relatively
minuscule mammals took center stage from the oversized
reptiles that had ruled. The latest phase of life began.
Dinosaurs were already on the downswing before the asteroid hit while mammals were already on the upswing. ~ American evolutionary biologist David Grossnickle

 True Beasts 
Marsupials evolved ~150 MYA, in the late Jurassic. These
creatures gave birth to undeveloped live young 2 weeks after
conception. Then came a genetic jump, creating eutheria
(ευθήριον – Greek for "true beasts"): transforming the uterus
from egg production to a nurturing home for a growing embryo. Wide areas of the genome were altered in the sudden
saltation that produced placental mammals.
The rather rat-like Protungulatum was the progenitor of
all placental mammals. This was within a few hundred thousand years after the K–Pg boundary.
Within 2–3 million years after arrival, placental mammal
orders proliferated. Over 6,000 species emerged.
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Over 1,500 genes are expressed in the uterus in placental
mammals. Uterus gene expression is coordinated by transposons: DNA sequences that can move themselves into new
positions within the genome of a single cell, in either a "cut
and paste" or "copy and paste" operation. Such transposition
can alter traits.
The transposons that gave rise to placental mammals
were like prefabricated regulatory units, carrying out entirely new functions, such as facilitating maternal-fetal communication. Their origin remains unknown.
The placenta allows a fetus much more time to develop
within the womb. Yet even the most advanced placental infants are no more developed than turtles or crocodiles. The
telling difference comes in the post-partum behavior of placental mammal mothers, which nurse with nutritious breast
milk. This provides a crucial head start in life.
No one knows how many entangled genes were needed to
coordinate the physiological, behavioral, and mental traits
which define the placental mammal breeding regime. Without the impulse of maternal care, placental physiology would
have been for naught. The idea of DNA concocting knowledge
and crafting behavioral complexes is ludicrous. Molecules
alone can never explain the miracles of life.
Having few helpless offspring via placental development
combined with extended parental care affords prolonged development of sensory and cognitive apparatuses. It also facilitates lives of complex sociality. Mental dexterity also allows
animals to be generalists: able to survive in diverse biomes.
Primates adopted this life-history strategy: loosening the
reins of instinct in favor of greater ad hoc cognition tied to
life experience. This was taken to its biological extreme in
humans, who could forsake innate constraints of sanity in favor of cunning and rationalization to satisfy their destructive
desires.

Most animal groups that survived the K–Pg extinction
underwent adaptive diversifications during the initial epochs
of the Paleogene period, filling vacated ecological niches. Besides birds and mammals, radiations included many aquatic
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groups, including fish, echinoderms, crustaceans, bryozoans,
foraminifera, and diatoms.
Primates arose 85 MYA. The first ones were the size of a
mouse, eking out a living in the trees.
Mammalian radiation was fostered by the quick comeback of plants following the K–Pg event. Then came a setback.


Paleocene–Eocene Thermal Maximum



55.8 MYA came the PaleoCenozoic Era
cene–Eocene Thermal MaxiEpoch
MYA
mum (PETM), a period of rapid
Holocene
global warming: 6 ºC in 20,000
0–0.0117
years. By the end of the Eocene
Pleistocene 0.0117–2.588
there were no significant ice
sheets on Earth.
Pliocene
2.588–5.33
A bolide started a chain reMiocene
5.33–23
action. Tectonic shifts, includOligocene
ing volcanic activity, triggered
23–34
a spike in what had been a
Eocene
34–56
steady pace of warming. The
North Atlantic was opening up
Paleocene
56–65.5
at the time from seafloor
spreading. A feedback loop ensued. In sum, ~1,500 billion
tonnes of carbon were released, as well as much methane.
Some marine species went extinct, notably 50% of foraminifera, as did several terrestrial mammals. Primates suffered their first extinction event. Otherwise, climatic changes
spurred fast adaptations that resulted in diversification under duress for many land mammals. The reptiles that had
survived the dinosaur age enjoyed a brief renaissance.
Plants moved to higher latitudes as quickly as they could.
Rain forests and mangrove thickets were found as far north
as Belgium and Wyoming, and as far south as Tasmania. The
Canadian Arctic sported palm trees.
Temperate forests became wetter and denser. Some mammals adapted by downsizing. Several new mammal groups
appeared in the wake of PETM: owls, bats, rodents, ungulates,
elephants, and whales.
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Primates Ascendant



Around 30 mammal orders existed by the end of the
Paleocene epoch, twice as many prior to the K–Pg extinction
event. Within 10 million years of the passing of the dinosaurs, after PETM, all 18 modern mammal orders existed.
Recovery from PETM was relatively quick: 120,000 to
170,000 years. A biogeochemical feedback system engendered carbon burial and a rapid reversal of the warming.
~40 MYA mouse-sized primates migrated from Asia into
Africa. There they found lush conditions with few carnivores,
prompting a burst of speciation; whence arose anthropoids:
the clade from which humans descended.


Eocene Cooling



The concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere,
predominantly CO2, depends upon the dynamics of generating sources and sinks. Volcanoes are a primary emitter,
whereas sequestration is had in sediments, soils, and organisms.
The planet cooled throughout the Eocene epoch owing to
tectonic movements. Volcanism subsided as seafloor spreading declined.
The shallow seaway between the Indian and Asian continents disappeared as the plates collided, causing the Himalayan mountain range to rise. The advent of this and other
mountain chains removed CO2 from the atmosphere while
fewer greenhouse gases were being pumped from volcanoes.


Antarctica Isolated 

During the early Eocene, the southern tip of South America was joined or adjacent to Antarctica. This configuration
engendered warm surface currents from the Atlantic and Pacific oceans to travel south, skimming Antarctica and shedding their heat. These currents moderated Antarctic
temperatures, and thus those of the entire planet.
As South America slid north, the seaway around Antarctica broadened and deepened. The emergence of a Southern
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Ocean created a circular current around the southernmost
continent: the Antarctic Circumpolar Current.
This gyre became less susceptible to heat transfer from
the warmer south-flowing currents. As Antarctica cooled during the middle Eocene, so did the whole planet.
Continental glaciers formed and sea level dropped. Planetary albedo (reflective power) increased. Global cooling
strengthened as deep ocean passages grew deeper: between
Antarctica and Australia, and South America and Antarctica.
Antarctic offshore surface waters started to sink as they
grew cooler than those below. Horizontal current flow
changes were accompanied by vertical seawater reorganization. This had 2 noteworthy effects.
1st, warmer nutrient-rich waters rose offshore. Phytoplankton blooms ensued, which fostered a new ecosystem.
For one, early oceanic whales – basilosaurids – went extinct,
as they were outcompeted by new whale species that had especially adapted to the new abundance of food.
2nd, coupled with tectonic events in the North Atlantic,
an ocean conveyor system developed in the ocean basins that
provided aeration, thus opening the ocean floor to colonization.

The upshot to all these changes was a turnover of species.
The Eocene–Oligocene (E–O) extinction event ensued. It was
relatively modest, occurring over 10 million years.
Species generally became more cold-tolerant or suffered
loss of habitat range. The marine food web crashed during
the early Oligocene, as temperate zone species faltered from
changing deep-sea circulation patterns. By 36 MYA, tropical
forests were restricted to the equatorial belt.
From 34 MYA into the Oligocene ushered a gradual
change at the higher latitudes to drier climates and cooler
temperatures. A feedback loop led to rapid Antarctic glaciation over 300,000 years, with a dramatic 30 °C drop in sea
temperatures and concomitant cooling on land.
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The cooling culminated in a mass extinction 32 MYA. As
tropical forests became open woodlands and grasslands, primates vanished in North America and Europe.
Monkeys originated when Africa and Arabia were joined
as an island continent. The animals there evolved in isolation
until docking with Eurasia 24–20 MYA. It was only after the
continents connected that the mammals of African origin –
antelope, pigs, lions, rhinos – entered Eurasia. Monkeys colonized South America via island hopping on vegetative rafts:
whence New World monkeys.
More global cooling during the Miocene diminished tropical forest in Africa. It was replaced by savanna and open
woodlands.
Waves of adaptive radiation resulted in diverse primate
species in Africa, Asia, and southern Europe.
Volcanism entered the evolutionary picture again 29.5
MYA with eruptions in Ethiopia and elsewhere. Lava fields
were extensive.
Large bolide strikes 35 MYA – at Chesapeake, Bay Toms
Canyon (160 km east of Atlantic City, New Jersey), and Popigai (Siberia) – may have been instrumental in stirring volcanic activity.
The scoured East African landscape recovered, with new
ecosystem opportunities. Not coincidentally, apes evolved
from Old World monkeys 25 MYA in that region, becoming the
dominant primates during the Miocene.
Various lineages of apes descended. Several took hominoid form.


Mediterranean Sea



The ancient African-Arabian continental plate collided
with the Eurasian plate during the late Mesozoic. These continental collisions created mountains throughout Europe, the
Middle East, and west Asia. This episode of mountain-building is known as the Alpine orogeny.
The Mediterranean Sea was formed during this process.
As Africa-Arabia drifted northward, it closed over the ancient
Tethys Ocean, which had flowed between the supercontinents Laurasia and Gondwana. What remained of the Tethys
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Sea became the Mediterranean, Mediterranean Sea
with a basin by way of stretched
tectonic plates subducting from
the Sea's eastern edge.
During the Miocene, when
sea levels were low, the Strait of
Gibraltar closed. Evaporation
ensued. The Mediterranean became a very salty, much
smaller sea.
These episodes – of the Strait temporarily closing and reopening – happened multiple times between 6 and 5.3 MYA.
It had a wrenching effect on habitats. Eventually, the Mediterranean basin was a desert, dotted by a few salty lakes.
Then, about 5 MYA, at the start of the Pliocene, sea levels
again rose. The Atlantic surged past the Strait and refilled
the Mediterranean Sea. From the end of the Miocene (5 MYA),
climate in the Mediterranean basin changed from subtropical, with summer rainfall supporting laurel forests, to what
it is today, with dry summers. Hence, modern life in the Mediterranean reflects an Atlantic heritage rather than the rich
fauna inherited from the Tethys and Indian Oceans.
From the ancient Egyptians to Roman rule, the Mediterranean Sea played an essential role in the evolution of Western civilization, both as a natural resource and as a
transportation thoroughfare. It is impossible to imagine human societal development in the region without it.

 Geology & Plants 
2 geological factors have been relevant to plant evolution:
episodic orbital variations and tectonic changes, both gradual
and dramatic.


Milankovitch Cycles



The Earth has wobbled on its axis over geological time.
Serbian geophysicist Milutin Milanković proposed in 1920
what is now known as Milankovitch cycles: long-term climate
changes as a product of fluctuations in Earth's orbit (from
more circular to more oval), the tilt of Earth's axis of rotation,
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and the proximity of Earth to the Sun by time of year. These
3 factors run through cycles in annualized durations of about
95,000 (orbit), 42,000 (tilt), and 21,000 (distance).
When all 3 align, Earth's climate swings to an extreme;
either glacial (cold) or interglacial (warm). The global climate
is between these extremes most of the time. Milankovitch
cycles have paced global climate temperatures throughout
Earth's history.
The growth of ice affects more than the seas and land
around it. During major glaciations, sea levels have dropped
globally by up to 100 meters from water locked up in the ice
caps. The water circulating in the atmosphere also declined.
Growing high-latitude glaciers created deserts in the
tropics, with adverse impacts on both flora and fauna. The
reverse is true for global warming taken to an extreme.
Global redistribution of vegetation correlates with Milankovitch cycles. Plants respond to Milankovitch cyclicity.
Unlike animal evolution, evidence indicates that
Milankovitch cyclic extremes prune the number of plant
species but do not stimulate speciation. A different driver is
more closely associated with plant evolution.


Tectonic Pulses



On a planetary scale, the Earth's lithospheric plates have
shifted in identifiable pulses in geologic time. 5 episodes of
especially enhanced tectonic activity have been recognized:
460–430 MYA (Ordovician–Silurian), 375–350 MYA (Devonian–Carboniferous), 300–260 MYA (Carboniferous–Permian), 170–160 MYA (Jurassic), and 120–80 MYA
(Cretaceous). The 5 tectonic pulse periods are characterized
by coalescence or cracking of continents. Regardless of the direction of tectonic movement, the pulses correlate with periods of increased species turnover.
These pulses had quickened rates of seafloor spreading,
active volcanoes, and mantle degassing. The combined effects
were greater greenhouse gases and eustatic sea level elevation which caused global warming and humidity. The enhanced humidity resulted from larger areas of shallow seas.
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The mid-Ordovician–Silurian pulse coincides with the
terrestrialization of non-vascular plants. Toward the end of
this pulse came vascular plants.
During the mid-Devonian–early-Carboniferous pulse
came the rapid evolution and expansion of plant families, culminating in the earliest seed plant groups. Continental drift
was considerable during this time.
The supercontinent Pangea was created in the pulse of
the late-Carboniferous–early-Permian. Seed plants (gymnosperms) rapidly evolved and radiated from 280–260 MYA.
The initial breakup of Pangea occurred in the mid-Jurassic. North America and Asia (Laurasia) separated from Africa/South America (Gondwana). The oceanic crust that
would sport the Atlantic Ocean spread. No new major reproductive grades emerged then, but new gymnosperm orders
evolved, including the family that evolved into angiosperms
shortly thereafter.
The Cretaceous pulse saw rapid spreading episodes in the
Pacific and Atlantic oceans. Pangea finished breaking apart,
creating broadening ocean margins between land masses.
There was a massive radiation of flowering plants during this
time. In contrast, fewer major plant originations occurred
during relative tectonic stability. Rapid changes in terrain
and climate provoke plant diversity.
The past 65 million years appear at a glance to be an exception. There has been total species diversity and high turnover during the Cenozoic era, even as tectonics have been
relatively stable; but the apparent bustle belied no major evolutionary advent. Angiosperms remain dominant. No new reproductive grade has emerged. The rise of grasses are aridadapted angiosperms.
~32 MYA*, plants evolved to a different technique to fix
atmospheric CO2: a 4-carbon molecule (C4) in the 1st carbon
fixation product, in contrast to 3-carbon molecule products in
the C3 plants of yore, which evolved when humidity was
higher. C4 plants are more efficient at carbon fixation under

*

C4 photosynthesis may have first evolved ~300 million years ago,
but the evidence of that is inconclusive.
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conditions of drought, hot temperatures, and limited nitrogen
or CO2.
Grass species in other ways adapted for aridity are major
employers of the C4 pathway. C4 plants compose only 3% of
flowering plant species, yet account for ~25% of global terrestrial productivity. 46% of grasses are C4, accounting for 61%
of the C4 species. Cacti and many carnivorous plants in the
angiosperm order Caryophyllales are C4 employers. C4 independently evolved numerous times.
Another carbon fixation adaptation, a variant of C4, exists
for dry conditions: CAM (crassulacean acid metabolism) photosynthesis. CAM plants, such as pineapples, keep their leaf
pores (stomata) shut during the day to reduce moisture loss,
but open at night to collect carbon dioxide. Most succulent
plants employ CAM.
These are significant adaptations in plant efficiency under arid conditions, but in a broader evolutionary framework
changes in carbon fixation are lower-order adjustments.
Continental drift changes the global volume of terrain
and shifts land masses, both in separation and latitude distribution. These tectonic physical products have profoundly
affected animal life, but their impact on plant life has been
less telling. What has mattered most to plants in tectonic upheaval has been atmospheric alteration, especially changes
in carbon dioxide.
Some plant species are initially ecstatic over enhanced
CO2 in the air: increased efficiencies of photosynthesis, water, and nutrient use are apparent. This productivity increase is temporary, as other limiting ecological factors for
growth and repair kick in. Over a longer term, certain species
show decidedly negative responses to elevated atmospheric
CO2. Adaptation takes at least a few generations.
Either up or down, rapidly changing atmospheric CO2 is
a major abiotic stress to plants. CO2 starvation spurred angiosperm evolution in the Cretaceous. In contrast, earlier episodes of major plant evolution have been during surges in
atmospheric CO2.
The level of atmospheric carbon dioxide is a global dynamic, and so its effect is at the planetary level. The rising
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level of CO2 in current times represents a serious strain
which no plant will escape.

 Synopsis 
➢ What primarily defines life is the will to live. Life blossomed into a plethora of forms, each vectored by adaptive
impulses to the immediate environment. As life diversified, interdependence among species intensified in both
competitive and cooperative relationships.

Geological Time
➢ Earth's 4.55-billion-year history is divided into a nested
hierarchy of eons, eras, periods, epochs, and ages: eons
have eras, eras comprise periods, and so on.
➢ Each of the 4 eons are characterized by major life stages:
Hadean (4.54–3.8 BYA): before life; Archean (3.8–2.5 BYA):
before an oxygenated atmosphere; Proterozoic (2,500–542
MYA): early life; and Phanerozoic (542 MYA–now): life that
leaves lots of fossils.
➢ The end of each geological era is marked by a major mass
extinction event.

Mass Extinctions
➢ The episodic adventures of organisms have been periodically punctuated by extinction events that punked life's
prospects.
➢ Mass extinction events have invoked dramatic changes in
dominant life forms. Mass extinction events ranging over
a spectrum of intensity have been episodic in Earth's
history.
Mass extinctions are largely indiscriminate. The only
selection factor in extinction events is tolerance to adversity. The hardiest organisms are the most archaic: microbes, but they too go extinct.
➢ High extinction rates are typically followed by a recovery
with high species origination rates within a few million
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years. The availability of nutrients is a key factor in
regeneration of life; hence, for animals, the criticality of
algae and plants. Adaptive ability during an ongoing
extinction event determines the event's severity and
longevity in relation to biota.
➢ The causes of extinction events are various, ranging from

sudden impacts from space, radiation, geomagnetic reversals, volcanism, continental drift, and global climate
change. These factors are often intertwined in increasing
the severity of mass extinction.
➢ The worst extinction event to date was the Great Dying,
at the Permian–Triassic (P–T) period boundary, beginning 252 MYA. The mass extinction event underway now
may be its equal.

Timeline
➢ Eukaryotes arose 1.5 BYA, after a 2-billion-year dominion
by prokaryotic life. Multicellularity begat complexity as
well as diversity. Sophistication is something else: evolution has only produced a difference in kind, not degree.
➢ The fossil record of oceanic animal forms exploded during
the early Cambrian period, 540 MYA.
➢ The first fish appeared 530 MYA. Vertebrates – fish with
backbones – emerged 500 MYA.
➢ Sharks evolved 420 MYA, during the Silurian, and became
a most successful order, in both the oceans and fresh
water. Shark success owes much to its elegant simplicity
and its diverse array of senses.
➢ The earliest plants appeared on land 450 MYA, during the
Ordovician. Animals came in pursuit. The first were
arthropods the size of fleas. Insects evolved on land 400
MYA. In an escalating evolutionary war, plants evolved to
cope with pesky herbivores.
➢ 4 major plant groups have successively dominated terrestrial flora. Each group retained traits that had proven
successful. Differentiation came by innovation.
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The earliest vascular plants originated in the Silurian, 430 MYA. Vascular plants were able to colonize the
land by evolving superior water management. This involved both water transport from the ground and controlling water loss in the air.
The development of spores characterizes pteridophytes, which arose 390 MYA during the Devonian. Next
came seeds: gymnosperms, in the early Carboniferous,
340 MYA.
Flowers were the latest innovation. Angiosperms first
bloomed during the mid-Triassic, 245 MYA. Their diversification is still somewhat early in the speciation cycle.
With each new reproductive grade, plant species rapidly radiated, plateaued, and witnessed a gradual decline
in species number. Unlike animals, there has not been a
great loss in plant diversity except at the Permian–Triassic boundary 252 MYA.
➢ The first vertebrates crawled from the water onto land
before 360 MYA, when an extinction event wiped out half
of the extant species. Recovery was underway within 10
million years. By 335 MYA, amphibious fish that had come
on land evolved to amphibious tetrapods.
➢ Large dinosaurs evolved during the Triassic. Dinosaurs
lived on Earth 180 million years, as a dominant group
~140 million years, to the end of the Cretaceous. The
reign of the dinosaurs is dwarfed by sharks and cockroaches, who have lived on Earth twice as long as the dinosaurs ever did, largely unchanged for hundreds of
millions of years.
➢ The compounded occurrences that did in large dinosaurs
ended the Cretaceous period 66 MYA. The Cretaceous–
Paleogene (K–Pg) extinction event began with continental drift altering worldwide climate. Then a massive Indian volcano shot deadly soot into the sky, further cooling
the planet. Finally, a bodacious bolide struck Chicxulub
in Mexico's Yucatán peninsula, capping off the planetary
biotic decimation. For all that, K–Pg was the least intense
of the major mass extinction events.
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➢ Only a single lineage of the smallest dinosaurs managed
to survive the K–Pg mass extinction: birds.
➢ Long-term climate changes can be a product of Milankovitch cycles: fluctuations in Earth's orbit, the tilt of
Earth's axis of rotation, and the proximity of Earth to the
Sun, by time of year. Global redistribution of vegetation
correlates with Milankovitch cycles.
Milankovitch cycles are not evolutionary impetuses to
plants. Tectonic pulses provoke plant evolution.
➢ Modestly sized mammals evolved around the same time
as dinosaurs. Mammals bid their time underfoot the enormous roaming reptilian descendants. The K–Pg mass extinction opened the door to mammal proliferation.
➢ Primates evolved 60 MYA. The earliest ones were mouse
sized. Apes evolved from Old World monkeys 25 MYA.
From apes came the first hominoid 23 MYA. Much speciation and descent of mixed lineages eventuated in humans
roughly 300,000 years ago.

 Evolution 
Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution. ~ Ukrainian evolutionary biologist Theodosius Dobzhansky in 1973

Biological evolution is descent with modification. Descent
is derivation from an ancestor. Descent necessarily refers to
a population of organisms, not individuals, for which there
can be considerable variance within a population.
The genesis of a new species occurs when a population
has a new identity that is somehow distinct from the population from which it came. In the instance of species which
practice sexual reproduction, speciation does not necessarily
mean that interbreeding with related species terminates. As
the wont of sex can be overwhelmingly compelling to creatures, especially males, interspecies randiness is common.
In evolving, the past is not lost. The genetic knowledge
that single-celled organisms had acquired were genetically
conserved (kept) as multicellular organisms evolved. For
many millions of years, gene conservation provides a ready
database of consultation for adaptation or other evolutionary
impulses of creative design.
Evolution behaves like a tinkerer. ~ French biologist François
Jacob
The organic nature of biotic evolution means that successful mechanisms are reused and adapted to circumstance.
Seemingly new mechanisms always have a heritage.
Sometimes the old ways are the best. Evolution may
adaptively revert if that may bring advantage. When considering all the changes involved, what appears as reversion is
often instead a transformation.
It may seem self-evident that evolutionary developments
are constrained by the energy economics of physics and chemistry, but as life defies entropy, the assumption is unfounded.
The most that may be said is that energy economics are often
instructive.
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As structure facilitates behavior, form fits function in an
entangled way. Genetic coding encompasses blueprints that
create structures and pathways adapted to intended function.
Cause and effect are inextricably intertwined in evolution.
Feedbacks causally interconnect all factors. ~ Dutch evolutionary biologist Geerat Vermeij
That environmental circumstance is somehow captured is
undeniable. How that transpires will ever be a mystery empirically.
Ultimately, morphology and biological processes are the
handmaidens of vital intent. Evolution affords capability,
however achieved.
It is at the level of systems that the guiding hand of evolution
is most likely to be evident. ~ American biomechanist Steven
Vogel
Studying evolution invariably involves looking at biological snapshots: comparing one species to another that shares
some degree of similarity. The technical ability to examine
the molecules that characterize genomes has advanced evolutionary biology in the past few decades. Still, any resultant
portrayal is necessarily a sketch.
Genome evolution, like other evolutionary changes, is opportunistic. Genome evolution is far more complex than straightforward adaptive evolution. Many features may have had a long
history in genomes before any benefits to the organism evolved.
~ English evolutionary biologists Deborah Charlesworth &
Brian Charlesworth
However impressive the recent technological progress in
studying molecular evidence of evolution's outcomes, an
essential ingredient is left out: the purely energetic aspect.
Genetics only evidences evolution: it does not explain it.
Evolution amply illustrates that the phenomenal world is
deceptive.
Traits are both physical and mental. Just as consciousness cannot be explained by the presence of a brain (and even
less so in its absence), DNA cannot adequately account for
mental traits. The observable chronicle provided by chemicals is woefully incomplete.
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How could a mind be generated from molecules? Handwaving stories by matterists are laughable. With all the facts
known it is easier to prove that what we take for materiality
is a mirage than it is to concoct consciousness and mentation
from the configurations of atoms – what is, essentially, molecular astrology.
Precocious knowledge is well-documented. There is no
reasonable explanation for how complex innate knowledge
could be incorporated into certain molecules (nuclei acids)
which have been shown to merely relate to manufacturing
other chemical compounds (amino acids). Most actions attributed to DNA are conjecture: filling in the gaps between
seen molecular substrates and outcomes with stories of cogent energetic processes. For those processes to come about
there must be some intelligence behind the molecules. Geneticists do not even understand how genes could possibly
produce the morphologies of proteins: the folded shapes
which are so crucial to proteinaceous functioning.
Organisms are the architects of their own selective environments, meaning that behavior and evolution are locked together
in a delicate dance. This pas de deux tells us something important about how diversity arises in Nature. ~ American evolutionary biologist Martha Muñoz
Evolution is adaptation: altering traits in response to environmental conditions. Those conditions include challenges
to survival and the aesthetics of living. Some adaptations,
notably those related to sexual selection, are sheer statements of beauty, not utility. The art of living is both skill and
allure.
Animals are agents in their own evolution. Birds are beautiful
because they are beautiful to themselves. ~ American ornithologist Richard Prum
No physical substrate shows how adaptation initiates or
proceeds. All we can see are some of the results: the physical
ones; and observe a smattering of the behaviors which suggest mentation patterns.
Because the coherence which shapes Nature leaves evidence only by its impact on matter (which itself is composed
of energy), all we have for historical records are artifacts
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which can only hint at an obviously intelligent natural force.
This leaves our portrait of the elements of evolution tantalizingly incomplete.
The simple things you see are all complicated. ~ English musician Pete Townshend in the song "Substitute" (1966)


Analogues and Homologues



It seems that Nature has taken pleasure in varying the same
mechanism in an infinity of different ways. ~ French philosopher Denis Diderot in 1753

Evolutionary developments that can be traced in lineage
are homologues. Similar traits that arise independently are
analogues.
Homologues illustrate the incremental nature of evolution. Analogues demonstrate how purpose-driven evolution
results in similar adaptations for unrelated organisms. Convergent evolution is the umbrella term for analogues.
Eyes are exemplary of both. As a homologue, monkey and
human eyes share a long lineage, with human eyes a modest
refinement. By comparison, compound insect eyes are analogues: the same function is achieved, albeit quite differently.
The wings of pterosaurs, birds, and bats differ considerably, yet each is of a forelimb shared by all tetrapods, and so
are homologues. Wasp wings are analogues to these.

 Conceptual History 
Though not a long-held widespread belief, the idea of evolution has echoed through human history. Intertwined with
the concept of evolution was the issue of how life itself came
about.
Ancient Indian Vedic texts, dating 3,000 years ago or
even earlier, blithely considered life as a fact: particles of life
pervade the universe, taking form when conditions allow.
In the 6th century BCE, Greek philosopher Thales of Miletus declared that the world started from water, as did life.
A century later, Greek philosopher Empedocles asserted several insights that had lasting impact. One was that all things
were of 4 primal elements: air, fire, earth, and water.
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In a seminal variant of the conservation of energy, Empedocles believed that no new matter was ever created. Only
its form changed, as an admixture of the 4 elements. Empedocles also formulated theories of inheritance and evolution to
explain adaptation to habitat.
Ancient Greek philosophers Plato and Aristotle had their
own abstractions about the nature of things. Plato was an
idealist. Everything in Nature derived from nonmaterial
eternal ideas ("forms").
Aristotle one-upped that by bifurcation, embracing dualism. The material world exists, but material living beings are
also suffused with a vital principle – entelechy – that conducts
the processes of organisms. Entelechy is nonmaterial, and
therefore undiscoverable by scientific investigation.

Though reared in poverty, Al-Jahiz thirsted for
knowledge. He moved to Baghdad as a young man and
became one of the greatest, and most prolific, Arab scholars
of all time. In his encyclopedic Book of Animals (~860), AlJahiz wrote:
Animals engage in a struggle for existence: for resources, to
avoid being eaten and to breed. Environmental factors influence
organisms to develop new characteristics to ensure survival,
thus transforming into new species. Animals that survive to
breed can pass on their successful characteristics to offspring.
Persian polymath Nasīr al-Dīn Tūsī wrote Akhlaq-iNaseri (1232), a treatise on ethics which proposed a hierarchy
of life that was accepted by other natural philosophers and
remains a falsity that still rings true with many, including
many biologists who should know better.
Animals are higher than plants, because they are able to move
consciously, go after food, find and eat useful things. There are
many differences between the animal and plant species. The animal kingdom is more complicated.
Reason is the most beneficial feature of animals. Owing to
reason, they can learn new things and adopt new, non-inherent
abilities. The first steps of human perfection begin from here.
The human has features that distinguish him from other creatures, but he has other features that unite him with the animal
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world, vegetable kingdom or even with the inanimate bodies.
Before humans, all differences between organisms were of the
natural origin. The next step will be associated with spiritual
perfection, will, observation, and knowledge.
All these facts prove that the human being is placed on the
middle step of the evolutionary stairway. According to his inherent nature, the human is related to the lower beings, and
only with the help of his will can he reach the higher development level. ~ Nasīr al-Dīn Tūsī

An evolutionary hypothesis underlay this hierarchical
scheme.
The organisms that can gain the new features faster are more
variable. As a result, they gain advantages over other creatures.
The bodies are changing as a result of internal and external interactions. ~ Nasīr al-Dīn Tūsī

 Spontaneous Generation 
Although the Copernican revolution deposed humans from
being the cosmic center of all of God's creation, humans nevertheless remained the pinnacle of God's works. Natural philosophy positioned science and religion in close harmony, with the
remarkable design so clearly manifested in creatures great and
small being seen as evidence of God's hand. ~ Roger Lewin

In 1688 Italian physician Francesco Redi demonstrated
that flies laid eggs that developed into maggots which begat
flies. This and other such proofs eventually dispelled spontaneous generation as spawning life. But it was a long time
coming.
Until the mid-19th century, the widespread belief was
that, while large creatures reproduced by sex, small organisms could arise spontaneously from mud or organic matter.
Folklore suggested that large dead animals decomposed to
smaller ones.
It was not until the end of the 19th century that spontaneous generation was entirely abandoned. The experiments
of French microbiologist Louis Pasteur and Irish physicist
John Tyndall were compelling. Tyndall disproved spontaneous generation by showing that putrefaction did not occur in
dust-free air. Pasteur founded the science of microbiology in
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showing that "germs" caused disease. He then invented pasteurization and developed vaccines for several diseases, including rabies.

 Preformationism 
An infinite series of plants and animals were contained within
the seed or the egg. They are infinite trees in only one seed. All
the bodies of humans and animals were perhaps produced as
soon as the creation of the world. ~ Nicolas Malebranche

As the 18th century dawned, while spontaneous generation was slipping, another theory of life generation gained
public acceptance. Preformationism embodied the idea of new
life coming into being as miniatures, growing only in size.
Preformationism had much earlier roots. The concept itself was preformed and merely growing in approval. Christians long believed that all life was created in the same week,
and on the 7th day the Creator rested (apparently it having
been a tough work week).
In stark contrast to preformationism, epigenesis posits
that organisms develop through cellular differentiation, by
which distinct organs and tissues form. Epigenesis was a radical idea long resisted.


Spermism



Has the semen soul, or not? ~ Aristotle

The name of 6th-century-BCE Greek philosopher Pythagoras would live on for his triangle theorem, among other
mathematical feats. Pythagoras also originated spermism:
the notion that fathers provided the essential characteristics
of their offspring, while mothers merely contributed material
substrate. This testosterone-fueled foolishness reverberated
through history.
A century and a half after Pythagoras, Aristotle further
ejaculated on spermism. In his treatise On the Generation of
Animals, Aristotle fixated on semen, wildly speculated on inheritance, and tossed about preformationism and epigenesis,
whereupon he came down solidly in favor of preformationism.
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In the inevitable cerebral coin tosses of ignorance, one must
ultimately pick a side.
The microscope was instrumental in resolving developmental biology. But a tool is only as good as its user.
In the 1660s, Dutch lens-grinder Antonie van Leeuwenhoek considerably improved the resolving power of the microscope, and was one of the first to see spermatozoa, going on
to chronicle the sperm of about 30 species. His description
confirmed spermism, upon seeing what he took to be:
… all manner of great and small vessels, so various and so
numerous that I do not doubt that they be nerves, arteries and
veins. And when I saw them, I felt convinced that, in no fullgrown body, are there any vessels which may not be found likewise in semen.

 Jan Swammerdam 
In 1668, Dutch biologist and microscopist Jan
Swammerdam was first to observe and describe red blood
cells. Swammerdam was a pioneer in using the microscope in
dissections. His techniques were employed for hundreds of
years.
17th-century knowledge of insects was largely inherited
from Aristotle, who considered the critters so insignificant
that they were largely ignored as unworthy of scientific
study, thus ensuring that entomology would be neglected for
over a millennium. Swammerdam studied insects under his
microscope. Swammerdam's principal interest was in disproving metamorphosis: that insect life stages could radically
differ in form. In this he was dead wrong. Nevertheless,
Swammerdam observed that late-stage larval flies had undeveloped adult features, such as wings. This led him to cast
his lot with preformationism.
There is never generation in Nature, only an increase in parts.
~ Jan Swammerdam

The biblical myth of preformationism was strongly favored as the dominant Christian theology. Epigenesis instead suggested that unorganized organic matter could
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somehow generate life without the need for God's intervention. How dare it.
The microscope brought forth a religious quandary, centered on sperm (shades of Aristotle). Observing sperm as a
life form, how could it be that so many little animals were
wasted by even a single ejaculation?
In the early 18th century, German philosopher Gottfried
Leibniz gave spermism a lift with the notion of panspermism:
that wasted sperm could be scattered by the wind and generate life upon finding a suitable host. Leibniz also believed
that "death is only a transformation enveloped through diminution." For Leibniz, not only have organisms always existed
in their living form, they will always exist, body united with
soul, in an endless cycle of death and rebirth.
English physician William Harvey was first in the Western world to write of the circulatory system: of blood being
pumped around the body by the heart. Harvey's 1651 On the
Generation of Animals pumped epigenesis, contradicting Aristotle's conjecture of preformationism (in his identically titled treatise).
Harvey famously asserted ex ovo omnia: all animals come
from eggs. This was misunderstood in some biased quarters
as suggesting ovist preformationism, egg-based preformationism, but Harvey disclosed epigenesis as the basis for
biological development.
As gametes were too small to be seen under the best magnification at the time, Harvey's account of fertilization was
speculative rather than descriptive. Early on, Harvey proposed that a "spiritous substance" fertilized a female, but he
later spurned it as superfluous, and so unscientific.
Harvey's 2nd guess was that fertilization transpired
through a mysterious transference, either by contact or contagion – contact indeed, of a most contagious sort.
Preformationism clung in quarters given to Christianity
for some time. In the late 17th century, French philosopher
Nicolas Malebranche sought to reconcile the teachings of Augustine of Hippo and Descartes, to prove that God was omnipresently active. Malebranche proposed that each embryo
held ever smaller embryos ad infinitum: a biological Matryoshka doll.
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Preformationism dominated in the 18th century, competing with spontaneous generation and epigenesis, as those
theories held that inert matter could create life without God's
intervention. It wasn't until the late 19th century that cell
theory would succeed preformationism as the accepted model
of life.

 Natural Selection 
From so simple a beginning endless forms most beautiful and
most wonderful have been and are being evolved. ~ Charles
Darwin in The Origin of Species (1859)

Preformationism eventually bowed to cell biology, though
to this day evolution is rejected by Christian sects which cannot reconcile their delusional belief system with actuality.
For the more sober-minded, the mechanics of evolution
have been the grounds for discovery and argument, revolving
around 3 key questions: 1) whether evolution is random or
adaptive; 2) whether the impetus behind evolution is competitive or environmentally-adaptive; and 3) whether evolution
is purely genetic, or influenced by lifestyle prior to conception. The answers to these questions are known beyond doubt
yet still argued over. Like physics, economics, and politics,
evolutionary biology is as much religion as science.
 Jean-Baptiste Lamarck 

Behaviour may drive evolutionary diversification. ~ Spanish
evolutionary biologist Oriol Lapiedra

French naturalist Jean-Baptiste Lamarck
(1744–1829) considered evolution to be adaptive.

His book Zoological Philosophy was published
in 1809, the year Darwin was born.
Lamarck proposed 2 axioms of evolution.
The 1st was about adaptation based upon biological need,
and its corollary: depreciation by disuse.
In every animal, more frequent and sustained use of an organ
strengthens that organ, while the constant disuse of an organ
imperceptibly weakens it and ends in its disappearance. ~ JeanBaptiste Lamarck
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Lamarck cited the long neck of the giraffe as an example
of usage – stretching to reach leaves – driving adaptation. 2
centuries later, this proved true.
The most primitive giraffe already started off with a slightly
elongated neck. The lengthening started before the giraffe family was even created, 16 million years ago. ~ American zoologist Melinda Danowitz in 2015
Lamarck's 2nd axiom was that the lifestyles of parents
affected their offspring.
Everything that Nature has caused individuals to acquire or
lose by the influence of the circumstances, it preserves by heredity and passes on to the new individuals descended from it.
~ Jean-Baptiste Lamarck
In the 1950s, after geneticists discovered DNA, they
thought that they had unlocked the secret of inheritance. The
recipes of life were encoded in DNA; simple as that.
With that in mind, Larmarck's hypotheses became moribund. It was not until the end of the 20th century, with the
discovery of epigenetics, that Lamarck's prescient 2nd axiom,
on heritable variation, was vindicated.
The possibility that acquired (epigenetic) 'marks' can be
passed from parents to children has a deliciously Lamarckian
flavour that has proved difficult to resist as a potential antidote
to genetic determinism. ~ English geneticist Adrian Bird
Roundworms develop resistance to a virus and can pass
that immunity onto to their progeny: an acquired trait conferred for many consecutive generations. No genetic mutation is involved.
The immunity is transferred in the form of small viral-silencing agents called viRNAs, working independently of the organism's genome. ~ Israeli neurobiologist Oded Rechavi
RNA interference (RNAi) is a process that cells use to silence specific genetic expressions. It is commonly employed
to fight off viruses and other genomic parasites. RNAi waylays messenger RNA (mRNA), a courier for gene expression.
Without mRNA in the act, a gene is left inactive.
What works for worms works all the way up the evolutionary ladder. Epigenetic mechanisms let animals and their
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offspring evolve while maintaining the same genetic pedigree. This flexibility, coupled to gene conservation, is a great
advantage in adaptability, both in uptake and in rapid reversibility.
Around the world, several fish species evolved in caves,
without sunlight, all sharing common adaptations, including
eye loss, enhanced senses on their skin to assist in navigation, and loss of skin pigment. Disuse has an evolutionary effect owing to a natural tendency to conserve resources.
Animals' biorhythmic clocks typically rely upon sunlight
for calibration. Cave fish lack the Sun's cue. The circadian
clock is a highly conserved physiological timing mechanism,
as many bodily functions are synchronized to the internal
clock. A cave fish's clock is set by its feeding schedule.
Taste sensitivity depends upon diet. As meat mostly stimulates the umami taste receptors, carnivorous mammals are
overly sensitive to that particular taste, but lose their ability
to savor sweetness, as it confers no benefit. In contrast, the
giant panda, which feeds primarily on bamboo, lacks a functional umami taste receptor.
Raccoons and bears eat a lot of meat, but their diets are
fairly broad. They retain the genes to taste sweetness.
Sea lions and dolphins descended from land mammals,
returning to aquatic environs 35 and 50 million years ago,
respectively. Adaptive to their diets, these animals experienced atrophies in their taste systems.
Conversely, where specific senses dominate, they become
especially acute. Sometimes such adaptations are a matter of
both sensory sensitivity and behavior. Rats rely heavily upon
their sense of smell: so much so that they can target their
sniffing to specific objects of interest.
When a bird changes from terrestrial foraging to finding
food in the trees adaptations accelerate in certain physical
characteristics. A bird adopting an arboreal lifestyle grows
shorter hindlimb bones and longer tails, providing a perching
improvement.
10 MYA a more arid climate caused East Africa to change
from woodland to grassland. The elephants there switched
from browsing to grazing by 8 MYA, when the terrain was still
a mosaic of vegetation. Within 3 million years, elephant teeth
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had evolved to better accommodate the shift in dietary preference. Elephant behavior shaped morphological adaptation.
A female dolphin in western Australia started protecting
her sensitive rostrum from damage when foraging on the seabed by covering it with a protective sponge. Others in the pod
learned it, and it was taught to offspring. This cultural
knowledge, passed on for generations, took genetic expression.
A socially transmitted behaviour like tool use can lead to different genetic characteristics within an animal population.
~ Swiss evolutionary geneticist Anna Kopps
As de novo protein synthesis is required for memory formation, memories are epigenetically encoded.* These gene
expression programs are readily transmitted to offspring.
This is the molecular facet of precocious knowledge evolving.
Epigenetic processes play a role in memory consolidation and
help to transmit acquired memories even across generations in
a Lamarckian manner. ~ German molecular biologist André
Fischer
 Giovanni Brocchi 

Italian Giovanni Brocchi (1772–1826) was a
geologist and mineralogist, interested in natural history. Unlike Lamarck, Brocchi saw species as discrete and fundamentally stable
unless driven to extinction by external forces.
Brocchi thought that new species replaced extinct ones.
Brocchi's book on evolution was read by Darwin when he
was a student at Cambridge. Influenced by Brocchi, Darwin's
1st hypothesis of species origin was explicitly saltational, invoking geographic isolation as provoking abrupt appearance
of a new species. Darwin later rejected saltation.

*

Material substrates, such as nuclei acids and associated chemical
compounds, are ever only coincidental, not causal, to the energetics by which Nature is emergently composed.
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 Charles Darwin 

I am almost convinced that species are not immutable.
~ Charles Darwin in 1844

English naturalist Charles Darwin (1809–
1882) took an unpaid position on the survey ship
HMS Beagle when he was 22 (1831). Near the end
of it 5-year voyage, Darwin observed life on the
Galápagos Islands, isolated off the coast of Ecuador. Each island had its own variety of tortoise, mockingbird,
and finch.
Inspired by Charles Lyell's theory of a gradually changing
Earth, and Thomas Malthus' theory of food supply limiting
population growth, Darwin derivatively developed a similar
hypothesis of biological evolution: gradual change in speciation based upon competition for survival.*
In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense
of their rivals because they succeed in adapting themselves best
to their environment. ~ Charles Darwin
This was the thrust of Darwin's evolution hypotheses on
variation and selection, described in his 1859 book On the
Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life. The photo
shown was taken shortly after the book's publication, when
Darwin was 51.
Darwin's "natural selection" was concocted from the idea
of there being a struggle for survival. Darwin pondered in
1858:
Can it be doubted, from the struggle each individual has to
obtain subsistence, that any minute variation in structure, habits, or instincts, adapting that individual better to the new conditions, would tell upon its vigour and health? In the struggle it
would have a better chance of surviving; and those of its offspring which inherited the variation, be it ever so slight, would
also have a better chance. Yearly more are bred than can survive; the smallest grain in the balance, in the long run, must tell
on which death shall fall, and which shall survive. Let this work
*

Darwin hardly ever used the word evolution, preferring "descent
with modification." Darwin did not coin "survival of the fittest."
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of selection on the one hand, and death on the other, go on for
a thousand generations, who will pretend to affirm that it would
produce no effect?

Darwin's initial hypothesis was that random mutations
are passed to the next generation, resulting in incremental
evolutionary change. In Darwin's imagination, these variations are winnowed by "natural selection." Those variations
that do not confer an advantage to the breeding success of a
species are not passed on: survival of the fittest as a competitive exercise.
English parson Thomas Malthus published an Essay on
the Principle of Population (1797), where he argued that public policies designed to help the poor were doomed because
they would simply cause unchecked breeding that could lead
to famine and misery for all.
From reading Malthus, Darwin conceived of natural selection as constant environmental competitive pressure forcing change to survive. From this, Darwin believed that
"natural selection almost inevitably causes much extinction
of the less improved forms of life." Darwin had no evidence
upon which to base this ludicrous claim.
Natural selection acts solely by accumulating slight successive variations. It can produce no great or sudden modification.
It can act only by very short steps. ~ Charles Darwin
Darwin's choice of the term natural selection derived from
selective breeding of domestic animals. In Origin he opined:
Good domestic breeds are valued by the negroes of the
interior of Africa who have not associated with Europeans.
Some of these facts do not show actual selection, but they show
that the breeding of domestic animals was carefully attended to
in ancient times, and is now attended to by the lowest savages.
It would, indeed, have been a strange fact, had attention not
been paid to breeding, for the inheritance of good and bad
qualities is so obvious.
At the present time, eminent breeders try by methodical
selection, with a distinct object in view, to make a new strain or
sub-breed superior to anything existing in the country.
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In contrast to "actual selection" by breeders, Darwin considered "natural selection" to be Nature competitively selecting the species that survive.
Darwin axiomatically assumed a geologic timeframe for
natural selection: a slow, incremental progression. Instead,
evolution continuously happens, producing visible results in
spurts, from both environmental demands and opportunities.
Darwin wrongly surmised that every aspect of an organism was subject to selection. He had not a glimmer of core
conservation: that cellular fundamentals were conserved.
Lamarck haunted Darwin. Darwin initially proposed mutation as occurring first, followed by winnowing, but considered this hypothesis incomplete, as it lacked a mechanism for
selection.
Darwin increasingly retreated to Lamarck's more mysterious but purposeful selection: that living can demand
change, that the environment can facilitate or induce adaptation, and that incremental changes from life's experiences
are somehow passed on to offspring.
In 1868, Darwin conjectured pangenesis: a complex mishmash of heredity enveloping sexual reproduction, life-experience, and developmental phenomena, such as cellular
regeneration. Darwin's proposed mechanism for pangenesis
were tiny organic particles – gemmules – which transmitted
heritable information from all parts of the body to the gonads.
Pangenesis was criticized for its Lamarckian roots: that
parents could pass on traits acquired during their lives.
Nonetheless, Darwin persisted in tinkering with pangenesis.
His last word on the topic emphasized that traits could be
inherited which were not manifest in a parent organism, that
a developing organism could exhibit trait transition, and that
certain traits depended upon an organism's sex.
While some of his individual conjectures panned out
(make enough guesses and you might get some right), Darwin's speculations fell far short of a well-founded hypothesis
outlining a biomechanism for evolution, which is what Darwin sought.
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 Gregor Mendel 

The value and utility of any experiment are determined by the
fitness of the material to the purpose for which it is used.
~ Gregor Mendel

Gregor Mendel (1822–1884) was an Austrian
monk who made the most of his life through patience and diligence. His chosen occupation and
precise nature would delay appreciation of his
work until long after he died.
Mendel came from a family of peasant farmers. His parish priest and teacher, impressed with Mendel's intelligence
in elementary school, helped him get secondary schooling;
unusual for a peasant.
Mendel struggled for funds. One of his professors suggested joining the Augustinians, whose main work was
teaching, and who would pay for Mendel's schooling. Mendel
became a monk at 21.
The abbey was a remarkable place: access to scientific instruments, an extensive library, and an excellent botanical
collection. The abbot shared with Mendel a love of plants.
Thanks to his mentorship, Mendel was able to study at
the University of Vienna from 1851 to 1853. He was sent to
Vienna partly because Mendel had failed his teaching examination.
Mendel took courses in plant physiology and experimental physics. His professors emphasized studying Nature
via experiments, underpinned by mathematical models.
While Mendel had enthusiasm for his studies, upon his return from Vienna, he again failed his teaching exam.
This limited Mendel to substitute teaching. On the bright
side, it also let him spend more time doing what he loved:
gardening.
Between 1856 and 1863, in the monastery's garden, Mendel cultivated and examined 29,000 pea plants, tediously
chronicling his observations about their flowers (color and position), seeds (color and shape), pods (color and shape), and
height. The variety of their easily identifiable traits, quick
generation, and copious offspring made peas a fortuitous
choice.
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Mendel detailed laws of genetic heredity in Experiments
on Plant Hybridization, published in a regional natural science journal in 1866. Given its title, Mendel's paper was understood as being about hybridization, not heredity, and had
negligible impact for over 3 decades, until it was rediscovered.
Mendel hypothesized hereditary units, how inheritance
manifested, about hybridization, and expression of dominant
or recessive characteristics. Mendel's heredity laws were: 1)
the law of segregation, and 2) the law of independent assortment.
While genes are paired in normal cells, they are segregated in sex cells (eggs or sperm), which unite to form a gene
pair. The pair express either a dominant or recessive trait.
A dominant gene trumps a recessive gene, so it takes 2
recessive genes for a recessive trait to be expressed; whence
Mendel's law of segregation.
Mendel's law of segregation is nominal and subject to violation. Plants are known to sometimes employ ancestral alleles, not parental genes. This paramutation may occur by
inheritance via double-stranded RNA, not DNA.
Mendel's 2nd law, independent assortment, was that the
expression of any 1 genetic trait is not influenced by another.
It may have seemed that way for pea plants at first blush,
but inheritance is more intricate than that. Most genes are
linked. For example, biorhythms determined by an organism's circadian clock are the product of a gene complex.
Many processes are under biorhythmic sway, from organs
to tissues to cells. Even the production of ATP in mitochondria oscillates by a molecular clock.
Done with peas, Mendel turned to honeybees, creating a
hybrid strain so vicious they were destroyed. His work was
inconclusive as to heredity in mating bees.
Perhaps Mendel would have had better luck if he had chosen fruit flies, the genetics of which were first studied by
American evolutionary biologist Thomas Morgan at the turn
of the 20th century. Morgan followed in Mendel's footsteps,
though he was initially skeptical of Mendel's laws of heredity.
Fruit flies (particularly Drosophila melanogaster) would
go on to be geneticists' favorite victim, even though they fail
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to exhibit some important genetic mechanisms found in other
animals. While helpful for learning the fundamentals, the rather exclusive focus on fruit flies by researchers retarded for
decades a more thorough understanding of genetics, especially epigenetics.
Mendel was promoted to abbot in 1868. His increased administrative responsibilities, especially a fight over taxes
with the local government, spelled an end to his scientific
work.

Though failing to explain how evolution occurred, Darwinism held tremendous sway over generations of biologists;
another example of the staying power of sophistic explanation by the well-respected, and a tendency to favor simplistic
stories, thus crowding out more accurate but involved scenarios.
The term natural selection remains ubiquitous and is
widely considered in much the same way that Darwin conceived: evolution via competition.
Lamarckism fell from favor in the 1880s, after German
evolutionary biologist August Weismann facilely concluded
that changes from use, such as lifting weights to increase
muscle mass, and disuse, such as lazy lifestyle, were not heritable. Weismann also found Darwin's theory "inadequate."
In their stead, Weismann proposed the germ plasm theory: that the only carriers of inheritance are germ cells (eggs
and sperm). The supposition lurking behind germ plasm theory is that heredity is entirely hard-wired, which snugly fits
with DNA as the sole messenger of inheritance. What was
unknown for decades is that DNA provides only a partial
code, subject to interpretation and limited expression.

 Darwinism 
Mr. Darwin's statements elude, by their vagueness and incompleteness, the test of natural history facts. ~ Richard Owen

The term Darwinism is loaded with historical and political baggage. Nominally it means the hypothesis labeled natural selection that was roughed out by Darwin.
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Though Darwin was not aware of Mendel's work, the conceptualizations generally coincide. Lamarckism is a different
beast altogether; generally considered by Darwinists fanciful
in embracing adaptation as teleological (goal oriented). Darwin's own pangenesis prognostications are politely ignored in
construing Darwinism.
In its modern context, Darwinism includes constructs
that do not contradict Darwin's thrust of competitive natural
selection via random mutation. This is how Darwinism is understood by the British.
In the United States, creationists use the term Darwinism as a pejorative for atheistic naturalism: Nature inexplicably crafted without divine input. God-fearing folk cotton to
creationism, which is that the Almighty made life as it is and
always has been. This creed rejects evolution in favor of divine design.
The authoritative scientific reference to which creationists subscribe is the Christian Bible. Fundamentalists endorse a literal reading of the first chapter, Genesis: that the
Lord managed the wondrous display of the entire cosmos in
a mere 6 days, then took a day off before moving on to other
godly business.
Atheistic naturalism is the metaphysical embrace of godless heathens who espouse the worldview that the universe
is nothing but natural elements and forces. Some modern scientists sway toward this secular conviction, though pantheism retains its popularity. Pantheists philosophically try to
have their cake and eat it too, in believing that Nature includes an immanent God.
In contrast to pantheism, transcendence posits that God
is wholly independent of the material universe, and beyond
all physical laws. While pantheism puts God as both an active being and a force, the remove of transcendence posits
God as an outsider: divinity at a distance, having conceived
the wondrous platform called Nature and now resting on his
laurels.
Transcendence and immanence may be combined: God
both within and beyond the universe. This fantastic supremist conceptualization – of God simultaneously and constantly
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everywhere and nowhere – accords with numerous religions,
including Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and Hinduism.

Many techniques used by evolutionary biologists to detect
selection may be flawed. ~ evolutionary biologist Matthew
Webster

Under Darwinism, the common term for the mechanism
of evolution is natural selection, or simply selection, which
broadly refers to selective survival of a species by natural
means; an attribution so open-ended as to be vacuous.
While the term selection appears conceptually agnostic –
that a natural selection of one or more traits transpired – the
shibboleth is swathed in misunderstandings. Most of these
misconceptualizations stem from Darwin's own speculations,
though they are blindly carried on by scientists worldwide.
One day the Darwinian myth will be ranked the greatest deceit in the history of science. ~ Danish embryologist Søren
Løvtrup


Competition



Darwin's presumption that the world may be dominated by
competition is wrong. ~ American ecologist Bradley Cardinale

A fundamental misunderstanding behind the notion of
natural selection is that evolution is necessarily competitive:
Darwin's imagined struggle to "survival of the fittest."
Evolution via competition would eventuate in a dearth of
the diversity which is characteristic of populations of every
organism. This fact alone dispels this crucial claim of Darwinism.
Divergence can proceed within a single population.
~ American evolutionary biologist Kathryn Langin et al
Instead of this Darwinist sophism, populations get fit by
adapting to their environment. Diversity plays an important
part.
Scrub jays live in California's forests. Birds living in pine
forests have longer, shallower bills – presumably for prying
open pinecones – than jays in oak forests, even though the 2
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habitats neighbor each other. When opportunity knocks
adaptation answers.
While resource competition plays a role in many ecological interactions, so too mutualism. Species often coevolve,
able to flourish only because of reinforcing relations with others. The evolution of eukaryotes provides a prime example.

 Seabird Colonies 
Breeding seabird colonies require abundant food resources within foraging range of its members. In a large seabird colony, hundreds of thousands of birds mate and rear
their hatchlings.
A neighboring colony of the same species may be of similar magnitude, yet there is no territorial competition between
the closely situated colonies. Individuals in different colonies
avoid overlap by voluntarily restricting themselves to areas
where others in the same colony forage, and not encroach
upon the neighboring colony's feeding grounds. Some as yet
unidentified information transfer takes place that establishes boundaries.


Mutualism 

If it could be proved that any part of the structure of any one
species had been formed for the exclusive good of another species, it would annihilate my theory, for such could not have
been produced through natural selection. ~ Charles Darwin

Coinciding interests have repeatedly led to interspecies
mutualism, where both parties contribute, and both gain
from cooperation. The most intimate mutualism is between a
macrobe and its microbiome.
The structural composition of multicellular eukaryotes
comprises organs with cells specialized for certain functionality. Plants and animals regularly contribute to their microbiomes: helping themselves by helping their closest
companions.
Secretions are a common symbiotic expression, produced
by specific organs for intended effect. Human breast milk
contains copious amounts of complex sugars that a suckling
infant cannot metabolize, but that a baby's microbiota can.
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Likewise, plants produce nutrients exclusively for its cooperative cohorts at its roots.
Bobtail squid have light organs which they house with
specific luminescent bacteria. Without the bacteria, the light
organ is nonfunctional. Legumes manufacture nodules in
their roots to provide a private residence for nitrogen-fixing
bacteria. Flowers are expressly designed for pollinators. Bullhorn acacia creates its namesake horns to house ants, some
species of which may be provide protection in return for room
and board, whereas other ants may do nothing to repay a
plant's generosity.
In these and other examples, proactive accommodation
initiates an ongoing mutualism. Darwin's simplistic hypothesis of competitive natural selection cannot account for cooperative coevolution, let alone freeloading commensalism.

Fitness is a conceptual assertion of procreation probability: a likelihood of an organism passing on its genetic package. Many animal species have dominance hierarchies,
where breeding appears a competitive exercise. But breeding
habits are much more complex. Extra-pair mating is common
in many species. The nominally dominant gene package does
not always carry fate within it.
Evolution is not inexorably the product of competitive selection. Instead, speciation is adaptive, not some haphazard
selection process. Populations do not diverge from variation
to speciation as a potential suicide pact.
Though populations face survival pressures, adaptation
is not a species competition, with a winner among losers that
go extinct. If that were the case, chimps and other great apes
would be extinct, leaving only humans. And there would not
have been several hominid species during the descent of the
human races (nor multiple human races, for that matter).
Contemporaneous existence of closely related species and
variant populations belies the notion of competition as a primary evolutionary driver.
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If evolution was competitive, adaptive niche speciation
would not be ubiquitous. Instead, a few species would dominate wide swaths of ecosystems. Generalists with wide tolerances would outcompete niche specialists.
Observation of the best-known species – humans – indicates that mating selection is not entirely competitive. Breeding selection is too complex a behavior to consider fitness as
anything more than an idealized concept of probability.


Genomic Symphony 

A hen is only an egg's way of making another egg. ~ English
novelist Samuel Butler

The gene-centric view of the purpose of life is an extension
of the quip by Samuel Butler, answering which came first:
the chicken or the egg.
If a chicken is an egg's vehicle for reincarnation, then the
purpose of life is gene transfer. The absurdity of that should
be self-apparent; but not to all.
The competitive fitness concept was taken to an absurd
conclusion by English evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins in the 1976 book The Selfish Gene, where Dawkins fantasized gene-centric evolution: every gene for itself in a "geneeat-gene" world.
We are survival machines – robot vehicles blindly programmed to preserve the selfish molecules known as genes.
~ Richard Dawkins
In Dawkins' imagination, organisms exist to perpetuate
genes. The notion flies in the face of well-known facts that
genes interrelate to create an organitype that serves an individual organism, which ultimately contributes to species population survival (if one simplistically views the purpose of life
as propagation).
If genes were generally selfish, a parent gene would
squelch alleles as cheap imitations aiming at usurpation.
Adaptive evolution would grind to a halt under such a scenario.
An allele is one of multiple forms of a gene or genetic locus
(group of genes). Allele is the short form of allelomorph (other
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form), historically used to describe variant gene forms detected as invoking different phenotypes.
When making his fervent proclamation of selfish genes,
Dawkins had no notion of epigenetics. As with alleles, if Dawkins' premise had any merit, no self-respecting gene would
allow itself to be so suppressed as to not be expressed.
Perhaps Dawkins' retort would be that epigenetics is
simply the battleground of an ongoing gene-versus-gene war,
with certain genes becoming casualties. That is readily disabused in knowing the gene regulation is an intricate concerted process which varies greatly and is almost always
reversible. As memory has an epigenetic correlate, unselfish
gene regulation is essential to intelligent life.
Competition plays no part in the functioning of genomics.
Instead, genetics demonstrates the symphonic nature of life
at the molecular level.
Selfishness isn't evolutionarily sustainable. ~ Flemish geneticist Christoph Adami
Exceptions prove the rule. There are selfish genes.

 Selfish Genes 
Selfish DNA poses a significant challenge to genome stability
and organismal fitness in diverse eukaryotic lineages. It remains
unclear why the observed evolutionary patterns conflict with
theoretical expectations. ~ American geneticist Katie Clark

Despite the musical symphonic score of genic harmony,
sour notes sometimes appear. Selfish genes do exist.
Selfish genetic elements are parasitic replicators that are specialists in ensuring their own transmission despite conferring no
benefit, or even exacting a cost, on their bearers. They come in
many flavors, such as transposable elements, segregation distorters, female meiotic drivers, and B chromosomes (or accessory chromosomes). ~ Indian microbiologist Nitin Phadnis
Self-centered mitochondrial DNA has been found in
yeast, fungi, plants, and animals. Such parasitic sequences
are deleterious to a cell or organism; yet they persist.
Selfish genes can preferentially insert themselves into
the chromosomes of gametes, thus ensuring their propagation into the next generation. This genetic uppitiness violates
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the understood laws of inheritance first spelled out by Gregor
Mendel.
Some alleles defy Mendel's law and can increase their
chances of being transmitted to the next generation by killing
gametes that do not share the same alleles. ~ American biologists Antonis Roka & Dylan Shropshire
The few selfish genes that do exist demonstrate that
genomes simply could not function if self-serving genes were
the norm.


Random Mutation



Darwin's theory – of random variations acted on by natural
selection – is not a sufficient mechanism by which evolution
might produce the life forms existing today. ~ American biologist Jerry Bergman

A ridiculous fiction bruited by Darwinists about evolution
lies in its mechanism: that selection transpires by random
mutation. According to this account, an initial error in replication causes a variation which may turn out favorable or
unfavorable to survival.
Under the random mutation hypothesis, selection is initially arbitrary: a genetic crap shoot.
For many years in evolution there has been an assumption
that mutations occur randomly, and that selection 'cleans them
up'. But genomes have developed mechanisms to avoid mutations in regions that are more valuable than others. ~ Spanish
evolutionary biologist Iñigo Martincorena
That evolution is a predictable process, and can occur rapidly, demolishes the notion that randomness has anything to
do with evolution. Evolvability – the capacity for adaptive
evolution – and convergent evolution confound random mutation as an evolutionary mechanism.
Nonetheless, because randomness is the foundation upon
which Darwin's competitive natural selection was based,
there is astonishing volume of literature espousing evolution
via random genetic mutation.
Randomness, after all, is always and necessarily related to ignorance. ~ German physicist Jens Eisert et al
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Nothing is random. As everything is entangled from the
quantum level up, there are always agencies effecting
changes, however obscure the initial provocation.
At the heart of the scientific method is the assumption that
when something happens there is a cause. ~ American entomologist Richard Gawne
Only religious faith in empiricism blinds researchers to a
wealth of evidence. Yet such is the gospel according to Darwinist priests.
Beside pseudo-scientific religiosity, belief in random mutation stems from ignorance about the nuances of genetics
and of the influence that microbiomes have on macrobes.
Although random mutations influenced the course of evolution, their influence was mainly by loss, alteration, and refinement. Never did mutation make a wing, a fruit, a woody stem,
or a claw appear. Mutations, in summary, tend to induce sickness, death, or deficiencies. No evidence in the vast literature
of heredity changes shows unambiguous evidence that random
mutation itself, even with geographical isolation of populations,
leads to speciation. ~ American evolutionary theorist Lynn
Margulis
Bacteria can be frozen for a million years or more and still
come back to life. In order to survive that long, there must be
some dormancy mechanism, as well as a vitality to life that
extra-dimensionally extends beyond physical being.
Further, without an active DNA repair capability, accumulated genetic defects would cause cell death. Even after
exposure to ionizing radiation, frozen bacteria can self-repair.
This isn't a random process. The cells are repairing their
DNA. ~ American biologist Brent Christner
Cellular self-repair is a most ancient mechanism. All cells
have it to some degree, though descent created trade-offs,
such that eukaryotic cells lost some of the vitality that prokaryotes possess for gains in other areas.
Epigenetics regulate genetic expression in myriad ways
which are still being discovered. The genome of an organism
is replete with coding sequences that offer a tremendous variety of active selection.
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Cells constantly make decisions about how best to deploy
their genetic databases. If any of this was random, survival
itself would be a crapshoot. Clearly it is not.
If instead evolution is vectored by adaptation, however
obscure the impetus of the variation, there is no need for Darwinist "natural selection" process. Adaptation is, by definition, a decision from available information.
If genetic evolution is non-random, then a winnowing of
the gene pool need not transpire. There is no evidence that
such reduction takes place as a evolutionary mechanism.
In contrast, there is abundant evidence that evolution
does not result in the die off of antecedent variations, as Darwin conjectured, and as random mutation as an evolutionary
force implies. Quite the contrary. Variation to speciation,
where several similar species coexist nearby, is abundantly
evidenced. Birds, bees, and butterflies are exemplary.
Further, coevolution belies that adaptation is random. Intertwining interspecifics via coevolution simply could not
have transpired as it has, innumerable times, if randomness
were at the root of evolution.
Is evolution predictable? To a surprising extent the answer is
yes. ~ Canadian evolutionary biologist Peter Andolfatto

 Nematode Timing 
The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans either goes
through its 2-week life cycle or puts itself into suspended animation as a dauer larva, awaiting better conditions, notably
sufficient food supply. The roundworm is genetically programmed to take the dauer larva route during overcrowding,
which can be sensed by the level of local nematode pheromones.
Facing overcrowding, but with an adequate food supply,
nematodes predictably mutate to drop the pheromone sensing that sets them into suspension. Instead, the worms put
themselves in the thick of things.

Genetic variation is a cumulative experience. Antecedent
genes are conserved. Regressions are common, as the 3-spine
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stickleback has testified thousands of times, in repeatedly
adapting between salt and freshwater living.
Consider the human body: trillions of cells woven into unimaginably intricate complexity. It must maintain itself
within strict thermal and physiological limits while enduring
an often-unpredictable environment.
To achieve and sustain life, a body must have some robustness and be able to evolve in succeeding generations. The
ability to adapt requires sensory capability and the intelligence to make sense of the environment. There is nothing
random about that.
The key ingredient to complex life is entanglement. Genes
do not act on their own. Instead, they are recipes in a baroque
ensemble of interactive operations.
So it is with every bodily function. The only possibility for
multicellular life to have evolved is through a networked orchestration. A body is robust only because randomness plays
no productive part in its construction or maintenance, nor in
its evolution.


Progress



In train with the concept of selection as competition is the
notion that the outcome of natural selection represents evolutionary progress. After all, if selection is competitive, the
winner must be better.
Nothing can be more hopeless than to attempt to explain this
similarity of pattern in members of the same class, by utility or
by the doctrine of final causes. ~ Charles Darwin in 1859
Inconsistently, despite his espoused belief in the randomness of evolution, Darwin and other naturalists in his wake
believed that life advanced in evolutionary time, evolving
from more "primitive" species to "higher" ones. They were
likely influenced by the philosophers Georg Hegel and Herbert Spencer, who envisaged history as advancing toward
perfection. Ascendance through descent is still widely accepted.
The evolution of life has ascended increased grades of complexity. ~ American molecular biologist Sean Carroll
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The supposed overarching trend has been complexity, sold
as a story. Life started simple and single-celled. From this
arose more complex multicellular organisms, with evolution
eventuating to backbones, bigger brains, and so on, culminating in the grandest creature of all: humans.
This fable forgets that prokaryotes possess effective communication skills, are gregarious, have adaptation abilities
beyond all others, and remain essential to all eukaryotic life.
Proposing the history of life as progressive was due solely to
ignorance about microbial life.
Organic life, we are told, has developed gradually from the
protozoon to the philosopher, and this development, we are
assured, is indubitably an advance. Unfortunately, it is the
philosopher, not the protozoon, who gives us this assurance.
~ Bertrand Russell
Statistically, by numbers of species or populations, microbes are the monarchs of life. By this reckoning, the vector
victor may be found on the doorstep of evolution, not in the
grander mansions constructed much later.
The lifestyles of viruses are practically miraculous when
it comes to wiles with next to nothing for physicality. If anything, the ostensible simplification of dropping bodily baggage and living zealously Zen is as remarkable as the
specialization that characterizes multicellular organisms.
In evolution, complexity is easy. (And simplicity is hard.)
~ American evolutionary biologist Daniel McShea


Devolution 

There is no such thing as devolution. ~ American biologist
Michael Dougherty

English zoologist Ray Lankester criticized the Darwinian
notion of evolution necessarily being progressive. After seeing apparent regressions during the life cycle of sea squirts,
Lankester suggested in 1880 that life may revert to a more
primitive state. Evolutionary developments were not always
one-way.
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Organisms which abandoned their independence for a life
of parasitism were once considered devolved. Under this notion, viruses would be the ultimate degenerates, though their
existence was not known when devolution was in vogue.
Countering Lankester, Belgian paleontologist Louis Dollo
declared evolution irreversible in 1893.
An organism is unable to return, even partially, to a previous
stage already realized in the ranks of its ancestors. ~ Louis
Dollo
This denouement became known as Dollo's law. Preaching to the Darwinist choir, Dollo became much better known
than Lankester. Dollo's law is still accepted by many evolutionary biologists.
Dollo's law of irreversibility states that once a complex trait
has been lost in evolution, it cannot be regained. It is thought
that complex epistatic interactions and developmental constraints impede the re-emergence of such a trait. ~ Scottish evolutionary biologist Kathryn Elmer et al
In reptiles, viviparity (live birth) repeatedly evolved from
oviparity (egg laying). This progressive evolution occurred
among common lizards, found across Eurasia, ~2 million
years ago. But, in some populations, evolution went backward, and egg laying re-evolved. This happened relatively recently in evolutionary time.
Oviparous reproduction requires the formation of an eggshell
and represents a complex trait. ~ Kathryn Elmer et al
There are several other known examples of reversion evolution, including metamorphosis re-evolving in salamanders
that had lived their entire lives as juveniles, and wings returning to stick insects which had lost them. Reversion evolution is further explored later in the book.
Decreasing complexity is common in the record of evolution.
The lower jaw in vertebrates shows decreasing complexity, as
measured by the numbers of bones, from fish to reptiles to mammals. (Evolution adapted the extra jaw bones into ear bones.)
Likewise, ancestral horses had several toes on each foot; modern horses have a single toe with a hoof. ~ Michael Dougherty
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In 1893, German zoologist Wilhelm Haacke hypothesized
orthogenesis: that organisms have an innate direction in
their evolution. Orthogenesists did not deny the influence of
external factors, but rather stressed an internal goal-directed
drive. The famous, fictional descent-of-man image is exemplary of the straight-line evolution proposed by orthogenesists.

Supporters of orthogenesis pointed to extinct animals,
such as the enormous dinosaurs who needed so much food,
and the Irish elk, with antlers so
large that they contributed to
the animal's demise. Orthogenesists argued these excesses
would not have arisen if the
traits were not predestined.
Wings for flight independently evolved at least 4
Irish
times (insects, pterodactyls,
elk
birds, and bats). American geologist and paleontologist Henry
Osborn argued that such convergent evolution was convincing evidence of orthogenesis. Convergent evolution is now
conventionally considered adaptive, but paradoxically without purpose. Therein lies the root issue: that orthogenesists
could not identify the force behind directed evolution foretold
its moribundity.
However much in the dark we may be, an assumption of a
mystic, essentially teleologic force wholly independent of and
dominating all the physico-chemical forces and influences that
we do know – such a surrender of all our actual scientific
knowledge in favour of an unknown, unproved, mystic vital
force we are not prepared to make. ~ American entomologist
and evolutionary biologist Vernon Kellogg in 1907
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Purely empirical evolutionary biologists have the opposite problem of orthogenesists, in that they cannot explain
how adaptation might work aimlessly. Vitalism, or lack
thereof, remains the critical quandary of evolutionary theory.
Ronald Fisher rejected orthogenetic evolution in favor of
particulate inheritance in his 1930 book The Genetical Theory of Natural Selection. Fisher touted genes as the hypothesized particles that cast Mendelian inheritance into a
Darwinist mold.
Mendelism validates Darwinism. ~ Ronald Fisher
Fisher's work was a synthesis of surmises. Mendel's results had been quite specific, confined to pea plants. Conversely, though highly influential, Darwin's speculations
were hand-waving. DNA was not discovered until 1953. Ironically, it was Haacke who first conceived of the concept of
genes.

Many people evaluate nonhuman organisms according to human anatomy and physiology, and mistakenly conclude that humans are the ultimate product, even goal, of evolution.
~ Michael Dougherty

There is no rational reason to consider humans superior
to other species.* The metric of intelligence is adapting to the
environment in a sustainable fashion. On this count, humanity fails miserably. By this criterion, bacteria make humans
seem like germs.

*

Counter-factual thinking is essential to problem-solving. This aspect of abstraction is common to all life. Conversely, the ability to
create paracosms – a facility highly developed in the human mind
– is maladaptive, as an indulged imagination facilely divorces perception from actuality. Creativity – conventionally prized as a
hallmark of intelligence – is a bane to acumen if not held in check.
Self-control is as much an aspect of intelligence as problem-solving.
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Symbiogenesis



The view of Linnaeus and most biologists – Nature does not
make leaps – is not correct, since formation from two (or more)
organisms of a third is a leap. ~ Boris Kozo-Polyansky in 1921

Symbiogenesis – that eukaryotes arose via symbiosis –
was first suggested by German botanist Andreas Schimper
in 1883. In 1905, Russian biologist and botanist Konstantin
Mereschkowski outlined a theory that the organelles of complex cells evolved from symbiotic relationships with simpler
ones. He came to this concept after studying lichen, which are
a composite life form. French biologist Paul Portier claimed
in 1918 that mitochondria resulted from symbiosis. In 1924,
Russian botanist Boris Kozo-Polyansky cast symbiogenesis
in a conventional Darwinian context, albeit trying to flip
"survival of the fittest" on its head.
The theory of symbiogenesis is a theory of selection relying
on the phenomenon of symbiosis. ~ Boris Kozo-Polyansky
The theory didn't take. Though others made similar proposals, symbiogenesis was ridiculed and ignored for over a
half century.
The eukaryotic cell is the result of the evolution of ancient
symbioses. ~ Lynn Margulis
Lynn Margulis revisited symbiogenesis in 1967, proposing that eukaryotes evolved via the symbiosis of prokaryotes.
Her theory was ignored for a decade, until substantiated via
genetic analysis. The symbiogenesis of eukaryotes is now universally accepted.
Margulis went on to generalize the importance of mutualism in evolution.
The view of evolution as a chronic bloody competition
among individuals and species, a popular distortion of Darwin's
notion of "survival of the fittest," dissolves before a new view of
continual cooperation, strong interaction, and mutual dependence among life forms. Life did not take over the globe by combat, but by networking. ~ Lynn Margulis
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Biological evolution is not gradual, but episodic, with long
periods of stasis interrupted by bursts of rapid activity.
~ Stephan Jay Gould

In 1972, American paleontologists Niles Eldredge and
Stephen Jay Gould proposed punctuated equilibria: that evolution occurs in spurts, with long stretches of stagnation.
Substituting a stutter-step for a vector, punctuated equilibria is nonetheless of similar ilk of sophistically simplifying
evolution with storytelling.
The idea of punctuated equilibria was an extension of
mid-1950s speculations by German-born American evolutionary biologist Ernst Mayr. Mayr is generally credited with
the modern definition of species. Rejecting reductionism in
evolutionary biology, Mayr argued that evolutionary pressures acted on the whole organism, not genes.
American paleontologist Elisabeth Vrba's turnover pulse
hypothesis built upon the punctuated proposal. It suggested
that evolution is nominally conservative, and that speciation
occurs only when forced by environmental change.
An extinction event would be at the extreme end of an
environmental pulse creating species' turnover. Most environmental changes are much more modest.
The turnover pulse hypothesis ignores adaptations that
are environmentally unforced: opportunistic evolution.
Plants pioneered the land from coastal regions to take advantage of the sun and the air: rich inorganic sources of energy. Insects evolved on land to feast on available plant
matter. Microbes evolve all the time for a variety of reasons,
only some of which we comprehend, but all aimed at staying
alive, which is the epitome of opportunity.
Primordial metazoa quickly radiated into 30–40 phyla.
Archaic designs went extinct while new ones emerged. Animal evolution proceeded in waves and continues similarly.
Fundamental evolutionary change was not limited to an early
burst of evolutionary experimentation. Animal designs have
continued to evolve to the present day – not gradually as Darwin predicted – but in fits and starts, episodically through their
evolutionary history. ~ English paleontologist Philip Donoghue
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The evolution of any specific organism is the product of
historical coincidences, most dramatically in the aftermath of
geophysical events which have provoked mass extinctions.
This is a strong counterargument against the idea of evolution having an overarching trend. Another argument against
evolutionary trending has been the continuing diversity of
life in every phylum.
In hindsight, with details stripped out, history may be interpreted as directional movements. The mind's propensity
for patterns engenders this. But the breadth of life and vast
diversity of circumstances which invoke adaptation defies
characterizing evolution in the large.
We do not understand why the actual complexity realized in
evolution is far less than what seems to be possible genetically.
~ Sean Carroll
Evolutionary theories typically suffer survivorship bias:
the clades that last are those that theory relies upon. Shortlived clades are ignored or treated as oddities. History is written by the victors. Hence, patterns are perceived which do not
aptly characterize evolution.
Though evolution does not have an overarching trend, it
does exhibit patterns regarding inclinations, means, and constraints. Evolution exercises a little localized vector, but not
a big one.

 Wrasses 
The biomechanics of animal limbs has evolved to meet the
functional demands for movement associated with different behaviors and environments. Effective movement relies not only
on limb mechanics but also on appropriate mechanosensory
feedback. ~ American biomechanist Melina Hale et al

Wrasses are a large and diverse family of marine fish.
Many are brightly colored. Researchers studied the fins of
different wrasse species to discern the dynamics of their evolution. What they found, unsurprisingly, was that the means
to use fins coevolved with the fins themselves.
As fins evolve different shapes, behaviors, and mechanical
properties, the sensory system is also evolving with them. This
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allows the sensory system to be tuned to the different stimuli
relevant to the locomotor behaviors and fin mechanics of different species. ~ American biologist and anatomist Brett Aiello

This is just one of countless examples illustrating that
trait emergence is a coordinated endeavor. Evolution simply
would not be possible if this were not so.
There are high levels of parallelism between swimming behavior, fin shape, mechanics, and mechanosensation in fishes.
~ American evolutionary biologist Mark Westneat et al

In the history of life, the facile appearance of increased
complexity was achieved mostly through modularity. Once a
structure is established, the potential exists for fractal repetition for distinct functionality.
In modern complex organisms, novel adaptations result
mostly from reorganization of existing structures. ~ Russian
evolutionary biologist Alexander Badyaev
Organs are macroscopic extensions of the organelles
within cells. The main innovation in plants was modular: the
evolution of semi-autonomous regions embodied in the embryonic meristems of roots and shoots. Grasses amply illustrate this principle at work.
Energy efficiency mediates the interactions of physics
and chemistry. Such frugality is also an apparent inclination
in evolutionary developments. Photosynthesis and vision are
obvious examples of astonishing efficiency in taking advantage of light.
Economy as an inclination might seem to work against
complexity. Yet, given the vast diversity of elaborated traits
in Nature, there is abundant evidence that it does not. Instead, Nature often hones the functionality of multifaceted
traits toward efficiency, as with photosynthesis and vision.
That is not to say that parsimony does not affect complexity. Efficiency acts as a constraint on the directions that evolutionary developments take. Bottom-up physio-chemical
constraints pave the avenues of evolution. Then there are
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strategic trade-offs – life-history variables – that affect tactical approaches. Evolution may not have an overarching vector, but it does play by a rulebook (which is fantastic in its
intricacy).
20th-century biology was structured according to a linear
Newtonian worldview – not the kind of thinking that's needed
to study evolution. It doesn't help you understand the nature of
systems. Molecular biologists were so set about linearity that
when the gene came along, they took the gene to be the be-all
and end-all of basic biology. That comes out of thinking in terms
of particles and linear interactions. Evolution is the quintessential nonlinear dynamics problem. ~ American microbiologist
and physicist Carl Woese

 The Science of Evolution 
The universe required 10 billion years of evolution before life
was even possible; the evolution of the stars and the evolving of
new chemical elements in the nuclear furnaces of the stars were
indispensable prerequisites for the generation of life.* ~ English
theoretical physicist John Polkinghorne

The emergence of life from inanimate complexes of
compounds and subsequent evolution into a vast diversity
came as a continuum of the unfolding of the cosmos. Biology
introduced a new Matryoshka of intertwined relationships to
those already extant in physics and chemistry.
Organisms are well designed for living in their natural environments and respond to changes by altering their design, either
morphologically or behaviorally, to better suit the new circumstances. ~ American biologist Catherine Forster
The history of evolution and biodiversity is fundamentally a
history of the evolution of species interactions. ~ John Thompson


Definitions 

Genotype is the architecture of vital energy that powers
an organism, of which genetic molecules (DNA, et cetera) are
*

The 10-billion-year estimate relies upon a dubious conventional
model of cosmic evolution. Over 50 billion years is more likely.
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the manifest artifacts. For symbiorgs, such as multicellular
eukaryotes, genotype also includes the microbiome, as the
tiny ones contribute to the host energy system and genome.
Assuming matterism consistently yields an incomplete
story about Nature. As matter itself is energy, only energyism can convey a comprehensive account. Genetics is an
apt example.
The information storage necessary to drive life and heredity cannot possibly be stored solely in molecules of DNA. Instead, nucleic acid structures are molecular representations
of information which is stored and employed energetically:
energetic genetics (egenes).
More generally, matter must be thought of an inferential
reference to energetic activity. The mind deceives with its object orientation.
Actuality proceeds via process. Objects are merely adumbrations of transient states. The idea of stasis – of object permanence – is only a mental artifice. The mind – the
constructor of actuality – is an ongoing process of mentation.
Every organism has a mind by which it perceives and relates to its world. Mentotype is the psychological constitution
of an organism. Mentotype includes perceptive and cognitive
faculties, awareness loci, and innate worldview. Mentotype is
displayed through behaviors, and so may only be discerned
through prolonged observation. The tangible behavioral outputs of an organism – such as an animal nest – are physical
expressions of mentotype.
Phenotype is conventionally defined as the composite of
an organism's observable traits, both physiological and behavioral.* Herein, phenotype refers only to physical traits.
While phenotype is largely programmatic in animals,
mentotype offers malleability to deal with different situations and environments. Though relatively physically fragile
and weak, humans came to dominate the planet because of
their mentotype.

*

The minds of organisms have traditionally been ignored by biologists.
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Organitype is the combined phenotype, mentotype, and
genotype; the characterization of an organism physiologically
and functionally.
Ecological and evolutionary complexities interact. ~ American entomologist Jason Harmon et al

 Process 
Evolution is a cyclic feedback process of intent. Form follows function, albeit often with a twist of creative ingenuity.
Traits are created or modified to enhance performance. The
incitement to adapt is efficiency or productivity.
Aesthetic enhancement is common: either to attract a
mate, better communicate, or avoid being eaten, among other
good reasons. Plant secondary metabolites to avert herbivory
are aesthetic in nature: not to taste good. The amazing creative diversity of life is a fulsome testimony to Nature as an
aesthetic adventure.
That evolution is teleological – adaptation proceeding
with intent – is obvious, as innumerable specimens testify.
There is no sensible reason to think otherwise.
So little is known about the evolution process because all
that is on display are phenotypic and the nearly inscrutable
labyrinth of molecular artifacts labeled genetic. Behind the
appearances are localized forces of energetic coherence which
conduct an intricate orchestration of translating what a living entity perceives in its mind and physically encounters in
its environment into impressions that form the basis for incremental change. Organs and cells have minds of their own,
so the translation process forms a tensor network of interactive relations between cells, organs, bodily systems, and the
whole organism.
Physiologically, the vestiges from living are encoded
within genetic material in a process that cannot be fully understood because it is an energetic activity, leaving only artifacts of outcome. As with encoding, expressions of genetics
also involve invisible energetics which only manifest with
tangible outcomes called traits.
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Evolution is conventionally thought of as a process involving generations of organisms. Instead, evolution is continuous. Life stages are phases of organitypic evolution. Living is
itself an evolutionary process, with offspring as snapshots of
what's next.
The most significant evolution is not of the body, but of
consciousness and how the mind functions. This process,
which we appreciate within ourselves, applies to all those organic bits (e.g., cells and proteins) which have their own life
cycles. The organization of it all enshrouds an intricacy beyond ken.

 Dispersal & Adaptation 
Dispersal and local adaptation are major drivers of population structure. In general, their respective roles are not independent. The two may often be at odds with one another
evolutionarily, each one exhibiting negative feedback on the
evolution of the other. ~ American evolutionary biologist Simon Levin et al

Scattering or adapting are the evolutionary strategies.
The two are not mutually exclusive. Context matters.
A main factor influencing the evolution of dispersal is the
spread of risk in unpredictable environments. ~ Finnish evolutionary biologist Éva Kisdi
In a homogeneous habitat, such as a desert, dispersal typically occurs, as offspring are likely to encounter a similar
environment wherever they go. Conversely, a highly diverse
habitat favors specialization, as dispersal offers a lower probability of finding an already-suitable habitat; mountains are
exemplary.
A highly dispersing generalist species will continue to
scatter even as environmental heterogeneity increases, but
only to a point. At a certain threshold, populations shift to
specialist lineages, each adapted to a specific habitat. This
shift can be highly discontinuous.
Once local adaptation has taken place, dispersal is disadvantageous because individuals move away from a habitat that they
are adapted to and land in other habitats where they are selectively inferior. ~ Éva Kisdi
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Once a generalist population starts to specialize, the resulting drop in dispersal induces further specialization. This
positive feedback loop between reduced dispersal and local
adaptation triggers a dramatic shift in evolution strategy:
forgoing the possibility of returning to generalization.
There is ample empirical evidence that habitat specialization
promotes adaptive diversification in, for example, bacteria,
plants, insects, and vertebrates. ~ Éva Kisdi
Evolution appears to practice localized risk minimization.
Several locally evolutionarily stable attractors may exist simultaneously, but generally, only one of them is a global evolutionarily stable strategy. ~ Éva Kisdi

 Global Microbes 
It challenges the imagination to think of nearly identical
microbes 16,000 kilometers apart in the cracks of hard rock.
~ American geomicrobiologist Matt Schrenk

Probing mineshafts, wells, and drilling rigs that run kilometers deep, in locations ranging from the Arctic Circle to
Antarctica, including the benthos in between the poles, has
repeatedly revealed the same 19 species of microbes all
around the world.
There seems to be a core group of microbes that appears
again and again in all of these environments. ~ American microbiologist Rick Colwell
Many of the "everywhere" microbes have been found in
serpentine minerals, which form under the geophysical conditions that may have prevailed when life on Earth originated. These hardly primordials may have been transported
around the globe by plate tectonics, or perhaps they convergently evolved, or a bit of both among them all.
There seems to be a commonality of colonisation of the subsurface of the planet. ~ Canadian geologist Barbara SherwoodLollar
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 Patterns 
Rapid evolution is clearly a reality over fairly short time periods, sometimes just a few generations. But those rapid changes
do not always persist and may be confined to small populations.
The long-term dynamics of evolution appear to be quite slow.
~ American evolutionary biologist Josef Uyeda

Adaptation appears a constant force. This may result in
variation within populations or short-lived speciation. For
evolutionary changes to become pronounced and prolonged,
the provocative forces at work must persist at the habitat
level. Such incentives include predation, habitat change, or
other ecological disturbance, including mating preferences.
15 MYA fruit bats evolved a low, broad skull that allowed
even a small bat to have the strong bite needed to eat hard
fruits. The result was a burst of speciation to consuming more
fruits. Meantime, adaptive change in skull shape slowed, as
a near-optimal arrangement had already been achieved.
The idea of punctuated equilibria originated from observing rapid adaptive radiations that settled into stasis, as fruit
bats illustrate. Such is only one evolutionary pattern; there
are several others, as are illustrated throughout this book.
It has long been thought that dramatic changes in a habitat drive speciation. Instead, counterintuitively, prolonged
periods of stability are more important.
The strongest predictors of speciation are the amount of time
a lineage has persisted in the landscape and the ability to move
through the landscape matrix. ~ American biologist Robb
Brumfield & American ornithologist Brian Tilston Smith et al
The deeper one delves into the patterns of changes in
Earth's life forms, the more apparent it becomes that evolutionary transitions may be fast or slow, that adaptation may
result in convergence or divergence, and that evolution may
seem (in hindsight) predictable or inventive.
Nature is not embarrassed by difficulties of analysis.
~ French engineer and physicist Augustin Fresnel
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 Conservation 
Evolution is continually propelled by the past, always modifying its own context and creating the conditions for new steps.
This dependence on the past makes the process highly constrained by history. ~ English botanist Enrico Coen

Well over 3 BYA the global community of viruses had homogenized extant prokaryotes on a regime of DNA as the stable library for protein production, with RNA acting as
librarian: the intermediate interpreter of DNA sequences.
Genetic code used 20 amino acids, with ribosomes acting as
protein factories via RNA construal.
Primordial prokaryotes had the machinery for metabolism and self-reproduction honed. Enzyme exploitation via
cofactors was well in hand. Life was good.
Of the 548 metabolic enzymes found in E. coli bacteria,
50% are in all life forms. Only 13% are bacteria specific.


Deep Homology



Dissimilar organs, such as the distinctive eyes of mollusks, insects, and vertebrates, were long thought to have
evolved independently. Instead, the genotypes which shape
disparate bodies and regulate development are ancient and
highly conserved.
Structural genes vary little among species. Such longheld genic bases are termed toolkit genes. Those which control embryonic development comprise the evo-devo gene
toolkit. Deep homology is the appreciation that growth and
differentiation processes are governed by mechanisms that
are selfsame (homologous) and deeply conserved across much
of life.
Cell-cycle oscillation, while remarkably uniform in the end,
does not come by that harmony on its own. ~ American molecular biologist Ned Wingreen
Energy waves define and synchronize living systems.
Such vital energetic harmony (lengyre) is the only way that
life sustains itself. These waves take matterist form via calcium ion channels, which are universally employed by all life
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forms for a vast array of functions, from embryonic development to all sorts of cell signaling, include brain activity.
Cell divisions across an embryo occur in rapid synchrony –
like clockwork – starting within minutes of fertilization.
~ American molecular biologist Scott McIsaac et al
During germination embryonic cells skirt chaotic breakdown only through perfectly timed energy wave induced synchronization.
Genetic similarity is both structural and functional. The
same DNA from vastly different organisms can be exchanged,
such as between bacteria and mice, and still work.
Humans and baker's yeast last shared an ancestor a
billion years ago. Despite this evolutionary gulf, 47% of the
genes in these 2 species are interchangeable.
The core features of life are conserved. A working mechanism may be selectively adapted but is seldom overhauled.
That is not to say that the basic wheels of life from the
earliest forms have not gained new hubcaps from time to
time. New biological traits, expressed from novel genes and
proteins, have repeatedly later evolved independently in distinct species (convergent evolution).
Evolution is in many ways a conservative process. ~ English
anthropologists Roger Lewin & Robert Foley
The basic biochemistry that first evolved for genetics and
cellular organization have changed by tweak at most. The
fundamentals are conserved. This clearly indicates an intelligent design force behind Nature.
Old forms may take new functioning, or old functions new
form, but all-in-all adaptation is incremental. Major morphology changes can transpire via modest genic alteration:
the mechanism is often selective genetic expression.
Having spent untold effort making maps, geneticists were
chagrined to learn that mapping genes was just like learning
the alphabet. Biological development and adaptation are intricate processes physically displayed in DNA and their expression, but genetics does not explain motive forces or
mechanics.
Genetics is not the language of evolution. The complexes
surrounding DNA are only physical evidence: artifacts, not
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agency. As an ongoing process the architect of evolution is the
natural force of a localized coherence which is entangled with
a universal field.


Weak Linkage



There is a weak regulatory linkage between genetic code
and its expressive effect. A minor edit – either in DNA or epigenetically – can vector a distinctive development. While the
core genetic foundation is maintained, an adaptive tweak can
produce a profound effect.
Bacteria rapidly adapt their enzymes for available food
supply. French molecular biologist Jacques Monod offered a
culture of E. coli bacteria a choice of sugars: glucose and lactose. The culture grew for a while on glucose, paused, then
started in on the lactose. From repeated exposures, Monod
found that enzyme adaptation was not simply a matter of activation, but synthesis of a new working enzyme. Weak linkage allowed quick adaptation.
Monad discovered that living cells selectively control
their protein production via a feedback cycle. Most biological
processes regulate by feedback, either to accelerate and inhibit. The immune system is exemplary. Relatively simple
physiological feedback circuits afford rapid adaptation by
gene expression while conserving the core code.
Bacteria and archaea are under frequent attack from foreign genetic elements. These prokaryotes evolved immune
responses early on based upon memory.
When encountered, foreign DNA fragments are tucked
away for later reference. That way, using specialized proteins, a microbe can recognize something similar by pattern
matching previously saved DNA with the new encounter. To
thwart foreign gene expression, defense is activated via an
RNA interference-like technique.
The prokaryotic immune store-and-compare patternmatching technique became the primary mechanism for vertebrate adaptive immune systems billions of years later, albeit using cell surface protein patterns rather than genetic
fragments. In whatever form, such signature recognition is
the only feasible solution.
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Nerve cells date back to Ediacaran jellyfish. Nerve cells
are all a combination of chemical conveyance at interfaces
and electrical conduction within. Neurons are an exquisite
example of weak linkage, by being a poised binary communication conduit: on or off, but with wide-ranging room for variation.
There is no physical connection between neurons. No
tight fit is required. As the output is basically binary – signal
or not – how that signal is obtained or tempered, and how
conveyed at the interface, as well as how connections are laid
out, allows distinct nerve cells types, with different receptors,
different neurotransmitters, and near-infinite variety in connective matrices; a conserved core with an ideal architecture
for adaptability in intercellular communication.
The genome of multicellular life is itself structured to facilitate the evolution of new genes as creative expressions.
The possibilities are practically infinite, as the sum-total of
life's diversity throughout this planet's history testifies. This
owes to the weak linkage among the protein-encoding domains in the genome. New genes are created by fusing various pieces of other genes, with unlimited possibilities.
Folding as a functional attribute of proteins adds another
realm of adaptive flexibility. Moreover, the regulation of gene
expression is a related, but altogether separate, aspect of the
genomic dynamic: conserving the core mechanics while creating an additional layer of evolutionary elasticity.
The weak linkages found in genes, proteins, and neurons
are exemplary of a basic biotic paradigm. Weak linkage is itself a conserved core feature of biology, underlying many organic processes.

Humans have about the same number of genes as mice
(21,000) and share 97.5% of the same working DNA. The difference between the human and chimpanzee/bonobo genome
is scant indeed: most edits are epigenetic. The most significant disparity from other primates affects early brain development.
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Most DNA in humans comprises backup copies of previous evolutionary advances. They appear to present day judgmental geneticists as "junk": nonfunctional vestige and
redundancy. Instead, this is genetic conservation at work.
Researchers are only now beginning to appreciate the
treasure in the apparent genic trash pile. An axiom of evolution is conservative bio-layering: novelty while retaining
weak linkage interdependence with biological legacy. Biolayering is the mechanism behind reversion evolution.


The Easy Route 

Some traits are easy to evolve – formed by many different
combinations of mutations. Others are hard to evolve – made
from an unlikely genetic recipe. Evolution gives us the easy
ones, even when they are not the best. ~ American molecular
biologist Matthew Cowperthwaite et al

Via computer modeling and statistical inference, Cowperthwaite and his colleagues concluded that evolution may
be short-sighted, yielding some good in the short run, but
painting evolution into a corner in the long run.
In the long run we are all dead. ~ English economist John
Maynard Keynes
That evolution consistently delivers life is well beyond
probabilistic. Considering the intricacy and myriad dynamics
involved, life itself is astonishing. That biological systems inherently possess robust conservation coupled with unimaginable flexibility, and have done so since life emerged, is
nothing short of miraculous.
Statistical models are well-known for bell-curve bias: taking the average bulk as the message in toto and ignoring the
tail (the statistically improbable). Taking a narrow view,
Cowperthwaite and company overlook the statistical odds
that life could have even formed and ignore weak linkage.
Innumerable impressive real-world adaptive speciations
splay such statistical musings as spurious. Any value judgment as to which mutations may be "best" is at best a parlor
game for silly evolutionary biologists and makes no sensible
impression toward understanding the real world.
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The point of this story is that Nature cannot accurately
be atomistically characterized, as empirical scientists are
wont to do. The Matryoshka nature of Nature belies an overarching design. Trade-offs do occur, but adjudging optimality
necessarily involves a skewed perspective. If there is one descriptor that best fits biological evolution, it is "adaptive."


A New Trait



The parallel genetic changes underlying similar phenotypes
in independently evolved lineages provide empirical evidence
of adaptive diversification as a predictable evolutionary process.
~ American evolutionary biologist Matthew Herron & Canadian evolutionary biologist Michael Doebeli

A trait is an organic expression. The routes to realizing a
new trait are multifarious. One path begins with genetic copies (alleles) being made that have the genesis of the emergent
trait. The ancestor of these alleles has the rudimentary potential for the new trait which is, at best, undeveloped.
Amplification of alleles proceeds with different variants
emerging. Through progressive selection, alleles with trait
improvement continue to evolve and are further amplified,
while less functional copies become inactive or even eliminated. The process continues until there remains the conserved ancestral gene with the parent activity and an allele
that encodes the new trait in functional form. The divergence
between the gene that scripted the old trait and the allele for
the new trait signifies evolution.
This process is necessarily adaptive in aiming at a needed
functionality. Otherwise there would be no criterion upon
which progressive selection could proceed.
Researchers experimentally observed such evolution in
Salmonella bacteria. Surgically deprived of its primary
means for producing the amino acid tryptophan, the bacteria
re-evolved the needed capability within 3,000 generations
through the described process.
There is more to inheritance than genes. ~ English evolutionary biologist Kevin Laland et al
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The material mechanics of evolution happen at the molecular level. Mutations of genes are the coarsest means, and
by far the least common way that organisms evolve.
Tweaking the genomic database through epigenetic
changes which regulate gene expression occurs throughout
life. It is basis for development in many complex organisms.
Epigenetic alterations are inheritable. While prolific manipulators of their genomes, plants often carry their legacy
epigenetically.
Changing alleles may seem more profound, but its import
is the same as altering DNA sequences. Selection of epigenetic alleles underlie many complex traits in eukaryotes.
In bursts of creative problem-solving, new alleles are often created which are not immediately used. Instead, the reserved variations provide a ready database of possibilities if
adaptive need arises.
Evolution retains many mysteries at the empirical level.
Animal population sex ratios is exemplary.

 Sex Ratios 
At the moment of conception, the sex ratio in humans is
1 to 1. Yet more boys than girls are born: ~105 males for every
100 females.
Girls develop more quickly in the womb but are also more
likely to die there, at least in the first few months. Out of the
womb, boys are more prone to death throughout life, tending
the ratio to return to 1 to 1.
Boys face a triple whammy. They are more likely to be born
preterm, and if they are, they have a greater risk of death, disability or blindness. And even when they are full term, they have
a higher risk of birth complications. ~ English physician Joy
Law
While sex ratio skewed toward males is common in several animal species besides humans, researchers cannot account for this balancing, as no feedback cycle is apparent.
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 Saltation 
Natural selection acts only by taking advantage of slight successive variations; she can never take a great and sudden leap,
but must advance by short and sure, though slow steps. If it
could be demonstrated not by numerous, successive, slight
modifications, my theory would absolutely break down.
~ Charles Darwin

A sudden leap in specific evolution is termed saltation.
Before Darwin, most evolutionary theorists were saltationists. Lamarck was generally a gradualist but thought that
saltation was possible.
Darwin's speculations on evolution were not immediately
favored because of his insistence on gradualism alone.
Mr. Darwin's position might have been even stronger than it
is if he had not embarrassed himself with the aphorism, "Natura
non facit saltum," which turns up so often in his pages. Nature
does make jumps now and then, and a recognition of the fact is
of no small importance in disposing of many minor objections
to the doctrine of transmutation [i.e., Darwin's theory]. ~ English biologist Thomas Henry Huxley in 1864, in review of Darwin's On the Origin of Species (1859)
William Bateson, who coined the term genetics, rhetorically riposted in 1894: "Species are discontinuous. May not
the variation by which species are produced be discontinuous
too?" Like Huxley and others, Bateson bemoaned the "gratuitous difficulties which have been introduced by this assumption" by Darwin of gradualism.
Others thought that Darwin's emphasis on gradualism
had not gone far enough. Scottish engineer Fleeming Jenkin
wrote an article in 1867 that convinced Darwin that he had
not been insistent enough about incrementalism. In response, Darwin added a section in the 1869 5th edition of
Origin that slammed the door on saltation.
In the early 20th century, incipient geneticists rallied
around the notion that saltation might be caused by large
mutations. English geneticist Reginald Punnett supported a
saltational theory in his 1915 book Mimicry in Butterflies.
German-born American geneticist Richard Goldschmidt
is considered the first to integrate genetics, development, and
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evolution. In 1933, he proposed macroevolution via macromutation, an idea that was universally rejected and became
ridiculed as the "hopeful monster" hypothesis.
The change from species to species is not a change involving
more and more additional atomistic changes, but a complete
change of the primary pattern or reaction system into a new one,
which afterwards may again produce intraspecific variation by
micromutation. ~ Richard Goldschmidt in The Material Basis
for Evolution (1940)
Saltation staggered in the wake of the neo-Darwinist
school that reconciled Mendelian genetics with natural selection. This became the reigning religion of evolutionary biologists and remains so to this day.
As an a priori bias, phyletic gradualism has precluded any fair
assessment of evolutionary tempos and modes. The general
preference that so many hold for gradualism is a metaphysical
stance embedded in the modern history of Western culture: it is
not a high-order empirical observation, induced from the objective study of Nature. ~ American evolutionary biologist Stephen Jay Gould in 1977
Saltation's slump did not last, as continuing research
found hopeful monsters.
The past 20 years have vindicated Goldschmidt to some degree. With the discovery of the importance of regulatory genes,
we realize that he was ahead of his time in focusing on the importance of a few genes controlling big changes in organisms,
not small-scales changes in the entire genome as neo-Darwinians thought. The hopeful monster problem is not so insurmountable after all. ~ American paleontologist Donald Prothero in
2007
Saltational evolution is targeted and relatively rapid change
in specific characters and their coding genes. ~ American entomologist Daniel Rubinoff & South African evolutionary biologist Johannes Le Roux
Saltation works via genic edits, often epigenetic in origin,
which modify development and produce a significant change.
Plant hybridization, and its resistance, sometimes suggests saltation. Hybrids via allopolyploidy are saltational.
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Mixed populations of related plants that naturally resist hybridization indicates saltation.

 Common Cordgrass 
Common cordgrass originated in southern England
around 1870: an allotetraploidal offspring of European small
cordgrass and American smooth cordgrass. (Allopolyploidy is
polyploidy of chromosomes of distinct species.) Transposable
elements played a key role in the creation of this saltational
hybrid.
Common cordgrass is a quick-growing sturdy grass that
forms large, thick colonies on coastal salt marshes. With its
dense root systems binding mud and increasing silt deposits,
common cordgrass was seen as a means to control coastal erosion. Hence cordgrass was planted at coastal sites throughout the British Isles, and in Asia, Australia, New Zealand,
and North America.
New colonies take time to become established, but once
ensconced, their rapid vegetative spread smothers competitors and even prevents wading birds from feeding. The introduction of common cordgrass invariably caused extensive
damage to natural saltmarsh ecosystems.

The vast variety of flowering plants provides ample testimony to the frequency of plant saltation. Descent through
saltation is not necessarily obvious, as a parent and saltational offspring may appear selfsame.
Descent in the evening primrose family – such as from the
twolobe clarkia to the rare Merced clarkia – is shown to be a
product of saltation, because the 2 annual species do not reproductively hybridize.
Floral saltation seems to be more common in annuals
than in other plants, but evidence suggests saltation may
have played a significant role in the early evolution of woody
plants.
Major developmental events, such as the specification of
organ identity, are often under the control of a limited number
of developmental control genes. Changes in these loci can bring
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about profound yet coordinated morphological changes.
~ German evolutionary biologist Günter Theißen

Floral saltation sometimes results in homeosis: the transformation of organs. Peculiar flowers, including tulips and
orchids, emerged through saltation.
The western rosinweed, a daisy endemic to northern California, is emblematic of saltation caused by rapid chromosome reorganization, which is a stress response common in
plants.
The diversity and success of insects owes in part to homeosis. Insect evolution offers innumerable instances of saltation. The instant expansion of legged segments in centipedes
was a saltational effect.
As Reginald Punnett observed, mimicry is another wellknown example of saltation.
Predators form categories to decide on prey suitability. If the
categorization is based primarily on a single prey trait, a relatively small genetic change in prey may produce a large change
in appearance as perceived by predators. Such feature saltation
could cause a qualitative shift in categorization from suitable to
unsuitable prey, thereby initiating mimicry evolution. ~ Swedish evolutionary biologist Gabriella Gamberale-Stille et al

 Turtles 
Of the amniotes, turtles have a
unique body. Their shell is made of
modified ribs, and their shoulder
girdle is inside the rib cage.
Turtles (chelonians) abruptly
appeared 250 MYA, in the Late Triassic, with no intermediate ancestry.* Bony antecedent turtle-like shells would have been preserved in the fossil record
*

Pappochelys was a mid-Triassic diapsid with a few traits suggestive of turtles, including expanded ribs and related skeletal structures which allude (in hindsight) to being a precursor of a shell.
The extinct, aquatic, turtle relative Odontochelys appeared in the
Late Triassic. Like Pappochelys, Odontochelys lacked several features found in turtles, including a carapace (the characteristic
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if they had existed. This strongly suggests a body plan of saltational suddenness, and a quite decent design, as the basics
of turtles have little changed since.
Turtles have the unique ability to quickly extend or retract their heads. This was long thought to have evolved
solely for defense, but it emerged as a way to spring the head
forward to snatch prey. Turtles sometimes act as ambush
hunters, using their shell as a blind.
In an instance of convergent evolution, turtles retract
their necks 1 of 2 distinct ways. Most turtles are cryptodires,
which evolved during the Jurassic. These include most freshwater and sea turtles, snapping turtles, box turtles, soft-shell
turtles, and tortoises. Cryptodires retract their necks
straight back into their shells via muscles that fold vertically.
The other turtle group – pleurodires – bend
muscles horizontally to pull their neck back to
the side and tuck it next to their shoulder. Pleurodires are freshwater turtles found in Africa,
South America, and Australia. They include
snake-necked turtles and the peculiar matamata (shown).

 Sphinx Moths 
Sphinx moths, also known as hawk moths, are a family of
sizable moths with rapid, sustained flying ability. There are
~1,450 species of sphinx moths in ~200
genera.
Prosperpinus is a sphinx moth genus
of 7 species. In general, these moths are
green with red or orange hindwings. Like
many other hawk moths, they hover like
hummingbirds in front of the flowers from which they nip
nectar. With 1 exception, Prosperpinus larvae feed exclusively on plants in the evening primrose family.
3 Prosperpinus species are unique in their own ways: the
yellow-banded day sphinx, which lives in the boreal forests of

shell of turtles), though Odontochelys did have a plastron (the flat,
bottom shell found on turtles). Variations on a theme are common
in evolutionary history.
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North America; the Terloo sphinx, which is endemic to a region ranging from southern Arizona to Sonora in Mexico; and
the Pacific green sphinx, which lives on the Pacific coast,
from British Columbia to Mexico.
The yellow-banded day sphinx abandoned the green and
red color scheme of its genus to make itself an excellent
mimic of the bumblebees which share its forest habitat.
Terloo sphinx larvae feed only on spiderling plants, which
are unrelated to the evening primrose plants that other Prosperpinus larvae dine upon. Spiderlings are favored because
they are common during the mid-summer monsoon in the upland desert habitat where the moth resides and are in bloom
during the few weeks when adults live.
Certain body parts of the Pacific green sphinx differ
markedly from other Prosperpinus moths, so much so that it
is was given its own monotypic genus: Arctonotus. That withstanding, it is the life history of the Pacific green sphinx that
really sets it apart. Adult moths are active during early evening in mid-winter. Other Prosperpinus require heat and
moisture to emerge from pupation. The Pacific green emerges
when there are cold winter rains, where temperatures might
fall below freezing.
There are virtually no blooming plants during the adulthood of the Pacific green sphinx. As a result, these moths
don't feed. They could not anyway, as their proboscis is nonfunctional. Adults rely wholly on energy acquired when they
were larvae, more than 6 months prior.
Not only are Pacific green adult moths able to withstand
frigid temperatures, but the eggs and larvae continue to develop during the winter, exposed to the bracing cold. This
thermal robustness required unique cold-weather adaptations.
These 3 unique sphinx moth species independently speciated between 5.5 and 4.6 million years ago, in developments
that are unrelated.
The rapid derivation of divergent unique traits, each in a separate species, strongly suggest that these adaptations are saltational. ~ Daniel Rubinoff & Johannes Le Roux
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 Behavior 
The assertion that "culture" explains human variation will be
taken seriously when there are reports of women war parties
raiding villages to capture men as husbands, or of parents cloistering their sons but not their daughters to protect their sons'
virtue, or when cultural distributions for preferences concerning
physical attractiveness, earning power, relative age, and so on
show as many cultures with bias in one direction as in the other.
~ American anthropologist John Tooby

Behaviors have a biological basis. Mentotype is an entangled partner with phenotype and envirotype (environmental
influences).
Female frogs prefer males that produce loud, fast, continuous calls, as these indicate a healthy mate. Such flamboyance also risks attracting predators. Boisterous frogs that
don't croak from such croaking must have something on the
ball.
The poison frogs of Central and South America evolved
conspicuous colors and patterns to advertise their unpalatability. The more toxic a frog, the more graphically noticeable
it is, and the louder and prouder it sings.
Personality is a product of mentotype. Variations in individual behavior patterns offer an evolutionary edge. The herd
instinct may generally serve a population, but when times
are tough, it is often individuality that engenders survival.

 Attitude Counts 
The bottom line is that he was much smaller, and eagles always prey on things that are weaker than them. ~ Canadian
ornithologist David Bird

In the spring of 2017, a bald eagle on Vancouver Island in
Canada brought home to its chicks something tasty for dinner: a red-tailed hawk chick. Dumped into the nest, the little
red-tailed hawk found itself among 3 bald eaglets 4 times its
size.
Unintimidated, the tiny hawk felt like having a meal rather than being one. Showing spunk instead of fear, the hawk
chick insistently begged to be fed. The eagle parents obliged.
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My guess is that this little guy begged loud and hard for food;
not even thinking about the danger. Food overrides everything
in these birds. He begged away and mom and dad said, "OK,
here's an open, gaping beak. Let's put food in it."
If the eaglets happened to get hungry it would have been curtains, but there was always lots of food in the nest. That and the
hawk's attitude, being aggressive. He was running through the
legs of the 3 eaglets and taking food from their beaks. ~ David
Bird
It's quite something to see the way the hawk is treated. The
parents are quite attentive. The eagle nestlings are keeping their
distance – they know it is something different. ~ Canadian ornithologist Kerry Finley

Within a few weeks, the eaglets had grown used to their
scrappy little nestmate.
The eaglets that he was raised with seem to have accepted
him as another sibling, and the parents seem to have adopted
him as their young. ~ David Bird

Ethology is the study of animal behavior, particularly patterns that occur in natural habitats. From an evolutionary
perspective, ethology covers individuals (evolutionary psychology) and groups (sociobiology).
How individuals relate to one another affects both personal and social dynamics. Consistent patterns in these behaviors characterize species sociality.


Human Mating Strategies



In all comparative analyses, humans always fall on the borderline between obligate monogamy and polygamy. While
males are more promiscuous than females overall, within-sex
variation of these variables is best described by 2 underlying
mixture models that slightly favours monogamy in females and
promiscuity in males. The presence of 2 phenotypes implies that
mating strategy might be under complex frequency-dependent
selection. ~ English psychologists Rafael Wlodarski & John
Manning, & English anthropologist Robin Dunbar

Men are generally more promiscuous than women. This
owes to males having greater reproductive success by their
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sowing seeds in multiple fields. Meanwhile, women do better
reproductively in taking care of their progeny. That withstanding, human mating strategies are more complicated
than that. Fidelity is not solely a womanly virtue. Many men
are reliable dads and many women sexually stray.
More generally, both sexes adopt distinct mating tactics.
From a population perspective, the ideal mating strategy for
either sex favors some diversity.
The extreme altricial nature of human offspring means
that the optimal population prospect would be for most men
to be good fathers. Women may not have more offspring
through extra pair-bonding, but the extracurricular activity
does produce greater genetic diversity.
One advantage to this comes in disease susceptibility. All
the eggs in one genetic basket means a greater chance of one's
progeny being wiped out by an infectious disease outbreak.
Better to hedge the bets.
Male cads outnumber dads by a ratio of 57:43. Females
with fidelity outnumber loose women by only 53:47. These
equilibria correspond with optimal results that might be obtained via game theory, which is the mathematical study of
strategic decision-making. At the population level, human
mating behaviors follow a coherent mathematical rule set.
This statistical coincidence of optimality is mysterious.


Parasitic Ants



Parasitism is the most common lifestyle on Earth. Parasites target hosts across the spectrum of life, from single cells
to individuals to societies. Hosts fend off assaults via constitutional defenses, physiological responses (immune systems),
and behaviors.
Colonies are especially attractive, as they contain rich resources by their high densities of hosts. Some social insects
evolved to parasitize other social insects.
Social parasites are especially common among ants,
where they appear in 3 categories: slavers, resident inquilines, and provisional inquilines. Permanent inquilines coexist with their host colony. Slave-making ants raid other
colonies to capture and enslave their brood.
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Temporary inquiline queens invade a host colony, kill its
queen, initiate egg-laying, and rely upon the brood care behaviors of host workers to succeed. Parasitic success spells
the loss of the host colony's reproductive output. Social parasite queens exhaust a colony after a generation – enough time
to produce parasitic prodigy which proliferate to other nests.
A provisional parasite queen needs to be able to enter the
host colony, be accepted by host workers, and ensure that the
host workers rear her offspring. The first line of defense is
detection of an intruding queen, either by looks, behaviors, or
chemical cues. Evolved camouflage and mimicry can defeat
the initial opportunity by hosts to avert a dire fate.
Once a parasite queen is established, targeting the alien
offspring is the only way a host colony may recover. The onus
falls upon host larvae, who can save the colony by eating the
eggs of the parasite queen.
Larvae participate in post-infection defence by selectively
removing parasite eggs, thus acting as a 2nd line of defence.
~ Finnish evolutionary zoologist Liselotte Sundström et al
Adult ants smell with their antennae, which larvae lack.
How larvae discriminate between the eggs of sisters and
those that pose to a threat to colony survival is not known,
but a critical element is precocious knowledge: innately understanding the situation and knowing what to do.


Parasitic Manipulation



From viruses on up, many parasites manipulate host behaviors to their whims. How these parasites adaptively
learned their Machiavellian tricks is empirically inexplicable.
Endoparasitic flukes induce ants to move up onto blades
of grass during the night and early morning. There the ants
rigidly attach themselves with their mandibles and are consumed during the day by grazing sheep, the fluke's final host.
Terrestrial insects parasitized by hairworms commit suicide by jumping into water, where the adult worms reproduce.
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 Caterpillar Bodyguards 
Braconid wasps lay their eggs in caterpillars. * The eggs
hatch and the parasitoid larvae feed on the body fluids of
their caterpillar host.
The caterpillar continues feeding, moving, and growing,
seemingly unfazed. Full grown parasitoid larvae emerge together through the host's skin and start pupating nearby.
The caterpillar is still alive but brainwashed. It stops
feeding and becomes a bodyguard: protecting the wasp pupae
against predators with violent head swings. Protect-andserve caterpillars expire soon after the parasitoids emerge
from their pupae as adults: fortuitous timing for the wasps.


Baldwin Effect



In 1896, American psychologist James Baldwin suggested
that learned behavior can affect evolution: a Lamarckian-like
effect that was long ignored. Only the discovery of epigenetics
in the late 20th century opened the door for the Baldwin effect to be taken seriously by most evolutionary biologists.
The development of lactose intolerance in human populations with a tradition of dairy farming is a commonly cited
example of the Baldwin effect.
Parenting exemplifies the Baldwin effect, which house
finches illustrate.

 House Finches 
The house finch is a small songbird,
once endemic to western North America,
ranging latitudinally from southern Oregon to Oaxaca, Mexico, and as far east as
southwest Wyoming. Then humans inadvertently decided the little birds deserved
a broader range.
In the 1850s, a small number of house finches from
coastal California were introduced to Oahu. By the turn of
*

The specific characters in this story are the braconid parasitoid
wasp Glyptapanteles sp. and Thyrinteina leucocerae caterpillars,
which are in the geometer moth family (Geometridae).
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the 20th century, house finches were abundant throughout
the Hawaiian Islands.
In the 1930s, to avoid prosecution for illegally selling
birds, pet store owners released ~100 house finches in New
York City. By 1995, they had spread across the eastern US
and southeastern Canada.
Meanwhile, during the 1940s–1950s, western house
finches expanded their range. In 2002, western and eastern
house finches met in Montana for the first time.
This geographical expansion was accompanied by rapid
divergence. In some instances, new populations differed in
various traits, such as sexual dimorphism, by up to 2 standard deviations from the mean in less than 10 generations.
This wide radiation can only be accounted for by female
mating selection and breeding success which reflects maternal care quality. Female mating preferences and mothering
behaviors brought forth the great diversity of house finches
during the 70 years that were the fastest dispersal of birds in
modern times.

 Inheritance & Evolution 
The chemical differences among various species and genera
of animals and plants are certainly as significant for the history
of their origins as the differences in form. ~ Ray Lankester in
1880

Physically, inheritance from one generation to the next
occurs in at least 3 ways: 1) genetically, 2) epigenetically, and
3) commensally (microbiotic transfer, from mother to offspring). While genetic transfer is the nominal inheritance
route, many traits are passed on epigenetically. Roundworms
inherit longevity without any genetic mutations that could
confer that capability.


Genetic Inheritance



Horizontal gene transfer (HGT), a dominant evolutionary process, at least in prokaryotes, appears to be a form of (quasi) Lamarckian inheritance. The rate of HGT and the nature of
acquired genes depend on the environment of the recipient or-
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ganism and, in some cases, the transferred genes confer a selective advantage for growth in that environment, meeting the Lamarckian criteria. ~ Russian-American biologist Eugene Koonin
& Russian-American cytologist & geneticist Yuri Wolf

Prokaryotes pick up stray genetic material via transformation (from the environment), horizontal gene transfer, and
transduction (viral gift-giving). By contrast, eukaryotes only
directly get foreign genes from viruses (transduction).
Eukaryotes do have their own genetic exchange, like the
"genetic friends with benefits" of prokaryotic conjugation: intracellular gene transfer from endosymbionts. Eukaryotes
arose from fusions of numerous viral and prokaryotic genomes.
The main difference of prokaryotes from eukaryotes is that
prokaryotic reproduction is independent of DNA acquisition
and recombination. Instead, DNA is obtained from fragmented
chromosomes obtained via parasexual means (that is, without
reproduction). These mechanisms of DNA exchange are not restricted to gene exchange within species, and therefore traits
can and do come from highly divergent organisms. ~ evolutionary microbiologists Thane Papke & Peter Gogarten

Genes fall into 2 functional classes: informational and operational. Each of these classes have their own evolutionary
lineages which are extremely intricate due to regular genetic
transfers between organisms.
Informational genes provide the data bank for transcription, translation, and other processes related to conveying genetic information. Operational genes are those involved in
cellular housekeeping, such as genes for biosyntheses of
amino acids, nucleotides, and lipids, genic regulation, and
maintaining cell envelopes.
The 2 gene classes have different inheritance paths. Eukaryotes got almost all of their informational genes from archaeal hyperthermophiles (methanogens), likely one of the
earliest life forms. Contrastingly, ~70% of the operational
genes of eukaryotes came from bacteria, the ubiquitous prokaryotes. ~40% of those operational genes are from Escherichia: anaerobic, rod-shaped bacteria that now reside in
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animals' guts. ~30% are from cyanobacteria, the original photosynthesizers that turned algae into plants.
It is not surprising that nuclear eukaryotic genes are derived
from multiple prokaryotic sources. But it is startling that eukaryotic informational genes and operational genes have arisen from
different types of prokaryotes.
The coherence of the informational lineage might reflect demanding functional constraints imposed on a tightly integrated
set of genes. In contrast, the malleability of the operational lineage might reflect a less demanding functional coupling.
~ American molecular biologist Maria Rivera et al
Complex cell structures result from a genetic stew by copious cooks. The microbiome in a eukaryotic organism take
up residence symbiotically and donate genetic bits. Further,
viral and bacterial infections also occasionally contribute genetically, albeit with less well-meaning intent.
For macrobes, evolution is invariably a process of coevolution. But then, so it is too for the community of microbes
that comprise a microbiome or colony.


Gene Flow 

Gene flow can evolve. ~ American botanist Norman
Ellstrand

Gene flow is the transfer of genes from one population to
another. Thanks to airborne pollen delivery, and from pollinators, gene flow is more frequent in plants than animals.
Plants exchange genes at considerable distances: hundreds
or thousands of meters. One fig tree was found to have its
paternal sire 85 km away.
Physical barriers impact gene flow, as can less tangible
hindrances. In animals, female sexual preferences are instrumental in limiting gene flow.
Plants seldom have such inhibitions. Generally, hybridization is less restrictive in plants than animals, as plants are
more flexible genetically and cognizant of what may be reproductively viable or not.
Gene flow acts as a cohesive force in uniting species.
While gene flow is biodiversity in reverse, it may also provide
adaptive opportunities that otherwise might be forgone.
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Horizontal gene flow is thus both a homogenizing and a diversifying force. It typically involves groups of organisms that
preferentially exchange genetic material. ~ Thane Papke & Peter Gogarten

Whereas proximity engenders gene flow, isolation dims
it. Fragmenting forests lessen the prospects for biodiversity
by segregating populations.
Genetic exchange groups appear to be the basis of many lineages observed in prokaryotes and are initiated or extinguished
by sharing a common spatiotemporal existence with other exchange groups. Many prokaryotes, including pathogens, soil,
and marine dwellers, use quorum sensing to regulate gene exchange. ~ Thane Papke & Peter Gogarten


Mutation



A mutation is a change in a gene sequence. The term
comes courtesy of Dutch botanist Hugo de Vries, who, unaware of Mendel's work, reiterated his discoveries.
In 1889 de Vries presented a variant of Darwin's 1868
pangenesis hypothesis. de Vries postulated that traits were
carried in particles he termed pangenes.
To de Vries, different characters had different hereditary
carriers. His mutations were plant varieties that suddenly
appeared: a product, he supposed, of altered pangenes.
20 years later, Danish botanist Wilhelm Johannsen mutated pangenes into genes. Johannsen's conceptualization
matched the modern notion of genes as carriers of heredity.
Johannsen broke with Darwin in suggesting the evolutionary suddenness of saltation, as contrasted to adamant
Darwinian gradualism.
In dropping the idea of epigenetics, which was rejected as
Lamarckian woolliness, Johannsen led geneticists into an
unrealistically simplistic direction that would hold for well
over a half century. The tidiness of Johannsen's gene concept
was compelling.
Genetics is illustrative of a conceptual hypothesis coming
well in advance of a supporting fact base: a long-standing
mental construct awaiting confirmation. Evidence that did
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not fit the preconception was considered auxiliary or ignored
altogether.
In this case, the concept of genes easily meshed with the
model of DNA from Watson & Crick. The fit was so easy that
there was no question by geneticists that the puzzle of heredity had been completely solved. This smugness held the discipline back for over half a century.

Several types of mutation exist, at variable ranges of impact: from a sole nucleotide to an entire chromosome. A point
mutation exchanges a single nucleotide for another. Insertions add 1 or more nucleotides. Deletions subtract. Translocations interchange genetic material. Inversions rearrange a
gene sequence.
There are numerous provocations that can cause a mutation: from an error or deviation in the complex process
whereby DNA is replicated, to mutagenic chemicals, radiation, or viruses. Stress drives evolution.
Proteins that regulate gene expression or DNA sequence
let changes occur. These alterations tend to be adaptively responsive. Such coherent teleology is both obvious and empirically inexplicable.
Internally invoked mutations are called spontaneous.
Induced mutations are caused by radiation or chemicals,
commonly toxins.
A mutation may have no effect, alter a gene's product,
prevent a gene from properly functioning, or render a gene
inoperable. In effect, mutations may be neutral (not affecting
fitness), harmful (decreasing fitness), or beneficial (improving fitness). Overtly non-damaging mutations are commonly
accepted by a cell.
Due to the damage that mutations may have, cells have
several DNA repair mechanisms which are able to proofread
and mend damaging deviations before they become permanent. If repair is not possible, organisms have techniques for
eliminating permanently mutated cells.
Mutations can be immediately adaptive. Somatic hypermutation is the mechanism by which an immune system
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learns to confront a new foreign element, commonly a pathogenic microbe.


Recombination



Genetic recombination occurs when a molecule of nucleic
acid is broken then joined to a different one. Recombination
may occur between similar (homologous) or dissimilar molecules, either DNA or RNA.
In homologous recombination (HR) nucleotide sequences
are exchanged between similar genes. HR is most widely
used by cells trying to repair ruptured DNA sequences after
the double-strand breaks.
Non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) repairs breaks
when no homologous copy exists. Non-homologous recombination helps immune cells in an adaptive immune system
rapidly diversify to recognize and adapt to new pathogens.
NHEJ may have evolved to allow bacteria to survive desiccation: being able to repair breaks without a template to gain a
soluble rebound.
Recombination is a common technique for both microbes
and eukaryotes for various purposes. During meiosis, in
which eukaryotes make gamete cells (e.g., sperm and egg
cells in animals), a dash of recombination puts some spice in
the genome potential for offspring. Chromosomal crossover –
exchange of genetic material between homologous chromosomes – is how offspring become a blend of parental genomes.
Transposable elements (TE) are a genetic wildcard: DNA
sequences able to self-transpose. These Tinkertoy genes may
decide to change relative position with a cell's genome. Such
mobile elements provide powerful pathways to genetic recombination and are mutagens of the highest order.
TEs are ubiquitous among prokaryotes and eukaryotes.
There are 2 classes of transposable element: transposons and
retrotransposons.
Retrotransposons (aka retroelements) are DNA genetic
amplifiers: mobile "copy and paste" elements via an RNA assist. The copy comes in 2 stages: 1) DNA to RNA by transcription; 2) from RNA back to DNA via reverse transcription. The
DNA copy is inserted into a different position in the genome.
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Large swaths of the genomes of eukaryotes are taken up
by retroelements. Retrotransposons are especially abundant
in plants: often comprising the principal component of nuclear DNA. 42% of the human genome are retroelements.
Retroviruses, such as HIV, do their business along the
retroelement road, hijacking host machinery for production.
The disorderly nature of genetic insertion by retroviruses can
activate oncogenes: errant DNA with the potential to cause
cancer.
Transposons are a "cut and paste" TEs, able to work their
magic without an RNA intermediate. Transposons are also
able to adopt external DNA sequences as their own.


Gene Conversion



Gene conversion is a recombination transfer between
DNA sequences. The converting gene is unaltered, but the
gene receiving the DNA transfer may well be mutated by the
process.
Gene conversion happens at high frequencies during meiotic division, but also occurs in somatic cells, notably immune
system cells. Gene conversion lies outside Mendelian inheritance.
Gene conversion tends to homogenize the DNA in the
gene pool of a species. A gene conversion takes 2 similar-butdifferent DNA because of sequence mismatches and yields 2
identical DNA sequences.
Gene conversion is a cohesive force linking DNA sequences within different organisms of a species. Over time,
absent other dynamics, gene conversion would yield a homogenous set of DNA.
Gene conversion is not random. Biased gene conversion
(BCG) – where a certain allele is favored – is quite common.
BCG can selectively accelerate evolution in certain genes, increasing the rate at which specific mutations spread through
a population. BCG is often strongest in genetic regions prone
to high recombination rates.
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Introns – self-splicing gene segments – are another avenue for altering the expression of genetic codes.
Proteins are a cell's workforce. Genes are merely templates for producing proteins and other bioproducts that
work in concert with proteins. Any mechanism that alters
protein operation has the potential to alter the genome via
feedback.
Inteins are self-splicing protein segments which can excise themselves from larger protein molecules and rejoin a
polypeptide chain (extein) via a peptide bond. In prokaryotes,
inteins are known to function as genome maintenance proteins.
Inteins have been called protein introns. Both introns and
inteins are agents in gene expression and regulation.

Directly altering DNA is merely the coarsest means to alter genetic expression. Epigenetics takes genetic engineering
to a whole new level of subtlety.


Epigenetic Inheritance



Evolution can occur through the epigenetic dimension of heredity even if nothing is happening in the genetic dimension.
~ Israeli geneticist Eva Jablonka & English evolutionary biologist Marion Lamb

The DNA double-helix presents a malleable script. A wide
variety of regulatory actions may adjust gene expression. Life
experiences are encoded epigenetically and may be passed on
to cell offspring, affecting an organism and its progeny without shifting DNA sequences.

 Vinegar Flies 
Adaptation to different environments may lead to reproductive isolation. ~ American evolutionary biologist Henry Chung
et al
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The vinegar fly Drosophila serrata speciated from Drosophila birchii via epigenetic regulation of a single gene that
affects both mating preference and desiccation resistance.
Cuticular hydrocarbons (CHCs) have various functions in
insects, including communication. One class of CHC – methyl-branched CHC (mbCHC) – protects an insect from desiccation by sealing its cuticle.
D. birchii is a niche specialist that lives in the rainforests
of Australia and Melanesia. Owing to a low mbCHC level, D.
birchii is extremely sensitive to dryness.
In contrast, the generalist D. serrata is found on the
fringes of the rainforest on the east coast of Australia. It is
relatively desiccation-resistant, thanks to generous manufacture of mbCHCs.
The 2 vinegar flies do not interbreed. mbCHC level is a
factor in mating success for male D. serrata, as females won't
mate with a fly that has low mbCHC.
The gene that controls mbCHC production is regulated by
RNA interference (RNAi), which mediates mbCHC level. By
contributing to both mating success and desiccation resistance, mbCHC level constitutes a dual trait.

 Cells 
Cells adapt to changes in their environment by regulating the
expression of multiple genes. Adaptation to changing conditions involves a global reorganization of the gene expression
process. ~ molecular biologists Guilhem Chalancon, Kai Kruse,
& Madan Babu

The material artifacts of inheritance and adaptation
manifest at the cellular level in a constant process of integrating information. Micromanagers to the hilt, cells adjust
their functioning based upon instant needs, immediate conditions, and current supplies.

 Evolution Eternal 
There doesn't seem to be any end in sight. ~ American
evolutionary biologist Richard Lenski on the perpetuation of
evolution
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Evolution is a restless dynamic, even in an unchanging
environment. There always seems to be opportunity for creative adaptation.
American evolutionary biologist Richard Lenski stored E.
coli bacteria in 4,000 vials of various sugary solutions. After
25 years and 58,000 generations (6.6 per day), still stuck in
the simplest habitat, Lenski's bacteria were still evolving.
The bacteria's fitness improved rapidly early on; later
slowing, but still going. Different colonies took distinct evolutionary paths.
In a single flask 2 different colony types evolved: one with
small populations and relatively small cells, while another
went for large cells in large populations. Domination of one
type was expected. Instead, interactions between the different colony types created an ecosystem which allowed both to
be viable: a win for pluck in negotiation.
Lenski put the bacteria on different media. One colony
was running out of glucose, so it evolved to getting its energy
from the citrate in the medium, allowing a much greater population density. Citrate is a citric acid derivative.
The citrate-consuming bacteria adapted by employing numerous genetic transformations. In the process, they speciated, as one of E. coli's defining characteristics is not being
able to use citrate as an energy source in the presence of oxygen.

The generic operations that living cells have been shown to
carry out on their genomic molecules indicate that any rearrangement is possible as long as the product is compatible with
the basic rules of DNA structure. ~ American molecular biologist James Shapiro

Practically every cell is equipped with the biochemical
tools to edit genes. Cell division presents a ripe opportunity
for natural genetic engineering: adaptive genomic restructuring to transform cell functioning to a new normal.
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 Ciliate Protozoa 
Paramecia are typical ciliate protozoa. These singlecelled eukaryotes are widespread in freshwater, and fond of
forming scums. Brackish and saltwater paramecia also exist.
Many ciliates stay grounded by living in soil. Others toil
as symbionts in the guts of their host, from termites to ungulates, digesting cellulose.
Cilia are tiny hair-like protuberances on the external
membrane that cells use to move or sense their environment.
Paramecia propel themselves by waving their cilia in coordinated unison.
Ciliates can be as large as 2 mm. They are among the
most complex protozoans.
Ciliates are conspicuous for their odd genome arrangement. Each cell of a ciliate protozoan has 2 nuclei: a micronucleus and a macronucleus. The small micronucleus carries
the germline chromosomes but is transcriptionally silent.*
The larger macronucleus is the working genome. Transcriptionally active, the macronucleus produces the functional
RNAs for cell growth and living.
When stressed (e.g., starved), ciliates can respond by constructing a germline genome for their offspring with a radically different organization. This creative construction is an
adaptive response to changed conditions.
 DNA Mavens 

It's one of Nature's early attempts to become more complex
despite staying small in the sense of being unicellular. ~ American evolutionary biologist Laura Landweber

Oxytricha trifallax is a pond-dwelling ciliate: a single cell
roughly 10 times the size of a typical human cell. Extensively
studied, O. trifallax is typical of its genus.
Oxytricha has mastery of its genome: employing some of
the same biological mechanisms that normally protect chromosomes from falling apart to construct the contents of the
germline nucleus that it bequeaths its offspring. Oxytricha

*

Germline is the gene set employed for reproducing offspring.
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does this by intelligently sorting through ~225,000 DNA sequences.
Oxytricha's working macronucleus is also unusually complex. Whereas humans have only 46 chromosomes, Oxytricha
have 16,000.
Oxytricha has sex solely to exchange DNA, not to reproduce. Oxytricha spawn daughters asexually.
Oxytricha don't bother mating if well fed. But if stressed
and feeling the need for genetic diversity, Oxytricha seek sex.
2 Oxytricha fuse and share genetic information while
mating. The object is for each cell to replace aging genes with
lively DNA from its partner. This sexual encounter takes
about 2 days.
It really is like it's running an algorithm, and it's a cellular
computer. ~ Laura Landweber
Together, mating Oxytricha construct new working nuclei
with a selectively fresh set of chromosomes. This both diversifies their genetic material and rejuvenates them.
They stop aging by trading in their old parts. ~ Laura Landweber

Rapid, massive genomic restructuring is not only possible, it is an everyday occurrence, even in somatic cells. This
is feasible because the natural genetic engineering toolkit –
the total set of tools that every cell has to restructure its genome – is enormous.
When a mammal cell divides, 30,000–50,000 DNA decisions must be made. Selecting the genes for cell replication
involves many choices. Genic expression in multicellular organisms must account for cell identity, different conditions of
growth, and DNA damage. Flexibility cannot be accommodated by simply following DNA scripts.
Natural genetic engineering is needed for cells to restructure their genome to ensure survival and reproduction. To allow appropriate decision-making, epigenetic mechanisms
may control replication origins, affecting chromosomal dynamics and gene expression.
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Chloroplasts and mitochondria are not identical in all eukaryotes. Major genomic restructuring was repeatedly undertaken to adaptive advantage.
Plants tend to carry considerably more genes in their mitochondria than animals, though their coding capacity is not
known to be greater.
The genome is an expansive library for living. A variety
of means evolved to edit genic scripts and regulate gene expression.
DNA-binding proteins format DNA for many interactions, not just replication. These proteins and their relations
operate cooperatively, and often in a combinatorial manner.
Proteins make informed decisions: behaving differently depending upon communications with various molecules, including other proteins. That cells actively repair DNA
damage demonstrates that the genetic code is not a script
blindly followed, and that cells understand how DNA works.


Microbes



Bacterial genomes are highly dynamic in both size and composition. The extensive variation in gene repertoires that characterizes prokaryotic genomes can be caused by genome
expansion via horizontal gene transfer and gene duplication or,
alternatively, contraction due to gene loss. ~ German microbiologists Glen D'Souza & Christian Kost

Bacteria can be genic packrats: soaking up genetic material from the environment, including long-dead organisms.
DNA bits are only added if they may be of potential use.
Bacteria shed genetic material they feel they no longer
need. For example, in the instance of living in an environment rich in a certain nutrient previously biosynthesized, a
bacterium may discard the ability to fabricate the essential
metabolite. Such economic gene shedding is how bacteria become dependent upon their situation.
Nutrient-containing environments drive the loss of biosynthetic genes from bacterial genomes and facilitate the establishment of metabolic cross-feeding interactions among bacteria.
~ Glen D'Souza & Christian Kost
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Besides genic scavenging, bacteria swap genes among
themselves. Many bacteria shed and uptake plasmids, which
are independent DNA molecules. These transfers enable bacteria to quickly evolve so as evade destruction by antibiotics
and toxic compounds, sometimes by alchemic genes that can
transform mercury or other heavy metals into less noxious
forms.
Prokaryotes come by 88% to 98% of new DNA through
pickup, particularly horizontal gene transfer (HGT), which
lets microbes acquire preexisting adaptations from other microbes: ready-made evolution. This is one reason bacteria can
acquire antibiotic resistance so quickly. Another is that
highly resistant bacteria try to shelter less resilient members
of the population to preserve their society.
Self-evaluative genetic modification is the dominant force
in microbial evolution. Bacteria populations intelligently
adapt via HGT.
Microbial gene pickup played a key role in the evolution
of more complex life forms. It continues.
Horizontal gene transfer is rampant, and occurs among
distantly related organisms: viruses, bacteria, fungi, plants,
and animals. The microbiome within complex eukaryotes is
a largely invisible driver of host adaptation by way of selective genic exchange.


Microbiomes 

Over evolutionary time many infectious bacteria have decided to join rather than keep on fighting. Via genetic pickup
and adaptation, they learned new skills that allowed them to
contribute to a host rather than harm it. In the process, bacteria inactivate and then eliminate genes that no longer
serve them.
Obligate host-associated bacteria often have reduced genome
sizes in comparison to related bacteria that are known to engage
in free-living or opportunistic lifestyles. ~ American biologist
Adam Clayton et al
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For energetic efficiency emergent endosymbionts streamline their gene inventory to one compatible with their new
lifestyle. Their pathogenic past is shed, but their knowledge
of how to evade host immune system destruction is retained
until a truce is obtained. How this perceptive shift is achieved
is not known.
For their hosts, commensal microbes provide adaptation
opportunities, though mutually beneficial relationships take
time to develop. Plants have been most successful in cultivating partnerships with other organisms, both microbial and
macrobial.
Many herbivorous insects harbor microbial symbionts
that provide essential nutrients and that help protect against
parasites and predators by priming the immune system.
Gut bacteria may allow a host to expand its range of edible vegetation: detoxifying plant metabolites and manipulating plant defense responses to render them ineffective.
Western corn rootworms' gut flora suppress defensive
gene expression in maize roots, allowing their host to feast.
Colorado potato beetle larvae chew potato and tomato plant
leaves thanks to bacterial symbionts that defuse plant
defenses.
The microbiome can affect speciation. Microbes reduce
the viability of animal hybrids, even of those otherwise
closely related. This arises from self-interest. The microbiome seeks an accommodating environment for itself. It rejects an uncomfortable habitat.
Hybrids can create irregularities that microbes find intolerable. This is especially true for gut bacteria, which are very
community oriented. Gut flora incompatibility causes lethality in certain interspecific hybrids. Hence, the microbiome
vectors host evolution by genetic contribution and by veto.
Internal environmental pressures can be as significant as
those in the external environment. The envirotype is both
within and without.
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Pathogens 

The pathogenesis of infection is a continuously evolving
battle between the host and the infecting microbe. ~ American
physician Marcia Goldberg et al

Pathogens present a constant adaptive pressure (as well
as facing it themselves). Germs have been a primary driver
of human evolution, more so than diet or climate conditions,
precisely because survival is instantly at stake; and the tools
are found within, as pathogens leave genetic material that
provides an investigative basis for intelligent adaptation.
Adaptation includes going about business at different
paces. This involves distinct subpopulations of invading cells
employing their own alleles to set their rate of development.
How this is accomplished is not known, but pathogenic bacteria employ this approach to evade host defense systems.
Plants and animals have self-produced antibiotics and
immune systems to fight off pathogens. Invading bacteria
evolved a 2-pronged strategy to deal with these destructive
powers. 1st, multiply fast. One bacterium can become millions within hours. Overwhelming numbers may prevail. The
2nd stratagem is a fail-safe: lay low.
Antibiotics kill rapidly populating bacteria. Immune system macrophages gobble up marauders and apply microbiocidal remedy.
For pathogens to survive, the solution is to slow down.
This confers antibiotic resistance simply by not taking the
bait. If digested by a macrophage, a sluggish bacterium
simply has to wait out its imprisonment before being pronounced dead and disgorged. Free at last, the little germ can
go about its business of mayhem.
Salmonella take this 2-track approach to cause gastric
distress and other ailments in vertebrates. While the majority go gangbusters, a few leisurely reproduce and bide their
time.
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Viral Infection 

The conflict between cellular and viral organisms has been
the major engine of biological evolution. ~ French molecular
biologist Patrick Forterre

A primary driver of evolution has been the eternal pestilence of cells everywhere: viruses. Virus success in surviving,
replicating, and spreading depends upon productive interaction with many cell components. These host dependency factors are proteins that a cell requires for normal functioning
but are hijacked by a virus to suit its needs.
Another class of cellular components which interact with
viruses are restriction factors: cell proteins which play no obvious role in normal functioning, but seemingly exist solely
to interfere with a virus' life cycle. Many restriction factor
proteins are encoded by genes whose expression is induced
by interferons: proteins produced in response to the presence
of abnormalities, including viruses, bacteria, and tumors.
All life must survive their corresponding viruses. Thus, antiviral systems are essential in all living organisms. ~ American
virologist Luis Villarreal
Detecting a virus results in a cascade of genetically
scripted responses. First comes interferon manufacture, followed by unleashing restriction factors.
All viruses recognize their cellular hosts by binding to
specific molecules on the cell's surface, typically a specific glycoprotein. This binding site is called a receptor by virologists;
a term off-putting to biologists, as a cell plays no active role
in inviting infection by sporting viral reception sites.
To a virus, the receptor provides an appropriate attachment point as well as telling the virus that it has come to the
right place to invade the cell membrane and initiate its enterprise. The virus-binding region of a receptor is often unrelated to the receptor's normal function. Generally, surface
receptors act as an interface for cellular operations, including
intercellular communication.
Virus evolves a mechanism to persist, cells evolve a way to
defeat that mechanism, virus evolves a way to defeat what the
cell just evolved. ~ American virologist Rob Kalejta
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Cells evolve resistance to viral infection by altering amino
acids in the binding site without disturbing the part of the
receptor critical to proper functioning. This highly specific
molecular tweaking comes via intelligent genetic adaptation:
either epigenetically or by altering DNA coding sequences as
necessary.
The genes that script the production of proteins involved
in normal functions resist mutations by removing errors in
DNA replication. In contrast, genes encoding restriction factors rapidly adapt. They must, as viruses are constantly
evolving to evade restriction factors.
Viruses quickly adapt to changes in their binding sites.
Some, such as HIV, figure out how to inactivate restriction
factors. This creates an intense cycle of competitive coevolution at the molecular level between a virus and its host cell.
In contrast to the sometimes rapidly revolving adaptations in restriction factors, host dependency factors seldom
change. That is because viruses and cells employ host dependency factors in the same way, for the same functionality.
A cell relies upon host dependency factors for its own operations. It cannot afford to alter these important proteins to
thwart viruses. Hence, the genes of host dependency factors
are conserved.
Spiraling virus and host cell coevolution adds to the virus'
knowledge base, yielding greater flexibility in recognizing receptors. This invaluable education can graduate a virus to
the next level: learning how to hop from one species to another.


Evolvability



Evolvable organisms naturally separate themselves from less
evolvable organisms simply by becoming increasingly diverse.
Evolvable species accumulate over time. Evolvability is inevitable. ~ American computer scientist Kenneth Stanley

Evolution often involves augmenting the capacity to
evolve by creating variation genes which may become useful
later. Evolvability is especially critical to pathogens in their
race to stay one step ahead of their hosts: by having a ready
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reserve of possibilities to apply depending upon what barrier
to entry is encountered.
The bacterium Borrelia burgdorferi – using ticks as
transport – causes Lyme disease in mammals. The Lyme bacterium has a single protein essential to establishing a longterm infection. B. burgdorferi keeps in its genome – left unexpressed unless needed – an assortment of genes to alter the
expressed protein to overcome a host's immune defenses.
Adaptive evolvability includes pre-adaptations: innovative by-products of adaptation that may later become employed as needed. Crystallin, which is the transparent lightrefracting protein in the cornea and lens of vertebrate eyes,
originated as an enzyme. Proto-feathers arose in dinosaurs
for mating display, and perhaps insulation, long before birds
took them under their wing to fly.
Pre-adaptations exceed adaptations several-fold. ~ Austrian
evolutionary biologist Andreas Wagner
A primary driver of adaptation is being able to take advantage of new energy sources. Metabolism exemplifies the
need for evolvability.


Metabolism 

Metabolism is one of the most complex biological tasks.
The metabolic genotype of an organism encodes a reaction
network with hundreds of enzyme-catalyzed chemical reactions needed to consume a food source, even one as simple as
a sugar.
A fundamental task in metabolism is to synthesize biomass precursor molecules from a food source as a prelude to
digestion. A metabolic network is considered viable if it can
synthesize all the precursor molecules it needs from its food.
There are over 5,000 biochemical reactions related to
breaking down molecules for food. Any one organism employs
only a small fraction of these possibilities to eat. For macrobes, many necessary reactions are performed by gut microbes in concert with host catabolic activity.
Becoming viable on a new food source allows an organism
to thrive in the instance that its previous diet becomes less
available. This ability often originates as a pre-adaptation.
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The forgoing examples illustrate how the genome acts as
a toolkit that is intelligently and creatively employed. Evolvability is itself an integral aspect of adaptation. Pre-adaptation is a key mechanism for evolvability.


Adaptation in Disguise



A trait that's maladaptive in one environment can be adaptive
in another. ~ American marine molecular biologist William
Detrich

Adaptation may be disguised in a broader context not
readily recognized. Human resistance to malaria, prevalent
in sub-Saharan Africa, has been a dual-track genetic adaptation: immune system modifications and alterations in human
red blood cells (erythrocytes) that hinder the ability of the
malaria parasite to invade and replicate there.
The altered erythrocytes may polymerize into a sickle
shape when deoxygenated. The cell's hemoglobin – the protein, iron-bound transport for oxygen and other gases – stops
working properly.
The upshot of sickle-cell anemia is a shortened life span,
to an average of 42 years in males and 48 in females. That is
a better fate than succumbing to malaria in childhood.
Like blood type, eye color, and other traits, sickle-cell is
passed down genetically. Out of context, it appears maladaptive. In context, it may be lifesaving.

 Hemoglobin 
The protein hemoglobin tells a tale of adaptive evolution.
Hemoglobin and hemoglobin-like proteins are found in bacteria, fungi, plants, and invertebrates, as well as all vertebrates.
One reason is that hemoglobin is a model of flexibility.
The protein can work in multiple conformations. Each shape
offers slightly different functionality. Hemoglobin adapted to
meet the needs of its many customers. A plant variant of the
molecule, leghemoglobin, carries nitrogen and scavenges oxygen, which is a poison to anaerobic systems.
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The ancestral globin gene duplicated itself and diverged
in sequence some 450 MYA in fish. Such genome duplication
yielded core conservation while affording adaptation. Legumes created a symbiotic relationship with nitrogen-fixing
bacteria via the same trick.
For fetal use several animals independently evolved a
2nd hemoglobin type – a genetic variant of the 1st – with a
modified amino acid sequence. Fetal hemoglobin can rob oxygen from maternal circulation, thus improving healthy
growth prospects for the little one.
The bar-headed goose flies over the Himalayan mountains at 9,200 meters, an altitude with 29% of the oxygen
available at sea level. A single amino acid alteration lets the
goose make better use of available oxygen compared to its
lowland relative.

Conceptually similar to the hemoglobin adaptation of barheaded geese, octopi adapt to frigid water by a simple genetic
expression tweak that speeds neuron processing which otherwise slows from the chill.
Organisms that sexually reproduce are granted the great
advantage of genetic shuffle during meiosis. But even mitotic
haploids manage to coherently adapt.


Haploid Adaptation



Transported and delivered by mosquitos, the protozoan
parasite Plasmodium falcipanum causes malaria in humans.
Numerous antimalarial medications have been tried.
Quinine was the first, beginning in the 17th century.
Invariably the parasite evolves resistance to these drugs.
This is peculiar because Plasmodium are haploid. Lacking
meiosis, each generation is ostensibly a clone of its parent.
But adaptation still occurs.
One treatment tested against Plasmodium involved inhibiting the enzyme required for biosynthesis of nucleic acids
and a precursor, pyrimidine. (The nucleobases for cytosine,
thymine, and uracil are pyrimidine derivatives.) Plasmodium developed resistance, but not by point mutation, where
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a new base nucleotide is substituted for the old. Instead, multiple copies of the gene for making the specific enzyme appeared, allowing production of the requisite enzyme. This
was a pre-adaptation aimed at contingency flexibility.
The genic copies were constructed during mitosis by rearranging scattered RNA segments. Further, the number of
copies made go up or down depending on drug pressure.
Adaptive resistance by Plasmodium is specific and based
upon risk assessment.

 Adaptation 
Adaptive evolution affects all species. ~ American evolutionary geneticist David Gresham
Repeated evolution can occur by reusing the same genetic
mechanisms over and over again. ~ American evolutionary biologist Erica Bree Rosenblum

Evolution is commonly adaptive to environmental circumstance. Adaptation is initiative in reaction – a positive
process for survival.
Adaptive radiation – the rapid evolution of ecological and
phenotypic diversity within a clade – accounts for much of life's
diversity. ~ American evolutionary biologists Christopher Martin & Peter Wainwright
The evolutionary process is really fluid. ~ American paleoanthropologist Richard Potts
Organisms evolve for an array of reasons: to better exploit
resources, to improve breeding odds, to optimize efficiency, or
to overcome an onslaught otherwise from predation or poison.
The desire to live drives evolution.
Biological evolution is an economic process in which the entities of life – all organizational units from genes to species –
change through time according to the circumstances in which
they live and which they helped to create. It is a process governed by opportunities, challenges, and limitations. Feedbacks
between life and its environment effect evolution. ~ Geerat
Vermeij
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Perception



Biological information processing should seek to maximize
performance subject to constraints on information processing
capacity. ~ American cognitive scientist Chris Sims

Perception is the fundamental mechanism of the mind to
function in the world. The process begins with sensation: the
collation of sensory stimuli. Perception starts by turning sensations into symbolic representations. These symbols are
then identified using memory and categorization: generalizing specific symbols into classes via hierarchical patternmatching. The hierarchy of classification is based upon priority of utility: which categories are most useful, based upon
knowledge which may be inborn or learned.
Perception concludes by deriving the meaning of the identified symbols, especially with regard to affinity or avoidance.
What to eat, and what not to get eaten by, are illustrative.
Learning involves reprioritizing and creating new categorizations, as well as modifying and creating new linkages between concepts, which are essentially codified categories.
Learning applies to the conceptual constructs derived
from perception which evolve into "purer" abstractions that
are only remotely related to actuality – sometimes so distantly so that the connection is obscured. Learning is the evolution of a mind.
The greatest risk of perception is misidentification: to
mistake what is for what is not and vice versa. Confusion is
commonly generated during the generalization stage, while
categorizing.
Perceptual generalization in any efficient communication system will necessarily follow an exponential function of the cost
of perceptual error. ~ Chris Sims
The information channels of sensation are limited by type
and quality. Certain organisms can see, but not very well.
They compensate by having a keener sense of chemistry (e.g.,
olfaction), touch, or audition. Many sensations are a confluence of sensory inputs.
Altogether, adaptation drives at perception capabilities
which best suit the environment in which an organism lives,
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with the minimal overall sensory distortion that permits
workable perceptual acuity.
Sensory systems adapt to suit the lifestyle or environmental
niche of an animal through discrete molecular and biophysical
modifications. ~ David Julius et al
Sensory adaptation is reflected in static and dynamic characteristics of sensory performance. Viewed statically, sensory systems are highly selective: their sensitivity varies across stimuli
as if they favor certain stimuli over others. Dynamically, stimulus selectivity varies across time; it is modified when the environment changes. ~ American vision scientist Sergei Gepshtein
Regarding sensation, the parameters of evolution are constrained by physics, biochemistry, economies of biological
production, and fitness within the phyla (body plan). That
withstanding, to think just in terms of physical senses underscopes the issue of perceptual adaptation.
The mind compensates for deficiencies in sensation via a
variety of heuristics, including reliance on knowledge as a
basis for probabilistic assessment. Sensation and perception
both involve learning, most markedly during early development.
Whereas biological structures and behaviors are all that
may be observed, the real work of perception is done in the
mind, and so is as much a focus for adaptation as biomechanics.

 Sea Snakes 
Sea snakes are found in warm coastal waters from the
Indian Ocean to the Pacific. Many species inhabit coral reefs.
All sea snakes have paddle-like tails which aid propulsion.
While venomous, having a long body means that their tail
might be mistaken for food by a hungry fish when only that
portion can be seen, such as when a snake is moving through
a cluttered reef. To compensate, some sea snakes evolved
light sensors in their tails. This gives them some sense of exposure as to how visible their tails may be.
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For the littlest ones, evolution is a matter of self-selection.
Microbes carve their own evolutionary path: deciding how to
adapt themselves to environmental conditions via self-induced genetic modifications. Horizontal gene transfer often
facilitates the process.
For macrobes, adaptation often appears via bodily change
(phenotypically). But physical changes may be the tip of the
iceberg to functional transformations, including behaviors.
Predation has long been recognized as a key ecological
factor for adaptive responses in morphology, behavior, and
alterations in life-history variables. But predation risk also
drives the evolution of social complexity. Under threat of predation groups become more cohesive. Organisms stay together to minimize risk. Proximity evolves social interaction
regimes. If membership in a group becomes a precondition
for survival, predation adaptively affects mating and breeding regimes as well as everyday life.
The significance of predation for the evolution of social complexity can be well illustrated by behavioral and morphological
adaptations of highly social animals showing division of labor,
such as eusocial insects and cooperatively breeding fishes. Predation risk has the greatest explanatory power of social complexity. ~ Dutch evolutionary biologist Frank Groenewoud
Adaptation ultimately involves alterations in the genetic
fabric. But adaptation is not necessarily confined to being
within an organism. Solutions may involve environmental
transformations (envirotype). Organisms and their ecology
are entangled.
Organisms are constructed in development, not simply "programmed" to develop by genes. Living things do not evolve to
fit into preexisting environments, but co-construct and coevolve
with their environments, in the process changing the structure
of ecosystems. ~ Kevin Laland et al

Evolution plays an important role in range spread. ~ American environmental biologist Christopher Weiss-Lehman

Dispersal and speciation have long been considered interrelated, yet range extension of a population has long been
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thought merely a matter of demographic metrics, such as dispersal inclinations and rates of birth and mortality. Extending the range of a population commonly involves adaptive
evolution when habitat conditions differ from those where
the core of the population live. Environmental pressures at a
population's edges stimulate adaptation which may eventuate into speciation.

 Tropical Rainforest Spiders 
Preferring lives of solitude, spiders rarely live in groups.
But if conditions warrant, spiders do what it takes.
In the mountain highlands of Ecuador, cobweb spider
families stay together to help each other raise offspring.
Though not especially hospitable, highland conditions are
milder than in the tropical rainforests which lie below. There,
strong rains and powerful ant predators make life for solitary
spiders untenable. Even small groups are easily overwhelmed. So, cobweb spiders in the rainforest form large colonies. A single colony may comprise tens of thousands of
spiders which cover an entire tree canopy in a giant web: the
power of cooperation.
The spiders make dense webs that require a lot of silk. When
the webs get damaged by strong rains or colonies are attacked
by predators, some spiders can protect their offspring while others go and make the repairs. ~ Ecuadoran evolutionary biologist Leticia Avilés
Ecuadoran spiders are not the only ones to come together
when living otherwise is unwise. Social living among spiders
has arisen independently many times.


(Not) Freezing



Physiological processes require liquid water. Freezing the
water inside cells spells certain death unless you happen to
be a well-fed Panagrolaimus davidi worm, in which case you
just feel a bit stiff.
Despite the peril of being on the icy edge of death, many
organisms live at temperatures below the equilibrium freezing point of their body fluids. To do so necessitates specific
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adaptations which vary among species, though many antifreeze solutions involve protein agents: those wily macromolecules who know how to keep the plumbing working.
The precise physiological challenge of not freezing differs
between marine and terrestrial environments. Life in the sea
is more thermally stable than on land, owing to the much
greater specific heat capacity of water compared to air. If it's
cold in the water, it's likely to stay that way for some time.
Thermal shocks are a greater hazard on land.
Life evolved in the sea, so most organisms have a body
fluid similar to seawater in osmotic strength. Hence, for most
marine organisms, freezing is a relative problem: if the sea
remains fluid, so do they.
Teleosts arose during the Triassic. These ray-finned fish
make up 96% of all living fish, with abundant diversity:
26,840 extant species. Teleost's great advantage is their jaws,
which may protrude from their mouths, enabling them to
grab prey and draw it in.
Teleosts are unusual in having thin blood: roughly half
the osmotic strength of seawater. This dilute blood likely reflects an early evolutionary phase in fresh water, when thinner blood would have reduced osmoregulatory costs. It means
that teleosts in polar waters are living with blood that would
easily freeze without some serious compensatory devices.
Polar teleosts avoid freezing via a suite of anatomical,
physiological, and chemical adaptations. One of them is an
antifreeze protein (AFP). P. davidi also avoid catching a lethal cold via an AFP.
AFPs inhibit ice crystal formation and are effective in minute concentrations. Antifreeze proteins bind to specific faces
of growing ice nuclei, preventing them from reaching sufficient size to achieve thermodynamic stability, and thereby
inoculate bulk freezing. The proteins thermally assess cold
spots and so can efficiently prevent freezing.
Icefish (notothenioids) live off the coast of Antarctica.
They evolved AFPs once, when first adapting to the freezing
waters, with a genetic recipe that is uniquely efficient in
manufacturing antifreeze proteins. These fish also have aglomerular kidneys which prevent losing AFPs in their urine.
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Representing a major evolutionary radiation, icefish are
the dominant teleost on the continental shelf of Antarctica.
Later-evolved notothenioids which live in warmer waters to
the north of Antarctica have the AFP-generation gene, but do
not express it, as the protection is superfluous.
Antarctic fish are ever in frigid waters, and therefore
need antifreeze throughout their lives. In contrast, many fish
on the fringes of the Artic basin only face freezing in winter.
Many of these fish synthesize their AFPs seasonally.
Arctic fish employ a different AFP than Antarctic ones,
with exception. Codfish created on their own AFP, selfsame
as icefish, illustrating convergent evolution for not freezing
to death in frigid waters.
The thermal environment on land is more volatile than in
the sea, and the evolutionary responses have been correspondingly complex. Some land animals employ antifreeze
proteins. Certain insects, frogs, turtles, and at least 1 snake
can tolerate extracellular water freezing. Water in the cells
remains fluid, and metabolism continues, albeit at a low
level. A minority of these creatures actually induce extracellular freezing via ice-nucleating proteins as a form of virtual
hibernation. Meantime, AFPs are employed within cells to
prevent recrystallization, averting tissue damage from ice
crystals growing while the animal is frozen.
Some insect protein antifreezes have been found to be
many times more effective than fish AFPs. Such efficacy is
needed to survive the wider range and rapidity of frigidity to
which these insects are subjected.
Many arthropods exposed to extreme cold also produce
various cryoprotectants sufficient to significantly drop the
freezing point of their cells. Some species employ just 1 compound, while others use a complex chemical suite which both
protects and minimizes cellular injury. Especially prominent
in damage control is the use of trehalose, a double-glucose
sugar which helps maintain membrane integrity during desiccation (anhydrobiosis).
Cellular dehydration is a significant problem for organisms whose extracellular fluids freeze, as the increased osmolarity of the residual unfrozen water is high, pulling water
from the cell. Many unicellular beings residing in super-salty
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homesteads or able to hold up under drought are often incidentally able to withstand freezing. Maintaining cell membrane integrity plays a resounding role in such resistance.
There appear to be significant physiological parallels and
evolutionary convergences between drought and freezing tolerances, involving stress (chaperone) proteins and similar osmolytes (compounds affecting osmosis).
Whereas land animals are motile and may migrate to locales that lessen environmental stresses, plants are sessile,
and must withstand whatever challenges the weather delivers. Using a variety of ice-nucleating agents, plants typically
initiate freezing in xylem and extracellular fluids as a way to
raise the odds of cell survival. Besides the potential insulating effect of an ice shell, extracellular freezing withdraws water from cells. So, fighting freezing to death involves similar
responses to dealing with drought.
Besides their extensive precocious knowledge, plants
learn the best ways to survive water shortages. For many
plants, aridity is a common problem, whereas life-threatening cold is less frequent. Being able to apply honed skills to
an infrequent hazard improves the probability that a plant
can manage to survive.


Islands



Isolation plays games. ~ Richard Potts

Adaptation is always ecological, and opportunistic toward
probable survival. Life-history variables shift with envirotype.
Islands spark accelerated evolution. ~ American scientist
Lisa Gross
Islands represent unique challenges to both plants and
animals. Evolutionary responses have been various, with
some underlying consistencies. Once such constant is that island species evolve faster than mainland species, especially
during the early generations, which are finding their best fit
to island isolation.
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Islands have produced both radiation and a strong degree of
convergent evolution. ~ English paleontologists Adrian Lister
& Peter Rawson


Animals 

Living large can become advantageous for an islandbound animal. Predators drop away as prey gain girth.
As we have already seen, island birds repeatedly supersized. Not being able to fly away became increasingly insignificant as predatory attack became more remote.
Already-large monitor lizards turned into Komodo dragons on Indonesian islands. But then, today's Komodo dragons
are a serious step down from earlier, extinct Australian relatives.
Conversely, shrinking to reduce nutrient requirements is
an equally viable strategy. While rats on the island of Flores
grew to a meter to establish dominance, elephants shrank to
the size of large hogs on the 2 separate occasions they made
their way to Flores. A hominid isolated on Flores became a
pygmy, as did humans that arrived there within the past
50,000 years.
Flores the only example in the world where insular dwarfism
has arisen twice in hominins. ~ American evolutionary biologist Joshua Akey
Settling in on Madagascar, cockroaches grew to 6 cm or
more and started hissing to scare off potential troublemakers. Meanwhile, hippos on Madagascar became pygmies. This
was not the only instance of hippos shrinking. Finding their
way to Cyprus, hippos dwindled to the size of sea lions.
Timing matters. A rattlesnake that made its way to an
island in Baja California grew into a giant. The rattlesnakes
that followed got a case of adaptive intimidation: shrinking
rather than face well-established stiff competition.
Islands often inspire animals to try something different.
Small ones enlarge while big ones shrink. Whereas rodents
tend to gigantism, carnivores, artiodactyls (even-toed ungulates), and rabbits deign to dwarf.
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Food resources and the ability to self-limit population size
determine the evolutionary vector on an island. In the interest of self-preservation, rodents can prudently control their
population numbers in absence of predators; but hippos,
deer, and other artiodactyls cannot. Early island generations
may at first upsize from the new-found abundance, then be
forced to shrink as food becomes scarcer.
Lizards typically dine on various animal fare. The Balkan
green lizards that inhabit islands in the Greek archipelago
found meat running scarce, so they are adapting to eating
greens: their digestive tracts are lengthening, and they are
developing pouches (cecal valves) to harbor gut microbes that
feast on floral food. Such changes are common in herbivorous
reptiles, as in the green iguana.


Plants 

Several plant traits are known to evolve in predictable ways
on islands. ~ New Zealander biologists Patrick Kavanagh &
Kevin Burns

Islands present new challenges to plants. Evolutionary
responses have been consistent.
To better establish themselves where real estate is severely limited, herbaceous species on islands often become
woody. Larger leaves are another predictable trend, to make
the most of land allotment and try to crowd out competition.
Island plants also produce larger seeds. This reduces dispersibility, which is an advantage when seeds spread afar
may be lost at sea. Further, larger seeds tend to generate
larger seedlings, which are more likely to grow and outcompete punier neighbors. Coconuts innovated to create gigantic
seeds which can survive sea voyages and then establish
themselves on new islands.

Not all 'islands' need to be surrounded by water. Climatic
changes can lead to the constriction or dissection of terrestrial
environments producing isolated, spatially restricted refuges.
Refuges can produce the same geographic isolation of organisms as islands. ~ Catherine Forster
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The New World callitrichid monkeys, which include tamarins and marmosets, are phyletic midgets. Arid conditions
during the Neogene and early Quaternary periods likely reduced and isolated forest regions into small refugia, limiting
resources and adaptively pushing
callitrichids toward dwarfism.
The remarkable diversity of birds
in Amazonia may have transpired
similarly. The zones of high avian radiation were concentrated in areas
over 100 meters in elevation. In the
Neogene and early Quaternary periods, sea level rises from marine
transgressions may have divided the Pygmy Marmoset
Amazon basin into numerous islands and archipelagoes, engendering allopatric (isolation) speciation and diversification
of bird faunas within each refuge.
Ocean basins and lakes may also become isolated, affecting biotic evolution in an island-like manner. The 3 genetically distinct groups of cichlids in Lake Tanganyika likely
arose during the Pleistocene, when the water level dropped,
and the lake split into 3.
The explosive radiations of animals during the early
Cambrian may be explained by island-like isolations. The supercontinent Rodinia was fragmenting during that time, creating additional continental shelves and coastline areas
which facilitated biotic evolution.

Facilitated variation via ecology is one way modification
leads to speciation. A change in environment provokes envirotypic adaptation.

 Gall Plumbing 
Many insects form conspicuous galls on their host plants. The
galls provide the inducer insects with an isolated and exclusive
habitat, constant and high-quality food supply, physical barrier
against predators and parasites, and mitigated environmental
stresses such as desiccation and temperature fluctuation. The
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gall-forming insects manipulate the plant growth and morphogenesis for their own sake in a sophisticated manner, thereby
inducing elaborate plant structures as "extended phenotypes" of
the insects. ~ Japanese biologist Mayako Kutsukake et al

Rather than build their own nests, social aphids induce
galls on a plant to secure a comfortable home. Some gall nests
have an open structure, with waxy walls. Other aphids prefer
sealed structures, where they live for months without emerging.
Aphids feed exclusively on plant sap. As gall tissue provides a constant sap supply, no foraging outside is needed.
But there is a plumbing problem: wastes must be flushed.
Some galls have small openings through which soldier
nymphs dispose colony refuse.
This is a compromise. Completely closed colonies offer the
coziest abode: safe from all but gall-boring predators.
Aphids in closed galls engineered a clever solution: inducing galls with an inner surface specialized for absorbing water. Honeydew waste is promptly removed via the plant
vascular system. This innovation evolved independently in
different aphid species. The engineering skill is hereditary.

Evolutionary conflict can drive rapid adaptive evolution,
sometimes called an arms race, because each party needs to respond continually to the adaptations of the other. Evidence for
such arms races can be seen in morphology, in behavior, or in
the genes underlying sexual interactions or host-pathogen interactions. ~ American evolutionary biologist Katherine Geist
Resource allocation trade-off has influenced the evolutionary
diversification of weapons, revealing a rich interplay between
developmental trade-offs and both pre- and post-mating mechanisms of sexual competition. ~ Australian evolutionary biologist Leigh Simmons & American zoologist Douglas Emlen

Evolutionary arms races often occur. A typical example
are male animals that produce ever-spectacular weapons to
fight off rivals and secure a mate. Antlers and tusks are exemplary.
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3 preconditions appear necessary for adaptive arms races
to reach extremities. 1st, there must be competition for a limited resource, typically access to reproductive females. 2nd,
the resource must be confined in a way that its access is
largely defensible by an animal. 3rd, males fight one-on-one
for the right of access. Where guerilla tactics may succeed
does not lead to the evolution of extreme bioweapons.

 Backdoor Beetles 
Male coastal dung beetles develop extravagant weaponry
in the form of horns or enlarged mandibles. They employ
these armaments during combat over females, protecting the
entrance to tunnels where the lady of the household resides.
The horniest male beetle almost always triumphs.
At some point, the biological cost of built-in armory becomes too expensive. So it is with the coastal dung beetle.
Their horns may make up 30% of body weight.
Because nutrients are shifted to horn growth, males with
stunning racks may have stunted eye growth and tiny testicles. The cost is so high for coastal dung beetles that only a
relative few males have competitive horns.
An adaptive alternative arose: cheat. Some male coastal
dung beetles stay relatively small and grow no horns. Instead, they are vested with terrific testes that produce extraordinary amounts of sperm.
Sans fighting weapons, these nimble dung beetles dig
backdoor tunnels, where they charm the female within while
the brute at the den entrance is none the wiser. Ninja lovers
do not mate as many females as the larger beetles, but they
make the most of every opportunity.
For male coastal dung beetles, there are 2 ways to have
the equipment where it counts.


Feathers & Fur



Animal furs generally have at least 2 kinds of hair: guard
hair (longer, straighter, colored) and ground hair (shorter,
denser, and often curly).
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A similar distinction exists for bird feathers. Bird wings
are optimized for flight, but they also serve as insulation,
among other things.
Mammal hair varies from straight to curly. For aquatic
mammals, hair shape allows an air layer to be maintained
within the fur during submersion, increasing water repellency.
After being soaked, many animals shake themselves to
rid their bodies of water. They do so at optimal frequencies.
The bigger an animal gets, the slower it shakes. Whereas a
mouse shimmies at 27 hertz – back and forth 27 times per
second – a bear shakes at 4 hertz. Loose skin helps by oscillating to release more water than if skin were tighter.
Shedding water efficiently is important. It could otherwise cost 25% of daily caloric intake in maintaining body temperature, and risk hypothermia and death.
For land mammals, fur features are optimized for the
thermal habitat. That often means keeping out the cold.
Polar bear fur is only 5 cm thick yet impenetrable enough
to keep bear bodies warm, even when temperatures reach a
frigid –40 °C.
In adapting to the Arctic climate, polar bears got stinky
feet. Pungent paws leave scent tracks by which polar bears
can find one another; because sheer white-on-white in a vast
wilderness would be a surefire formula for species extinction.
It is commonly assumed that feathers and fur keep animals warm by trapping a layer of air that slows thermal conduction. Instead, radiation shielding often plays a larger role.
Bird feathers are often barbed, with long appendages that
diffuse thermal radiation. Barbed feathers and the individual
hairs of fur are precisely arranged to repeatedly backscatter
infrared light. These create a radiative shield that provides
thermal insulation.
If trapping heat were the point, polar bears would be
black. Instead, their white fur maximizes reflectivity. This
keeps polar bears warm, as it creates the most effective radiative shield.
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It is extremely common that animals are cryptically colored, thereby blending in with their surroundings. If hypothesized natural selection via random mutation were at work,
such optimization would not be so ubiquitous. In that case,
poorly colored animals would regularly appear. Instead, such
ill-adapted mutations are quite rare: typically, symptomatic
of general developmental deficiencies.
Eyelashes are found on a wide variety of mammals. They
are always about 1/3rd as long as the eye is wide. This allometric proportion is the ideal length for diverting airflow
around the eye, and thereby minimizing evaporation.


Poison Avoidance



We lose baits all the time. ~ American entomologist
Grzegorz Buczkowski

Cockroaches first appeared during the
Carboniferous, over 320 MYA. These were
the ancestors to modern roaches and mantises. The cockroaches scurrying about today debuted during the early Cretaceous,
140 MYA.
In response to assault of toxic baits by people, who consider their home not a proper residence for roaches, German
cockroaches rapidly adapted. The sugar glucose, put in baits
to attract, instead took on a bitter taste, which the roaches
avoided.
Instead of taste buds, cockroaches have taste hairs on
many parts of their body. The taste mechanism is much the
same: the vibrations of sensed molecules trigger signals deciphered for substance quality.
Glucose is a come-hither sweet to countless life forms, and
a ubiquitous biological fuel. Given poisonous glucose, roaches
learned that glucose out of context to a natural sugar is a
trap. This adaptation took less than a decade from the time
glucose baits were introduced. The exact evolutionary mechanism remains a mystery.
Mosquitos are another highly unpopular pest. They
quickly evolved not to linger on walls that have been treated
with insecticide. Instead, untreated ceilings are preferred.
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The outcome of adaptation is not necessarily a physical
change in an organism. It may instead be innate intelligence,
such as adjusting reproduction according to environmental
conditions.

 Pig Litters 
Female wild pigs adjust their litters based upon resource
availability. When food is scarce, mothers birth about 5 piglets, all the same size. The little ones fight it out for the most
productive teats. Not all thrive. Survival becomes a matter of
spirit.
When times are less lean, a mother instead produces a
litter with piglets of various sizes. This limits sibling rivalry.
The bigger piggies get the choice teats, while the little ones
get by on teats that give less milk. All have a better shot at
survival.


Epigenetics



As life evolves, the adaptive tricks of the past are stored
genetically. This toolkit provides the means for variations
and new combinations.
Tiny tweaks can work wonders. A single gene regulates
the complex wing patterns, structures, and colors for mimicry
in butterflies. Epigenetic controls are applied to achieve the
desired result.
A great number of traits are managed by expression of
gene complexes which are often regulated by environmental
conditions, and even by state of mind.
Animal development is rife with thresholds. The expression
of complex morphological and behavioral phenotypes may be
sensitive to many environmental or circumstantial stimuli at
multiple periods during development. ~ American biologist
Mark Rowland & Douglas Emlen
The caste that eusocial ants and bees have for life are epigenetically determined from the same set of genes, based
upon their diet early on. The size and shape of dung beetle
horns are sensitive to nutritional history.
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The vast array of coloration that animals display varies
via regulation of a sparse set of genes. In some species, colors,
and other visible features signal social status.

 Lusty Birds 
The tiny red-backed fairy-wren,
averaging 8 grams, is endemic to the
rivers and coastal areas of Australia.
Sexual dimorphism comes with coloration. Females and juveniles are a drab
brown.
Males are either drab or wear a fiery red collar, depending on how hot their sex life is. Hormones regulate which
path a male fairy-wren is on, based upon social interactions
prior to the breeding season.
A male feeling empowered by success in flirting develops
into a bright guy, flush with testosterone. Conversely, those
who get negative social feedback – receiving scant interest
from females or picked upon by other males – dulls a bird as
testosterone drops. While the drab males do breed, the reds
sire more offspring that year.
The plumage change is not permanent. In a year or 2, a
fairy-wren male may be better placed to put on a bright red
collar and go further in fathering.

Such status badges as fairy-wrens wear are found in numerous social animals, most prolifically birds. Relative success in sociality regulates hormones which reversibly alter
genetic expression.
Male house sparrows have black bibs which distinguish
dominant birds from subordinates by size. Harris' sparrows
with the blackest head feathers are the top birds.
Male African red-shouldered widowbirds wear epaulets.
Territory holders have larger and redder shoulder patches
than those that float between territories.
Whether a male orangutan is flanged or not is a simple
hormonal change, activated by the ape's recognition of social
circumstance.
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The above examples illustrate how easily, and dynamically, phenotypic changes can be accomplished in animals via
psychology.

Some adaptations appear as invention: a creative saltational step well beyond what has done before. Sometimes
these leaps are keepers, as defining a lineage. Other times,
evolution produces a singular novelty.

 Planthopper Leap Gear 
Mechanisms previously thought only to be used in manmade
machines have evolved in Nature. ~ English zoologists Malcolm Burrows & Gregory Sutton

Gears rarely appear in Nature. The only known life with
a working gear is the planthopper: a phloem-sucking plant
pest common across the globe, only a bit bigger than a flea.
Planthoppers are camouflaged to look like their meal
ticket. To avoid attention, they walk on branches extremely
slowly. In case one is spotted, an adult can leap within milliseconds with a force of 500 Gs: flea-like indeed. A human
would pass out at such a speed. Other insects simply can't
keep up.
To powerfully jump in an instant, both legs need to move precisely synchronously: otherwise a
leap begets an out-of-control spiral.
Nymphs are not as able leapers
as adults, so they have an assist: legs in gear.
Juvenile planthoppers have a set of matching gears between their legs that coordinates
takeoff. Each gear strip has 10–12 teeth,
with each tooth 350–400 micrometers long.
Other insects, such as grasshoppers, push their legs
straight up to hop. Planthoppers propel themselves with a
breaststroke motion: their legs a mirror of each other in
splaying out to the sides.
This precise synchronisation would be impossible to achieve
through a nervous system, as neural impulses would take far too
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long for the extraordinarily tight coordination required. ~ Malcolm Burrows

Close registration between the gears ensures that both
hind legs move at the identical angular velocity, propelling
the body without yaw rotation. The gears are asymmetrical,
so that they can only rotate in the direction needed to leap.
Planthopper gear teeth have rounded corners at the point
where they mesh: a feature human engineers use for shock
absorption, to prevent gear teeth from breaking off.
A nymph might recover from a broken gear tooth in a regenerative stage, but an adult would be doomed if it relied on
the same mechanism and had to jump. After molting a halfdozen times, the gears are lost at the final ecdysis into adulthood. Nevertheless, with stronger leg muscles, adults are better jumpers than juveniles.
Owing to a mathematical oddity there are a limitless
number of ways to design intermeshing gears. Planthoppers
evolved an ideal set for their intended purpose.

Planthoppers are not alone in having mechanical joints that seem more machined than
biological. A flightless weevil endemic to Papua
(Trigonopterus oblongus) has a nut-and-screw
joint connecting its legs to its hips, 0.5 mm in
size.* The unique mechanism allows the weevil
to tuck its legs below its body.
Adaptation may arise from opportunity, most notably
new nutrient sources. At other times, the habitat demands
change if a population is to survive. Such envirotypic demands include ecological associations: whether from parasites, predators, prey, or from one's own kind: sociality.
Group dynamics within a population may itself propel adaptations.

*

All other known hip-leg joints are either ball-and-socket (as in humans), hinges, or saddle joints.
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 Harvester Ants 
Collective behavior arising from interactions among societal members can determine a population's success.
Common in the southwest United States, red harvester
ants reside in the desert. Their water intake comes mostly
from metabolizing the fats in the seeds they eat.
Each harvester ant colony is founded by
a single queen. 5 years into her reign colony
population may stabilize at 10,000. Offspring colonies are founded by newly mated
gynes: females destined by caste to become
queens.
A colony's foraging activity varies daily, depending upon
local food supply and weather. Foragers interact, creating a
feedback loop of communication that results in a community
decision as to a day's level of effort.
Ants lose water when foraging. Sometimes it can be so hot
and dry that a foraging ant can desiccate to death.
The more successful colonies forage when conditions permit, forgoing foraging on scorching days. Restraint does not
compromise a colony's prospects of survival over its queen's
25-year lifespan. Colonies that selectively fail to forage do as
well as those that brave the hot sands.
Foraging theory for social insects generally presumes
that the more food collected, the better for reproductive success. Harvester ants show that this is not necessarily so.
Harvester ant colonies store seeds for many months. Conserving water in various ways is a ubiquitous adaptation for
desert animals, as red harvester ants demonstrate by intelligently managing their activity to optimize outcomes.
A daughter harvester ant founds her new colony far from
her birthplace. There is no communication between mother
and daughter colonies. No cultural transmission occurs. Yet
the daughter knows what her mother did and how it fared.
The tendency to forgo foraging is passed from queen to gyne
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epigenetically: a precious precocious knowledge.* Thus, each
colony takes its innate cue for best foraging practices from
former founders.


Rapid Adaptation



Evolution is always moving quickly but we tend not to see it
because we typically measure it over longer time periods.
~ English evolutionary biologist Greger Larson

The pace of evolution can be accelerated by need, and can
even occur within a single generation. Adaptation is specific,
directed to the prospect of improved fitness.
Evolutionary change can occur rapidly. ~ American evolutionary biologist Yoel Stuart et al
Viruses know that their hosts are always working to keep
them out or kill them if they get in, so viruses are constantly
tuning their genic toolkits. How they do so often follow patterns. Vaccine makers have discovered how to anticipate the
variants that influenza viruses use. This discovery relies
upon the fact that viruses typically take the savviest path.
Seasonal influenza virus undergoes rapid evolution to escape
human immune response. ~ geneticist Natalja Strelkowa &
German physicist Michael Lässig
Such optimality in evolution has been seen in HIV. HIV
populations readily discover every possible mutation and select those that best accelerate viral replication.
HIV quickly acquires genetic mutations that allow it to escape
the immune system and multiply in the body. HIV establishes a
chronic infection despite heavy immune predation. ~ German
evolutionary microbiologist Richard Neher et al
Plants also adapt rapidly. The Pyrenean rocket is a small
flowering plant native to the mountains of southern Europe.
It somehow made its way to the lowlands of Belgium in the

*

Molecules coating DNA can't literally impart information. The use
of epigenetics here is loose: referring to molecular artifacts that
signify a mind-energy complex.
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1st half of the 19th century. Within 20 generations of its landing in Belgium, the rocket had adapted to a quite different
biome.
Rapid adaptation to a novel environment can increase population growth rates, which also promotes spread. ~ American
entomologist Marianna Szücs et al

 Polar Bears 
400 TYA, polar bears diverged from brown bears in fewer
than 20,500 generations. The most significant adaptation
was to the cardiovascular system, so that polar bears could
tolerate the extremely fatty diet of eating blubbery seals: the
only catchable meal.
Polar bears also adapted to the frigid temperatures of the
Arctic Circle where they live, moving about on ice and snow,
and swimming in near-freezing water.

 Sticklebacks 
Repeated evolution can occur by 'reusing' the same genetic
mechanisms over and over again. ~ American evolutionary biologist Erica Bree

The stickleback is a family of
small fish that has long been
abundant in the oceans. 10,000
years ago, as the last ice age relented in glacial melt, most of
the 16 species wound up in new freshwater streams and
lakes.
Around the world, sticklebacks, well-adapted to life at
sea, faced a freshwater dilemma: evolve or die. Within 10
generations they all underwent similar changes: swapping
their armored plates and defensive spines for a lighter freshwater form, as well as adapting from saltwater conditions to
fresh. This convergent evolution happened thousands of
times.
Most of the rapid adaptations were not genetic mutations.
Instead, epigenetic regulation altered the activities of genes.
Sticklebacks are an excellent example of how rapidly
adaptation can happen, convergent to functional needs.
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 Coywolves 
The environmental pressures presented by humans has
forced animals into desperation. Wolves have been hard put
from deforestation and deliberate persecution by man.
Within the past few decades, a scarcity of sex partners led
wolves to mate with coyotes and dogs. If they survive at all,
such interbreeding usually leads to offspring less robust than
either parent. The coywolf combination is an exception.
Coywolf DNA is mostly coyote, with 25% wolf and 10%
dog (mostly large breeds, such as Doberman Pinschers and
German Shepherds). The result: remarkable adaptation.
Coyotes disdain hunting in forests. Wolves prefer it.
Interbreeding has produced an animal skilled at predation in
both open terrain and densely wooded areas.
At 25 kg or more, many coywolves have twice the heft of
coyotes. With larger jaws, more muscle, and faster legs,
coywolves can take down small deer solo. A pack can even kill
a moose.
Since the 21st century dawned, coywolves' range has
come to encompass America's entire northeast, urban areas
included. They are continuing to expand in the southeast, following coywolves' arrival there half a century ago.
This is astonishing. Coyotes never managed to establish
themselves east of the prairies. Wolves were killed off in eastern forests long ago. But coywolves have been able to spread
into a vast and otherwise uninhabitable territory.
Indeed, coywolves are now living even in large cities, including Boston, New York, and Washington. This adaptability to urban life owes to greater tolerance of people and noise.
Wolves dislike humans.
Interbreeding helped urbanization by broadening the animals' diet. Versatile tastes prove handy for city living.
Coywolves consume pumpkins, watermelons, and other
garden produce as well as discarded food. They snack on
rodents and other smallish mammals.
Parks and lawns are usually kept clear of thick underbrush, so catching squirrels and pets is easy. Cats are commonly eaten skull and all.
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Thanks to this bounty, an urban coywolf needs only half
of the territory it would require residing in the countryside.
Getting into town is easy: railways provide corridors that
make the trip easy.
Surviving in the city requires keeping a low profile.
Coywolves have adjusted by becoming nocturnal. They have
also learned to watch out for cars, looking both ways before
crossing a road.
Even coywolf cries blend those of their ancestors. The 1st
part of a howl has a deep pitch like that of a wolf, but this
then turns into a higher-pitched, coyote-like yipping.
Coywolves illustrate that species is a contrived concept.
Evolution is not the simple branching that textbooks might
lead one to believe.
But then, humans also illustrate such hybridization, in
modern Europeans carrying Neanderthal genes, and east
Asians have Denisovans in their DNA. Whereas plants are
judicious, animals breed with what they can.

 Tibetans 
Tibet is one of the most hostile places that people inhabit.
The weather is bitterly cold. The air is thin and dry.
But locals do well. First arriving 12,500 years ago, humans adapted to Tibetan conditions within 150 generations
by introgression of Denisovan DNA suited to the habitat.
Admixture with other hominin species has provided genetic
variation that helped humans to adapt to new environments.
~ American evolutionary biologist Emilia Sánchez et al

 Florida Lizards 
The degree and quickness with which they
evolved was surprising. ~ Yoel Stuart

The green anole is a smallish arboreal
lizard common in the southeastern United
States and some Caribbean islands.
Though not a chameleon, the green anole can change
color: from various brown hues to bright green. The ability to
change colors is common to anoles, which are iguanas.
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The brown anole is a cousin to the green, native to Cuba
and the Bahamas. It has a highly invasive species, helped
along by humans who kept them as pets and carelessly let
them into the domain of the green anole, who cannot compete
against the brown anole.
Within 15 years and 20 generations, green anoles in south
Florida adapted to invasion of the browns by growing larger
sticky toe pads, allowing them perch higher up the branches
of trees where they and their hatchlings are safer.

 Big-headed Ants 
It's scary that it can happen so quickly. ~ American entomologist Andrew Suarez

Big-headed ants are named after their soldiers, which are
larger than other workers and have outsized heads. These
ants are aggressively invasive.
The environment influences how large big-headed ant soldiers become. If they face fierce competition from local ants,
soldiers grow even larger heads, with commensurately prodigious mandibles that are their weaponry.
Big-headed ants are not the only combative ant that
adjusts its size to suit its habitat. Fire ants begin morphing
their body size within 60 days to meet environmental
demands.

Animals are most adaptive during early development.
Tadpole tolerance to insecticides is most successful when exposure occurs during the embryonic stage.

 Polluted Fish 
Beginning in 1947, practicing business-as-usual, General
Electric plants dumped massive quantities of PCBs and other
toxic pollutants from their new factories into the Hudson
River. The pollution nearly wiped out all of the river's young
Atlantic tomcod, which are river-bottom dwellers.
50 years later, researchers discover that 99% of the remaining Hudson tomcod now have a genetic mutation that
prevents these pollutants from killing them. That adaptation
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appears in only 10% of tomcod in cleaner waters. Fish forced
to survive in filth tuck the pollutants into their fat cells. That
means that striped bass that eat tomcod ingest a heavy dose
of stockpiled toxins. This moves the necessity for toxic adaptation up the food chain.
Similarly, PCB pollution in Massachusetts New Bedford
harbor nearly killed off the killifish there. Like the Hudson
tomcod, specific genetic mutations allowed the genetic transcription factor that gets gummed by PCB to work again,
even though the PCB pollutants still bind to the factor proteins.
Even though the specific molecular changes found in PCBresistant tomcod and killifish are different, in both species the
same major gene is responsible for the resistance. ~ American
toxicologist Mark Hahn

Fish are not the only ones that have rapidly adapted to
poisoned water.

 Polluted People 
The Atacama Desert is a 1,000 km long plateau on the
Pacific coast of South America, situated west of the Andes
Mountains. Scant rain falls there. Some spots haven't got a
drop in recorded history.
But people came to the Atacama and stayed. The Atacameños fished the Pacific, hunted game, and herded livestock
in the highlands. And were poisoned by drinking the water
there.
The Atacama Desert sits on top of arsenic-rich volcanic
rock. The concentration of arsenic in Atacama drinking water
runs to 20 times the level considered safe for human consumption.
While many Atacameños succumbed to arsenic poisoning,
some survived, thanks to a protective mutation that detoxifies arsenic in the liver. This genetic variation spread
throughout the population within a few thousand years.
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 Peppered Moths 
This is one of the most iconic examples of evolution. ~ English zoologist Martin Stevens

Before the industrialization of England,
the peppered moth was sprinkled to match light-colored lichen-covered tree bark. By the early 20th century, the peppered moth developed black wings, so that it was invisible
when it settled on soot-covered tree trunks. Regulation that
improved air quality resulted in peppered moths becoming
peppered again.
A jumpy transposon is responsible for the moth's rapid
adaptation. Evolutionary biologists have no physiological explanation for how pulses of environmental change are able to
effect this fast and accurate transformation in ecological
mimicry.

 Mosquitofish 
There is a high mortality rate among
Bahamian mosquitofish when predators
are abundant. In such circumstances,
males become desperate to mate: rejecting elaborate courting
rituals for more frequent and sometimes forceful encounters.
Habitat fragmentation by humans – building roads that
isolate waters – changed the situation for some mosquitofish
populations. There are fewer predators about.
Within 12 generations of living in a safer environment,
male mosquitofish genitalia adapted and courtship again became par for the course.

 Birds 
Dinosaurs and their descendants diversified through
several bursts of niche-filling radiations. Evolution is not
necessarily the gradual process that Darwin imagined.
On his trip to the Galápagos Islands, Darwin was puzzled
by the diversity of finches there: a smorgasbord of variation.
Within the past million years finches had arrived on those
dry volcanic islands, blown far from where they intended.
Since then, the descendants of immigrant finches evolved
into 18 separate species, falling into 3 groups, ranging in size
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from less than 10 grams to more than 40. The 3 groupings
are ground finches, tree finches, and the warbler finch.
Besides size, the most conspicuous difference in body
shape is the beak, which relates to diet. Finches with short,
thick beaks feed on seed, which would be too tough to crack
with the slender beaks of insect feeders. The warbler finch,
and other finches with long bills, probe flowers for nectar, or
the holes in wood for tasty critters.

In 1981, a young, male, large cactus finch immigrated 100
km from the Galápagos island of Espanola to the small island
of Daphne Major. The immigration is remarkable for its extreme distance. Clearly this bird willed its way on a unique
adventure.
Unable to return home to mate, the sturdy immigrant
bred with a female medium ground finch on Daphne Major,
who liked the male's body, beak, and song.
One of the 1st generation of offspring bred with another
medium ground finch, but all other offspring inbred. From
generation 2 onwards, the lineage behaved as an independent species. Generations 4–6 came from a single brother-sister mating in generation 3. Despite close inbreeding, the
lineage was highly fit, judging by their reproductive output
and high survival.
Fledgling finches imprint on the features of their parents.
When later choosing a mate, females discriminate on the basis of bill size and shape, as well as song and body size. Hence,
this new species was immediately reproductively isolated.
The new species, dubbed big bird, is 1 of 4 different
finches that live on Daphne Major. Beak morphology was a
key factor in this new finch's success. Unlike medium ground
finches, big bird finches can efficiently exploit the large
woody fruits available in dry seasons.
Hybrid speciation of the big bird lineage exemplifies the potential evolutionary importance of rare and chance events. Expansion of the population from 2 individuals to 3 dozen was
conditioned on the founder being a male with a distinctive song,
and facilitated by the chance occurrence of strong selection
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against large bill size in a competitor species, the medium
ground finch. ~ American evolutionary biologist Peter Grant


On Daphne Major, medium ground finches competed with
large ground finches for seeds. Both had big beaks. Then
came a drought in 2004–2005 that diminished seed supply.
The medium-sized finches lost ground to their bigger cousins
as many died of starvation. Medium ground finches quickly
adapted by having offspring with smaller beaks, giving them
greater feeding flexibility in seed size.
Besides the beak, Galápagos finches have developed specialized feeding habits. Woodpecker and mangrove finches
use various tools to pry arthropods from crevices. Twigs, cactus spines, and leaf stems are popular tools of the trade.
Vampire finches peck at the base of booby feathers and
suck booby blood. The boobies try to dislodge them, but the
little feathered vampire finches still manage to steal their
bloody meals. These finches also shove and kick seabird eggs
against rocks to crack them, widen the cracks, then suck out
the contents.
Life on the Galápagos is tough. Food is often difficult to
come by.
As a group Darwin's finches rip open rotting cactus pads, strip
the bark off dead branches, kick over stones, probe flowers,
rolled leaves, and cavities in trees, and search for arthropods on
the exposed rocks of the shoreline at low tide. They consume
nectar, pollen, leaves, buds, a host of arthropods, and seeds and
fruits of various sizes. ~ Peter Grant

 Potato Whiteflies 
The sweet potato whitefly acquired a new bacterium from
the genus Rickettsia. As a result, infected whiteflies develop
faster, are more likely to survive to adulthood, and lay more
eggs, especially more female eggs.
The bacterium induces a higher percentage of daughters
because the bacterium is genetically transferred only by females. In less than a decade, the population count of whiteflies with Rickettsia went from 1% to 95%. Biological success
proliferates, no matter how it is arrived at.
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 Hawaiian Crickets 
If you're a male cricket, your life is defined by calling. How
are you going to find a female, and once you do, how are you
going to get her to mate with you without your call? ~ American evolutionary zoologist Marlene Zuk

Male crickets usually sing to attract a mate. Cricket singing is done by rubbing wings. The evolutionary changes described pertain to alterations in wing design.
The crickets on Hawaii discovered that their marital
crooning made them easy targets for parasitic flies. The flies
deposit their maggots on the crickets. The maggots burrow
into the cricket and eat it alive.
Within a few generations of the parasites becoming a
plague male crickets evolved to stay silent. Shortly thereafter
they regained their voice: a cat-like purr at a lower register
than the parasitic flies could hear. Understanding female
crickets mated with quiet males until they could get their
singing act back and have adjusted to the new register. These
cricket adaptations recurred independently on the different
islands of Hawaii – an instance of convergent evolution.
Purring crickets communicate with potential mates. ~ American evolutionary behavioralist Ann Hedrick

 Coral 
The rising temperature of the world's oceans has become a
major threat to coral reefs globally as the severity and frequency
of mass coral bleaching and mortality events increase. ~ American biological oceanographer Mark Eakin et al

Coral comprises a colony of marine invertebrates, individually called a polyp. Each polyp is a spineless animal, only a
few centimeters in length, with a set of tentacles surrounding
its mouth.
An exoskeleton of calcium carbonate is excreted near the
base of coral. Over the years this builds into extensive reefs.
Coral reefs are the rainforests of the sea, forming some of
the most diverse ecosystems on Earth. Though occupying less
than 0.1% of the world's ocean surface, coral reefs are home
to 25% of all marine species. Coral is one of the most important keystone species on the planet.
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Rising acidity and warming water present extreme challenges to coral. Their demise leaves a reef bleached of its color
and an ecosystem in terminal distress.
To a degree, coral can adapt, and do so quickly via epigenetic changes. In less than 2 years, high-growth warmwater
coral can tolerate greater heat stress. This involves management consultants. Coral acclimatize to the heat by hiring
temperature-tolerant algal symbionts.
Acclimatization can allow corals to acquire substantial hightemperature resistance quickly. ~ American marine biologist
Stephen Palumbi et al


Germ Plasm 

Germ plasm liberates constraints on somatic development.
~ American biologist Andrew Johnson et al

Germline cells are the special cells of sexual reproduction.
In contrast, the bodily cells of a multicellular eukaryote are
somatic.
Passed from one generation to the next, germline cells are
immortal. Conversely, somatic cells can live only as long as
the organism in which they are produced.
Early in animal development a small number of embryonic cells produce primordial germ cells (PGCs). These develop into sperm or eggs. All other cells develop as the soma.
There are 2 ways to produce a PGC: epigenesis or preformation. In epigenesis, PGCs are induced from pluripotent
cells via extracellular signals.
In preformation, material in the egg – germ plasm – is
inherited directly by a few cells in the embryo. The germ
plasm instructs these cells to become PGCs.
Germ plasm functions to segregate PGCs from somatic cells
at the inception of development. This relaxes genetic constraints
on the mechanisms that govern early somatic development.
~ Andrew Johnson
Some invertebrates, including roundworms and vinegar
flies, employ germ plasm for germline cell differentiation.
Preformation also repeatedly evolved in certain vertebrates,
including frogs and teleosts.
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This convergent evolution had a singular purpose: to enhance evolvability. Clades that practice preformation can
speciate much more rapidly than those that rely upon epigenesis.
Animals can evolve more rapidly with germ plasm. ~ Andrew Johnson
Epigenesis is a conserved process. Mammals produce
PGCs via epigenesis. That is because enhanced evolvability
via preformation has a price. Germ plasm leads to an evolutionary dead end.
Salamander-like amphibians, lacking germ plasm,
evolved into reptiles, which begat birds and mammals.
Epigenesis is open-ended phenotypically.
Preformation is not. Frogs with germ plasm
can only evolve into other frogs – many different frogs, but still just frogs.


Coevolution



Interactions between species are as diverse as they are pervasive. The result is a continual process of adaptation and counteradaptation, where each species evolves continually to keep
abreast of interacting species. ~ American evolutionary biologists Sarah Otto & Scott Nuismer

All organisms live in a web of relationships, from synergistic to antagonistic. Interdependencies evolve that range
from mutualistic to parasitic.
Species can coevolve with more than one other species. Legumes have simultaneously evolved sophisticated coevolutionary relationships with their rhizobia and with their pollinators.
Many parasites evolve adaptations to multiple hosts by partitioning their interactions into different life history stages. ~ John
Thompson
Coevolution is adaptive intertwining among species that
is inspired by their interaction. Biological self-interest drives
the gyre of coevolution.
Coevolutionary arms races are a powerful force driving evolution, adaptation, and diversification. They can generate phenotypic polymorphisms that render it harder for a coevolving
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parasite or predator to exploit any one individual of a given species. ~ South African zoologist Claire Spottiswoode & Martin
Stevens

African cuckoo finches lay their eggs into the nests of
tawny-flanked prinias. Female prinias try to weed the fakes
out. This can be perplexing, as parasitic eggs are strikingly
selfsame. Egged on by parasitism, prinias epigenetically develop new shell hues to catch the cuckoos out. The cuckoo
finches retaliate with new fakes. This adaptive cycling takes
place within a few breeding seasons. Evolution moves at requisite pace.

 Milkweed 
Pyrrolizidine alkaloids (PAs) are produced by angiosperms as a defense against insect herbivores. More than 660
PAs have been identified in over 6,000 plants. PA production
capability independently evolved many times.
Milkweeds are one plant genus which adopted PAs as a
toxin of choice to ward off predation.* There are over 140 distinct milkweeds.
The problem that certain milkweeds encountered with
PAs is that some predators adapted to the toxin. Danaine
(milkweed) butterflies lay their eggs on milkweeds. When the
eggs hatch, the larvae feed on the milkweeds, concentrating
PA in their bodies to make themselves inedible to birds that
would otherwise pick them off.
Pyrrolizidine alkaloids are an ineffective defense against milkweed butterflies. Furthermore, they are actually beneficial to
them since they take in these chemicals for their own defense
against their predators. ~ American botanist Tatyana Livshultz
Recognizing that there is no good reason to waste energy
producing poisons that don't work, at least 4 different milkweeds gave up making PAs.

*

Milkweeds also produce cardenolides to thwart insects.
Cardenolides are steroids which stop the hearts of the little pests
that dare prey upon milkweeds.
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 Fruit 
Most woody tropical angiosperms produce fleshy fruits and
rely on animals for seed dispersal. Fleshy fruits have evolved
independently in more than half of extant angiosperm families.
~ Israeli evolutionary ecologist Omer Nevo et al

Fruit is a wily confection of plants: an ovary enclosing
seeds, often full of sweet and succulent pulp, exquisitely designed to appeal to specific consumers. The seeds are hardened to survive the rigors of the animal digestive tract. The
plan behind fruit is for an animal to eat it and deposit the
seeds some distance away from the fruit-bearing plant; the
deposit conveniently including some fertilizer.
The colors of fruits are optimized to contrast with the natural background according with the visual system of the intended seed disperser. The size, shape, form, smell, and taste
of the fruit conforms with what primary seed dispensers like.
Even the location of fruit and its presentation on the branch
cater to the intended audience.
The simians in Uganda are trichromats (tricolor vision).
The birds there have even better vision. By contrast, most
lemurs in Madagascar are dichromats: red-green color-blind,
only seeing yellow-blue light. Compensation for lemurs
comes in a keen sense of smell.
Ugandan fruit eaten by the birds and simians there contrast with foliage in the red-green spectrum. In Madagascar,
fruit for lemurs pops in yellow-blue contrasts. Further, the
fruit smells right.

Peach
Seed
Endosperm
Embryo
Seed Coat

Pericarp
Endocarp
Mesocarp
Exocarp
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In plants that specialize on seed dispersal by lemurs – an olfactorily-oriented primate – fruits increase scent production and
change their chemical composition significantly more than sympatric species whose seeds are largely dispersed by birds. Lemurs use these shifts in fruit scent to identify ripe fruits. ~ Omer
Nevo et al

Balanites wilsoniana decided it liked elephants. This African tree produces a pungent odor detectable for kilometers.
Elephants gobble up the large fallen fruit, not minding at all
if it is a bit fermented. Only elephants can swallow the fruits
and defecate the sizable seeds whole. This plant's seeds won't
even germinate unless it passes through an elephant’s gut.
The traveler's palm is not a true palm: instead, belonging
in the genus of bird-of-paradise plants native to southern Africa. Bird-of-paradise plants produce red or yellow seeds easily detected by their avian consumers. In Madagascar, where
traveler's palms reside, the seeds are a brilliant blue: a color
appreciated by aye-ayes, a lemur with ultraviolet sight.
Knowing that their fruit is intended to be eaten, many
plants add a laxative to their seeds, easing their offsprings'
passage.
Fruit sweetly illustrates that plants somehow know what
should be unknowable, and that an intelligent force is behind
evolution.

Coevolution between parasites and their hosts is an endless war. Viruses are the most confrontational provocateur of
evolution.

 Marine Cyanophages 
These parasites impose a tight control over the composition
of marine microbial communities. ~ French virologists Frédéric
Partensky & Laurence Garczarek

There are typically 100 billion viral particles per liter of
water in the top 50 meters of most marine ecosystems. Marine viruses outnumber bacteria 10 to 1.
A cyanophage is a virus that infects cyanobacteria. The
impact that cyanophages have on victim populations differs.
They exert the strongest predation pressure on the most
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abundant bacteria. Scarcer species are much less affected.
Thus, through their culling, viruses help maintain bacterial
diversity.
Different strains of the same bacteria have genomic variances that create ranges of susceptibility or resistance to viruses. Hence, only a fraction of a population is killed when
attacked by a cyanophage horde.
Several cyanobacterial genes are found in viral genomes.
Most often these are employed in energy metabolism, such as
photosynthesis.
The viruses themselves may optimize the functioning of
these genes. During infection, viruses hijack the translational machinery of their hosts and make the bacteria express the viral version of the genes. This strategy helps
maintain host metabolism long enough for the viral replication cycle to be completed.
These viral optimizations may then be picked up by other
viruses, and by their bacterial targets. This gyral dynamic
drives evolution for both. For cyanobacteria, what doesn't kill
you might make you and your offspring stronger.

 Parasitic Plants 
Microbes are not the only ones who practice horizontal
gene transfer as an intelligence exercise and self-determine
their own evolution. Parasitic plants monitor their hosts and
selectively pilfer genes. They also themselves evolve genes
which mimic their hosts. This diligence pays off in maintaining the ability to evade host defenses and improve nutrient
extraction as needed.


Red Queen Hypothesis 

Now, here, you see, it takes all the running you can do, to
keep in the same place. ~ the Red Queen in Lewis Carroll's
novel Through the Looking-Glass (1871), explaining to Alice in
Wonderland why she is exhausted from running, yet finds herself still under the tree where she started

In 1973, American evolutionary biologists Leigh Van
Valen and Michael Rosenzweig independently concluded that
organisms must constantly adapt to merely survive. Van
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Valen termed his hypothesis "Red Queen"; Rosenzweig called
it a "Rat Race." In the annals of popular science, Van Valen
won, thanks to the charming literary allusion.
In Van Valen's view of Nature, species continually evolve,
but their fitness never increases because each adaptation is
countered by adaptations by their competitors and enemies.
~ English evolutionary biologist Michael Brockhurst
Animal studies have shown statistically constant extinction rates between competing species that coevolve. From
this, Van Valen proposed the Red Queen hypothesis to explain his hypothesized law of constant extinction: that the
probability of population extinction remains constant.
Leigh Van Valen formulated the law of constant extinction
after attempting to show that the probability of extinction increases with taxon age and finding instead that it does not.
~ Finnish evolutionary biologist Indre Zliobaite et al
Other evolutionary biologists have invoked the Red
Queen hypothesis to explain the advantage of sexual reproduction, in offering variability and faster adaptive response
compared to more economical and efficient asexual reproduction. The Red Queen hypothesis has also been applied to hostparasite coevolution, and to explain aging as evolutionarily
advantageous.
From the time a species originates to its demise, its evolutionary success may be measured in several ways, such as
the extent of its geographical range. Such metrics often form
a bell curve, with a rise toward a central peak, followed by a
decline to extinction. This pattern has been repeatedly observed. 2 primary drivers are involved: biotic competition and
abiotic environmental factors.
Evolutionary innovation is influenced by intrinsic factors –
the less-predictable origin of the 'right' variants at the right time,
able to exploit either existing or new resources. ~ American
paleobiologist Charles Marshall
Neither competition nor environmental change correlates
well with the rates at which species arise. But, once expansion starts, the rate at which genera reach their peak in the
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fossil record strongly correlates with biotic competition intensity. The rise of large mammals was suppressed by dominant
dinosaurs, for instance.
The probability of when a genus might reach its evolutionary peak is not related to how long it has been around.
But, for large mammal herbivores at least, demise violates
the law of constant extinction: the probability of extinction
rises over time.*
Biotic drivers of evolution pertain mainly to the peak of taxon
expansion, whereas abiotic drivers mainly apply to taxon extinction. At the end of its history, when a taxon is already rare,
its final extinction is more likely to be a consequence of environmental change. In this light, the law of constant extinction
might be usefully reformulated as the law of constant peaking.
~ Indre Zliobaite et al
The population dynamics behind evolutionary peaking
and extinction resemble a gyre obeying self-organized criticality.


Mutualism 

As every multicellular eukaryote carries an extensive microbiomic society, coevolution is a constant within all plants
and animals. Microbes often invoke evolution in their hosts,
as exemplified by the potato whitefly and Rickettsia bacteria.

 Deep-Sea Battery 
Deep-sea vents are suffused with chemical energy, including hydrogen (H2), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), methane
(CH4), and oxygen (O2), courtesy of carousing reactions with
oceanic crustal rocks. This comes about because billions of
years of photosynthetic activity has created a thin veneer of
highly oxidized material over a mass of chemically reduced
rock. Earth is essentially a battery.

*

One known exception: the North American mammalian fossil record from the Cenozoic era fits the law of constant extinction with
remarkable fidelity.
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Hydrothermal circulation taps this battery: fluids circulating through seafloor crust are charged with reduced (electron-laden) compounds, emerging as jets into the oxidizing
environment of the ocean. The carry of compounds from the
reduced rock mass (the anode) to the ocean (the cathode) is a
flow of electrons. As with any battery, this electron flow is a
usable energy source.
Mussels evolutionarily managed the neat trick of harboring bacteria in their gills that convert these charged ingredients into metabolic sustenance for the mollusks. Some of the
mussel microbes specialize in methane, others hydrogen sulfide, while some like their energy straight with a chaser: H2
and O2.
A hydrogen-consuming symbiosis is particularly surprising. Hydrogen consumption by life forms is rare, as its natural production in reliable quantities occurs in only a
relatively few places, such as in vent systems hosted by peridotite (mantle-like) rock. In being highly reactive, hydrogen
is a uniquely rich energy source.

 Pathogen Protection 
Symbiosis for nutritional purposes is ubiquitous. Pathogen protection is less well-known.
In unique antennal glands, female beewolf digger wasps
cultivate symbiotic Streptomyces bacteria. The wasps secrete
the bacteria into their larval brood cells. The larvae uptake
the bacteria. When the larvae spin their cocoon, the bacteria
are placed outside, where they act as protection against a
wide range of potentially detrimental microbes, doing their
job by producing a cocktail of at least 9 different antibiotics.
Wood cockroaches nest in the crevices of decaying tree
trunks. These same crevices are home to fungi that parasitize
cockroaches. The microbiome inside wood cockroaches
evolved a solution: internal manufacture of an antifungal.
The cockroaches insulate their homes from infestation by
plastering it with their feces, which keeps the fungus at bay.
What works for a family scales up. Termites are colonial
descendants of cockroaches. The earliest termites created an
antifungal paste which they applied to their nests.
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In evolutionary time, termites and their microbes cultivated a more mutualistic perspective with regard to fungi.
Now, only a quarter of the termite species chew wood with
the help of digestive microbes. The other 75% maintain fungal gardens upon which they feed.

 Codependence 
Over time, mutualism may become codependence, or it
may develop into an even more intimate relation: union. Endosymbiosis is the intracellular capture of former symbionts.
Biological merger has repeatedly occurred, in seemingly
creative ways. The mitochondrion, chloroplast, and nucleus
of eukaryotic cells have double membranes: an apparent vestige of evolutionary union of an eocyte and bacteria.
Eocytes are anaerobic thermophiles that thrive in a sulfur-rich marine environ. Eocytes are archaea, with an evolutionary lineage distinct from bacteria.
These prokaryotic cousins – archaea and bacteria – have
repeatedly teamed up. Purple sulfur bacteria and eocytes are
naturally complementary endosymbiotic partners, as the
metabolic needs of one are met by the metabolic waste products the other. An endosymbiotic relationship has flourished
between a purple bacterial host and an eocyte symbiont,
based on hydrogen and sulfur recycling, with CO2 taken in.
The selective integration of cellular life was merely a matter of time given coherence in evolution. Much later plants
and animals coevolved symbiotically. The waste product of
plants – oxygen – became a ready fuel of animal respiration,
as well as plants themselves being nourishment.
The coevolution of flowering plants and pollinating animals is well-known. To attract pollinators and seed dispersal
agents, plants evolved advertisements of various sorts: distinctive visual patterns and colors that contrast with their
background, unique scents, and morphological features.
Plants place their flowers and fruits on long peduncles
(stalks), facilitating detection and approach. Even leaves
may act as billboards.
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Over time, a relationship between a plant and pollinator
may even become exclusive: the animal and plant coevolving
to a private mutualism.
Darwin noted the Malagasy star orchid, with a nectary at
the base of a corolla tube 25 cm deep. While he knew of no
pollinator, Darwin predicted one existed, one with a tongue
long enough to reach the nectar. Years later, a local giant
hawk moth was discovered, named Morgan's sphinx moth,
with a 30-cm tongue, longer than its body. In a pattern of
coevolution, star orchids and hawk moths have developed
such that certain hawk moths are suited to pollinate specific
star orchids.
In the cloud forests of the Ecuadorian Andes mountains
live nectar bats. Many varieties of these bats have tongues
that reach 3.9 cm. One, Anoura fistulata, has a tongue that
can extend to 8.5 cm: 150% of its body length, comparable
only in tongue length to a chameleon. When not in use, the
bat stores its tongue in a special tube in its thorax. With it,
in an exclusive relationship, the nectar bat can dine on the
flowering Centropogon nigricans, which stores its nectar at a
depth only the tongue of A. fistulata can reach.
The Cuban tropical vine Marcgravia evenia has a unique
disk-shaped leaf. For nectar bats foraging by echolocation,
the leaf produces an echo signature which can be clearly differentiated from the echoes produced by background foliage.
This reduces bat search time by half in finding the vine they
were looking for.
The Cuban tropical vine's echolocation trick is especially
impressive when considering that different bat species have
different echolocation techniques. Somehow the Cuban tropical vine knew exactly who its customers were and catered to
them.
Cave-dwelling bats, such as fruit bats, make quick
echolocation clicks by popping the tongue from the floor of the
mouth to the roof. Bats that feed upon flying insects have a
different clicking action: one that lasts 5 times that of the
quick pop of cave bats. The longer signal is better for
detecting flying prey than for navigating obstacles.
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Plants & Animals 

Plants are in a unique position in Nature: largely self-sufficient autotrophs, consciously knowledgeable about their relationships with other species, and able to concoct chemical
persuasions for those interactions. Conversely, as heterotrophs, animals are dependent on interactions with other
species of macroorganisms to survive. Compared to plants
animals are clueless.
The power of plants in their manipulative intelligence is
met by the ability of animals to destroy. While plants create
ecosystems, all that most animals do is ransack their habitats for sustenance and defense. Constructive keystone species that build without destruction, such as coral, are
relatively rare exceptions.
Plants typically provide the biological substrate for symbiotic relationships. Mutually beneficial relations between a
plant and an animal often involves other characters with less
than benign intent. Acacia trees illustrate.

 Acacia & Ants 
Bullthorn acacia trees in Central America produce large,
swollen thorns at the base of their leaves. Acacia ants are
stinging, wasp-like ants that hollow out the thorns and use
them as nests.
The bullthorn caters to the ant's nutritional needs:
providing a sugary nectar for adults, and a high-protein liquid for growing larvae. The ants reciprocate by defending the
tree.
A climbing vine will be met by vigorous chewing of its tendrils by the ants, defeating its advance. A competing plant
near the acacia is dealt with similarly: its leaves nipped off
by ant bites, hence hastening the plant's demise.
The protective ants are alerted to nearby landing of any
leaf-grazing insects by vibration. Their stings and bites persuade an intruder to graze elsewhere.
Vigilance is not the only benefit that bullthorns get from
acacia ants. The ants' microbiome includes bacteria that synthesize antifungal compounds.
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The ants very presence on the trees keeps parasitic fungal
growth in check. Thus, the ants act as an immune system
agent for the bullthorn.
 Beltian Body Snatcher 

At least one spider doesn't swear by silk to get fed. The
acacia jumping spider is largely vegetarian.
The acacia spider has an especial fondness for Beltian
bodies: nutritiously rich nubs that form at the leaf tips of an
acacia tree. The Beltian bodies are intended as payoff for acacia ants, which the tree feeds in return for protection from
herbivores that are more of threat to them than the jumping
spider.
The spiders live out on the tips of old leaves, where ants
seldom go. To feed, they head in to newer leaves. The ants
diligently defend their Beltian body food supply, so a filching
spider has to be stealthy and swift.
A spider waits for an opening, then darts in. It clips off a
Beltian body, holding the morsel in its mouth as it makes its
getaway. Once back on an undefended part of the plant, the
sneaky spider enjoys its booty.
Acacia spiders have keen eyesight, are especially fast and
agile, and likely possess considerable cognitive skill. Stealing
from a colony of ants right under their noses is one snappy
trick.
The interdependence between ants and acacias allowed for
the emergence of the Beltian body. Now the only known case
of spider herbivory depends on this interdependence. ~ American biologist Christopher Meehan


Adaptive Predatory Cycle 

A primary driver of adaptation comes from avoiding being
eaten, and, conversely, getting enough to eat. Predator and
prey competitively cycle through evolutionary time.
Plants are proficient in concocting metabolites for all
sorts of purposes. Many of these metabolites are chemical
concoctions that make them distasteful to potential predators, or otherwise inhibit their consumption.
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Herbivores adapt to ingest poisonous plants. Some then
adopt the toxin for their own protection. That poison may be
passed on to predators who adapt to tolerate the toxin.

 Bad Taste 
Brightly colored pitohuis are endemic to New Guinea.
These birds take advantage of another animal's culinary
taste to keep themselves safe.
Flashy pitohuis are an advertisement of aposematism
(warning coloration). These omnivorous birds are toxic.
Pitohuis are fond of melyrids: small beetles stuffed with
batrachotoxins, which are unique steroidal alkaloids more
poisonous than strychnine. This is much the same toxic brew
found in poison frogs.
Like pitohuis, poison frogs of the Amazon forest are outrageously colored, in a variety of patterns, depending on locality. Poison frog subspecies stew their own variety of toxin.
28 different poison frog alkaloids are known.
Frog-eating snakes learn to recognize the pattern of local
dart frogs but will peck at those that don't match the local
coloration pattern; local being 10 km or less. A snake risks
death in swallowing one of these frogs if the snake is not
adaptively tolerant to the specific toxin.
The poisons in the birds and frogs are hand-me-downs
from their diet. The ultimate source of the toxin is not known
but is most likely the ultimate food-chain producer: plants.
This predator-prey dynamic of locality in aposematism
accounts for the wide variety of warning patterns in a singleprey species. Localized patterning such as this have been observed in butterflies, bees, and other animals. Pitohui and
poison frogs are exemplary of innumerable animals that
mark themselves and their eggs as inedible.


Marked Against Predation 

Chemical defense in an evolutionary cycle is common.
How it works as a deterrent is not obvious. If every predator
had to eat colorful prey to learn an unappetizing lesson, it's
inscrutable how conspicuous colors have the chance to evolve
as a defensive strategy. The answer is reputation.
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Learning by observing others occurs throughout the animal
kingdom. Species ranging from fruit flies to trout can learn about
food using social transmission. ~ English zoologist Rose Thorogood

Birds and other animals often see conspecifics take a bite
of something. If the reaction to taste is one of disgust, an observer learns to avoid the experience. Such knowledge may
be communicated to others as the occasion arises.
The animal world abounds with brilliant colors and striking patterns that either disguise or attract attention. They
are all the product of an adaptive strategy to survive predation or increase the chance of propagation. Damselfish exemplify deceptive coloration designed to thwart predators.

 False Eyespots 
The Ambon damselfish is a frequent
prey to larger fish. The young are naturally more vulnerable. Clever adaptation
has given damselfish fry a better chance
of reaching adulthood.
Ambon damsels are a pale yellow, with a distinctive circular black eye toward the top of their tailfin, which fades as
a fish matures. Ambon eyes can quickly change during juvenile development. When fry are in a hostile environment,
their false dorsal fin eye grows larger, while the display of
their real eye shrinks.
The false eye gives a predator a 1st impression that the
damselfish is headed in the opposite direction of where it is
actually going. This misdirection gives the Ambon 5 times
better odds of survival than damselfish which lack the eyespot.

Many lepidopterans (moths and butterflies) have coloration patterns that act as camouflage. As insectivorous birds
have caught on to the ruse, adaptation has furthered the
camouflage cycle.
Quite a few lepidopterans have false eyespots that mimic
birds of prey that prey upon the small birds that prey upon
them. These spots are often displayed with behaviors that
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startle a predator into thinking that the tables have been
turned on it.
Birds are not the only worry for butterflies. Lepidopterans may be laid low by small jumping spiders which can leap
on their heads and deliver venom that instantly paralyzes.
The red-banded hairstreak is a butterfly endemic to the
southeastern United States. If feeds on fallen tree leaves
which are frequently crawling with spiders.
Besides the striping that begat its name, the hairstreak
has a pattern on its hind wings that looks like its head. On
the ground in the presence of spiders, the hairstreak constantly moves its hind wings to elevate the effect of its false
head being real. Spiders are suitably seduced: jumping at the
false head, thereby saving the hairstreak from a bad hair
day.
The spiders get frustrated with futile attacks. They learn
not to bother with prey that they cannot capture. This enhances the efficacy of the hairstreak's false head.

 Convergent Evolution 
There is a pervasive occurrence of convergence across the
tree of life. Many roads can lead to evolved similarity in disparate branches. ~ Hungarian evolutionary geneticist László Nagy

Convergent evolution (aka parallel evolution) is the acquisition of the same trait in unrelated life forms (different
clades).* Instances of convergent evolution are voluminous.
The fact that many solutions are used over and over again by
completely unrelated species suggests that the evolutionary
path is repeatable and predictable. ~ Peter Andolfatto
Convergence in Nature is more common than many biologists would have wagered not long ago. Nonetheless, convergence is not inevitable – in many cases, lineages adapt in
*

Selfsame trait evolution is considered parallel between organisms
if both ancestors had an antecedent similarity that can be pointed
to as the genomic foundation for the trait's development, or convergent if not. Considering our limited knowledge of the genetic
dynamics involved in adaptation, making such a distinction is often problematic.
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different ways to the same environmental conditions. ~ American evolutionary biologist Zachary Blount et al


Plants



Despite striking differences in climate, soils, and evolutionary
history among diverse biomes ranging from tropical and temperate forests to alpine tundra and desert, there are similar interspecific relationships among leaf structure and function and
plant growth in all biomes. This demonstrates convergent evolution and global generality in plant functioning, despite the
enormous diversity of plant species and biomes. ~ American
plant ecologist Peter Reich et al

Plants present a litany of convergent evolution. To begin,
there were at least 5 independent evolutions of single-celled
photosynthetic organisms into multicellular plant forms by
600 MYA. The best known are brown, red, and green algae.
Green algae alone gave birth to the land-based life commonly
called flora.
Despite substantial variations in the morphology of the
lineages of plant forms, they share common functionalities,
and means of achieving them. Kelp, which are members of
the brown algae group, possess trumpet cells which are like
phloem, the conductive tissue found in green plants that
transports sugars from sunlit tissue to those below which live
in perpetual shade.
Selfsame problems gave rise to similar solutions between
evolutionarily remote plant groups. The non-vascular structure of some brown algae is strikingly like the arrangement
of leaf-stem-root in vascular plants.
Algae live liquidly, where the needs of life are readily
available in the immediate surroundings. The move to terra
firma required extensive modification in body plan, and
strategies to cope in a completely different habitat. Needed
were novel methods of CO2 and nutrient acquisition, dealing
with desiccation, body support, and reproduction. These were
first met with economy, and later succeeded with embellishment.
As all plants are photosynthesizers, they share the same
requirements to capture light and internally exchange water
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and nutrients. Relationships in body plan geometry, such as
surface areas and volumes, are crucial, and thereby constrained in terms of practical possibilities.
A critical feature in plant physiology is the presence of a
cell wall. Beyond securing internal contents from environmental exposure, cell walls provide rigidity and strength to
hold shape and protect against mechanical stress. Plant cell
walls, along with characteristics dependent upon cell cycle
and growth conditions, including rigidity-control mechanics,
evolved independently many times.
If one were to design an organism to optimize light collection, a branched structure with flat-bladed leaves might
seem obvious. There are constraints in the anatomical and
biomechanical features of leaves and petioles (leaf-supporting stalks). These again exhibit convergent evolution in various plant lineages.
Another driving factor arose from competition for access
to sunlight. The ultimate achievement would be a perennial
lifestyle: literally being able to perpetually stand one's
ground, and growth potentiality to lift one's leaves above others. Thus, in various forms and means, evolved trees. Many
employ woods, but others, such as palms and bamboo (an ambitious grass), do not.
Acquiring carbon dioxide for photosynthesis through controllable pores (stomata) causes water loss by transpiration.
Although plants evolved various mechanisms to alleviate this
problem, one well-established solution is C4. This technique
separately evolved at least 45 times, starting 32 MYA, and
most recently 4 MYA.
The familiar fixation of nitrogen via symbiotic microbes
independently evolved in over a dozen families of flowers.
Their accommodation by plants varies, indicating loose constraints to a decided functional need.
Convergence is also shown with parasitic and carnivorous
plants. There are at least 4,000 species of parasitic plants
distributed among 19 different flowering families, with 6 different lifestyles which establish the type of parasitism. All
parasites use a haustorium to penetrate host tissue and connect their vascular system to that of the host.
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Some 600 species of carnivorous plants are known, in 6
angiosperm families, including both monocots and dicots.
Typically living in bright, low-nutrient, water-logged environs, many produce adhesive areas on stems and leaves to
lure, capture and digest insects. Sundews are exemplary.
With at least 194 species, they are the most specious genus
of parasitic plant. Their flypaper lifestyle independently
arose 5 times. Similarly, the pitfall traps of pitcher plants
convergently evolved in 4 families (3 dicot and 1 monocot).
Over 1,064 species in 7 genera of euphorbias are succulents that store large volumes of water in their short, broad
stems, which are green and photosynthesize. Desert conditions led to the same adaptations employed by the unrelated
cactus family, with over 2,000 species in ~175 genera. Similarly, conifers in the forests independently converged on the
same genetic changes to better withstand cold weather.
Further demonstration of plant convergence is that vegetation in selfsame biomes tends to be similar. The Mediterranean climate – mild, wet winters and hot, dry summers –
occurs in California where chaparral plants live, South Africa, central Chile, and southern Australia, as well as the
Mediterranean. In all these areas, native vegetation is a
dense scrub, dominated by woody evergreen sclerophyllous
shrubs. Sclerophyll is a type of vegetation that has hard
leaves oriented parallel or oblique to direct sunlight, with
short internodes (the distance between leaves along the
stem).
Likewise, Alpine plants typically have small, hairy leaves
and prostate stems; a response to often perpetual brisk winds
and soil mineral deficiency.
Genera with very different flower shapes are often very
closely related, and genera with highly similar flowers share
such similarity via convergent evolution. Floral traits are more
prone to rapid evolutionary changes in response to local ecological conditions, whereas vegetative and fruiting traits are
more conserved and not readily shaped by local conditions.
~ Brazilian botanist Domingos Cardoso
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 Digestive Flexibility 
Homogenous test tube populations of E. coli were fed
easy-to-digest glucose and harder-to-stomach acetate. In
each test tube, 2 groups emerged, each specializing in 1 of the
2 food sources.
Then they gained the ability to better switch between
meal types. This last adaptation would have not been useful
until the specialization had emerged, which helped exhaust
food supplies faster. The different bacterial populations genetically came about their adaptations in the same way and
in the same order.
The results provide empirical evidence of adaptive diversification as a predictable evolutionary process. ~ Matthew Herron & Michael Doebeli

 Foraging 
Foraging is a universal behavior in motile organisms. Animals that hunt sparse prey over large areas often traverse
terrain in a pattern known as a Lévy walk, which is characterized by several small steps interspersed with infrequent
long steps.
This Markov process optimizes covering ground. Albatrosses searching for squid over the open ocean nowadays
and sea urchins on the seabed 50 million years ago both took
a Lévy walk.
The efficacy of a Lévy walk is appreciated by cells. Food
is transported within a cell using the same mathematical
pattern that animals employ when foraging.

 Blood Suckers 
Blood is over 95% water. The rest comprises proteins, a
sprinkling of sugars, minerals, and other small molecules,
but almost no fat.
Tiny creatures do fine feeding on such light fare, which is
why the overwhelming majority of blood suckers are arthropods: bedbugs, ticks, chiggers, female mosquitos. For larger
sanguivores, hematophagy is as much of a challenge to survive as it is to adaptively acquire.
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Lacking dietary fat, vampire bats cannot pack on
reserves, and so must consume half their 1-ounce body
weight in blood every night or risk starving to death. Because
the water in a blood meal would make the bats too heavy to
fly, vampires freely urinate as they feed.
Despite the challenges, several animals evolved a taste
for blood, and the equipment and behaviors that make it a
feasible lifestyle, including hatpin teeth, clot buster chemicals, and pain deadeners.
Bedbug habits and senses are well-adapted to find and
reside in the living quarters of their prey. Bedbug mouthparts deliver painkillers and anticoagulants to prime victims.
In between feedings, bedbugs prefer nooks and crannies
where they are not easily dislodged. Aquatic leeches aim for
pockets and crevices on their victims when attaching themselves for a feast.
A vampire bat does not suck the blood of its victims. The
bat instead lets subtle physics do the sucking for it. Relying
upon capillary action, a vampire bat's cleft lower lip, perfectly
spaced lower incisors, and doubly grooved tongue jointly form
a tube through which a victim's blood is readily pulled up.
The anticoagulants in bat spit are so potent that a host animal often continues to bleed long after the vampire has
feasted its fill and flown on.
Hematophagy is a difficult, dangerous trade. Blood feeders must be stealthy and good at escaping the swats and fury
of their often much larger hosts.
The common vampire bat, which feeds on large land animals, creeps along the ground like a spider. As well as its
flight capabilities, a vampire bat can spring straight up a meter to attach itself.
The white-winged vampire bat approaches a potential
host chicken so softly and lovingly that a hen may be deceived
and sweep it up to its brood patch as though to warm its own
chick.
The candiru is a tiny catfish found in the Amazon and
Orinoco Rivers. They are enticed by the scent of urine. Fish
urinate through their gills. The modus operandus of a candiru is to infiltrate its host's gill slits, grasp the flesh inside,
rupture blood vessels, pump out as much blood as it can in a
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minute or 2, and dart out again. Larger catfish are candiru's
favored prey.
Vampire finches on the Galápagos Islands live mostly on
seeds, nectar, and eggs. They supplement their diet with occasional iron-rich snacks by persistently pecking at the wings
and tail region of one of the blue-footed boobies that live
there. Once the finch draws blood, other finches line up like
customers at a deli counter. Curiously, victimized boobies do
not offer much resistance.
The oxpecker is famed for living aboard large mammals –
rhinos, buffalo, and giraffes–and plucking ticks off their
hosts' hides. This symbiosis is sanguinary. Oxpeckers press
their beaks in the wounds where ticks are lodged and take
nips of blood from the beasts they reside on: trading one blood
sucker for another.

 Swimming Ants 
The tropics are lush because they are often awash in rain.
Tropical ants must adapt to the sometimes-soggy conditions,
even those that live in trees, as they may be dropped into the
drink.
Not surprisingly, dozens of different tropical ant species
independently evolved the ability to swim, though some do so
better than others. Some ants swim with front and middle
legs in a synchronized manner. Others are less coordinated.
A few species can stand up and literally walk on water. Once
dunked, all ants proceed in a determined and directed way.

 Rove Beetles 
Rove beetles are an ancient family, primarily distinguished by a short shard (wing cover)
that typically leaves over half their abdomens
exposed. Emerging over 200 million years ago
during the Triassic, rove is the most specious
family of beetle, with over 63,000 species in
thousands of genera. Rove are roving in every
biome where beetles live.
Most rove are invertebrate predators, especially of other
insects. They often live in obscure places: forest leaf litter,
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under stones, and around freshwater margins. Around 400
species reside on ocean shores that are submerged at high
tide.
A social insect colony is an energy-packed resource with lots
of different niches. If you manage to get in, the payoff is very
high. ~ American evolutionary biologist Daniel Kronauer
Army ants are notoriously fierce. They specialize in coordinated mass attacks. Yet within the bivouacs of all 340
known species of army ant live tiny rove beetles, surreptitiously stealing food from their unsuspecting hosts.
These flea-sized parasites lost their beetleness to look,
smell, and behave so much like ants that they can pilfer food
stores or eat ant larvae with impunity. This remarkable feat
of evolutionary deception independently evolved dozens of
times.
The common ancestor of the parasitic lineage of rove beetles evolved a gland at the tip of the abdomen that can squirt
noxious compounds – quinones – at attackers. This was a useful head start.
It's a pre-adaptation that allows you to undergo some extreme
adaptations. ~ American entomologist Joseph Parker
Since then, parasitic beetles evolved variant glands with
new functions. One group sprays ant alarm pheromones that
send would-be attackers scattering. Another secretes chemicals that ants use to recognize colony mates.
With the help of a raft of morphological features – including narrowed waists, longer legs, antennae like ants, and
even an antlike gait – interloping rove beetles persuasively
fool their fearsome hosts into feeding, protecting, and transporting them.

 High-Altitude Hummingbirds 
With elevated aerobic metabolism, hummingbirds have
exceedingly high oxygen demands. Yet 63 species thrive at
high-altitude in the Andes, where oxygen is scarce.
These different hummingbirds independently evolved hemoglobins with enhanced oxygen-binding. They repeatedly
did so via the same molecular changes.
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While hummingbirds have convergently adapted to high
altitudes similarly, other birds have not. Avian adaptation to
alpine air has transpired innumerable times, but the molecular means to do so has differed considerably. These discrepancies reflect differences in evolutionary history.
Even in cases where adaptive phenotypic change is predictable, the molecular pathways to these changes may not be.
~ Indian biologist Chandrasekhar Natarajan et a

Efficiencies are not just chemical. There are economies of
scale in social organization. These can be cued chemically.

 Insect Eusociality 
Social insect queen pheromones likely evolved from preexisting fertility signals directed at males. ~ Belgian evolutionary
biologist Annette Van Oystaeyen et al

Eusocial wasps, bees, and ants possess unsurpassed coherent societies: so organized as to make human civilization
look like mindless chaos. Hundreds of thousands, sometimes
millions, of eusocial insects build elaborate nests which are
run at an epitome of cleanliness and efficiency.
The lynchpin to the success of eusociality is reproductive
division of labor. A queen devotes herself to laying eggs while
her daughters take care of all else.
The key to this role relegation are fertility-related pheromones that arose are 145 million years old in the common
ancestor to eusocial insects. A queen exudes a long-chained
hydrocarbon that suppresses worker reproduction.
Employing selfsame pheromones, reproductive division of
labor arose independently at 3 times via a highly conserved
gene set. This distinctly led to eusociality at least 10 times.

 Blue Tarantulas 
Even within monophyletic lineages, tarantulas have evolved
strikingly similar blue coloration through divergent mechanisms. ~ Chinese biologist Bor-Kai Hsiung et al
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Among tarantulas, blue hair evolved
independently at least 8 times. Why remains a mystery.
As their eyes do not see blue, the color
isn't to wow lady tarantulas. The blue
may sufficiently resemble flower petals
to lure some insects within striking distance. Blue may help
hide tarantulas from predators in the green-tinted light of
the forest. Or it may look enough like the color of some fierce
wasps, and so give hungry predators pause before attacking.
Certainly, blue hair among tarantulas is no coincidence.
All of them reflect blue light within a narrow ~10 nanometer
range at the 450-nm wavelength.
The blueness comes solely from their hair. Beneath even
the most eye-popping sapphire locks lies a dark, dull cuticle.
Tarantula hair blueness is produced by embedded nanoscale structures that vary widely among spiders. Some species produce an ordered phalanx of micro pancake stacks:
cuticle layers alternating between thin air pockets. Others
have subtle arrays of quasi-ordered spongy structures like
those of bird feathers.
Structures and evolutionary histories differ, but tarantulas are "evolving the same blue over and over again," observed American biologist Todd Blackledge.

 Dragonfish 
In the dark, deep sea food is very scarce. ~ American ichthyologist David Johnson

Besides the dark and crushing pressure, the deep sea is a
dangerous place. Lacking light, many deep-sea animals independently evolved bioluminescence to help them see, and to
communicate with conspecifics.
The risk of shedding (or reflecting) light is marking yourself as prey. Dragonfish cultivate this defect to their advantage by having a bioluminescent bulb at the end of a
tether below their head that acts as a lure. These lie-and-wait
ambush predators save energy by drawing dinner to them.
The glowing lure is bait for a fish that is sublimely equipped
to capture and eat more than its fair share.
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Dragonfish have an array of traits that render them tiny
sharks of the dark with their efficient design. (Dragonfish
only grow at most to 46 cm; many are only pencil length.)
Their skin is a nonreflective matt black, achieved by a film of
microscopic melanin granules which soak up light. 2 noteworthy peculiarities – loose jaws and distensible stomachs – borrow from the playbook of snakes.
Loose dragonfish jaws are
achieved by replacing neck vertebrate with flexible tendons. The rubber neck lets dragonfish open their
mouths over 120°, allowing them to
swallow prey as long as and larger
than they are; hence the distensible stomachs.
To secure their catch, dragonfish have long saber-like
teeth on jaws that snap shut with astonishing speed. The
teeth are an engineering marvel. Dragonfish teeth are
sharper than piranha teeth and as hard as the teeth on great
white sharks. To avoid reflecting light, dragonfish teeth are
transparent. The effect is achieved by miniscule nanocrystals
spread throughout the enamel which pass light through
without scattering, thereby eliminating reflection. The transparent teeth and non-reflective skin mean that dragonfishes'
bioluminescent lure doesn't give them away to potential prey.


Camouflage



As a protective stratagem camouflage independently
evolved in various sea urchins, gastropods, crabs, insects,
amphibians, cephalopods, reptiles, birds, and mammals.
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Japanese quail understand the value of camouflage. Hens
know the patterning of their eggs and carefully lay them in
locations that hide them best.
Camouflage has a variety of forms. The best known is coloration, which may change seasonally and/or at separate
stages of life, if not at will, as with coleoids (squid, cuttlefish,
and octopuses). Some cuttlefish and octopi can create exquisitely detailed and exact colored patterns via their minds in
milliseconds despite being color-blind.
Clupeids are a family of ray-finned fishes that includes
herrings, sardines, and shades. Silvery clupeids convergently
evolved a multilayer skin made of 2 types of guanine crystals,
each with distinct optical properties. The different crystals
are meticulously arranged to cancel the polarization of light
reflected off the fish.
These fish evolved this particular multilayer structure to help
conceal them from predators, such as dolphin and tuna. They
found a way to maximize their reflectivity over all angles they
are viewed from. This helps the fish best match the light environment of the open ocean, making them less likely to be seen.
~ English physicist Nicholas Roberts
Concealment camouflage is often coupled with behaviors
to secure the effect, such as prey staying stock still, or predators slowly stalking.
With mimesis a creature's camouflage makes it look inconsequential. Posturing as a plant is a common ploy. Both
prey and predator make such a masquerade. To avoid being
munched, a grasshopper looks like a leaf. A stick insect
passes for a twig. As a predatory ploy, a flower mantis climbs
to the top of a suitable plant and appears to be in bloom,
awaiting prey.
The orchid mantis specializes in pink orchids. A mantis
sways side-to-side, as in the breeze. Various small flies land
on and about it, attracted by a black spot at the tip of its abdomen that resembles a fly; exactly what the mantis is hoping to nab.
There are numerous cryptic behaviors employed situationally. Most mimic the environment. Leafy sea dragons
sway like the seaweed among which they rest.
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As stealth hunters, dragonflies employ motion camouflage: flying in way that hides them from their prey.

The expression of evolution begins at the molecular level.
Convergent evolution occurs there as well.

 Endogenous Retroviruses 
Endogenous retroviruses are transposable elements
(TEs) that resemble retroviruses. TEs can change their positions within a genome, and so have been called "jumping
genes."
Transposable elements can drive evolution by creating genetic and epigenetic variation. ~ Japanese cytologist Tokuji
Tsuchiya & American cytologist Thomas Eulgem
The basic process of using the information encoded in
DNA – transcription – employs RNA as an intermediary. Retrotransposons are TEs that employ RNA to copy themselves.
Endogenous retroviruses independently evolved into retrotransposons multiple times; an example of convergent evolution at the molecular level.


Adipose Fins 

Vertebrates in general have conserved body plans. New
appendages, whether fins or limbs, evolve rarely. ~ American
evolutionary biologist Michael Coates

An adipose fin is a small, soft, fleshy fin found on the back
of a fish, behind the dorsal fin and just in front of the caudal
fin. The adipose fin is a sensory organ, though its exact employment is not known. Over 6,000 species of fish have adipose fins, including salmon, trout,
adipose fin
catfishes, and characids.
The adipose fin did not descend from a common ancestor. Instead, it repeatedly
arose. Moreover, the adipose
fin convergently evolved with different structures, indicating
selfsame functionality obtained via various physical means.
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Powered flight is a classic example of convergent evolution. Insects were the first land animal to take to the air but
the first flight may have taken place in the water.
Sea butterflies are a small swimming predatory sea snail.
These zooplankton flap their wings in the same way that insects do, albeit much slower: 4–5 wing beats per second versus hundreds for a small insect.
From a hydrodynamic standpoint, water is a viscous version of air. Sea butterflies flap in a figure-8 pattern that provides lift in the water like tiny insects do in the air. To do so,
the snails rotate their bodies along with the clap and fling of
wings characteristic of fruit fly flight.
The earliest vertebrates known to have powered flight
were pterosaurs, a cousin to dinosaurs. Down the evolutionary line, a cousin evolved in a way that would cause a flap.
Some flightless dinosaurs lived in trees. Getting around,
and quickly down to the ground, led to feathered wings. In a
word: the bird.
On a completely different linage, bats are mammals
whose forelimbs formed webbed wings between the fingers.
It's shocking how incredibly soft and compliant bat wings are. The wings are geometrically
complicated because they have all these joints.
~ American evolutionary biologist Sharon
Swartz
Whereas birds flap their entire forelimbs, bats flap their
fingers, which are long and covered by a thin skin (patagium)
or membrane. Yet, due to biomechanical constraints and the
evolutionary vector of limb modification, the wings of birds
and bats are similar in construction.
Pterosaurs had yet a different flight path to the same effect. Their wings evolved from a greatly lengthened 4th of 4
digits, with an arm membrane (brachiopatigium) extending
from the 4th finger to the body, creating a wing. The other
digits were part of the wing in some pterosaur species. Many
pterosaurs, if not all, also had webbed feet.
Powered flight evolved independently in pterosaurs, birds,
and bats, each of which has a different configuration of the bony
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elements and epidermal structures that form the wings.
~ Chinese vertebrate paleontologist Min Wang


Flightlessness 

Convergence toward gigantism and flightlessness was facilitated by early Tertiary expansion into the diurnal herbivory
niche after the extinction of the dinosaurs. ~ Australian evolutionary biologist Kieren Mitchell

Sometimes flight becomes an unnecessary extravagance,
even if you are a bird. All the flightless birds are lumped together as ratites. Ratites tend to be sizable birds. Several are
fast runners, as befitting being large and living on a savanna.
The ostrich can outrun a horse.
It's relatively easy to lose flight. ~ American evolutionary biologist Scott Edwards
Flightlessness convergently evolved at least 5 times, consistently doing so through delicate changes in regulatory
genes focused on limb development. More disruptive mutations were done to facilitate optimal metabolism for the fleetbut-flightless lifestyle.


Swimming 

In that it overcomes a stronger gravitational force by occurring in air, flight is the fancy version of swimming. Unsurprisingly, selfsame biomechanics of swimming through
viscous media convergently evolved innumerable times.
Undulatory locomotion, a gait in which thrust is produced in
the opposite direction of a traveling wave of body bending, is a
common mode of propulsion used by animals in fluids, on land,
and even within sand. ~ American biomechanics physicist
Daniel Goldman et al


Vocalization



As animals vocalize, their vocal organ transforms motor commands into vocalizations for social communication. ~ Danish
zoologist Coen Elemans et al
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Sound is a vibration propagating as an audible wave of
pressure. Vocalization is sound production by an animal
through its respiratory system. Audition is sound perception.
Humans and other mammals vocalize via their vocal
cords, which are a folded membrane across the larynx. Sound
ushers forth when muscles regulate the voice box as air from
the lungs rushes past.
Birds vocalize through their syrinx, which has no vocalizing membrane. Instead, avian vocalizations are made by
muscling the walls of the syrinx during airflow.
The syrinx is a tiny box of cartilage. It reinforces the airway,
and when air passes over the folds in it, it produces a sound:
birdsong. ~ American zoologist Chad Eliason
Structurally, the syrinx is highly diverse across bird species. Some birds, such as condors, lack a syrinx. Their communications are restricted to throaty hisses.
Whereas the mammalian larynx is above the trachea, the
syrinx is below the windpipe. Because the syrinx is located
where the trachea forks into the lungs, songbirds can produce
more than 1 sound at a time (lateralization): separate sounds
from each bronchus.
Despite using disparate organs independently evolved,
mammals and birds converged on the same mechanism for
vocalization, corresponding with the myoelastic-aerodynamic
theory.
Expiratory airflow is mechanically converted by vocal folds
into pulse-like airflow, which causes air pressure disturbances
constituting the acoustic excitation of the system. The mechanical properties and recruitment of different layers of vibrating
tissues affect their resonance properties, which in combination
with aerodynamic driving forces determine the frequency and
mode of oscillation. ~ Czech biophysicist C.T. Herbst et al
Vocalization involves physiological structures and regulatory systems outside (ex vivo) the sound-producing organs
themselves (in vivo). The entire vocalization system in birds
and mammals is an instance of convergent evolution.
There is substantial redundancy in the control of key vocal
parameters ex vivo, suggesting that in vivo vocalizations may
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also not be specified by unique motor commands. ~ Coen Elemans et al

 Infant Distress 
The infant distress calls of many mammal species – from
deer to marmots, bats, cats, dogs, fur seals, and humans –
are sonically similar: sharing acoustic elements that make
them recognizable across species.
A deer understands what a human baby's cry means. This
suggests that the emotional makeup of animals is selfsame.
These mammals are separated by over 90 million years of
evolution. The basis for infant cry characteristics may have
originated cladistically but it is also an instance of convergent evolution, as the vocal production apparatuses for these
diverse creatures are quite different.


Singing 

The capacity to modify vocal syntax to changes in social
context is an important component of vocal plasticity and
complexity in adult vertebrates, especially in human speech.
~ American zoologist Kirsten Bohn

Flight is not the only thing that birds and bats have in
common which each independently evolved.
The free-tailed bat is a fast-flying species, able to flit up
to 9 meters per second. A male may only have 1/10th of a second to attract a female to his roost for some romance.
The male free-tailed bat sings beautifully: as well as any
songbird in quality and creativity. Once a female is attracted,
a male changes his tune: displaying versatility so as to enamor her into mating. Flying is not the only thing that freetailed bats are fast at.
Songbirds are not born knowing the songs they will sing
as adults. Like human infants picking up language, birds listen and imitate to learn the tunes they croon.
Songbirds and hominids descended from a common ancestor 300 million years ago. Birds and hominids independently acquired the ability to vocalize.
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~80 genes create similar pathways in the brains of songbirds and humans; pathways which are active when imitating sounds and singing.* This genetic activity is not resident
in birds that cannot learn songs or mimic sounds.


Hearing



Though variations are possible, some biological imperatives have an optimal vector of solution. Audition is exemplary.
Hearing universally involves 3 stages: sound collection,
impedance conversion, and frequency analysis. In mammals,
the eardrum, middle ear, and cochlear serve those respective
functions.
Katydids, which have some of the smallest of ears of all
organisms, have the same tripartite structure for audition,
albeit with much different components. Each part performs
the identical function as in mammals.


Toxic Adaptation



Numerous insects have independently evolved the ability to
feed on plants that produce toxic secondary compounds and
sequester these compounds for use in their defense. ~ Chinese
evolutionary biologist Ying Zhen et al

Plants produce vast arrays of chemical protection for
themselves that are toxic to would-be predators. In an evolutionary arms race, animals may overcome this barrier to consumption, at least to some tolerance. Some animals even
adapt to employ plant toxins to their own advantage.

 Alkaloids 
Some 3% of flowering plants produce pyrrolizidine alkaloids, which are a nasty trick. To an herbivore, the alkaloids
go down well enough, but are converted into toxins as metabolized. Both the African grasshopper and European cinnabar
*

All biological functions are controlled by a mind within. The mind
may be associated with a molecule, a cell, or an organism. Any
reference to physiological activity, such as brain pathways, is
merely artifactual to the generative mentation.
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moth caterpillar, by evolving the same specific enzyme,
adapted to safely store the toxin themselves. This adaptation
conferred protection from predation.
Separated by 300 million years of evolution, 14 species of
insect – from aphids to beetles to butterflies – convergently
evolved the same molecular mechanism to handle the
cardenolides that are the natural defense for dogbane, milkweed, and other plants. This steroid cardiotoxin usually cripples the ability of cells to regulate sodium-to-potassium ratio.
The different insects independently tweaked the gene that
produces the protein which handles this chore in the same
way, to nullify the effect that cardenolides normally have;
identical convergent evolution.

 Glycosides 
Cardiac glycosides are toxic molecules that perturb the
cell membranes of animals, causing cardiotoxicity. Several
plants and some toads produce these glycosides as a defense
against predation.
Widely divergent insects, amphibians, reptiles, and mammals have overcome the toxicity to dine on these glycoside
producers. All of them evolved resistance via 2 identical
amino acid changes in a specific portion of a single gene.
(There were possible alternate molecular routes to this common trait.) The gene produces a protein that is essential to
the binding site that makes the glycosides toxic. The adaptation renders the glycosides harmless.
The predictability of this convergent evolution is underlined by its reversal in carnivorous lizards that migrate to
toad-free areas. These lizards energetically economize by not
producing unnecessary proteins.
Similar selection pressures have resulted in convergent evolution of the same molecular solution across the breadth of the
animal kingdom, demonstrating how a scarcity of possible solutions to a selective challenge can lead to highly predictable evolutionary responses. ~ Australian biologist Beata Ujvari
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What it means to be an eye is so much broader than we originally thought. ~ American zoologist Sönke Johnson

Light is a rich information-carrying medium, so it is unsurprising that vision evolved early and in most forms of life.
Vision independently evolved over 50 times. Though sight itself is functionally convergent, there are an astonishing variety of vision systems, including eyes that are not at all
apparent.
Many invertebrates and vertebrates have different vision subsystems, each tuned to one specific task. ~ English biologist
Innes Cuthill et al
Erythropsidinium is a single-celled alga. It has an organelle eye that it uses to catch prey and avoid predators. The
eye detects polarized light. Erythropsidinium's eye is so extraordinary that no one believed the biologist who first described it over a century ago. But then, it is hard to explain
how an organism can see when it has no nerves nor a brain.

 Sea Urchins 
Sea urchins are mobile pincushions. Their spiny defense
system dominates their appearance. They have no eyes per
se. Instead, a sea urchin is an eye: a very prickly one.
The tube feet that propel urchins possess opsins, which
are the proteins that make animal eyes possible. Opsins at
the base of the tube feet are complimented by a 2nd set of
opsins scattered over an urchin's surface.
Altogether, an urchin's mind has enough pixelated information to put together a rough image: good enough to tell
light from dark and detect movement; sufficient sight to
know when to put one's spines up or run for cover.
Sea urchins have no brain. They do have a simple nervous
system that rings their mouth: right where the action is.

All animal eyes may have had a common origin: a protoeye that could resolve something more than light from dark.
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Sophisticated optical systems seem to have appeared abruptly ~540 million years ago, in the Cambrian explosion of
life forms.
Rapid eye evolution was dictated by competition between
predators and prey. Good eyesight quickly became essential.
As well as gross morphology, nimble innovation in fine-scale
anatomy appeared during the Cambrian.
Eyes for vision arose independently in cnidarians (e.g.,
jellyfish), echinoderms (e.g., sea stars), cephalopods (e.g.,
squid), invertebrates (e.g., insects), and vertebrates. The last
common ancestor of these divergent phyla may have had at
most a photosensitive spot; or maybe not.

 Chiton 
Nature provides a multitude of examples of multifunctional
structural materials in which trade-offs are imposed by conflicting functional requirements. ~ Chinese materials scientist Ling
Li et al

Chitons are marine mollusks that arose 500 MYA. They
have a segmented shell connected by muscular tissue that allows them to roll up into a protective ball. Chitons can move
with surprisingly speed. If they choose, chitons can cling
tightly to irregular surfaces.
Chitons do not have a brain and not much of a nervous
system. But they are aware of their surroundings and act
accordingly: getting themselves picked up by passing waves
when they want, using ambush tactics on prey, and reacting
to threats of predation.
What Nature has perfected is to use comparatively simple,
cheap starting materials and turn them into an exquisite, multifunctional material. ~ German materials scientist Peter Fratzl
While most chiton are nocturnal, some have busy days.
Of these, 100 of the 940 extant species have up to 1,000
aragonite eyes embedded in shell crevices. This plethora of
peepers let chitons watch the action around them: their
minds putting together the multitude of inputs into a single
image.
It actually forms a shockingly clear image. ~ Sönke Johnson
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Aragonite is a variety of calcium carbonate (aka calcite or
calspar) and is one of the most common minerals on Earth.
Calcite is a major constituent of limestone, chalk, and marble. It is also the building material for animal shells, exoskeletons, and eggshells. And, in the case of chiton, eyes.
There is a drawback to chiton calcite eyes. The lenses create weak spots in the shell's armor.
In order to see, they had to back off on mechanical protection. ~ American evolutionary biomechanist Sheila Patek
Chiton eyes nestle in protective grooves, with shell protrusions that partly compensate for the eye spots.
Chitons might see better with slightly larger eyes. But
that apparently would compromise shell integrity too much.
Sometimes we assume Nature is perfect. But more often than
not it is a perfect compromise. ~ English biologist Andrew
Parker

Adaptive pressures led to progressive refinements in vision equipment, though not always obvious improvements.
Vertebrate eyes oddly have blood and nerve vessels coming
from the front. The cephalopod eye has a more logical wiring,
with the vessels from the back.

Wasp eyes illustrate how sociality can drive senses.

 Paper Wasps 
Whereas dark North American paper wasps each make
their own nest, golden paper
wasps form small colonies by
building a joint nest where they
lay their eggs.
Clustering queens squabble
and determine a dominance hierarchy. A social hierarchy is
only possible if individuals can
recognize one another.
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Compound eyes are great for detecting motion but yield
poor resolution. Comparatively, larger diameter lenses collect more light, providing sharper vision.
Many flying insects have a high-acuity zone within their
compound eye, outfitted with larger diameter lenses. The
lenses with heightened acuity face forward, which is the typical flight direction.
Social wasps had 2 adaptations which facilitated individual recognition: singular looks and the sight to see it.
Stiff exoskeletons do not afford facial expressions but
patterns on the face allow an individual look. Social wasps all
have distinctive faces.
Whereas large wasps tend to be solitary, smaller ones
socialize. Smaller social wasp eyes are proportionately large,
delivering sight just as good as their bigger cousins. Those
with variable facial patterns have larger lenses in their acute
zone than those that do not have variable faces.
Social wasps evolved improved acuity relative to size to discriminate among different individuals in the colony. ~ American zoologist Michael Sheehan
As they live within a social hierarchy, social paper wasps
can infer rank by watching how other wasps behave around
each other: an acumen called transitive inference. Honeybees,
with equivalent brains, do not posses this skill; but then, they
don't need to, as they don't have a social hierarchy.
Wasps use known relationships to make inferences about unknown relationships. The capacity for complex behavior is
shaped by the social environment in which behaviors are beneficial, rather than being defined by brain size. Miniature nervous systems do not limit sophisticated behaviors. ~ American
evolutionary biologist Elizabeth Tibbetts


Echolocation



This highly specialized life trait is affecting vast portions of
the genetic makeup of the organism. ~ English biologist Joe
Parker

Echolocation is a complex trait, involving production, reception, and sensory processing of ultrasonic pulses. It is
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used for orientation, avoiding obstacles, communication, and hunting.
Echolocation evolved in bats as a
way to fly at night without banging
into things. Fruit bats, also known
as the flying foxes, produce clicks
with their wings that allow them to
hunt in darkness via echolocation.
This is more rudimentary than the oral biosonar of other
bats, which arose independently at least twice.
Echolocation also convergently evolved in dolphins and
toothed whales 34 MYA. Narwhals, the unicorns of the sea,
are superb practitioners: equal to bats in precise employment
of echolocation.
Echolocation is not a matter of a few genes. It involves
multiple genetic complexes ranging over hundreds of genes,
geared to the numerous traits required for an organism to
echolocate.
In echolocating mammals there were identical changes in
nearly 200 genes – incredible! ~ Joe Parker
Like vision, echolocation beautifully illustrates adaptation as a teleological exercise.

 Suction Vision 
Blind cavefish nimbly navigate the pitch-black caves
where they live, never bumping into obstacles. In a liquid
variant of echolocation, cavefish see through suction.
Sucking water into its mouth, a cavefish creates currents
in the surrounding water that flow around and reverberate
off objects. A fish detects these subtle water movements via
lateral line sensors on it flanks.
As with other fish, the blind cavefish mentally maps
nearby terrain by subtracting its own wave production while
swimming.
When approaching large objects, cavefish suck more often: getting better resolution by feedback from more frequent
pressure waves. From a physics standpoint this is the same
technique that echolocating animals employ.
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Convergent evolution raises the issue of evolutionary
inevitability: that functional facets of life are constrained to
emerge similarly.


Nervous Systems



The earliest-evolved animals include sponges, placozoa,
cnidarians, and ctenophores (comb jellies). Though they
somehow relate to the original metazoan, their lineage remains uncertain. Though comb jellies are more complex than
sponges, modern ones retain the most ancient DNA. These 4
may well all be basal: originators of their respective clades.
Sponges have unspecialized cells which can migrate and
transform into the needed type. Sponges do not have
circulatory, digestive, or nervous systems. They do possess
an immune system.
Placozoa are a basal invertebrate: one of the simplest
non-parasitic metazoa. These small flattened animals have
specialized cells, including fibers to interconnect cells for
communication and coordination. But they lack neurons.
Cnidarians include jellyfish and anthozoa (coral, sea
anemone and sea pens). Cnidaria have various cell types, including nerve cells.
Comb jellies (ctenophores) have an elementary brain with
nerve cells which are linked by complex synapses to muscles.
These jellies have a nervous system like no other, with
unique neurons and communication signaling molecules.
Cnidarians and ctenophores do not share a common ancestor. Nervous systems evolved at least twice.
Everyone thinks this kind of complexity cannot be done
twice. But ctenophores suggest that it happens. There is more
than one way to make a brain, a complex neural circuit and
behaviors. ~Russian biologist Leonid Moroz
The comb jelly genome is radically different from other
animals. Besides nervous systems, comb jellies are distinct
from other genomes in their immune system and developmental genes.
They are the aliens of the sea. ~ Leonid Moroz
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Intelligence is a sine qua non for every entity that must
be responsive to its environment. From viruses and single
cells on up, awareness, memory, pattern-matching, and
decision-making are essential. Every cell, every organism
has a mind.
Complex cognitive abilities evolved multiple times in distantly related animals with vastly different brain structures in order to solve similar socioecological problems. ~ English
zoologist Nathan Emery & English psychologist Nicola Clayton
That birds have considerably different brain structures
than other modern vertebrates illustrate that evolutionary
drives are to functional solutions, not biological forms: which
is a caution to not confuse substance with essence. A brain is
merely the physical substrate of the mind: a material mirage
for intelligence which is energetically based. Plants are more
intelligent than animals yet possess no identifiable physiological system for their acumen.
Understanding that intelligence is a universal aspect of
life, the idea of convergent evolution in intelligence becomes
nuanced. Cognition did not independently evolve multiple
times to handle similar socioecological problems.
All thought is symbolic manipulation employing memory.
Only the context differs. Specific sets of cognitive frames put
an organic entity in a proper mental milieu to deal with its
world.
Whereas bodies and behaviors are all that we see, we
know that organisms are operationally defined by their
minds. Psychology is both species-specific and individual.
These principles of cognitive schemas are selfsame throughout the tree of life.
Intelligence is not a product of brains. Intelligence is instead a display of the mind, which was crafted from an evolutionary perspective to certain possibilities, inclinations,
and limitations.
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 Reversion Evolution 
The simplification of an animal may be due to the ancestors
of that animal having taken to new habits of life. ~ Ray
Lankester

Convergent evolution is different than re-evolution. In reevolution (short for reversion evolution), a genetic expression
previously abandoned is re-enabled. The reactivated trait is
an atavism: reversion to ancestral type.
The evolutionary throwback of atavism comes from gene
conservation. Mathematical modeling suggests that atavism
may be had within 6 million years. After 10 million years, an
unused gene is unlikely to be functional. Some genes are conserved such that no such expiration applies.
Embryos of various species display ancestral traits. Human fetuses have a tail. Such features typically disappear
during development, but an atavism leaves an ancestral feature intact.
In a Lamarckian way, traits that no longer serve a purpose are minimized in time as a process of subtractive adaptation. Gene conservation long leaves the option open for
later reversion.
Reversions regularly occur. The snake, which lost its lizard legs and went back toward worm form to get somewhere,
is exemplary. Snakes retain the genes for legs. They simply
lay dormant.
There are dozens of lizard lineages that have lost their limbs.
~ Australian evolutionary zoologist Michael Lee
Snakes also illustrate that supposed examples of atavism
are often facile, in singling out a trait while ignoring others
that are invariably coupled to the suite of changes that organisms undergo in adaptive transformation. Snake descent
was much more complex than mere reversion evolution.

 Snakes 
Snakes are a redesigned organism. ~ American zoologist
Stephen Mackessy

Snakes did not lose their limbs in one fell swoop. The first
snake with no legs arose 85 million years ago, adapting to be
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a better burrower. Snake bodies independently evolved at
least 26 times.
They had to make so many changes to adapt
to life as a tube. ~ American geneticist David
Pollock
Losing limbs is the least remarkable thing
about snakes. On the inside, snakes underwent extraordinary adaptations. Internal organs pared down, including having only a
single lung and liver lobe. To accommodate smooth slithering, snakes gained many vertebrae.
Snake descent was one of the fastest among vertebrates,
with an unparalleled number of transformations. It smacks
of saltation.
Snakes metabolism ratchets to the greatest extremes of
any vertebrate. This owes to snakes having to swallow their
meals whole, as they lack the means to tear their food into
pieces.
Snake jaws, and the head, underwent numerous adaptations to permit swallowing animals many times its size. The
skin around the mouth is usually folded and only stretched
when wide open.
Snake mouths can open so far as to rip apart the interlocking proteins that hold jaw muscles together. These proteins repair themselves after feeding.
When a snake swallows its meal, its digestive system
gears up for the feast. The small intestine and liver may double in size. Heart and kidneys also bulk up big-time.
Metabolic rate may jump to 45 times its normal pace. This
may last for days. Meanwhile, a snake is motionless: its energy consumed in consuming.
After digestion, which may take 2 weeks, organs return
to their between-meal norm. In species that feed sporadically, such as the python, the entire intestine becomes inactive between meals.
The difference in metabolism between a live snake and a
dead snake is minimal. ~ American biologist Todd Castoe
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Conservation of energy lets snakes go many moons without needing to eat; thereby letting snakes be highly opportunistic in their hunting. Snakes cope well with food scarcity:
the great advantage of ectothermy.
Being able to ramp up metabolism to cope with a feast is
one thing. Catching those outsized meals is quite another.
Some snakes, such as boas and pythons, grew large
enough to put the squeeze on their prey. Another line of
snakes developed a different device to bring down a large
lunch: venom.
In a sense, snake venom was reversion evolution, as it revitalized a genetic art 200 million years old. Venom first developed in an ancestor of lizards that found a poison fang
advantageous.
Evolving venom involved more than turning saliva toxic.
Snakes recruited proteins from other parts of the body, such
as those used to clot blood or regulate blood pressure. These
were mutated into potency and concentrated to catastrophe
for those that would be prey.
The sophisticated fangs of snakes was a later innovation:
within the past 80 million years. Rear fangs with grooves for
venom flow evolved into hypodermic needles up front, along
with muscles to pump the poison.
Advanced venoms, which may be a complex of over 100
compounds, may do more than kill. Some serve as a scent
trail, helping a snake locate a bitten animal that manages to
get away.
Rattlesnakes, which often live in deserts and other sweltering biomes, pack their venom with proteins that break
down the tissues of those bitten. This lets them win the race
between digestion and rot.
Snake venom also serves defensive purposes. Compounds
for predator deterrence include those that elicit extreme pain
in their victims – if not dead: once bit, twice shy.
In a coevolutionary competition, prey animals may evolve
resistance to snake venom. That is not possible in the instance of Australian tiger snakes, which perfected their poison 10 million years ago and have conserved its formula over
that vast expanse of time. Tiger snake venom is killer.
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Tiger snakes and their close relatives have toxins that are
almost identical. The toxins target a part of the blood clotting
cascade that is the same across all animals. ~ Australian
herpetologist Bryan Fry

Snake adaptations varied in several ways. Sea snakes,
which arose 20–9 MYA, convergently evolved greater sensitivity to their environment via modified scale sensilla. These
sensilla are small, tactile, mechanosensory organs located on
the head scales of many squamates.
The scale sensilla of sea snakes are much more dome-shaped
than the sensilla of land snakes, with the organs protruding further from the animals' scales, making them able to sense vibrations from all directions. The scale sensilla on some of the fully
aquatic snakes cover a much higher proportion of the scales'
surface. Sea snakes use these organs to sense objects at a distance by 'feeling' movements in the water. This hydrodynamic
sense is not an option for land animals. In water, a new way of
sensing the environment becomes possible. ~ Australian herpetologist Jenna Crowe-Riddell

Numerous eyeless animals, including the Kauai cave wolf
spider, live in total darkness. Lack sight, other senses developed heightened sensitivities to compensate. As with other
animals, such as blind cavefish, these spiders descended from
ones with eyes.
The atavistic resurrection of complex ancestral traits, contrary
to Dollo's law, appears to be more frequent than commonly
thought. ~ German zoologist Katja Domes et al

 Mites 
Mites have been mighty fond of devolution. Free-living
house dust mites descended from parasites which had
evolved from free-living organisms.
More specifically, house dust mites speciated from mites
that live in animal nests. Dust mites abandoned parasitism
via digestive adaptation that allowed them to live off
keratinous material, such as hair, feather quills, and flakes
of skin.
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Oribatids are an order of slow-growing mites with low metabolism. Many are soil saprovores. Some live in trees. Others are predatory. None are parasitic.
Some oribatid mites went from sexual reproduction to
parthenogenesis before going back to having sex. Parthenogenesis predominates in soil mites, whereas sexual species
colonize the bark of trees and mosses. Arboreal mites have a
tougher time getting enough to eat, and so the diversity that
comes from sex helps maintain populations.

 Viruses 
Viruses mediate gene transfer between cells and crucially enhance biodiversity. ~ Argentinian biologist Gustavo CaetanoAnollés et al

In unifying all other life to the DNA standard, viruses
were the universal common ancestor. This demonstrated an
unsurpassed genetic knowledge in knowing what makes cells
tick.
Viruses typically travel light: keeping only the tools they
need. Most lack reproductive machinery and even the means
to metabolize. There are exceptions.
Giant viruses have incredible machinery that seems to be
very similar to the machinery that you have in a cell. ~ Gustavo
Caetano-Anollés
The giant mimivirus has sufficient genomic instructions
and facilities to run its own business. It simply saves labor
by employing the machinery of its amoeba host to effect reproduction.
The viral factories of the mimivirus are spectacular. Their size
is similar to the size of the nucleus of the virus host. ~ Patrick
Forterre
The miniaturization of viruses may be the earliest example of reversion evolution. Having architected the physical
language of life (DNA), viruses settled into simplicity by
dropping inessentials.
Viruses are stoic: accepting the vicissitudes of existence
while quickly adapting to meet the demands of the moment.
They travel the world and stay in hotels rather than
bothering with owning a home. Lacking metabolism saves
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cooking for one. Surreptitiously entering and sneaking past
sentries is a more exciting and demanding lifestyle than
foraging by a wide measure. In enjoying a truly global
community and reliant upon other life, viruses are the
undisputed Zen masters of wabi-sabi living.
Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. ~ Leonardo da Vinci

 Sex 
Sexual reproduction sets in when resources become scarce.
Under a wide range of conditions, the sexual species outcompete the asexual ones. Asexual species win only when survival
conditions are harsh and death rates are high, or when resources
are so little structured or consumer genotypes are so manifold
that all resources are exploited to the same extent. ~ German
evolutionary zoologists S. Scheu & B. Drossel

The first sex happened 1.2 billion years ago. Its evolution
owes to a viral innovation.
Early on viruses developed a protein that lets 2 cell membranes fuse into 1, allowing combination of genetic material.
This technique is essential for both viral and sexual reproduction.
Nature has a limited number of ways it can cause cells to fuse
together into a single cell. The protein that first made sex possible – and is still used for sexual reproduction in many of Earth's
organisms – is identical to the protein used by certain viruses to
enter human cells. This protein must have really put the spice
in the primordial soup. ~ American cytologist William Snell
Having been handed the essential tool, early cells went
their own way in becoming sexy. Sex chromosomes independently evolved in different lineages of eukaryotes.
In evolutionary terms, sex has been habit forming. Most
protists are into sex, as are fungi, plants, and animals.
A few stopped having sex, including a class of freshwater
rotifers (Bdelloidea). Despite parthenogenetic reproduction,
these microscopic rotifers have evolved for tens of millions of
years, differentiating into over 500 species, many with very
distinct bodies. Bdelloidea demonstrate that sex is only one
route to diversity.
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Bdelloidea can survive desiccation: a necessity if you plan
on living past your puddle drying up. Losing all the moisture
in your body taxes the genome. Once wet again, Bdelloidea
are able to repair the inevitable DNA damage from being
bone dry.
This gene-patching skill is how Bdelloidea manage their
multiplicity. Like viruses and prokaryotes, Bdelloidea are
mavens of DNA manipulation. These rotifers put horizontal
gene transfer to practical effect.
Parthenocarpic plants reproduce vegetatively and can
produce fruit without fertilization. Sharks normally sexually
reproduce but can dispense with the sex to parthenogenetically reproduce.
Sex is expensive. It necessitates additional organs which
require developmental resources, and, more pressingly, taxes
organisms with energies spent in mating and breeding.
Sex evolves when the need for adaptability is high, as sex
more actively shuffles the genetic deck than asexual reproduction. Greater diversity in offspring raises the odds that
some may survive to reproduce.
Variety's the very spice of life, that gives it all its flavour.
~ English poet William Cowper

 Tetrahymena 
Tetrahymena are a genus of free-living ciliate protozoa
found in freshwater ponds. Each is 1 of 7 possible sexes.
Tetrahymena have 2 nuclei: a regular soma nucleus,
which has a gene for its own sex, and a 2nd germline nucleus
for reproduction. The germline nucleus carries incomplete
versions of all 7 sex genes.
During growth, the somatic nucleus handles all gene
transcription while the germline nucleus stays silent.
When it comes time to mate, the germline nucleus is
sorted out until a single mating sex is determined. To maximize genetic diversity, Tetrahymena mate with another of a
different sex. Offspring may be any 1 of the 7 sexes.
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Many microorganisms practice sex. Some algae and fungi
reproduce sexually, including the mold that produces penicillin. Yet asexual reproduction works exceedingly well for
many microbes. The littlest ones possess rather astonishing
adaptability thanks to their ability to selectively pick up
genic bits from the environment and each other (transformation and horizontal gene transfer, respectively).
Given that complex life forms are chock full of rapidly
adapting commensal microbes which facilitate digestion and
help fight disease, sexual reproduction is not a convincing
mechanism for optimizing adaptability, especially considering the energy cost involved. Whatever selective advantage
may be conferred by sexual reproduction, its results have often been emergence of 2 sexes so different in appearance and
behaviors as to easily mistake sexes for species.
Sex-biased genes are those that have different expression
depending upon sex. Both sexes have the same genes, but
sex-limited ones express only in 1 sex, often at a specific period of development. Sex-biased genes are responsible for sexual dimorphism.
The unique properties of sex-limited genes led to the
widespread assumption that they are the product of sexual
selection and sexual conflict. Darwinists took for granted –
as lynchpin proof of "survival of the fittest" – that sexual selection via male mating rights contests provides a sure means
for delivering the best male genomes to females. Actuality is
more complicated.
Promiscuous birds that must fight for mating rights have
genomes that evolve faster than monogamous birds which
pair for life. Adaptive rapidity accounts for the supernormality in males that may arise quickly, and so is instrumental in
conflict-based sexual selection.
The males that win the mating battles may not carry the
best genome. Sex-biased genes geared to winning fights are
not necessarily best for survival in other ways, which is why
females of such sex-selective species often have extra-pair
matings with also-rans. Instead of proving Darwinism, sexual conflict illustrates how deviously convoluted Nature is.
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A male may be attractive to a female and fight hard to mate
with her, but he doesn't deliver at the genetic level. As a result,
his descendants will be less fit. ~ English evolutionary geneticist Judith Mank

Polyandry is a mating system of 1 female and multiple
males. Polygyny is the converse (1 male, multiple females).
Polyandry is common among mice. Females can tell the
difference between a healthy male and an unhealthy one by
their scents. Yet, while preferring healthy mice for their primary sex partners, they still participate in extra-pair mating
with those not so robust.
Females living under a conflict-based sexual selection
mating system hedge their bets when they can, as a mating
system rigged to competitive contests is no guarantee of overall genomic quality in the winners.
Mating-competitive males seldom contribute much to
raising offspring. Consequently, species with such males
compete for the available females, while females exercise discrimination because offspring are a considerable investment
which limit a female's reproductive output.
Getting worked up over sex takes its toll. The mate competition that males undergo lessens lifespan, whether vinegar fly or furless primate. On top of that, any physical
dominance afforded by sexual dimorphism carries a cost in
longevity. Sex extracts a price.

 Gray Tree Frogs 
Gray tree frog males have a
mating call that is a string of
20–40 pulses per call. These
frogs produce 5–15 calls per minute. There is a trade-off in call
duration and repetition. The
longer the call, the fewer that
are made each minute.
Tree frog females prefer a male with shorter but complex
calls, as a rapidly robust croak indicates a quick mind. Sensory bias may come into play: preferring a trait which is not
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necessarily an indication of fitness but instead a preference
that is an inherited disposition.

 Guppies 
Some guppies have a fondness for orange foods. The
preference varies by population.
In those with a sunny disposition, males acquire orange
pigments from the carotenoids in their food. They incorporate
the orange coloring into tail tattoo patches.
Females fall for a male with big orange tattoos. This
signal is meaningful, as it indicates a male as a successful
forager.

 Conspecific Male Plant Competition 
Most biologists agree that males fighting in competition for
females has no scope in plants. ~ Argentinian botanist Andrea
Cocucci et al

Male mating competition is not confined to animals. Several conspecific plants compete to mate, as pollen battle their
way to an awaiting ovule. Via chemical conflict, wild radish
pollen grains duke it out for the privilege of pollination.
Milkweed reproduce by hooking sacs of pollen grains –
pollinaria – to the bodies of birds and other pollinators. Pollinaria are unwittingly dropped into another flower to complete pollination.
It is possible for multiple pollinaria to entangle due to the
limited number of attachment points on the pollinator. The
adaptive solution was horns that prevent pollen sacs from
hooking together. Horns favor the flower that a pollinator visits first. Just as beetle and ungulate stag horns are the implements of male competition, pollarium horns force flower
competition to the fore.
Neither self-propulsion nor well-developed sensory perception are required for sexual selection to take place through intrasexual struggles. Apparently, only physical contact is enough
to influence the reproductive success of competitors and to promote the evolution of defensive and attack weaponry. ~ Andrea Cocucci et al
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 Marbled Crayfish 
The marbled crayfish (aka marmokreb) is a 4–8 cm freshwater decapod discovered in the pet trade in Germany in the
late 1990s.* 10-legged decapods are
the crustacean order of crayfish,
crabs, lobsters, prawns, and shrimp.
The marmokreb is parthenogenetic: the only decapod known to reproduce without sex.
Their being uniquely triploid – having 3 chromosome sets –
may be the reason. All marbled crayfish are female clones,
and they lay lots of eggs.
Only 1 in 10,000 animals species comprise cloning females. Many studies suggest that parthenogens are rare because they don't last long. Lacking genetic diversity, a single
disease might readily wipe out a population.
Marmokrebs are obviously creatures of saltation. Their
DNA indicates that they arose 1,250 years ago, but they were
never seen before the late 20th century.
Having been set loose in lakes and streams by pet owners,
marmokrebs have gone invasively wild, merrily walking hundreds of meters to reach new water sources. Feral populations have been spotted throughout eastern Europe (north
and south), in Madagascar, and in Japan. Marmokrebs have
been able to thrive in a variety of habitats with just their single genome.
Asexuality is a fantastic short-term strategy. ~ American biologist Abraham Tucker


Hypotheses on Sex



There have been many hypotheses about the origin and
maintenance of sex. While sex remains a contentious area of
theoretical evolutionary biology, competing views pretty
much answer the same question the same way.
What compensates for the sex tax? The answer invariably
involves adaptability.

*

Marmokreb is German for "marbled crayfish." They are one of the
most popular crayfish in the international pet trade.
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Broadening genetic diversity renders a population more
robust: a concept with several facets, including the ability to
evade and overcome disease. Sex may well have evolved by
virtue of presenting a moving target to pathogens. Sex and a
microbiome-based immune system were the evolutionary insurance policies taken out to raise the odds of a population
surviving nefarious microbes.
Paradoxically, though theorists agree that adaptability
through diversity accounts for sex, their theories do not account for that very thing. Instead, many reproductive-advantage theories, beginning with Darwin, foolishly focused
on competition. Darwin believed that sexual selection was a
powerful force: a special case of natural selection that emphasized mating success for males. Propagation of a male's genes
were secured by maximizing progeny, whereas a female's
concern was optimizing quality: raising the odds of success to
maturity and reproduction, not merely the number of offspring.
Darwin's sexual selection theory was treated skeptically
for decades. English evolutionary biologist Ronald Fisher invigorated the theory in the 1930s with the observation that
supernormal ornaments could arise simply from female
choice.
Nature sometimes equips animal males with mate-attracting ornaments and display behaviors that go so far as to
be life-threatening: hence the idea of supernormality leading
to survival of the fittest. If a male can flash self-endangering
bling and survive, he must be well endowed where it counts;
or so it was supposed. The implication was that, in evolutionary time, traits desired by females would become further exaggerated. Preference for long tails would result in longer
and longer tails. This became known as the runaway hypothesis.
The Darwin/Fisher runaway hypothesis assumed that supernormality correlates with fitness. But a female-desired
trait is not necessarily an evaluation of fitness. It may simply
be that females favor a certain trait for its aesthetic value.
Seemingly capricious choices may become quite widespread in a population simply by being desirous. The senses
are often positively responsive to supernormal features, such
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as men liking lips enhanced by red lipstick. In this regard,
sensory biases toward supernormal features are biologically
favorable, at least in stimulating the desire for copulation.
Females that mate with males because of their popular
ornaments may benefit because they produce sons with similarly charming features that can attract mates, and so perpetuate the lineage.
Sexual selection theories evolved after Fisher. Many centered on the iffy proposition that the desirous trait was indicative of a male's quality. While appearances are often an
honest signal of a male's overall health, there are a multitude
of exceptions where appearance does not equate with reproductive fitness or success, including humans. From an evolutionary perspective sex is not straightforward.


Sexual Selection Intensity



In many animals, male reproductive success is more dependent upon competitive mating pressure than it is for females. Hence, sexual selection commonly acts with greater
intensity on males than females. The result shows itself in a
syndrome of traits, including behaviors.
In courtship, males commonly expend more time and energy, and take greater risks. Males generally court and attempt copulation with a wider range of partners than
females. Males are more likely to resort to violence against
sexual rivals and to force copulations upon resisting partners.
The sexual selection syndrome also includes life-history
variables. Because of the sexual competition they face, males
take longer to attain sexual maturity. Males tend to have a
higher mortality owing to sexual competition.
Then there are the morphological traits: anatomical specializations for aggression, including horns, antlers, enlarged
canine teeth, and larger bodies than are ecologically optimal.
Males commonly sport more spectacular sexual advertisements, both visual (elaborate and brightly colored adornments) and tactile (complex genitalia).
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Male displays and ornaments are not necessarily for females alone. They also signal other males. Many mating exhibitions are assessment displays which allow females to
choose a mate based upon a male's place in the dominance
hierarchy of the social group.
At least in some ways, competitive males are fit. Prowess
in battle is a better indicator of overall health than a long
tail.
Male elephant seals are huge: 3 to 4 times the size of a
female. The very largest and strongest dominate, gathering
harems on breeding beaches. In some breeding seasons, a
mere 4% of the males in the group perform 85% of the matings.
Because elephant seal males greatly outsize females,
most any male can mount a female, which can offer little
physical resistance. A female elephant seal can object to being mounted by loudly calling to alert other males. If a subordinate male has mounted, he is soon sent on his way by a
more dominant male.
The females of many species prefer dominant males. A
domestic hen favors a dominant cock.
Some females are more immediately practical, preferring
what a male can do to rather than how he looks. Female pied
flycatchers prefer males that secure prime real estate at the
nesting grounds. Their dominance is well grounded.


Genitals



Complex genitalia can result from different evolutionary
mechanisms, though sexual selection is increasingly regarded
as the primary force behind the evolution of genital diversity.
Females respond to manipulating male strategies with behavioural counterstrategies to retain control over fertilization.
~ American evolutionary biologist Patricia Brennan et al

Nature has been inventive with genitals. They come in
various shapes, sometimes with adornments.
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Drakes have dicks shaped like corkscrews. Females have
correspondingly long corkscrew vaginas, spiraling in the opposite direction.
Certain male ducks, especially mallards, are rare among
birds in regularly being rapists. 40% of duck matings are
forced.
The Lake Duck has the longest relative penis of vertebrates. Typically coiled when flaccid, the penis grows to halfduck length or longer when erect. This enormous spiny organ
likely evolved in response to competitive pressure in these
highly promiscuous birds: to the sperm of previous matings
much like a bottle brush.
As an evolutionary counterstrategy, a female duck fends
off sexual violence with maze-like genitals – featuring twists,
pouches, and dead ends – that help her retain control of who
fathers her offspring. Generally, there is such a poor fit between the male and female ducks' genitals that a female
must be relaxed and willing for mating to succeed.
The males of most birds forgo penises altogether. Instead,
they have a cloaca: an opening much like a female's. Mating
is attained with a cloacal kiss.
Certain sessile barnacles pack the longest cock relative to
body size. Among mobile animals, the deep-water greater
hooked squid have the longest relative penis: as long as the
mantle, head, and arms combined.
Many mammal penises, including mice, chimps, and felines, have keratinized penile spines. A cat withdrawing its
penis rakes the walls of a female's vagina, prompting ovulation.
Males of many insects have spiked penises that puncture
and wound a female. Bed bugs and bat bugs bypass the
vagina altogether. Instead, they pierce a female's abdomen,
directly inseminating the blood. Sperm then swim to the ovaries, guided by pheromones.
This has prompted counter-evolution. Female African bat
bugs have paragenitals: a defense mechanism that limits
damage by guiding a male's sharp prick into a spongy structure.
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Bat bugs are rabidly randy. A male may rape another
male. Because of that, male bat bugs also evolved protective
paragenitals.
Having a penis does not necessarily nix motherhood.
Male seahorses and pipefish – not females – get pregnant.
Role reversal can be complete. In 4 closely related species
of booklice, female possess a prickly penis (gynosome), while
males have vaginas. The female is in charge of mating. A female inserts her erect gynosome into a male. Penal spines
anchor her inside him. Unlike conventional penises, a gynosome is no squirter. Instead, it vacuums up a male's sperm,
which a female uses to fertilize her eggs.
Booklice can copulate for 70 hours non-stop. Besides
sperm, male spermatophores provide nutrients. The female
does not to let go until she has had a satisfying meal.
Female booklice packing penises is highly irregular, but
not altogether unique. An extinct species of mite had a similar genitalia scheme, though without the anchoring spines.


Rejection



Across the animal kingdom, sex is often an emotionally
rewarding experience. Rejection is hard to take.
Vinegar flies have an elaborate courtship ritual. A male
may vibrate a love song on one wing, tap his intended's abdomen with his foreleg, and touch her genitalia with his proboscis (a smell/taste sense organ).
If she is put in the mood, his attempts at copulation are
not rejected. Afterward, the 2 flies part: she goes her way to
lay eggs, he to court again.
If instead a female rejects a male's advances, a male may
grow despondent and drown his sorrows in the sauce (fermented fruit).
Rejection or deprivation of sex leaves male flies in a state that
increases the preferential consumption of ethanol. ~ American
biologist Troy Zars
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Humans



Though the differences are less pronounced than among
many other mammals, considerable anatomical and behavior
evidence indicates that men have been subject to stronger
sexual selection pressure than women.
Men are larger than women. Boys reach sexual maturity
later than girls, and men age more rapidly than women.
Aggression and violent competition among males is more
common and pronounced than it is among females. Male sexual coercion is far more frequent than the reverse. Rape and
sexual assault by men remain common in almost all modern
societies.
Polygyny is much more common than polyandry. Women
are typically more selective than men in their choice of sexual
partners.
In one respect, humans reverse the usual pattern between more and less sexually selected genders: men are more
concerned than women with the physical attractiveness of a
potential sexual partner.
The physical beauty of the female receives more explicit consideration than does the handsomeness of the male. The attractiveness of the man usually depends predominantly upon his
skills and prowess rather than upon his physical appearance.
~ American anthropologist Clellan Ford & American ethologist
Frank Beach
There is an evolutionary reason for the strong appeal of
men to a woman's physical attractiveness: it correlates well
with fecundity. Owing to menopause, there is much more
age-related variance in fertility among women than men. The
sexiest women are those in their prime child-bearing years.
Menopause is somewhat common among invertebrates,
fish, birds, and mammals. According to the grandmother hypothesis, menopause serves to lengthen a female's life so that
she may assist her descendants, thus enhancing her legacy
prospects. This has been observed in women and orcas. More
broadly, having experienced females about may enhance
group survival prospects.
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 Development 
The only way to get from genotype to phenotype is via development. ~ American developmental biologist Scott Gilbert

Organismal development is an exercise in genetic control.
Development is an interpretive process aligned with chemical conglomerations around DNA molecules. Development is
also an ecological experience: cells interacting within an environmental context. From an evolutionary perspective, development (evo-devo) presents adaptive results from the
experiences of prior generations.
Evolution does not produce novelties from scratch. It works
on what already exists, either transforming a system to give it
new functions or combining several systems to produce a more
elaborate one. ~ François Jacob
Development transpires in a determined order and according to an exact schedule: a precise process of an organism
transitioning from state to state. To differentiate "development" in early life from those experiences of "maturity" semantically obscures that living is always a series of state
transitions. Development is defined by those youthful times
when morphological changes are most pronounced.
Evolutionary innovations show themselves during development. Novelties may arise from deviations in the timing or
position of gene expression (heterochrony and heterotopy),
changes in growth rate (allometry), and/or alterations in
other regulated events. Development derives from a coherent
regulatory regime. Evolution emanates from tailoring the development regime.
Heterochrony is an evolutionary modification in the timing or rate of development events, leading to altered morphology. Neoteny – the retention of traits in adulthood of those
only previously seen during development – is one kind of heterochrony. Animal domestication, such as seen in dogs, cats,
and pigs, often results in neoteny.
Peramorphosis – delayed maturation with extended
growth periods – is another type of heterochrony. The massive antlers of Irish elk resulted from peramorphosis.
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 Giraffes 
The evolution of the giraffe is clear evidence of adaptation
from a grazing to a browsing lifestyle. ~ Jon Erickson

Giraffe descent began ~25 MYA. Roaming Africa and Eurasia, the progenitor of giraffes looked like an antelope.
~8 MYA, Bohlinia, the direct ancestor of giraffes, appeared
in southeastern Europe. Bohlinia had an elongated neck and
legs, though not nearly as long as giraffes. Driven by climate
change, the progeny of Bohlinia migrated to northern India
and China. There the modern long-necked giraffe evolved 7.5
MYA.
7 MYA, giraffes entered Africa. The
African giraffe would become the only
one of its kind, as further climatic turmoil killed off the Asian giraffes 4 MYA.
Giraffe
African giraffes radiated into several
species, of which 8 are now extant.
Beginning 8 MYA, a drier climate in
Africa thinned the tropical forests, replaced by woodlands, shrubs, and dry savanna. Responsive to the vegetation
change, giraffes adopted the modern vis- Okapi
ually disruptive coat pattern, which acts
as camouflage and assists heat regulation.
The giraffe now has only a single cousin: the okapi. Giraffes and okapi diverged 11.5 MYA. Okapi, giraffes, and humans all have the same number of neck bones: 7. Only
giraffes undergo the peramorphosis which stretches their
necks and legs.

By contrast to heterochrony, heterotopy is a spatial
amendment in embryonic development. Like heterochrony,
heterotopy changes bodily shapes and sizes.
German zoologist Ernst Haeckel introduced the ideas of
heterochrony and heterotopy as facets of morphological innovation. Haeckel cited gonads – created by an evolutionary adjustment in the positioning of the germ layer – as an example
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of heterotopy. Haeckel's encompassing idea behind heterochrony and heterotopy was his disproven hypothesis "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny": that embryonic development
was a recapitulation of evolutionary stages from an animal's
remote ancestors (phylogeny) during gestation (ontogeny).
Allometry involves adaptive scaling in organisms and its
commensurate effects. Dinosaurs were an upscaling from
reptilian ancestors, whereas birds were a downsizing from
dinosaurs.


Metamorphosis



Metamorphosis is the radical development plan of shedding one body for a different one altogether. The price of metamorphosis is high. Tearing apart an anatomy and building
a new one burns a lot of calories. Metamorphosis is a complicated process which can go awry, resulting in defects. Metamorphosis takes time, leaving an animal vulnerable to
predators and parasites.
Yet 80% of all animals experience metamorphosis: from
jellyfish to butterflies to flatfish to frogs. This common lifehistory strategy arose only a few times. Once metamorphosis
appears it rarely is abandoned for a different development
cycle.
Metamorphosis is not easy to evolve but hard to lose.
~ Dutch evolutionary biologist Hanna ten Brink et al
Many foods are seasonal. Metamorphosis offers the distinct advantage of being able to change food source.
In some vertebrates, metamorphosis is camouflaged, but it is
never lost. ~ French biologist Vincent Laudet
Our birth is a metamorphosis in more than swapping food
supply. Leaving the womb sparks major tissue changes, governed by some of the same hormones that spark more amazing changes in other animals.
Metamorphosis also affords the means to change locomotion, and so expand range. Under a metamorphosis program,
the extensive equipment necessary for mating need not develop until adulthood. Starting small and metamorphizing
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into a different vehicle offers an economy which cannot be
achieved any other way.

Development is ultimately the story of cellular self-construction and interaction among cells. Changes in cell function and structure during development derive from the
presence and activities of proteins. Proteins are the macromolecular expressions from a myriad of construals of genic
material. Development is a crafting of organic artifacts from
a set of symphonic communications which have as their score
DNA and attendant markings.
Homeoboxes are regulatory genic sequences that steer
morphogenesis in fungi, plants, and animals. Homeobox
genes provide instructions for producing 60 amino acids, collectively known as the homeodomain. Most homeodomaincontaining proteins act as transcription factors: controlling
genetic interpretation during ribosomal protein production.
Often well-conserved, a certain homeobox protein may
perform a selfsame function in distantly related organisms.
Segmentation in annelids, insects, crustaceans, and vertebrates owes to homologous homeoboxes. Similar homologous
homeobox performances are found in nerve and muscle cell
development, and in many other developmental processes.
With homeoboxes conserved as evolutionary anchors,
adaptive modifications are typically accomplished via tweaks
in regulatory regimes. These are most often initiated epigenetically, with reflective genetic adjustments much later, after an adaptation is well proven in its utility.
DNA sequences are only the grossest manifestation of the
intricacy of genetics.
Developmental innovations may be had by employing
conserved regulatory genes in a novel way. Major biological
changes commonly derive from significant editing of a specific genetic locus as contrasted to the culmination of minor
changes in many genes.
One example of conserved gene regulation altered to major evolutionary effect is the specification of the ventro-dorsal
axis in arthropods versus the dorso-ventral axis in vertebrates. In annelids and arthropods, the circulatory system is
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dorsal and the nerve cord ventral, whereas the locations of
these systems are reversed in vertebrates. These fundamentally different patterns result from tweaks in just 2 complementary pairs of homologous genes.
The diversity of mammalian forms owes largely to selective editing of genetic expression.
The major differences between mammalian species lie not in
the genes themselves, but where genes are switched on and off
– that is, in gene regulation. ~ Spanish molecular biologist Diego Lozano
Beyond the interpretation of DNA, signal pathways define development. Depending upon the extracellular signal,
phosphorylating enzymes activate different transcription
proteins by following distinct routes from cell membrane to
nucleus. In plants, common signals such as ethylene act in
transduction pathways variously, affecting seed germination, cell development, floral blooming, and fruit ripening.
Many such pathways are strong conserved. Developmental evolution employs regulatory modifications to produce
new functions by rearranging constituent activity, such as altering signals, pathways, and/or the targets of signaling.
Because development is based on dynamic processes, a cell's
responsiveness to signals changes with its history: the same signal pathway can express or inhibit different genes depending on
a cell's position in time and space. ~ Canadian biologist Brian
Hall & Icelandic biologist Benedikt Hallgrímsson
The seeming simplicity of biological modularity is belied
by it occurring via genic networks. A gene network may operate in several tissues and organs, and yet adaptively alter
a tissue or organ very specifically.
The Mexican tetra has 2 varieties: a sighted one found in
surface pools and a blind one in caves. The vestigial eyes of
cavefish are compensated by expanded taste buds and
heightened lateral line sensitivity.* These 3 developmental
modules are controlled by a single regulatory gene network.

*

The loss of sight in cave tetra saves ~15% in metabolic energy.
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Because development is hierarchical, a variety of entities can
act as evo-devo modules. ~ Canadian biologist Gillian Gass &
American biologist Jessica Bolker

Though the mammalian mandible is a single bone, it is composed via 6 modules, each of
which arises from separate populations of cells,
and each of which is subject to independent genetic control. Coherent adaptation in this complexly-constructed jawbone is illustrated by the
tiny honey possum, a marsupial nectarivore.
With no need to chew, the honey possum has
the most reduced lower jaw and teeth of any mammal.
Modularity is an important property in biology because it
helps a system 'save its work' while allowing further evolution.
Modularity provides a basis to explore the space of biological
possibility. ~ American biochemist Michael Deem et al
Modularity provides a readily adaptive means for independent-yet-integrated development, and for mosaic evolution. Biological modules evolve much like genes, doing so via:
duplication, where the original is conserved and a copy effects a new trait; dissociation, in which altering a regulatory
regime generates an adaptive novelty; and co-option, where
a module is subsumed within another. These exemplary evolutionary techniques are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive.
There are of course constraints on evolutionary plasticity,
but, beyond hand-waving theories about Nature's 'laws', evolutionary biologists have been relegated to cataloging. Surprises, such as saltation, indicate that the wiles of coherence
are beyond ken. Evolution appears alternately astonishing
and predictable in hindsight.

 Speciation 
All things must change to something new, something strange.
~ American poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Variation in organisms of the same species is ubiquitous,
in every facet of existence, from genotype to phenotype and
mentotype. Diversity is an essential aspect of Nature. From
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an evolutionary perspective, diversity enhances survivability
during times of stress.
More variable populations are less vulnerable to environmental changes, show decreased fluctuations in population size,
have superior establishment success, larger distribution ranges,
and are less extinction prone. ~ Swedish evolutionary biologists Anders Forsman & Lena Wennersten
While the specific mechanics and effects of individual variation are multifarious, variations ultimately originate with
the environment: both within an organism and externally.
The genome may define the deck of playable cards, but the
cards played are dealt by intimate ecological interaction – in
a word: adaptation.
New species arise through a variety of evolutionary mechanisms. ~ American biologist Margaret Ptacek & American zoologist Shala Hankison
Speciation is the process of a new species originating, as
a population of similar organisms establish a collective pool
of reproductive identity.
Speciation is a series of processes. ~ Margaret Ptacek & Shala
Hankison
During speciation, sex chromosomes often accumulate interspecific genetic incompatibilities faster than the rest of the genome. ~ American geneticist Colin Meiklejoh et al
Speciation is both prodded and checked by the environment. In other words, environmental influences parameterize evolution. Intrinsic factors include an organism's own
preferences and tolerances, and its ecological interactions:
with its own kind, competitors, possible cohorts, prey/foodstuffs, and predators.
Interactions between species are important catalysts of the
evolutionary processes that generate the diversity of life. ~ Canadian evolutionary biologist Jeffrey Joy
In animals, differing local food supplies can drive speciation between populations, even those live close by. Closely related animal species seldom prefer the same food. This
lessens competition between them, even as there is often
overlap in what related species will eat.
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Diet affects gut flora composition, which has cascade effects throughout the body. Environmental exposures frequently alter the microbiome. This can sway host behaviors
and preferences. As microbes are particular about their associations, they may induce speciation in their hosts to avoid
intermingling with what they consider undesirables. While it
is known that the microbiome influences host behaviors, the
processes in toto are little understood besides that communications at the cellular level are involved.
Extrinsic factors provoking speciation are environmental
upheavals which influence prospects for survival: habitat
changes of all sorts, including climate. These most immediately affect nutrient supply and can challenge the tolerances
that an organism has.


History



In 1559, species referred to different kinds of wine. English cleric Edward Topsell first used the term biologically in
the 1608 book The Historie of Serpents. By 1700, species of
plants and animals was in common use.
Distinct species were easy to spot when life forms were
largely thought to be unchanging kinds of creatures created
by the Almighty. God-fearing naturalists carried the banner
to describe species, though explaining how they came to be
was a given: they were the products of divine creation.
Getting past creationist bias took time. German evolutionary biologist Ernst Mayr broke the mold with his 1942
book Systematics and the Origin of Species, redefining species
not as just a morphologically similar population, but as a
group that exclusively bred among themselves.

Variation blossoms into speciation after interbreeding
generally ceases. Populations diverge into distinct species by
relative isolation, however achieved, and by adaptation to
niche habitats. Isolation may happen geographically or behaviorally. Behaviors such as feeding strategy, mate selection, and even breeding timing form bases for speciation.
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Over time, associative selection and genetic drift differentiates a new species. In referring to allele frequency, genetic
drift is also called allelic drift.
In many instances, what starts as behavioral differences
and breeding choices turn into mechanical isolation: the original and descendant species are no longer breeding-compatible. Sometimes hybrids do not develop properly. Crosses of
sheep and goats do not survive to reproductive age. In other
instances, sterility/infertility results. Mules, the offspring of
a male donkey and a mare (female horse), cannot reproduce;
and so with hinnies, which are the offspring of a stallion
(male horse) and a female donkey.

 Woodrats 
Desert and Bryant's woodrats are closely related and live
in neighboring biomes. They can interbreed, but seldom do.
In the Mojave, desert woodrats live in the valley amid desert scrub. Up the hill is the sierra vegetation where Bryant's
woodrats reside (shown).
Making their homes and foraging in distinct habitats offers limited mating opportunities between the 2 woodrats. Another factor
limits interbreeding: personality conflicts.
Desert woodrat females are intimidated
by the large, aggressive Bryant's woodrat males. But Bryant's females, which are larger than their desert cousins, find
either woodrat species appealing. The more docile desert
woodrat males are pleasant enough.
For logistical and preference reasons, few hybrid mating
encounters occur. Those that do create disadvantaged offspring. Only 10% of hybrid pups make it to their 1st year of
adulthood, compared to 22% of desert rats and 33% of Bryant's rats.
Being less aggressive, hybrid males do not compete well
for denning sites, and falter in territorial foraging battles.
This pushes them out to live in less promising places.
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Sympatric Speciation 

Ecological isolation is allopatric speciation: populations
become geographically separated. This is a common dynamic
for speciation.
By contrast, sympatric speciation transpires among populations within the same habitat. A subpopulation that is not
physically separated from the main population strikes out on
its own for whatever reason.
Sympatric speciation was long thought unlikely and rare,
as the conventional Darwinist view about speciation was that
populations needed physical separation to prevent interbreeding.
Sympatric speciation happens more often than commonly
thought. Mole rats in Israel, palms on Lord Howe Island off
Australia, and apple maggots in North America are other examples of rapid sympatric speciation.
Under suitable conditions, allopatric and sympatric speciation can occur with similar ease. ~ American biologist Justin
Meyer

 Lake Constance Sticklebacks 
Threespine sticklebacks were introduced into Switzerland's Lake Constance around 1860. Since then they have
split into 2 distinct species. One lives in the main lake. The
other lives in the streams that flow into the lake.
These speciated sticklebacks continue to breed in the
same streams at the same time of year. They still interbreed.
But the two are genetically and physically distinct. The lake
dwellers are bigger, with longer spines and tougher armor.
The sticklebacks' genetic differences are concentrated on
parts of chromosomes that are not prone to recombination.
Hence, the gene variants that give the two their distinct
traits are less likely to get mixed up.

 Orca Culture 
Orca live in all the world's oceans, without any geographical barriers to keep their populations from interbreeding.
But separate groups do not interbreed, despite living in close
proximity to one another. These separate groups differ in
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choice of prey and how they hunt. Orca choose mates that
share their customs. It is an ongoing speciation based upon
culture which is resulting in physiological changes.

 Ducks 
In the lab, North American mallard and pintail ducks will
mate; but not in the wild. The drakes of these species have
similar coloration, but mallard females dress quite differently than pintails, who have a long, thin tail.
Coloration was not part of the selection process that led
to speciation. Mallard drakes and pintail drakes have different mating displays which make for a lady duck's pick.

 Plants 
Sympatric speciation is common in plants. To adapt to an
environmental stress, such as soil changes, plants often resort to autopolyploidy: creating a new set of similar (homologous) chromosomes. Polyploidal offspring share the same
habitat as parent plants but are reproductively isolated.
Throughout evolutionary history, plants have productively
employed polyploidy for adaptive radiation. The diversity
and success of flowering plants owes much to autopolyploidy.
Wheat has been modified and hybridized for millennia by
humans. There are now strains that are diploid (2 sets of
chromosomes), tetraploid (4 sets), and hexaploid (6). Durum
wheat, also known as macaroni wheat, is tetraploid, while
bread wheat is hexaploid.


Parapatric Speciation 

Populations in nearby areas may separate by preferential
choice. This is parapatric speciation.
The North American threespine stickleback is typical of
parapatric speciation. Some spend their time feeding near
the surface (limnetics), while others prefer the lake floor
(benthics). As sunlight filters through water depth, these 2
habitats have different lighting. Over time, the deep and
shallow females respectively chose to mate with males at
their depth, leading to reproductive isolation.
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A similar reproductive isolation has occurred with sea lions in the Galápagos Islands. Central island sea lions prefer
feeding in shallower waters, while those near the northwestern islands feed deeper. These sea lions are ostensibly the
same species and could interbreed, as they live in overlapping foraging ranges, but they choose not to.

Regardless of geography or reason, subpopulations that
refuse to interbreed become separate species. Over time, certain adaptations create even greater differences between
these species.
Even though the sources of genetic diversity are quite different between bacteria and sexual eukaryotes, the process by
which adaptive diversity spreads and triggers ecological differentiation seems very similar. ~ American evolutionary biologist
Jesse Shapiro
Speciation by timing is most mysterious. The closely
related star coral and boulder star coral differ mainly by
different timing in release of sperm and eggs, by 1.5 to 3
hours; enough to preclude cross-fertilization, given the ocean
currents. How the schedules diverged is not known.
Coastal California pine speciated similarly. Monterey
pine anthers (which release sperm) become active several
months before Bishop pine stigmas (which hold eggs) become
active, and so the 2 pines do not mate.
Pink salmon only breed in alternate years, after spending
2 years in the high seas. The salmon remain, for now, a single
species, but in time may diverge by this reproductive isolation.

 Monkey-Flowers 
The monkey-flower is a colorful plant, with about 150 species worldwide. The largest species group is in western North
America.
There are 2 nearly selfsame varieties of monkey-flower in
California which live in the hills at different elevations. Lowelevation monkey-flowers are red, pollinated courtesy of
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hummingbirds. Up the slope are pink monkey-flowers, pollinated by bees.
A difference in pollinator is a common element of plant
reproductive isolation. Honeybees on the hills don't carry
their pollen down, and hummingbirds prefer the lowlands.
In between the different elevations hybrid monkey-flowers do exist. They are not as robust and produce fewer seeds.

Interactions between species is a constant evolutionary
driver. Sometimes a successful species falls prey to one that
prefers the same dietary fare but lacks the skill to exploit it
on its own. Such relationships can be complicated.

 Unhired Protection 
The enemy of my enemy is my friend. ~ ancient Hindu proverb

With large colonies superbly organized, ants are a natural attraction to other species less endowed. Though relatively free of infectious diseases, thanks to their habitual
cleanliness, ant societies are often invaded by social parasites.
Many ant pilferers escape punishment by passing themselves off as belonging to the colony, by having the proper
scent to escape detection. Others are more brutish, in either
forcing their way in or by brandishing chemical weapons.
One particularly devious ant genus – Megalomyrmex – produces alkaloid venoms that repel and poison potential adversaries.
Some Megalomyrmex species get by on their own in small
colonies. Others are raiders that loot the fungus gardens that
attine ants cultivate.
Megalomyrmex agro-predators create havoc when they
attack colonies. Fortunately for their victims, such raids are
not very common. Only 1.5–14% of attine colonies are roiled
by such parasitic raids.
Other Megalomyrmex settle in for the long haul. M. symmetochus has a cozy life as an unwelcome lodger in the nest
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of Sericomyrmex, an attine ant genus. Over 80% of
Sericomyrmex colonies suffer the objectionable guest.
A newly mated Megalomyrmex symmetochus ant queen
enters a host colony by stealth. She establishes herself in the
fungus garden, where her growing band of parasites consume
fungus and host brood for years.
The presence of M. symmetochus reduces the health of the
host nest by slowing colony growth and reducing reproduction. The lodger clips the wings of host gynes (virgin queens),
preventing mating flights. Clipped gynes become workers.
Like all lodger ants, M. symmetochus produces its own
worker caste. In contrast, other social parasites exploit host
workers without producing their own.
Once established, M. symmetochus never leave. The fate
of their small colony is tied to that of their host.
Sericomyrmex is also subject to raider ants which can devastate a colony. When faced with such a threat, Megalomyrmex symmetochus earns its keep. The lodger attacks raiders
with ferocity. Not only do they kill the invaders, they discombobulate them with their toxin. The raiding party may violently turn on itself, self-destructing because they no longer
recognize their own kind.
M. symmetochus is so feared that its scent alone may
dissuade raiders from even making an attempt on a nest.


Niches



Speciation rate is ultimately set by niche filling (that is,
ecological competition for resources), rather than by the rate of
acquisition of reproductive isolation. ~ American evolutionary
biologist Trevor Price et al

Multiple species occupy the same niche when they extensively consume the same resources in the same area. Sharing
a habitat creates competition. There can also be competition
between subpopulations of a single species for the same resources. This has been extensively seen in human tribes.
Owing to the high geometrical rate of increase of all organic
beings, each area is already fully stocked with inhabitants; and
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it follows from this, that as the favored forms increase in number, so generally will the less favored decrease and become
rare. ~ Charles Darwin

The idea of competitive exclusion is that rivalry for selfsame resources progresses to dominance by one of the 'competitors'. Situations seldom develop as simply as Darwin
portrayed. Organisms don't necessarily reproduce to carrying
capacity (as humans are apt to), nor do "favored forms" increase at the expense of "less favored" (the notion of such favoritism being some ersatz ideal of predeterminism).
That said, some species may appear to overwhelm others,
as is sometimes seen with 'invasive' plants. This dynamic relates to local population numbers and may not directly affect
speciation or extinction.
The alternative to becoming rare from competitive exclusion is to adapt to a different niche by consuming a distinctive
mix of resources. In creating variation that leads to speciation, competition begets a degree of isolation. To avoid decline
from food competition, closely related bird species do not coexist in the same area.
As we have already seen, variation can take many routes,
driving adaptation in different directions. A confluence of adaptations may take place that put a population on the path
to speciation via a variety of altered traits.
Taking up residence in more inhospitable terrain may result in augmenting defenses against predators and/or greater
tolerances to adversity in whatever form. It may also lead to
taking advantage of new resource opportunities that create a
much different lifestyle.
Niche filling has stopped species from getting big ranges.
~ Trevor Price
Specialization has its risks. Performance may improve in
a new niche, but if speciation has occurred via extirpation,
that species may be especially sensitive to ecological disturbance.
The short-term functional advantages of a novel trait do not
always translate into a lineage's long-term survival or diversifi-
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cation. Adaptation contributes to a good fit between an organism and its current environment. What it cannot do is anticipate
the future. ~ Geerat Vermeij

Generalization may decrease specific exploitation performance but offer a robustness that affords survival in a changing environment. Expanding the diet to include other
foodstuffs may reduce direct competition. Adaptations to optimize nutritional extraction from alternative food sources
may result.
Just as the availability of unexploited resources drives
nichification, radiative speciation is constrained by lack of
opportunity. The rate at which niches are created and occupied limits diversification. In absence of such opportunity,
new species may arise from mating preferences, but these are
relatively rare.

 Competition in Guadalupe Canyon 
In the 1870s, "Old Man" Clanton's cattle ranch was one of
the most profitable in the area. The ranch was not much more
than a day's ride out of Guadalupe Canyon, which straddles
the Animas Valley of New Mexico and San Bernardino Valley
of Arizona, just north of Mexico's border.
Clanton did not own a brand; a legal requirement for cattle operations. But law was somewhat scarce in these parts.
No brand made mixing in cattle smuggled from Mexico a lot
easier.
In July 1881, a band of Mexican smugglers headed for
Tucson or Tombstone gave up their silver, and their lives, in
an ambush in nearby Skeleton Canyon. In the wake of that
massacre, the Mexicans dispatched troops.
A few weeks later, on August 13, just after sunrise, a
warm wind rustled Clanton, who was asleep on the Guadalupe Canyon floor in his bedroll, along with 6 other men and
a stolen herd of cattle. The Mexican troops come upon Clanton and his companions.
Only 2 of Clanton's men made it out alive to tell the tale.
"Old Man" Clanton was as old as he was going to get. He had
rustled his last.
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The canyon is more peaceful now, humming with life. Literally.
The arid scrub of Guadalupe Canyon is not nectar-rich,
but 4 species of hummingbird live there: black-chinned,
broad-billed, violet-crowned, and Costa's hummingbirds, to
be precise. The black-chinned hummingbird nests 5 meters
up in Arizona sycamores that grow above bare creek bottoms.
Violet-crowned hummingbirds live upstairs in the sycamores, at 7 meters. Broad-billed hummingbirds nest low,
only a meter or so above ground, preferring the north slope
of the canyon, near rocks. Costa's hummingbirds prefer to
nest in the dry arroyo tributaries, adjacent to the main canyon, or on the south side.
As time went by, variation went to speciation. Each found
a niche to hang on to.
Only rarely does a battle break out for a choice nectar
spot. When that happens, the violet-crowned hummingbird
dominates, by aggression and size: 6 grams to the others' 3
grams.
Outside of insects, hummingbirds have the highest metabolism per weight of all animals; making a fight for nectar
all the more understandable.

 Hummingbirds 
Everything about hummingbirds is extreme. They have this
incredible hovering flight, with wing beat frequencies of 60
times per second, which is nuts. They have the highest metabolic rate for their size of any vertebrate. They are little machines that run on oxygen at a high rate. It is amazing that
evolution can take an animal to such extremes. ~ American
zoologist Jimmy McGuire

Hummingbirds evolved 22 MYA. There are 338 known extant species in 9 clades.
As nectarivorous pollinators hummingbirds are a classic coevolution: plants willingly feeding animals in return for distance
matchmaking between male plants with
sperm-bearing pollen and egg-bearing females.
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Hummingbirds have flower preferences by color and size,
but those preferences can change as opportunities arise.
Hummingbirds are at an extreme in adaptive radiation.
As many as 25 species can coexist in the same habitat.
The Andes mountains have been an especial hotspot for
hummingbird evolution: speciating with the uplift of those
peaks over the past 10 million years.
The smallest bird is the 5-cm bee hummingbird, which
weighs only 1.6–2 gram. This tiny hummingbird is endemic
to the Cuban archipelago.

 Birds 
Even as humans have exterminated ~130 bird species
since the 17th century, around 10,000 are still extant, in most
every terrestrial habitat, from the Arctic to the Antarctic.
As the most speciose tetrapod, birds most vividly illustrate adaptive radiation with notably narrow niches. Resource competition and mating preference drive avian
sympatric speciation.
The Greenish warblers spread out around the Tibetan
plateau are a ring species: reproductively isolated populations, but not by geographic boundary or habitat. Birds in adjacent areas live within flying distance of each other, and are
genetically similar enough to interbreed, but don't.
Over time, populations developed their own distinctive
songs. Speciation happened as females preferred males that
sang local tunes.

 Flies in Evolutionary Flight 
Most insects are specialists. ~ American biologist Andrew
Forbes

Herbivorous insects are the most speciose animal group.
Speciation is driven by 2 pressures: food and foes – plants
and predation. Overbearing overlap on the same food source
is a formula for shortage. Moreover, plants adapt to put the
hurt on overpowering predators. Better to find something to
eat that is not in high demand.
The tropics are full of flies; so many different flies; each
species nibbling on a different plant.
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The tropics are also full of parasitic wasps, specialized to
lay their eggs in a specific fly. Larval offspring will not survive if a wasp lays its eggs in the wrong species.
As each fly is targeted by a specific wasp, changing food
source lets a fly escape its nemesis, at least until the wasp
finds it again, or another wasp adapts to take advantage. It
is an evolutionary game of hide-and-seek, driving dodgy diversity amid the verdure allure.

Broadly speaking, speciation takes 1 of 2 opposite directions: specialization or generalization. Geographics often tilts
the vector decisively.


Evolutionary Hotspots



Because of their tricky environment, some places engender speciation. The Galápagos Islands, owing to the rapid
transformation of the volcanic islands there, is the classic example that inspired Darwin.

 Galápagos Islands 
The Galápagos Islands have many singular species, arising from unique geophysical circumstances. These islands
are born by volcanoes and driven to their demise by tectonics.
A volcanic hotspot near the equator, 980 km off the west
coast of South America, creates Galápagos Islands in a production line. The Galápagos hotspot originated an estimated
25 to 90 MYA.
The tectonic Nazca Plate ferries the hotspot's production
east-southeast at 6.4 cm per year; a slow-motion geological
conveyor belt.
As islands move away from the hotspot, volcanic activity
declines into eventual dormancy. The islands eventually subduct under the South American plate which is defined by
South America's western coastline.
Volcanism has so far created 15 large islands, 3 smaller
ones, and 107 islets. Total land area is 8,000 km2.
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The farthest western island, and hence the youngest, is
Fernandina, which sports an active shield volcano. Fernandina is too new to have much plant life in the interior. Mangrove forests abound around the shoreline. Marine iguanas
live there, as do other animals dependent upon the ocean, including pelicans, Galápagos penguins, and sea lions. Rice
rats and land iguanas also manage a living.
Located toward the western edge of the island chain, and
hence a young island, Isabela is the largest: 4,640 km2. Isabela was formed by the merger of 6 shield volcanoes. 5 of the
6 Isabela volcanoes are still active.
A shield volcano builds islands by steady accumulation of
lava sheets. Shield volcanoes erupt low-viscosity mafic lava,
which travels farther than from more explosive volcanoes.
The term shield volcano derives from such a volcano producing a broad, gently sloping base from a central dome, resembling a warrior's shield.
The largest shield volcano chain in the world produced
the Hawaiian Islands. In Hawaii, each volcano has a distinct
duration of activity as the Hawaii hotspot moves under that
portion of the Pacific plate. After passing the hotspot, a volcano becomes dormant.
In contrast, Galápagos has concurrent volcanism over a
wide area. Of the 21 emergent volcanoes at the Galápagos
hotspot, 13 are still active.
Activity from the Galápagos hotspot coalesced into a vast
undersea platform, abruptly rising from the ocean floor. The
ridge up to the Galápagos platform interrupts the cold Cromwell Current coming from the west, creating an upwelling of
mineral-laden water which seeds the island chain with nutrients for life below the waterline, thereby enhancing life
above.
Upwelling zones attract sea life. As the cold, nutrient-rich
water comes to the surface it encourages the growth of planktonic algae which bring animals that feed on the algae, including various crustacea, mollusks, and jellyfish.
Loggerhead sea turtles love such fare, especially jellyfish,
which can be hard to find. An upwelling zone is just the spot.
Such zones are often temporary, local phenomena, and
scattered about. They can be quite hard to find. Fortunately
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for the turtles, upwelling zones stink of something they readily smell.
When crunched into lunch by algae eaters, phytoplankton
exude dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP). DMSP rapidly
degrades into dimethyl sulfide (DMS) and methanethiol, releasing oxygen in the process.*
Marine bacteria quickly quaff methanethiol but are not
so fast on the uptake of DMS, which has an overwhelming
smell redolent of cabbage. DMS is the salient chemical clue
to an upwelling. Loggerheads follow their nose.
4 ocean currents flow to the Galápagos, with seasonal or
sporadic force, and to much different effect. The Cromwell
Current is life-giving, as is the submerged Humboldt Current, which ferries frigid water from Antarctica. The
upwelling from these currents brings welcome nutrients.
The westward-flowing South Equatorial Current runs on
top of the Cromwell Current: warm water that runs along the
equator to the islands, bearing little benefit to life.
The other surface current is the Panama Flow, flowing
southwestward from the Central American coast. Few nutrients come with it. When the Humboldt Current flags, and the
Panama Flow strengthens, life on the eastern islands suffers.
El Niño is a quasi-periodic climate pattern that forms in
the tropical Pacific Ocean, roughly every 5 years. Its arrival
can bring catastrophe to the Galápagos.
During the powerful El Niño of 1997–1998, Galápagos' air
was unusually warm. More taxing to life was a stronger Panama Flow of warm water, while the cold-water current
upwellings were dramatically reduced. On top of that, heavy
rains fell, flooding the land.
Sea animals, and those dependent upon them, starved.
Ground nests were disastrously flooded.
Vegetation flourished, as did mosquitos. The flush of insects drove many sea birds to abandon their nests and chicks.
Meanwhile, insectivorous birds – mockingbirds and finches –
thrived, their populations soaring.

*

DMSP: (CH3)2S+CH2CH2COO−. DMS: CH3SCH3. Methanethiol:
CH3SH.
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Even for vegetation, extra rainfall from El Niño can be too
much of a good thing. During the 1982–1983 El Niño, highland forest trees suffered major diebacks from root rot.
The bioelements of each island dramatically change
through time. Life struggles to establish itself on young islands. Lava cactus arise inland, while salt-tolerant mangroves grow on the shore, having floated in from afar. These
hardy pioneers provide a start for other life that follows.
Mangroves are a keystone species: anchoring their resident habitats throughout the tropical and subtropical regions
of the world. Every continent between 5° N and 5° S latitude
has mangrove swamps.
Trade winds blow toward Galápagos from the American
mainland, bringing lightweight invaders: microbes and the
spores of mosses, lichens, and ferns. Rain showers drop off
others.
Most plants have seeds too heavy to fly long distance, but
orchid sunflower seeds readily stay airborne. Birds bring
seeds in their stomachs, stuck to their feathers, or in the mud
on their feet.
Plants are master adapters. Of the 560 indigenous plants
in Galápagos, 180 are endemic.
A few of the larger, more mature Galápagos Islands have
lush forests. As with all Galápagos life, these are the product
of immigration and evolution. Caught up in a storm and
dumped ashore, insects and other larger life have been carried to the Galápagos from time to time, most often on vegetative rafts.
Galápagos' species numbers are low. Today there are only
2 species of bat and 4 of rat. The 1,700 native insect species
is a low count for any less-remote land mass.
Of the 29 resident bird species, 22 are endemic to the island, including Galápagos hawks, rails, doves, mockingbirds,
and finches. Finches have especially speciated into specialist
habitat niches. A single group of finches that originally colonized the islands a few million years are now 13 species.
There are 2 endemic species of land iguanas in the Galápagos. These are large lizards – up to 13 kg and 1 m long –
with places where unwelcome lodgers take up residence. The
iguanas struck up a mutualist relationship with some finches
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and mockingbirds: a lizard will stand tall and let a bird clean
the parasites off it.
Land iguanas eat mostly invertebrates when young but
become vegetarians into adulthood. Cactus flowers and pads
are constantly on the menu in the desert lowlands where
iguanas manage to live. Though it looks painful, sharp spines
don't deter iguanas from munching cactus pads.
The comparably sized marine iguana is the only truly marine lizard in the world. Adult males can swim through the
rough surf and dive to 10m, where they hang onto the rocks
with powerful claws and graze on algae. Smaller, less-rugged
individuals must content themselves with what can be found
in rock pools, and algae exposed on the shore at low tide.
Special glands let a marine iguana tolerate the large
doses of salt that they receive from their feeding forays. They
blow the excess out their noses as concentrated salt sprays;
oceanic dragons with white fire out of their nostrils.
A few turtle species call the Galápagos home, including
the largest concentration of green sea turtles in the world.
But the celebrity with a shell is the giant tortoise, which may
weigh up to 300 kg and grow to 1.3 m. Giant tortoises may
live to be 150 years old.
The giant tortoise appeared 75
MYA: descended via saltation from
a reptile linage that arose 250
MYA. 1 million years ago they
reached the Galápagos Islands.
During the 16th and 17th centuries, pirates plied the Galápagos, preying on Spanish treasure
ships. They filled their ships' holds with tortoises: a tasty
meat source. Between 1831–1868, 67 boats took 10,000 tortoises in 151 visits. This decimated giant tortoise populations: completely eradicated on some islands, as all were
taken. These magnificently monstrous tortoises would be extinct if not for a last-minute effort to stop the ongoing slaughter.
Along with the ordinary plunder of everything considered
of value, various invasive species have been brought to the
Galápagos, including plants, ants, and other insects, along
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with rats, pigs, goats, and dogs. Their proliferation has been
at considerable cost to the native species, which had attained
an ecological balance, as ecosystems naturally do.
Goats, first brought by buccaneers as a reliable food
source, have been especially vexing. Goats outcompete giant
tortoises for the same plants, thus starving the tortoises as
the goats thrive.
On his historic visit to the Galápagos, Darwin complained
that he could hardly pitch a tent for all the iguanas. On several islands, their numbers have shrunk to a small fraction
of that now.
The human population continues to grow on the Galápagos while indigenous life declines. Among numerous examples, Galápagos penguins have been under siege for decades
from the dogs, cats and rats brought to the islands by man.
As the Galápagos Islands age and slowly sink in geological time, diminishing in size as they submerge, habitats become increasingly harsh again. In their old age, these islands
become carriers for creatures whose true home is the ocean.
Sea birds and sea lions are typically the last residents before
these rocks crumble into the sea.
Wind and water shape Galápagos biotic possibilities. Far
removed from continental landmasses, the islands fickle climate is largely determined by the complex pattern of ocean
currents which are driven by trade winds.
Tumultuous geology and climate heavily influenced the
evolution of life on Galápagos, as well as making it an especially challenging place to live. As elsewhere, mankind has
only added misery.

 Páramo 
Páramo is an ecosystem in the northern Andes mountains, covering 21,700 km2, at an altitude of 2,800–4,500 meters above sea level. Over 3,400 species of vascular plants live
there. Most of them are found nowhere else. A certain
Frailejón – a daisy – grows as tall as trees.
Páramo climates vary by elevation. The soil is typically
young, with relatively low pH, owing to an abundance of
moisture and organic content which holds water.
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The Andes began its ascent tens of millions of years ago,
but it wasn't until 2.5 MYA that the northern Andes rose
above the elevation where trees can survive. Only then did
the biodiversity of the páramo emerge, and rapidly. Páramo
is one of the most vivacious evolutionary hotspots on Earth.
The reason is opportunity with encumbrances.
Páramo is near the equator, bathing the land in sunshine
year-round. To take advantage of that ample energy, plants
must contend with cold temperatures and the harsh ultraviolet rays that come with altitude. The weather is a tough
taskmaster: changing from thick mist to full sun within a few
minutes.
Páramo plants evolved a vast variety of defenses against
the elements. Frailejón thrive via innovations: white hairs on
its flowers to thwart UV damage and a thick overcoat of dead
leaves for warmth.
Páramo has been devastated by human deforestation,
and its demise furthered by warming, which is desiccating
the region. Many fauna and flora species are moving to
higher ground prior to their inevitable extinction.

 Optimality 
Many biomechanics have been honed to a peak of perfection, whether it be bacteria homing in on a food source via
Brownian motion or a shark swimming straight to its prey by
measuring electrical micro-fluxes that vary by a mere millionth of a volt.

 Dandelions 
Wind-dispersed plants evolved ingenious ways to lift their
seeds. ~ Japanese biologist Naomi Nakayama et al

The flower of a dandelion turns into a
mass of seeds known as a dandelion clock.
Each seed is suspended from a parachutelike stalk which is easily released by a puff of
wind.
The parachute is a bunch of bristles called
a pappus. Each pappus carries ~100 filaments, each filament
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attached to a central point. The pappus provides aerodynamic drag, slowing the descent of each seed. A seed aloft
may be wafted kilometers from its origin.
As a pappus falls air flows between the bristles to create
a low-pressure vortex. This vortex travels above the pappus
yet not attached to it: an invisible but faithful familiar that
generates lift and prolongs the seed's descent.
The key to sustaining lift lies not in the pappus bristles,
but in the spaces between them. The bristles together occupy
just under 10% of the pappus's area and yet create 4 times
the drag that would be generated by a solid disc of the same
radius. Air currents entrained by each bristle interact with
pockets of air held by its neighbors, creating maximal drag
for minimal expenditure of mass. A pappus's porosity – the
air that it lets pass – determines the shape and dynamics of
the low-pressure vortex which keeps a parachute aloft.
Only a precise combination of size, mass, shape, and pappus porosity could generate an optimal vortex ring. As air is
appreciably viscous at the scale in which the pappus operates, size is significant. The tiniest insects do not fly with
solid wings but swim through the air using paddles. The dandelion parachute is as effective an aerofoil as those in larger
seeds that disperse from taller plants, such as the winged
seeds of the maple.

 Manta Rays 
Manta rays glide through
the ocean with their mouths
open, filter feeding copious
quantities of zooplankton. Parallel lobes in their mouths with
tiny gaps between them let
mantas eat plankton while releasing the seawater.
Water entering a manta mouth flows between the cartilaginous lobes, forming vortices before swooshing out. Instead of getting sucked into these vortices, plankton ricochet
off the lobes, back toward the manta's esophagus to be swallowed. The biological implementation is ideal. Because incoming particles are pushed away from the lobes via fluid
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dynamics, these filters remain clean and manta rays can continuously feed.
If there's no clogging, they don't have to shut their mouth and
try to clean off all these little particles. ~ American marine zoologist Misty Paig-Tran

 Deep-Sea Fish Sight 
This is unheard of in vertebrate vision. ~ Finnish sensory biologist Kristian Donner

As an energy efficiency, crickets and cave fish lost their
sight generations after their forebears moved into pitch-black
caverns. Deep-sea fish took a different tack.
The last glimmer of sunlight is gone at 1,000 meters. Below that are faint flashes of bioluminescence from bacteria,
shrimp, octopi, and fish. With the opportunity to communicate and hunt, at least 3 different branches of deep-sea fish
independently evolved elaborate arrays of opsins that pick up
the specific spectra that ambiently appear, affording color vision through ingenious receptor cell design and unique sensory processing.
Rod opsin photopigments are tuned to different wavelengths
of light, allowing color vision in the dark. ~ Czech evolutionary
zoologist Zuzana Musilova et al


Cells



Cells are in many ways optimized for processing materials and interacting with the environment; so too many organisms in their construction and operation.
Through exquisite adaptation, microbes perfected metabolism to near the optimality afforded by physical chemistry,
with the slight trade-off of being able to adjust to alternative
nutritional conditions. This efficiency goes a long way in explaining the diversity, versatility, and staying power of the
littlest life. In shedding all inessentials while wisely retaining contingency tools, viruses took economy to an extreme.
In a chemically chaotic environment, an E. coli bacterium
feels its way to a food source using surface receptors fore and
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aft, relying upon a mental heuristic with a reliability in decision-making so fine that it couldn't perform much better if it
considered every single molecule in the neighborhood.
Optimality also abounds in eukaryotic cells. The ribosome, for instance, has maximal self-production efficiency,
both in the number of proteins and their composition. Ideally,
ribosomal proteins should be ~3 times smaller than an average cellular protein, and they should all be roughly similar in
size – just as they are.
Because cells can make ribosomal RNA much faster than
proteins, the more RNA that a ribosome has, the more rapidly a ribosome may be produced. Ribosomes are stuffed with
as much RNA as possible to maximize the rate at which more
ribosomes may be made.
Mitochondria – the power plants within cells – are about
as efficient as they can be in producing energy. Inefficiencies
are attributed solely to the limits of chemical reactions between the various elements employed.
The number of mitochondria within a cell are also optimized. The more mitochondria, the greater the rate of ATP
production, and thereby the faster the response to meet physiological needs. But there are energy and material costs to
having excess mitochondria, so their production is tightly
regulated.
The nucleus manages 99.75% of the DNA found within a
eukaryotic cell. The mitochondria have the other 0.25%. In
evolutionary time, mitochondria kept most of the DNA
needed for their operation, while relinquishing the inessential to the nucleus. This is a most efficient distribution, as are
the management practices of these organelles in employing
their DNA.
The mitochondria organelle contains a small chromosome
with only 37 genes, but these genes are absolutely essential for
metabolism. In order for ATP to be produced properly in a cell,
a few hundred other genes encoded in the nucleus must interact
directly with the 37 mitochondrial genes. ~ American evolutionary geneticist Felipe Barreto
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Photosynthesis is an efficient process, albeit not in absolute terms of converting available sunlight into usable chemical energy. The different photosynthesis pathways illustrate
that ecological trade-offs define what optimality really
means.
There are 3 metabolic pathways for carbon fixation in
photosynthesis: C3, C4, and CAM. The C3 pathway consumes
18 ATP molecules to synthesize 1 glucose molecule, whereas
the later-evolved C4 pathway requires 20 ATP. Despite lower
ATP efficiency, C4 is an evolutionary advancement, adapted
to locales with high levels of light, where the reduced ATP
efficiency is more than offset by soaking up more light. The
ability of C4 plants to thrive despite a restricted water supply
maximizes the ability to use available light. C3 plants cannot
tolerate the heat or aridity that C4 plants can. Whereas C3 is
well-suited for cool, wet environments, C4 plants do well in
hot, sunny climes.
C4 independently arose at least 62 times in 18 different
plant families. Many evolutionary pathways were available,
but these many distinct plants converged to the same chemical reaction series 7–6 million years ago, all adapting to a
more arid climate.
CAM ATP usage is comparable to C4, but the CAM pathway is further optimized for minimal water usage, allowing
CAM plants to live in scorching, dry environments. Like C4,
CAM convergently evolved many times in the over 40 plant
families which employ it. ~7% of plant species use CAM, including ancient ones which updated their photosynthetic
technique.

Convergent evolution is often indicative of adaptation toward optimal solutions given certain trade-offs, whether at
the quantum, molecular, or ambient scale (or a combination
thereof).
Cell differentiation, such as embryonic development, unfolds with a precision that is practically perfect. The intricate
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interplay of complexity in the growth process of any organism, egenetically steered while incorporating environmental
inputs, unfolds with atomic precision.
Cell competition – the sensing and elimination of less fit
'loser' cells by neighbouring 'winner' cells – optimizes tissue
and organ development. A tissue dynamically adjusts cell competition strategies to preserve fitness as its architectural complexity increases during morphogenesis. ~ American cytologist
Elaine Fuchs et al

Mental processing tolerates considerable noise in determining a signal, using a canny averaging of signals to determine what's going on. Sense receptors are redundant for that
purpose, as well as being fault-tolerant to partial failure,
which happens regularly with interim spot downtime during
receptor cell replacement.
Olfaction works by granule cells molecularly locking onto
smelly molecules, requiring frequent granule cell replacement. Numerous olfactory sense cells connect to a single periglomerular neuron. Smell works by detecting vibrational
wavefronts emanating from the captured molecules, not via
molecular structure per se. This technique yields superior reception to the possible alternate of molecular lock-and-key.


Moving Through Fluids



Physics sets effective constraints for biological evolution. The
physics of fluid flow determine the operational range of swimming. ~ German biophysicists Johannes Baumgart & Benjamin
Friedrich

Whether fish, turtle, bird, or cetacean, the selfsame efficiencies of animals in swimming can be characterized by a
simple scaling law with 2 limits. The 1st limit is encountered
at slower speeds, where the bulk of fluid resistance comes
from skin friction, as water wants to adhere to an animal's
body. At faster speeds the 2nd limit appears, as resistance
largely comes from pressure in front of and around the body.
Animal evolutionary biomechanics address these limits.
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All swimming animals essentially reach the hydrodynamic
limits of performance. There are general principles at work here.
~ Indian scientist Lakshminarayanan Mahadevan

Swimming and flying animals are optimally adapted for
cruising through their environments, producing thrust via
quite different propulsors: wings for flying and, in fish, caudal fins for swimming.
Since drag can never be completely eliminated, perfect efficiency is not possible. But animals have evolved to a narrow
range of highly efficient parameters. ~ English naturalist Chris
Packham


Turning 

The act of turning while simultaneously moving forward creates a centrifugal force that is directed away from the centre of
curvature of the turn. Newtonian mechanics dictates that the
magnitude of the centrifugal force is proportional to (a) the curvature (the reciprocal of the radius of the turn), and (b) the
square of the speed. Hence, the sharper the turn, and the higher
the speed, the greater the danger of losing control. ~ Indianborn Australian biologists Mandyam Srinivasan & Mandiyam
Mahadeeswara

The craft of flying presents many challenges, including
takeoffs, turns, and landing. Turning during flight is especially tricky: requiring exquisite coordination to ensure that
the resulting centrifugal force does not disrupt the intended
turning trajectory. The centrifugal force depends upon the
flight speed and turn curvature. To limit centrifugal force to
a manageable level and prevent sideslips, sharp turns necessitate lower speeds.
Bees, bats, and birds all naturally optimize their flight to
achieve the fastest possible turns given the mechanics imposed by gravity. Bats and hummingbirds are especially impressive in their pinpoint turns during flight. How intention
translates into physical movement is itself astonishing, let
alone maximizing performance from a physics standpoint.

There is a larger-scale optimality in life which can only
be appreciated at the ecosystem scale. With rare exception,
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the skill of predators is never quite enough to wipe out their
prey. This apparent suboptimality is ideal in maintaining a
delicate balance that sustains all parties involved, and so
avoids the self-organized criticality of extinction. There have
been exceptions, which makes the history of life unpredictably fascinating.*
Many traits are evolved refinements from baser originations. The refinement process is not necessarily toward biodynamic perfection. It may instead be toward something
sensible but suboptimal, as trade-offs are involved. Evolution
driven by perception is exemplary.


Evolution by Perception



As life is an ecological exercise evolution often proceeds
upon perception. This creates opportunities for deception.
Perception is often aimed at satisfying desire. When
choices are available, individual preference plays a part.
In that multiple preferences are often entwined, Nature
may produce tantalizing approximations which are not
wholly satisfactory. The craft of evolutionary enticement is
often an exercise in compromise.
Organisms perceive stimuli relatively rather than quantitatively. This leads to simple preferences when a single factor is involved. But a confluence of factors commonly leads to
compromise based upon prioritized preference.

 Nectar 
Bats that pollinate plants want lots of sugary nectar. The
plants they visit give them limited quantities of watery nectars: 20% sugar content versus the 60% preferred.
The ultimate reason is an overabundance of bats. There
is a fierce competition for a limited amount of nectar.
The proximate cause is bats' own preference in trade-off.
A bat prefers more nectar even if it is less sugary, so that is
*

The self-engineered mass extinction event mankind is presently
engaged in at full tilt illustrates the fantastic idiocy of a creature
that arrogantly considers itself supreme. For a connoisseur of
melodrama, the irony is delicious.
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what plants deliver. And, following the inexorable law of
show business, a plant leaves them wanting for more. Thus
pollination proceeds.
Multiple dimensions can interact and cause nonrational decisions, where you are given 2 options and you actually take the
lesser one. ~ American neurobiologist York Winter

 Iridescence 
When mating season comes around, the
heads of male Iberian emerald lizards turn
turquoise. This honest signal of health
seems a risky adaptation, as the vibrant
hue might attract birds of prey from above
as well as willing females below.
There is a skew to this blue. The lizard's head is iridescent: reflecting light differently depending upon the angle
from which it is seen. Iridescence is caused by microscopic
structures that scatter light, rather than by pigments, which
absorb and reflect certain wavelengths.
The fine layers of chitin in butterfly wings, which give
them their sheen, do so through iridescence. Iridescent green
in swallowtail and gossamer-winged butterflies is achieved
via microscopic chitin gyroids: an intricate geometric design
of oppositely congruent labyrinths which are a mathematically optimal way to fold space.
In animals, reds and yellows are commonly the result of
pigments. But blues are mostly structural. In lizards, blue
comes from geometric arrangements of guanine in their
scales.
Structural coloration does not always result in iridescence, but it does with Iberian emerald lizards; lucky for
them. Whereas females from afar catch a vivid turquoise visage, raptors above see a dull green that blends in. The specific iridescence in emerald lizards gives them what they
want and need.
Nature puts iridescence to distinct purposes. For emerald
lizards it abets camouflage while permitting an honest social
signal. In the case of butterflies and some other animals, iri-
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descence can create a startling shine that gives pause to potential predators. Shifting colors create confusion that hinder
a predator's ability to pinpoint location. Either effect gives
glittering prey more time to escape.

 Peacock Spiders 
Male peacock spiders compete to attract mates via elaborate dance displays
that show off their stunningly colorful abdomens. Males evolved both brilliant colors and a deep velvety black that provides
maximal contrast.
Super black locally eliminates white specular highlights, reference points used to calibrate color perception, making nearby
colors appear so bright they're practically glowing. ~ American
evolutionary biologist Dakota McCoy
The ultrablack effect is achieved by nanometric bumps
which more thoroughly absorb light than smooth textures.
These nanostructures bounce light around and diffract it in
a way that evades the view of an onlooker. And the bumps
are microlenses which angle entering light so that the light
traverses a longer path and spends more time interacting
with light-absorbing black melanin pigment than it would on
a flat surface.
The luxe look of peacock spiders resembles birds of paradise, which convergently evolved similar nanostructures for
their ultrablack feathers. Anti-reflective microlenses independently evolved for flower petals, tropical shade plant
leaves, light-sensitive nodules on sea star arms, and ommatidia in moth eyes.

 Stingers 
If you felt the pain right away, you would react and swat the
insect away before it finished injecting its venom. ~ Indian
American mechanical engineer Bharat Bhushan

Insect stings are memorable experiences, as they are
meant to be by their givers. To deliver the maximal message,
stingers are ingeniously engineered, with a soft tip that stiffens close to an insect's abdomen.
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Wasps and bees don't want to create too much pain to start
with. The softer tip makes it less likely that you'll notice the initial insertion. ~ Bharat Bhushan

Stingers are ~7 times more elastic at the tip than at the
base. The gradient in hardness and rigidity along the length
of the stinger helps it penetrate as deep as possible while
maintaining its integrity.
The stingers of wasps and bees differ in some ways. For
one, wasp stingers are curved, whereas bee stingers are
straight. But they have much in common.
The stingers of both have 2 serrated lancets that project
from the end of the stinger. The lancets move back and forth
to pierce the skin – a massaging motion that loosens the skin
to open it up. A channel between the 2 lancets delivers
venom.
Stingers have a clever design to optimize the mechanical
properties without being too heavy. ~ Bharat Bhushan
The stinger cuticle is a laminated microstructure. Stingers have ideally placed hollow spaces to reduce weight while
maintaining the strength necessary to penetrate thick skin.
The stingers really are elegantly designed and mechanically
durable. ~ Bharat Bhushan
Stinging is also accomplished with precision. Bees and
wasps sting at the most efficient angle for penetration: 10°
for a wasp and 6° for a bee. These sting angles indicate why
wasp stingers are curved and bee stingers straight.
Similar considerations were at work in the designs of spider fangs and scorpion stingers, which have distinct engineering characteristics that deliver utmost impact.

 Shore Crabs 
Common British shore crabs in the same species (Carcinus maenas) carefully camouflage themselves using distinct
stratagems. Whereas crabs in mudflats look like mud, those
in rock pools rely on disruptive coloration: high-contrast patterns which break up body outline appearance.
The crabs are highly variable in colour and pattern, and are
often extremely difficult to see. Rock pool individuals have high
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levels of disruption. This is an effective way to disguise the
body's outline in the complex rock pool backgrounds where
matching the colour of the environment is often not possible. In
contrast, mudflat crabs closely match the mud in terms of colour, brightness, and pattern but lack high-contrast disruptive
markings that might give them away in the uniform mudflat environment. ~ Martin Stevens

Such specific camouflage is exemplary of adaptation as a
teleological exercise, conducted by localized coherence.


Mimicry



Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. ~ English cleric
Charles Caleb Colton

Mimicry is the evolutionary development of deceit. 2 cowbird species illustrate its potential power.

 Cowbirds 
The screaming cowbird is a brood parasite whose fledglings look and sound like baywings, its primary host. This
precise mimicry is rewarded with negligible rejection by deceived baywing mothers.
Meantime, shiny cowbirds dump their eggs in the nests
of many other birds, including baywings. Unlike their close
cousin, shiny cowbird hatchlings match neither the appearance nor the begging call of their hosts. Their mortality from
host rejection is 83%.

Mimicry confers various advantages. Foremost is safety.

 Cagey Vines 
Mimicry in animals is rather common, whereas documented
cases in plants are rare. ~ Chilean botanists Ernesto Gianoli &
Fernando Carrasco-Urra

The tropical woody vine Boquila trifoliolata mimics the
leaves of the trees it climbs onto, including size, shape, color,
orientation, petiole length, and tip spininess. All told, the
vine can mimic 9 different leaf features of any of 12 different
host species. A single vine can alter its leaves to specifically
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match the different trees it is on. This offers considerable protection against herbivory. How B. trifoliolata manages such
sophisticated mimicry is mysterious.


Batesian Mimicry 

In 1848, English entomologist Henry Walter Bates went
to the Amazon on an expedition to study life there. His was
the first scientific account of animal mimicry, particularly
the type that bears his name: Batesian mimicry, which is
phenotypic imitation by a palatable species of another that is
noxious.
Bates found numerous examples of innocuous butterflies
with wing patterns that mimicked species unpalatable to
would-be predators. He called them "mockers."
Longwings, the Batesian butterflies, speciated by mating
preferences for specific patterns. The gene for wing color is
inherited along with the mating choice. Different species are
still able to interbreed but choose not to.
Such speciation is a 2-step process. 1st, populations isolate behaviorally: choosing not to mate based upon cosmetic
genetic expressions, such as a wing pattern in the case of
longwing butterflies. Once separation is well-established,
more extensive genetic modifications occur, sometimes rapidly, to optimize the new species to its situation.
The hoverfly is stingless. Its coloration mimics wasps and
bees that carry the potential for a painful prick. This gives
the hoverfly adequate protection without incurring the cost
of carrying a stinger.
Mimicry need only be as precise as the key signals that
the target audience relies upon for recognition. Typically, coloration is critical.
Flies that mimic wasps or bees do so only to the degree
that it confers sufficient protection. Because birds prefer
snacking on larger flies than smaller one, larger mimics are
better imitators. The little flies simply aren't under enough
pressure to evolve perfect disguises. Mockers work the essentials into their act while letting the rest slide.
Wasps kill large numbers of other insects. Many wasp mimics
evolved to avoid being eaten by predatory wasps rather than by
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educated vertebrate predators. ~ German entomologist Michael Boppré et al

The essentials change if the mimicked model becomes
scarce or disappears entirely. Venomous coral snakes disappeared from an area in North Carolina around 1960. The local harmless kingsnakes that mimicked coral snakes quickly
adapted to become a more precise imitation of their model, so
that potential predators would not make the mistake of
thinking them fake. Scarcity in the real thing incited better
precision in the fakes.
Only the most precise mimics are favored as their model becomes increasingly rare. ~ American zoologist Christopher
Akcali & American biologist David Pfennig


Müllerian Mimicry 

In the late 19th century, German biologist Fritz Müller
emigrated to southern Brazil and studied the forest there. He
observed what came to be called Müllerian mimicry: poisonous species that shared a common predator, mimicking each
other's warning signals. The species involved are not necessarily closely related.
Müllerian mimicry need not involve look-alikes. It may be
any sense that a predator employs to select its prey. Many
snakes share the same auditory warning signals.

 Tiger Moths 
Bats hunt at night via echolocation. Tiger moths are one
target. Some of these night-flying moths retain secondary
metabolites from eating plants that are baneful to bats. A
moth can't advertise its inedibility to a sightless nocturnal
predator by coloration as diurnal insects do. So tiger moths
emit warning clicks that tell a bat that they are unpalatable.
Once a bat eats a single toxic tiger moth, that moth is off
the menu. Even tiger moth species that are perfectly edible
click themselves out of harm's way.
An edible tiger moth (Bertholdia trigona) has another
technique to evade becoming bat fodder: jamming a bat's sonar with an especially dense series of clicks.
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 Mimic Octopus 
All octopi can change color and texture. Many blend in
with the décor, appearing as a rock or the look of the sea floor.
One stands out for a display of even greater sophistication.
The mimic octopus puts on quite a show in the southeast
Asian tropic seas. It impersonates other animals, displaying
its mimicry situationally.
If attacked by a damselfish, the octopus turns into a
banded sea snake, which is a damselfish predator. It does
this by displaying yellow and black bands, burying 6 of its 8
legs, and waving the other 2 in opposite directions.
The octopus has been seen to mimic venomous sole, lionfish, sea snakes, jellyfish, and sea anemones, both in look and
behavior. It may also masquerade as a flounder: pulling its
arms in to imitate the flat fish's shape, then waving them to
replicate a flounder swimming. The mimic octopus' repertoire
extends as far as its cunning, which is considerable.
Defensive imitation is not the mimic's only trick. It may
imitate the apparent mate of a crab, thus snuggling up to a
snack.

As the mimic octopus illustrates, safety is not the only
reason to mimic. Freeloading is a fine reason for imitative
inducement.
The flowers of some species replicate the scent of others
that pollinators favor, to attract attention without providing
the payoff of nectar. Other flowers mimic the female of a certain insect to compel males to it. Various orchids employ this
trick.

 Large Blue Butterfly 
Caterpillars of the large blue butterfly practice chemical
and auditory mimicry. They feed on thyme or marjoram flowers after hatching, which primes them for the next act.
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After molting, a caterpillar drops off the plant to the
ground. There it secretes sweetness that attracts red ants.
Suckered by sugar, the ants take the larva back their nest.
The ants feed on larval secretions by milking it: stroking
the caterpillar with their antenna to have it produce a small
drop of honeydew. Having pacified its caretakers, the caterpillar goes into hibernation inside an ant tunnel.
In due course the caterpillar reemerges. It seeks out the
nesting chamber, where it spends up to 3 weeks feasting on
red ant eggs and larvae. It can do so by secreting a hormone
that tells the ants that it is one of them.
The caterpillar also mimics the sound that a queen ant
makes, ensuring itself a steady food supply. By this queenly
deception ants will even kill their own larvae and feed the
caterpillar if food is scarce.
Having matured off the largesse of its inadvertent patrons, the caterpillar hangs itself from the roof of the nest by
its legs and builds a chrysalis around itself.
The large blue butterfly lives up to 9 months
as a caterpillar prior to its pupal stage.
After another 3 weeks, an adult butterfly
emerges. The butterfly leaves the nest to
find a mate, with but a few weeks left to live.

 Courting Cockroach Counterfeit 
A male German cockroach in courtship offers dinner to a
prospective mate: he raises his wings, exposing a pantry of
deliciousness produced by the male's tergal glands.
A female mounts a male and feeds on these nuptial secretions. This puts her in position for the male's sexed solicitude.
Baby German cockroaches caught on. They evolved to
vamp what every male cockroach is looking for. A gentle tap
with an antenna scented with a knockoff version of femme
fertile perfume and a male lets a little counterfeit on board
for a free meal.

Humans innately imitate in social settings. Consciously
not doing so is stressful. Waiters who repeat customer orders
word for word, or subtly mimic a patron's body language,
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earn higher tips than those that paraphrase or forgo gestural
mirroring.
The evolution of mimicry and polymorphisms depends on
how receivers acquire information. ~ English zoologists Rose
Thorogood & Nicholas Davies

 Altruism 
The same core theories that are used to understand cooperation in humans and other animals can also be applied to microbes. ~ English evolutionary biologist Kevin Foster

Social assistance is so common as to be unremarkable.
Yet cooperation has been a conceptual conundrum to evolutionary biologists. Whereas selfishness seemed to them sane,
altruism posited a puzzle.
The widespread phenomenon of organisms paying costs to
help others (altruism) is a long-standing paradox in biology.
~ English evolutionary biologist Patrick Kennedy et al
The idea that altruism needs theoretical underpinning is
ridiculous. Given our own experiences of sociality, occasional
beneficence should be no mystery.
Darwin grappled to explain altruism in light of his "survival of the fittest" credo. Darwin's answer – group selection
– was honed by Ronald Fisher in the 1910s to the idea that
family matters. English evolutionary biologist John Maynard
Smith coined the term kin selection in 1964.
By kin selection I mean the evolution of characteristics which
favour the survival of close relatives of the affected individual.
~ John Maynard Smith
English evolutionary biologist W.D. Hamilton gave kin
selection a quantitative treatment in 1964, creating a formula for when help might be given.
rb–c > 0
r is the coefficient of relatedness, expressing how closely
related individuals are. b is the benefit of help. c is the cost
to the caregiver. According to the formula, altruism happens
if the benefit by genetic relatedness exceeds the cost.
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Kin selection is relevant not just to driving altruism but also
to limiting selfish behavior and conflicts. ~ Katherine Geist et
al

Hamilton explained the seeming self-sacrifice of eusocial
bee, wasp, and ant colonies by genetic relation: a single colony being all in the family. Other relatedness behaviors were
explained as a balancing act of resource allocation that may
tip in favor of selfishness.
Familial conflict provides multiple examples of the
strangeness inherent in kin selection, including weaning, siblicidal behavior, and infanticide. Burying beetles are caring
parents who practice infanticide to optimize survival prospects for the remaining brood: calculated concern.
Juvenile great egrets often kill younger nestlings while
parents looking on. An egret chick may peck a sibling, stab it
with its beak, or push it out of the nest.
A closely related bird, great blue herons, seldom suffer
such nestling trauma. An explanation can be found in parental feeding habits. Egrets bring their young small boluses of
fish, just enough for one chick at a time. An aggressive chick
might monopolize the food supply by getting rid of its nest
mates. In contrast, great blue herons bring a whole fish to
the nest: more than a chick can eat. Sibling rivalry does not
confer the same apparent advantage.
Conflict between parents and offspring is ubiquitous with
weaning: whereas the offspring's self-interest is nourishment, a mother's self-interest may be to conserve herself for
the next offspring. This motivation neatly falls within Hamilton's cost-benefit formula. But it is not necessarily so. The
alternate and more plausible explanation is that mom is fatigued from the chore of taking care of a youngling which can
now – and must learn to – take care of itself. Mom knows that
she has done all that she should. In other words: tough love.
Relatedness is expected to decrease conflict, so it is interesting that kin interactions nevertheless drive rapid evolution, consistent with an evolutionary arms race. One reason may be the
constancy of the conflict. ~ Katherine Geist et al
Plants also have kin selection conflicts. A seed plant must
decide how much endosperm to allocate to an embryo. This is
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a difficult optimization exercise in resource allocation:
providing sufficient endosperm to improve the odds of a seedling surviving versus giving more than enough and thereby
lessening the number of seeds that can be produced.
Seed plants show rapid spurts of adaptation related to endosperm production (before genetic changes settle down).
The same optimization process applies to seed coating and
other aspects of maternally bundling offspring for germination success. Somehow plants get the feedback they need to
produce ideal seeds for a targeted environment.

The idea of inclusive fitness is a broader umbrella of kin
selection. Whereas kin selection requires the perception of
being related, the woollier notion of inclusive fitness is a
social model of selection, which theoretically can encompass
reciprocal altruism, such as with vampire bat blood-sharing,
or other such acts common in many animal species.
From a sociobiologist's perspective, reciprocal altruism
has the flavor of an instant oxymoron, resolved only by time:
giving by calculation of future payback. That is a narrow view
of cunning. The natural world is not always so shrewd, as the
innumerable tales of animal friendship testify. Emotional
satisfaction also encompasses benefaction.

The fundamental units of natural selection, the basic things
that survive or fail to survive, are called replicators. DNA molecules are replicators. They generally gang together into large
communal survival machines. ~ Richard Dawkins

Despite ostensibly getting beyond family ties, the supposed calculation behind inclusive fitness fits within the
gene-centric nonsense of Richard Dawkins. That worldview
of monomaniacal selfishness, which may be momentarily disguised for a deal involving reciprocity, boils down to an unrelenting drive for ersatz immortality via genetic replication. It
is sophistry, as our own diversities of motivations show. Further, there is no evidence that other life forms are so singleminded. To the contrary: vertebrates typically exhibit the
same emotive and motivational ranges that people have. (We
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have a harder time discovering how invertebrates feel, but
there is no reason to think that they are much different.)
From an evolutionary perspective, it makes sense that occasional assistance is the norm in unforgiving habitats: altruism as a matter of course when help may be a matter of
life or death. The black harvester ants that inhabit the Mojave and Sonoran deserts illustrate. These ants thrive in colonies numbering tens of thousands. Each day they walk a
single route to collect seeds. If an ant becomes ensnared in a
spider web, cohorts rescue it, clean the silk from its body, and
carry the ant back to the nest if it is injured. The foraging
ants then tear the web apart to remove the hazard, taking
hours to do so if necessary. Each life matters.
Individuals help more to promote their own success, not just
the success of family members. Even though it seems that helping behaviour is altruistic, self-interest is also in play. ~ English
zoologist Charlie Cornwallis
Rather than fly off to start their lives on their own, young
adult birds often stay and help rear younger siblings. They
do so to learn parenting techniques, and perhaps to inherit
the nest and attendant territory, which can be a rich reward.
In birds, mammals, bees and wasps, cooperation is more
common in unpredictable or harsh environments. ~ English zoologist Andrew Higginson et al


Fitness Through Ignorance



Ignorance can favor group function. ~ American evolutionary biologists David Queller & Joan Strassmann

Hamilton's calculus of altruism is incomplete. The flavors
of ignorance can favor cooperation.
For many group behaviors, there are costs that only some
individuals bear but ignorance of who benefits. Not knowing
the future fosters kindliness.
Many ant colonies begin with a small group of unrelated
queens. They coexist peaceably, producing the first generation of workers. But then the queens fight each other until
only 1 survives. The cooperative efforts of the dead queens
entirely benefit one who is no kin.
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A queen who knew her destiny was death without a lineage of descendants would take her chances nesting alone,
however dismal the prospects. Not knowing her fate creates
the incentive to invest in cooperation.
Unrelated plasmodia come together to prosper as a heterokaryon; creeping along a forest floor as a superorganism,
feeding on yeasts, bacteria, and decaying vegetation.
Conversely, social amoeba live as single-celled organisms
during the good times, feasting on soil bacteria. Only facing
starvation do they form a colonial structure.
Hard times push plasmodia and social amoeba to produce
progeny. They form a fruiting body, growing a stalk that
spews the spores of the next generation. The reason to sporulate during dire straits is that spores can outlast famine:
inertly alert to opportunity when it arises.
The fruiting bodies of plasmodia and social amoeba represent a sacrifice of most members to pass on the spores of a
relative few. Not knowing the outcome engenders cooperative
endeavor.
Such cooperation is not always unalloyed. Some social
amoeba cheat, managing to get more spores of kin produced
than representative of the colonial population. Perhaps they
pass their cunning on, contributing to furthering the intelligence of a species which sometimes must cooperate to survive.

Ignorance of kin can kindle altruism. A colony of social
insects includes different degrees of relatedness when a
queen mates with multiple males. Individuals could theoretically identify others of their patriline – full sisters versus
half – but they do not. Instead, they cooperate without such
bias.
Similarly, a male bird or mammal may assiduously avoid
rearing the brood of another male, but in situations where
paternity is questionable, or in species that mix broods,
males feed offspring without discrimination.
A veil of ignorance – whether of circumstance or about the
future – can sow the seeds for cooperation and altruistic effort that might otherwise be missing.
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Altruism Innate



Sociality, like multicellularity, has appeared numerous times,
in diverse taxa, and reached many different levels of integration.
~ American zoologist James Hunt

Game theory mathematically demonstrates that cooperation helps both the individual involved and the group. It also
shows that cheaters cannot prosper in a group where reputations become established. Even bacteria remember who their
friends are.
From an evolutionary perspective, eukaryotes are an ipso
facto triumph of cooperation. Even unicellular organisms
have sophisticated ways of working together.
Single-celled algae may commit suicide if it might help
the population in which it lives. This not only benefits others
of its kind, but also has an inhibitory effect on the growth of
competitive species.
The mental acuity of plants is beyond ken. Though they
compete and are shrewd calculators of fairness, they also cooperate and practice generosity.
Many animals, inherently emotional, have an aptitude toward altruism, however seldom it finds expression in those
who lead largely asocial lives. This inclination is even more
integral in social animals, and especially those with parental
care. Inclusive fitness would be nothing but an empty hypothesis if there were no payoff to the creature performing it.
Affinitive behaviors create their own emotional reward.
It feels good to help, in the same way that it feels good to have
one's existence appreciated, and to appreciate another. Humans are simply selfsame to other animals in this regard.
Once calculation of cost enters the picture, cooperation
becomes the dicey proposition that confounded Darwin and
other evolutionary biologists. At that point, the tortured calculations of reciprocity must be grappled with. Limiting altruism to this calculation is unrealistic.
Reciprocity is merely a check for fairness. Without the
spark of self-reward for kindness built-in, the calculus of cooperation could never compute in the way that it does in real
life.
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Generous behaviour is costly, as it involves the investment of
one's own resources for the benefit of others. Nevertheless, generous behaviour is common. Generous behaviour is known to
increase happiness, which thereby motivates generosity. ~ Korean cognitive psychologist Soyoung Park et al

 Life-History Variables 
You have these two lineages, plants and animals, that are very
different and yet they arrive at the same conclusion. That is
what's called convergent evolution, and the stunning result is
that it's being driven by the underlying physics. ~ Italian physicist Amos Maritan

From an evolutionary perspective, all organisms face
strategic survival trade-offs. Viruses typically carry only the
genes essential to their needs. In contrast, bacteria must take
into account their social environment, both among their own
kind and others. Horizontal gene transfer facilitates adaptability, though this is employed selectively, and so is itself a
life-history variable.
Evolution constantly faces trade-offs between objectives.
~ Israeli biologists Elad Noor & Ron Milo
Numerous life-history variables correlate to each other.
Following constructal law, energy flows – from the origination of life onwards – favor certain sets of traits. Internal and
envirotypic flows interact to produce scale-invariance. Interactively, life works at every scale toward an optimality.
Whereas size factors into selected sets of life-history variables, the relationships between some life-history variables
remain constant irrespective of size. Several observations
suggest that relative size distribution adheres to a universal
power law: a quantitative ratio that is scale-invariant. The
size of an organism matters for its metabolism, growth, survival risks, and advantages within its habitat.
How quickly an organism can evolve is size-dependent.
The current global warming is having the greatest impact on
large animals. Small animals can more easily adapt.
Both smaller plants and animals are capable of faster
rates of molecular evolution. As such, rapid climate change
provokes diminution as a hedge against risk.
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Certain life-history variable sets are strongly influenced
by the habitat in which an organism lives. Environment and
ecology drive evolution adaptively.
Specialization between animal and plant species tend to be a
consequence of the available resources. ~ German evolutionary ecologist Matthias Schleuning
The intensity of competition and the vibrancy of interspecies interactivity makes a decisive difference in life-history
variables. Darwin and later evolutionary biologists long assumed that species-rich tropical communities inclined plants
and animals toward specialization as compared to their temperate counterparts. Instead, competition amid tropical diversity tends toward less dietary specialization.
High tropical plant diversity provides many different resources to animals in a low density. Whoever is not especially
choosy is at an advantage, because then the next food source is
not very far away, making foraging more efficient. ~ German
ecologist Jochen Fründ
Less-persnickety animals are advantageous to plants
when it comes to pollination and seed dispersal, as a plant is
less likely to suffer extirpation if a certain helpful animal
agent goes extinct.
Due to the generalised relationships and the greater diversity,
more species can replace the functions of individual declining
species. ~ German ecologist Nico Blüthgen

In many instances, the trade-offs that constitute life-history variables can be inscrutable. Zebrafish bred to be bold or
shy exhibit changes in body shape and locomotion.
Complex behaviors, like the behaviors we call 'personality'
or 'temperament,' can be associated -- genetically correlated -with other traits that one might think are independent of such
behaviors, like body shape and swimming abilities. Traits that
seem unrelated may not be unrelated. ~ American zoologist
Brian Langerhans
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In the game of life an animal stakes its offspring against a capricious environment. The game is won if offspring live to play
another round. What is an appropriate tactical strategy for winning this game? How many offspring are needed? At what age
should they be born? Should they be born in one large batch or
spread out over a long lifespan? Should the offspring in a particular batch be few and tough or many and flimsy? Should parents
lavish care on their offspring? Should parents lavish care on
themselves to survive and breed again? Should the young grow
up as a family, or should they be broadcast over the landscape
at an early age to seek their fortunes independently? ~ American paleobiologist & ecologist Henry Horn

A surfeit of strategic survival trade-offs exists for animals. A logical place to start is how life begins.
Oysters produce millions of offspring in a lifetime,
providing no parental attention. Conversely, elephants
produce very few offspring, each singly born, each the object
of intense and prolonged parental care.

Animal Life-History Spectrum
Number of offspring:
Development rate:
Juvenile mortality rate:
Reproductive age:
Repetitions of reproduction:
Population size:
Population increase potential:
Typical tax on the habitat:
Competition:
Body size:
Metabolic needs:
Life span (years):
Mortality:

many
few
fast
slow
high
low
early
delayed
single
repeated
variable
stable
fast
slow
low
high
low
high
small
large
high
low
<1
>1
density
density
independent, dependent
often
catastrophic
Climate:
variable
stable
Overall: productivity efficiency
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The statistical tails of the animal life-histories spectrum
may be characterized by how prodigiously a female creates
progeny: many or few. The adapted traits which sum to a reproductive survival strategy are numerous, with more biological features interrelated than may be immediately apparent.
Mouse lemurs are the smallest primate, gorillas the largest. An 80-gram adult female lemur may produce each year 1
or 2 litters of 2 to 3 offspring per litter. Lemurs become reproductive within a year.
A 93-kilogram adult female gorilla produces a single offspring every 4 or 5 years. Gorillas do not reach reproductive
age for a decade.
Mathematically at least, a female mouse lemur can leave
10 million descendants by the time it takes a female gorilla
to procreate a single offspring. Mouse lemurs may live to
15 years; gorillas 50.
Mouse lemurs and gorillas are exemplary of fast and slow
lives. Generally, small animals live fast while large animals
have longevity.
Greenland sharks may live 500 years: the longest lifespan
of any vertebrate. The largest of extant sharks, Greenland
sharks swim leisurely, grow just 1 cm a year, and females
(which are typically larger than males) may not reach sexual
maturity until they are 156 years old.
While losing out on reproductive numbers, size has its
compensations. Larger prey commonly have better antipredator defenses, while large carnivores may have a wider
choice of prey.
Larger body size offers efficiencies. Thermoregulatory efficiency improves with size, as does the efficiency of basal energy needs.
On a per weight basis, larger animals require less food,
and so can subsist on lower-quality fare. Mouse lemurs must
feed on energy-rich insects, while gorillas can get by on energy-poor foliage. One might think that larger animals require more sustenance, but the gating factors are generally
metabolic rate and various efficiencies, not size per se.
Size can be a limiting advantage. Because they have
longer legs, bigger animals can typically run faster than
smaller ones. This only works up to a point. In a family of
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animals, the fastest is midsized. Above a certain size, body
mass requires a change of stride. Size imposes biomechanical
constraints.
The maximum size of an animal is limited by population
mortality. Because larger animals typically breed less frequently, if the mortality rate doubles, maximum size becomes
16 times smaller.
The adaptive response to increasing mortality is downsizing, which also occurs when environmental conditions are in
flux. In the early 21st century many animals were having
smaller offspring in reaction to rapid climate change.


Allometry 

Body size plays a crucial role affecting generation times,
energy demands, and population sizes. ~ American biologists
Lauren Sallan & Andrew Galimberti

Allometry is an umbrella term for the relations between
body size to shape, anatomy, physiology, and behavior. The
term is also used to refer to the study of such relationships.
In insects, an incremental increase in body size can result
in disproportionate enlargement of appendages: legs, antennae, and, in some beetles, horns.
Allometric relationships are often expressed as a power
law. Allometric scaling deviates from the isometric, which is
a 1-to-1 relationship.
Allometric power laws are often strongly conserved across
evolutionary time, invariant across taxa, and have long been hypothesized to reflect developmental constraints. ~ Norwegian
evolutionary biologist Geir Bolstad et al
In flies, small wings are typically rounder than large
wings. Researchers bred fruit flies to violate that allometry.
Once they stopped, the natural allometric relationship of
wing roundness rapidly returned (in 15 generations).
Allometric scaling laws often express dynamics related to
ontogeny (developmental growth). In an organism that grows
as it matures, size increases but bodily shape remains similar; still there can be allometric changes during development.
Lizards often exhibit such changes.
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Based upon study of a variety of species, Swiss agricultural biologist Max Kleiber concluded in 1932 that animal
metabolic rate is a 0.75 power of body weight. This allometric
law is a consequence of the physics and geometry of animal
circulatory systems. Allometric relations suggest that Nature
follows laws for biology, just as in physics.
In the same species, smaller youngsters respire more per
weight unit than larger oldsters because growth carries an
overhead. By contrast, small adults of a species breath more
per unit of weight than larger ones of another species because
a larger proportion of their body weight is of structure rather
than reserve. Structural mass has maintenance costs,
whereas reserve mass does not.
To nourish itself, an animal needs energy. Employing
that energy generates heat. An animal must rid itself of excess body heat. The obvious way is surface cooling.
As vertebrates get larger, they have relatively less surface area to dissipate heat. So, to be able to rid excess heat,
metabolism must increase at a slower rate than body volume
enlarges. According to Kleiber's law, the relation between
mass and metabolic rate is fixed. Something seems amiss. As
it turns out, the missing element leads to another power law.
As vertebrates get bigger, the speed at which nutrients
are carried through the body and heat is carried away increases to ensure heat disposal. The velocity of blood flow to
an animal's mass is a 1/12th (0.0833…) power.
Animals need to adjust the flow of nutrients and heat as their
mass changes to maintain the greatest possible energy efficiency. That is why animals need a pump – a heart – and trees
do not. ~ Italian hydrologist Andrea Rinaldo
Allometric scaling applies from the genome on out. In vertebrates, there is a correlation between the sizes of genomes
and cells, especially red blood cells, and metabolic rate.
Having a petite genome affords smaller cells. Smaller
cells support a larger surface-to-volume ratio, which makes
for more efficient gas exchange.
Flying is energetically expensive. Birds and bats that
take to the air must be as metabolically efficient as possible.
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Among birds, the strongest fliers have the smallest genomes,
while flightless birds possess some of the largest.
Hummingbirds approach the theoretical limit for aerobic
metabolism. Their genome weighs an average of 1.03
picograms (pg).
An average bird genome weighs 1.42 pg, reptiles 2.24 pg,
and humans 3.5 pg. Some salamanders lug around 100
picogram genomes. Slimming down the avian genome began
with the theropod dinosaurs from which birds descended.
Adaptive or environmental demands cause body sizes to
diminish or enlarge. Body size is a resultant trait, not a
driver. Size is determined by way of functional or developmental association, which ultimately relates to risk-based efficiency; with risk expressed as an extent of adaptability to
environmental fluctuation. Depending upon ecological interaction, risk-based efficiency favors a certain size.
Allometry illustrates that life forms exist within physicsbased mathematical constraints, via intricate component relationships.

 Bat Echolocation 
Echolocation is a dynamic system that allows different
species, regardless of their body size, to converge on optimal
fields of view in response to habitat and task. All bats adapted
their calls to achieve similar acoustic fields of view. ~ Danish
zoologist Lasse Jakobsen et al

Bats adjust their echolocation
calls to go from surveying an area to
pinpointing objects as they close in.
How a bat does this depends upon its
size, and especially depends upon its
echolocation emitter: the mouth.
There is a strong relationship between bat body size and
echolocation peak frequency, which is the maximum energy
in echolocation calls. While large bats can produce focused
beams at lower frequencies, smaller bats employ higher frequencies to achieve directional sonar beams.
The size of bat's mouth determines its wavelength capabilities. Different bat species of equivalent size use sonar
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beams with selfsame beam shape and volume. This example
of convergent evolution illustrates the functional nature of
allometry.

 Bat Shelter and Sociality 
22 species of bat are known to make tents for shelter.
Most build their tents from palm leaves and other sturdy
plant parts. These structures often last for more than a year.
Other tent makers cannot access such durable materials
available. They rely upon herbaceous plants, which make rather ramshackle rooms that last for less than 2 months.
Domestic comfort does not make for social cohesion; quite
the contrary. Nomadic bats that must make a new home
every few weeks are much more collaborative.
In contrast, group cohesion in those species with sturdy
shelters is low. Whereas frequent builder bats stick together
for more than a year, no species that stays in long-lasting
lodgings does.
As the cohesive bat species are not closely related, the social stability that went with frequent shelter building evolved
independently. Adversity promotes solidarity.

Besides the distinction between fast and slow lives based
on absolute body size, the lives of certain species may be fast
or slow for a given body size. Habitats with instable food supplies engender fast lives with high reproductive output, as
does a relatively high mortality rate.
Populations that inordinately die off adaptively trend to
shorter gestation, smaller neonates (offspring), larger litters,
and faster development (weaning and reaching maturity).
Species populations with a high death rate tend to reproduce
earlier.

 Infanticide 
Social dynamics can selectively influence infant development. Infanticide is exemplary.
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Infanticide is the result of an evolutionary arms race, where
males compete with each other for reproduction and try to influence females in mating with them. In species where it happens more often, it can certainly influence the nature of the
social relationships between males, as well as between males
and females. ~ Canadian primatologist Pascale Sicotte

Infanticide occurs in several mammal species, including
lions, bears, rodents, and primates. Typically, an adult male
kills infants sired by another so that he can mate with the
mother and have her raise his offspring instead.
The evolutionary response to potential infanticide in
colobus monkeys is for a mom to accelerate her offspring's
development by investing more energy in early growth. This
only happens when a female lives in a group where
infanticide appears a threat.
Monkey moms are forewarned by new males entering the
group, and by their aggressive behaviors toward younglings.
Efforts are most pronounced by mothers with the youngest
offspring which are most at risk.

Reproductive strategy is only one facet of a larger life-history scheme: survival. How life is lived is paramount in propagating quality for lives of the next generation.

 Cicadas 
Cicadas are large flying insects that live in temperate and
tropical climates. There are about 3,000 species, living on all
continents except Antarctica.
The cicada lifestyle is predominantly subterranean. They
live as nymphs for most of their lives sucking root juice. Their
strong front legs are built for digging.
In their 5th and final nymphal stage, cicadas tunnel to
the surface and make their way to a nearby plant where they
molt and emerge as adults.
Adults mate for few weeks to few months. Males form
large choruses to loudly sing to receptive females. Cicadas
have species-specific songs. Some sing at up to 120 decibels:
about as much racket as any insect can muster.
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Once mated, females cut slits into tree barks to deposit
their eggs. Newly hatched nymphs drop to the ground, burrowing to find roots.
Cicadas are individually defenseless, making them an
easy meal for birds, cicada killer wasps, praying mantises,
and sometimes squirrels. In Australia, bass are keen to dine
on cicadas that crash-land on the water.
The en masse cicada defense mechanism is predator
satiation: being so concentrated in an area – up to 350
individuals per meter – that some survive despite many
being eaten alive.
Most cicadas have a life cycle of 2 to 5 years. One North
American genus – Magicicada – has a number of distinct
broods that go through 13- or 17-year life cycles, depending
upon region. Southern Magicicada emerge every 13 years.
Their northern cousins have a 17-year cycle. These are the
longest insect life cycles.
The cicadas are driving the birds' populations; they're setting
the birds on a trajectory that leads to significantly lower populations at the time of the next emergence. ~ American ethologist Walter Koenig
The deluge of dead cicadas that litter the forest floor after
mating temporarily boosts tree growth. At 10% nitrogen, cicada bodies are natural fertilizer. Early stage nymphs don't
tax trees sucking roots as much as when they get older.
The forest nutrient boost does not last. Bird populations
hit a cyclical low when periodical cicadas emerge.
Nymphs somehow know when they should emerge. It
may be that the trees upon which they feed signal the cycle,
perhaps coupled with some cicada counting.
Some cicadas occasionally emerge 4 years off-schedule.
These stragglers are easy prey that do not usually survive. In
the off chance that they did, it would be a way of instant speciation.

 Mammal Predation 
Most small mammal predators are themselves preyed
upon. Hence they evolved a suite of antipredator defenses
that tend to sort them into 2 quite different lifestyles.
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The solitary ones, such as skunks, are often aposematically colored and armed with noxious anal sprays. Subject to
predation by other mammals, they tend to be nocturnal.
Gregarious species, such as mongeese, are socially vigilant. Such creatures tend to be diurnal, and at risk from birds
of prey.

 Mammal Defecation 
The smell of body waste attracts predators, which is dangerous for animals. ~ American mechanical engineer Patricia
Yang

Defecation is not a life-history variable for mammals.
From mice to elephants, mammals excrete cylinders of waste
like humans, and they all do so in about 12 seconds. This is
consistent with the fact that all mammals take the same duration to empty their bladders.
Cylindrical feces are not squeezed through a nozzle (like
a toothpaste tube).
It's more like a plug that just goes through a chute. ~ Patricia
Yang
The normal, low level pressure that mammals apply to
push through a bowel movement is constant, unrelated to animal size. To achieve this consistency among species, the lubricating mucus in the colon varies in viscosity. Larger
animals have longer feces and correspondingly longer rectums, so they produce thicker mucus which accelerates excretion: hence, feces flows a longer distance in the same time.

In evolutionary time all possible phenotypic variables are
in play. Phenotypic genetic malleability is limited only by
physics.
An autopoietic system is a homeostat: a device for holding a
critical systemic variable within physiological limits. In the case
of autopoietic homeostasis, the critical variable is the system's
own organization. It does not matter, it seems, whether every
measurable property of that organizational structure changes utterly in the system's process of continuing adaptation. It survives. ~ English theorist Stafford Beer
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Each habitat has its own difficulties: environmental demands and the trials of relations with one's own species and
others. These immediate requisites are common drivers of
evolution. As a set of adaptations, tolerances to ecological
changes also present challenges and opportunities to survival
of a population.
Reptiles rose when drier times made amphibian life difficult. Mammals had a long wait under reptilian rule before
their time came, a duration that might have been much
longer but for a massive meteor strike. While supersized dinosaurs were wiped out, their smaller cousins, notably birds,
survived; examples of evolutionary payback and payoff respectively.
Life-history variables invariably represent evolutionary
trade-offs which murres and penguins exemplify.

 Diving Birds 
Several seabirds fly and swim. Being able to do both
means neither is optimally efficient.
Cormorants dive into the ocean, propelling themselves
underwater with webbed feet. Their dips into the sea to snag
fish are brief. Even so, cormorants must expend enormous
amounts of energy to fly.
Murres also dive to hunt, flapping their wings
underwater to swim. Because murre wings are
built for flight, they create drag underwater.
Murres' small bodies are just light enough to
let them take off out of the water. Keeping their
weight down means they cool quickly. In contrast, penguins stay comfortable in frigid waters.
Murres are on an evolutionary knife edge. In being able
to employ their wings for propulsion underwater, they are the
most inefficient fliers. To be better swimmers, murres would
have to be bigger, or trim their wingspan. Either would sacrifice flight.
Like many marine birds, penguins have a considerable
commute between feeding and breeding grounds. Rather
than fly, penguins swim.
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Penguin life-history variables favored the water as a way
of life, forgoing flight. Penguins today are a long way from
their ancestors 70 MYA who could soar through the sky.

Stable environments favor slower lives and lower reproduction levels, with competitive efficiency, where there gets
to be some degree of competition between individuals of the
same species, as a population tends to increase to the habitat's carrying capacity.
Carrying capacity is the population size that a habitat
might sustain. Given stable conditions, animal populations
tend to grow toward carrying capacity.


Sexuality 

As a life-history strategy, both sexuality and its orientation are options.
Asexuality was the original mode of reproduction and remains de rigueur for all prokaryotes. Many fungi and plants
reproduce asexually. Genetic diversity is the facile drawback
of asexual reproduction, overcome by genic transfer and
pickup.
Sexual reproduction arose 1.2 BYA. Bacterial conjugation
– DNA transfer between 2 consenting bacteria – has similar
mechanics.
One hypothesis explaining the evolution of sexual reproduction is the ability of a population to more rapidly radiate
in response to a changing habitat than parthenogenesis affords. Expansion speed could be advantageous in competition
with other species for limited resources.
Simultaneous hermaphrodites have the advantage of sexual reproduction but don't have separate sexes. Hermaphroditism yields sexual flexibility at the slight expense of
expressing both sex organs. Besides grasses and some other
plants, earthworms, certain snails and slugs, and some fish
are simultaneous hermaphrodites.
A form of hermaphroditism in botany is monoecy: a plant
with both staminate (pollen-producing male) and carpellate
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(ovule-producing female) parts. Monoecy is common in conifers, but only 7% of angiosperms are monoecious. Compared
to long-lived conifers, flowering plants generally prefer
greater genetic diversity as an edge in evolvability.
Sequential hermaphrodites change sex. A male that
changes into a female practices protandry; clownfish are exemplary. With protogyny, a born female may change into a
male. Wrasses and groupers practice protogyny after maturing. Sequential hermaphroditism allows populations to respond to ecological pressures by ensuring sufficient numbers
of reproductive members in reasonable ratios.

 Banana Slug Sex 
The hermaphroditic banana slug savors sex. It has an
outsized male member and a proportionately petite female
organ.
In the act, slug penises becoming spirally wrapped; an entanglement not easily undone. If post-coital vigorous wiggling fails to separate the big bananas, one slug gnaws a
penis off: either its own or its partner. This apophallation
leaves one slug permanently memberless, though able to enjoy sex in the future as a female.
If partner sex is not possible, banana slugs practice safe
sex and reproduce by self-fertilization.

 Ram Horns and Longevity 
There is often considerable genetic variation underlying sexually selected traits. ~ English evolutionary biologist Susan
Johnston et al

Ample horns are a ram's ticket to reproductive dominance. During breeding
season males butt heads for access to females. Big horns triumph – at least for
Soay sheep living on Hirta, an island off
the coast of Scotland. Yet this has not
launched an evolutionary escalation cycle. Some male sheep
have short horns or none at all.
A single gene controls horn size, with various alleles that
determine a male's headset destiny. Those with the biggest
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horns father nearly twice as many lambs each year: 3 versus
1.6 for the less horny. But big-horned rams are less likely to
last the harsh Hirta winter. Lesser-horned sheep live longer,
and so breed for more years.

 Lechwe Reproductive Strategy 
Nile lechwe are an African antelope
that live up to 12 years. Almost all adult
females breed. As a female gets older,
the odds of her producing a son increment.
Yearling first-time mothers bear
sons 57% of the time. This rises to 67% by the time a female
lechwe is 7 years old. The biomechanics of ratcheting the sex
ratio is not known.
A female lechwe is 3 times more likely to die from bearing
a son than a daughter. Sons are heavier than daughters, and
so more taxing and risker to birth.
Sons are risky in other ways. Only dominant males have
breeding rights. Hence, sons are genetic gambles, whereas
daughters are an insurance policy for keeping a lineage alive.
Having played it safe while younger, older females risk
getting more bang for their bucks.


Mating and Parental Care 

In mammals, males typically have shorter lives than females.
This difference is due to behavioural traits which enhance
competitive abilities, and hence male reproductive success, but
impair survival. ~ Austrian evolutionary biologist Helmut
Schaschl et al

Animal mating and parental care practices are life-history variables with knock-on effects across a wide range of
conspecific interactions. To hedge bets on survival via greater
numbers, the earliest mammals produced large litters. The
shift to fewer offspring occurred as the payoff for parental
care rose.
Male competition for mating privilege is typical in animal
species where a female is the primary caretaker of progeny.
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Besides sexual dimorphism being the norm, males pay the
price in shorter lifespans.
Testes size is indicative of the trade-off in male primates
between mating and parenting effort. Male chimpanzees are
especially promiscuous. They generally do not provide parental care. Chimp testes are twice as big as humans. In contrast, male gorillas protect their young and sport small
testes. Among humans, those with smaller testes are innately more interested in taking care of their children. But –
irrespective of testes size – testosterone level drops as a father spends more time with his children.
Parenting is an outcome of social interactions between
and within sexes, and so cannot itself evolve. But behaviors
that provide information about parentage can evolve and affect mating and parental care.
The heuristic that parental care increases with evolutionary descent, size, and lifespan is full of exceptions. Hooded
seal pups are nursed only ~4 days, whereas parental cichlid
fish care may last months.


Precocial Versus Altricial 

A key dichotomy exists in developmental strategy that affects life-history factors: altricial or precocial. Newborn of
precocial species come into the world equipped to cope independently. By contrast, offspring of altricial species are dependent upon parental care to survive, as they are born or
hatched in an immature form.
In altricial species embryonic development is relatively
rapid. The neonatal brain will grow from its small size after
birth. In contrast, development before birth is longer for precocial species and the neonatal brain larger. There is no consistent difference in adult brain size between altricial and
precocial species.
Most mammals are small; less than 32 centimeters long.
Humans are large. An early hominid, Australopithecus
afarensis, stood 1–1.7 meters, and weighed 60–65 kilos (female–male for both measurements). These proportions persisted for 2 million years, until Homo erectus, 1.5 MYA, with
a 1.8-meter height and less sexual dimorphism.
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As a group, mammals are relatively precocial. With their
altriciality and an unusually big brain, primates are quite
the exception.
Throughout descent, hominins lived slow lives. Modern
humans extended earlier trends to enhanced altriciality.
Whereas many mammals can walk immediately after
birth, it takes human infants up to a year to be able to ambulate on their own. A baby cannot even coordinate its sight
with physical manipulation until it is 4 months old.


Climate & Body Size 

Bodies adapt to their climate. For instance, humans rely
heavily on sweating to keep cool. Surface area translates to
ability to shed heat. Thinner and smaller translates to a
higher ratio of surface area to body volume. The heavyset
sweat while the gracile shiver.
In 1847 German biologist Christian Bergmann published
Bergmann's rule: in a geographically dispersed species, populations in warmer climates tend to be smaller than those in
colder climes. Bergmann figured that body size in birds and
mammals was an adaptation for heat dissipation. Smaller
animals have a higher surface-area-to-volume ratio which facilitates heat loss through the skin. By contrast, heftier animals better retain bodily warmth.
30 years after Bergmann's rule American zoologist Joel
Allen published Allen's rule: endotherms in colder climates
tend to have shorter limbs or appendages than similar species more tropically resident. Human tribes who live near the
poles, such as the Inuit, Aleut, and Sami, are heavier, with
shorter limbs and broader torsos, than their equatorial counterparts.
Both Bergmann's rule and Allen's rule go to the relative
ratio of body mass to surface area. Neither applies to absolute
size.

 Hot Horse 
65 MYA the Cenozoic era celebrated the radiation of mammals after dinosaur demise. The Paleocene–Eocene epoch
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boundary marked rapid climate fluctuation. The world was
hot 55 MYA.
Sifrhippus was the first horse: a
Wyoming mustang that ponied up 56
MYA – a minute pony, as Sifrhippus
was the size of a house cat. Over thousands of years Sifrhippus' size waxed and waned as the climate wavered in its warmth.
In the first 130,000 years as it got hotter the horse shrank
some 30%: from an average 5.6 kg to a truly tiny 3.9 kg, the
smallest horse ever. Sifrhippus's size rebounded in the cooling trend that followed: gaining 75% over the next 45,000
years.

A 2017 statistical survey discounted Bergmann's rule.
Past studies that confirmed Bergmann's rule were mostly
looking at just a few species at a time, over only small areas, or
were data-limited. Bergmann's rule is not general, and temperature is not a dominant driver of biogeographic variation in
mass. For 87% of species, temperature explained less than 10%
of variation in mass, and for 79% of species the correlation was
not statistically significant. ~ American wildlife ecologist Kristina Riemer et al
Throwing statistical cold water on Bergmann's rule does
not explain what has been and is now observed. Fossil evidence repeatedly shows animal body sizes going down when
the environment hots up. This dynamic is now being seen in
butterflies, fishes, salamanders, snakes, sheep, and rodents.
It's an incredibly widespread phenomenon. ~ English evolutionary biologist Andrew Hirst, upon reviewing experiments on
169 animal species
The current explanation is that body size correlates with
metabolism, not heat dissipation, as Bergmann hypothesized: a smaller, less energy-intensive body may be advantageous in a warmer habitat. Young animals in warmer
environments tend to grow faster but mature sooner. The result is a smaller adult size.
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Faster maturation and smaller size may be explained as
an evolutionary hedge for getting enough to eat: a changing
habitat may mean a less reliable food supply.
Regardless of the evolutionary impetus, Bergmann's rule
is not uniformly seen: some animals are not getting smaller
with warming and climate change.
There are just so many things that are changing at the same
time that it's difficult to predict how every single organism is
going to respond. ~ American environmental scientist Jennifer
Sheridan

Adaptations in life-history traits are expectable from climactic changes, as plants and animals respond to temperature ratchets and altered rain patterns. Beyond temperature
and moisture are other effects in the wind, literally. One of
the changes from human intervention in the planetary ecology has been in the winds over the Southern Ocean. Wind
speeds have picked up in subAntarctic waters, even within
the past 2 decades. Winds in the more tropical waters, such
as in the West Indian Ocean, have yet to be affected.

 Wandering Albatross Winds 
The wandering albatross is
one of the most wide-ranging pelagic seabirds, with a circumpolar
range over the Southern Ocean.
Females prefer the warmer waters whereas males thrill to the
chill of the waters closer to Antarctica.
Life-history traits of the wandering albatross have
changed because of more intense winds in recent decades.
Daily travel distance has increased with a pickup in wind
speed, as has foraging range. Females travel further and
have headed poleward to take advantage of the change in the
breeze.
As a consequence of changes in foraging trip duration
breeding failure has dropped. Because males and females
share incubation duties, reduced foraging time has resulted
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in shorter incubation shifts, and thus a lower probability of
losing offspring.
The upshot to the confluence of dynamics is that wandering albatrosses are gaining girth. This increase in body mass
has not been accompanied by an increase in body size: the
birds are not getting bigger, just heavier. This is an adaptive
response to windier conditions, to improve flight performance
(via the aerodynamics of wing loading); a response made possible by improved breeding success, which is an offshoot from
faster flight for foraging in windier conditions.

 Brains 
If ever you don't feed your brain, you die immediately.
~ Australian evolutionary zoologist Vera Weisbecker

It takes a lot of metabolic energy to run a big brain. Mammals that hibernate have smaller brains.
There's just 3 orders of lemurs which hibernate, and these 3
have the smallest brains in primates. Hibernation really is a constraint for brain size. ~ Swiss anthropologist Sandra Heldstab
The correlation between brain size and warmth explains
why primates arose near the equator in Asia, and why hominids emerged in equatorial Africa.
Once a species has evolved a larger brain, it may colonize
more seasonal biomes. Evidence suggests that successful invasive vertebrates – whether amphibian, reptile, bird, or
mammal – tend to have relatively larger brains, although
Australasia seems exceptional in this regard.


Sociality 

Sociality is entwined as a life-history variable.
Social living poses challenges for individual fitness because
of the increased risk of disease transmission among conspecifics. Despite this challenge, sociality is an evolutionarily successful lifestyle, occurring in the most abundant and diverse group
of organisms on Earth – the social insects. ~ Columbian entomologist Margarita López-Uribe et al
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Given the greater risk of disease among gregarious animals, one might think that sociality and a more robust immune system go hand in hand. Instead, the opposite is true,
at least in insects.
The more social insects are, the weaker their immune responses tend to be. Eusocial insects that live in large colonies
have the most languid immune systems. This puts a premium on hygiene. Being truly colonial makes clean living
easier for individuals as the benefits of shared labor are enjoyed by the whole group.
The behaviors we see in eusocial species – like grooming
each other or bringing antifungal materials into nests or hives –
play an important role in colony health. ~ Margarita LópezUribe

 Locusts 
Desert locusts transform between two extreme phases, solitary and gregarious, depending upon their local population density. ~ Brazilian biologist Patrício Simões et al

Locusts are nominally solitary grasshoppers that abruptly switch lifestyle to
swarm as a ravenous horde after food becomes abundant and population size soars.
It is a Jekyll-and-Hyde transformation.
When in their solitary phase, locusts are unassuming:
their brown-green bodies ideal camouflage to blend into the
foliage as they saunter with a low, creeping gait. Solitary locusts generally avoid one another unless they are mating.
Lifestyle dramatically changes after it rains and enough
food becomes available to spur population multiplication.
Then, as their numbers skyrocket, food exhaustion and physical contact with other locusts from overcrowding triggers a
cascade of metabolic, mental, and behavioral changes.
The solitary and gregarious forms are so distinct in physiology and aspect that they were once thought to be distinct
species. Instead, the extravagant show of adaptability is an
ecologically induced fervor.
Gregarious locusts are colorful, move faster, and are attracted to other locusts. In this phase locusts form oppressive
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swarms that can blacken the skies and decimate vast fields
of vegetation.
As a solitary insect, a locust is quite picky about what it
eats. In swarm mode, locusts have no aversion to the bitter
tastes which plants present to avoid being eaten alive.

Hominid evolution is generally characterized by these animals becoming more gracile. Humans are impressively physically weak compared to their primate cousins.
Concomitant with hominin descent came more cohesive
sociality, which included greater regularity of cooperative behaviors, notably tribal defense (a necessity in the face of augmented group conflict). Technology also afforded the ability
to survive in the face of a hostile environment as well as fortifying tribes with advancing weaponry.
Humans became more gracile and their bones weaker as
they adopted agriculture and settled down to a more sedentary lifestyle. Ingenuity and loss of strength represents a
complex life-history trade-off, especially with sociality stirred
in.


Intelligence



As with all variables of life intelligence is an adaptation,
suited for the lifestyle of the specific organism. For instance,
research on birds demonstrated that populations (of the same
species) which lived through harsher winters showed enhanced problem-solving ability. That withstanding, there are
generalities which apply to all.
The mind is a symbolic pattern matcher. All cognition and
learning are a play of concepts. A concept is a locus of cohesive
conception in a context of related concepts. Hence, a concept
is a mental tensor: all information is relational. Conceptual
contexts are organized hierarchically, from general to specific, with associative links.
Microbes live the purest mental lives. Their world is of
molecular interactions. They must distinguish between foodstuffs, toxins, and friend from foe. Microbial communications
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are molecular, and often include messages made by fabricating specific molecules.
Microbes also understand genetics at the molecular level.
This aspect of microbial intellect is utterly alien to animals,
who have no such ability.
Plants extend microbial cognitive acumen into the richest
possible mental life. Plant molecular savvy extends into creating concoctions designed to enchant potential friends or foil
foes in the most devious ways – beyond our ken in how such
feats may be accomplished, let alone in how plants know so
much about the intimacies of other life forms.
Along with the social categories of friends, competitors,
and community, plants also have suppliers, symbionts, and
pollinators to constantly consider and manage. The advent of
angiosperms greatly enhanced the social possibilities and demands of daily life. Floral relations are considerably more
complicated than those fauna face, and involve more subtle
communications and interactions.
Facets of intelligence are life-history variables. The solutions to many challenges faced in life may be instinctual. This
is true for every organism, which also has as precocious
knowledge how to learn in specific realms and in certain
ways. Learning is needed to adapt to situations that are habitat-specific, most notably food sources and their procurement; even as the basic algorithms for foraging may be
innately encoded (e.g., Lévy walk).

 Eyesight to the Blind 
In 1688 Irish philosopher William Molyneux, whose wife
was blind, posed a question to English philosopher and physician John Locke: could someone born blind, used to categorizing shapes by feel, recognize those shapes if sight were
restored? Locke answered "no," figuring that the connection
between the senses was learned. Dozens of philosophers since
have considered the problem.
Experiments to solve Molyneux's problem began in the
early 18th century. For 2 centuries studies done were inadequate to resolve the issue. Finally, in 2011 the answer came
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– Locke was right: making sense of sensation is acquired, but
the means to do so is inborn.
Cross-modal learning is possible despite years of deprivation.
~ American psychologist Richard Held et al
Molyneux's problem illustrates a baseline between precocious knowledge and learning: whereas specifics such as
shape must be learned, the ability to categorize in certain
ways is innate. The mind is preformatted with methodology,
whereupon experience may impress via learning.

Broadly, the shorter the life span or less parental care the
more acumen tends to be inborn. This is especially true for
precocial species which hatch and are on their own from
birth.
Another consideration is that longevity is an evolutionary
advance. Organisms with long, fluid, evolutionary lineages
are short-lived, and their life solutions are generally baked
in, if for no other reason than there has been abundant evolutionary time for the most-needed behavioral variations to
have be encoded.
That withstanding, microbes pick up new tricks all the
time. Literally. Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) affords instant knowledge uptake: canned wisdom, where plasmids act
as the can. HGT provides a virtual planetary library to viruses and is a ready source of local self-help tips to microbes
of every stripe.
In contrast, animals with longer lives, which are typically
altricial, have much to learn, though they too are born with
a hefty set of instincts. Still, as corvids illustrate, memory
and flexibility in problem-solving pay survival dividends.
Intelligence comprises situational comprehension coupled to the ability to take advantage of that information. The
source of intelligent behavior, whether innate or ad hoc, is
entirely beside the point of its exhibition.
One is rationally hard-pressed to demean as inferior instinctual reflex to cogitation when hard-wired responses get
the job done. Instinct is intelligence, at least when it works:
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success always being the metric of intelligence, however arrived at.


Manipularity–Intelligence Hypothesis 

The savvy of life forms is a life-history variable. The manipularity–intelligence hypothesis correlates innate shrewdness with manipularity: the ease by which an organism can
manipulate its environment. Basically, organisms which
have lesser ability to change their environment must have
more "on the ball" to survive.
Microbes individually have little ability to alter their
world. As such, they must rely upon their wiles: discernment
at the molecular level, including being able to assess the utility of information resident in DNA. Microbes use sophisticated quorum sensing to assess the power they may have as
a crowd. Pluricellularity has a power to craft fate which individual cells may only dream of.
Sessile plants survive by their wits. The head start of autotrophy – not needing to find food – belies the difficulties of
managing the myriad of risk-based potentialities in a largely
uncontrolled environment. A universe of decisions must constantly be made related to resource allocations and the probabilities of chance encounters, especially interspecifically
(e.g., herbivory by savage animals). The unsurpassed intelligence of plants is amply illustrated by how they conduct their
sociality with bacteria, fungi, other plants, and animals.
Problem-solving as a proxy for intelligence is, obviously,
a partial indicator. Intelligence originates with perspicacity
which gives rise to comprehension. At the base of intelligence
is the mental ability to manage symbols (e.g., concepts) to
survive.
Intellectual capacity in animals is exemplified by how frequently they resort to trial and error in problem-solving.
With the limited manipulatability of beaks for hands, birds
commonly think through a problem to its solution before beginning implementation. Corvids, for example, are known to
act only after they have mentally figured the steps for solving
a complex task. Methodological adjustment only happens
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when new relevant information is revealed during implementation.
Like birds, dolphins cannot easily manipulate their environment. They are compensated with generous aptitude for
problem-solving, abetted by a convivial sociality which engenders cooperative effort.
In contrast, humans, who have unrivaled ability to control their environment, constantly resort to trial and error to
solve problems. Human memory and ability to mentally map
out solutions is feeble compared to rodents, who have much
less facility for physical manipulation.
The relative stupidity of people is demonstrated by their
invariable environmental destruction. Throughout their existence, humans have degraded their habitats.*
Rare indeed have been the instances where humans have
been able to sustain their populations without resort to technological advances, which only accelerate the sapping of natural resources. That humans have been unable to devise a
social system to sustain themselves without essentially enslaving sizable percentages of their societies further evidences the relative mental weaknesses of this species.
Human overestimation of their own intelligence is laughable. Dimwits smugly think they know what is going on. In
this, so-called geniuses are no different. Despite copious evidence to the contrary, the resolute conclusion of modern science is naïve realism and a simple-minded empirical
matterism: that the experienced actuality of materiality is
objective reality, and that what comes to mind has validity
(notwithstanding having experienced countless instances of
false thoughts and self-deception).
People think they are smarter than other animals merely
because they cherish their beliefs, and the artifacts which abstractions have brought: technology. But intelligence is not
the capacity to have woolly thoughts or to produce mass consumption and destruction. Intelligence is instead the ability
to behave aptly. On this count humans have failed miserably.

*

Habitat destruction by species is rare, as it is an excellent formula
for self-extinction, as we see with humans.
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The ideal plant design would depend strongly on what other
plant species were doing. ~ English botanist Michael Crawley

Plants have their own life-history variables, manifest by
their tailoring for the specific habitats to which they are
adapted. The more extreme biomes, such as deserts, rain forests, and the polar regions, result in a remarkable degree of
evolutionary convergence.
Conversely, areas with temperate climate are typically
home to a vast diversity of coexisting vascular plants, each
with its own life history. There is marvelous diversity in the
growth regimes of plants. Genotypic changes can be passed
on in any part of a plant. This demonstrates the difficulty of
readily categorizing a spectrum of floral life-history facets as
can be done with animals.
Plants vary not just in their pace of life, but also in their
reproductive output and frequency of reproduction. ~ English
ecologist Dave Hodgson
Small plants generate seeds as often as the odds are that
some of the next generation may survive. That said, many
annuals adopt a mixed strategy for their seeds of intended
destination and the precise conditions under which their
seeds will attempt their start in life.
The calculus changes when competition toughens. To
forge their spot in the Sun, trees delay investment in reproduction until they have gained enough girth to ensure their
own survival over a protracted period. Only then do they devote resources to reproduction, but strictly when a plant
thinks its offspring may fare well: during times of high
productivity, in years of good weather for pollination, or when
herbivores are scarce. Trees unable to obtain a place in the
canopy usually die without leaving any progeny at all.
One life-history-variable commonality plants share with
animals is relative size. Short plants live in the evolutionary
fast lane. Short plants have up to 5 times the adaptive ability
of tall ones. Growth rate makes the difference. Small plants
grow faster.
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Taller plants have lower rates of molecular evolution. ~ English evolutionary biologist Robert Lanfear et al


Seeds 

Seed survival, dispersal and persistence in soil determine the
composition and dynamics of plant communities. ~ English
botanist Louise Colville et al

For spermatophytes (gymnosperms and angiosperms),
seeds start the engine of life. Tiny annual plants may produce
10 seeds within a few weeks before dormancy, while giant conifers produce huge seed crops over centuries. For a plant investing in the next generation, a trade-off exists between
number and size.
Bigger seeds beget more competitive seedlings, but they
cost more to produce, have a lower dispersal distance, and a
higher risk of predation.* Larger seeds tend to germinate
quickly, but this growth spurt advantage leaves a young
plant less likely to prosper in the face of intense herbivory.
Producing enormous numbers of seeds is common for
plants that have grown in good conditions. A single poppy
plant may produce a million seeds. Yet few find a suitable
location for germination, and most will be eaten by a ravenous horde of herbivores.
The alternative life-history is for a seed is to be swaddled
in protection; its mother trading raw numbers for better
odds. So it is with the coconut. Only a smattering of coconuts
are made by an individual tree. A strong fibrous
cover and hard shell protects the embryo against
most herbivores. The milk within is a life-giving
care package, consumed when a suitable home is
found. A coconut typically starts life when its nut
washes ashore, but what signals the embryo to initiate germination is unknown.
As illustrated with coconuts, coating is a life-history variable for seeds. Animal seed eaters naturally prefer soft
*

Exceptionally, coconuts managed worldwide dispersal despite
huge seeds. Their seed strategy was uniquely far-sighted. But
then, one's perspective is different when life's a beach.
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seeds, whose consumption spells an end to their germination
potential. Soft seeds are more easily located via their cocktail
of volatile compounds that give their presence away. By contrast, hard seeds, even if detected, may survive a 2nd dispersal event, outlasting digestion or the travails of hoarding by
a fastidious seed eater.
Most hard-seeded plants produce dimorphic seeds. In terms
of reward, dimorphic seeds support the hypothesis that the primary evolutionary explanation for hard seeds is predator escape. ~ Norwegian evolutionary ecologist Torbjørn Paulsen
Seed dispersal may be had by the wind, water, or animal
agent. Presentation and packaging of seeds depends upon the
path to propagation.
Environmental uncertainty leads plants to adopt a mixed
strategy for seed dispersal. Annuals often create seeds in different packages: some designed for long distance travel while
others drop nearby. Potential competition between siblings is
instrumental in this decision-making. Plants in the sunflower family are exemplary: fruits of the outermost flowers
lack parachutes, while the more numerous, smaller inner
seeds are readily wind-dispersed via pappi.
For annuals, the advantages of fecundity and survival via
dormancy are offset by size constraints and the need for fertile soil. The disadvantages are offset by a hedging strategy:
seeds that germinate under different conditions.
Synchronous sprouting of an entire seed crop would risk
total loss if environmental conditions deteriorated. Thus, individual plants give any single clutch of seeds a range of dormancy-breaking and germination thresholds.
For a seed coat to split, the embryo must imbibe (soak up
water), causing the seed to swell and split. Only then can germination begin.
Seed embryos monitor their situation and may resolve
upon a false start. A seed may imbibe, but still decide that
conditions are insufficient to risk germination – so, the embryo waits.
There are 2 forms of seed dormancy: physiological and
physical. Soft seeds rely solely on physiological dormancy:
sprouting when sensing an opportune time. Hard-shell seeds
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also have physical dormancy. Hard-seededness helps protect
against microbial attack, reduces external chemical signaling
of presence, and extends seed longevity, at the cost of a plant
producing a hard coat for each of its latent offspring.
Many plant species rely on hoarding rodents for secondary
seed dispersal. Hard seeds are surprisingly frequent in hot deserts, where granivory by small rodents is very intense. ~ Torbjørn Paulsen et al
Hard seeds are used by only a few plant families. Legumes are one of them. At least 6 times, different legumes independently decided to pay extra for hard coating, which both
reduces olfactory signaling and improves survivability when
a seed is snatched.

More than 1,000 tree species may be in a small area of a
tropical rainforest. While competition is inevitable, the trees
must get along with their neighbors to some degree.
Wood density and leaf morphology are exemplary traits
that influence a tree's capacity to compete. There are tradeoffs. Lighter wood trees can grow more quickly than those
with dense wood, but the lightweights tend to die sooner and
are poor competitors. Trees with dense tissues are more imposing on their neighbors.
While the density of forest diversity is not a fully understood dynamic, it is more than avoiding being different from
the neighbors in resource use and life-history strategy. Certain traits are more advantageous at the various stages of
forest succession regardless of whether they are different
from nearby trees. In young forests, where trees are more
spread out and there is little competition, fast-growing trees
have an advantage. As a forest matures and the neighborhood becomes more crowded, slow growers do better in getting the resources they need: minerals, water, and light.
Larger leaves can be helpful in gathering light and
thereby garnering energy but trees that can readily vary leaf
size based upon prevailing conditions are more competitive.
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Certain life-history selections preclude adaptations to
other biomes. Grasses' adjustment to relative aridity precludes their appearance in rain forests. Geophytes, with their
underground storage organs, shun Arctic heathlands, as
long-frozen soil is too much to bear.
Secondary metabolites are a plant life-history variable,
both in compound selection and deployment. These are
driven not only by ecology interactions with microbes, other
plants, and animals, but also by the ready availability of ingredients and the economy of biosynthesis.
Unlike animals, being stuck in one spot for a lifetime creates a fundamentally different scenario by which life-history
facets are favored. For plants, seasonal light, air (e.g., moisture, temperature), and substrate (e.g., soil) conditions are
primary drivers.
Climate determines the seasonal growth patterns of annuals. The customary practice of blooming in late spring from
seeds dormant through the winter is belied if summer is unwelcoming. In habitats with moist winters and dry summers,
many annuals germinate in autumn, producing a rosette of
overwintering leaves. Rapid growth starts early in the year,
with flowering in early spring, and ripened seeds before summer scorching.
While winter annuals avoid the attentions of most invertebrate herbivores, they are especially vulnerable to vertebrates that forage throughout the winter. Young, green
foliage at a time when many other species are largely leafless
is irresistible.
As with animals, allometric relationships indicate constraints which determine which plant architectures are possible and those that are likely to be successful. Such tradeoffs are as much ecological as they are internal.
A host of plant traits conform to the neighborhood in
which plants live and how plants conduct their lives. Interspecific ecology is a major influence on plant life-history variables.
The life-history spectrum of perennials presents different
strategies. Both trees and herbaceous perennials maintain
tenure of their plot of land for many years. The most obvious
lifestyle distinction between the two is their occupancy of the
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aerial environment. Trees maintain their presence yearround while the shoots of renascent herbs die back every
growing season.
Unlike trees, herbs must reestablish each year their position in the canopy of plants competing for access to light.
This is offset by lessened vulnerability to drought, cold, or
pests during the inclement season, though herbs must have
various defensive measures in place. Herbs being spared the
considerable investment in wood is a mixed blessing.
Herbs are also more mobile than trees: able to spread radially via rhizomes, stolons or rooting shoots. This is something of a hedging stratagem for having a less commanding
presence than trees.
Obtaining sufficient sunlight is the great challenge for
shrubs and trees. Reproduction is delayed until a homestead
can be established. Trees unable to obtain a place in the canopy die without progeny.
The race for a place is the sun creates options for various
growth regimes, particularly branching patterns and shoot
rates. Regardless of the chosen pattern, a ubiquitous mitigation is to cut losses by culling branches that do not prosper.
Conversely, trees tend to grow only as tall as necessary to
compete and meet reproductive goals. Growth is a series of
decision-laden stages.
Above all, both above ground and below plants are opportunistic. The overarching life-history strategy of plants is to
optimize the possibilities for success in ways that have no analogues with animals.
Phenotypic and growth pattern variability in plants exceeds that of animals. This may seem odd, as plants are sessile. But heterotrophy is an overwhelming burden as a lifehistory variable, dictating motility. There is no need for ambulation if sustenance can be manufactured on the spot.
From a life-history perspective, autotrophy spells freedom. The flexibility afforded by photosynthesis has yielded
tremendous diversity, as creative design is relatively unconstrained. Overall, plant life-history variables are selected
from countless compromises, and so are not easily characterized.
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Live fast, die young…. ~ American novelist Willard Motley
in the novel Knock on Any Door (1947)

Some plants last mere months, while others stand sentry
for millennia. Fruit flies have a fleeting existence of 40 days,
while an ocean quahog – a mollusk native to the North Atlantic – may live 400 years or more. One quahog – Ming the
Clam (~1498–) – is over 500 years old. Despite such disparity,
it has long been pondered whether there is an approximate
constant among life-history variables: relative lifespan related to the rate of living.
Different flora and fauna live at different paces. For animals, basal metabolic rate – energy consumption at rest – has
been used as a proxy. Heart rate has also been considered
another rough measure.
German physiologist Max Rubner studied metabolism
and energy physiology. In 1883 he introduced the surface hypothesis: that the metabolic rate of endotherms is roughly
proportional to body surface area.
Subsequent work led to the broader concept of life's pace
dictating longevity. In 1908 Rubner proposed the rate-of-living hypothesis: that the faster an animal's metabolism the
shorter its lifespan. Rubner observed that the lifespan of
large animals exceeds small ones and that larger animals
had slower metabolisms.
In the mid-1920s American biologist Raymond Pearl expanded on Rubner's work by studying the life histories of
fruit flies and cantaloupe seeds. Pearl corroborated Rubner's
observation that slower metabolism increased lifespan.
Across species a gram of tissue on average expends about the
same amount of energy before it dies regardless of whether that
tissue is located in a shrew, a cow, an elephant or a whale. This
fact led to the notion that aging and lifespan are processes regulated by energy metabolism rates, and that elevating metabolism will be associated with premature mortality – the rate-ofliving theory. ~ Scottish biologist John Speakman
The rate-of-living hypothesis was later popularized as the
heartbeat hypothesis: that every endotherm has a lifespan of
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a billion heartbeats. Hummingbirds and humans are commonly analogized, though hummingbirds last 1.26 billion
heartbeats, while humans may make 2.45 billion.
One study noted that athletically fit people tend to a
lower resting heart rate and are prone to a longer life than
the unhealthy. This is, at best, tepid support for the heartbeat hypothesis, as it ignores many factors associated with
physical fitness.
Anecdotal evidence upholds a relation between longevity
and the pace of living. Life in the slow lane lets giant tortoises
live 150 years. Even houseflies live longer if they take it easy.
While larger animals tend to live longer than smaller
ones, there are consistent exceptions. Some species live far
longer than expected based on their size. A crucial factor for
this seems to be flight. Birds and bats tend to live longer than
other animals of similar size. This is especially true of those
active during the day (diurnal) or night (nocturnal). Those in
action at dusk or dawn suffer somewhat from greater predation.
Max Kleiber's allometric power law succored the notion
that rate-of-living was a life-history variable. Various cellular mechanics were proposed as attributive to longevity for
both plants and animals.
In 1954, free OH radicals in cells provoking reactive oxygen species (ROS) stress were cited by American biogerontologist Denham Harman as causing aging.
In 2003, Australian biologist A.J. Hulbert pointed to the
fatty acid composition of cellular membranes as seminal in
lifespan determination.
Life requires membranes. The rate-of-living theory cannot
alone explain all of the variation in longevity of animals. Many
of the exceptions can be explained by knowledge of membrane
fatty acid composition in each particular case. ~ A.J. Hulbert
Exceptions which violate straightforward rate-of-living
correlation suggest a complex relationship between energy
expenditure and longevity.
The rate-of-living theory (RLT) faces 4 types of challenges. 1st,
the predicted correlation between energy expenditure and
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lifespan does not hold when comparisons are made across taxons. A typical example is that birds have higher metabolic rate
than mammals with the same body mass yet live much longer.
2nd, RLT also fails to explain why within a species, such as domestic dogs, the larger breeds with lower mass-specific metabolic rates usually have shorter lifespans. 3rd, a few lifespan
extending interventions, such as diet restriction (DR) and genetic modification of growth hormone, generally do not alter,
or only slightly reduce, mass-specific metabolic rate. Moreover,
a few studies even showed that when metabolic rate is altered
by DR, it is positively correlated with lifespan. The 4th challenge comes from experimental manipulations that increase
metabolic rate but do not shorten lifespan. For example, longterm cold exposure largely increases energy expenditures in
mice, rats, and voles, but has no effects on lifespan. Moreover,
voluntary exercises increased food intake in female rats while
increasing lifespan.
Oxidative metabolism can affect cellular damage and longevity in different ways in animals with different life histories and
under different conditions. Qualitative data and the linearity between energy expenditure, cellular damage, and lifespan assumed in previous studies are not sufficient to understand the
complexity of the relationships.
The oxidative stress theory of aging (OST), another theory that
links energy metabolism and longevity, suggests that the deleterious productions of oxidative metabolism (e.g., reactive oxygen
species, ROS) cause various forms of molecular and cellular
damage, and the accumulation of the damage is associated with
the process of aging. Widely considered by many as a modern
version of the RLT at the molecular and cellular level, this theory
shares all the supports and challenges of the RLT, as well as a
few of its own. New sources of supports include the evidence
that (1) external oxidative insults shorten lifespan, (2) the level
of oxidative damage to macromolecules increases with age, and
(3) genetic interventions and diet restriction, while extending
lifespan, reduce the oxidative damage. New challenges to OST
mainly come from the studies in which adding antioxidants to
diet or genetically altering the expression of antioxidant enzymes, which were assumed to change the oxidative damage,
failed to affect longevity. In some cases these interventions even
yielded results that opposed the theory's predictions. ~ Chinese zoologist Chen Hou & Indian molecular biologist
Kaushalya Amunugama in 2015
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Hou and Amunugama proposed that rate-of-living is
more complicated than mere energy expenditure, as cells
have mechanisms to repair the effects of stress which incur
aging – activities which take energy but extend life.
Energy trade-offs and protective efficiency affect animal
lifespan. Biosynthesis plays a role in oxidative damage accumulation and the process of aging. The detailed energy trade-offs
between life-history traits and the efficiency of energy utilization
are the keys to understanding the complex nature of the energylongevity correlation. ~ Chen Hou and Kaushalya Amunugama
Energy used during growth is the key to understanding longevity. ~ Chen Hou
It is unsurprising that the molecular biomechanics of energy use as they relate to lifespan are too complex to model,
even as there appears to be some connection between metabolism and longevity. Then there is luck.

 George the Lobster 
George was a 9 kg American lobster
captured off the coast of Newfoundland
in December 2008 and sold to City Crab
and Seafood restaurant in New York
City for $100. George arrived at the restaurant on New Year's
Eve. He spent 10 days in a tank, ogled by eaters.
The restaurant owner, Keith Valenti, agreed to let George
go after being pressured by the animal rights group PETA.
Recanting his initial refusal, Valenti declared freedom for
George a "no brainer."
Now a celebrity, George was driven in a lobster limo to
Kennebunkport, Maine, and released back into the wild. Lobster fishing is prohibited in the waters off Kennebunkport.
At the time of his capture George was 104 years old.


Full Lives 

The ability to perceive and react to a dynamic environment is
a key behavioural and ecological trait. ~ Irish zoologist Kevin
Healy et al
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Many of the interactions that shape behavior and ecology
rely on the rate that an animal can process sensory information. Body size and metabolic rate constrain how an animal interacts with its environment.
Smaller animals interact more quickly while larger live
longer at a more leisurely pace. The patience of a primate is
correlated to its body size: smaller ones with higher metabolism lose patience more quickly. This measure is, of course,
in absolute time. Relatively, based on rate of living, a smaller
animal is just as patient.
There is a whole world of detail out there that only some animals can perceive. ~ Irish zoologist Andrew Jackson
The pace at which an animal lives and its perception of
time is tied to its nominal lifespan. The trade-offs of life-history variables that determine rate-of-living and lifespan provide a rough constant: the existential experience of life is
equally rich for all animals. The same may apply to plants
and other organisms as well.
With a quicker mind at work, fast lives are as full as those
that are lived more slowly; hence the full-life hypothesis, related to rate-of-living.


Aging & Mortality



Many people, including scientists, think that aging is inevitable and occurs in all organisms on Earth as it does for humans:
that every species becomes weaker with age and more likely to
die. That is not the case. ~ American evolutionary biologist
Owen Jones

Aging and mortality (rates of death) among the tree of life
are an extreme example of divergent evolution. Some organisms don't age but succumb at widely varying rates. Others
age and die in deviating ways. Some species with pronounced
aging (that is, those with sharply rising mortality rates) live
a long time, whereas others don't.
Humans and some other mammals weaken as they age,
with rising mortality. By contrast, some plants and many animals have a rather constant mortality throughout their
lives, regardless of lifespan.
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Many flora and some fauna, such as the desert tortoise,
experience the highest mortality early in life, with a steadily
declining rate thereafter. Many of these organisms suffer no
loss of vitality with age as humans do.
Species with very different life spans can display similar patterns of mortality, fertility and survivorship. ~ German demographer Alexander Scheuerlein et al


Fertility 

Fertility also has great diversity. Women are fertile for a
relatively short mid-section of their lives. A similar fertility
period is seen in some other mammals, including chimps,
orca, and chamois, and in sparrow hawks.
Some species become more fertile with age. This pattern
is especially common in plants.
Others start life fertile, then quickly lose the ability to
produce offspring. The soil-dwelling roundworm Caenorhabditis elegans is exemplary.


Negligible Senescence 

The puzzle of longevity is not why we die so soon but rather
why we live so long. ~ English ecologist Jonathan Silvertown

Negligible senescence characterizes organisms which lack
aging symptoms.
Microbes asexually reproduce via fission: a cell divides
into 2. The split is not of identical halves. One half gets older
because it is laden with defective cell material while the other
half is kitted out with new workings. By this microbes produce offspring younger than the parent.
Some organisms can exist for millennia. They are metabolically active but in stasis, with less energy than we thought possible of supporting life. ~ American microbiologist Karen Lloyd
Fission yeast were discovered in East African millet beer
in 1893. In a stressful environment, these yeast suffer the
pangs of senescence. Contrastingly, when life is good, fission
yeast do not age: mother and daughters are equally well
equipped for immortality.
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Hydra are small, simple predators of other aquatic invertebrates. They appear immortal.
Turritopsis nutricula is an exemplary hydrozoan which
can revert adult cells back to their childhood vigor. In essence, T. nutricula can reincarnate itself.
Some fish, including varieties of lake sturgeon and
rougheye rockfish, are thought to be negligibly senescent.
Though the ocean is a rough neighborhood, with morbid
mortality rates, sea urchins, lobsters, and certain clams are
not known to die of old age. At the least, they may live well
over a hundred years.
Sometimes bandied as living forever, there are no reliable
reports of turtles or tortoises having negligible senescence.
An endolith is an organism that lives a sheltered life, inside rock, coral, or animal shell. Most are autotrophic extremophiles. The roster of endoliths includes certain viruses,
archaea, bacteria, fungi, lichen, amoebae, and lichen.
Microbes living 2 km beneath the ocean floor have been
found that appear to be millions of years old. Their reproductive cycle is on the order of 10,000 years.
The larvae of carrion beetles can developmentally retrogress when starved. They then regrow back toward maturity
when food is available. This cycle is repeatable.
Bristlecone pines are long-lived. Individuals in the White
Mountains of eastern California are ~5,000 years old.
Some plants approximate immortality via clonal colonies.
Among these are Neptune grass, creosote bushes, and aspen
trees.
Neptune grass is a slow-growing seagrass endemic to the
Mediterranean Sea. This flowering and fruiting seagrass
forms expansive underwater meadows which are crucial to
the habitat of other species. Under favorable environmental
conditions, Neptune grass may live 200,000 years.
Creosote bushes have a hard time in their early years: the
hot, parched desert takes its toll. But once established, creosote bush colonies can live over 10,000 years.
An individual aspen tree may live 40–150 years above
ground but its root system is a long-lived colony which may
last thousands of years. One colony in Utah is 80,000 years
old.
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 Synopsis 
Evolution exhibits an identifiable driving force. ~ Israeli
chemist Addy Pross

➢ Earth is a world run by microbes. Their sociality gave
birth to eukaryotes, which diversified through tricks
learned by their prokaryote ancestors, and evolved in constant collaboration with a microbiome.

History
➢ Jean-Baptiste Lamarck correctly hypothesized in 1809
that evolution proceeds adaptively via ecological interactions. Lamarckism was blithely dismissed as fantasy until corroborated during the 1st decade of the 21st century.
➢ In 1866 Gregor Mendel published a long-ignored paper
that described botanical trait inheritance and conceived
of physical units of heredity – an idea that descended into
the concept of genes.
➢ In 1859, Charles Darwin described what is now termed
phyletic gradualism: descent with modification, involving
competitive "natural selection." Further, Darwin viewed
evolution as a cumulative process of increasing sophistication. On both counts Darwin was wrong. Competitive
evolution is a myth, rendering natural selection vacuous.
Further, the notion of progressive evolution embraced by
Darwin is rubbish. Darwin's legacy is as tarnished as it is
acclaimed.

Evolution
Evolutionary change is made up not of broad general
patterns, but of local patterns of adaptation. ~ Roger Lewin
& Robert Foley

➢ Evolution is adaptation: an outgrowth of the ecological
process of living. Nature does not select – it proposes.
➢ Evolution is holistic: intertwining physicality and psychology into biomechanics. What organisms learn influences evolution.
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➢ The pace of evolution is dictated by need and occasion.
Evolution happens responsively and opportunistically.
➢ Evolution corresponds with function. Form is merely a
constraint of incremental modification. Saltation is a
loosening of the constraint of incrementalism.
➢ Evolution aims at utility, whether functional or aesthetic.
➢ Albeit arising from ecology, stress is a product of the
mind. Stress responsively drives evolution. One frequent
stress is thwarting and coping with pathogens. By this,
and through their genic inputs, viruses have been a major
force propelling evolution.
➢ Evolution exhibits both divergence and convergence.
Divergence is variation in a population which may
lead to speciation. Repeated species' splintering is adaptive radiation: a spectrum of divergence into niches.
Convergence is the dynamic of unrelated organisms
arriving at the same functional solution, often via different biomechanical means. Convergence demonstrates
that evolution is essentially teleological.
Evolutionary change is driven by a deterministic force, but
outcomes are sensitive to seemingly inconsequential events.
Evolution tends to be surprisingly repeatable among closely
related lineages, but disparate outcomes become more likely
as the footprint of history grows deeper. ~ Zachary Blount

➢ Evolution adaptively proceeds much like trial-and-error
learning: an attempt is made at a goal, with restarts or
refinements per feedback and performance evaluation.
➢ Adaptation builds upon a foundation of prior success.
Core mechanisms are conserved. Conservation may provide evolutionary adaptability: improved ability to rapidly respond to environmental changes.
➢ Evolution demonstrates a scalar coherence from molecular to organismal.
A purpose, an intention, a design, strikes everywhere even
the careless, the most stupid thinker. ~ Scottish philosopher
David Hume

 Human Descent 
To many persons the conclusion that man is the naturally
modified descendant of apelike ancestors appears to be destructive of the belief in an immortal soul, and in the teachings of
Christianity; and accordingly, they either reject Darwinism altogether, or claim for man a special exemption from the mode of
origin admitted for other animals. ~ Ray Lankester in 1880

Though the advent of modern humans happened only a
few hundreds of thousands of years ago, their descent has a
very long history. Homo sapiens is but one leaf of many
branches on the tree of primates; a tree with roots dating at
least 65 million years, and with the leaves of over 1,000 species from then to now.
Untangling some confusing terminology is merited before
proceeding. The 18th-century Linnaeus system of primate
taxonomy held to the 1980s. This earlier classification had
hominoid subfamilies of hominids (eventuating into humans)
and anthropoids (monkeys and apes).
Recent genetic studies put humans, gorillas, and chimps
closer to one another than orangutans. So, hominoids were
bifurcated into subfamilies: Ponginae (orangutans) and Homininae (humans, gorillas, and chimps (including bonobos)).
The Homininae subfamily is further broken down to Hominini (the evolutionary line which led to humans), Panini
(chimps), and Gorillini (gorillas).
Hominin refers to the proximate clade descending to humans. A hominid is an ape descendant, some of which became hominin: contributors to the human genome.
Anthropology is the study of humans. Paleoanthropology
is the study of ancient humans by the fossil record and other
artifacts.
Over 3 dozen hominid species have lived, depending upon
judgmental accounting for speciation. Many overlapped in
time. New species keep being discovered.
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Now only 1 human species is named: Homo sapiens. This
supposed singularity comes despite numerous races and sociological barriers to interbreeding; a fact which, by any decent biologist's definition, comprises a world populated today
by numerous Homo subspecies.
Species
S. tchadensis
Ar. ramidus
Au. afarensis
K. platyops
Au. africanus
Au. garhi
Au. sediba
P. aethiopicus
P. boisei
P. robustus
H. erectus
H. gautengensis
H. habilis
H. ergaster
H. antecessor
H. floresiensis
H. heidelbergensis
H. neanderthalensis
H. naledi
H. sapiens

MYA

7–5.6
5.5–4.4
3.9–2.9
3.5–3.2
3.4–2.1
2.5–2.3
2.0–1.8
2.7–2.3
2.6–1.3
2.3–1.2
2.5–0.03
2.5–0.6
2.4–1.4
1.9–1.4
1.2–0.8
0.9–0.05
0.6–0.2
0.8–0.04
0.3
0.2–0.0

Brain (cm2)
Height (m)
320–380
300–370
1.20 f
387–550
1.4 f; 1.6 m
400–600
428–625
1.10 f; 1.35 m
450
420–450
1.27
410
475–545
1.24 f; 1.37 m
530
1.10–1.30
750–1,300
1.60–1.80
500
~0.91
600–700
1.00–1.35
600–910
1.45–1.85
1,000
1.60–1.80
420
1.00–1.20
1,000–1,400
1.45–1.85
1,200–1,750
1.52–1.68
500
~1.5
975–1,500
1.50–1.80
f = female; m = male

Why, then, has evolutionary fate treated ape and man so differently? The one has been left in the obscurity of its native jungle, while the other has been given a glorious exodus leading to
the domination of earth, sea, and sky. ~ American paleontologist Henry Osborn

Traditionally, the story of human evolution has cited 4
milestones: terrestriality (from being in the trees to living on
the ground); bipedality (walking upright); encephalization
(brain expansion relative to body size); and culture (civilization). For a long time, debate about human descent centered
on the primacy of milestone: which came first, leading to the
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other facets. This shallow discourse ignored that none of the
traits are unique to humans. Above all, the one thing taken
for granted as unquestionable truth was the superiority of
man.
Man differs conspicuously from all the other primates in being almost naked. But a few short straggling hairs are found over
the greater part of the body in the man, and fine down on that
of the woman. ~ Charles Darwin in The Descent of Man
In The Descent of Man (1871) (women merely being along
for the ride with their "fine down") Darwin identified intelligence, manual dexterity, bipedality, and technology as making humans special; further arguing that any ape with even
modest endowment of these traits would surely yield a competitive edge over other apes.
According to Darwin, once a hominin emerged with these
qualities, competitive natural selection rendered Homo sapiens inevitable. This seductive but sophistic formula held
sway among most paleontologists until quite recently and remains the preponderant account among the populace who
ponder such. What happened is more mosaic. The path to
modern humans owes to several circumstances and coincidences, and remains uncertain in many regards.
That humans descended from apes is likewise not long
held. Even in the 1960s the predominant theme in the story
of human evolution was that humans diverged from early ape
stock, not directly from more-evolved primates. Modern apes
and humans were considered an example of parallel evolution. Today's great apes were conjectured closely related by
lineage, whereas humanity was a long-standing clade, with
the progenitor originating in the far-distant past.
Species names should be banned as end points in cladograms. Cladograms do not document evolutionary changes in
whole animals or species. Instead, they document only changes
in the character (usually few) under consideration. ~ American
anthropologist Glenn Conroy
From the 1940s into the 1970s the accumulating pile of
hominid fossils and stone tools shifted the story. Culture,
centered on the butchery of animals with stone tools, became
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the dominant theme that begat the path of hunter-gatherer
to concrete-and-glass entombed office worker.
To tidy the tale, in the 1960s a couple of American paleoanthropologists promulgated what became popular in passing – the single-species hypothesis: that only 1 species of
hominin existed at any one time.* In step with orthogenesis,
human history was supposed a linear lineage of steady steps
up the evolutionary ladder.
The rationale behind single-species descent was a rigged
rule of ecology: competitive exclusion, which posits that 2 species with selfsame adaptations cannot coexist. Darwin surely
would have approved.
Under the single-species silliness culture was a powerful
evolutionary push. The notion that multiple cultural species
could thrive side by side was inconceivable. Hence, because
all hominins are by definition cultural, only 1 hominin species could exist at a time. Once that loop is closed, circular
logic looks like a speedway of rationalized rectitude. Using
assumption as a crutch, such is inference at its worst.
The single-species myth was shuttered in the mid-1970s.
Fossil discoveries in Kenya undisputedly demonstrated coexistence of 2 dramatically different hominids: Homo erectus,
an ancestor to Homo sapiens, and Australopithecus boisei, a
hominid destined for the extinction dustbin.
This disruption in presumption knocked culture off its
pedestal of predominance. In its place arose the concept that
some aberrant African ape adopted a decidedly un-apelike
lifestyle, evolving from there.
Once one gets over the sophistry that humans are inherently superior, the heritage of the hominid lineage falls into
the realm of behavioral ecology, with issues by no means
unique from the rest of animate Nature. In this proper view,
the origins of human descent are entirely within the context
of primate biology.

*

Loring Brace & Milford Wolpoff were proponents for human single-species descent.
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Human beings are special in many ways – of course we are
– but so is every other species. ~ English paleontologist and
evolutionary biologist Henry Gee

None of the physiological traits that supposedly typify the
human body are novel. Let's look at a few prominent features.


Neoteny



The genetic basis for humans has not strayed from its ape
ancestry. While becoming sexually mature, humans retain
many features of juvenile chimps. Neoteny in humans includes a larger ratio of brain to body size, lighter bones, a
flattened and broader face, larger eyes, smaller nose, smaller
teeth and jaw, and glabrousness (hairlessness). Human limbs
and body posture are also indicative: limbs proportionately
short compared to torso length, longer leg than arm length,
foot structure, and upright stance.
Neoteny in the genitals is seen by lack of a penis bone
(baculum) in males, and in females a forward-facing vagina
and the presence of a hymen.
Female faces that are
more neotenized are most alluring to men, while less neoteny is the least attractive,
regardless of age. As women
Adult
choose a mate largely on Chimp Juvenile
concerns other than physicality, neoteny is not as looming an
issue in male attractiveness.
Neoteny has been seen in several animal species. It typically results in larger individuals with longer lifespans, as it
has with humans. There is a notable exception: birds. Avian
evolution included downsizing, partly attained by sticking
with the skeletal structure of the young dinosaurs birds descended from.
Neoteny in animals is often indicative of a change in the
vector of evolutionary descent. This was the case with salamanders, birds, and humans. Chordates arose over a halfmillion years ago via neoteny.
Another association with neoteny is a transformation of
sociality. Animal domestication has repeatedly resulted in
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neoteny, as dogs illustrate. Hominin neoteny likely reflected
a shift toward comity.

Juvenile

Infant

Chimp

Adult

Human


Brain Size



Brain size and cerebral organization evolve independently.
~ American evolutionary anthropologist Lauren Gonzales et al

Even a partial skull fragment can indicate cranial capacity. The question then becomes what to make of relative brain
size. It was long thought that brain size was adaptive to cognitive faculty; specifically, sophistication in sociality: more
complex social relations spelled a larger brain. Nonsense.
With their tiny bird brains, corvids have comparable social
complexities, better problem-solving faculties, and superior
memory capability than humans.
Woodpeckers live in stable social groups and deal with
the politics of social living: competition, manipulation, and
deception. The relative brain size of these woodpeckers is significantly smaller than other, less-sociable birds.
The simple fact is that evolutionary biologists do not
know why brain size varies in primates. Body and brain size
are only roughly related. One study found a much tighter correlation between diet and brain size than any measure of sociality, and that fruit eaters had the biggest brains.
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Correlating overall brain size and cognition is pointless, since
an increase in brain size will not lead to higher intelligence.
~ German paleontologist Marc Srour

Speculation based upon statistics may be intriguing, but
there is no evidence that brain size has anything to do with
cognitive faculty. Statistical analyses of modern humans
show no correlation between brain size and mental abilities.
Little women may be brainier than big brawny men.
Species
Paranthropus bosei
Australopithecus africanus
Homo habilis
Homo erectus
Homo neanderthalensis
Homo sapiens

Brain volume/
body weight
(cm3/kg)
12
13
16
18
20
26

1/3rd of the human brain is dedicated to vision. Yet flying
insects, with minuscule brains and meager neural connections between the eyes and brain, have much better sight.
One thing the brain is certainly good for is eating energy.
The human brain accounts for only 2–3% of body weight, but
guzzles 25% of the body's energy when at rest. By comparison, other apes require only 8% of resting energy.
What is known is that the brain is a physiological showpiece, with activity that is coincidental with mentation, not
causal nor even correlative. Organisms without brains are
known to have impressive cognitive abilities. The mind-body
complex manifests from an energetic gyre: an entangled intricacy barely understood and utterly ignored by the matterists who foolishly believe that the brain conjures the mind.
The brain is not an organ of thinking but an organ of survival,
like claws and fangs. ~ Hungarian physiologist Albert SzentGyörgyi


Vocalization



Numerous species are capable of complex sounds. Baboons utter tones resembling the vowels in human speech.
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Chimps flexibly employ facial expressions, gestures, and vocalizations to express themselves. Still, the human voice box
is something special, though not the epitome of sophistication
in sound production. Birdsong makes human vocals seem like
baby talk.

We want to find a simple logical progression for primate and
human evolution, but evolution was a very messy process.
~ American anthropologist Brenda Benefit

 Proconsul 
Proconsul was a hominoid that
lived 23–5 MYA. There were at least 2
Proconsul species, possibly 4. The
species had distinct body sizes. One
was as small as a gibbon. Another had
the girth of a female gorilla.
The frugivorous Proconsul was
built for an arboreal existence. The forest was so dense that
the canopy was closed. A Proconsul could travel through the
trees without ever touching the ground.
Most of Proconsul's features were monkey-like, including
its brain and gait. But it had much of a human hand: similar
thumb joint and overall proportions, thus able to manipulate
small objects precisely – the same as humans. When a chimp
tries to pick up a small object, it has to hold the item between
its thumb and the side of its hand, rather than between fingertips, as Proconsul did, and as humans do now.
Proconsul was a hominoid offshoot. It is therefore only illustrative of hominid radiation and the numerous adaptations that would result in hominins.
Independent evolution of similar features is a common phenomenon, but it seems to be particularly rampant in primates.
~ Spanish paleontologist David Alba

 Pierolapithecus 
Weighing around 33 kg, Pierolapithecus lived 13 MYA. Its
limbs were different from modern apes. Its hands lacked the
long, curved fingers that allowed easy suspension in trees. Its
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pelvis gave greater stability for moving using its forelimbs.
Pierolapithecus illustrates a transition in lifestyle between
living in trees and on the ground – the 2 different directions
arboreal apes and hominids took.

 Pliobates 
A gibbon-sized (4–5 kg) hominoid lived 11.6
MYA that had a mosaic of ape and hominid features. Pilobates was a cautious climber, fond of
fruit.

14–8 MYA in Africa apes and hominids evolutionarily
parted ways.* Orangutans were the first to split from the
clade that descended to humans, followed by Dryopithecus,
an extinct ape; then gorillas, and finally chimpanzees and
bonobos.
Dryopithecus lived in Africa and Eurasia ~12.5 MYA, during the Late Miocene. It had a large brain and delayed development. Dryopithecus spent most of its time in the trees,
where it ate fruit and soft leaves.
The supposed last common ancestor of apes and hominids
was small, weighing some 5.5 kg. Small size continued until
the arrival of Homo erectus, long after hominids had taken to
living on the ground rather than in the trees.
The snapshots of evolutionary events do not make an altogether coherent movie, but the picture of hominid emergence is fairly clear: progressively erect posture, changes in
the brain, loss of body hair, and refinements in manual dexterity.
Hominoids underwent several adaptive radiations, producing
a great abundance and variety of species. Climate change
*

The date range owes to a discrepancy between genetic mutation
estimates (earlier) and the fossil record (later). Further, that
there was a common ancestor is likely a simplification. DNA data
indicates that hominids diverged from apes 14 MYA. But genetic
molecular clocks are somewhat unreliable in assumptions about
mutation rate. Statistical modeling based upon both fossils and
genetics points to divergence 8 MYA.
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greatly reduced hominoid habitat through the Late Miocene and
was probably responsible for the drop in the diversity of hominoids. ~ Roger Lewin & Robert Foley

Climatic pulses spurred adaptation as well as foreclosing
some species to extinction. As habitats and food resources became more variable, more generalist species emerged, better
able to cope with changing conditions. Hence erratic climate
was a primary driver of hominid descent.


Climate



Global temperatures over the past 6 million years are
known by measuring chemical signatures in the shells of fossilized benthic microorganisms. These changes are due in
part to Milankovitch cycles: fluctuations in Earth's orbit, axis
of rotation, and proximity to the Sun. Otherwise climate is a
gyre with multiple feedback loops that unwind through time.
It was long thought that both evolution and climate
change had glacial time frames, on the order of 10,000 years
– wrong on both counts. At times, major shifts from one climatic mode to another have occurred in 10 years.
The descent of hominins transpired over 4 geological
epochs: the Miocene (23 to 5.3 MYA) and the Pliocene (5.3 to
2.6 MYA) in the Neogene period, along with the Pleistocene
(2.6 to 0.0117 MYA) and the Holocene (11.7 TYA to the present)
in the Quaternary period.
The prelude to human emergence was the Oligocene (34–
23 MYA), a relatively warm epoch to start but cooling in the
close. During the Oligocene came further evolution of flowering plants, including the culmination of coevolution between
plants and pollinating animals. The epoch also saw the rapid
evolution of and diversification of animals, especially mammals.
The Miocene and epochs to follow witnessed dramatically
changing climates, punctuated by ice ages. The Himalayas
started their ascent at the end of the Miocene (7–6 MYA), as
did a sudden expansion of grasslands globally. Forests fell
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victim to a generally cooler and drier climate. This continued
in the Pliocene (5.33–2.588 MYA), as well as more seasonal
weather, similar to the modern climate (before manmade pollution jumped into the climate driver's seat).
The continents continued to drift. Most tellingly, South
America became linked to North America during the Pliocene. This resulted in a cutoff of the warm equatorial ocean
currents, thus beginning an Atlantic cooling cycle that rendered the Arctic and Antarctic waters frigid. Water locked up
in ice caps created a short-lived land bridge between Asia and
Alaska: Beringia. This passage led to animal migrations to
the Americas from Asia. The first humans had already come
before the land corridor formed, making their way on the water, their sea craft hugging close to the coast.


Pleistocene 

Though continental configuration looms large in climatic
inclinations, as does biotic influence, Earth has a tendency
toward icehouse, as it orbits on the cool side of the planetary
habitable zone.*
*

This zone is more formally known as the circumstellar habitable
zone, and less formally as the Goldilocks zone. Astronomers sometimes call this ambient range amenable to life the comfort zone,
as if it were a cozy stellar sofa for lounging life.
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By the Pleistocene (2.588–0.0117 MYA) the plates upon
which the modern continents sit were fairly settled into
place. But the climate was not.
Continuing a trend set in the late Pliocene, the Pleistocene was a time of repeated glacial cycles with global impact.
Advances of ice depopulated large areas of continents as
plants and animals migrated. Climate swings went from a
largely ice-free world to almost 1/3rd of the planet's surface
sheeted in ice.
Starting 3 MYA the character of Earth's climate changed
in 2 ways. 1st, the long-term trend of global cooling steepened. 2nd, the amplitude of temperature oscillation increased. Glaciations became more bitter, while interglacial
intervals heated up.
During the early Pleistocene, ~2 MYA, the glacial-interglacial cycle was ~40,000 years. 1 MYA this duration lengthened to ~100,000 years. Though Milankovitch cycling was
still in play, the reasons for the climate-cycle stretch are not
well understood.
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Despite rapid extreme climate pulses, the average rates
of extinction until approaching the close of Pleistocene were
less than 2% – one of the lowest for any epoch. Life had
largely acclimatized to fickle climate.


The Last Glacial Maximum 

During the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) (26.5–19.5 TYA)
vast ice sheets blanketed much of North America, Europe,
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and Asia. The greatest extent of glaciation was 22 TYA,
though there were regional differences in glacier advance and
retreat. At maximum glacial extent, some 30% of Earth's surface was iced over. Glaciers formed on African mountains.
Continental glaciers pushed to the 40th parallel in some
places. The north 40th parallel runs near Denver, Philadelphia, Madrid, Ankara, and Beijing.
Because of reduced ocean evaporation, the climate was
not only cold but also drier. Forests were fewer, steppe and
deserts more extensive.
Massive ice sheets locked water away. Sea levels dropped
130 meters. Continental shelves were exposed, joining land
masses together and creating extensive coastal plains.
The world was inhospitable, with frequent storms and an
atmosphere laden with dust: 20–25 times dustier than today.
This owed to reduced vegetation, stronger global winds, and
aridity: less precipitation washing dust out of the sky.
Conversely, interglacials are conducive to life on land,
which expanded accordingly. Many remote Pacific islands,
including Australia, were settled by humans during the
warmer, wetter period preceding the LGM.
Rainfall in Australia declined 90% during the LGM. The
Amazon rainforest was bifurcated, with a swath of savanna
between them. The tropical rainforests of southeast Asia
were similarly affected.

The planet was jolted from the grip of glaciation by a sudden wobble in Earth's orbit. This changed Earth's orientation
to the Sun, increasing the sunlight reaching higher latitudes,
particularly the polar regions.
Though still in a glacial period, the LGM was followed by
wild oscillations in global climate. This partly reflects oceanic
releases of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, the first of
which helped trigger the end of the Last Glacial Maximum.
The deep Southern Ocean ventilated ancient CO2-rich water.
The concentration of atmospheric CO2 rose from 180 parts
per million by volume (ppmv) to 280 ppmv from the end of
the LGM into the onset of the Holocene 11.7 TYA. Other large
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carbon releases occurred contemporaneously, perhaps outside the ocean-atmosphere gyre, from sources as yet unidentified.
In the context of European climate, gradual warming
from 22 TYA was interrupted by 3 stadials before the Holocene began. A stadial is an extended cold spell of insufficient
duration or intensity to be considered a glacial period.
The Oldest Dryas stadial was 18–15 TYA. The term Dryas
derives from Dryas octopetala, an artic-alpine angiosperm.
The Dryas stadials are so named because the flower's pollen,
found in core samples of glacial ice and peat bogs, are used
for dating these periods.
The interstadial after the Oldest Dryas was the Bølling
oscillation, termed after a peat sequence discovered at
Bølling lake in central Jutland, the peninsula of Denmark.
Sea level rose 100 meters from glacial melt during the Bølling
oscillation. Temperate forests expanded.
The next stadial was the 100–150-year Older Dryas, centered at its coldest time 14.1 TYA. The Older Dryas had variable frigidity.
Then came the Allerød oscillation, which foreshadowed
the climate of the 20th century. Forests prevailed in Eurasia,
with more evergreens in the north, and more deciduous trees
toward the south. The Allerød oscillation is termed after the
town in Denmark where the soil samples used to first identify
the climate period were obtained. Comparing the Bølling and
the Allerød oscillations: the Bølling was warmer and came on
more suddenly.
A cosmic impact ~12.8 TYA in the northern hemisphere
provoked the last Dryas stadial. Debris thrown into the atmosphere cooled the climate quickly. Megafauna especially
suffered from the rapid climate change.
The Younger Dryas stadial began ~12.8 TYA. Lasting
1,100 years before suddenly shifting into the interglacial Holocene, the Younger Dryas was a period of considerable climactic variability.
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The Holocene Extinction 

The mass extinction that concluded the Pleistocene killed
numerous mammal megafauna in Eurasia, including giant
ground sloths, saber-toothed cats, mastodons, and enormous
armadillos (glyptodons). Most were gone 130 TYA.
Hominin hunting, helped by increasingly arid and erratic
climate in the 450,000-year period prior to the Holocene, did
the big beasts in. The ones that survived climate change were
hunted to extinction.* More modestly sized animals took their
place. Several smaller terrestrial vertebrates also suffered
extinctions, though the percentages are not impressive.
Termed the Holocene extinction, this event is misnamed.
Though the slaughter of the last megafauna was only 1,000
years ago, it largely happened long before the cusp of the Holocene epoch.
Dodos probably had a similar intelligence
level to pigeons. ~ American anatomist Maria
Gold
Killing off animals is a continuing human endeavor. The Dutch took possession of
the Indian Ocean island Mauritius in 1598.
By 1662 they had wiped out the local large flightless bird that
was fearless, and so easy game; whence the phrase: "dead as
a dodo."
This was not the first flightless bird that lost its lease on
life to rampaging primates. Moa in New Zealand suffered the
same fate in the late 13th century after humans arrived.
1,500 settlers managed to kill off the moa in short order; but
nobody says: "dead as a moa."

Modern civilization enjoyed a brief interglacial stage; an
exceptional time. 90% of the past 500,000 years has been

*

This was not the first time that large animals were done in by
predators. Giant insects were eaten up by nascent birds during
the early Cretaceous. A further decrease in maximum insect size
occurred during the Cenozoic when bats arose.
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colder. Thanks to the industry of men, the pleasantness won't
last. The world is already rocketing into hothouse.


Bipedalism



Walking upright on 2 legs is the trait that defines the hominid
lineage. ~ American anthropologist Erin Wayman
Anthropologists make a big deal about humans being bipedal, but it really is not hard at all for apes. ~ Dutch primatologist Frans de Waal
If you were living in Africa 3 million years ago without fire,
without structures, and without any means of defense, you'd
better be able get up in a tree when the Sun goes down.
~ American anthropologist Jeremy DeSilva
Paleoanthropologists have long argued – often contentiously
– about the climbing abilities of early hominins, and whether a
foot adapted to terrestrial bipedalism constrained regular access
to trees. However, some modern humans climb tall trees
routinely in pursuit of honey, fruit, and game, often without the
aid of tools or support systems. A more excursive calf muscle
facilitates climbing with a bipedally-adapted ankle and foot by
positioning the climber closer to the tree, and it might be among
the mechanisms that allow hunter-gatherers to access the
canopy safely. As there is no skeletal correlate for this observed
behavior, this implies that derived aspects of the hominin ankle
associated with bipedalism remain compatible with vertical
climbing and arboreal resource acquisition. This challenges the
persistent arboreal-terrestrial dichotomy that has informed
behavioral reconstructions of fossil hominins. ~ American
anthropologist Nathaniel Dominy, American evolutionary
anthropologist Vivek Venkataraman, & American ethnologist
Thomas Kraft

Motility is a sometime driver of evolution. Being able to
migrate considerable distances was a factor in the survival of
nascent hominid species, owing to the climatic turbulences of
the past few million years. For one, food resources became
more dispersed.
The modern human brain has had incremental adaptations from even its most recent ancestor, Cro-Magnon; noticeable changes in the past few tens of thousands of years.
Bipedalism, by contrast, was old news 4 million years ago.
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Dinosaurs and birds were on 2 legs long before hominids decided to get off all fours.
Bipedalism and the brain are physiologically related.
They both adaptively adjusted to walking upright. Hands,
arms, and shoulders adapted to better manipularity as an
outcome of standing upright. For instance, the ability to
throw objects improved 2 MYA.


Savanna Hypothesis 

A long-held savanna hypothesis suggested that change in
vegetation in sub-Saharan east Africa – the hominin cradle –
evoked bipedal adaptation. This supposedly transpired during a time when forests dwindled and savanna grasslands
flourished, owing to shifts in the African plate rift.
Hominid fossils of the same species have been found in
grasslands and woodlands, wet and dry lands. Most damning, the biome of sub-Saharan east Africa was always one of
woodlands separated by savanna, though the grasses which
grew changed over millennia. Though efficiently covering
ground was an impetus for bipedality, the savanna hypothesis is bunk.

To understand the origins of human bipedalism, scientists
should stop assuming a 'chimpanzee starting point'. ~ Spanish
paleoanthropologist Sergio Almécija

Beyond new vegetation patterns from climate change,
terrain shifts were a likely ecological push to bipedalism. The
rugged landscapes of east and south Africa were shaped during the Pliocene epoch by geophysical events: tectonic pulses
and volcanism. The rocky outcroppings and gorges that
emerged opened new foraging opportunities and shelter.
Faster movement over ground would have been adaptively
advantageous, especially considering the changing climate of
the times.
Terrain and climate may not have been the only drivers
to getting up on 2 feet. The mating systems of apes involve
intense male competition involving force or its threat. Male
apes often fight from a bipedal posture, using their forelimbs
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to strike with more power than otherwise possible. For hominid males at least, standing tall might have been sexually
advantageous.
While striding on 2 legs was significant phenotypically,
an equally important development was a contemporaneous
improvement in manual dexterity: as much an adaptation of
mind-body coordination as bodily transformation, driven by
augmented tool use. The changes in the hominid hand were
physically trivial compared to the alterations required for bipedalism. In evolutionary time both developments were rapidly achieved.
Ambulation is multifaceted. Variations are possible using
the same basic technique. Modern chimps and gorillas
knuckle-walk differently.
Hominids did not go through a knuckle-walking stage. Instead, they went from a largely arboreal to a ground-based
lifestyle as bipedals.
Adaptation to walking upright resulted in considerable
energy efficiency. Chimpanzees consume 75% more energy
walking, whether on 2 legs or 4. This owes mainly to hominids walking on relatively straight legs.
Trees were somewhat reluctantly abandoned. Ardipithecus hominids were still regularly climbing trees 3.4 MYA.
Adapting to walking upright was not a singular progression. In the evolution of bipedalism, different hominids had
distinct gaits.
Hominids were unusual in lacking fur, though other heatadapted mammals, including elephants, lack much body
hair. This improves thermal conductance.
There is also a thermoregulatory advantage to bipedalism. The human brain is increasingly impaired by prolonged
exposure to heat above 37 °C. Temperatures as low as 40.5
°C can sometimes prove fatal.
Many arid-adapted African mammals have an ingenious
cooling system via venous blood evaporative cooling within
the nasal cavity. This is enhanced by a mesh of blood vessels
(carotid rete) near the base of the cranium, which creates a
countercurrent thermal exchange mechanism for optimizing
brain temperature.
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Early hominids had small nasal passages, limiting the potential for nasal cooling. Further, the carotid rete is absent
in higher primates. Localized endothermic regulation potential would have been much less than in other mammals.
Hominids were more dependent upon whole-body cooling to
avoid damaging elevations of brain temperature.
Bipedality offers 2 endothermic advantages: 1) reducing
the surface area of the body exposed to solar radiation and 2)
placing more of the body's surface higher, where airflow is
more favorable for convective heat loss. This reduces reliance
on evaporative cooling (such as sweating), which requires
greater water intake.
The height advantage of standing tall is considerable. It
improves both distance vision and the ability to communicate
by signaling over greater distances. This may have hastened
social evolution in species with males prone to provocation.
While the advantages of bipedality were manifold, walking upright was an evolutionary innovation with a price. Bipedality meant adaptations in the toes, feet, knees, hips,
pelvis, spine, shoulder, and bone structure. The burdens of
bipedality plague us to this day. Back pain is common, as are
aching feet, and not just from wearing shoes.
Bipedalism affects the entire skeletal structure. Rotator
cuff injuries in the shoulder are more easily had from walking
upright.
Added load on 2 feet required knee and hip joints to expand: more surface area to absorb the footfall forces of walking and running. These joints, and vertebrate, evolved to be
bigger by enlarging the spongy inner bone and hardening the
outer bone. The result: less dense bones than other primates.
Apes lose bone mass as they age, but elderly apes do not suffer fractures like humans because their bones were much
denser to begin with. Lifestyle can compensate. Vigorous exercise during youth creates more apelike bones.
Walking upright was instrumental in shaping hominid
cognition. Sustained ambulation – walking and/or running –
is one of the best mental exercises.
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Bipedality required a substantial number of sensory and
motor-control modifications, such as changes in visual perception, as well as freeing the forelimbs for different functionality.
Walking on 2 legs also altered brain development. Pelvic
changes needed for bipedality meant a narrower birth canal,
just when babies' heads were getting bigger. This delayed
much brain growth until after birth, increasing altriciality
and prolonging childhood. In contrast, chimpanzees' brains
largely develop in the womb.
Narrowing the hips to facilitate bipedality made giving
birth difficult, partly from the need to rotate the baby in the
birth canal. It seems that prenatal growth reached its size
limit. To develop as far as chimps do in the uterus, human
pregnancy would last 21 months.
Instead, human infants are precariously helpless at birth
compared with baby apes. Their survival depends utterly
upon continuous maternal care, which if not immediately
forthcoming yields outrageously loud curdling cries. Such behavior in the wild could attract predators. In similar need,
young monkeys remain quiet. One can only suppose that by
the time this habit evolved, desertion was a greater threat to
a neonate than predation.
In their inconsolable screaming, starvation is not as much
the issue as bonding, which breast-feeding stimulates
through hormone production. Human infants have layers of
white fat in far greater quantities than any other primate;
blubber which may serve as an energy reserve as well as giving an adorable roundedness to the baby body. Baby fat also
provides bodily protection from bumps and falls.

Quick climate fluctuations invoke tolerance adaptation:
being able to survive in a wider variety of habitats and climates. For hominids, behavioral facets of adaptive tolerance
included flexibility in diet, tool use, and clothing.
As hominids lived in groups under taxing environmental
conditions, the demands of sociality also drove mental development. As with phenotype, a combination of problem-solving and social pressures fomented mentotypic evolution.
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 Hominids 
The hominid family tree has 7 widely acknowledged genera: Sahelanthropus, Orrorin, Ardipithecus, Kenyanthropus,
Paranthropus, Australopithecus, and Homo. There were
doubtlessly more.
Hominins were born when grasses were on the rise.
~ American paleoanthropologist Ann Gibbons
Climate was a likely driver of the radiation of early hominids, at a time of warming, when forests thinned. Social factors may have also been instrumental, but there is no
evidence of this, nor would there be even if it were so.
The fossils of the earliest hominids were found in Europe.
Living 9.6–7.2 MYA, Ouranopithecus appears a mixture of ape
and hominid.
The fossils of the other early hominids were dug in central
east Africa. Later finds range more widely, to the west and
south.
Teeth are the most common fossils, because they withstand the punishments of time better than any other body
part. Dental remains, by the shape of various teeth and their
wear patterns, yield indications of diet.
To estimate evolution, early hominids have been compared to our closest relatives: chimpanzees and gorillas. This
apples-and-oranges comparison is complicated by lacking
any significant fossil record of apes.
Once asked if hominid fossils spoke to him, Kenyan fossil
hunter Kamoya Kimera replied: "yes, but you can't understand them!"

 Sahelanthropus 
Sahelanthropus tchadensis ("the Sahel man
from Chad") (7–5.6 MYA). Few fossil specimens are
known: a partial cranium, 5 pieces of jaw, and several teeth. No other body parts have been found.
Sahelanthropus probably walked upright. The braincase,
at 320–380 cm2, appears like extant chimpanzees; almost 4
times smaller than modern humans.
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Sahelanthropus's huge brow ridges and face resemble the
face of Homo, as does the small canine teeth. But Sahelanthropus' tooth enamel was very thick: suited for chewing vegetation, nuts, and tubers. This combination has not been
found in fossil apes, nor seen in later hominids.
Sahelanthropus may represent a common ancestor of humans and chimps, or an ancestor to neither. Some cranial
characteristics resemble those of Miocene apes. Other features are more like later hominids. Sahelanthropus' fossils
are separated from both these groups by geography and time,
so Sahelanthropus as its own genus is justified.
Precious few ancestors of chimps or gorillas have been
found. The upshot: the inclusion of Sahelanthropus in the
hominid family tree is problematic, and its place uncertain.

 Orrorin 
Orrorin tugenensis ("original man of the Tugen hills")
(6.2–5.6 MYA) presaged later hominids. The thickness of a
found femur (thigh bone), as well as its hip socket, identifies
Orrorin as bipedal, though the orientation and shape of the
toe suggest a grasping foot. The shapes of the upper arm bone
and slightly curved finger bone intimates that
the upper arms were weight-bearing. Orrorin
looks to have been a tree climber as well as
walking upright.
Found teeth suggest a diet of fruit and
seeds: large upper front teeth, reduced apelike pointed canines, microdont (smaller) post-canines like
modern humans, and low cusped molars.
The location of fossils found indicate that Orrorin lived in
dry evergreen forests, lakeside woodlands, and wet grasslands – not the savanna long assumed as the progenitor environment of hominins.
Orrorin arose 3 MYA earlier than Australopithecus afarensis, but Orrorin's anatomy is closer to modern humans. For
one, Orrorin's hand indicates a precision grip, more capable
of fine manipulation than many later hominids.
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If Orrorin is the ancestor to modern humans, australopiths may be a side branch of the hominin tree. The lineage
to humans remains unclear and contentious.

 Ardipithecus 
Ardipithecus (the Afar word for "basal family ancestor") (5.8–4.3 MYA) is a genus with 2
known species: Ar. kadabba and Ar. ramidus.
Little is known of the earlier Ar. kadabba,
as only teeth and pieces of skeletal bones have
been recovered, dated 5.6 MYA. Ar. kadabba
lived in a habitat mix of woodland and grassland, with small
lakes, swamps, and springs.
By contrast, a variety of Ar. ramidus fossils have been
found, altogether comprising almost every part of the skeleton. The single most complete fossilized skeletal remains
were of a female that lived 4.4 MYA, named Ardi.
Ar. ramidus had a modest stature: around 1.2 meters,
and modest brain size (300–350 cm2). There was little sexual
dimorphism: males and females were similarly sized, unlike
chimpanzees. This suggests that that competition between
males was minimal. Sexual dimorphism commonly occurs
when males compete for sex.
Males and females may have both taken part in food gathering and taking care of offspring. Sociality may not have
been as ritualized or segregated as it is with some other primates, notably baboons.
Many physical features suggest Ar. ramidus both walked
upright and swung from limb to limb. Chimp feet are good
for grasping trees. Ar. ramidus feet were better for bipedal
locomotion but the arms and hands are consistent with clambering in trees.
Ar. ramidus lived in the woods, preferring the trees to the
open plains of the savanna. They lived mostly during a time
when drought was rare.
The Ar. ramidus teeth found are not sufficiently differentiated to indicate limited dietary preferences. This suggests
an omnivore or broad vegetarian diet, as the molar enamel is
thicker than that of chimps, but thinner than later hominins.
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It is unlikely that Ar. ramidus ate hard foods, such as tubers and nuts, which require thick enamel for heavy chewing.
Ar. ramidus probably enjoyed fruits, leaves, and softer vegetables, and perhaps insects, eggs, and small animals.

 Australopithecus 
Plant-eating baboons lived in close association with the australopithecines and probably helped form an effective early
warning system against predators such as big cats, especially
leopards. ~ English educator Douglas Palmer

Australopithecus ("Southern ape from the lake") (4.2–1.8
MYA) is a relatively long-lived genus of hominids, with considerable species diversity. There were at least 8 distinct australopiths. All have been found in Africa.
Most australopiths dieted on fruit, grasses, sedges, vegetables, and tubers. That an australopith evolved into the first
of the Homo genus is generally accepted.
In most mammals, females stay in their natal community, while males disperse after adolescence to avoid inbreeding. Among the apes, gorillas follow this pattern. In contrast,
chimpanzees and early hominids practiced the opposite. For
chimps and their close evolutionary descendants, including
australopiths, cohesive male bonding required growing up together. For the sake of communally defending territory, postadolescent females were forced to disperse to find new lives.
Doubtlessly males did not mind taking them into their tribe.

 Fisticuffs 
Four million years ago, if you broke your jaw, it was probably
a fatal injury. You wouldn't be able to chew food. You'd just
starve to death. ~ American evolutionary biologist David Carrier

Early hominids losing the sharp canine teeth of their primate ancestors took much of the bite out of biting an opponent. There was compensation at hand.
Australopiths evolved numerous traits that endowed
greater fighting ability, including a hand that afforded formation of a fist. This turned a delicate musculoskeletal system into a club.
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Contemporaneously, the faces of males diverged from
those of females. The facial bones that differ most are those
that strengthened to protect the face from injury during fist
fights.
The function of the fist was reinforced by bipedality. Unlike other primates, apes and hominids walk on their heels.
This body posture lends extra punching power, and suggests
physical conflict was instrumental in hominin descent.
Later Homo descent traded weaker muscles for comity.
Human arm and upper body strength is much less than australopiths. This reduction in damaging ability afforded more
gracile bodies, even as facial bone differences still characterize human sexual dimorphism.


Au. anamensis



Au. anamensis first made the scene 4.2 MYA, lasting to 3.9
MYA. Its thick enamel teeth suggest a diet of nuts, seeds,
fruits, and leaves. Au. anamensis was a tree climber. How
bipedal it was remains unsettled.


Au. afarensis



Au. afarensis (3.9–2.9 MYA) likely descended
from Au. anamensis. Au. afarensis fossils have
been found only in east Africa.
Cranial capacity to body mass was 1.2%,
compared to 2.75% in humans today – roughly
1/3rd the brain size. Essentially, the anatomy of
Au. afarensis appears apelike above the neck and humanlike
below. Au. afarensis illustrates mosaic evolution: a variety of
adaptive changes in separate places at disparate rates during
different times.
There is no doubt that Au. afarensis walked upright:
ranging the savannas and open woodlands, eating foraged
fruits, seeds, sedges, and roots. Still, Au. afarensis retained a
fondness for trees, where it spent much of its time.
Lucy is a famous Au. afarensis fossil find: a nearly complete female skeleton, 25 years old when she died 3.18 MYA.
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Another find – a female juvenile dubbed Selam by its discoverers – suggests that Au. afarensis mixed walking with
climbing. Selam's shoulder blades and socket indicate adaptation for frequent tree-climbing. Selam presents an interpretive challenge. A terrestrial lifestyle while retaining some
shoulder characteristics of earlier tree-climbing hominins is
possible. Despite their similarities, Lucy and Selam may not
have been the same species.
Au. afarensis had stone tools and practiced butchery. Ungulate bones found near Selam appear to have been cut by
stone tools. But Au. afarensis lacked the manual dexterity to
craft stone tools. Its hand proportions were more like gorillas
than later hominins. While Au. afarensis may have been able
to bring the tips of its fingers and thumb together, its thumbs
were too short for the precision grip that later hominins had,
enabling them as tool makers.
Like Ardipithecus ramidus, Au. afarensis were only moderately sexually dimorphic. Adult males stood ~1.6 meters
and weighted 45 kg. Females were a bit smaller and less
heavy. Males also typically displayed large crests at the top
of their skulls; females did not.

Closely related hominin species shared the planet many times
in the past few million years. ~ American paleontologist Bernard Wood

Au. afarensis had contemporaneous cousins. Besides
closely related species in east Africa, one known relative was
in North Africa; the other in the far south.


Lucy's Northern Cousin 

A 3.5-million-year-old foot fossil found in Ethiopia reveals
a species like Ar. ramidus, at least from the ankle down.
While Lucy walked about much of the time, this northern
species had feet for climbing trees and grasping limbs. It
would have walked awkwardly.
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Lucy's Southern Cousin 

A nearly complete fossil skeleton dating to 3.67 MYA was
found in South Africa's Sterkfontein Caves in the mid-1990s.
Similar partial skeletons had already been discovered at a
nearby site in 1948. This small-footed hominoid with a flat
face is known as Australopithecus prometheus.


Lucy's Next-Door Neighbor 

Current fossil evidence clearly shows that there were at least
2, if not 3, early human species living at the same time and in
close geographic proximity. ~ Ethiopian paleoanthropologist
Yohannes Haile-Selassie

3.4 MYA jaw fossils were found in Ethiopia in 2011, showing that Lucy had a nearby relative with a quite different
diet. The species was dubbed Australopithecus deyiremeda.


Au. bahrelghazali



Au. bahrelghazali is a controversial 1993 discovery by
French paleontologist Michel Brunet. His find was a single
specimen, dated 3.6 MYA. It has been the only australopithecine fossil found in central Africa. All others are from east
Africa, some 2,500 km distant.
Au. bahrelghazali has similar dentistry to Au. afarensis,
but is more like Sahelanthropus in the shape of its skull.
Stingy Brunet classified his find as a separate species,
but refuses to let others examine the remains, contrary to the
International Code of Zoological Nomenclature.


Au. africanus



Au. africanus, which lived in southern Africa, dates to 3.3
MYA. Au. africanus was a significant step from Au. afarensis.
Several anatomical features were significantly more like the
Homo genus, including a larger cranium (400–625 cm2), gracile (slender) build, and more humanlike hands.
Au. africanus had a pelvis that was better built for walking than Au. afarensis. Yet Au. africanus retained the apelike
curved fingers of tree climbers.
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The diet of Au. africanus seems to have been seasonal,
favoring fruit, though able to chew seeds and other food requiring mastication.
Sexual dimorphism showed in spinal adaptation of
females to bear lumbar loads upright while pregnant.
Like chimpanzees, Au. africanus had patrilocal communities: in reaching sexual maturity, females emigrated to find
mates.


Au. garhi



A. garhi was a gracile species that lived 2.5 MYA. Large
molars and pre-molars suggest a diet of tough, fibrous foods:
perhaps tubers and other chewy vegetables. Au. garhi shaped
stone tools. Only a single find of cranial fragments has been
made of Au. garhi, in Ethiopia. Much mystery remains.


Au. sediba



Au. sediba represents an amalgam. Fossils
date to 2 MYA. Evident adaptations include better
walking, even running, and a surprisingly
modern hand capable of a precision grip. Vestiges
of the past remained, albeit with a twist. Au.
sediba had long arms, climbed trees, and walked
upright but had a different gait from that of either
chimps or humans. This suggests that several
forms of bipedalism evolved among hominids.
While Au. sediba had a humanlike lower rib
cage, its lower back was longer and more flexible than people
today. Au. sediba brain size was on par with other australopiths (420–450 cm2), but the cranial shape presaged modern
humans.
Au. sediba lived in woodlands, eating fruit, tree leaves,
and bark. Au. sediba teeth were like Au. africanus; perhaps
an instance of parallel evolution, as Au. sediba had no links
to earlier hominins often regarded as Homo ancestors, notably Au. afarensis. Au. sediba may have simply been one of
several different australopiths living at the time.
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 Kenyanthropus 
One of the main conclusions from discovering Kenyanthropus was that human evolution is a mosaic process, with different
species showing unexpected combinations of anatomy. ~ English anthropologist Charles Lockwood

Kenyanthropus platyops ("flat-faced man
of Kenya") (3.5–3.2 MYA). The fossils of K.
platyops were discovered in Lake Turkana,
Kenya in 1999.
Kenyanthropus had a broad, flat face;
striking with its high cheek bone and flat
plane behind its nose bone. Its toe bone suggests that Kenyanthropus walked upright. Teeth were intermediate between ape and human characteristics. Its small ear hole is
like that of a chimp. Its small brain fits with other early hominids.
Whether Kenyanthropus represents a new genus, a species of Australopithecus, or merely an Au. afarensis individual remains unsettled. It has been suggested that
Kenyanthropus was one of numerous hominid species around
that time, each adapted to a specific environment: that is, a
product of adaptive radiation.

 Paranthropus 
Paranthropus ("ape that lived alongside
humans") (2.7–1.2 MYA). The bipedal paranthrops probably descended from gracile australopiths but took a decided turn to the
muscular.
Paranthropus had a robust anatomy, with
massive jaws, sturdy bones, and strong muscles. Paranthrops
lived off vegetation and possibly grubs, resorting to chewy
fare only when starving.
Paranthrops were sexually dimorphic. While there was
some size variation in the different paranthropic species,
males were 1.2–1.4 meters, weighing ~68 kg, while females
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were 0.9–1.0 meters, 40–45 kilos. Males had a sagittal (cranial) crest (shades of Au. afarensis), but the smaller females
did not. Like Au. africanus, Paranthropus were patrilocal.
P. aethiopicus lived 2.7–2.3 MYA; P. boisei: 2.6–1.3 MYA.
P. robustus: 2.3–1.2 MYA.
Paranthrops' brain size was that of a chimp today, ~40%
that of a modern human; but paranthrops had significantly
larger braincases than australopiths.
P. robustus had a hand adapted for a precision grip and
tool use. It is unclear the extent to which paranthrops crafted
or used tools. Paranthrops are thought to have preferred living in wooded areas, not grasslands.
Paranthropus were unrelated to the lineage that led to
humans: hominids, not hominins. Paranthrops were on an
evolutionary path that led to extinction.
The tough build of Paranthropus may have disguised a
hominid poorly adapted to the demands of changing climate,
at least compared to the upstart Homo genus that prevailed.

 Homo 
Here were a number of distinctive, perhaps short-lived,
species of proto-humans living in both eastern and southern
Africa in the period between 2 and 1 million years ago.
~ Australian anthropologist Colin Groves

Homo ("handy man") (2.8 MYA–now). This chapter in human history remains especially controversial. Dating techniques alter timelines, while new fossils finds fuel old
disputes about lineages and where species boundaries lay.
Who says you can't change the past?!
Most species put under the Homo genus were only somewhat like the hominins that became human: not in the direct
lineage that led to moderns. Homo has been treated by anthropologists not as a clade or genera, only as an evolutionary
jumble of approximate similarity, with arbitrary distinction
from other genera, especially australopiths. From a classification standpoint, Homo is an inexcusable mess.
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Throughout the 20th century, the definition of Homo was expanded to accommodate fossil specimens increasingly remote
from Homo sapiens in both time and morphology. ~ American
paleoanthropologists Susan Antón, Richard Potts, & Leslie Aiello
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From the mid-19th century the study of hominids bristled with self-appointed experts. In the late 1850s German
physiologist August Franz Mayer identified Neanderthal remains in northern Germany as a Cossack soldier with rickets
who had died in 1814 and somehow become buried in 2 meters of fossiliferous earth. Thomas Henry Huxley, friend of
Darwin and staunch advocate of Darwinian evolution, happily agreed that the features of Neanderthals fell within the
range of variation of Homo sapiens. This was but the start of
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a trend to buttress Darwin's conception of human descent as
linear.
We can sit in the present and tell stories of the past that make
sense of our modern-day adaptations. But these could have
evolved for reasons we don't know. ~ American anthropologist
Andrew Barr
A partial hominin mandible found in 2013 pushed back
the first appearance of Homo to 2.8 MYA. The supposed spur
to its emergence was increasing aridity in east Africa. The
specimen represented a slight transition from Au. africanus
toward Homo.
50 years after the recognition of the species Homo habilis as
the earliest known representative of our genus, the origin of
Homo remains clouded. This uncertainty stems in large part
from a limited fossil record, especially in eastern Africa.
~ American anthropologist Brian Villmoare et al


The Paleolithic



The problem is that there's not a huge amount of evidence
for anything in the Paleolithic. ~ Australian archeologist Rachel
Wood

The Paleolithic (aka the Stone Epoch Time
Age) is supposedly the first prehis- Upper 40–11.7 TYA
toric period of human history, be- Middle 200–40 TYA
ginning with the development of Lower 3.4–0.2 MYA
the most primitive stone tools. The
obvious omission is ignoring the employment of wood tools,
which were doubtlessly used for many millennia before hominids managed flint. The problem is that wood tools were not
preserved in the fossil record.
The first hominin to use stone tools was Au. afarensis,
who was cutting with stone implements ~3.4 MYA – so the
Stone Age rightfully predates the appearance of Homo.
The Paleolithic is a supposed to be cultural period, not a
geological one. The Paleolithic lies within the Pleistocene geological period, which spans the Earth's recent rounds of repeated glaciations. 11.7 TYA the Pleistocene gave way to the
Holocene: the interglacial period that continued to the industrial age of humankind.
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Unstable climate conditions favored the evolution of the roots
of human flexibility in our ancestors. The narrative of human
evolution stresses the importance of adaptability to changing
environments rather than adaptation to any one environment.
~ Richard Potts

The Lower Paleolithic (aka Old Stone Age) dates from
these first stone tools until 200,000 years ago, with the advent or more sophisticated stone tools, such as hand axes and
cleavers. The Middle Paleolithic (Middle Stone Age) extends
to ascent of early modern humans (aka Cro-Magnon). The
Upper Paleolithic (New Stone Age) is associated with CroMagnon. Its close coincides with the end of the Pleistocene.
The idea that the origin of Homo is part of a climate-caused
turnover pulse doesn't really bear out when you carefully look
at the evidence and compare it against other possible explanations. ~ Andrew Barr


H. habilis



A so-called "handy man" showed up in east
Africa 2.3 million years ago: Homo habilis (2.3–
1.4 MYA). H. habilis is assumed to be the direct
descendant of Australopithecus garhi, which
lived 2.5 MYA.
H. habilis was short, gracile, with long arms, though with
a less protruding face than Au. garhi. Brain capacity was
600–700 cm2.
The stone flake tools made by H. habilis showed technical
skill, though these tools were probably used for scavenging
rather than hunting or defense. H. habilis was no master
hunter. Instead, H. habilis frequently fell prey to large predators, such as Dinofelis, a jaguar-sized saber-toothed cat of
the time.
Debate continues as to whether H. habilis was in the lineage that led to modern humans. When H. habilis was first
declared, some fossil anthropologists wondered out loud
whether there was enough evolutionary space between australopiths and later Homo for there to be a species in between
(this when the idea of a single-species hominin lineage had
its hold). Ironically, with more discoveries, the question was
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turned on its head: whether H. habilis as classified has too
much variability to be a single species.


Not Homo? 

A genus is typically defined as both a clade and a grade.
A clade is of lineage, while a grade is of similarity. Snakes
are in the same clade as lizards, as they share a common ancestor, but, lacking legs to walk on, snakes are a different genus than lizards by grade.
It is arguable that H. habilis belongs in the Homo genus.
H. habilis had a less protruding face than australopiths, as
well as other physical distinctions, so does not belong within
Australopithecus. But, with its short body, long arms, and
other dissimilarities, H. habilis was also physically divergent
from H. sapiens, and so is not the same grade as modern humans. The diversity of fossils attributed to H. habilis, and
divergences from later Homo, illustrate the difficulties of
tracing human descent.


Splitting & Lumping



It is hard to avoid the conclusion that under current taxonomic practice there is a distinct tendency to under-estimate the
abundance of species in the primate, and notably the hominin
fossil record. ~ American paleoanthropologist Ian Tattersall

Unless an animal can be observed, it is only a guess the
degree to which anatomical variances define speciation. By
their nature fossils forgo that inquiry; whence arose the constant controversy in paleoanthropology: how to split species
versus lumping specimens together.
There were either multiple species of early human, such as
Homo habilis, Homo ergaster and Homo rudolfensis, or one
highly diverse species. ~ English paleoanthropologist Jay Stark
The frequent paucity of fossil specimens at any one site
makes determining Homo speciation difficult. The geographic range of these hominins compounds the accounting
for differences found. There is accumulating evidence of diversity in body sizes within early Homo populations, as is
seen among modern humans. This augurs for fewer species
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(assuming you consider the sizable diversity of Homo sapiens
to be a single species).


H. antiquus 

In 1984 American paleoanthropologist Walter Ferguson
decried Australopithecus afarensis as a species. At the time,
the known fossils of Au. afarensis came from sites in Ethiopia
and Tanzania.
The considerable variation in the bones of this combined
collection were generally thought due to size differences between male and female members of the species. But Ferguson
believed the bones belonged to more than 1 species. Based on
the size and shape of molars, Ferguson concluded that some
of the larger jaws matched those of Au. africanus, while the
littler jaws had smaller, narrower Homo-like teeth. The 3million-year-old fossils were too old to fit with any known
Homo, so Ferguson named a new species: H. antiquus.
Ferguson's species splitting had a larger implication: if
Australopithecus and Homo lived side by side for hundreds of
thousands of years, it was unlikely that australopithecines
were the direct ancestors of Homo.
However merited, Ferguson's work did not convince to
consensus. Au. afarensis is still around, while few have ever
heard of H. antiquus.

Beginning in the late 1920s, pioneering English paleoanthropologist Louis Leakey started a dynasty of fossil hunters.
He was keen to split specimens into species based upon modest anatomical differences. The resulting plethora of names
in the hominin record proved too much for Yale paleoanthropologists Elwyn Simons and David Pilbeam. In 1965 they rationalized the clutter by lumping specimens together into a
mere handful of species. The lumping paradigm took hold in
the academic community, so much so that lumping led to the
single-species hypothesis: that only one variety of hominin existed at any one time.
Despite the demise of single-species sophistry, lumping
remains the prevailing paradigm. Richard Leakey followed
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in his father's footsteps of liking speciation but has been
much more cautious in finding new Homo species.
Easing a specimen within a species is much easier than
facing a fight by declaring a new one. Darwin anticipated this
problem.
A naturalist will in the end generally be enabled to make up
his own mind which to call varieties and which species; but he
will succeed in this at the expense of admitting much variation,
and the truth of this admission will often be disputed by other
naturalists. ~ Charles Darwin
The hominin family tree is likely to be much bushier than
the one currently drawn. Some so-called hominins may have
been hominids instead.
How can practitioners in this field possibly expect to be able
to accurately identify fossil species based upon a few teeth,
jaws, and lower faces in light of what we know about the great
variation found among different individuals in a single living
species? ~ American paleontologist Tim White
Depending upon how one rolls the bones, there may have
been as many as 6 contemporaneous Homo species ~1.9 MYA.
Their habitats probably overlapped.
Because the geologic dating is so coarse, we can't yet be entirely certain that these species were in the same places at the
same times. Even so, it is perfectly possible that they were interacting. ~ Bernard Wood


H. rudolfensis 

The problem is that there are precious few fossils of either H.
habilis or H. rudolfensis, especially from the neck down. ~ Ann
Gibbons

A handful of representative fossils suggest that H. habilis
had company 1.9 MYA. H. rudolfensis has been identified as
a separate species from H. habilis based upon fragmentary
evidence that indicates a different hominin.
H. rudolfensis is named after Kenyan Lake Rudolf, where
its fossils were found.
Compared to H. habilis, H. rudolfensis was larger and
had a bigger brain. With a jaw indicating better chewing ability, H. rudolfensis may well have had a different diet.
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It could be a Homo habilis, but it could also be another species. ~ Bernard Wood


H. helmei 

Human history commenced at a very much later date in South
than in East Africa. ~ T.F. Dreyer

A partial skull was found in Florisbad, South Africa in
1932, dated 259 thousand years old. Its discoverer, paleoanthropologist T.F. Dreyer, declared it a new species – H. helmei – based upon its admixture of early Homo sapiens and
more archaic features. While some researchers think many
of the African hominin fossils from around this time should
be lumped into H. helmei, others tuck this oddity into the
lump known as H. heidelbergensis.


H. gautengensis



Homo gautengensis (2.5–0.6 MYA) lived in south Africa
during the residence of H. habilis in east Africa; emerging
earlier and lasting longer. H. gautengensis has been described by Australian anthropologist Darren Curnoe as
"small-brained" and "large-toothed." It walked on the ground
with 2 feet but probably spent a lot of time in the trees.
H. gautengensis ate a lot of vegetable matter, crafted and
used wood and stone tools, and may have even mastered fire.
Burnt animal bones were found near H. gautengensis remains.


H. erectus



The morphology of bones attributed as Homo erectus (2.5
variable – hence, uncertainty and
controversy as to how divergent the species may have been.
Brain size was 750–1,300 cm2 – itself a considerable range.
The H. erectus lifestyle was of small bands foraging and
hunting. Like H. ergaster, H. erectus contemporaneously
crafted crude stone hand axes. H. erectus also created abstract art: doodling designs on seashells, for instance.
MYA–30 TYA) is extensively
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Tenuous evidence suggests areas set aside for specific
purposes: sleeping quarters and workshops. ~500 TYA,
hearths appear, where a fire was maintained.
H. erectus may have been the first hominin to use boats
and rafts to traverse the seas. An inveterate migrant, H. erectus spread from Africa 2.0 MYA to Europe, India, China, Indonesia, and possibly Australia. The migration of H. erectus
to Indonesia likely occurred at a time when the Sunda Shelf
was exposed or quite shallow: 1.25, 0.9, and 0.65–0.45 MYA.


H. ergaster



Homo ergaster (1.9–1.4 MYA), was as tall as modern humans, with a similar build, and much the same feet. Brain
size was 600–910 cm2. H. ergaster lived in east and south Africa.
The classification, ancestry, and progeny of H. ergaster
remains controversial. H. ergaster is widely considered the
direct ancestor to later hominins: H. heidelbergensis, H. neanderthalensis, and H. sapiens. H. habilis is the putative ancestor of H. ergaster. Whether H. ergaster and H. erectus are
separate species is still debated. They had slightly different
skull bone structures near the eyes (supraorbital foramen)
and H. ergaster had a thinner skull.
With a vertical posture built for long distance travel, H.
ergaster became less hairy and evolved better sweat glands,
improving endothermy. Panting respiration was replaced by
controlled breathing, opening the way for more robust sound
production. H. ergaster appears to be the first hominin with
humanlike vocal cords. Altogether, the scenario seems of
more communication at some distance rather than just at
close quarters.
H. ergaster was an innovative stone tool maker, developing the bifacial ax 1.76 MYA. Such axes were used for cleaving
a variety of materials, including animal hides and vegetative
matter. Some were doubtlessly employed as weapons. Given
the large volume of finds in the archeological record, these
skills appear culturally transmitted.
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Compared to australopiths, sexual dimorphism was reduced by about 20% in Homo generally. The sex size difference in H. ergaster exceeded that of modern humans.


H. georgicus



Excavations at Dmanisi, Georgia yielded 5 hominin individuals and other fauna fossils, along with Oldowan Stone
Age artifacts, all dating 1.77 MYA. This is the earliest hominin discovery in Eurasia.
One of the most intriguing finds was of an elderly person
who had lived for some time without teeth. To survive in such
a condition this oldster must have lived in a supportive social
group.
The first fossils found led to declaration of a new species:
H. georgicus. Finding further fossils revised that to a proclamation with far-reaching implications as to hominin classification.


Lumping, Take 2 

We can tell species apart based on differences in the shape of
their skulls, especially their face and jaws, but not on the basis
of size. The differences in their skulls suggest early Homo divvied up the environment, each utilizing a slightly different strategy to survive. ~ Susan Antón

From the look of it, H. georgicus appears an intermediate
between H. habilis and H. erectus. That is only the beginning
of the story.
Like the H. erectus fossils that have been found, the
Dmanisi specimens exhibited considerable discrepancies.
One adult male skull had a large jaw and small brain case:
just 546 cm – the size of Au. sediba. Others had brains up to
25% larger, but smaller jaws.
Despite that, there were underlying similarities in skull
structures. All told, the Dmanisi variations appear no greater
than that found in modern humans or chimpanzees.
H. erectus has been found in disparate places and dated
to distinct times. In contrast, the Dmanisi specimens seem
anthropologically contemporaneous. Hence, despite the wide
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grade, that the Dmanisi hominins were a single species
seems reasonable.
The 5 Dmanisi crania exhibit derived characters of H. erectus,
but also retain some primitive characteristics, including small
brain sizes (538 to 750 cm3), suggesting they are part of an early
dispersal of that species. ~Susan Antón, Richard Potts, & Leslie
Aiello
The Dmanisi find provoked some researchers to declare
that H. georgicus and H. ergaster should all be lumped in
with H. erectus, as a single species. Such a sweeping conclusion alters the overarching view of human descent.
If this Homo erectus was a single species, it had a tremendous intercontinental range, especially compared with hominin primate ancestors: apes. Chimpanzees reside only across
a narrow band of sub-Saharan Africa. Even in such a small
range, ape species have tended to split apart.
2 MYA, the Congo River formed a bend that cut off chimps
in the southern part of the range from easy access to their
relations in the north. These southerners evolved into the
smaller, peaceable bonobo, proving a considerable contrast to
their more aggressive erstwhile kin.
Baboons tell a much different speciation story. The largest Old World monkey genus lives across much of Africa and
in the Middle East. From place to place, baboon groups look
so different as to easily deserve the nod to speciation. A halfdozen baboon species have remained distinct for 4 million
years. Some of these different baboons have overlapping
ranges. When they come into contact, they regularly interbreed, birthing healthy hybrids. Yet the troops, and species,
remain separate, never blurring together. Much of this owes
to different lifestyles. Some survive in the desert, while others are woodland dwellers.
The radical proposal to subsume the well-established taxa H.
habilis and H. rudolfensis into H. erectus warrants careful scrutiny, and in my view the presented evidence is weak. It is doubtful whether analyses of overall cranial shape have the diagnostic
power to distinguish between closely related taxa, as is indeed
demonstrated by some of the analyses presented. Species are
defined by specific morphological features, not by overall cranial shape. ~ English evolutionary anthropologist Fred Spoor
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Taxonomic diversity sustained by ecological differentiation
characterized Homo between ~2.0 and 1.4 MYA. 3 distinct lineages of early Homo in Africa remains the most compelling hypothesis. ~ Susan Antón, Richard Potts, Leslie Aiello

Leaning toward lumping may be a simplification of the
dynamic of diversification and occasional melding that appears to have been typical among hominids. Fossil specimens
repeatedly show a mixture of features which indicate interbreeding between distinct populations (nominally species).
This practice appears to be consistent throughout hominid
history.
Modern humans migrating into new regions must have interbred with the archaic populations already present in those regions. ~ American anthropologist Laura Shackelford
Outliers keep being found, leaving lumping as nondescriptive, if not problematic. Finds in Spain of 400,000-yearold hominins present a mixture of Homo heidelbergensis,
Denisovan, and Neanderthal traits. It suggests that interbreeding among Homo species (or subspecies) was common.
DNA examination of Melanesians indicates an admixture
which includes a hominid group for which fossils have yet to
be found. Thanks to rampant interbreeding, the descent of
humankind is exceedingly complex.
No one knows what to make of this. ~ Ian Tattersall
If anything, splitting would be more informatively appropriate.
Classification is complicated by the apparent fact that
hominids were often extensive travelers who had sex with
most everything they could. The randiness of modern males
has deep evolutionary roots (not to slight lusty women).
Dupes for confusion, there are no agreed-upon criteria by
anthropologists to determine speciation. Centuries of classification have yielded no sensible consensus. This is likely to
continue.


Diet



Species of early Homo were more flexible in their dietary
choices than other species. Their flexible diet was aided by
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stone tool-assisted foraging that allowed our ancestors to exploit
a range of resources. ~ Leslie Aiello

Apes tend to have large guts: a trait associated with an
essentially herbivorous diet of low-nutrient vegetation. The
same applied to early australopiths.
One of the shifts that started with later australopiths –
but came to prominence with Homo – is a change in the digestive system. By 1.8 MYA hominin gut size had shrunk.
Tooth size also shrank. Homo is the only primate where
the size of teeth dwindled as brain size grew. That must have
reflected a change in diet.
In general, gathering and hunting groups live largely by gathering. Hunting is a difficult and hazardous activity with only intermittent rewards at best. ~ English historian Clive Ponting


Meat & Vegetables 

Evolution in the hominin gut owed to a better diet and/or
improved digestion. An amalgam of adaptations is likely to
have been involved.
Scavenging was always part of hominid foraging. Early
Homo retrieved heads left untouched by big cats and devoured the brains. In contrast, hunting required weapons.
Homo erectus was the first hominin that approached modern humans in stature, brain size, and chewing equipment.
It appeared 1.5 million years before cooking became a common occurrence.
Stone tools made the difference. To improve mastication,
early Homo pounded tubers into paste, chopped greens, and
pummeled meat into small pieces.
Raw meat is tough and practically impossible to break down
into swallowable pieces just by chewing it. ~ American evolutionary biologist Katherine Zink & American paleoanthropologist Daniel Lieberman

Children are famously finicky about the greens they eat.
It is a behavioral adaptation to a world where lots of plants
are toxic. Phytophobia likely has a long lineage in hominids
as an evolutionarily instilled precaution.
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On the Hunt 

Hominins most likely started hunting with weapons more
than 500,000 years ago. ~ German archeologist Sabine
Gaudzinski-Windheuser

Homo embodied numerous anatomical and physiological
changes which became increasingly apparent 2–1.6 MYA.
These occurred at different times and sometimes distinctly in
different clades.
Bipedalism let these hominins excel at long distance running. No other primate is comparable. In contrast, quadrupeds are faster sprinters, but are not built for distance.
Enlarged hindlimb joints and shorter toes were among
the adaptations that afforded hominin long distance endurance. More generally, a gracile body plan helped.
Another facet involved ways to avoid overheating. Loss of
fur and the addition of sweat glands were instrumental in
keeping cool.
The ability to track down animals over distance had to be
complimented by the physical means to bring down prey. The
Homo upper body developed for hunting, and warfare, particularly shoulder changes that allowed throwing objects, which
other apes are comparatively dismal at. Longer waists were
instrumental in distance running and were also important in
being able to hurl an object with force via augmented torque
production.
A longer waist and straighter upper arm bone appeared
with australopiths. The shift in shoulder-socket orientation
debuted in Homo erectus. The trade-off in these changes was
a lessening ability to climb trees. Arboreal safe haven was
forsaken for being able to stand one's ground.
Evidence indicates that hominins were butchering animals by 2.6 MYA using crudely hewn stone chopping tools. It
was not until 500 TYA that spearheads were developed. The
earliest heat-treated tools appeared only 72 TYA.
Despite an apparent lack of projectile weapons, indirect
evidence suggests that hominins hunted 1.8 MYA. Ambush
hunting with rocks and spears at relatively close range would
have been lethal for intended targets. Wood spears and other
tools were used and might not appear in the fossil record.
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Hominin technological innovation for hunting appears
meager for nearly 2 million years. Populations continued to
be small for that huge tract of time, and only a tiny fraction
were likely to be inventive, as remains true to this day. Only
with social interchange among groups across considerable
distances were the inventions of a few able to disperse. That
development was haphazard until populated settlements became the standard of civilization some 8 TYA.
Hunting may have altered sociality. While men stalked
game, learning to work in groups, women foraged and cared
for offspring.
Sexually segregated groups came together to share food.
Such social mores and bonding dynamics prevail to the present.
Male chimps opportunistically hunt in small groups for
prey they can overpower. Forest-dwellers grab colobus monkeys, typically younglings. Such hunting is emotionally
draining. Adrenaline surges as chimps chase, snatch, and rip
monkeys apart with their bare hands.
Chimpanzees in the grasslands of Senegal target galagos
(aka bushbabies): small, nocturnal prosimians. They skewer
their prey by jabbing sharpened sticks into tree hollows
where bushbabies sleep during the day. Galago stickers are
more subdued and methodical than the frenzy of colobus killers.
Similar calculation may have characterized early Homo
group ambush hunting. This put hominins on the twin paths
of easy violence that has characterized the genus ever since:
emotively explosive and dispassionate, with the latter being
far more terrifying for its unempathic detachment. Hominin
societies which relied more on hunting tended to be more
warlike – a trend continued into historical times.

Plant foods containing high quantities of starch were essential
for the evolution of humans. ~ English evolutionary biologist
Karen Hardy et al

Much has been made about increased meat consumption
driving greater brain wattage in early Homo by those igno-
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rant about animal intelligence in general and human nutrition in particular. If anything, a diet of carnivorous scavenging would have rendered hominins no smarter than vultures
(no insult to vultures intended). Even now, eating meat creates an unfavorable gut microbiome, degrading health and
promoting mortality.
Any flesh early Homo consumed would have been raw
meat, as cooking had yet to be discovered. The derived nutritional value would have been less than meat seared by heat,
and it would have borne a serious risk of pathogens – a risk
that survivors would take note of.
The optimal diet to feed the body and brain is from plant
sources, high in carbohydrates with appropriate protein.
Hominins may have upped their protein intake a bit by
eating grubs and adult insects. The often-bandied conclusion
that a meat-heavy diet provoked Homo evolution, particularly cognitive advance, is absurd.
Instead, hominins probably became better foragers, having learned through experience and culture the nutritional
and medicinal values of plants and their products. Mashing
tubers and other root vegetables, with their ample carbohydrate content, may have been significant. This better explains the evolution of hominin guts and brains.
Protein-laden muscle mass – meat – digests down to animal fat and amino acids: not an apt energy source. Further,
the acidic digestive environment and indigestible waste products from eating meat tax the system terribly.
Autophagy – recycling proteins, amino acids, and other
nutrients from spent cells – provides considerable readily
available structural material needed by the body. Autophagy
plays a critical role in body maintenance and longevity. Even
slight adaptations in autophagy could account for hominin
gut changes.
The hominin brain has long required a lot of energy. That
energy has always been supplied by plant foods: high in carbohydrates and providing a surfeit of balanced protein.
Archeological evidence points to hominin descent on a
largely vegetarian diet. For one, foraging is much easier, and
more reliable, than hunting.
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2.3–1.2 MYA, Paranthropus was a robust savanna forager
that had a varied seasonal diet, preferring fruit and nuts
when available, but resorting to herbaceous vegetation when
not – not dissimilar to lowland gorillas. While Paranthropus
had a head, jaw, and teeth comparable to a gorilla, it did not
have the gorilla gut.
2 MYA, Au. sediba, the last australopith, was a gracile omnivore with a small gut that harvested from the woodlands:
living off fruits, nuts, leaves, and sedges, as well as plants
such as papyrus or cypress. Small critters, including insects,
were likely on the menu. Au. sediba's diet, while perhaps
higher quality, was not strikingly different from that of chimpanzees.
Homo ergaster (1.9–1.4 MYA) – a putative ancestor to humans – was another omnivore with a small gut. Archeological
finds of axes and hides suggests skinning animals, likely for
clothing. How much raw meat H. ergaster ate is not known.
A safer, more readily available fare was plant tubers. These
tough but highly nutritious vegetables were likely processed
with stone tools to require less chewing and render them
more digestible. As with humans today, juicy tubers and
roots were probably an important part of H. ergaster's diet,
providing ample carbohydrates and protein in a wholesome
balance.
Considering the health risks of a diet high in raw meat,
and the relative ease of finding vegetative food, it is most
likely that a more learned selection of plant produce played
a dominant role in the descent of humans, especially before
the advent of cooking.
Neanderthals were more inclined to carnivory than other
hominins. That dietary preference may have been instrumental in their demise, as its tax on health limited their life
at the same time their competitor – Cro-Magnon – was starting to have a significantly longer life span. Longer life meant
greater cultural transmission between generations.
The value of steeped experience cannot be overestimated.
Elephant groups are led by an elder matriarch. A group bereft of senior leadership fares poorly by comparison.
Seafood shows up on the menu much more recently than
other meat. The Chinese were supplementing their diets with
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freshwater fish 40 TYA, but contemporaneous Mediterranean
settlers ignored any watery bounty.


Fire 

Who lit the first figurative match is hotly contested, but
someone overcame innate fear of flame to harness its observed power. H. erectus or H. ergaster might have been the
first to master fire 1.7 million years ago, perhaps earlier.
Controlled use of fire was a breakthrough technological
advance, providing light and heat for many uses.
In breaking down plant cell walls via heat, cooking made
vegetables more nourishing by unlocking their nutrients. The
same applies to meat.
Fire was also used to drive game, and so make hunting
easier. Later, with the onset of agriculture, fire cleared woodlands to make way for crops. This practice has continued to
the present day. In grossly degrading the environment, fire
was humanity's first Faustian bargain.
Fire was also a means for further socialization, becoming
a symbol in various belief systems of purity, sacrifice, or damnation. Fire was one of the 4 primordial elements, along with
water, wind, and earth. Fire became embedded in hominin
culture as well as providing for population increase and territorial expansion.
The combination of cooperative hunting with weapons,
along with cooking and sharing, is ubiquitously recognized as
a milestone in hominin evolution, notably the social recognition of the power in cooperation. That milestone was probably
met around the time when spearheads were developed, some
500 TYA.


H. antecessor



Hominins reached Europe by 780 TYA, probably earlier.
H. antecessor (1.2–0.8 MYA) may have been the first homegrown European species. The fossil record is sketchy, but H.
antecessor looks to have been of similar stature to modern
humans, albeit longer, more slender arms and a wider chest.
Stone tools found nearby suggest they were used for skinning
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carcasses and woodworking. Evidence suggests that H. antecessor practiced cannibalism.


H. heidelbergensis



H. heidelbergensis (600–200 TYA) was more
technologically savvy than H. antecessor. They
made better tools, which were used for hunting
and food preparation.
Whether H. antecessor and H. heidelbergensis (0.6–0.2 MYA) were the same or distinct species is still
debated, though H. heidelbergensis is generally considered a
separate species. Both descended from H. ergaster.
H. heidelbergensis had an extensive habitat: ranging from
southern Africa to northern Europe and into Asia. It may
have been the first hominin to gain a permanent foothold in
Europe, though it was not the first to try.
H. heidelbergensis was tall: males averaged 1.75 meters
and were more muscular than modern men.
Their jaw was well-built for chewing, albeit with smaller
molars than earlier hominins. This was a trend toward more
modern humans.
Some discovered skeletons show evidence of disease and
healed injuries. Life was doubtlessly difficult in Pleistocene
Europe. The majority of H. heidelbergensis fossils found have
been of teenagers. H. heidelbergensis may have been the first
hominin to bury its dead.
Taking advantage of good weather, H. heidelbergensis
spread from Africa into Europe by 700 TYA, placing progeny
that would spawn the Neanderthals. Later, the Cro-Magnon
who came to Europe some 45 TYA interbred with the natives.
Both were the issue of H. heidelbergensis.
Darwin hypothesized that all human races descended
from a single species (monogenesis). Instead, humans descended from multiple species. As a breed, human beings are
mutts.
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Controversy 

Let the species die. ~ Spanish paleoanthropologist Juan Luis
Arsuaga

While a cogent description can be made for H. heidelbergensis, the attribution has a history of controversy. The species is based upon a single 600,000-year-old lower jaw found
in Mauer Germany in 1907. Nothing quite like it has been
found since.
It took decades for the species designation to catch on.
Disparate finds of roughly similar archeological age – skulls
with distinctive thick brow ridges and large faces – convinced
numerous paleoarcheologists to lump the specimens together
under the H. heidelbergensis banner.
H. heidelbergensis was conceived as having a large brain,
and having mastered complex tools, based upon bones and
wooden spears found at a dig in Schöningen Germany.
Another faction was never convinced. They thought H.
heidelbergensis was a concept, not a species. Some of the fossils attributed to H. heidelbergensis were instead Neanderthal, they contended.
Lumping into H. heidelbergensis creates the monogenesis
that Darwin dreamed of. In contrast, the demise of H. heidelbergensis would mean a plethora of hominin intermediary
specimens, with no clear single-species lineage to humankind. If all the finds attributed to H. heidelbergensis are not
a single species, the descent of humans becomes even more of
a tangle. That may well be.
The H. heidelbergensis controversy is far from being a singular example that hominin evolution appears an exercise in
adaptive radiation spread across continents, with occasional
interbreeding that entangled the Homo genus as a mosaic of
species.


H. rhodesiensis 

Tom Zwiglaar, a Swiss miner, found a partial hominin
skull and other bone fragments in 1921 while working a lead
and zinc mine in northern Rhodesia (now Kabwe, Zambia).
The skull was dubbed Rhodesian Man at the time of the find.
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Rhodesian Man got dated 300–125 TYA, and estimated to
be a young adult, with heavy tooth wear from eating abrasive
foods: grains, tubers, and rootstalks. The teeth show the oldest occurrence of cavities for a hominin. This young Rhodesian Man died of either a dental infection or chronic ear
infection.
Similar remains of the same or earlier time have been
found in faraway places: in east Africa (Bodo, in Ethiopia)
and the southwest tip of South Africa (Saldanha).
Tools found at Rhodesia were made of chert and quartz,
worked on both sides. A granite ball was shaped into a
sphere, which might have been used for grinding food.
The finds at Bodo and Saldanha also included an assemblage of tools, including bifacial hand axes and other specialized implements. Cut marks on the Bodo skull indicate that
it was defleshed after it died, though for what purpose is uncertain.
In several respects H. rhodesiensis resembles H. heidelbergensis, which is where Rhodesian Man has been lumped.


Neanderthal



The Neanderthals trod lightly and relied as much on their
powers of observation and quiet imprint on the land as they did
on their technology. ~ English anthropologist Brian Fagan

Neanderthals (H. neanderthalensis)
(800–45 TYA) were modern humans' closest
relative, living in Europe and western Asia.
No Neanderthal fossils have been found in
Africa.
Descending from H. habilis or H. erectus, who arrived in Europe well over 1 MYA, Neanderthals
arose during glacial cold, then lived through severely variable climes that made for tough times. Neanderthals occupied
a broad swath stretching from Portugal to Uzbekistan.
Other hominin species lived near Neanderthal. In a case
of convergent evolution, the African H. rhodesiensis evolved
separately from the Eurasian H. neanderthalensis.
Neanderthals evolved in fits and starts, which was typical
of hominins. Neanderthals adapted first to diet and climate
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early on. Incremental brain changes came later, convergently
independent of the human lineage.
Though similar to Homo sapiens, Neanderthal were
slightly shorter and more robust: muscular, barrel-chested,
with stocky limbs that conserved body heat. Like modern humans, most Neanderthals were right-handed.
Neanderthal bodies were better adapted for a colder climate than earlier African hominids. But more than build was
required to endure frosty weather.
Long distance running adaptively evolved in African
hominins, where the savanna made it advantageous. In contrast, Neanderthals were better built for hiking in the woods.
Like some lemurs, baboons, and other hominins, Neanderthals lived in caves and rock fissures where available. They
resided in homes with a hearth.
Neanderthals had mastery over fire. They wore animal
pelts to keep them warm.
Unlike their African ancestors and later cousins, some
Neanderthal had pale skin, blue eyes, and blond or red hair.
Less skin pigmentation helps absorb vitamin D in places with
lower sun exposure.
There is no reason to assume that the biological differences
between Neanderthals and modern humans necessarily translated into differences between their intellectual capacities.
~ Spanish anthropologist Camilo Cela-Conde & Spanish-American biologist Francisco Ayala
Neanderthals were tribal, with strong family groups, often patrilocal: males stayed with the group, while women
moved into another family.
Neanderthals conversed with each other, had language
and culture. They decorated themselves with ornaments and
jewelry, probably wore makeup, possibly tattooed themselves.
Neanderthals made etches with the intent of creating a visually harmonious and symbolic motif. ~ Italian paleontologist
Francesco d'Errico
Neanderthal artifacts show appreciation of symbolism.
Neanderthal created rock art in caves, depicting both repre-
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sentational and abstract designs. Music was part of Neanderthal culture. A Neanderthal bone flute was found that may
be as old as 82,000 years. They had rituals. Neanderthals
buried their dead in their caves, which implies belief in something beyond the mortal coil.
The evidence for cognitive inferiority is simply not there. The
conventional view of Neanderthals is not true. ~ Italian anthropologist Paola Villa


Brain Development 

Neanderthals had 10% bigger brains than modern humans, with a slightly different brain structure. More of the
brain was given over to vision and movement processing.
Augmented vision processing is typical of modern humans
adapted to living at higher latitudes, to cope with generally
lower light levels than tropical residents. Neanderthals also
had big eyes.
From birth to adulthood, a bonobo brain expands 2.5
times. In contrast, a Homo brain enlarges 3.3 times. As a lifehistory variable, humanlike brain development originated
early in the evolution of the Homo genus.
Large brains require a slow life-history. Later-evolved
Homo achieved their big brains mainly through a greater
growth rate during early ontogeny, rather than an extended
growth period. Neanderthal brains developed more quickly
during infancy than those of contemporaneous Cro-Magnon.
This pattern resulted in a bigger brain size, though not necessarily an earlier completion of brain development.
The additional energetic cost of a natal fast-growing brain
is largely born by the mother. Species investing in big infant
brains with a rapid growth rate require large, late-maturing
mothers. This slows the pace of life history.
Cro-Magnon evolved slightly smaller bodies and brains
than Neanderthals. This was an optimization that quickened
the pace of life history, ultimately leading to a higher reproduction rate.
Neanderthals and Cro-Magnon had the same life span.
But, partly owing to brain ontogeny, emergent modern hu-
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mans outbred Neanderthal. It was a telling difference. Population numbers aid species survival when facing adverse environmental conditions.


Technology 

Neanderthals were technologically savvy. ~ English archeologist Annemieke Milks

Neanderthals invented string 90 TYA. Besides tying
things together, they strung shells and other ornaments for
necklaces.
44 TYA a community of Neanderthals built a large (40 m2),
ring-shaped enclosure using 3,000 mammal bones. Many
were mammoth bones. The enclosure may have served as a
wind break, or as a base for a wooden building. Animals were
butchered, roasted, and eaten within.
Neanderthals rationally organized their living spaces,
sometimes creating structures within the caves in which they
resided. Hearths were placed to take advantage of radiative
warmth. To limit injuries, tool workshops were situated away
from high-traffic areas, though where light was abundant.
Neanderthals skillfully made stone tools of a quality
roughly equivalent to their contemporaneous African cousins, including the humans that would displace them. For one,
Neanderthals solved the problem of hafting a stone point
onto a wooden shaft to make a spear. One way they attached
a stone spearhead onto a staff was by gluing it on using bitumen (asphalt). This is no simple task. A chunk of bituminous
rock had to be heated, and the viscous gunk applied so that
the spearhead was properly positioned.
Neanderthals were very capable technicians. ~ English anthropologist Chris Stringer
Neanderthals passed their technical skills on from one
generation to the next. When groups encountered each other
they exchanged knowledge, which influenced later designs.
Neanderthals invented the lissoir: a bone tool used to
work animal hides, making them softer, tougher, and more
waterproof. In making lissoirs, dear ribs were chosen for
their flexibility. A selfsame tool, called a slicker, is used to
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work leather today. Bone tool technology was learned by CroMagnons from Neanderthals.
Besides catching small animals, Neanderthals adapted to
ambush-style hunting of big game, such as the woolly rhinoceroses that roamed north-central Europe during cold times.
Neanderthal started the slaughter that would leave the continent bereft of large fauna.
Neanderthals were not warriors. There is no trace of warlike conflict among them. This is a most significant distinction between Neanderthals and nascent modern men.


Diet 

Neanderthal diets varied. Those that lived on the plains
ate more meat than contemporaneous Cro-Magnon. They
also consumed the stomach contents of the herbivores they
slaughtered; a delicacy with the consistency and flavor similar to cream cheese.
Forest-dwelling Neanderthals were largely vegetarian.
Neanderthal residing near the seashore harvested mollusks,
fish, and hunted marine mammals, such as seals and dolphins. Neanderthals also enjoyed cooked vegetables, edible
mushrooms, and fresh fruit when it was found.
At least some Neanderthals had sophisticated knowledge
of herbal remedies and knew the nutritional value of certain
plants. Neanderthal were aware of willow bark for pain relief
(the source of aspirin) and knew of fungal antibiotics.
After a meal, a Neanderthal may have used a toothpick
to clean its teeth. This technique for fighting periodontal diseases was culturally transmitted.
Physically, Neanderthal were bruisers. Their relatively
heavier build meant that they needed a 1/3rd more calories
than Cro-Magnon.

Crossing paths in the Near East 120–60 TYA there was
repeated interbreeding between Neanderthals and the protohumans emerging from Africa. Though Cro-Magnon and Neanderthal largely kept to themselves in Europe, with separate communities, interbreeding occurred there as well.
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Upper Paleolithic skull fossils show a mosaic of Neanderthal
and Cro-Magnon features.
When Neandertals and modern humans mixed, they were at
the edge of biological compatibility. ~ American geneticist David Reich
Though most Neanderthal genetic input was adaptively
removed from modern humans, 2–4% of the DNA in Eurasians today descends from Neanderthals. This genetic influence is equivalent to that of a great-great-great-grandparent.
The conferred benefit for descendants of the interbreeding
was an improved immune system. Native Africans have no
Neanderthal DNA.
Around 55 TYA, Eurasia began to swing wildly between
frigid and temperate in short cycles lasting mere decades.
The cold snaps brought ice sheets to what had been forests.
Animal populations upon which Neanderthal preyed
were devastated. Nonetheless, Neanderthals, though diminished in numbers, adapted to the early rounds of climatic calamity.
The weather got worse: oscillations between warm and
frigid becoming increasingly wrenching. The fluxes brought
profound ecological shifts in both flora and fauna, as evolution worked double time to keep up. In the course of a single
individual's lifetime, many of the plants and animals were
replaced by new species.
Climate problems may have been compounded by resource competition between Neanderthals and Cro-Magnon.
That withstanding, it is unlikely that early humans were determinative in the demise of Neanderthals.
The climatic see-saw became too much of a challenge for
Neanderthals. Already splintered into small groups, they
dwindled and died out ~40 TYA. The timing coincides with a
cataclysmic volcanic eruption in Italy, which provoked an abrupt cold spell throughout Europe.


Denisovans



A small portion of a finger bone was found in Denisova
Cave in southern Siberia in 2008. A tooth and toe bone were
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later found. The cave had also been inhabited by Neanderthals and Cro-Magnon. But the finger bone DNA gave genetic
distinction to a new hominin, dubbed Denisovan.
Living 500–30 TYA, Denisovans had a shared heritage
with Neanderthals. Their common ancestor emerged from Africa half a million years ago. Neanderthals went west, settling in the Near East and Europe, while Denisovans headed
east; whence their speciation. Denisovans ranged from Siberia to southeast Asia. Unlike blue-eyed, fair-skinned Neanderthal, Denisovans were brunettes with brown eyes and
dark skin. 100–60 TYA, Neanderthal and Denisovan territories overlapped, and the two species occasionally interbred.
70–40 TYA, modern humans met Neanderthal in the Middle East. Humans later encountered Denisovans in southeast
Asia. Denisovans lived among and interbred with humans.
The genetic makeup of Australian aborigines and Melanesians derive largely from Denisovans.


H. naledi



A creature that would have walked upright really well but
also would have been comfortable in the trees. ~ American
paleoanthropologist William Harcourt-Smith

H. naledi lived in south Africa. The remains of 15 individuals were found deep within a cave, not buried in sediment.
H. naledi had a bewildering blend of features: a body
mass like that of small-bodied humans and the largest known
australopiths; jaws and teeth consistent with Homo, but a
small braincase (~500 cm2), even as its skull was shaped like
early Homo; Homo-like legs attached to a flared pelvis like
that of Au. afarensis; australopith shoulders and ribcage, but
with Homo wrists and hands.
Naledi's brain was tiny. ~ American anthropologist John
Hawks
The H. naledi bones were only 300,000 years old.
It is now evident that a diversity of hominin lineages existed,
with some divergent lineages contributing DNA to living humans, and at least H. naledi representing a survivor from the
earliest stages of diversification within Homo. ~ South African
anthropologist Lee Berger et al
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Brain tissue is energetically expensive. A decrease in brain
volume may be advantageous to an animal's survival under the
environmental conditions associated with islands. ~ English
paleontologists Eleanor Weston & Adrian Lister

H. floresiensis (~0.9–0.05 MYA) is one of the last known
hominin species to become extinct. Specimens were first
found on the small Indonesian island of Flores in 2003.
While H. floresiensis clearly belongs in the human family
as a distinct species, their skeletons are like no other. Nicknamed the Hobbit because its small size, these folk were 1.0–
1.2 meters tall, with brains roughly the size of modern guerillas (420 cm2).
Homo erectus reached Flores about 1 million years ago.
The hominid population there evolved to be smaller, as is
common with island mammal species, owing to limited food
resources and other factors.
Small brains were of no consequence mentally. Hobbits
made tools as sophisticated as their contemporaries.
H. floresiensis was far from unique. Pygmies in Africa are
a similar adaptation. Such small stature in hominins has
arisen independently a few times. Like H. floresiensis, H. luzonensis was a hominin that adapted to living on Luzon, a
Philippine island, via downsizing. Among the adaptations
was better ability to climb trees: a physiological and lifestyle
reversion not seen since australopiths.

H. erectus made its 1st foray out of Africa 2 MYA. Its descendants of numerous species – including Neanderthal and
Denisovans – spread throughout Eurasia. Some likely returned to Africa, from which came the creatures that supposedly spawned modern humanity.
The human past was highly complex. Population movement,
mixing, and local extinction were ubiquitous throughout.
~ paleoanthropologists Anders Bergström & Chris Tyler-Smith
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Homo sapiens



Not all those who wander are lost. ~ English novelist J.R.R.
Tolkien

Humans evolved in Africa by 350–315 TYA. Like hominins
before them, they had the traveling jones: spreading across
the continent, and into Europe and Asia, in repeated waves.
Ancient rivers and green corridors through what is now the
Sahara Desert provided passage.
Some of the earliest forays were met by setbacks, as ice
ages took their toll. Europe was especially inaccessible. When
the weather was favorable, the diaspora was ongoing.
Many early technical innovations were made to facilitate
long distance travel, including seafaring capability. These innovations diffused as cultures encountered one another.
Hominins reached California ~130 TYA, at the beginning
of an interglacial period. They likely crossed the ocean to get
there: an impressively courageous feat.
By 100 TYA, early explorers had expanded into western
Asia. The temperate climate of southern Asia made for a relatively easy migration. Some headed east, all the way to the
Pacific Ocean.
Moderns reached Australia 65 TYA. The only sign that
there was land out of sight were the migratory birds in flight.
It was enough.
Men were never ones to sit still. A wave of native Australians returned to the Asian mainland 20 TYA.
Humans first traversed the ice bridge of Beringia 26–20
TYA. People were in South America over 18 TYA.
Interbreeding was ongoing among peoples. The descent of
humanity was a complex weave. There was no singular origin
of the 'species'.

 Toba Super-Eruption 
Sumatra exploded 74 TYA. 2,500 km3 of magma flowed
from the Toba volcano there. The area covered in lava was
twice the size of New York City, equivalent to 76% of Rhode
Island. Toba was the largest volcanic eruption of the past 2
million years. The 74 TYA Toba explosion was last of 3 major
eruptions in the last million years.
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Ash spread north and west by prevailing winds, covering
the Indian subcontinent and raining down upon the oceans
from the Arabian Sea to the South China Sea. All of south
Asia was covered in a 15-cm ash blanket.
The Toba explosion coincided with the onset of Earth's
last glacial period, providing additional chill: a volcanic winter which fell global surface temperatures 3–5 ºC.
The effect of Toba on global human populations may have
been devastating. Toba seems to have shrunk the gene pool.
Genetic evidence suggests that humans today descended
from a population base of a few thousand breeding pairs that
existed 70 TYA.
Other animals – in at least Africa, Borneo, and India –
recovered from low population numbers 70–55 TYA. Humans
flowed out of Africa in a major migration wave 70–60 TYA.


Red Deer Cave People 

14.5–11.5 thousand-year-old fossils found in caves in
southwest China indicate a distinct hominin lived there until
the end of the last ice age. These people were different than
Denisovans and modern humans who lived contemporaneously in the same region.
Red Deer Cave skulls were anatomically unique from all
modern humans, including those from Africa 150 TYA. Red
Deer Cave people had a broad nose, flat face with prominent
brow ridges, jutting jaw that lacked a chin, along with a
rounded braincase in a thick skull. Their brain size was moderate.
The uniqueness of the Red Deer Cave people suggest that
they lived largely in isolation from other human species.
The term Red Deer derives from these people's apparent
taste for venison, whose remains were also found in the same
caves. The people roasted these large deer in their home.
The discovery of the Red Deer Cave people shows just how
complicated and interesting human evolutionary history was in
Asia right at the end of the ice age. We had multiple populations
living in the area, probably representing different evolutionary
lines: the Red Deer Cave people on the East Asian continent,
Homo floresiensis, or the 'Hobbit', on the island of Flores in
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Indonesia, and modern humans widely dispersed from northeast Asia to Australia. This paints an amazing picture of diversity. ~ Australian evolutionary biologist Darren Curnoe


Cro-Magnon 

Cro-Magnon is the informal reference to the European
human contemporaries of Neanderthals. The term Cro-Magnon derived from the first fossils found in a cave in France
called Abri de Cro-Magnon.
Though well-known, the term Cro-Magnon has lost favor
among anthropologists. Cro-Magnon has no taxonomic status, as it refers neither to a species or grade. Further, the
term has no direct application to an archeological phase or
culture. Nevertheless, Cro-Magnon provides a helpful handle
for early humans that lived during the Upper Paleolithic, the
onset of which neatly coincides with the earliest Cro-Magnon
fossil finds in Europe.
The term Cro-Magnon was scotched for European early
modern humans – the sort of inelegant mouthful that modern
anthropologists seem fond of. It won't be used here.
The development of early Africans who migrated to Europe and became Cro-Magnon mirrored that of their distant
relatives to the north, the Neanderthal: increasing skill with
tools, growing cultural and social sophistication.
Neanderthals and Cro-Magnon both fashioned clothes
from animal skins but the African immigrants did so with
more style and skill; likewise, jewelry.
Cro-Magnon lived in caves and constructed shelters. A
typical group was 30 to 50: generally, an extended family
group, forming a loose network. These hunter-gatherers fashioned sophisticated stone tools, which, via group coordination, brought down megafauna: feasting on enormous beasts
that could feed a growing population. So did Neanderthals.
Cro-Magnon life expectancy was 25 to 35 years. Cro-Magnon infant mortality was 150–250 per 1,000 births, which remained the norm into the 19th century. Infanticide looks to
have been a somewhat widespread practice; a presumed population control mechanism.
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Cro-Magnon were territorial: a trait that would be taken
to extremes in modern humans.


Cro-Magnons versus Neanderthals 

A difference in build and development, along with cultural refinements emanating from division of labor, gave CroMagnon an edge in survival over the Neanderthal natives in
Europe. Cro-Magnon in the time of their European cousin
sewed clothes. Meantime, Neanderthal left no sign of needles
or sewn garments. Such skill was symptomatic, not causal, of
why Cro-Magnon lived on and Neanderthal did not.
Neanderthal focus on game might have made hunting a
family sport: the women spotting and flushing game, the men
taking the kill. In contrast, the more varied diet of early
moderns would have favored women collecting nuts, grains,
seeds, berries, and the like, and preparing them, while the
men hunted. Such division of labor may have provided an incremental productivity, at a time when such seemingly modest advantage might have meant the knife's edge of survival.
Early domestication of females would have garnered a
tremendous advantage in both invention and the production
of food, clothing, and living essentials, plus acceleration of
social skills by a greater variety of activities and interactions.
Womanly contributions put Cro-Magnon on a constant learning track, accelerating mental development, sociality, and
communication skills. The augmented separation of the sexes
was also likely to have been instrumental in the sexism
which became integral to human culture.
As the Neanderthals were dying out, the humans who
would outlast them started living longer. The number of
grandparents among moderns skyrocketed. This meant both
more time for acquisition of knowledge and its transfer to the
next generation. Greater longevity may well have been a payoff from the improved cultural practices of Cro-Magnon.
A looming factor was purely biologic: Neanderthals were
bulky compared to more gracile Cro-Magnon, and so required
more calories to survive. Neanderthals had shorter strides,
which meant that Cro-Magnon could cover more ground
while foraging or hunting.
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These efficiencies would have allowed moderns more time
for varied skill acquisition and rearing children, both of
which would have enhanced survival chances for the young.
Today, that virtuous cycle of lean and keen has been lost on
post-industrial humans, leading to lower life expectancy and
ubiquitous stupidity at a time when education can be had.
Competition and conflict between Neanderthal and nascent moderns appear to have been direct at times. At least
one Neanderthal has been found with what appears a spear
wound to the chest. The puncture marks were that of a chiseled spear head, a type not known to Neanderthal culture,
but used by contemporaneous Cro-Magnon.
A butchered Neanderthal child was found in France
which indicated cannibalism by Cro-Magnon. Also found
were necklaces crafted from Neanderthal teeth and bones.
Natural resources are never inexhaustible, and hominins
have long had a way of working their habitats to exhaustion.
By 40 TYA, large game animals were severely depleted in Africa. By 20 TYA, the woolly mammoth, mastodon, sabertoothed tiger, giant bison, and sloth, were all gone from Eurasia. By 12 TYA, over 200 species had been exterminated by
man's intervention. The number of extinct species has since
grown so large that men have lost count; not that they ever
really cared.


Continuing Evolution 

From early Homo species to archaic Homo sapiens 300
there was a trend toward robustness which finally
reached a plateau, then gradually declined. Early humans
had thick skulls and muscular physiques. They were incredibly strong. The humans that traveled out of Africa 200,000
years ago were less beefy than those 100,000 years earlier,
though more robust than humans today.
Most populations of early moderns gradually became
more gracile: a trend that dramatically ratcheted 10,000
years ago, at the end of the last Ice Age. This includes a 10%
reduction in brain size: from over 1,400 cm2 to an average
1,300 cm2.
TYA
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There are exceptions. Some populations, including Australian aborigines, retained relative skeletal robustness. The
generally accepted explanation is that hard times made for
hard humans.
Early on, muscle mattered more. With more advanced
tools, muscle mattered less. The facility to manipulate the
environment allowed hominins to evolve into a relatively
weak, gracile species.
There were many epigenetic changes in the brain development of moderns. Modern humans are more susceptible to
organic mental illnesses, such as autism and schizophrenia,
than their hominin predecessors.
There were also numerous changes in epigenetic regulation of genes in the immune and cardiovascular systems.
Meantime, the digestive system remained relatively unchanged.
Environmental changes affected early moderns. Some
were self-imposed. Exterminating all the local large game
necessarily changed strategies for getting food.
Early agriculture was haphazard. The first farmers suffered nutritional stress; a surefire ticket to smaller body size.
Social changes may have played a role, though characterizing how those changes translated to a slenderer physique
is speculative. Changes in foraging may have lessened the
benefit of strength-based competition between men for mates: size mattered less than resource acquisition, which was
more a matter of smarts.
Various forms of agriculture took hold at distinct times in
various regions of the world, yet humans tended to become
more gracile regardless of where or how they lived.
The one constant for all was an average increase in global
temperature from the end of the Pleistocene. A warming climate is likely to have been a causative agent in human downsizing. In many parts of the world, numerous nonhuman
animals also declined in size contemporaneously.

Human evolution is ongoing.
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Pigmentation changes are rather easily accomplished epigenetically. This accounts for the distinctive variations
among human subspecies which have emerged.
The thick, straight, black hair that typifies east Asians
arose within the past 30,000 years. Red hair has an even
more recent origin, as a lightened variant of brown hair.
Earwax and sweat glands, both traits from related genes,
have changed in the past 25,000 years. Stinky armpits and
sticky earwax are old school. The innovation, found in east
Asians, is flakier, drier earwax and less pungent body odor.
In the past 5,000 years, the skin, hair, and eye colors of
Europeans have lightened, owing to local climate. Sexual
preference for blond hair and blue eyes has made them more
common. Meanwhile, Africans in malaria-infested areas developed greater resistance to the disease.
10,000 years ago, human teeth were 10% larger than today. As eating softer cooked foods became the norm, teeth
and jaws shrank, generation by generation.
Lactose tolerance is another recent dietary adaptation to
consuming dairy products and has independently evolved at
least 5 times in different human subspecies in the past 5 millennia. Other adaptations related to consuming interspecific
milk, which is not especially wholesome, have also occurred,
including in the microbiome.


Human Speciation 

If bounds are used that would distinguish modern humans
and their direct ancestors from other taxa, those bounds would
exclude many living humans from the taxon. ~ Camilo CelaConde & Francisco Ayala

Modern humans are remarkably diverse in both morphology and less-striking physical features, not to mention internal differences which are not visible. Ancestry, culture,
climate, and diet are causal factors.
A genome has vast potential for variety. Changes in gene
regulation and expression often reap major adaptive advantage.
There was statistically scant change in the genes between
the earliest hominin and that of modern humans. There are
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less than 100 protein-coding gene differences between Neanderthal and modern man.
What was more pervasive were a raft of modifications embodied epigenetically. The rise of moderns was mostly a mass
of modest genic tweaks that adaptively aggregated into significance.
Divergence in gene regulation can play a major role in evolution. ~ American geneticist Dawn Thompson et al
Human populations evolved various traits as habitat adaptations: not only because of local pathogens, but also owing
to cultural differences which drove genetic diversity. Contrary to anthropologists' recent proclivity toward lumping,
speciation is defined biologically not as inability to interbreed, but unwillingness to do so.
Fish and birds that encounter each other frequently – biologically sexually compatible – choose not to interbreed by
preference and are considered separate species. Modern humans have been treated otherwise. Genetic analysis has
demonstrated that European Cro-Magnon and Neanderthal
interbred, yet both are considered separate species.
By an impartial biologists' definition, the so-called human 'race' comprises a multitude of subspecies (or downright
species), separated by both biome and socioeconomic strata,
including a classic trait of speciation: tribal behaviors (aka
cultural mores) that inhibit interbreeding. Clearly is it easier
for anthropologists to speciate hominins of the past than it is
to do so with current populations.
Humans tend to mate with those of similar personality,
education, social standing, and even genome. Such discriminatory preference is termed assortative mating.
Nonetheless, where peoples converge, interbreeding invariably occurs, albeit in limited numbers. Unlike choosier
species, many men are strongly inclined toward sex with anything that is plug-compatible. All around the world, rape remains common.
If we consider all the races of man as forming a single species,
his range is enormous. ~ Charles Darwin
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 Propelling Human Evolution 
There is a universal human nature. This universality exists primarily at the level of evolved psychological mechanisms, not of
expressed cultural behaviors. ~ American psychologist Leda
Cosmides, American anthropologist John Tooby, & Canadian
anthropologist Jerome Barkow

Volatile climate greatly affected human descent, notably
African aridity and the consequent foraging demands it put
upon the genus.
Homo evolved against a background of long periods of habitat unpredictability that were superimposed on the underlying
aridity trend. Key factors to the success and expansion of the
genus rested on dietary flexibility in unpredictable environments, which, along with cooperative breeding and flexibility
in development, allowed range expansion and reduced mortality risks. ~ Susan Antón, Richard Potts, & Leslie Aiello
Major shifts in African climate coincide with 2 moments on
the hominin ancestral path, roughly a million years apart, that
mark significant changes in our family tree. The 1st evolutionary
shake-up happened between 2.9 million and 2.4 million years
ago. The 2nd shake-up occurred between 1.9 million and 1.6
million years ago. ~ American geographic environmentalist Peter deMenocal
As with other organisms, viruses propelled hominin evolution. ~30% of adaptive amino acid changes in human proteins came as viral contributions. The human inclination
towards addiction via enhanced pleasure stimulation was a
viral implant.
There were also other powerful forces at work, including
adaptations driven by the mind: sociality and technology.
Stone implements chronicle hominins as inveterate tinkerers. This exercise doubtlessly both reflected and impacted
mental and social evolution.
Artifacts only hint at the evolution of hominid minds. Insights into hominin mental descent may be gleaned by comparing humans to apes, where there are slight but telling
differences.
The working memory of chimps outperforms humans.
Superior memory withstanding, humans are better at mental
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visualization, such as seeing in the mind how objects may
align. Nonhuman primates rely more upon haptic contact for
problem-solving related to object manipulation. The human
skill of using sight rather than touch facilitates tool
construction and use. Children develop this ability at 3 years
of age.
Many nuanced accounts of human evolution implicitly assume that biological changes must precede cultural changes.
This prevailing logic in the field may put the cart before the
horse. Take care to distinguish cause from effect. Supposedly
momentous changes in our genome may sometimes be a consequence of cultural innovation. ~ English geneticist Simon
Fisher

 Brains & Brawn 
Hominid aerobic capacity for endurance running improved 2 MYA. Around the same time, brain size showed a
notable increase: a trend that accelerated during the Middle
Pleistocene, 800 TYA. Also ~800 TYA, Homo began having
longer adolescence, as contrasted to the more rapid development of earlier hominids.
The single biggest change of hominin evolution was in
metabolic allocation: brains demanded more calories while
muscles became more parsimonious. Ravenous brains developed by their becoming more molecularly complex and more
intricately integrated.
Contrary to common conjecture, nothing suggests that
hominid brain evolution improved acumen. Hypotheses
about hominids progressing in problem-solving or sociality
via brain changes are unsubstantiated. A trove of evidence
dispels the notion that brain size or organization is related to
intelligence. For instance, technology is not evidence of astuteness. With their industrial technologies modern men engineered their own extinction within a few generations. How
smart is that?!
Oddly, larger brain size led to smaller guts. This life-history trade-off – enlarging the brain leading to a smaller digestive system – is common among fish, birds, and mammals.
Why is not understood.
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Typical consequences of larger brains are fewer offspring
and greater altriciality. Primates have fewer offspring than
other mammals, and humans fewer still.
As their brains got bigger, human muscles atrophied. For
their size, monkeys and chimps are far stronger than even
the burliest men.
There is more to the story than trading brawn for brain.
In losing strength, hominin muscles adapted for a different
power: endurance. Tellingly, walking is excellent mental exercise, as it demands sensory awareness.
Endurance allowed foraging over greater distances. It
also engendered the diaspora that led to the human infestation of the entire planet.

 Culture 
Culture is not causeless and disembodied. It is generated in
rich and intricate ways by information-processing mechanisms
situated in minds. These mechanisms are, in turn, the elaborately sculpted product of the evolutionary process. ~ Jerome
Barkow, Leda Cosmides, & John Tooby

Culture represents shared symbolic expression: an exhibition of abstraction in a social context. The earliest hominids
had culture; just as other social animals do.
Culture shaped hominids. Early on, hominids shed the
sharp, pronounced canine teeth which apes use as a threat
signal. Faces became more expressive.
Humans are the only primate with easily seen sclera
(whites of the eyes). When this happened in hominin evolution is not known (as no fossil record exists of such soft tissue), but is indicative that subtle, nonverbal communication
became significant in the cultural repertoire.
Spontaneous smiling – an expression of joy – is a universal human expression with cultural implications. Typically,
too much smiling is interpreted as a sign of shallowness or
dishonesty. As something of a mask, Japanese sometimes
smile when angry or confused. Other Asians may smile when
embarrassed or to cover emotional pain.
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Another universal look is a face contorted by anger. Despite never having seen
one, even blind children can make an angry
face. Lowered brows, flared nostrils and a
piercing gaze define the face of anger. 7 key
muscles groups work in concert to produce
the look.
Anger evolved to motivate effective bargaining behavior during conflicts of interest. Humans are exceptionally good at assessing fighting ability just by looking at someone's face. The
explanation for evolution of the human anger face is surprisingly
simple – it is a threat display. ~ Australian criminologist Aaron
Sell
The anger face evolved as a show of power. People with
angry faces appear more formidable.
Stronger men anger more easily, fight more often, feel entitled
to more unequal treatment, resolve conflicts more in their own
favor and are even more in favor of military solutions than are
physically weak men. ~ John Tooby
When push comes to shove, human sociality comes down
to might makes right. It is the most archaic evolutionary rule
of conspecific relations and shows how human culture has not
strayed from it biological base.
People who are judged to be stronger tend to get their way
more often, other things being equal. ~ Aaron Sell
The emotional stature of apes and humans is identical.
Simians have an innate capacity for empathic kindness, as
do many other animals. Conversely, when provoked, chimpanzees have a capacity for savagery that is positively manly.
A significant aspect of culture is self-control, and the degree to which its loss is tolerated by others. This facet of culture strongly influenced the sociality of hominids, especially
regarding social cohesiveness and conflict.
Cooperation among apes is impeded by male social intolerance. This same lack of comity would haunt hominids, as is
apparent in the pettiness of modern politics.
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 Language 
Language is a system of symbols (syllables, words) with
interrelated meanings (semantics). The structural rule set
that establishes context is termed syntax.
Grammar is overarching and regards the proper use of
language for a certain culture milieu. Grammar includes semantics, syntax, punctuation, and spelling.
Language facility is innate and communication universal
among all life. All life forms have their own languages to communicate with conspecifics. We understand little of the syntactic subtleties of other life.
Human language syntax arose from preexisting systems in
other species. ~ Japanese linguist Shigeru Miyagawa et al
The genetic basis for song production in birds, vocalizations in mice, and human speech are the same. Birds learn to
sing the same way that babies learn to talk.
Gibbons sing by the same process that humans use to produce speech. Singing gibbons naturally croon with a virtuosity attained only by women opera sopranos.
Humans musicality is closely related to language facility.
Both involve melody and measure. Pitch and rhythm are crucial cues to language comprehension.

 Tilda 
What we have to do is discard this old idea that apes are
simply incapable of doing anything remotely similar to human
speech production. ~ American zoologist Rob Shumaker

Tilda is an orangutan born in Borneo in 1965. She was
captured young and has spent most of her life among humans. Tilda's early years were as a circus animal, before finding a home in a zoo.
At some point Tilda began imitating people. She waves
her arms and shakes her head the way humans do; and she
whistles – something wild orangutans don't do.
Researchers took an especial interest in Tilda because of
her whistling. Then she surprised them with faux speech:
gibberish words, though following the patterns and pitches
used by humans.
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Chimpanzee bonding involves much contact: the timeconsuming task of grooming. In 1997, English anthropologist
Robin Dunbar proposed that hominin vocal language arose
as a "cheap" means of social grooming. Alas, Dunbar knew
too little zoology. Many animals stay in touch with friends at
a distance by chatting with them.
Animals respond to each other's vocalizations to maintain
their social bonds. ~ American zoologist Ipek Kulahci
That other animals fulsomely communicate does not
counter Dunbar's conjecture of human chat as cheap grooming. It instead places the evolution of vocalization as an adaptive continuum in human descent.
Amphibians, reptiles, and mammals all have larynges
which function to preclude food aspiration and facilitate
sound production. Vocalization did become increasingly important in Homo: the modern human larynx adapted as recently as 40,000 years ago to allow faster talking.
The basic syntactical knowledge upon which all human
languages are based is inborn. By 3–4 months, infant vocalizations express a full range of emotions. Language learning
is a process of vocal attunement and attachment of symbolic
meaning to sounds.
People expeditiously bond via vocalization, develop conditional relations, and express hostility. Gossip has long been
the lingua franca of sociality.
Language is very much a social tool. Not only does it allow
us to exchange information relevant to our ability to survive in
a complex, constantly changing social world, but it also allows
us to mark other individuals as friend or foe. ~ Robin Dunbar
The relative position of the larynx tends to be lower in
men than women. This gives males deeper voices at the expense of the larger range of discrete vowel sounds that females can produce.
People size each other up by the quality of their voices. As
with other animals, deep voice exaggerates size.
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Like stags, men evolved deeper voices to deter sexual
competitors. A confident man expresses his sense of dominance by speaking at a lower pitch. Conversely, submission
squeaks.
Low-pitched male voices signal masculinity. Women more
easily remember information when told by a man with a deep
voice.
The languages developed depended partly on climate.
Whereas languages with tonal floridity developed in humid
areas, those with simpler tone pitches emerged in drier regions.
Tonal languages, such as Chinese, are only possible with
adequate humidity, which keeps the mucous membranes
moist, allowing more elasticity. Humidity also improves the
ion balance within the mucous membranes of the vocal folds,
affording greater precision in pitch oscillation.
Compared to chimps, humans weave language into a
more complex social fabric. This is an alloyed advantage. For
one, liars have to keep their stories straight. In contrast,
chimp deception is simpler and less frequent.

 Monogamy 
The emergence of pair-bonding in humans was a major evolutionary transition, which dramatically altered the trajectory of
our species. ~Russian evolutionary biologist Sergey Gavrilets

Although common in birds, social monogamy is rare
among mammals. 90% of birds live in pairs, whereas less
than 3% of mammals do. The demands of mammalian motherhood – internal gestation and lactation – make it advantageous for males to seek other mating opportunities.
In mammals, social monogamy evolved when females
were largely solitary, and the ranges of roaming male overlapped those of several females. Female solitude partly descended from diet.
Pair-bonding arises in species that diet on high-quality
foodstuffs which are not abundant. Fruit is the main part of
the diet in 91% of socially monogamous primates, whereas
only 28% of solitary primate species rely upon fruit. Foods
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with low nutritional content are a much larger part of solitary species' diets than monogamous primates.
When breeding females are intolerant of each other and
female density is low, males cannot guard more than one
breeding female. This logistical pickle produces monogamy.
Where females are widely dispersed, the best strategy for a
male is to stick with one female, defend her, and make sure that
he sires all her offspring. In short, a male's best strategy is to be
monogamous. ~ English zoologist Tim Clutton-Brock
Primates are unusual among mammals in that monogamy evolved independently in all major clades. In primates,
larger brains produced a more prolonged infancy. This meant
that mothers were infertile for longer durations.
Killing a female's babies brings her back into fertility.
There are only few ways to evolve a prevention to this reproductively self-defeating dilemma.
Female chimps mate with many of the males in their
group to confuse paternity. This spares them from infanticide.
The descent of hominins – with their enlarging brains,
cunning, and often violent nature – rendered infanticide an
evolutionary dilemma, especially with the lessening of
tightly-knit social bonds. The adaptive solution was pairbonding.
You do not get monogamy unless you already have infanticide, and you do not get a switch to paternal care if you don't
already have monogamy. ~ English anthropologist Christopher
Opie
There is no biological imperative to monogamy in humans, even as men with small testes are more inclined to
parenting. Instead, mate bonding is a cultural norm.
Only 17% of human cultures are strictly monogamous.
The others involve a mix, with most people practicing monogamy, either heterosexual or homosexual, while a minority
practice polygamy or otherwise. Even in those cultures with
monogamy, extra-pair copulation is common.
The human mating system is extremely flexible. ~ Canadian
anthropologist Bernard Chapais
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Over 90% of bird species breed as monogamous pairs. In
90% of those birds, extra-pair paternity is common. Though
the numbers are likely lower, similar dynamics applied to
hominins.
From social insects as well as birds, cooperation is unlikely
to evolve within extended families unless there is also genetic
monogamy. A different form of cooperation – between unrelated individuals – may actually be promoted by promiscuity.
~ English zoologist Ben Sheldon & American zoologist Marc
Mangel
Mothers are devoted to their offspring. A father's commitment to paternal care depends upon paternity. Extra-pair
mating by females creates an incentive for males to cooperate
with neighbors. Infidelity likely was instrumental in extending male hominin sociality.
Where maternity certainty makes females care for offspring at
home, paternity uncertainty and a potential for offspring in several broods make males invest in communal benefits and public
goods. ~ Norwegian zoologists Sigrunn Eliassen & Christian
Jørgensen

 Longevity 
As a life-history variable longevity has served humans especially well. Extended childhoods not only encourage brain
development, it also knits families and communities closer
together, as altricial youngsters need resources and protection for greater durations.
Living longer garnered the greatest advantage that a social species given to technological innovation could have: the
benefit of experience.
Groups of gregarious mammals are commonly led by elders. Elephants and cetaceans are exemplary. Their
knowledge of foraging techniques and prime feeding locations can be the difference between group survival and demise.
The experience edge can be particularly telling in territorial concerns, whether defending or taking new lands. Wolves
are predators whose prowl is determined by dominion. Taking territory from another pack is largely a numbers game,
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but experience tips the balance beyond numbers. Packs with
grizzled veterans battle better for territory.
Being physically past their prime, brawn is not the contribution that old wolves give to a brawl. It is instead imparting improved combat tactics to their packmates.

 Social Cunning 
According to the social intelligence hypothesis, social context represents an important force driving the selection of animal
cognitive abilities such as the capacity to estimate the nature of
the social relationships between other individuals. ~ French
zoologist Clémentine Vignal et al

In an ersatz interpretation of the social intelligence hypothesis, that human cognitive abilities evolved via intense
social competition has been suggested. According to this notion, effective strategies of achieving social success – alliance
formation, manipulation, exploitation, and deception – translated into reproductive success.
The social brain hypothesis implies that constraints on group
size arise from the information-processing capacity of the primate brain. ~ Robin Dunbar
In 1992, Dunbar figured that hominins evolved bigger
brains because they lived in larger social groups than other
tailless primates.* He calculated that 150 people – Dunbar's
number – has long been the mean size of cohesive human social groups.
In 2000, American anthropologist Russell Bernard and
English social network researcher Peter Killworth nearly
doubled Dunbar's number, to a mean 290 (median = 231, owing to a distribution skew), based upon numerous field studies. Dunbar's number remains better known.
Dunbar's social brain hypothesis was premised on ignorance of other species, beginning with apes. Further, such
group statistics miss a major facet of human social complexity.
*

The premise of the social brain hypothesis is ridiculous because
Dunbar's assumption that brain size relates to intelligence is
false.
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The difference between ape and human societies comes
by way of cultural elaboration and economics, not just numbers. Hominin propensity to problem-solving as a rewarding
exercise in of itself, coupled to cultural transmission, rendered technology cumulative. This, combined with the will to
dominate, drove the economics and polities politely termed
civilization.
Humans, chimpanzees, dolphins, and elephants live in
fission-fusion social groups: communities of up to a few hundred individuals, with dynamic subgroups that include families, friends, and coalitions. Everyone in a community
recognizes one another. Each member has a relationship with
most every other in the group; hence matrices of bonds exist.
Though similar in essentials, the societies of monkeys,
chimps, elephants, and dolphins are generally more closeknit than that of people. This statement has become truer
since industrialization and burgeoning human populations.
Mammals are not the only animals that live in communities where individuals know each other, with social hierarchies, or where there is an audience effect to an animal's
behavior. The pressures of society press upon microbes,
plants, insects, fish, and birds much as they do mammals.
The particulars and levels of sophistication vary, but the
thrust of the social intelligence hypothesis applies throughout the realm of life. What little we know of bacterial sociality
indicates a variety of interactions, both competitive and cooperative.
As with other animals, social demands on a variety of
fronts, both direct and indirect, affected hominid evolution.
Being able to remember more relationships would not have
advanced culture or technology, which was key to humans
coming to take their fates into their own hands. Machiavellian maneuvers would have proven sorely inadequate.
Man in many respects may be compared with those animals
which have long been domesticated. ~ Charles Darwin
Domestication has historically emphasised special behavioural qualities that we share with domesticated animals, such
as social tolerance and low emotional reactivity to provocation.
Anatomical changes found in H. sapiens compared with earlier
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hominins show a strong similarity to those that occur in domestication. "Domesticates" mostly have smaller bodies than their
wild ancestors. Their faces tend to be shorter, projecting relatively less forward. Differences between males and females are
less developed. And domesticates usually have smaller brains.
The differences between modern humans and our earlier ancestors look like the differences between a dog and a wolf. ~ English primatologist Richard Wrangham

 Cooperation 
Complex social organization builds on the emergence and
maintenance of cooperation. ~ German cognitive ethologist
Julia Fischer

Although avarice and lust for power by men propelled exploitation on a grand scale, it was cooperation, not competition, which permitted human civilization to blossom. An
ample measure of collaboration was essential in building the
empires of early civilizations. Without cooperation, humans
would have never emerged from the Stone Age. They may not
have even got that far.
Spontaneous, altruistic behavior is exclusively found among
species where the young are not only cared for by the mother,
but also other group members such as siblings, fathers, grandmothers, aunts and uncles. ~ Swiss anthropologist Judith Maria
Burkart
The family of New World monkeys known as callitrichids
– marmosets and tamarins – cooperatively care for their
young. Alloparenting is by no means confined to primates.
Meerkats cooperate to rear their young. As seen in the tropical rainforest, even some spiders practice protective alloparenting.
The adoption of cooperative breeding by our hominin ancestors provides the most parsimonious explanation for the origin
of human hyper-cooperation. ~ Judith Burkart et al
For hominids, cooperation as a social norm required comity among adult males.
Our ability to effectively collaborate with others is largely responsible for what our species came to be. ~ Sergey Gavrilets
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Hominids were not the first instance of male-male cooperation in simians that afforded development of complex multilevel societies. Guinea baboons are the only species of
baboon where males are tolerant and cooperative toward
same-sex conspecifics, even those that are not related. Physical traits associated with sexual competition, including the
size of canine teeth and testicles, are smaller in male Guinea
baboons than in other baboons. Male Guinea baboons have
less rivalry and are less aggressive toward females. Males actively contribute to the cohesion of their multilevel society, as
contrasted to the energetic efforts by males in other baboon
species in maintaining dominance hierarchies.
If prehistoric people began living closer together and passing
down new technologies, they'd have to be tolerant of each
other. The key to our success is the ability to cooperate and get
along and learn from one another. ~ American biologist Robert
Cieri
Modern humans appear in the fossil record ~300 TYA but
it was only 50 TYA that saw an upsurge in art production,
technological innovation, and cultural exchange. Contemporaneous with the upswing in culture human testosterone levels declined. Facial structure reflected the change. A heavy
brow and larger upper face were replaced by a less prominent
browline and rounder face.
A similar transition happened with aggressive chimpanzees and their peaceable descendants: bonobos. These 2 apes
have distinct developmental paths, and they respond to social
stress differently. Male chimpanzees experience a strong rise
in testosterone during puberty. Bonobos do not.
When stressed, the bonobos do not produce more testosterone as chimps do. Instead, bonobos produce more cortisol,
the stress hormone. Chimpanzee and bonobo faces differ.
It's very hard to find a brow-ridge in a bonobo. ~ American
evolutionary anthropologist Brian Hare
Though bonobos are humankind's closest ape relative (not
chimpanzees, as long thought), men are no peaceful bonobos;
quite the contrary. Advances in hominin cooperative sociality
doubtlessly owe to the leavening influence of females, with
their superior social skills and relative sense of harmony.
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It was women, not men, that were key to human social
advance. The shift from male-dominated, female-dispersal
groups to pair-bonding and greater sexual egalitarianism
provided the context for expanded social networks and alliances among unrelated individuals. The transformative context was female interaction that fostered social stability,
collaboration, and cumulative culture. Men went along with
what their women persuaded them was advantageous: teamwork.
There is a dissonant irony in hominin sociality that remains on display to this day. Men somewhat reluctantly cooperate, doing so only when self-interests coincide or within
the context of a dominance hierarchy. All social coalitions involving men have a pecking order. Male-dominated intergroup tension is a norm, tempered only by power assessment
and fear of material or social status loss.
Lethal raids by competing groups were part of life for huntergatherer communities. ~ Argentinian paleoanthropologist
Marta Mirazón Lahr
The self-conflicting gyre of conflict/cooperation reflects
the evolution of human sociality. The social bonds of tribes
and dominance regimes of early humans were forged by war:
one group pitting itself another for spoils, including fertile
females.
Effective defense against marauders demanded collaborative efforts, so they emerged. The strongest bonding experience for men is facing combat together.
Collaborative ability is more likely to evolve first by betweengroup conflicts and then later be used against Nature. ~ Sergey
Gavrilets

 Social Structure 
Most primate societies are independent, single-group
structures. In contrast, human sociality involves multilevel,
nested alliances.
Close-knit mixed-sex nonhuman primate groups last only
until sexual maturity. To avoid interbreeding either males or
females emigrate to another group.
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In contrast, humans remain familial into adulthood. Pairbonding between families created affines (in-laws) that extend group cohesion. This created kin-based interlocking
bonds between groups, forming the basis for tribalism that
still comprises the core building block of human social structure. Upon this larger societies were built. Further social
glue was applied with shared culture and aligned economic
interests.


Cultural Diversity



Large-scale societies rent when conflicts arise between
tribes or other groups culturally bound by affinity. As narrow
self-interest readily overrides comity, social conflict is as
much a norm of human sociality as the tribal and economic
bonding that creates large societies.
That fission in human tribes has often been stronger than
fusion is helped by human adaptivity in being able to live in
a broad range of biomes. This owed partly to cultural advance
(knowledge of food sources, tools, clothing, et cetera).
The other aspect engendering fission over fusion is that
human mental evolution led to imperative values based upon
abstractions rather than practicalities. As survival became
less problematic, mental constructs grew in importance. Belief systems became paramount, most notably religion. These
were reinforced by rituals which fortified cultural identity.
If a subgroup did not like the conditions imposed by the
tribe, they might leave. Human ability to migrate long distances facilitated diaspora and cultural diversity. This terminal fission distinguishes humans from the sociality of
baboons, most of whom tolerate strict dominance hierarchies
under which humans would chafe.
Here we encounter an ever-active facet in the gyre of human culture: a sense of individuality – conceived conceptually and expressed culturally – rubs against social
restrictions imposed by established customs.
A subgroup forms adhering to a new culture. If existing
tribal mores are considered repressive in opposition, the sub-
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group emigrates, forming its own tribe: whence cultural fission. Further, if limited resources become coveted and contested, the seeds the war are planted.
Beyond materialism, intertribal conflict is often driven by
social grievance. A perceived insult breeds the desire for revenge. These dynamics remain in the cultures of modern societies, sowing the seamy underbelly of politics.
Fission-fusion as a social dynamic depends upon 2 determinants: shared goals and group cohesiveness. The depth of
both depend upon the level of altruism in tribal members.
Evolutionary biologists make much of kin relations as
mitigating the damage of conflicts. Pervasive domestic violence and intrafamily feuds throughout history puts paid too
much of that notion.
At the societal level, civil wars demonstrate the bitterness of the adage that familiarity breeds contempt. Religious,
political, and materialist ideologies tied to cultural identity
are a potent concoction that can counter any inclination to
civility.
The diaspora of humanity via male-provoked fission produced the profusion of human cultural diversity. Many cultures developed in ignorance of others, or, alternately, as
derivatives of other cultures. People take what is useful to
them.
The same dynamics drive cultural practices today as they
have for hundreds of thousands of years. Technology has advanced, but not the motivations and modes that kindle culture.


Domestication & Violence



While warfare has been a constant in human affairs, a
countercurrent has been the domestication of humans. (In
modern bureaucratic parlance, domestication is called institutionalization.) Much as domesticated animals are bred for
passivity, the innate aggressiveness of male human stock has
been tempered by killing off some of the most violently inclined. Wars helped somewhat in that regard.
More generally, sustained violence is frowned upon in
most cultures, and in modern times has been claimed as a
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monopoly of the state. Suppression and sublimation of aggression are typically encouraged by ruling elites, who fear
that violence unchecked may come to be turned against them.
Thus, strong cultural norms subdue innate male propensity to violence. Nonetheless, as a glance at the daily news on
any day reveals, civility remains a limited commodity. Violence, whether physical or economic, is a fact of everyday human experience.

 Technology 
Tools weren't just a product of human evolution, but actually
drove it as well. ~ American paleoanthropologist Thomas Morgan

The evolution of hominin symbolic thinking had its practical turn with engineering, which welded observation and
theorization to application. The initial impetuses for hominid
engineering were getting enough to eat and surviving inclemency. Engineering impulses broadened to create art.
Cultural evolution strongly depends on population size.
~ French paleontologist Maxime Derex et al
Thanks to societal stability, engineering became a selfperpetuating gyre, succored (or stymied) by culture. Technology engendered cooperation and materialist culture, both essential to further technological development. Symbolism,
technology, culture, economics, and social value systems became entangled in constructing civilization.

 Synopsis 
➢ Owing to disparate, piecemeal anthropological discoveries, the story of human descent is a fragmented tale.
➢ 14–8 MYA in Africa, hominids and apes parted ways from
a common primate ancestor. Dramatic climate change
was a strong external driver in the radiation of hominids,
reflected in traits that afforded generality: dietary diversity, greater mobility, and the savvy to deal with shifting
environments.
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2 MYA there were at least 8 contemporaneous hominids, all in Africa, all with populations as low as 10,000
or less. The number of hominin species was whittled down
to 4 by 100,000 years ago; thinly spread in Africa, Europe,
and Asia. Glaciation took a terrible toll.
➢ Both environmental and social demands drove hominin
evolution. One of the most important traits developed was
an increasing capacity for complex language. Though an
incremental advance compared to other animals, the significance of language in human descent cannot be overstated.
➢ Monogamy as the dominant mating system facilitated the
growth of tribes through marriage bonds. Culture extended inclusive social bonding, creating the multilevel,
nested structures of alliances that characterize human
societies. The productive advantage in large-scale sociality is cooperation.
➢ Hominins underwent evolutionary changes from the
Pleistocene to the Holocene: more gracile, with less sexual
dimorphism. Those adaptations arose from multiple influences, but a warming climate was doubtlessly instrumental.
➢ Humans arose by 315,000 years ago, somewhere in Africa. Like many hominids before them, they migrated outwards in waves, speciating along the way.
➢ Despite remarkable diversity, where any biologist would
otherwise find multiplicity, modern humans are considered a single species. Distinctive human phenotypes and
cultures used to be called races; a term now generally deprecated as divisive rather than descriptive.

 Early Human History 
We often view ourselves as separate from Nature, but here is
the rub: our cultures have changed. Our behaviors have
changed. Our diets have changed. Our medicine has changed.
But our bodies are the same, essentially unaltered from 6,000
generations ago. Our bodies remember who we are. They respond as they have long responded, unaware that anything has
changed. ~ American biologist Rob Dunn

Like their evolutionary forbearers, hominins have always
been gregarious. Their earliest exploits, prior to any written
record, can only be conjectured from old bones and hoary artifacts. Evidence suggests social behavior patterns that continue to this day. Only the level of technology changed much.

 Prehistory 
Culture is the most prominent nongenetic influence on human perception. Human infants always acquire the language,
perceptions, thought patterns and behaviors appropriate to the
culture in which they are reared, regardless of who or where
their biological parents may be. Culture, then, constitutes a set
of collectively accepted parameters for gauging the nature of
things, a perceptually shared reality, a world view. ~ American
cultural anthropologist Carolyn Bloomer

Prehistory is the immensely long period of hominin history prior to written records. Along with their bones, hominins left artifacts. Their study comprises archeology.
Most hominid artifacts readily biodegrade over time, especially items made from plant matter. What remains are
bits of stone, metal, and hard clay, from which to glean an
understanding of early sociality and the rise of civilization.
An artifact is any manufactured object. When a bunch of
artifacts are found which were plainly made at the same time
by the same people, the lot is termed an industry.
Discovery of different contemporaneous industries by the
same tribe receives the title of culture. Of course, the artifacts
are merely indicative of culture, which is the way that people
lived, organized their activities and themselves, as well as
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how they thought about what they were doing and the social
world they lived in.
Early cultures are frequently named after the site where
they were first recognized. This turns archeology in a cartographical hydra.

 3-age System 
To put artifacts in their proper context I consider it most important to pay attention to the chronological sequence, and I
believe that the old idea of first stone, then copper, and finally
iron, appears to be ever more firmly established as far as Scandinavia is concerned. ~ C.J. Thomsen

In 1816, while organizing antiquities for the then-new
Danish National Museum in Copenhagen, C.J. Thomsen decided to present the goods chronologically.
Previous scholars had proposed that prehistorical implements had advanced from an age of stone tools to those of
bronze and iron. Thomsen turned this treatment into a chronology applied to artifacts. Hence prehistory got divided into
a 3-age system.
The Stone Age
The Bronze Age
The Iron Age
The 3-age system is widely known and wildly outmoded
for its oversimplification in lacking worldwide application.
For example, a bronze phase is not found everywhere. The
transition from one age to the next is both uncertain and nonuniform geographically.
Writing became common during the Bronze Age: hence
the history of prehistory overstays its welcome.
Most telling is that the 3 ages tell nothing of the way of
life; instead, merely suggesting the state of materials technology. For all that, the 3-age system is so well-known that
its use continues, as does its subdivisions.
The standard archeological habit seems to be tripartite
divisions, with the usual names of Early, Middle, and Late,
but Stone Age divisions are termed Old, Middle, and New. At
some unrecorded date, the Stone Age was updated with
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swankier stone-based divisions now favored by archeologists:
Paleolithic (palaios being Greek for old), Mesolithic (mesos =
Greek for middle) and Neolithic (neos = Greek for new); lithos
being Greek for stone.
Borrowing from geology, each of the Paleolithic age divisions have their own tripartite splits: Lower, Middle, and Upper, referring to age by physical strata (the lowest being the
oldest).

 Expression 
Language is necessarily symbolic – a honeybee dancing
directions to her hive mates is exemplary. Cleaner fish symbolically advertise their services to other fish, who reply with
their own symbolic gestures.
Animals in the wild create their own artistic flourishes in
their constructions. Male bowerbirds build an elaborate stage
displaying personalized preferences of materials, upon which
they perform to prospective mates elaborate dances of their
own design: art as a display of vitality.
Like the primates before them, the earliest hominids expressed themselves by body language, gestures, and vocalizations. With opposable thumbs and increasingly versatile
vocal cords, hominids evolved the means to give symbolism
and creative expression fuller flower. Hominid language developed alongside adaptive refinements in symbolic manipulation and its articulation, culminating in writing.
Complex toolmaking and language coevolved. ~ English anthropologist Natalie Thaïs Uomini & English psychologist Georg
Friedrich Meyer
The same areas of the brain are active during language
processing and toolmaking. Both share conceptual similarities, such as the need for structured planning. Language skill
and dexterity with tools co-develop in young children.
Chimpanzees are identically constrained over complexity
in both tool use and language. Their performance in both areas are those of a 2-year-old child.
As products of materials science, technology and artistic
expression are inseparably intertwined. Both advanced as
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stone and metal work progressed. Their only distinction is
utility: as a tool or for an individualized statement.

 Art 
The urge of artistic expression was inherent in hominins
that fashioned the earliest tools. They began inscribing as
soon as they had the means.
The known record of hominid artistic expression starts
with carved elephant bones by Homo erectus in the Lower
Paleolithic (the Old Stone Age). The Middle Paleolithic presents bracelets, beads, rock art, and ochre pigment for body
paint. By the New Stone Age (Upper Paleolithic), representational art abounds, sculpturally and illustratively. Figurines and imagery ubiquitously represent natural forms.
While simple symbols are frequently apparent, elaborated
abstractions in art arose much later, during the Mesolithic.


Abstract Art



The prevalence of certain geometric patterns in the symbolic
material culture of many prehistoric cultures, starting shortly after the emergence of our biological species and continuing in
some indigenous cultures until today, is explained in terms of
the characteristic contents of biologically determined hallucinatory experience. ~ archeologists Tom Froese, Alexander Woodward, and Takashi Ikegami

Evidence of symbolic imagery reaches back to the earliest
artifacts. There is a long tradition, beginning at least 100,000
years ago, of painting with red ochre in geometrical patterns.
These patterns are often variations of selfsame themes.
Similar symbolic patterns recurrently occur
around the world: a cave painting 73,000 YA in
South Africa, Japanese Jomon pottery from 4000
BCE, and many works in between, as well those
to the present day. English mathematician Alan
Turing described these patterns in the 1952 article "The
Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis." Turing patterns comprise
various geometric forms, including a diffusion of spots, spirals, traveling waves, and maze-like grids. They appear in
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innumerable natural forms, from galactic formations to animal skins.
Turing patterns emerge from distributed activity of nonlinear, dynamic, reaction-diffusion systems that exhibit local
excitatory and sparse inhibitory connectivity. A reaction-diffusion system is a mathematical model which explains how a
concentration of one or more substances changes spatial distribution on a surface under the influence of local chemical
reactions which transform the substance(s) and their spreading out.
In the human mind, Turing patterns can reputedly appear which resemble the cellular structures of the brain.
These patterns supposedly become more accessible under the
influence of hallucinogens.
When these visual patterns are seen during altered states of
consciousness they are directly experienced as highly charged
with significance. ~ Tom Froese, Alexander Woodward, & Takashi Ikegami
Then again, artistic incorporation of Turning patterns
may simply be an abstracted reflection of Nature.


Cave Paintings



Neanderthals drew on the cave walls where they lived.
Cro-Magnon continued the practice. Some of the most striking prehistoric art works are cave paintings found in western
Europe as early as 37,000 YA. Even earlier figurative paintings – at least 39,900 years old – have been found in a limestone cave on the island of Sulawesi in Indonesia. They
include hand stencils like those found in Europe.
Drawings and engravings in caves and on rocks dated
14,000–10,000 years old have been found in China, Japan,
Australia, South Africa, and South America.
Cave paintings were made with manganese, naturally occurring in various black minerals, and red ochre, found in
clay imbued with hydrated iron oxide.
European cave paintings most often
depict animals in action, primarily in profile. Some even show action lines that indicate motion: prehistoric animation.
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Made entirely from memory, the images show meticulous
observation of the subject matter.
One striking aspect of these animal figures is that they
are full of life. The animals depicted are almost never in postures of pain or suffering. The intimation is admiration; not
illustration of meat on the hoof, even as most drawn European cave animals were herbivores: aurochs, bison, deer,
horses, ibex, mammoths, et cetera.
Depictions are of individual animals, somewhat randomly
placed, not scenes from Nature. Seldom is interaction among
animals shown.
Plants, birds, and human forms are infrequently depicted
in Upper Paleolithic art. When they do appear, the imagery
is schematic rather than naturalistic.
Some of the most impressive cave paintings merge the
natural form of the cave wall with the depiction. In this case,
cave surfaces were not treated as blank canvases. Artists
chose subject matter and technique to match the substratum.
Such thoughtful incorporation appears in 10–15% of the
many thousands of cave images found.
Geometric forms are sometimes found alongside, or accompanying, representational figures. These symbols remain
inscrutable.

 Chauvet-Pont-d'Arc Cave 
Chauvet-Pont-d'Arc Cave in southern France presents a
contrast in cave painting conventions. This cave has hundreds of animal paintings from 32–30 TYA, depicting at least
13 distinct species, including some rarely or never seen in
other Paleolithic cave art. Rather than filling the walls exclusively with herbivores, various carnivores appear: bears, cave
lions, panthers, and cave hyenas. Animal interactions are
shown. Woolly rhinoceroses are depicted butting horns.
Chauvet-Pont-d'Arc artists employed some unique techniques. In several places, walls were scraped clear of debris,
leaving a smoother and lighter surface for artwork. A 3-dimensional quality, along with suggested movement, was
achieved by etching around the outlines of certain figures.
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Beginning at least 8,000 years ago peoples around the
world toiled to create geoglyphs: artistic designs that may
cover hundreds of meters. Ancient geoglyphs have been discovered in Chile, Peru, Bolivia, Brazil, California, Iowa-Wisconsin, England, Syria, Jordan, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Russia,
and Kazakhstan.
Ancient Russians created an enormous geoglyph of a
moose in the Ural Mountains 6,000 years ago. The moose is
275 meters long and up to 10 meters wide, formed by digging
ditches and filling them with stones.

The Uffington White Horse (shown above) is a stylized
running horse 105 meters long, created by carving through
turf to reveal the white chalk underneath. The horse was created 3,000 years ago.
The Paracas Candelabra was created
on the side of a mountain at Pisco Bay,
Peru in 200 BCE. The 200-meter-high design is cut 0.6 meters into hard soil, with
stones around it. The representation is
likely a lightning-rod trident belonging
to the creator god Viracocha, known throughout South America in ancient mythologies.
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The Nazca Lines in Peru were
scratched in the desert beginning
2,000 years ago. There are over 800
straight lines running up to 48 kilometers, 300 geometric figures, and 70 biomorphs (animal and plant designs).
One figure is a huge monkey with a
spiral tail. The drawings were made by removing rocks and
earth to create a negative image (as with the Uffington
horse).
Geoglyphs are only appreciable from on high. Many can
be seen from space. The engineering and effort involved in
these ancient geoglyphs suggests deep cultural significance.
The conventional guesses about geoglyphs is that their
construction relates to religious rituals. A more radical hypothesis, dating to the 1960s (naturally), is that some were
intended as billboards to extraterrestrials.


Musical Instruments



Music may have long been part of the hominin experience. The first unequivocal evidence of musical activity came
from Geißenklösterle Cave in Germany. There a flute was
found, made of a swan's bone 42.5 TYA.
Beginning 80 TYA, the Isturitz Cave in southwest France
was occupied for some 70,000 years. Over 20 bone flutes were
found there, made 40–26 TYA. Some of the flutes were designed to be played 2-handed. They had chamfered holes to
maximize acoustic efficiency. Some of the flutes appear polished by frequent use.
The existence of music in the Stone Age is attested by various instruments besides flutes: whistles, scrapers, and bullroarers. A bullroarer is a weighted airfoil (rectangular slat of
wood) attached to a long cord. Swinging it in the air produces
low-frequency sounds that travel long distances. Varying the
rotation and twist in various ways alters pitch.
Drums of wood and skin were likely made, through rarely
ever preserved. Calcite (carbonate crystal) sheets have been
found in caves that show traces of percussive use.
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 Writing 
Numeracy begat prose. Writing originated with accounting records. Tokens of tallies provided proof of quantities involved in transactions.
With practice, symbolic systems were extended to convey
any message. Invariably the form and structure of a written
language mirrored its spoken progenitor.
Various accounts date the origin of Chinese logograms. A
logogram is a symbol representing a word or its portion. A
morpheme is the smallest semantic language unit.
Isolated pictures and graphs have been found in China
that date back 8,000 years. According to legend, Chinese
characters were invented by Cangjie ~2650 BCE: a bureaucrat for the legendary Yellow Emperor, who is credited with
initiating Chinese civilization.
By the 6th century CE the Japanese had adopted Chinese
ideograms. With their cultural inclination toward refinement, by 712 the Japanese had trimmed the ideograms to a
more manageable number – from 10,000 to around 2,000 –
and overlaid a phonetic system, where each symbol represents a syllable.
Cuneiform script, which emerged in Sumer around 3600
BCE, started as complex pictographs, which were iteratively
simplified into fewer and simpler strokes via abstractive subtraction.
By 2800 BCE, the Egyptians had a set of 24 hieroglyphs to
represent syllables with a single consonant of their language.
Vowels went unwritten. Egyptian trade exposed others to
their hieroglyphs. This begat experimentation into simpler
script systems.
That early writing systems comprised ideograms owes to
the mind processing written words as pictorial representations (pictograms). The later evolution of letter alphabets
thus represents an advance in language abstraction.
Proto-Sinaitic script emerged in the Sinai 1850 BCE. It
was an intermediate between Egyptian hieroglyphs and the
Phoenician alphabet to come.
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By 1200 BCE, the Phoenicians were using an alphabet
with 22 letters. Being a maritime trading culture meant the
alphabet was dispersed.
The Phoenician alphabet was adopted in Greece during
the 1st millennium BCE. The Greeks added vowels, which the
Phoenician phonetic alphabet lacked.
The legacy of Alexander the Great was cultural diffusion,
especially the Greek alphabet. His empire abetted the spread
of the alphabet throughout southwest Asia, all the way into
India.
The influence of ancient Greece upon neighboring Italy
was profound. The Greek alphabet was adopted and modified
by the Etruscans who ruled early Rome. The Etruscan alphabet was adopted and further modified by the ancient Romans.
Colonial expansion spread the Latin alphabet throughout the
Roman Empire: whence the Romance languages, all with the
same alphabet.
Except for the Chinese, the earliest written languages
were dropped in favor of borrowing another. In the 1st century CE, the Egyptian ditched hieroglyphs for an alphabet derived from the Greeks (whence Coptic script), even as the
grammar remained much the same.


Dispersal and Retention



Written language was first disbursed by civic culture, especially trade, and later by religion. Prose became the fountain for slaking the thirst of knowledge.
Often language spread at the point of a sword. Without
that, military victories were short-lived.
The yoke of arms is shaken off more readily by subject peoples than the yoke of language. ~ Italian humanist Lorenzo
Valla
Languages imposed by empires have lingered or been
overthrown depending upon civic and cultural dynamics. Settlers who shuck off imperial obligations retain their native
tongue. This happened consistently with descendants of colonists from European empires whose foreign rule was overthrown. The revolutionists were not the indigenous people.
The royalist language was their own.
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Newly independent colonial countries sometimes want to
retain links with their former metropolitan power because of
culture, trade, or even defense. French has hung on in subSaharan Africa, and Spanish in the Philippines, for this reason.
Sometimes a country persists with an imperial language
not because it gives a link, but instead because it provides a
means to transcend the past. Russia's elite adopted French
in the 18th and 19th century. Many countries maintained or
adopted English in the 20th century.

 Stone Age 
The Stone Age began when some scrawny apelike creatures that walked upright started shaping rocks. These
Paleolithic flintknappers first went to work on stone flake
tools 3.39 million years ago. Knapping is the shaping of stone,
such as flint, by chipping away bits.
The preservation of early stone works belies the fact that
hominids manipulated various materials from their earliest
days. Gorillas make nests to sleep in each night, and their
hands are not nearly as dexterous as even the earliest hominid.
Organic materials simply would not have persevered to
be part of the fossil record. Hence, although most implements
made were of wood, the Stone Age was designated.


Oldowan Industry



Olduvai Gorge is a steep ravine in the Great Rift Valley
that stretches through central east Africa. The ravine was
formed millions of years ago by an upwelling mantle plume
separating tectonic plates; a process that continues.
That plume caused geographic changes on the surface
that altered the biome over the course of millions of years.
Those changes drove evolution at a time when hominids were
emerging.
Olduvai is a misspelling of Oldupai. Since 2005, Oldupai
has been the official name that nobody uses except the locals,
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who named it in the first place. Anthropology is an inexact
science.
Olduvai Gorge is the most famous paleoanthropological
site on Earth, and one of the most important, owing to its
continued popularity as a prehistoric place to live. Homo habilis resided there 1.9 MYA. Paranthropus boisei called it
home 1.8 MYA, followed by Homo erectus (1.2 MYA), and, most
recently, Homo sapiens (17 TYA).
Not surprisingly, Olduvai Gorge has been a treasure
trove of primitive tools, starting with sharp-edged lithic
flakes. Although not the first place such tools were found, it
gave its name to the earliest known lithic industry: Oldowan
culture (2.6–1.7 MYA).
Famous archeologists Louis and Mary Leakey struck pay
dirt at Olduvai in the 1930s, at a time of widespread skepticism that Africa was where hominins evolved.

By a record based on artifacts, the Stone Age progressed
via qualitative improvements of implements and ornamentation. Coarse pebble-tools gave way to bifacial hand axes.
These cleavers were at first thick and rough. Later ones were
finer. Knapping gave way to more refined methods of lithic
reduction.


Acheulean Industry



The term Acheulean refers to Saint-Acheul: a
suburb of the town Amiens in northern France, 120
kilometers north of Paris. Hewn stone hand axes –
oval and pear-shaped – were found there.
The archeological industry of tool manufacture
across Africa, Europe, and much of southern Asia during the
latter part of the Old Stone Age (Lower Paleolithic) (1.7–0.2
MYA) is termed Acheulean.
Acheulean tools, typically found with Homo erectus remains, represent refinements from cruder Oldowan works.
Stone of various quality was worked symmetrically, on both
sides, using multiple-stage production techniques.
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A site in Arabia found H. erectus stone tools. Rather than
haul quality stone from a nearby hill, the locals contented
themselves with lesser-quality rocks.
To make their stone tools they would use whatever rocks they
could find lying around their camp, which were mostly of comparatively low quality to what later stone tool makers used. They
really don't seem to have been pushing themselves. Not only
were they lazy, but they were also very conservative. The environment around them was changing, but they were doing the
exact same things with their tools. There was no progression at
all. ~ Australian archeologist Ceri Shipton
Acheulean tools were commonly implements for manifold
tasks: hacking wood off a tree, cutting animal carcasses,
shearing hides. Some appear to have specific uses, such as
unearthing tubers and roots.
Carved bone, antler, and ivory tools have been found. Aesthetic sensibility as well as craftsmanship appears in some
Acheulean work: among the earliest examples of artistic expression found.


Mousterian Industry



Refinements continued in stone tool manufacture into the
Middle Paleolithic (300–30 TYA): more specialized, with specific shapes and sharper edges for hand axes and knives, as
well as finer flakes for use in wood spears. Neanderthals and
Cro-Magnon were both practitioners of Mousterian culture,
though Mousterian artifacts abruptly disappeared from Europe with the passing of Neanderthals.
Mousterian industry was named after Le Moustier, a
rock shelter in the Dordogne region of France. This site was
typical of finds characterizing this level of stone tool technology.

Reflecting a substantial population increase, archeological sites become more abundant in the Upper Paleolithic.
This was a consequence of more efficient exploitation of natural resources by later Pleistocene people.
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The expansion of human populations followed widespread
reproductive success in the wake of technological improvements in tools, food preparation and storage, footwear and
clothes, and home-building that accompanied exploitative accomplishment. These feats provided impetuses for migrations to new lands. Human sprawl proceeded apace.
A significant advance in human technology was the firing
of clay in pits, which first occurred ~29,000 BCE. Firing fundamentally changes clay's properties, as well as offering endless potential for shapes. Pottery provided a means for
portable food storage and easier cooking that afforded more
mobility over greater distances.
By the New Stone Age (12 TYA), the making of tools had
transformed into well-honed weaponry: used against prey
that would be eaten, or opposition got out of the way as a
matter of conquest. Simple bone points give way to elaborate
barbed harpoons which required considerable manufacture.
The traditional club evolved into the mace, with sharp edges
at the end to aid in close combat.
Spears and knives were plentiful. Many were engraved.
Killing with style got an early start.

 Settlement 
The transition from mobile Paleolithic to sedentary Neolithic
life ways may be the most significant behavioral "revolution" in
human prehistory. When hunter-gatherers domesticated plants
and animals and congregated in larger settlements, they were
laying the foundations for the development of complex urban
societies and our modern world system. ~ American anthropologist Richard Yerkes

As with other animals, humans first settled in places of
natural abundance. Prosperous hunting and gathering begat
a growing population.
Hominids had doubtlessly been residing in natural shelters, such as caves, since their emergence. When the first
hominin homes were constructed remains controversial. The
earliest dwellings would have been made mostly of wood,
thereby decaying without much of a trace. Evidence indicates
that some homebody Homo erectus lived in stone huts in
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northeast Africa 400,000 years ago. Many populations established sedentary communities before the advent of agriculture. Semi-permanent dwellings have been found that are
35,000 years old.

 Dolní Vĕstonice 
Dolní Vĕstonice is in southern Moravia, in the Czech Republic – situated at
the confluence of 2 valleys, located along
a stream. It was once a migration route
for woolly mammoth. A tribe of Cro-Magnon appreciated that for both meat and
material.
Dolní Vĕstonice was settled 29 TYA. The village thrived
for thousands of years. Homes were constructed. One building was first dug out from a slope. Then a roof was supported
with timber set into postholes. Walls were made of packed
clay and stones. Animal skins sewn together were occasionally used to create partitions within a hut.
Mammoth bones were sometimes used to construct
houses, and for fences. Huts congregated together within a
fenced enclosure. A hut might house 20–25 people. Homes
were heated by hearths which were the center of family life.
Flint tools were produced. Mammoth bone and ivory were
also employed to craft various implements.
A kiln was used for firing clay. The clay was not just mud
from the stream. Earth was carefully mixed with powdered
bone to spread heat evenly, to fire the clay into a rock-hard
material. Pottery was reinvented 9,000 years later in China.
Residents made ceramic figurines of animals
and humans, some of which were ritualistically broken. Stylized female figures were repeatedly made.
These Venuses likely had symbolic meaning.
Mammoth ivory was carved into figurative
shapes. Portraitures were engraved.
Residents plaited baskets and wove fabric from
plant fibers. Looms were used to make cloth.
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The culture there was facilitated by the fact that people
were living longer. The elderly were highly influential in society. Grandparents assisted in childcare.
Numerous artifacts show the practice of shamanism. The
remains of one elderly woman's burial indicates her being
held in high spiritual esteem.
Residents buried their dead with ceremony: painting various body parts and packing along artifacts. One child was
buried with a necklace of fox teeth, the skull covered with red
ochre, with the body beneath mammoth shoulder blades.
Families were interred together.

Pits were sometimes dug to start a housing project, as it
was less effort to build down rather than up. A semi-subterranean settlement of 50 circular 1-room huts at Mallaha, in
the northeast tip of Israel, started 12 TYA using this technique. Mallaha residents subsisted on fish from nearby Lake
Hula, along with gathering and hunting. No evidence of agriculture or animal domestication has been found.
The rise of home construction followed development of labor-saving tools that rendered the task economically efficacious. Axes able to cut wood spurred settlement development.
Sleeping indoors became increasingly popular. Fresh water,
fertile fields, nearby fishing, and ample game decided settlement locations. By 7.5 TYA, all the cultivable zones in the Fertile Crescent were inhabited by sedentary agriculturalists
living in villages.
Prior to the advent of agriculture, early villages died out
when they exhausted local resources. The resettlement cycle
repeated until crop cultivation and trade rendered location at
least as important as natural resources.

 Abu Hureyra 
Abu Hureyra in the Euphrates valley (now Syria) was occupied 13 TYA: a village of small huts, cut into the soft sandstone of the terrace there. Huts were supported by wooden
posts and roofed with reeds and brushwood. There were underground food storage compartments.
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In its 1st incarnation, Abu Hureyra was a village of a few
hundred hunter-gathers at most, living off local game, fishing, and gathering wild plants. Gazelle migrated through
during the summer. Year-round were sheep, cattle, and onager (wild Asian ass). Smaller food animals included birds, fox,
and hare.
The area began to dry out as the climate changed. Wild
seeds were gathered in response to a steep decline in the wild
plants that had served as staple foods. From these seeds
came gardens of cereal grasses, including rye.
The severe climactic conditions brought on by the
Younger Dryas forced abandonment of Abu Hureyra 10.1
TYA. Drought had disrupted gazelle migration, devastated local populations of game, and decimated forageable plant food
sources. Survival meant a more mobile existence.
Abu Hureyra went unoccupied for 500 years. Then people
returned, building mud brick houses, creating a settlement
10 times as large as before: one of the largest at the time in
the Middle East.
The 2nd occupation came with people growing crops, but
not yet having domesticated animals. That too came in time:
herding sheep and goats. In the meantime, gazelle were
again hunted, as were other local animals.
Settlement at Abu Hureyra was not to last. The village
was again abandoned 7 TYA.

 Religion 
Just as a candle cannot burn without fire, men cannot live
without a spiritual life. ~ Indian guru Buddha

Early human artifacts indicate rich mental lives. Many
relics without obvious function appear imbued with symbolism. In numerous instances, ceremonial edifices were built
by unsettled peoples. A cluster of 11,000-year-old buildings
with spectacular statues – a cathedral on a hill – was found
in Göbeklitepe, Turkey. The people who built them were nomads, not farmers.
The famous prehistoric monument Stonehenge in England dates to ~3100 BCE. Stonehenge comprised a complex of
monuments and buildings that people did not live in. Indeed,
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the site has a surfeit of burial mounds – the living do not reside in the land of the dead. The earliest structures in the
Stonehenge area arose ~8000 BCE, suggesting that the location was long considered sacred ground.
One the oldest cities built by the Mayans was Ceibal in
Guatemala. Itinerant folk came together for ceremonies and
rituals in the jungle 3,000 years ago. Durable residences were
not built there until centuries later.
The struggles of life motivate the mind for a handle of
control on the forces of vicissitudinous fortune. Solace is
found in the company of others. Larger answers and assistance are sought by belief in religious agents.
Motivations that increase interdependence – such as the motivation for social connection with others – also appear to influence religious representations. Religious agents are generally
perceived to be strong sources of social connection and support.
~ American psychologists Nicholas Epley & Adam Waytz
Early humans came together for cultural reasons: not to
trade goods, but to share experiences, practice spiritual rites,
and celebrate life. Spirituality, not agriculture, was the propellant for cultural and societal evolution.
In contrast to spirituality bringing folk together, gods
that vent their wrath upon sinners only emerged after complex societies evolved. The distinction is a social glue versus
a societal lash. Spirituality as a salve morphed into religion
as a tool to coerce cooperation among strangers.
Complex societies precede moralizing gods. ~ English anthropologist Harvey Whitehouse et al
Gods as increasingly knowledgeable and punitive, and who
sanction violators of interpersonal social norms, foster and sustain the expansion of cooperation, trust and fairness towards coreligionist strangers. ~ American sociocultural anthropologist
Benjamin Purzycki et al

 Agriculture 
With the transition to an agricultural lifestyle (from a dependence on many species to dependence on a few), life expectancies tended to decrease rather than increase. The new
agricultural diets were coupled with social hierarchies and
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haves and have-nots, so that even when there was enough food,
not everyone received it. ~ Rob Dunn

For their first few million years hominids gathered food
and scavenged. Within a few hundred thousand years ago
they also hunted small game. Coordinated hunts raised the
take to large game.
Herding animals preceded growing crops. Animal husbandry was accepted by beefy ungulates tolerant of human
proximity and inclined to an easy life. Poultry took to domestication for nothing more than chicken feed. Experiments in
plant cultivation began in the Levant over 23 TYA.
Much of North America, northern Europe, and Asia was
covered by ice sheets 20 TYA. By 15 TYA they had receded,
bringing warmer and wetter conditions. The sea rose as ice
melted. People began to repopulate previously inhospitable
places.
In Western Europe the herds of reindeer and other ungulates that had supported many hunting bands moved north
as glaciation relented. Some tribes followed them, while others worked out different subsistence strategies by stressing
local plants, smaller game, and fish.
Certain tribes in North America stay focused on the vast
bison herds. Generally, worldwide, humans opportunistically
had a diversified diet: small game, seafood, a variety of fruits,
vegetables, and wild cereals, as available. Changes in diet begat technological innovation in implements to harvest plants,
trap waterfowl, as well as refinements in preparing and cooking food.
People had never left the Fertile Crescent, which runs
from the upper Nile River in Egypt through the Middle East
to the Persian Gulf, including the regions of Mesopotamia
and the Levant. People settled in villages there well before
agriculture took hold, living off local flora and fauna.
The Younger Dryas stadial that began ~12.8 TYA was an
abrupt climatic reversal in North Africa and the Fertile Crescent. The forests and woodlands that had reclaimed some of
the land dwindled. Small stands of wild grasses and other
seed foods became a valuable food source. Early agriculture
was a survival strategy against bitter elements which would
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eventually relent. Drier weather drove people to better-watered locations.
Human societies did not set out to invent agriculture and produce permanent settlements. Instead a series of marginal
changes were made gradually in existing ways of obtaining food
as a result of particular local circumstances. The cumulative effect of the various alterations acted like a ratchet. Changes in
subsistence methods often allowed a larger population to be
supported, but this made it difficult, and eventually impossible,
to return to a gathering and hunting way of life because the extra
people could not then be fed. ~ Clive Ponting
Even before grain crops were grown flattened breads
were made from a variety of starchy sources, including the
roots of cattails and ferns, which were pounded into flour and
baked.
Before the stadial ended, Fertile Crescent dwellers were
cultivating figs, grains, and legumes. Plant domestication began with selection: undesirable seeds by their look or taste
were discarded.
One advantage of the Fertile Crescent is that it lies
within a Mediterranean climate zone: mild, wet winters and
long, hot, dry summers. Plants there adapted to survive the
Black Sea
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Anatolia

(Iran)
Mediterranean
Sea

Egypt
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long dry season and grow rapidly when the rains return. The
lifestyles of many Fertile Crescent plants, especially cereals
and pulses, made them useful to humans: annuals which produce large energy-packed seeds.
A 2nd advantage of the Fertile Crescent was that the wild
ancestors of many later crops were already abundant and
highly productive: occurring in large stands easily harvested.
A 3rd advantage was that these plants were self-pollinating (hermaphrodites) or were easily propagated vegetatively.
Such plant reproductive strategies made these florae especially easy for humans to cultivate. The early crops grown in
the Fertile Crescent were all hermaphrodites.
A 4th advantage of the Fertile Crescent was it had a wide
range of altitudes, microclimates, and microbiomes. This
meant staggered harvest seasons and a diversity in both
plants and animals.
Crop cultivation was a response to overexploitation of local resources by a growing population. The Fertile Crescent
had few large rivers and only a short coastline, providing
meager aquatic food resources. Huge herds of one of the most
important animals hunted for meat – the gazelle – were
slaughtered down to small numbers.
The first domesticated plants in the Fertile Crescent – the
so-called Neolithic founder crops – were flax, 3 cereals (barley, emmer, and einkorn wheat), and 4 pulses (lentil, bitter
vetch, pea, and chickpea). The choice of grains to cultivate
owed somewhat to climate change. Carbon dioxide levels
were high following the Younger Dryas, as large deposits of
CO2 were released from the oceans when current circulation
patterns changed with ice-sheet melting.
All plants grow larger with a higher CO2 but some are
more sensitive. Among those are wheat and barley, which
grew twice as large and produced double the seeds. That secured their place in the field after the last ice age.
From ~12 TYA, when world population may have been
around 2 or 3 million, people began domesticating crops and
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animals.* This occurred independently, at distinct times, in 6
separate locales worldwide. The development of agriculture
during this time is termed the Neolithic Revolution.
The transition from foraging to farming took place gradually
over several millennia. ~ English anthropologist David Harris
Sedentism long proceeded plant and animal domestication, and it was at least 4 millennia after farming began that
villages appeared. The appearance of towns was usually the
result of wetland abundance.
The general problem with farming – especially plough agriculture – is that it involves so much intensive labor. ~ American anthropologist James Scott
Agriculture furthered settlements. These promoted technological innovations. One of the most important was the development of heavy-duty axes. The ability to fell forests for
fields and grazing lands, and work wood, was critical for engendering burgeoning human populations. It also abruptly
changed the environment for other animals and plants.
Sophisticated granaries were built early on: circular
buildings with internal stone supports for raised floors. This
allowed air circulation, thereby reducing the risk of fungal
spoilage, and provided some protection from rodents.
Some early cultivation efforts failed. Rye domestication
in Anatolia was abandoned. Rye seeds made their way to
other parts of Europe as weeds, and were successfully domesticated there, thousands of years after the earliest agricultural attempt.
Plant domestication involves adaptation by plants to living in a human-managed habitat. Some plants resist.
Very long-term natural processes lead to domestication – putting us on a par with the natural world, where we have species
like ants that have domesticated fungi. ~ English biologist
Robin Allaby
Trade carried both goods and technology; thus began
what would become Sumer and other early civilizations.
*

Neolithic agriculture after the Younger Dryas was a revival of earlier practice in the Fertile Crescent. Crops were cultivated there
at least 23,000 years ago.
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The first states were fragile. Wars, drought, disease, and
the crushing demands of a rising elite made farming a risky,
hardscrabble lifestyle. From 1800 to 750 BCE settlements in
Mesopotamia shrank by over 75%. Warfare-borne disease,
deforestation, and salinization of the soil contributed to this
decline.
The onset of agriculture did not obviate hunting and foraging as a lifestyle, at least in Europe. 8,500 years ago Europeans were hunter-gathers: not much different in foraging
from their ancestors for millions of years. Immigrants from
the east brought agricultural knowledge into Europe. Farmers and foragers coexisted for over 2 millennia before agriculture became dominant ~5,000 years ago. Since then, humans
have domesticated over 260 different plants, 470 animals,
and 100 mushrooms.

 Soil & Human Fertility 
Until about the last 2 centuries, in every part of the world,
nearly everyone lived on the edge of starvation. ~ Clive
Ponting

Agriculture was not a panacea for food supply. Instead, it
created a boom/bust cycle in population growth.
The initial burst in food supply from cultivation begat a
burgeoning population. Ill-founded optimism resulted in food
shortages, along with other ills. Domesticated animals
brought new diseases: influenza from ducks, measles from
cattle, plague from rats.
Woodlands were cut down for building and heating fuel.
Deforestation was a habit that men would never kick.
After several years, soil productivity waned. Soil fertility
was a mystery to early farmers.
While agriculture developed in the Near East 11 TYA, animal dung was not used for anything other than fuel for fires
until 3 TYA. Conversely, while late to farming, some of the
earliest European soil tillers caught on to fertilizing their
crops with manure 8 TYA. The practice spread.
Early farmers were often less healthy than hunter-gatherers in their heyday, as farming was a hard way to live.
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Teeth rotted more often. The contrast between nascent farmers and hunter-gatherers may be something of an applesand-oranges comparison. Hunter-gatherers may have been
in better health because the weak were dead.
The advent of settled society swapped high mortality for
high morbidity. Relief from the chronic warfare of roving
tribes meant grinding out an existence in one spot rather
than being ground out of existence altogether.
Crop failure could be catastrophic. Food supplements
from the nearby forest were largely lost as residents had deprived the animal life that once lived there of a decent habitat. The critters not killed prudently moved on.
One constant of human history has been a disregard for
sustaining natural resources, demonstrating an impressive
lack of planning and a sense of entitled self-interest that lessened the quality of life for future generations. From the earliest humans on, casual environmental destruction has been
ceaseless in pursuit of immediate gain.
Food shortages shrank human height 15 cm in the early
centuries of agriculture. Populations plummeted 30–60%.
This was as bad as the Black Death: the bacterial epidemic
that devastated Europe 1348–1350, carried by gerbils from
central Asia where it spawned.
Land left fallow for a few years regained its vigor for
crops. Those that lived through the tough times were more
cautious – but then optimism would regain its hold and the
cycle would begin again.
Despite severe initial setbacks, a dramatic rise in human
population numbers occurred during the Neolithic.

Food storage in Neolithic communities played no small
part in dietary choice, especially with variable climate. Seed
crops kept well, whereas tubers do not. That difference had
knock-on effects.
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 Animal Domestication 
Ancient foragers suffered less from infectious diseases. Most
of the infectious diseases that have plagued agricultural and industrial societies originated in domesticated animals and were
transferred to humans. ~ Israeli historian Yuval Noah Harari

Animal domestication was often a form of food storage.
Those animals indifferent to human presence and induced
into appreciating edible scraps were the first to become livestock. Pigs and poultry overcame their hesitations early on.
8,500 years ago, itinerant farmers from the Near East
encountered hunter-gathers as they came into Europe. The
immigrants brought pigs with them which they had
domesticated in their native lands nearly 1,500 years earlier.
Europeans so got the taste for pork that they domesticated
the wild boar that roamed the continent even before they took
to tilling the soil.
Most animals domesticated for food, such as pigs and chickens, are behaviorally and cognitively quite similar to their ancestors and wild counterparts, as they are mainly selected on
physical characteristics. This stands in contrast to the case of
dogs and wolves, who, of course, share a number of characteristics with each other but, because dogs were selected as companions, are also distinctly different on several cognitive and
behavioral dimensions. ~ American zoologist Lori Marino
Dogs and horses can offer close companionship to humans
only because they are submissively solicitous. This aspect of
canine behavior is well-known but is also true of horses.
When a horse needs help it solicits a human using visual and
tactile signals. How a horse tries to communicate depends on
what the horse thinks the human knows.

 The Descent of Dogs 
The earliest dogs arose alongside hunter-gathers. ~ American
evolutionary biologist Adam Freedman et al

Wolves and humans are both collaborative social animals:
dependent upon cooperation as well as wiles for survival.
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~40,000 years ago the two met on the trail of the large grazing animals upon which both preyed and decided they had
coinciding interests.
Humans may well have picked up hunting stratagems
from watching wolf packs at work. Providing leftovers was
another aspect of early interaction. Indeed, scavenging
scraps was key to wolves turning into dogs.
A crucial early step in the descent of dogs came in diet.
Early dogs managed to thrive on more starch than wolves can
stomach. Wolves are hard-core carnivores.
Where dogs descended is still disputed, but Eurasia looks
most likely based upon genetic analyses. Dog domestication
happened at least twice. Pigs were also domesticated twice:
in China and Anatolia.
Companionship and guarding the home front were not
the only benefit to humans in adopting would-be tail-waggers. Upon occasion, dogs were also dinner. Whereas westerners have shunned supping on the pooch for centuries, this
culinary custom is maintained in the Far East.
The dog is literally the wolf that stayed. The descent of
dogs started with a self-selection process: certain wolves especially inclined to tolerate proximity to humans. In effect,
dogs invented themselves. Wolves are hard to tame, even as
puppies.
Morphological changes from the larger wolf to domestic
dog came from minor epigenetic alterations. This is the least
momentous change.
Certainly, dogs developed a different lifestyle. Wolves
mate for life, and wolf fathers help rear their pups. In contrast, male dogs are promiscuous and pay their offspring no
mind.
Behavioral changes are especially striking. Wolves tend
to reconcile shortly after conflicts, but dogs do not. Wolves
live in packs, so quick resolution to conflicts is critical to
group coherence. In becoming domesticated dogs lost many of
their pack survival skills.*
*

Wolf conflicts are short-lived, and combatants make up immediately. Contrastingly, dogs tend to fight more viciously and avoid
one another after fighting rather than reconciling.
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Wolves will cooperate with men but take the lead in doing
so. Dogs wait and see what its human partner does and follow
that behavior.
Wolves are ready problem solvers. Dogs hardly give it a
go, looking instead to their bipedal companion.
Dogs look to humans when confronted with an unsolvable
task. ~ American zoologist Monique Udell
Therein lies the key to dogs' success in domestication:
emotional attachment and understanding coupled to willing
submission. Wolves have social-learning skills. The sine qua
non of domestication came with dogs taking that to the next
level. Dog domestication came through transference of primary social affinity: from packmates to caretakers.
Dogs understand the emotional expressions on the faces
of humans. They monitor their master's attentions.
Dogs key their appeasement behaviors to pacify signs of
threat and to garner loyalty. Thus, dogs develop a close empathic relationship between themselves and their human
companions. Dogs dislike people who are mean to their caretaker.
Dogs make social and emotional evaluations of people regardless of their direct interest. ~ Japanese zoologist Kazuo Fujita

 Silkworms 
While most animals were first domesticated for food, the
larvae of silk moths were prized for their industry. Over
7,500 years ago the Chinese bred silk moths for larvae that
produced more silk and could tolerate extreme overcrowding
and human handling.
For over 2,000 years the Chinese kept their silk-making
methods secret. Smuggling silkworms out of the country was
punishable by death.

The shift from glacial to interglacial conditions dramatically changed the landscape. New plant and animal communities came into being. Vibrant ecosystems arose from
previously barren lands.
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In the Levant 12 TYA wild cereals grew abundantly on the
previously scrappy steppe. Foragers could collect grains in
great numbers.
Domestication became a matter of will. Wheat and other
crops were grown 10 TYA in various Fertile Crescent settlements.
9,500 years ago Fertile Crescent farms attracted wildcats
from the desert: drawn to the rodents that invaded grain
stores. These cats domesticated themselves. The friendly
ones took advantage of table scraps and protection. They
shrank a bit in size and shed some of their fears and antisocial tendencies, allowing them to lounge in comfort around
animals that once filled them with suspicion.
China's development of agriculture mirrored the western
experience. The Chinese were grinding grains for consumption 23 TYA, but intensive crop cultivation did not develop until ~12 TYA.
Cattle domestication in both China and the Near East began 10 TYA. Sheep were tamed in southwest Asia around this
time. They were kept penned when farmers wanted exclusive
use of crop fields.
By 7 TYA the Neolithic populace in China had domesticated rice, millet, soy, swine, chickens, and water buffalo.
In the more than 100,000 years of human existence prior
to the Neolithic, there had been times conducive to crop cultivation. What changed most was a higher gear of sociality,
resulting in greater complexity in social organization. This
was initially driven by a climate not conducive to crops, and
thus the dire need to improve food production productivity or
perish.
The earliest communities founded on different tribes coming into contact, sparking settlement in the prospect of trade
as a path to prosperity. Culture intensified and formalized
food production, creating agrarian societies.

 Cultural Crops 
The specific crops cultivated during the Neolithic shaped
sense of community. Wheat was common in the Near East
and north China.
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In southeast Asia, south China, and Japan rice became
the predominant grain. Rice was domesticated in China
~9,000 years ago.
Before mechanization, growing rice took twice as many
hours as wheat. To deploy labor efficiently, especially at
times of planting and harvesting, rice-growing societies developed cooperative labor exchanges. Neighbors staggered
their farms' schedules to assist each other during these crucial periods.
A collective outlook took root in rice-growing cultures.
That sense of cooperative interdependence lingers to the present day, with the Japanese, Vietnamese, and Korean people
as exemplary.
Cultures which relied upon wheat and other crops which
could be independently grown led to a sense of individualism.
This is most apparent in the Fertile Crescent, which birthed
a variety of flinty peoples.

Plants and animals were not the only organisms domesticated. Our love of leavened breads and fermented beverages
led to favoring certain yeast. As the same yeast – Saccharomyces cerevisiae – is employed, it makes one wonder who did
the domesticating.
We automatically think of domestication as something we do
to other species, but it makes just as much sense to think of it as
something done to us, a clever evolutionary strategy by other
organisms for advancing their own interests. ~ American journalist Michael Pollan

 Mesopotamia 
Around 5800 BCE arose the first known farming communities: in the rich alluvial soil of Mesopotamia.* Villages dotted the banks of the Euphrates river.

*

Other parts of the world, notably China, were likely to have had
contemporaneous agricultural communities. The attribution of
Mesopotamia as first owes to archeological discovery and its lack
thereof at disparate locales.
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By 5500 BCE farmers had started diverting floodwaters
from the Euphrates and Tigris rivers onto their fields, then
draining them to prevent salt buildup in the soil. Some irrigation canals extended 5 kilometers from the river.
The largest cluster of villages covered 11 hectares: home
to 2,500–4,000 people. Villages were linked by kin ties which
facilitated leadership and cooperative coordination: essential
skills needed to survive a harsh environment.

 Early Civilizations 
Agriculture radically modified the habitat. In the arid regions of the Levant where crops were first grown, irrigation
facilitated cultivation, reaping surplus food. This allowed
higher population densities, labor diversification, trading
economies, polity, accumulative culture, ideologies, and depersonalized systems of knowledge, including writing.
Ingrained territoriality birthed property regimes.
Whereas foragers had no need for forced labor, those who
sought wealth did. Morality evolved to succor materialism
and rationalize exploitation, including slavery.
The transition from settlements to political city-states
took many millennia. Fertile Crescent homesteads of foragers and craft workers date to at least 12 TYA. The earliest
evidence of state authority is 8 thousand years later. In Europe, most peoples were not imposed upon by states until the
end of the 15th century.

Warfare is ultimately not a denial of the human capacity for
social cooperation, but merely the most destructive expression
of it. ~ English anthropologist Lawrence Keeley

War drove human social evolution. Societies evolved from
small tribes which integrated by face-to-face cooperation;
their cohesiveness reinforced by the need to further consolidate and defend local resources.
Settlements initially arose on the most fertile lands. Even
early on, driven by the social psychology that possession inherently indicated utility, these areas were coveted by others.
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As humans settled down, then war becomes more dominant
and present. ~ Finnish sociologist Patrik Söderberg

Aggressive competition among tribes grew in scale. This
ushered enhanced social specialization and political organization, whereby society layered into a hierarchy.
The minority marshaling the forces of defense and aggression were in position to enforce the invariable inequalities that arose. Ambition and greed are the two sides of the
same coin, as economics and politics still demonstrate. Civilization was founded (and still runs) upon the principle that
might makes right.
Plutocracies invariably arose in all early civilizations. Socially, obdurate socioeconomic stratification defined early
civilization as much as it does in the post-industrial world
today. Some things never change.


Sumer



The Sumer civilization in southern Mesopotamia – in the
delta between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers – started
around 5000 BCE. The earliest settlers drained the marshes
for agricultural land. They started industries, including
weaving, leather work, masonry, metal work, and pottery,
and developed trade.
Southern Mesopotamia is an odd spot for civilization to
be cradled. The flat, river-made land of Sumer had no minerals, no stone. Typical summer temperature was 40 °C, often
climbing to 50 °C. Annual rainfall averaged 150 mm, and it
was bone dry for 8 months of the year. Winter nights are shivering cold. Strong north winds deliver squally rainstorms.
The melting snows of spring bring flash floods, which in bad
years sweep everything away.
But the alluvial soil was rich. There was timber. Nearby
was a great primeval forest, stocked with sturdy cedar.
The forest was felled as quickly as it could be, though that
took 2 millennia, so great was the abundance. Thanks to such
careless disregard for Nature, future generations were to inhabit a forbidding place.
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The key to Sumer civilization came in water delivery. Sumer cities were the first to practice year-round intensive cultivation, with organized irrigation, mono-cropping, and
specialized labor. The emergence of greater social organization was driven by the need for large public works to overcome the climactic challenge, and to exploit in an
unsustainable way the agricultural potential. Like countless
civilizations since, Sumer was bound to fail.
Inequality powered the Neolithic Revolution, which Mesopotamia and Sumer exemplified. However savage huntergathers had been to outsiders they were relatively egalitarian in sharing their bounty within the tribe.
Control of irrigation in Sumer created labor classes.
Those in control of water profited from those who were not.
Sexual inequality took root with agrarian society. Men
made women do much of the arduous work. While this may
not have been much of a change from hunter-gatherers, settlements settled exploitative inequity as an acceptable norm.
Religions helped in this regard.
By 3,500 BCE Sumer was carved into a dozen city-states,
divided by canals and boundary stones. Each was administered by a priestly governor or king, ruling under the aegis of
a patron god or goddess of the city. Religion was ever the
handmaiden of politics.

Sumer was exemplary of nascent regimes where decisions
made in isolation affected the lives of people thousands of kilometers distant. By virtue of personal connection and influence, this invariably led to concentration of wealth and
political power. In a larger historical frame, this pattern has
only been sporadically broken by revolt of a sorely oppressed
populace before again reforming into another hierarchy.
These revolutions only proved that such stratification
was an inevitable consequence of civilization as structured,
as it invariably emerged again, albeit with a different ruling
clique. The established culture of materialism made this ineluctable.
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 Materialism 
The key to inequality lies in worldly goods. Nothing in the
development of human society appears more significant than
this ascription of meaning and value; first associated with things,
but came also to be associated with people, so that a relationship developed between high value among goods and high rank
among people. In the creation of inequality, nothing succeeds
like success. ~ English archeologist Colin Renfrew

Materialism originated with crafts of skill. Accomplishment prompted a sense of ownership. A million years ago an
adept Homo erectus hung on to some of the flaked stone hand
axes he made, bartering others, even if only for social standing.
With the onset of trade came a clearer conceptualization
of material goods having fungible value. This faith was furthered as sedentism set in. As soon as a parcel of land became
property it became heritable. Real estate became the foundation of wealth inequality.
Inequality arose before agriculture. The Natufians lived
in settlements in the Levant 15–12 TYA. The bounty of food
resources was abundant, at least early on: wild game, fruits,
nuts, and wild cereals. Surpluses were hoarded by the ambitious.
Those surpluses could allow people to begin manipulating
things, giving away food and so establishing some dominance
behaviors. ~ American archeologist Douglas Price
An ancient village on Keatley Creek in northwest Canada
was occupied by up to 1,500 hunter-gatherers 2.5–1.1 TYA.
An ambitious few claimed possession to the richest salmon
runs and fenced land where deer could be trapped. Lowerstatus families had to fish from public areas. Some of the surpluses were shared, to foster inequality while quelling rebellion against confiscatory practices. The valuable spots were
passed from one generation to the next. Possession became
ownership. Similarly, farming allowed those who claimed the
most fertile acreage to gain material and social advantage.
The seeds of inequality were sown back in the Neolithic with
heritable property. After that, there was no looking back:
through the Bronze Age, Iron Age, and Industrial era, wealth
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inequality increased. ~English anthropologist & archeologist
Alexander Bentley

Social stratification became a matter of social connection,
which was primarily a product of possessions. By the onset of
agricultural settlements, material assets were correlated
with social rank.
If the multitudes scatter and cannot be retained, the city-state
will become a mound of ruins. ~ early Chinese manual of governance
Along with the materialist mindset came valuing people
as commodities. Tribal conflicts over real estate made subjugation a norm. From this slavery was a small step.
Slavery was not invented by the state. Various forms of enslavement, individual and communal, were widely practiced
among nonstate peoples. ~ James Scott
War helped to a great discovery – that men as well as animals
can be domesticated. Instead of killing a defeated enemy, he
might be enslaved; in return for his life he might be made to
work. By early historic times slavery was a foundation of ancient
industry and a potent instrument in the accumulation of capital.
~ Australian archeologist Gordon Childe
By the rise of the Romans, a yawning gulf separated rich
from poor. Inequality during the Roman Empire rivaled that
of the United States in the 2010s. Roman slaves that had to
be fed were replaced millennia later by underpaid wage
slaves working at fast-food outlets.
The basic precepts of materialism are now so imbued that
it is considered the natural order: that certain individuals
and groups should have exploitative dominion over natural
resources to the exclusion of others. Even for socialists the
only issue is about who is divvying up the spoils.
The human experience has been that materialism not
only impoverishes the many for a few, it also ensures environmental destruction. The only possible stop – polity – is invariably corrupted into a conservative plutocracy. Such is the
continuity of human history until its ignoble terminus.
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 Religion 
That the nexus between cosmic order and sanctified power
had a convincing reality in many early state societies cannot be
doubted. ~ Colin Renfrew

One's insignificance is most poignant with a lingering
gaze at the night sky, teeming with twinkling light; though
the sight of a range of mountain peaks or endless ocean inspires similar apperception. Even the wondrous workings of
Nature close at hand may inspire awe. A restlessness within
yearns to comprehend one's place in this vast cosmos.
The earliest belief of astral spirits was animism: that Nature itself in its multifold manifestation was spiritually alive.
In time, animism was stirred with a more emotively potent
brew. Shamanic beliefs were an extension of animism. In
shamanism, a shaman may act as an intermediary between
earthly existence and the spirit world: driving out evil spirits,
healing by mending the soul.
A tribe's shaman was its spiritual and cultural focal
point: storyteller, fortune teller, healer, mediator, psychopomp (soul guide). Owing to superior social skills and a cultivated mystique the earliest shamans were women.
Awe of natural forces is primordial. Its basest internalization is fear; but then, fear is the basest emotion.
Fear played a larger part in human life as materialism
took hold. Early humans could not be impoverished. Only
those with valued possessions to which social status was
linked could suffer such a fate.
As Neolithic societies stratified and men took the helm
politically, spiritual myths kept pace. Gods arose.
Beginning to conquer Nature by his buildings, irrigated
agriculture, and domesticated animals, man stupidly considered himself the most intelligent of all life. As such, tales of
the gods were naturally like men, albeit gods were preternatural. Like men, gods could be capricious. Like men, gods
could be appeased. As men led city-states and kingdoms, so
too the most powerful gods were male.
According to the myths of the time, the Sun, the Moon,
and the firmament was where the ultimate powers lie, affecting the dynamics on Earth. The gods were celestial spirits.
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Codifying cosmic myths begat religion. Religion rose with
the state, each reinforcing the other.
The sociality of the gods reflected the society which they
served. The gods were fashioned to meet the practical needs
of daily life. They also reflected political fashion. Reflecting
civil society, the Roman gods were hierarchically organized:
each god had an office, a purview of deity.
In some societies, religion progressed from polytheistic hierarchy to monotheistic simplicity. Attempted appeasement
of various gods gave way to supplication to a single supreme
being. This transition echoed political autocracy.
Such was the instance of Judaism, which transitioned
from a vague polytheism to monotheism with the ascent of
King Josiah, who took the throne of Judah ~640 BCE. Josiah's
consolidation of political power included religious reform:
mandating worship of the single god Yahweh, who, not incidentally, endowed Josiah with his power.
The state sanctioned specific myths and the men who related them, while religious leaders sanctified those who led
the state. The ruler – whether king, emperor, or pharaoh –
held a divinely-ordained role. This view persisted into the
late 18th century with the idea of "the divine right of kings."

While the size and shape of Earth were first correctly surmised by Greek astronomer Eratosthenes in the 3rd century
BCE, the invention of the Galilean telescope in the 17th century opened a new chapter in astronomical knowledge, forging a schism between ancient and modern comprehension.
Each early civilization thought itself at the center of the
universe, and cosmologically privileged in its relations with
the forces that forged the cosmos. In city-states, every capital
city claimed cosmological significance.
The cosmography of early civilizations was not only anthropocentric but also ethnocentric. ~ Canadian anthropologist
Bruce Trigger
Both the Chinese and indigenous tribes in North America
believed that the underworld was a realm of raw life forces,
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whereas the sky was inhabited by more self-controlled, intellectual powers. Contrariwise, native Mexicans viewed the
underworld as a domain of death and disappearance. The
common belief that supernatural forces and spirits moved between the cosmic levels engendered elaborate myths.
Inhabitants of early civilizations believed Earth and the
cosmos tiny by modern standards. Earth was generally conceptualized as a flat surface, either square or circular in outline, and only a few thousand kilometers across. The land
was assumed surrounded by ocean, which at its outer extremity transitioned to the lower or higher supernatural realms.
There was the widespread belief that the Sun returned
from its setting in the west to its eastern rise by traveling
either below the Earth or above the visible sky. This accorded
with the idea that both Earth and sky were opaque bodies
which rendered such celestial movements furtive.
Unsurprisingly, the east-west axis, which corresponds
with the Sun's path, was generally esteemed over a northsouth axis. Entire cities in some ancient civilizations were
laid out with cosmic geometry in mind.
The main interface points between the lower, middle, and
upper worlds were located at their common center and 4 corners. Primary contact points were in sacred locations, including temples, which were on hallowed ground. Within this
generic conceptual framework were elaborated versions of a
spiritualized cosmos in various cultures and civilizations.
The cosmological models propounded by the early civilizations have striking similarities. ~ Bruce Trigger
Observations of Nature, the dilemmas of living, and social
dynamics played their part in crafting religious concepts. Religion has always been an elaborate empire of the mind: an
otherworldly realm buttressed by tangents with the mundane, shared with others and serving as social glue.

 Bronze Age 
Copper is a ductile metal, as its extensive employment in
today's electrical wires testifies. Copper was used as an in-
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teresting sort of stone before its smelting properties were realized. 5700 BCE, early metal workers at Çatalhöyük in
southern Anatolia hammered cold copper in native form to
make rough tools or other objects. A millennium later, workers in Mesopotamia had advanced copper working by adding
a new element, whereby creating a new age of technology.
To get a purer grade of copper, it must be extracted from
ore via smelting: heating the ore under the right conditions.
Pure copper is not easily cast into closed molds. Impurities in the copper produced by prehistoric metalworkers gave
a more satisfactory result. Arsenic was a common, casual copper pollutant.
Purposefully mixing 10% tin with copper hardens the
metal while still affording malleability. Copper-tin alloy –
bronze – makes for a fine, tough metal, able to hold a hard,
sharp, cutting edge, as well as being easily cast.
Bronze metallurgy developed as an outcome of trade and
cultural exchange in the Near East. The consumption and
know-how for producing bronze spread with trade.
The Bronze Age was when early civilizations arose – in
the Near East, most notably Mesopotamia and ancient
Egypt, and in East Asia, beginning with China, followed by
Japan.
In the large, it is more meaningful to trace the onset of
civil society in the Bronze Age than it is to adhere to a strict
definition of a society arriving at the Age via bronze working.
For instance, historians disagree about the dates of the
Bronze Age in China, beginning with the replacement of
stone tools by those of bronze, and ending with the arrival of
iron-smelting technology.
Technology aside, human migrations continued, prompting major cultural changes in Europe and Asia. By 3000 BCE,
the Neolithic farming cultures in Europe had been largely replaced by a Bronze Age culture from western Russia, bringing new concepts about family, property, and personhood.
From 2000 BCE, a new class of artisans had arisen in the
Urals. They produced sophisticated weapons, bred and
trained horses, and built chariots. These innovations quickly
spread throughout Europe and into Asia.
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Crete is the largest Greek island,
first settled 128 TYA. By 7000 BCE agriculture had appeared. The first
known settlement was at Knossos
around 6000 BCE. Knossos farmers
lived in rectangular, sunbaked, mud
huts which had storage bins and sleeping platforms.
The Aegean Sea opens into the Mediterranean Sea, with
Crete in the middle of the thoroughfare. That made the island a natural port for regional trade, which in turn fostered
prosperity.
Crete was settled by immigrant farmers from mainland
Europe in 4400 BCE. Trade was burgeoning by 3730 BCE.
The earliest civilization built on Crete was belatedly
termed Minoan by English archeologist Arthur Evans, who
unearthed the palace at Knossos on the north coast. Evans
coined Minoan after Minos, the mythic king of Crete who
ended up judging the dead in the underworld.
Minoan civilization flourished by 2700 BCE. The Minoans
were Bronze Age traders, capable of fine craftwork in pottery
as well as bronze. They built great cities, and palaces with
impressive architectural features. Inside were walls decorated with vibrantly colored frescoes. The presence of palatial
estates indicates an elite leadership and a monarchist power
structure, as evidenced by a grand palace at Knossos.
The Minoans were a literate people, albeit in a script that
has yet to be deciphered (known as Linear A).
Natural disasters hit Crete during the Minoan civilization. The first was an earthquake in 1700 BCE. Many palaces,
including the one at Knossos, were destroyed. They were rebuilt more lavishly than before.
A 100 years later, a volcanic eruption on the nearby island Thera once again leveled housing. Palaces were rebuilt
on yet a grander scale than their last incarnation.
By the 16th century BCE, Minoan culture had spread
across the Aegean Sea, to neighboring islands and mainland
Greece. Minoan commerce and influence extended into the
Levant. The Minoans traded extensively with Egypt.
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Mycenaean civilization began flourishing on mainland
Greece around 1600 BCE, nurtured by cultural injection from
the Minoans. Mycenaeans from the mainland invaded Crete
in 1420 BCE: creating a new political order and sending the
economic power and aesthetic achievements of the Minoans
into decline.

 Ancient Egypt 
The fundamental belief was that a creator god had established
a specific and unalterable universal and social order. ~ Australian Egyptologist David O'Connor

By 5000 BCE a patchwork of farming villages dotted the
banks of the Nile River. The river provided a natural highway between settlements.
Villages soon became a patchwork of fiefdoms. By 3100
BCE these small polities had become a unified state: the largest literate civilization in the world at that time. Consolidation came via political machinations and conflict, reinforced
by symbolic ideology. For thousands of years the Egyptian
worldview concerned itself with imposing order over potential chaos, as represented by the mythical gods Horus and
Set.
Horus (pictured) is one of the oldest Egyptian deities: the patron deity of Nekhen society
that first unified Egypt. In time the king of
Egypt was advertised as Horus manifest. When
the king died, he transformed into Osiris, the
god of the afterlife.
In contrast, Set was the god of chaos, manifest in darkness, the desert, and storms. In Egyptian mythology, Set was
a usurper that killed his brother Osiris. Osiris's son Horus
sought revenge on Set, thereby symbolizing justice.
Egyptian rulers imposed power based upon social inequality that was justified as the natural order established by
the gods when creating the world.
Egypt's distinctive ideology systemized its civilization
over wide areas at the expense of local religious cults. Mythology acted as cultural glue in a society where only a minor
minority were literate.
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Scribes held enormous power in all early civilizations.
Egypt was no exception.
Egyptian society was shaped with the idea that the wellbeing of the people depending upon their ruler, who was supported by their labors. The increasingly grandiose pyramids
and other building projects for the pharaoh as divine king
amply testify to this idea.
Pyramid building created public works that defined the
authority of a despotic ruler while rendering dependent subjects. Every flood season, with agriculture at a standstill,
peasants were organized into construction teams, fed by a
nearby pyramid workers' community.
The peasants worked off tax obligations. Pyramid construction institutionalized the state practice of trading food
for labor. Villagers became dependent upon the state for food
3 months of the year – food which was obtained by taxation
of crop surpluses from the villagers. The permanent pyramid
workforce comprised relatively few people: mostly skilled artisans, with attendant project managers.
Pharaohs had absolute rule: following no written laws,
unlike contemporaneous Mesopotamian city-states. The empire existed for the benefit of a tiny minority.
A prolonged drought after 2180 BCE undermined authority. 300 years of repeated famines gave way to anarchy.
Egypt splintered into competing fiefdoms.
~2134 BCE the city of Thebes in upper Egypt achieved supremacy and reunited Egypt (the Middle Kingdom). Having
learned lessons from the past, rulers relied heavily on an efficient bureaucracy to increase agricultural production and
stockpile food reserves.
With political stability achieved, for over 3 centuries
Egypt prospered under a series of able pharaohs who were
more pragmatic, and less divine, than the pyramid builders
of the Old Kingdom. Overseas trade expanded.
Everything depended upon charismatic leadership. Succession disputes plagued the Theban court in the 17th century BCE. This occurred as thousands of Asian immigrants
were moving into the delta region.
The Hyksos were a mixed tribe from west Asia who came
to profit from Egyptian economic success. They climbed to
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power beginning ~1800 BCE; ultimately gaining control of
lower Egypt by 1650 BCE, fragmenting the once-unified kingdom. Their chief deity was Set, whom they identified with
their native storm god.
Ahmose was the son of soldier. He followed in his father's
footsteps, first as a foot soldier. His bravery put him in good
stead, and by his wits he was promoted: serving 5 pharaohs,
and eventually routing the Hyksos from their rule of lower
Egypt, thus once again unifying the realm into the New Kingdom, beginning 1570 BCE. Thebes became the capital of
Egypt.
As always, the quality of leadership determined the fortunes of the empire. The Egyptian empire suffered under Akhenaten, a heretical pharaoh who trifled with the traditional
Egyptian polytheistic religious ideology, headed by the Theban Sun god Amun. Akhenaten instead favored the monotheistic Sun god Aten.
Akhenaten had taken the throne in 1353 BCE
as Amenhotep IV, upon the death of this father
Amenhotep III. Only after he switched religious
allegiance in 1348 BCE did he take the name Akhenaten: "beneficial to Aten."
Akhenaten transferred the capital to Amarna
in 1343 BCE. It proved an inauspicious move. A serious pandemic occurred during the Amarna Period under Akhenaten.
It may have been the plague, or polio, or the first recorded
outbreak of influenza, spread from Asia.
Influenza arose from eating animals. Domesticated animals were widespread by this time. The Egyptians let the
wastes of waterfowl and pigs mix into the water supply: a
ready-made means for contagion.
Nefertiti (1370–1330 BCE) was Akhenaten's
wife. She may have briefly succeeded Akhenaten
upon his death in 1336 BCE, but her name was
then erased from history until the discovery of a
bust of her in 1912. Subsequent publicity made
her one of the most iconic visages associated with
ancient Egypt.
The new capital was abandoned after Akhenaten's reign.
Its association with the pandemic doubtlessly played a part.
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In 1332 BCE, Akhenaten's 9-year-old son, Tutankhamun,
succeeded to the throne. Presiding over a troubled kingdom,
Tut's advisors took the only course open to them: they restored the old spiritual order as well as moving the capital.
King Tut ruled but 10 years. His death was accidental,
possibly from a fall. He had a badly broken leg which had
become infected. And he had malaria.
With a bad overbite, a skewed hip, and a club foot, among
other maladies, Tutankhamun was a product of incest: conceived by one of Akhenaten's sisters, or a cousin, not by Akhenaten's wife, Nefertiti. Tutankhamun himself carried on
the tradition by marrying his half-sister. They had 2 daughters, both stillborn; hence, the lineage ended.
The Rameside pharaohs that followed labored to elevate
Egypt to its former imperial glory. Rameses II (ruled: 1279–
1213 BCE) began by building cities, temples, and monuments.
He launched numerous military campaigns into Syria,
eventually meeting his match against the Hittites at the Battle of Kadesh (1274), where his army was fought to a standstill, owing to Rameses II committing the grievous tactical
error of splitting up his combined forces. This was probably
the largest chariot battle ever fought, involving 5,000 or more
chariots.
From that moment on, Egypt lost political influence. The
kingdom began a slow decline, finally falling to the Roman
Empire in 30 BCE.

 Yamnayans 
Modern Europeans descended from 3 major migrations of
prehistoric people. Hunter-gatherers first arrived in Europe
~37 TYA. Farmers began migrating from Anatolia into Europe 9 TYA. Bringing their own families and lifestyle, these
immigrants did not initially intermingle much with the local
hunter-gatherers.
By the 3rd millennium, many Europeans had settled into
towns and villages with trade routes between them. As humans are generally unhygienic, plague easily spreads when
populations concentrate. So it did across Europe 5,700 years
ago. By 5,400 YA the towns had depopulated.
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The Yamnaya swept into a weakened western Europe
5000 to 4800 years ago. Yamnayans were hunter-gatherers
and nomadic herders in their native lands of the Caucasus
steppes.
There must have been a genocide. ~ Danish archaeologist
Kristian Kristiansen
The Yamnaya that rapidly radiated through Europe were
young men on horseback: axe-wielding warriors with conquest on their mind. Yamnayan men bred with the European
women they encountered, fostering a fresh European race
and dramatically altering European culture.
Europe was not alone in taking a Yamnaya impression.
Yamnayans also invaded India, where they became known as
Aryans.
The ancestral tongue from which all of today's 400 IndoEuropean languages spring emanated from the Yamnaya.

 Bronze Age Collapse 
The Late Bronze Age world of the Eastern Mediterranean, a
rich linkage of Aegean, Egyptian, Syro-Palestinian, and Hittite
civilizations, collapsed famously 3200 years ago. ~ French anthropologist David Kaniewski et al

The Bronze Age Collapse (1206–1100 BCE) in the Near East
was a time of violent disruption in trade and culture, including severely curtailed literacy. Almost every city – from Pylos, at the southwestern tip of Greece, to Gaza, one of the
oldest cities in the world – was destroyed.
Early empires collapsed, including that of the Egyptians,
the Anatolian Hittite empire, and kingdoms in Mycenaean
Greece. The Egyptians exhausted themselves militarily over
the Hittites. Then the Hittites succumbed to the rising power
of the Assyrians, who were based in northern Mesopotamia.
Drought in the southern Levant provoked the conflicts
that led to the Bronze Age Collapse. For one, the climate
change foreclosed the possibility of Egypt ever getting back
to the level of prosperity it once enjoyed.
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Unlike the predecessor Minoan civilization, which had
flourished solely via trade, Mycenaean civilization (1600–1100
BCE) was built by conquest as well as trade: ruled by a warrior
aristocracy. The Mycenaean civilization was greatly influenced by the Minoan.
In being on major trade routes of the time, situated on the
fertile plain of Argos in southern Greece, the Mycenaean cultural advantage was geographical. The makeup of Mycenaean civilization was of elements from afar, including south
Russia via Anatolia, as well as influences filtered from Crete.
Mycenaean literacy was achieved after Minoan. The Mycenaean alphabet (Linear B) was based upon the Minoan.
The epic poems the Iliad and the Odyssey, attributed to
Homer (~700 BCE), were about the warrior kings of Mycenae,
presumably expert horsemen and charioteers. The product of
folk legends, these classics were written many centuries after
the Mycenaean civilization had crumbled.
Mycenaean society was weakened by plutocratic suppression of much of its population, at a time when cheap weapons
were readily accessible. Toward the end, Mycenaean cities
were plundered by invaders, including the Sea Peoples: a confederacy of seafaring raiders in the Aegean Sea area.
Also besieged by the Sea Peoples, the Hittite empire in
Anatolia was disintegrating by 1180 BCE. So too Egypt, which
was simultaneously in decline. Centralized bureaucracies
collapsed as the power of urban elites was shaken.
The heaviest destruction in Mycenae was at fortified sites
and palaces, where pillaging was most profitable. Large-scale
government – kings, armies, and redistributive economic systems – ceased to exist. Depopulation was extensive.
The destruction ushered in the Greek Dark Ages, which
lasted 4 centuries. A much-diminished Athens continued to
be occupied, with limited trade and an impoverished culture.
In villages and towns across the land, farming, weaving, potting, and metalworking continued, but at a lower level of output, for local consumption only.
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By the mid-700s BCE, the Greeks had adopted the Phoenician alphabet system, which had been derived from Egyptian hieroglyphs. The Phoenicians were a maritime trading
culture of city-states based in the western, coastal part of the
Fertile Crescent. The Egyptians then adapted the Greek alphabet, rendering Coptic. The rise of Greek poleis (citystates) in the 9th century BCE ended that episode of Eurasian
diminution.

 Iron Age 
Metallurgy morphed from a predominance of bronze to
widespread use of iron, specifically steel. Unalloyed iron is
barely harder than bronze. Like tin to copper in making
bronze, carbon acts as a hardening agent in rendering the alloy steel.
While bronze was cast, iron and steel are hammered into
shape by blacksmiths: a reversion in technique for cobbling
copper, but with a more durable material.
Like the Bronze Age, the Iron Age has low chronological
value, as its advent temporally varied across societies.
The first known working of iron was in ancient Egypt
~3200 BCE, long before the declared Iron Age. Egyptian metal
workers mastered the smithing of iron found in meteorites,
using techniques that came to define the technical skills of
the Iron Age. This knowledge was largely lost for over a millennium. In the meantime, the properties of iron went unappreciated. Iron was then worked in India beginning ~1,800
BCE.
Technology diffused at the pace of trade. Iron works appeared in Anatolia, Greece, and parts of Africa about 1300
BCE. Centuries passed before iron-working technology
reached central Europe, and, even later, northern Europe.
The adoption of iron coincided with material constraints
and societal changes. A shortage of tin and trade disruptions
in the Mediterranean forced metalworkers to seek an alternative to bronze.
Steel quality improved as iron became more available.
Even as tin supplies later returned, bronze was largely
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shunned in light the cheaper, stronger, lighter, and more easily worked steel.
One account has the Iron Age ending in 586 BCE, with the
destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem, after the city's conquest by the Babylonian army under Nebuchadnezzar in 597
BCE. Other tabulation has the Iron Age ending with the fall
of the western Roman Empire in 476 CE, at the onset of the
barbarian chaos in western Europe that ushered in the Dark
Ages. At any rate, the Iron Age ended with savagery.

 Ancient Greece 
After the Greek Dark Ages ancient Greece went from a
collection of city-states ruled by aristocracy (from 700 BCE) to
domination by Sparta and Athens (~510 BCE).
The cities had divergent polities. Sparta was a closed, militaristic society ruled by 2 kings. In contrast, Athens moved
to a more open model.
To avert becoming a Spartan puppet, Athenian politician
Cleisthenes led Athens to limited tribal democracy, where
male landholding aristocrats squabbled while Athenian culture flourished, ensuring the city's eternal fame.
External threats kept Sparta from conquering Athens, at
least for a time. Spartan hegemony at the start of 4th century
BCE was short-lived. Sparta suffered military defeat from
other Greek city-states and its helot (slave) population
surged while its citizens declined. Spartan citizenship was
inherited by blood: men whose numbers were diminished by
war. Subjugating the helots and suppressing their revolts
weakened the Spartan social fabric. In 479 BCE there were an
estimated 7 helots for every Spartan.

The eternal Achilles heel in the ambitions of conquerors
is over-extension to the point of collapse. It has been the terminal disease of most empires, abetted by rambunctious upstarts, seeking their turn at enlarging the spoils.
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Oppression of the masses and opportunistic territorial
conquest by warlords was the well-established mode of civilization by this time. Alexander the Great was Greece's last
huge hurrah in that regard. Then came the Romans.

 Ancient Rome 
The civilization upon which later Western societies were
modeled started on a hill surrounded by marshes in central
Italy. The last of 3 Etruscan kings that formed and ruled the
Roman Kingdom was overthrown. The clans that managed
this in 509 BCE politically grappled to a standstill. The resultant Roman Republic lasted 500 years, until exhausted by
civil wars.
In the mid-1st century BCE Roman general Julius Caesar
parlayed his military success in Gaul into dictatorship. The
Roman Empire was born. Assassinations and less lethal political intrigue saw an unsteady succession of emperors,
capped by the most notorious sociopath in ancient history:
Nero.
The overarching structure of Roman society largely followed those that proceeded it: a tiny elite of men lived off the
toil of the masses, including an army of slaves which comprised roughly 1/3rd of the population.
The lasting legacy of Rome was its legal regime: the first
with laws oriented toward commerce. While 2nd-class citizens, women could own property and engage in business.
Like every society that followed, Rome's justice system
was corrupt. The lower classes were fined and imprisoned
while the elite were let off.
The decline of the Roman Empire occurred over 4 centuries. A catalog of ills took their toll: poor political leadership,
economic decay, inflation, sovereign debt, lead in the drinking water (from using lead pipes for public water distribution), social corrosion (slavery, debauchery among the elites,
disintegration of army discipline, Christianity), and constant
incursions by outsiders adhering to the original Roman pillage model. Rome finally fell to Germanic invasion in 476.
A diminished Roman sovereignty held sway in the east
for another millennium. This Byzantine Empire eventually
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fell to invading Turks in 1453, thus engorging the Ottoman
Empire, which lasted until 1922.

 Synopsis 
A primary assumption of the evolutionary model behind
neo-Darwinism is that development can be traced back
through a series of subtly incremental changes. At what for
our purposes is the terminus of all these changes there
emerges, voila, the world as we know it.
There are certain things it should not be taken to imply. It
does not imply that a species carries forward an essential similarly to its ancestors. A bird is not a latter-day dinosaur. Whatever the shared genetic history of beast and bird, a
transformative change occurred over the millennia, and to
find the modern sparrow implicit in the thunder lizard is quite
certainly an error.
On the same grounds, there is no reason to assume our species resembles in any essential way that ancient primates
whose genes we carry. It is a strategy of parascientific argument to strip away culture-making, as if it were a ruse and a
concealment within which lurked the imagined primitive who
is for them our true nature. ~ American writer Marilynne
Robinson

➢ Modest alteration in the hominin intelligence system unleashed freer abstraction ability. Abetted by a precision
hand grip, this begat greater engineering skill and advancing technology.
➢ Awe of Nature naturally inspired spirituality. From this
primal mental rattle myths of supernatural gods, abetting social dominance regimes, birthed religion. Loosening the mind from its moorings to actuality enabled both
creative industry and nonsense belief systems.
➢ What drove hominin evolution mentally was sociality by
means of greater communicability, especially spoken language.
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➢ In areas of natural abundance, small bands of huntergathers came together and settled into sedentary societies. The transition from foraging to farming radically
changed the relationship between humans and their habitat, and among themselves as territoriality took hold.
➢ Economic materialism arose as a sense of appreciative
value ascribed to objects. With sedentism came a stronger
sense of possession, with land itself considered as owned.
The concept of private property became the most powerful
motivating force in human history.
➢ Burgeoning populations forced Neolithic communities to
concentrate in river valleys where natural resources were
most abundant. This gave rise to the Egyptian, Sumerian,
and Harappan civilizations that flourished along major
rivers, such as the Nile, Euphrates, Tigris, and Indus.
➢ Social order was increasingly enforced. Political regimes
hardened and socioeconomic castes became canonical.
The militaristic territoriality of the earliest civilizations
endures with the plutocratic dominance and police-state
subjection in modern human societies under capitalism.
The schemes change but the essentials remain.

 Conclusion 
Life entered Earth's planetary gyre shortly after its emergence. Microbes assisted tectonic activity. Plants created viable biomes. In contrast, until the advent of hominins, the
global environmental impact of animals was largely inconsequential.
Evolution is adaptation, specifically directed toward incrementally improving survival prospects. Adaptation is
atomic in working at the level of the cell and organism, albeit
affecting populations.
Divergence and convergence are the conceptual trends in
evolution. Nature has a proclivity for diversity, which has
driven imaginative biotic creations. Conversely, diverse life
forms tend to functionally selfsame solutions which yield
adaptive advantage. Convergence illustrates evolution as
containing core consistencies.
Physical biomechanics alone, including genetics, cannot
account for how evolution transpires. Adaptation can only be
explained as a teleological interaction. Evolution is an ornate
exhibition of organic coherence in Nature.
This conclusion is reinforced when considering the interplay between organisms. Evolutionary responses to symbiotic and antagonistic relations both portray adaptation as a
process of specific design.

Human descent involved radiative adaptation. Nonetheless, interbreeding occurred whenever the opportunity presented itself. Withstanding the strong male rutting instinct,
the tendency to monogamy was instrumental in shaping
hominin sociality.
Abstraction divorced from actuality became the defining
trait of humans. Shambolic symbolic processing aided creative problem-solving, language development, religion, and
large-scale social organization.
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Hominids had an early and abiding wanderlust which
lead to populating as much landmass as possible, in as many
biomes as could be tolerated. Desire for a better life and sense
of adventure motivated the diaspora.
The unrelenting exploitation of Nature has been a constant in human descent. Respect for Nature as a folkway has
no established tradition. The failure to learn this essential
lesson has eventuated into a self-extinction event.
The need for security from conspecific violence led hominids to alliance-making and tribalism: a motivated sociality
well-established in the apes from which humans descended.
Hominins adaptively advanced circumscribed cooperation
among men for more efficaciously exploiting natural resources, laying the material foundation for civilization. Coercion and subjugation were other ignoble cornerstones that
birthed large-scale societies. Dominance hierarchies continue
as pivotal in interpersonal, group, and societal dynamics.
These are fruitfully expressed in ersatz economic and political regimes which riven the human world with systemic inequities.

Spokes of the Wheel continues with Book 4: The Ecology
of Humans.

 Glossary 
~ : approximately.

#
3-age system: an archeological sequential periodization of human prehistory and early history, comprising the Stone Age,
Bronze Age, and Iron Age.
4D (aka spacetime): the 4 dimensions of everyday experience: 3
of space (3D) + 1 of time. See HD and ED.

A
acacia (aka thorntree, wattle, whistling thorn): a genus of shrubs
and trees with 1,300 species, 960 of which are endemic to
Australia. Whereas many non-Australian species are thorny,
most Australian acacias are not.
acacia spider (Bagheera kiplingi): a mostly vegetarian jumping
spider, fond of Beltian bodies which make up 90% of its diet.
Nectar and stolen ant larvae supplement the spider's food intake.
acetate (C2H3O2–): a salt formed by combining acetic acid with a
base.
achene: small, hard, dry, indehiscent fruit containing a single
seed which nearly fills the pericarp but does not adhere to it.
Though a fruit, achenes are often referred to as seeds, as they
appear seed-like, because the fruit hardens.
Acheulean (industry): late Old Stone Age tool technology during
the time of Homo erectus. Acheulean industry represented
refinements from the Oldowan. The term Acheulean refers to
Saint-Acheul: a suburb of the town Amiens in northern
France, 120 km north of Paris. See Mousterian industry.
acid: a proton donor. Contrast base.
acidophile: an organism that lives in a highly acidic habitat.
acritarch: fossils of archaea, bacteria, and single-celled eukaryotes from 3.2 BYA; more generally used as a taxon for early
single-cell life: archaic prokaryotic microbes.
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active margin: an active area of tectonic plates colliding. Contrast passive margin.
active site (microbiology): the position on a protein where substrates bind and undergo a chemical reaction.
adaptation (evolutionary biology): the teleological process of adjusting to ecological circumstance.
adaptive radiation: speciation to exploit divergent environments.
adenine (A) (C5H5N5): a nucleobase of DNA & RNA, complementary to thymine in DNA or uracil in RNA.
adipose fin: a small, soft, fleshy fin found on the back of a fish,
behind the dorsal fin and just in front of the caudal fin.
ADP (adenosine diphosphate (C10H15N5O10P2)): the product of
ATP dephosphorylation, which provides energy for a cell. See
ATP.
adumbration: a sketch; an imperfect portrayal; a representation.
Aegean Sea: a large bay of the Mediterranean Sea between the
southern Balkan and Anatolian peninsulas.
aerobic: living with oxygen. Contrast anaerobic.
aerobic respiration: cellular respiration which employs oxygen.
Contrast anaerobic respiration.
aerosol: a suspension of fine liquid or solid particles in gas. Aerosol particles are less than 1 micrometer in diameter.
age (geology): a duration in the geological time scale, millions of
years; shorter than an epoch.
aglomerular (kidney): a kidney without glomeruli to perform the
1st stage of blood filtration. Glomeruli are the intertwined
capillaries that filter blood to make urine.
agriculture: the cultivation of one life form by another.
Agulhas Current: a swift Indian Ocean gyral current, carrying
warm water clockwise.
aka: "also known as."
albatross: a large seabird of 21 species in the Diomedeidae family, endemic to the Southern Ocean and north Pacific Ocean.
alga (plural: algae): a eukaryotic protist that photosynthesizes
via chloroplasts. Algae are usually unicellular or colonial.
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algorithm: a step-by-step procedure, often employed for mathematical problems. Compare heuristic.
Alice in Wonderland: an 1865 fantasy novel by Lewis Carroll
about a young girl that falls down a rabbit hole to a surreal
world where 2 sister queens conflict over who should reign.
aliphatic compound: a group of hydrocarbons that do not link
together to form a ring.
alkaliphile: an organism that lives in a highly alkaline habitat.
alkane: a hydrocarbon bonded exclusively by single bonds.
alkene: a hydrocarbon with double bonds between carbon atoms.
allatostatin: a neuropeptide hormone in insects and crustaceans
employed in growth control.
allele (aka allelomorph): one of multiple forms of a gene; a variation of a gene at the same locus. Selfsame alleles at a locus
are homozygous; if different, heterozygous.
Allen's rule: an 1877 hypothesis by Joel Allen that endotherms
in colder climates tend to have shorter limbs or appendages
than similar species who live in the tropics.
allergen: a substance which can cause an allergic reaction.
Allerød oscillation (14.0–~12.8 TYA): the interstadial period between the Older Dryas and Younger Dryas stadials. The Allerød oscillation is named after the town on Sjælland, the
largest island in Denmark, where soil samples first identified
the period (work published in 1901).
allogamy: cross-fertilization. Contrast autogamy.
allometry: growth of a body part relative to the entire organism;
also the study thereof.
alloparenting: individuals other than biological parents acting
as youngling caretakers.
allopatric speciation (aka vicariance): evolution of a single species into 2 distinct species owing to populations being isolated
from each other. Contrast parapatric speciation, sympatry.
allopatry: the relationship (even conceptual, such as cladistically) between organism populations in separate geographic
areas. Compare parapatry, sympatry.
allopolyploidy: polyploidy involving chromosomes of different
species.
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allosaur: a family of large theropod dinosaurs that lived during
the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods.
allotetraploidy: polyploidy in a hybrid that carries the chromosomes of both parents.
Alpine (aka mountain or highland): a climate too cold for trees
(above the tree line).
Alpine orogeny: an orogenic phase during the Late Mesozoic
(Eoalpine) into the Cenozoic that formed the mountain
ranges of the Alpide belt, caused by collisions between the
African-Arabian plate and the Eurasian plate. The mountains in the Alpide belt (from west to east): Atlas, Rif, Baetic
Cordillera, Cantabrian Mountains, Pyrenees, Alps, Apennine
Mountains, Dinaric Alps, Hellenides, Carpathians, Balkan
Mountains, Taurus, Armenian Highlands, Caucasus, Alborz,
Zagros, Hindu Kush, Pamir, Karakoram, and Himalayas.
altricial: animals that are relatively immature and immobile at
birth or hatching, and so require parental care. Many
mammals are altricial. Contrast precocial.
altruism: unselfish behavior.
aluminum (Al): the element with the atomic number 13; a soft,
ductile, silvery-white, nonmagnetic metal; the 3rd-most
abundant element in Earth's crust (after oxygen and silicon
(silica)), and the most abundant metal. For a metal, aluminum has remarkably low density.
alluvium: silt, sand, clay, gravel, or similar detrital material deposited by running water.
alveolus (plural: alveoli) (lung anatomy): a spherical sac for gas
exchange in the lungs of mammals. Compare septum.
Amarna (aka el-Amarna): the capital city of Egypt under Pharaoh Akhenaten (~1343 BCE).
Amazonia: the Amazon basin of South America, naturally comprising rainforest.
American lobster (Homarus americanus): a species of lobster
found off the coast of North America in the Atlantic Ocean
from Labrador to New Jersey. See lobster.
ametabolous: a type of metamorphosis in which physical development proceeds largely as growth in size. Compare hemimetabolous, holometabolous.
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amine: a derivative of ammonia.
amino acid: an organic molecule comprising a carboxylic acid
group, an amine group, and a side chain specific to the specific amino acid. The key elements in amino acids are carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, with other elements found
in the side chain.
ammonia (NH3; aka azane): a toxic colorless gas with a pungent
smell that figures in biology because of its nitrogen content.
In certain microbes, atmospheric nitrogen is converted into
ammonia by enzymes termed nitrogenases, in a process
called nitrogen fixation. Mammals have a mechanism to prevent the buildup of ammonia toxicity in the bloodstream.
Fish and amphibians lack this mechanism, as they can eliminate ammonia by excretions. For other aquatic animals,
even dilute concentrations of ammonia are highly toxic.
amniote: a group of tetrapods that lay eggs on land or carry their
eggs within females.
amoeba (plural: amoebas or amoebae): a protozoan with flexible
form.
amphibian: a class of ectothermic tetrapod vertebrates that lay
non-amniotic eggs; includes frogs, salamanders, and newts.
ampullae of Lorenzini: electrical current sense organs in cartilaginous fish (sharks, rays, and chimaeras); named after
Stefano Lorenzini.
anabolism: the metabolic pathways for constructing biopolymers. See biosynthesis. Contrast catabolism.
anacoustic zone: an area where sound does not carry.
anaerobe: an organism that does not require oxygen.
anaerobic: living without oxygen. Contrast aerobic.
anaerobic respiration: cellular respiration without oxygen. Anaerobic respiration is less efficient than aerobic respiration.
analogue (evolutionary biology): a selfsame trait evolving independently in unrelated organisms – that is, convergent evolution. Contrast homologue.
anaphase: the stage of cell division where replicated chromosomes split, and 2 daughter chromatids migrate to opposite
poles of a cell.
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Anatolia (aka Asia Minor): the westernmost protrusion of Asia,
comprising most of modern-day Turkey. Anatolia is bounded
by the Black Sea to the north, the Mediterranean Sea to the
south and the Aegean Sea to the west. The eastern border of
Anatolia was a line between the Gulf of Alexandretta and the
Black Sea, east of the Armenian highlands.
Andes (aka Andean Mountains): a 7,000 km continuous range of
highlands along the western coast of South America; the
longest continental mountain range in the world. The Andes
include the world's highest volcanoes.
anemophily: pollination via the wind.
angiosperm: a flowering plant, descended from gymnosperms.
Angiosperms arose 245 MYA., incorporating several innovations, including leaves, pollen, flowers, and fruit. Angiosperm
proliferation began 144 MYA. Over 254,000 species are extant.
anhydrobiosis: desiccation tolerance in an organism (typically
aquatic) or life form, such as a plant seed.
animal: a kingdom of eukaryotic heterotrophs. Most animals are
motile. The other kingdoms of eukaryotes are fungi, plants,
and protists.
animism: the doctrine that that there is no separation between
the physical and spiritual world, and that a vital energetic
force is inherent in all of Nature. Contrast vitalism.
annelid (aka ringed worm, segmented worm): a phylum (Annelida) of segmented worms and leeches, with over 17,000
extant species, including ragworms, earthworms, and
leeches.
anion: a negatively charged ion (indicating a surplus of electrons). Contrast cation.
annual (botany): an angiosperm that lives 1 year. Compare biennial, perennial. See herbaceous.
anole: a lizard in the Dactyloidae family, native to the warmer
biomes of the Americas, typically green or brownish. Male
anoles usually have a dewlap: an often brightly colored flap
of skin which extends from the throat, used for communication displays.
anoxic (adjective): oxygen depleted.
ant: a colonial eusocial insect of ~22,000 extant species.
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Antarctica: Earth's southernmost continent, 14 million km2, the
5th largest continent. Antarctica is the coldest, driest, and
windiest continent, as well as averaging the highest elevation.
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC): an ocean current that
flows clockwise, from west to east, around Antarctica. The
ACC is the dominant circulation pattern of the Southern
Ocean and the largest ocean current.
antelope: an even-toed bovid native to Africa and Eurasia.
anther: the pollen-producing reproductive organ of a flower.
anthozoa: a class of marine invertebrates which includes sea
anemones, corals, sea fans, and sea whips. While larvae are
motile as plankton, adult anthozoans are sessile: attached to
the seabed.
anthropocentrism: an assessment of Nature via an exclusively
human perspective, or an analysis from the perspective that
humans are the most significant life form.
anthropoid: a monkey or ape. Compare hominid.
anthropology: the study of humans.
antibiosis: an antagonistic biological interaction where an organism produces an antibiotic against an infectious microbe.
antibiotic: a substance toxic to certain microbes.
antioxidant: a molecule that inhibits oxidation of other molecules.
Anurognathus: a genus of small pterosaur extant during the
Late Jurassic.
Anzu: a large flightless oviraptorosauran dinosaur with a
beaked skull and head crest.
ape (aka great ape): a tailless primate; not a monkey.
aphid (aka plant lice): an extraordinarily successful insect herbivore, comprising 4,400 species in 10 families. Aphids exist
worldwide but are most populous in temperate zones. Aphids
can migrate great distances by riding the winds.
Apoidea: a group of winged insects of 2 lineages: sphecoid wasps
(Sphecidae) and bees (Anthophila). Sphecoid wasps include
mud daubers, sand wasps, and other thread-waisted wasps.
apophallation: deliberate penis amputation by a hermaphroditic terrestrial gastropod mollusk after mating, if entwined
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penises cannot get untangled. The amputated penis does not
grow back, but the slug may have sex in the future as a female.
apoptosis: programmed cell death. Compare necrosis.
aposematism: coloration that warns potential predators of toxicity. Contrast crypsis.
arachnid: the Arachnida class of invertebrates, with 8 jointed
legs. There are over 100,000 named species, including spiders, harvestmen (aka opiliones, daddy longlegs), scorpions,
solifuges (aka camel spiders, wind spiders), ticks, and mites.
aragonite (CaCO3): the orthorhombic mineral calcium carbonate, chemically identical to calcite but with different crystallization, a higher specific gravity, and less marked
cleavage.
arboreal: inhabiting trees.
arborescent (botany): a plant with wood; a treelike plant. See
herbaceous.
archaea (singular: archaeon): the robust and versatile group of
prokaryotes from which eukaryotes arose; a taxonomic domain of life alongside bacteria and viruses.
Archaeopteryx (aka Urvogel): a genus of early bird, transitional
between dinosaurs and modern birds.
Archean (3.9–2.5 BYA): the 2nd geological eon, when the atmosphere had little oxygen.
archeology (archaeology): the study of past human activity, especially prehistoric times, primarily through artifacts.
archipelago (aka island chain): a clustered group of islands.
archosaur: a group of egg-laying diapsids which includes extinct
lineages including non-avian dinosaurs, many crocodilian
relatives, and pterosaurs, along with living crocodiles and
birds.
Ardipithecus (5.8–4.3 MYA): a genus of early hominin with modest stature and little sexual dimorphism. Ardipithecus spent
time in the trees and on the ground.
arms race: (the idea of) 2 parties escalating their advantage in
interacting with or competing against each other.
army ant: an ant of over 200 species that aggressively forages in
predatory groups, known as raids, in which massive numbers
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roam over an area. Unlike most other ants, army ants do not
construct residential nests. Instead they nomadically march,
forming bivouacs as they travel.
arsenic (As): the element with atomic number 33; a metalloid
that is essential nutrition in minute portions for some animals but toxic in larger quantities.
arthropod: an invertebrate with an exoskeleton, a segmented
body, and jointed appendages. Arachnids, crustaceans, and
insects are arthropods. There are over 6 million distinct arthropods. Arthropods comprise over 75% of animal species.
Their collective biomass far outweighs that of vertebrates.
artiodactyl: an even-toed ungulate, including antelope, deer,
pigs, hippopotamuses, camels, giraffes, sheep, goats, and cattle.
Aryan: an Indo-Iranian ethnic label dating to the Vedic period.
asexual reproduction: biological reproduction from a single parent.
aspen: a medium-sized deciduous tree native to cold regions
with cool summers in the northern hemisphere. Aspens create long-lived clonal colonies. Aspen colonies survive forest
fires. Fire indirectly helps aspens as it clears vegetation
aboveground, allowing saplings open sunlight.
assortative mating: a mating pattern of preference for similarity.
asteroid: a small, rocky body orbiting the Sun. Most asteroids
emerge from the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter.
asthenosphere: the layer of Earth's upper mantle just below the
lithosphere.
Atacama Desert: a 1,000-km desert plateau on the Pacific coast
of South America which lies to the west of the Andes Mountains; 128,000 km2 in size, including the barren lower slopes
of the Andes.
Atacameños: people who live in the Atacama Desert.
atavism: an evolutionary reversion to ancestral type.
atheistic naturalism: the belief that there is no God, only the
material natural world.
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atmosphere: the layer of gases that surround a body with enough
mass to keep the gas layer. The atmosphere is held in place
by the gravity of the body.
atom: the smallest particle of an element, comprising at the simplest a proton and an electron (hydrogen).
atomic decay: particulate radiation by subatomic particles from
atomic nuclei. Compare beta decay.
atomic number: the number of protons an atom has.
Atopodentatus: a genus of marine reptile extant during the middle Triassic.
ATP (adenosine triphosphate): the cellular metabolic energy
storage and intracellular energy transfer molecule. ATP is
the universal cellular energy source. See ADP.
atresia: the breakdown of ovarian follicles (potential egg cells).
attine: a fungus-growing ant in the Attini tribe.
attosecond: 10–18 seconds.
audition: sound perception.
auk (aka alcid): a seabird related to terns and gulls. Auks can
"fly" underwater as well as in the air. Though agile swimmers and divers, auks walk clumsily.
auricle (botany): an earlike pinna of a plant.
Australopithecus (4.2–1.8 MYA): a relatively long-lived genus of
largely vegan hominins with considerable species diversity.
autogamy: self-fertilization. Contrast allogamy.
autolysis: (cellular) self-digestion.
autophagy: the catabolic process of recycling cellular waste.
autopoiesis: a dynamic of self-sustaining activity; a system capable of maintaining and reproducing itself. A biological cell
sustaining itself is an example of autopoiesis. Compare homeostasis.
autopolyploidy: polyploidy via multiple chromosome sets derived from a single species.
autotroph: an organism that makes its own food. Autotrophs are
lithotrophs or photoautotrophs. Lithotrophs consume electrons from inorganic chemicals for energy. Phototrophs take
light as their primary energy source. Contrast heterotroph.
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auxin: a class of plant hormones instrumental in numerous
growth and behavioral processes.
aye-aye (Daubentonia madagascariensis): a nocturnal lemur endemic to Madagascar, with perpetually-growing rodent-like
teeth and a thin middle finger which it uses to tap on trees
to find grubs, whereupon an aye-aye gnaws its way in. The
only other animal known to practice percussive foraging is
the striped possum, a marsupial native to New Guinea.

B
baboon: a large African and Arabian (Old World) monkey of 5
species in the genus Papio, all having pronounced sexual dimorphism. Baboons possess the innate ability for literacy (orthographic processing skills).
background extinction: extinction limited to relatively few species. Contrast mass extinction.
bacteria (singular: bacterium): a taxonomic domain of singlecelled prokaryotes, abundant in most ecosystems. Bacteria
play vital roles in various facets of the biosphere.
bacteriophage (aka phage): a virus that infects bacteria.
Baja California: a peninsula south of California.
baker's yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae): a yeast instrumental
to brewing, winemaking, and baking since prehistoric times.
The yeast was originally isolated from the skin of grapes.

Balanites wilsoniana: a tall fruit-bearing forest tree in west
and central Africa. The fruit is eaten by elephants and gorillas.
bald eagle: a large bird of prey endemic to North America; an
opportunistic feeder, mostly of fish. Bald eagles build the
largest nest of any North American bird, and the largest nest
in trees of any bird.
Baldwin effect: the effect of learning on evolution, discovered by
Douglas Spalding in 1873; rediscovered and proposed by
James Mark Baldwin in 1896; called the Baldwin effect by
George Simpson in 1953.
baleen: a pressure-based comb-like filter-feeding system inside
the mouth of whales. The baleen plates employed for this
feeding system are made of keratin.
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baleen whale (aka great whale): a cetacean suborder of filterfeeding whales. Rather than having teeth, baleen whales
feed by filtering water through baleen plates.
Balkan green lizard (Lacerta trilineata): a lacerta lizard native
to the Mediterranean habitats in southeastern Europe and
the Levant.
bamboo: a flowering perennial evergreen plant; the largest in
the grass family.
barbule: a branch from a barb of a bird feather. Feather barbs
are the first set of branches from a feather's rachis (spine).
barnacle: a sessile marine arthropod with over 1,220 species.
basal (evolutionary biology): an originating organism group
(clade) from which later groups evolved. The term primitive
is commonly used as a synonym, but primitive has connotation of inferiority or lack of complexity, which is not necessarily so.
basal metabolic rate: energy consumption at rest.
basalt: a volcanic rock, typically rich in magnesium oxide and
calcium oxide, and low in silicon dioxide and alkali oxides.
base: a proton acceptor. Contrast acid.
basement (rock): a rock below a sedimentary platform. Basement rock is igneous or metamorphic in origin.
bat: a mammal with forelimbs forming webbed wings. Bats are
the only mammal capable of sustained flight. 1,240 bat species are known, 70% of which are insectivores.
bat bug: a blood-sucking insect parasite that primarily feeds on
bats. Bat bugs are closely related to bed bugs.
Batesian mimicry: phenotypic imitation by a palatable species
of another that is noxious. Named after Henry Bates, who
gave the first scientific account of it.
bay: a large body of water connected to the sea formed by an
inlet of land which blocks some waves.
baywing (aka baywind cowbird, Agelaioides badius): a mediumsized passerine native to South America. Unlike "true" cowbirds, the baywing is not a brood parasite.
BCE (acronym for Before the Common Era): a semi-secular alternative designation for the calendar scheme introduced by Dionysius Exiguus, who respectively used BC (before Christ)
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and AD (anno Domini) to indicate times before and after the
life of Jesus of Nazareth. Year zero is unused in both systems.
Dates before 1 CE (common era) are indicated as BCE. CE
dates are typically not denoted.
Bdelloidea: a class of freshwater and soil rotifers that reproduce
asexually via parthenogenesis.
beaver: a large, primarily nocturnal, semiaquatic rodent. The
beaver is best known for its dam-building skills, which provide still, deep water as protection against predators, and for
floating food and building materials.
The North American beaver once numbered over 60 million. Thanks to human slaughter for their fur and habitat destruction, 6 million may remain (as of 2007).
bedbug: a blood-sucking insect parasite. The common bed bug
(Cimex lectularius) is notably fond of people.
bee: a flying insect of 20,000 species in the superfamily Apoidea.
Bees, like ants, are a specialized form of wasp. Bees are best
known for their product from pollinating flowering plants:
honey. Bee sociality varies from solitary to eusocial. Bee eusociality evolved independently in different species.
bee hummingbird (aka zunzuncito, Helena hummingbird,
Mellisuga helenae): a hummingbird endemic to the Cuban archipelago; the smallest bird, with females weighing 2.6 g and
6.1 cm long (slightly larger than males).
beetle: an insect with wings and shell-like body protection, in the
order Coleoptera.
behave: to act or react in a certain way.
behavior: an attributable state of action or inaction.
Beltian body: a nutritious detachable tip found on the pinnules
of certain acacia trees; named after their discoverer, Thomas
Belt.
Benguela Current: a counterclockwise oceanic gyre in the Atlantic Ocean which carries cool water.
benthic zone (benthos): the ecological region at the bottom of the
ocean or other water body, including the sediment surface
and subsurface layers.
Bergmann's rule: an ecogeographic hypothesis by Christian
Bergman in 1847 that larger animals, especially endotherms,
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are found in colder biomes, and, conversely, species of
smaller size are found in warmer regions.
Beringia: the episodic Bering land bridge between Siberia and
Alaska.
Bernoulli's principle: a fluid dynamics principle that a speed increase of fluid transpires with a decrease in pressure or a
drop in the fluid's potential energy; named after Daniel Bernoulli, who described the principle in 1738.
beta decay: radioactive decay; nuclear or particle transmutation
caused by the weak force, causing emission of a neutrino (or
antineutrino) and electron or positron. Compare atomic decay.
biased gene conversion: gene conversion where a certain allele is
favored.
bilaterian: an animal with a longitudinal plane of symmetry and
specialized internal organ systems.
bio-layering (evolutionary biology): evolution of increasing complexity while maintaining interdependence with legacy genes
by providing an ordering of genetic information for adaptive
employment. Bio-layering affords reversion evolution.
biodiversity: the diversity of life at every level. Compare species
diversity.
bioelement: a planetary ecological element. The bioelements include the atmosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere, and biota.
biennial (botany): an angiosperm that takes 2 years to complete
its life cycle. A biennial grows vegetative structures – roots,
stems, and leaves – in its 1st year, before going dormant during the colder months. Typically, biennials grow close to the
ground, with leaves forming a rosette. Many biennials require vernalization before they will flower. Onions, carrots,
and parsley are biennials. Contrast annual, perennial. See
herbaceous.
biofilm: a colony of prokaryotes encased in a stabilizing polymer
matrix, commonly known as slime.
biogeography: a perspective of patterns related to a geological
context.
biogenesis: the birth of the biosphere.
biogerontology: the study of organism aging.
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biology: the science of life.
bioluminescence: production and emission of light by a living organism.
biome: an area where organisms live with similar conditions,
both geographically and climatically.
biomechanics: biological mechanics.
biota: the organisms in an environment.
biopolymer: a polymer produced by a cell.
biosonar: a synonym for echolocation.
biosphere: the global summation of the Earth's ecosystems.
biosynthesis: the cellular construction process of converting substrates into more complex bioproducts. See anabolism.
biota: the organisms in an environment.
biotrophic: dependent upon another organism as a nutrient
source.
bioturbation: displacement and mixing of sediment by fauna or
flora.
bipedal: walking on 2 legs.
bird: a class of feathered, bipedal, endothermic, egg-laying vertebrates in the class Aves. Birds descended from maniraptoran theropod dinosaurs. 10,000 living species are known.
bird-of-paradise (botany) (aka crane flower (in South Africa)): a
perennial angiosperm in the Strelitzia genus, with 5 species,
native to South Africa.
bird-of-paradise (ornithology): a bird of the 42 species in 15 genera in the passerine family Paradisaeidae. Most species are
endemic to Indonesia, eastern New Guinea, and eastern Australia. Males typically have ornate plumage which is employed in courtship displays.
Black Death: a plague in the 14th century caused by an airborne
bacterium (Yersinia pestis).
Black Sea: a roughly oval, marginal sea of the Atlantic Ocean,
situated between the Balkans, eastern Europe, the Caucasus, and western Asia, and supplied by several major rivers.
blind cavefish (aka Mexican tetra, Astyanax mexicanus): a sightless and eyeless freshwater fish native to the rivers of Texas
and Mexico.
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blood: an animal body fluid employed to transport nutrients to
and waste products from cells.
bolide: a meteorite; a brighter-than-usual meteor; officially defined from a perspective on Earth as a fireball brighter than
any of the planets.
Bølling oscillation (15–14.2 TYA): the interstadial period between the Oldest Dryas and Older Dryas stadials. Named after a peat sequence discovered at Bølling lake in central
Jutland, the peninsula of Denmark. Sea level rose 100 meters from glacial melt during the Bølling oscillation. Temperate forests expanded.
bolus: a soft mass of chewed food.
bone: a rigid organ of connective tissue in vertebrates which
forms a skeleton. Bone is mostly a fibrous matrix of composite material: inorganic calcium phosphate for rigidity and
ossein (an elastic protein (collagen)) for fracture resistance.
bonobo (Pan paniscus): a peaceable ape, closely related to the
chimpanzee and human species. Bonobos have a matriarchal
society. Bonobos are notably fond of sexual behaviors.
booby: a seabird of 6–7 species in the Sula genus, closely related
to gannets.
booklice (aka barklice or barkflies): an insect in the Psocoptera
order, 1–10 mm long, that evolved during the Permian, 295–
248 MYA. There are more than 5,500 extant species in 41 families. The name derives from their liking the paste formerly
used in binding books. Booklice feed on algae and lichen
found on trees.
Boquila trifoliolata: a woody vine capable of mimicking the
leaves of the trees it climbs upon; endemic to southern Chile
and Argentina.
Botomian (524–517 MYA): an age of the Early Cambrian epoch,
ending with a major mass extinction event.
boundary (of tectonic plates): an intercourse between tectonic
plates. A boundary is either divergent, convergent, or a
transform fault. At a divergent boundary, plates move apart,
increasing plate area. At a convergent boundary, plates come
together, decreasing plate area, as part of one plate is subducted. At a transform boundary, 2 plates rub, in the same
or opposite directions. Plate area is unchanged.
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bovid: a cloven-footed ruminant ungulate in the Bovidae family,
including antelopes, bison, African buffalo, water buffalo,
(domestic) cattle, gazelles, goats, impala, muskoxen, sheep,
and wildebeest. Bovids emerged 20 MYA.
bower: an architectural display intended to be attractive.
bowerbird: a medium-sized passerine, of which there are 20 extant species in the Pacific region. Male bowerbirds construct
bowers to attract and seduce mates.
brachiopod: a marine animal with a hard valve (shell) on the
upper and lower surfaces, unlike bivalve mollusks, which
have a left-right shell arrangement.
brackish water: water with more salinity than fresh water, but
not as salty as seawater.
Braconidae: a large family of parasitoid wasps, with 30,000–
50,000 species.
brain: an animal organ central to nervous systems, located
within the head.
bristlecone pine: 1 of 3 species of long-lived pine trees endemic
to the western United States. The name derives from the
prickles on female cones.
bronchus (plural: bronchi): an air passage into the lungs.
bronze: an alloy of copper (90%) and tin (10%).
Bronze Age (~3300–1300 BCE): the middle period of the 3-age
system, noted for the metallurgical production of bronze; the
Stone Age preceded, the Iron Age followed.
brood parasitism: passing one's own eggs off on another species
to raise. Cuckoos and cowbirds are typical brood parasites.
brown anole (aka Bahaman anole, Anolis sagrei): a brown-toblackish lizard native to Cuba and the Bahamas. The brown
anole is aggressively invasive, feeding on arthropods and
other lizards, including its cousin, the green anole. See green
anole.
Brownian motion: the seeming random interactive motion of
particles suspended in a fluid.
roworts, and liverworts are bryophytes.
bryozoan (aka moss animal): a phylum of aquatic invertebrates.
budding: a mother creating a smaller daughter. Baker's yeast
reproduces by budding.
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bufflehead: a small sea duck in the goldeneyes genus (Bucephala). The name derives from the bird's oddly bulbous head.
bulb: a plant food storage organ for dormancy.
bullroarer (aka rhombus, turndun): a weighted aerofoil (rectangular slat of wood) attached to a long cord. Swinging it in the
air produces low-frequency sounds that travel long distances.
Varying rotation and twist alter pitch. Origin unknown. A
17,000-year-old bullroarer was found in the Ukraine. The instrument is used by Australian aborigines.
burying beetle (aka sexton beetle): a beetle in the Nicrophorus
genus which buries a small vertebrate as a larder for its larvae.
bushbaby (formally: galago): a small, slow-moving, nocturnal
prosimian in the family Galagidae, native to continental Africa.
butane (C4H10): an alkane with 4 carbon atoms.
butterfly: a flying diurnal insect. There are 17,500 extant species
of butterfly worldwide. Compare moth.
butterfly effect: a sensitive dependence on initial conditions,
where an incremental change at one place in a nonlinear system creates a cascade that results in large changes.
buzz pollination (aka sonication): a technique by pollinating
bees to release pollen by vibrating their bodies near the anther.
BYA: billions of years ago. BY as an acronym for "billion years" is
deprecated in modern geophysics, in favor of Ga, shorthand
for gigaannum. Sometimes the old ways are the best.
Byzantine Empire (aka the Eastern Roman Empire) (330–1453):
the predominantly Greek-speaking continuation of the eastern Roman Empire until annexed by the Ottomans in 1453.
See Constantinople.

C
C3 plant: a plant that produces phosphoglyceric acid, with 3 carbon atoms, as its 1st-stage photosynthetic product. C3 plants
are adapted to cool, wet environments. Compare C4, CAM.
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C4 plant: a plant that produces oxaloacetic acid, with 4 carbon
atoms, as its 1st-stage photosynthetic product. C4 plants are
adapted to hot, sunny environments. Compare C3, CAM.
cactus (plural: cactuses or cacti): a spiny succulent perennial of
over 2,000 species in ~175 genera.
Caenorhabditis elegans: a 1 mm long, transparent, unsegmented, roundworm (nematode) that lives non-parasitically
in temperate soils.
calcium (Ca): the element with atomic number 20. Calcium is a
soft, gray, alkaline, earth metal. Calcium plays vital roles in
biochemistry and physiology. See calcium channel.
calcium carbonate (CaCO3) (aka calcite, calspar): one of the most
common minerals on Earth, found in a vast variety of crystalline forms; a major constituent of limestone, chalk, and
marble; the main component of exoskeletons and shells of
marine organisms and snails, as well as eggshells. Lowering
ocean acidity during the early Cambrian let organisms create
calcium-carbonate protection, and thus leaving the 1st fossils.
calcium channel: a calcium ion (Ca2+) channel. Calcium channels are a ubiquitous cellular communication means.
calidrid (aka typical wader): a group of migratory wading birds.
callitrichid (Callitrichidae, aka Arctopitheci, Hapalidae): the
family of arboreal New World monkeys that includes marmosets and tamarins.
CAM plant: a plant with a variation of the C4 pathway, using
crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM) to fix atmospheric CO2.
By minimizing photorespiration, CAM plants adapted to hot,
dry environments. Most succulents are CAM plants. Compare C3, C4.
Cambrian (542–485 MYA): the 1st period of 6 in the Palaeozoic
era, when the fossil record evidences a vast proliferation of
complex life. The name derives from Latin for the area in
Wales where the best Cambrian rocks in Britain are exposed.
camouflage: obscuring concealment through appearance and/or
in/action.
canary: a small songbird in the finch family. Canaries were first
bred in captivity in the 17th century; brought to Europe by
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Spanish sailors from west African islands (e.g., Canary Islands).
cancer: a disease characterized by uncontrolled cell growth.
candiru (aka cañero, toothpick fish, vampire fish, Vandellia cirrhosa): a hematophagic, parasitic, freshwater catfish, native
to the Amazon basin.
cape gannet (Morus capensis): a large seabird, known for their
elaborate greeting rituals at their nests.
capillary action: the ability of a liquid to readily flow when narrowly confined in a solid tube, essentially ignoring gravity.
capitalism: an economic system based upon private ownership
of resources and their exploitation for exclusive profit.
Capitosauria: one of the 2 major clades of temnospondyl amphibians that survived the Permian–Triassic extinction
event, the other being Trematosauria.
Capsaspora: a genus of amoeba which is a symbiont in the hemolymph of a Neotropical freshwater snail (Biomphalaria
glabrate).
capybara (Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris): the largest extant rodent in the world; a gregarious native South American living
near bodies of water.
carbon (C): the element with atomic number 6; an extremely
friendly element, with 4 electrons available to form covalent
bonds. Life is based upon molecules made with a carbon backbone.
carbon cycle: the gaseous cycling of carbon exchange among the
geosphere (deep Earth), pedosphere (soil), hydrosphere (water bodies), atmosphere, and biosphere (living ecological systems).
carbon dioxide (CO2): a colorless gas that has fluctuated in concentration in Earth's atmosphere through geologic time.
Plants breathe CO2; animals exhale it. CO2 is a greenhouse
gas.
carbon fixation (aka carbon assimilation): conversion of inorganic carbon (CO2) into organic carbon compounds.
carbonate: a salt or ester of carbonic acid (H2CO3), characterized
by the presence of the carbonate ion CO2–3.
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Carboniferous (359–299 MYA): the 5th period of 6 in the Palaeozoic era, following the Devonian period and preceding the
Permian. Vast forests covered the land. Their demise produced the coal beds which came to characterize the geology
of the period, and after which the period is named. Amphibians were dominant. Arthropods were quite common.
Carboniferous Rainforest Collapse (305 MYA): an abrupt extinction event that devastated tropical rainforests and decimated
amphibians.
carboxylic acid: a polar molecule (–CO2H) connected to a hydrocarbon. A carboxylic acid completes itself with a side chain.
cardenolide (C23H34O2): a steroid produced by plants as a defense against herbivores.
cardiac glycoside: a toxic sugar that disrupts heart function.
caribou: see reindeer.
carotenoid: a tetraterpenoid organic pigment, naturally occurring in photosynthetic organelles of plants (e.g. chloroplasts).
carotid rete: a mesh of arteries that pass up the neck and supply
blood to the head.
carrion beetle (aka burying beetle): a saprotrophic beetle.
carpel (aka pistil): the female part of a flower, acting as a pollen
receptor.
carrying capacity: the (idea of a) maximum population size of a
species given the constraints imposed by the environment.
caseid: an extinct family of synapsids. Caseids were the first
fully terrestrial vertebrate herbivores. See edaphosaur.
Caspian Sea: an endorheic basin to the east of the Caucasus
Mountains, between northern Europe and Asia; the world's
largest inland body of water, variously considered a lake or a
full-fledged sea.
catabolism: the controlled cellular process (metabolic pathway)
of breaking down organic matter to harvest energy via cellular respiration. Compare anabolism.
Çatalhöyük (aka Çatal Höyük): a Neolithic settlement in southern Anatolia 7500–5700 BCE.
catastrophism: a theory that Earth has been episodically affected by sudden violent events. Contrast uniformitarianism.
category: a group of related concepts.
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cattle egret (Bubulcus ibis): an egret with an affinity for cattle,
from which it cleans ticks and flies as a dietary mainstay,
with considerable tolerance by the client grazer.
Caucasus Mountains: a mountain system in the Caucasus region, stretching between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea,
intersecting Europe and Asia. Mount Elbrus, the highest
peak in Europe, resides in the Caucasus Mountains.
cave hyena (aka Ice Age spotted hyena, Crocuta crocuta spelaea):
a much larger (225 kg) cousin to the modern African hyena,
which preyed on large mammals from Spain to northeastern
China. The cave hyena went extinct 14–11 TYA, owing to climatic changes that reduced its prey while it was outcompeted
by wolves and humans.
cave lion (aka Panthera leo spelaea): an extinct subspecies of lion
that ranged over Eurasia, all the way to Alaska. The cave
lion lived 370–2 TYA, though some put its extinction 14–12.5
TYA, during the last European (Würm) glaciation.
cecal valve: a chamber in iguana and some other lizards harboring vegetative gut flora.
cell (biology): the basic physical unit of an organism.
cell signaling: a protocol for cellular communication, whether
intracellular or intercellular.
cell wall: a flexible membrane holding the contents of the cell
and providing an interface to the outside environment.
Cenomanian (100.5–94 MYA): the oldest age of the Late Cretaceous period.
Cenozoic (65.5 MYA–NOW): the geological era from the demise of
the dinosaurs to present day.
centipede: an arthropod with an awful lot of legs; a metameric
animal with a pair of legs for each body segment. Of the estimated 8,000 species, leg pairs vary from under 20 to over 300,
but always an odd number (e.g., 15 or 17 pairs), never even.
cephalopod: a class of marine animals in the mollusk phylum.
Squid, octopuses, cuttlefish, and nautilus are among the over
800 extant species of cephalopods.
Ceratopsia (aka Ceratopia): a group of herbivorous, beaked dinosaurs that thrived during the Cretaceous.
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Cetacea: a clade of aquatic mammals of ~89 species, commonly
called whales, dolphins, and porpoises. Most cetacean species
prefer colder waters. Cetaceans are adapted to stay under
water for extended periods: 7 to 30 minutes – much longer
than most other mammals.
chameleon: a distinctive and highly specialized clade of Old
World lizards, with over 200 species. Many chameleons can
change color at will.
chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra): a goat-antelope of 2 species, endemic to the mountains of Europe.
chaperone (molecular biology): a protein that assists another
protein (or other macromolecular structure) in folding or unfolding. Many chaperone facilitate stress tolerance, especially thermal shock.
chaparral: a shrubland plant community found primarily in
California and the northern part of Baja California.
characid (aka characin): tropical and subtropical freshwater
fish in the Characidae family, native to the Americas.
chelonian: a turtle.
cheloniology: the study of turtles.
chemical species: atoms or molecules that are energetically
equivalent.
chemistry: the science of matter, especially chemical reactions.
chemoreception: reception of a chemical signal.
chemosynthesis: employing chemical reactions to generate usable energy.
chert: a sedimentary silica-rich rock essentially comprising microcrystalline quartz.
chick: a young bird.
Chicxulub: site of a 66 million-year-old impact crater underneath the Yucatán Peninsula in Mexico.
chimeric: an organism of diverse genomic constitution.
chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes): a medium-sized ape, closely related to bonobos and humans.
chitin ((C8H13O5N)n): a long-chain polysaccharide that includes
proteins, lipids, and catecholamine. Chitin serves as the
main component of the cell walls of fungi, the exoskeletons of
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animals such as insects and arthropods, and the beaks of
cephalopods, including octopi and squid. Compare keratin.
Also see lignin.
chiton (aka sea cradle, loricate, polyplacophoran): a marine mollusk that arose 500 MYA. Found worldwide, there are ~940
extant species and 430 known fossil species.
chlorophyll: the green biomolecule in cyanobacteria and the
chloroplasts of algae and plants that absorbs light for photosynthesis. See cryptochrome, neochrome, phototropin, phytochrome.
chloroplast: the photosynthetic plastid in algae and plant cells.
chloroplast capture: obtaining the genome of another plant by
uptake of an organelle.
choanoflagellate: a flagellate eukaryote which lives as independent single cells or in rosette-shaped colonies. Choanoflagellates are considered the closest living relatives of metazoa.
chordate: an animal in one of the following groups: fish, amphibian, reptile, bird, tunicate, lancelet, or mammal; an animal
with tadpole characteristics (a notochord, a hollow dorsal
nerve cord, pharyngeal slits, an endostyle, and a post-anal
tail) during some period of its life cycle; a member of the phylum Chordata.
chromatin: the combined package of proteins and DNA that
comprise physical genetic information storage in the nucleus
of a eukaryotic cell.
chromophore: the moiety that causes a conformational change of
a photosensitive molecule when hit by light.
chromosomal crossover: exchange of genetic material between
homologous chromosomes.
chromosome: an elaborately coiled molecular package of genetic
material in a eukaryotic cell, comprising DNA genes, regulatory elements such as histones, and other nucleotide sequences. Compare genophore.
cicada: a flying insect of 3,000+ species in the Cicadoidea family.
Cicada live most of their life underground, coming to the surface as adults to make a racket and mate for a few weeks or
months. Individually defenseless, cicada numerically overwhelm predators by emerging en masse; a phenomenon
called predator satiation.
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cichlid: a freshwater fish in the large, diverse family Cichlidae,
with ~3,000 species. The most varied speciation occurs in Africa and South America. All cichlids practice parental care
for their eggs and fry.
ciliate: a group of protozoans characterized by cilia.
cilium (plural: cilia): a slender protuberance projecting from a
cell, capable of undulating wave motion.
civilization: a culture which characterizes a society.
clade: a group of biological taxa, such as genus, which includes
all descendants of a common ancestor.
cladism (evolutionary biology): (aka phylogenetic nomenclature,
cladistics): biological classification based upon clade, reliant
upon branching.
Cladocera (aka water flea): an order of tiny crustaceans (0.2–6.0
mm).
clasper: a male animal anatomical structure used in mating.
Male cartilaginous fish, such as sharks, have claspers formed
from the posterior portion of their pelvic fin.
class (biological classification): the taxon above order and below
phylum. Though the taxon was introduced by Joseph de
Tournefort in 1694, botanists nowadays typically don't use
class. See family.
clastic rock: a fragment (clast) of a larger rock.
clathrate hydrate: a crystalline lattice of water molecules storing
trapped gas.
climate: a characterization of tropospheric activity in an area
over ~30 years, accounting for seasonal variations. The
standard of 30 years is often adjusted to suit reportage. Compare weather.
cloaca: a posterior opening that serves as the only opening for
urinary, intestinal, and reproductive tracts of certain animal
species, including amphibians, birds, reptiles, and monotremes.
cloud: a visible mass of liquid droplets or frozen crystals, each
particle being 1–1,000 micrometers in diameter.
clupeid: a ray-finned fish in the Clupeidae family, including herrings, sardines, shads, ilish, and menhadens. Clupeids are
mostly marine forage fish.
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clutch: a group of laid eggs.
Cnidaria: a phylum of early-evolved jelly-like aquatic animals
which includes jellyfish and anthozoa. There are now over
10,000 species. The distinguishing feature of cnidarians is
cnidocytes. Cnidarian bodies are made of mesoglea. Jellyfish
are exemplary cnidara, though coral too are cnidarians. Compare Ctenophora. See Coelenterata.
cnidocyte (aka cnidoblast, nematocyte): an explosive cell containing 1 giant secretory organelle (cnida). Cnidae are used to
capture prey and defend against predation.
coal: a combustible sedimentary rock formed from decayed vegetative matter by heat and pressure. Compare petroleum.
coastal dung beetle (Onthophagus nigriventris): a dung beetle
native to Africa.
cockroach coconut (genus: Cocus): a large tree in the palm family, found in the tropics globally. The coconut originated in
the India-Indonesia region over 55 MYA, with its robust seeds
making their way around the world by riding ocean currents.
cod (aka codfish, true cod): a generally medium-sized marine
fish in the Gadidae family, distinguished by 3 dorsal fins and
2 anal fins. Cod are highly prolific, producing millions of eggs
for each spawning.
coevolution: intertwined adaptation among species, inspired by
their interaction.
cofactor: a molecule that binds to a protein to have the protein
perform a task. Enzymes are typically activated by cofactors,
which essentially act as helper molecules. The molecule may
either be an inorganic ion or organic (coenzyme).
cognition: the process of understanding, involving both awareness and judgment.
coherence: the intelligent interaction behind Nature. Like Ĉonsciousness, coherence localizes.
collagen: the main structural protein in the extracellular space
of various connective tissues in animals. Collagen comes in
the form of elongated fibrils.
coleoid: the group of cephalopods that includes squid, cuttlefish,
and octopi. Their sister group, the nautiloids, have a rigid
outer shell for protection. In contrast, coleoids have at most
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an internal shell, bone or cartilage used for buoyancy or support.
collar (botany): the thin band of tissue where a grass leaf meets
the sheath.
colony: a population of tolerant individuals.
comb jelly (aka ctenophore): a gelatinous marine animal in the
phylum Ctenophora that arose early in the history of life,
with a worldwide presence. Comb jellies are the largest animals that swim via groups of cilia. Almost all comb jellies are
predators, with prey ranging from microbial larvae to small
adult crustaceans.
comet: a ball of ice and dust originating in the Oort cloud, in the
outer reaches of the solar system.
commensalism: a relationship of between 2 organisms where
one benefits without affecting the other.
common cordgrass (Spartina anglica): a quick-growing sturdy
grass that forms large, often dense colonies on coastal salt
marshes. Many species of cordgrass will hybridize if the opportunity arises.
common lizard (Zootoca vivipara): a viviparous lizard common
throughout much of Eurasia, though some populations reevolved oviparity.
communication: emitted ecological information by an organism.
communication substitution: signaling in a way that relies upon
a strong innate preexisting reception.
competitive exclusion: the dynamic where competition for the
same resource by 2 species progresses to dominance by one
species.
compound (chemistry): a combination of elements bonded into a
molecule.
concept (aka idea): an abstract construct involving discriminatory categorization.
conceptualization: the mental process of resolving sensations
into concepts.
condor (aka New World vulture): a scavenging bird native to the
Americas.
Confuciusornis: a crow-sized bird that appeared 130 MYA.
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conifer: a woody cone-bearing seed plant. Most conifers are
trees, with a few shrubs. Conifers dominate the forests in the
northern hemisphere.
conjugation (microbes, particularly bacteria): a term used for
horizontal gene transfer (HGT) by researchers in 1946, who
analogized the HGT process to sex.
consciousness: an individual platform for awareness. All life constituents require awareness, including proteins, cells, and organisms. Compare Ĉonsciousness.
Ĉonsciousness: the unified field of consciousness. Ĉonsciousness
naturally localizes into individualized consciousnesses. Compare consciousness.
conservation (evolutionary genetics): preservation of a trait
through generations (of cells or offspring).
conspecific: of the same species. Contrast interspecific.
Constantinople: the capital city of the Byzantine Empire. Originally named Byzantium upon its founding in the 7th century
BCE, it became Constantinople in 330. During the 12th century, Constantinople was the largest and wealthiest European city. See Byzantine Empire.
Although besieged on numerous occasions, Constantinople fared well owing to its massive defenses, most notably its
double wall facing land, and being built on 7 hills. The city
was only taken in 1204 by the army that was the 4th Crusade, whose original mandate was to conquer Muslim-controlled Jerusalem. The Crusades were a series of organized
pillages sponsored by the Roman Catholic Church.
Constantinople fell to Ottoman sultan Mehmed II in 1453.
Its name ostensibly changed to Istanbul; thus began the Ottoman Empire.
constructal law: the tenet that the design and evolution of all
forms aim to facilitate flow; a patterning mechanism for
gyres. See Spokes 1 for a fuller explanation.
consumer (biology) (aka heterotroph): an organism unable to
sustain itself by inorganic means. Animals are consumers.
Contrast producer.
continent: a gigantic landmass, 7 of which are currently extant
on Earth: Africa, Antarctica, Asia, Australia Europe, North
America, and South America.
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continental drift: the movement of tectonic plates that causes
continental masses to move about.
convection: the concerted, collective movement of fluids (liquids,
gases) and rheids (a solid deformed by viscous flow).
convergent boundary: a boundary where tectonic plates come together, with one plate subducting under another. Contrast
divergent, transform.
convergent evolution (aka parallel evolution): the independent
evolution of similar traits in organisms of separate species
which are usually not closely related.
Cooksonia: an early land plant that evolved vascular water
transport.
copepod: a group of tiny (1–2 mm) crustaceans that live in the
sea and nearly every freshwater habitat. 13,000 species are
known; 2,800 are freshwater dwellers.
copper (Cu): the element with atomic number 29; a soft, malleable, and ductile metal, with very high thermal and electrical
conductivity.
copper shark (aka narrowtooth shark, bronze whaler): a species
of requiem shark, the only species of its genus that favors
temperate latitudes. Copper sharks are found in brackish estuaries and rivers, shallow bays, and offshore waters to 100
meters or more.
Coptic: an alphabet and language used by the Egyptians from
the 1st century CE into the 13th century.
coral: a colonial marine invertebrate comprising numerous identical polyps.
cormorant (aka shag): a medium-to-large coastal, aquatic, piscivorous bird of ~40 species, native to Eurasia, parts of Africa, North America, Australia, and New Zealand. Most are
seabirds, though some cormorants ply inland waters. Cormorants are excellent divers. The classification of cormorants is
contentious.
cortisol (C21H30O5): an animal glucocorticoid (steroid hormone)
released when blood sugar is low or in response to stress. Cortisol increases blood sugar level, aids metabolism, reduces inflammation, decreases bone formation, and suppresses the
immune system. More generally, cortisol readies the body to
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react against a stressful situation. Prolonged high cortisol
level from chronic stress weakens and ages the body.
corvid: a cosmopolitan bird family (the crow family) of over 120
species, including choughs, crows, jackdaws, jays, magpies,
nutcrackers, ravens, rooks, and treepies.
cosmic rays: radiation from outer space.
cosmopolitan (biogeography): a taxon with species in a broad
range of biomes.
cosmotrophic: an organism that can survive in space.
cotyledon: an embryonic leaf in a plant seed. See dicot, monocot.
cowbird: an insectivorous New World brood parasitic passerine
of 5 species in the Molothrus genus.
coywolf: a coyote/wolf/dog combination.
craton: the stable part of a continental plate, generally in the
interior, built upon basement rock.
creationism: the Christian belief that the universe and life were
specific acts of divine creation. Creationism and organic evolution are antithetic.
crepuscular (biology): an animal active primarily during twilight (dawn and dusk), as contrasted to diurnal or nocturnal.
As a legacy from their time underfoot of dinosaurs, many
mammals are crepuscular, as are most moths, many beetles
and flies, and some birds. For temperature reasons, desert
squamates tend to be crepuscular.
Cretaceous (145–66 MYA): the 3rd and last period in the Mesozoic era, following the Jurassic and preceding the Paleogene.
The name derives from the Latin for chalk, and is abbreviated as K. The Cretaceous ended with the major mass extinction event that killed all non-avian dinosaurs.
Crete: the 5th-largest island in the Mediterranean Sea and the
largest Greek island.
cricket (aka true cricket): an insect with a somewhat flattened
body and long antennae. 900 cricket species are known.
Crickets are related to katydids; more distantly related to
grasshoppers, with which they are often confused.
crinoid: an echinoderm characterized by a mouth on its top surface surrounded by feeding arms. Sea lilies and feather stars
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are crinoids. There are 600 extant species: a considerable reduction from earlier geological periods.
crocodile: a large, semiaquatic reptile which first evolved 83.5
MYA. Birds are their closest living relative.
Cro-Magnon (aka European early modern human): European
human contemporaries of Neanderthals.
Cromwell Current (aka Pacific Equatorial Undercurrent): an
eastward-flowing subsurface current that runs the length of
the equator in the Pacific Ocean; named after its 1952 discoverer, Townsend Cromwell.
crow: a clever corvid in the Corvus genus, known for their mischievous ways. 40 species are known.
crust (geology): the outermost solid slab of a rocky planet.
crustacean: a large group of arthropods, including barnacles,
krill, crabs, crayfish, shrimp, and lobster. There are at least
67,000 species, from 0.1 mm to 3.8 meters in size. Most crustaceans are aquatic, but some, such as woodlice, are terrestrial.
Cryogenian (720–635 MYA): the middle period of 3 in the Neoproterozoic era, following the Tonian and preceding the Ediacaran. A period of global glaciation (Snowball Earth), to
which the name refers.
crypsis: the ability of an organism to avoid detection or observation. Contrast aposematism.
cryptochrome: a photoreceptive protein sensitive to blue light,
found in both plants and animals. Cryptochrome is employed
for circadian rhythms and sensing magnetic fields. See chlorophyll, neochrome, phototropin, phytochrome.
Cryptodira: a suborder of the turtle order (Testiudines) that includes most extant tortoises and turtles. Cryptodires lower
their necks and pull their heads straight back into their
shells. Contrast Pleurodira.
crystallin: a transparent, water-soluble structural protein in the
cornea and lens of vertebrate eyes. One function of crystallins
in the lens is to optimize the refractive index.
Ctenophora: a phylum of marine animals that use groups of cilia
for swimming, such as comb jellies. Ctenophores have soft,
gelatinous bodies. Compare Cnidaria. See Coelenterata.
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cuckoo: a near passerine with distribution ranging across all
continents except Antarctica. A large minority of cuckoos
practice brood parasitism.
culture (biology): the transfer of knowledge among conspecifics,
and from one generation to the next.
culture (microbiology): a colony of microbes.
culture (sociology): a system of shared abstractions, beliefs,
and/or rituals among a tribe of humans. Culture represents
common symbolic expression in a social context.
cuticle: a multi-layered shell or structure on the outside of many
invertebrates, employed as an exoskeleton. The main ingredient in a cuticle is chitin. Cuticle also refers to protective
layers of organisms in other kingdoms, including fungi and
plants.
cuticular hydrocarbon: a gaseous hydrocarbon exuded from the
cuticle of an organism, typically an insect.
cuttlefish (aka cuttles): a marine cephalopod. Cuttlefish have a
unique internal shell: a cuttlebone. Cuttlefish are mollusks,
not fish.
cyanobacteria: photosynthetic bacteria; often called blue-green
algae, though they are not in the same group as algae.
cyanophage: a virus that infects cyanobacteria.
cycad: a gymnosperm with a stout, woody trunk and a crown of
large, stiff evergreen leaves. Cycads vary in size from a few
centimeters to several meters. Cycads typically grow very
slowly, with longevity: over 1,000 years.
cyclical parthenogensis: a reproductive system in which organisms nominally asexually produce clones, but with occasional
sexual reproduction.
cycloalkane: a hydrocarbon with 1 or more rings of carbon atoms.
cynodont: a clade (Cynodontia) of carnivorous therapsids that
arose 260 MYA, eventuating in mammals.
Cyprus: the 3rd-largest island in the Mediterranean Sea.
cytokinesis: the process by which the cytoplasm of a eukaryotic
cell divides.
cytology: the study of living cells.
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cytolysis (osmotic lysis): an osmotic (water) imbalance from excess water inside a cell, causing the cell to burst.
cytoplasm: the watery gel that holds a cell's organelles within a
plasma membrane.
cytosine (C) (C4H5N3O): a nucleobase of DNA and RNA. Cytosine
is complementary to guanine. Cytosine is inherently unstable and can spontaneously change into uracil (spontaneous
deamination). If not repaired, spontaneous deamination results in a point mutation.
cytoskeleton: filaments of protein within a cell, providing cellular scaffolding.

D
Dakotarapator: a species of large carnivorous dromaeosaurid
endemic to North America.
damselfish: a ~250-species family of mostly marine fish, though
a few live in freshwater rivers. Many damselfish species reside among tropical coral reefs. Damselfish are deep-bodied
and usually have forked tails. Many are brightly colored.
Damselfish are lively, quick, and are typically aggressively
territorial.
dandelion: an herbaceous plant in the genus Taraxacum with
60 to over 2,000 species, native to Eurasia and North America. (Botanists do not concur on dandelion speciation, hence
the wide speciation range.)
Dark Ages: the 5th–10th centuries in Europe; the early Middle
Ages, following the decline of the Western Roman Empire.
Coined by Francesco Petrarch in the 1330s, when writing of
the previous historical period: "Amidst the errors there shone
forth men of genius; no less keen were their eyes, although
they were surrounded by darkness and dense gloom." The
term Dark Ages is generally disparaged by contemporary historians, owing to its critical overtone; yet the aptness of its
cultural attribution cannot be denied.
Darwinism (aka natural selection): the disproven hypothesis of
Charles Darwin that evolution transpires only over millions
of years by random rearrangements of matter that create
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species which endure or are eliminated via competition with
other species ("natural selection" via "survival of the fittest").
Natural Selection almost inevitably cause much Extinction of
the less improved forms of life. ~ Charles Darwin
daughter cell: a cell formed from a parent cell.
de novo: anew.
Decapoda: an order of crustaceans comprising crayfish, crabs,
lobsters, prawns, and shrimp, with ~2,700 genera and nearly
15,000 extant species. 3,300 extinct species are known. Most
decapods are scavengers. Decapods arose during the Devonian.
Deccan Traps: an extensive igneous province in west-central India, on the Deccan Plateau; one of the largest volcanic formations on Earth. The term trap has been used since the late
18th century for rock formations that make step-like hills;
derived from the Scandinavian word for stairs (trappa).
deception: the act of presenting a false impression.
deciduous: a tree or shrub that loses its leaves seasonally. The
term is also used with animals, for parts that are seasonally
or developmentally lost, such as deer antlers and baby teeth.
decision theory: (statistics): quantitative methods for reaching
optimal decisions for defined problems. Decision theory is related to game theory.
decomposer: see saprovore.
deep homology: the concept that growth and cell differentiation
are governed by genetics which are homologous and deeply
conserved across much of life.
deer: an even-toed ungulate ruminant in the Cervidae family.
dehiscent (botany): the natural bursting open of capsules, such
as anthers or fruits, for the discharge of their contents.
deletion (genetics): a mutation via deleting one or more nucleotides. Contrast insertion.
Denisovan (500–30 TYA): a Homo species or subspecies, based
upon remains found in Denisova Cave in the Altai Mountains
of Siberia.
dentary: see mandible.
denticle: a conical pointed projection (as a small tooth).
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descent (evolutionary biology): evolution from; derivation from
an ancestor; lineage.
Descent of Man, The, (1871): the 2nd book about evolution by
Charles Darwin, focused on human evolution and sexual
selection, after On the Origin of Species (1859).
determinism: belief in cause and effect, from which emanates
the doctrine that all facts and events exemplify natural laws.
detrivore: see saprovore.
devolution (evolutionary biology) (aka de-evolution, backward
evolution): the idea that a species can revert to a supposedly
more primitive trait.
Devonian (416–359 MYA): the 4th of 6 periods in the Palaeozoic
era, following the Silurian and preceding the Carboniferous.
The Devonian experienced the first radiation of terrestrial
life. The name derives from Devon, England, where rocks of
the period were first studied.
diapsid: a reptile with 2 holes on each side of its skull. Diapsids
arose 300 MYA. All lizards, crocodiles, snakes, turtles, and
tuatara are diapsids.
diatom: an alga; one of the most common phytoplankton.
dichromacy: having 2 types of color vision receptors. Dichromats
typically see in the blue-green color spectrum but cannot detect red. Dichromats can distinguish 10,000 distinct colors.
Most mammals are dichromats. Compare monochromacy, trichromacy, tetrachromacy.
dicot (dicotyledon): a plant with 2 embryonic leaves (cotyledons)
in its seed. Compare monocot.
Dickinsonia: a genus of marine Ediacaran biota, possibly an animal.
dicynodont: a beaked herbivorous mammal-like reptilian synapsid that evolved during the Middle Permian, successfully radiated during the Late Permian, and lived through Triassic.
diet: habitual nourishment.
diffusion (chemistry): the passage of molecules between chemical species.
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dimethyl sulfide (C2H6S) (DMS, aka methylthiomethane): an organosulfur compound that is a breakdown product of dimethylsulfoniopropionate and is also produced by bacterial
metabolism of methanethiol.
dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP: (CH3)2S+CH2CH2COO−): an
organosulfur compound that acts as an osmolyte.
Dimetrodon: an extinct genus of carnivorous synapsid, likely
one of the top predators during the early Permian.
dimorphism: the existence of 2 different forms; typically refers
to a size difference between sexes.
Dinofelis: a genus of extinct, jaguar-sized, saber-toothed cats.
dinosaur: a diverse clade of largely extinct reptiles, excepting
birds; an arbitrary exclusion, as birds descended from dinosaurs.
diploid: an organism having 2 sets of chromosomes. Most eukaryotes are diploid: 2 sets, one from each parent, typically
through sexual reproduction. Humans are diploid.
dirt: see soil.
dispersal (evolution): speciation when a subpopulation migrates
outside the range of the main population, adapting to a new
species over time. Compare vicariance.
disruptive coloration (aka disruptive camouflage, disruptive patterning): camouflage that works by breaking up the appearance of outlines which help sense shape. Contrast
aposematism.
dissolved organic matter (DOM): the slowly sinking remains of
oceanic life.
dissonance: divergence between signal and reception.
diuretic: something that tends to increase the production of
urine.
diurnal (biology): active during the day. Contrast nocturnal. See
crepuscular.
diurnal temperature variation: the temperature extremes between night and day.
divergence (evolutionary biology): variation within a population
that leads to speciation.
divergent boundary: a boundary where tectonic plates move
apart. Contrast convergent, transform.
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diversity loss: a measure of the number of species lost during an
extinction event.
Dmanisi, Georgia: a site where 5 divergent hominin fossils were
found; earliest evidence of hominin toothpick use.
DMSP: see dimethylsulfoniopropionate.
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid (C5H10O4)): a long, double-stranded
molecular chain employed as a physical template for biochemical production. DNA is physically heritable. There is no
reasonable explanation based upon known facts that the information essential for trait inheritance is portered by DNA;
quite the contrary: DNA itself cannot possibly be the energetic agent of heredity. See RNA.
dodo: a meter-tall flightless bird, hunted to extinction (1598–
1662) on its native Indian Ocean island of Mauritius when
the Dutch first populated the island. The Dutch left Mauritius in 1710. By then most of the large terrestrial vertebrates
there had been killed off. The dodo's extinction went unrecognized until the 19th century, when it briefly captured the
public imagination, spawning the common quip of extinction:
"dead as a dodo."
dog: a subspecies of the gray wolf, domesticated ~40 TYA. A ubiquitously popular pet owing to affectionate communication
and obedience, there are ~525 million dogs worldwide.
Dollo's law: the 1893 declaration by Louis Dollo that evolution
is irreversible: a one-way vector. Dollo's law is false, as there
are many examples of devolution.
dolphin: a marine mammal closely related to porpoises and
whales (altogether: Cetacea). There are ~40 species of dolphin, varying in size from 1.2 m and 40 kg (Maui's dolphin)
to 9.5 m and 10 tonnes (orca). Dolphins are demonstrably
clever, typically gregarious, and playful.
domain (biological classification) (aka empire): the 2nd-highest
taxon (below life), with 3 classes: archaea, bacteria, and
viruses.
dominant (trait): a genetic trait (allele) that masks a recessive
trait.
dominion: the power of environmental control. Most commonly
a political term for sovereign authority.
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Doppler shift: a change in frequency of a wave relative to a perceiver.
dormancy: a state of inactivity (dormant).
dorsal: the back or upper side (of an organism). Contrast ventral.
double fertilization: the seed-producing process in angiosperms
where the embryo and endosperm are separately fertilized.
dragonfly: an exceedingly successful, flying, insect predator.
drake: a male duck. A female duck is called a duck or hen. Baby
ducks are ducklings. Only hens quack. Drakes have a softer
whistle.
Dromaeosauridae: a family of feathered theropods.
Dryopithecus: a genus of extinct arboreal ape that lived in Africa
and Eurasia during the Late Miocene, ~12.5 MYA.
duck: an aquatic bird in the Anatidae family.

E
E. (Escherichia) coli: a rod-shaped enterobacteria commonly
found in the lower intestine of endothermic organisms. E. coli
normally colonize an infant's gut within 40 hours of birth,
delivered by food, water, or mere handling. E. coli has long
been a model organism in microbiology studies; one of the
first organisms to have its entire genome sequenced, in 1977.
early modern humans (EMH): humans of the Upper Paleolithic.
Earth: the 3rd planet from the Sun; the densest and 5th-largest.
ecdysis: the molting of cuticula (outer skin) in many invertebrates, including insects.
echinoderm: a phylum of marine invertebrates comprising 7,000
species, including sea stars, sea urchins, sand dollars, and
sea cucumbers. Echinoderms live at every ocean depth.
echolocation (aka biosonar): rapid series of ultrasonic clicks that
form mental images from received echoes of nearby objects.
ecology: an interactive interface; patterns of relations among entities; as a subdiscipline of biology, patterns of interrelations
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between life forms (e.g., cells, organisms) and their environment (including other organisms); more broadly, the relations between bioelements.
economics: the activities of production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services, and of the material well-being of humans; also, the study thereof.
ecosystem: the community of biota in a biome, and the abiotic
(non-living) elements within the area.
ectotherm: an animal without internal means to maintain thermal homeostasis. Ectothermic animals, such as reptiles,
practice behaviors to regulate body temperature, like lying in
the sun to warm oneself. Commonly misnamed cold-blooded,
ectotherms' blood is just as warm as endotherms. Compare
endotherm. See mesotherm.
ED:

extra dimensions (or extra-dimensionality); the spatial dimensions of existence beyond the 3 that are perceptible and
measurable. See 4D and HD.
edaphosaur: a family of large herbivorous synapsids. See caseid.
edentulism: evolutionary loss of teeth.
Ediacaran (635–542 MYA): the 3rd and last period of the Neoproterozoic era, preceding the Cambrian period. The name derives from the Ediacara Hills in Australia, where the first
fossils of the period were found by Reg Sprigg in 1946.
egene: (the idea of) an energetic hereditary unit which conveys
all the information needed to create a trait or biological effect. Nucleic acids alone cannot explain heredity. Compare
gene.
egg: an organic vessel in which an embryo first begins development. See sperm.
egret: a white or buff colored bird, often preferring watery areas,
practically synonymous with heron.
Egyptian (civilization) (3150–30 BCE): an ancient civilization in
Northeastern Africa, concentrated along the lower Nile
River.
El Niño: an anomalous band of warm ocean water that periodically develops off the Pacific coast of South America.
elapid: a family of ~300 species of venomous snakes, characterized by short fangs fixed at the front of the upper jaw.
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Elasmosaurus: a genus of extremely long-necked plesiosaur that
lived during the Late Cretaceous.
electric dipole moment (EDM): a measure of electrical polarity,
by measure of the separation between negative and positive
charges.
electric fish: a fish that can generate an electric field (electrogenic). Fish that can detect electric fields are electroreceptive.
Most electric fish are also electroreceptive. Electric fish are
found in the sea and in freshwater rivers of South America
and Africa. Sharks, rays, and catfishes are electroreceptive,
but cannot generate an electric field.
elephant: a large mammal native to Africa and India. There
were once over 350 elephant species; now there are only 2.
elephant seal: a large oceangoing seal. Elephant seals spend 80%
of their lives in the ocean. They can hold their breath for
longer (100 minutes) and dive deeper (1,550 meters) than any
other noncetacean mammal.
elytron (plural: elytra; aka shard): the hardened forewing of
beetles and a few true bugs.
embryo: an early stage of development in multicellular diploid
eukaryotes.
embryogenesis: the process by which an embryo forms and develops.
embryology: the branch of biology interested in the origination
and development of embryos and fetuses.
embryophyte: a land plant, including mosses, liverworts, ferns,
other seedless plants (pteridophytes), gymnosperms, and angiosperms.
empiricism (epistemology): the presumption that knowledge derives solely from sensory experience.
empiricism (philosophy of science): the belief that Nature may
be entirely explained by physical forces.
emu (Dromaius novaehollandiae): the largest Australian bird
and 2nd only to the ostrich. Like ostriches, emu are flightless.
Emu have incredibly strong legs.
endemic: restricted to a circumscribed environment or area,
such as an island. Compare indigenous, native.
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endocarp: the inner layer of a pericarp when a fruit has 2 or
more layers.
endocrine: a secretion from a gland into the circulatory system.
Many endocrines are hormones.
endocrine gland: a gland that secretes a hormone directly into
the bloodstream to regulate a body function. Exemplary endocrine glands include adrenal, pineal, hypothalamus, pituitary, and thyroid, along with various glands for the digestive
system (stomach, duodenum, liver, kidney, pancreas), and reproductive system (ovary, testes, uterus, placenta (when
pregnant)). Compare exocrine gland.
endocrine signaling: intercellular communication over a long
distance. Compare paracrine signaling, juxtacrine signaling.
endocytosis: the cellular process of absorbing macromolecules,
such as proteins, by engulfing them. All cells employ endocytosis. Contrast exocytosis.
endogenous retrovirus (ERV): a transposable element that resembles a retrovirus.
endolith: an organism that lives sheltered inside rock, coral, or
animal shell.
endoplasmic reticulum (ER): an organelle connected to the nuclear membrane; a membranous network of sac-like structures (cisternae) held together by the cytoskeleton. ER serves
various functions, including carbohydrate metabolism, lipid
synthesis, glycoprotein production, and cell membrane manufacture. ER also plays a critical role in assisting mitochondrial division and replication.
endorheic basin: a closed drainage basin: no outflow to another
body of water.
endoskeleton: an internal animal support structure composed of
mineralized tissue, such as bone. Vertebrates have an endoskeleton. Contrast exoskeleton.
endosperm: the tissue inside an angiosperm seed that provides
nutrition to a growing embryo until it can establish roots.
endostyle: an organ in chordates used in filter-feeding.
endosymbiont: an organism living within the body or cells of another organism, forming a mutually advantageous arrangement.
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endotherm: an animal species with internal means to maintain
thermal homeostasis. Birds and mammals are endotherms.
Endothermy raises an animal's metabolic needs compared to
ectothermic animals. Compare ectotherm. See mesotherm.
energy (physics): the idea of an immaterial force acting upon or
producing matter. Energy is characterized relatively and by
type (how it affects matter). Energy manifests only through
its effect on matter. Though the foundational construct of existence, energy itself does not exist. As matter is made of energy, this fact tidily proves energyism.
energyism (aka (philosophical) immaterialism): the monistic
doctrine that Nature is a figment of the mind. Energyism differentiates between actuality and reality. Whereas actuality
is phenomenal, reality has a noumenal substrate, emergently
spawning a shared actuality (showtivity) via a unified Ĉonsciousness. Contrast matterism.
engineering: the practical application of science. See technology.
entelechy: an Aristotelian notion of a vital force for living organisms.
entanglement (physics): distinct phenomena behaving synchronously. Entanglement defies locality.
enterobacteria: a large family of bacteria that make their living
inside eukaryotes, either symbiotically or as a pathogen.
entropy: the tendency of energy to dissipate and equilibrate (dissipate to equilibrium); the natural physical tendency toward
disorder.
environment: a designated spatial region or conceptual realm.
envirotype: the ecological influences on an organism and typical
organism interactions with the environment.
enzyme: a protein which acts as a biological catalyst.
Eocene (56–33.9 MYA): the middle epoch of the Paleogene period.
The term refers to the emergence of modern animals that appeared during the epoch. The Eocene ended with the Grande
Coupure mass extinction event.
eocyte (aka Crenarchaeota (Greek for "spring old quality")): a
sulfur-loving anaerobic marine thermophile.
Eodromaeus (~232 MYA): an early saurischian dinosaur.
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eon (geology): a duration in the geological time scale, half a billion years or more; longer than an era.
Eoraptor (~231 MYA): one of the earliest dinosaurs, a herrerasaurid.
epeiric: a shallow inland sea that covers central areas of continents during periods of high sea level.
Ephedra: an evolutionarily isolated genus of low, straggling, or
climbing gymnospermous desert shrubs.
epigenetic: a gene regulation mechanism without changing the
structure of the gene involved (i.e., without genetic mutation).
epigenesis: the process of producing primordial germ cells via
extracellular signals. Contrast preformation.
epigenome: the conceptual sum of instructions in a cell affecting
access and expression of genes.
epiphyte: a plant that non-parasitically grows on the surface of
another plant, deriving its water and nutrients from the surrounding environment.
epoch (geology): a duration in the geological time scale, tens of
millions of years; shorter than a period, longer than an age.
equid: an odd-toed (perissodactyl) ungulate in the Equidae family, with horses, asses, and zebras extant.
era (geology): a duration in the geological time scale, several
hundred million years; shorter than an eon, longer than a period.
erythrocyte (aka red blood cell): a vertebrate blood cell that
transports oxygen.
Erythropsidinium: a genus of dinoflagellate algae, some species
of which have an organelle eye capable of seeing polarized
light and thereby hunting prey.
Escherichia coli: see E. coli.
essential amino acid: an amino acid necessary for health that
cannot be synthesized by the human body, and so must be
obtained via diet.
ester: an organic compound comprising a carbonyl adjacent to an
ether.
estuary: a partly enclosed coastal body of water connected to the
sea which has at least 1 river or stream flowing into it.
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ether: a class of organic compounds characterized by an oxygen
atom bonded to 2 carbon atoms (C-O-C).
ethology: the study of animal behavior, often with an eye toward
evolutionary implications.
ethylene (C2H4 or H2C=CH2): a hydrocarbon; the simplest alkene. Ethylene hastens fruit ripening and floral senescence.
Etruscan civilization (8th–4th century BCE): the powerful and
wealthy civilization in western central and northern Italy
prior to its assimilation into the Roman Republic.
eudicot: an evolutionary advance of dicots that arose 115 MYA
and numerically became the dominant dicot form.
eukaryote: an organism with internal cell structures (organelles). All multicellular life is eukaryotic. See prokaryote.
Euparkeria (245–230 MYA): a reptilian genus that presaged dinosaurs.
euphotic zone: a layer of water with sufficient sunlight for photosynthesis.
euphorbia: a tropical plant in the genus Euphorbiaceae.
eusocial: an animal that has: 1) overlapping generations, 2) cooperative care of the young, and 3) reproductive division of
labor. Contrast presocial.
Eutheria: the placental mammal clade that arose ~161 MYA. Eutherians lack epipubic bones, allowing for an expanding abdomen during pregnancy.
eutrophication: the process by which a body of water becomes
enriched with dissolved nutrients, such as nitrogen and phosphates, that stimulate the growth of microbial aquatic life,
which typically results in depleting the oxygen dissolved in
the water.
evaporation: conversion of water into vapor.
evening primrose (aka willowherb): an angiosperm of ~650 species in 17 genera in the Onagraceae family, including herbs,
shrubs, and trees residing in every biome from boreal to tropical.
evo-devo: an informal term for evolutionary developmental biology.
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evolution (evolutionary biology): the process of adaptation, most
apparently seen as a distinctive change across successive
generations of a population.
evolutionary biology: the subfield of biology concerned with the
organic processes of evolution.
evolutionary psychology: the view that innate animal psychological traits are evolved adaptations.
evolvability: the capacity for adaptive evolution.
ex vivo (Latin for "out of the living"): something which takes
place outside an organism. Contrast in vivo.
exaptation: a pre-adaptation. Elisabeth Vrba and Stephen Jay
Gould coined exaptation to avoid the teleological implications
of pre-adaptation. See pre-adaptation.
exocarp (aka epicarp): the outermost layer of a fruit pericarp.
exocrine gland: a gland that secretes its product into ducts that
lead directly to an external environment. Exemplary exocrine glands include mammary, mucus, salivary, sweat,
stomach, liver, prostate, and pancreas. Compare endocrine
gland.
exocytosis: the cellular process of secreting proteins outside the
cell. Contrast endocytosis.
exon: a polynucleotide sequence in a nucleic acid that codes for
protein synthesis. An exon is copied and spliced together with
other such sequences to form messenger RNA. Compare intron.
exoskeleton: an external skeleton. Arthropods have exoskeletons. Contrast endoskeleton.
exosphere: the outermost layer of the atmosphere, reaching halfway to the Moon (190,000 km).
extein: the portion of a protein receiving an intron. See intein.
extinction: the demise of a species. See background extinction,
mass extinction.
extinction event: a duration of mass extinction.
extra dimensions (ED): spatial dimensions beyond the 3 (3D) that
are observable. See 4D and HD.
extremophile: an organism that thrives in an environment adverse to most life. There are various extremophiles, each
adapted to specific harsh conditions.
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eye: an organ of vision.

F
facilitated variation (aka positive selection): an adaptive change
evoked via ecology.
family (biological classification): a major group of shared morphological similarities. In the generally accepted system,
family is above genus and below order. For example, maple
trees (family) are hardwoods (order), angiosperms (class),
vascular plants (phylum), plants (kingdom).
fat: a broad group of compounds comprising carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen; a subgroup of lipids. See saturated fat, unsaturated fat.
fatty acid: a carboxylic acid with a long aliphatic tail (chain).
fauna (plural: faunas or faunae): an animal (metazoa). See flora.
Faustian bargain: in the legend, Faust traded his soul to the
devil in exchange for knowledge. To strike a Faustian bargain is a willingness to sacrifice anything to satisfy a limitless desire for knowledge or power.
feldspar: a silicate-based mineral that makes up as much as 60%
of the Earth's crust.
felsic: rocks, magma, and silicate materials enriched with aluminium, potassium, and/or sodium. Granite is the most common felsic mineral. Felsic is a portmanteau of "feldspar" and
"silica." Felsic rocks over 65% silica. Contrast mafic.
fermentation (biochemistry): a chemical process of breaking
down molecules anaerobically. Glycolysis is a fermentation
process.
fern (aka Pteridophyta): the first pteridophyte, emerging 360
MYA.
Fertile Crescent: the geographic area from the upper Nile River
in Egypt through the Middle East to the Persian Gulf, including the regions of Mesopotamia and the Levant.
fetus: an unborn nascent vertebrate after passing through the
earliest developmental stages, having attained its basic body
structural plan. See embryo.
field: an energy associated with a spacetime point or region.
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fig (aka common fig, Ficus carica): a dioecious tree or large
shrub with a smooth white bark that produces an unusually
structured fruit of the same name. There are ~850 species of
trees, shrubs, vines, epiphytes, and hemiepiphytes in the Ficus genus.
finch: a small to medium-sized songbird in the Fringillidae family the primarily eats seeds. Many birds in other families are
commonly called finches.
fingerling: a small fish, typically used to characterize a developmental stage to becoming a larger fish.
fire: the process of rapid oxidation of a material in an exothermic
(energy-releasing) chemical process termed combustion.
fire coral: a colonial marine organism that looks like coral but is
more closely related to jellyfish and other stinging anemones.
firefly: a winged beetle notable for its production of bioluminescence, commonly in the tail. 2,000 species are known, found
in tropical and temperate zones, particularly marshlands
and wet woods. A larva is a glowworm.
fish: a gill-bearing, aquatic animal lacking limbs with digits.
32,000 species are known. Most fish are endothermic.
fission (cytology): cell division into 2 (binary fission) or more
(multiple fission) cells.
fission yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe): a unicellular eukaryote with rod-shaped cells which maintain their shape by
growing exclusively through their cell tips; dividing via medial fission to produce 2 daughter cells of equal size.
fission-fusion sociality: a dynamic social group comprising a
larger community with sub-groups, including families and
close friendships. This awkward term refers to the dynamics
of group fusion (merging), such as for sleeping together for
safety, and fission (splitting up), such as foraging in small
groups during the day. Various social animals have fissionfusion sociality, including fish (guppies), cetaceans (dolphins), ungulates (deer), elephants, most mammalian carnivores (lions, hyenas), and primates.
fitness (evolutionary biology): the relative ability to survive and
reproduce.
flagellate: an organism or gamete with a whip-like organelle for
propulsion.
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flagellum (plural: flagella): a whip-like appendage protruding
from a cell, employed for sensation and locomotion. Compare
cilium.
flatworm (aka platyhelminth): a relatively simple unsegmented,
bilateral (head and tail), soft-bodied worm. Flatworms have
no specialized respiratory or circulatory organs. Their flatness lets oxygen and nutrients diffuse through them. Over
half of the 15,000+ known flatworm species are parasitic.
Compare roundworm.
flea: a wingless, blood-sucking parasitic insect.
flora (plural: florae or floras): plants. See fauna.
Flores: an island in the eastern half of Indonesia; one of the
Lesser Sundra Islands.
florigen: a plant signaling molecule that initiates flowering; also
known as the protein FLOWERING LOCUS T ( FT).
fluid: a substance that deforms (flows) under an applied shear
stress. Gases, plasmas, and liquids are fluids. Contrast solid.
fly: a small flying insect with a single pair of wings, adapted for
aerial agility.
foliage: a mass of leaves as a plant feature.
folkway: a traditional behavior that is a norm.
food chain: a hierarchy of organism consumption, from autotroph through herbivore(s) to predator(s).
food web: the energy production and consumption interrelations
between biota in an ecosystem.
forage: search for food.
forage fish (aka prey fish, bait fish): small pelagic fish which are
prey for larger predators.
foraminifera: a large phylum of amoeboid protists; among the
most common marine plankton species.
fossil fuel: a fuel formed from dead organisms. Coal, natural gas,
and petroleum are fossil fuels.
fractal: a scale-invariant self-similar set of patterns.
fragmentation (biology): a form of asexual reproduction, where
a new organism grows from a fragment of the parent. Some
plants are capable of fragmentation.
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Frailejón (aka Fraylejón): a daisy subshrub of 88 species in the
Espeletia genus which lives in the páramo ecosystem.
free rider: an organism that gains a benefit without the usual
effort or cost.
free-tailed bat: a bat in the Molossidae family; typically, robust
and strong fliers with relatively long and narrow wings. The
term free-tailed refers to their unusually long tail.
frog: a largely carnivorous group of tailless amphibians with
short, stout bodies. With ~5,000 species, frogs are one of the
most diverse vertebrate orders. Most frogs live in tropical
rainforests. Warty frogs tend to be termed toads. This is an
informal convention, not based on evolutionary descent or
taxonomy.
frondose: bearing fronds.
fruit (botany): a plant ovary containing seeds that is a sweettasting gift to animals by a flowering plant in a gambit to
disseminate its progeny.
fruit bat (aka Old World fruit bat, flying fox, megabat): a
suborder (Megachiroptera) of Old World bats with an
excellent sense of smell. Most have large eyes, adapted to low
light. Some species use echolocation via clicking their wings
to produce biosonar signals. So-called megabats, which can
have a wingspan reaching 1.7 meters, also come in tiny
varieties, with 6 cm wingspans.
fruit fly: a fly in the Tephritidae family that primarily that feeds
on unripe or ripe fruit. Sometimes called a "true" fruit fly, as
contrasted to vinegar flies that are called fruit flies. Compare
vinegar fly.
fry: a recently hatched fish.
full-life hypothesis: a hypothesis by Ishi Nobu that all organisms
may live natural "full" lives via rate-of-living related to
lifespan.
fumarolic (vent): a hole in a volcanic region from which hot gases
and vapors issue.
functional group (chemistry): the specific group of atoms within
a molecule responsible for the molecule's characteristic
chemical reactions.
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fungus (plural: fungi): a kingdom of eukaryotes that includes
microorganisms such as yeast and molds, as well as macroscopic mushrooms.
fur: the hair of animals, especially mammals.

G
Gaia: a theory by English environmentalist James Lovelock
that Earth acts as "a single physiological system."
Evolution is a tightly coupled dance, with life and the material
environment as partners. From the dance emerges the entity
Gaia. ~ James Lovelock
galago (aka bushbaby): a small, slow-moving nocturnal prosimian native to continental Africa.
Galápagos Islands: an archipelago of 18 large and 3 small volcanic islands in the Pacific Ocean near the equator, 972 km
west of Ecuador.
Galápagos marine iguana: a marine iguana found only on the
Galápagos Islands, capable of diving 9 meters to graze on algae and seaweed.
gall: an outgrowth on the surface of organisms. Commonly used
for abnormal plant growths invoked by various parasites, including bacteria, fungi, and insects.
game theory: the study of strategic interaction between rational
decision-makers; specifically, theorization of outcomes and
dynamics in situations involving parties with conflicting interests. Modern game theory was developed in the early
1940s and further evolved in the 1950s. Compare decision
theory.
gamete: a cell or cell nucleus that undergoes sexual fusion to
form a zygote. In animals, gametes are eggs and sperm cells.
Plant germ cells produce ovules and pollen.
gametophyte: the gamete-producing generation in the life cycle
of a plant; the prothallus in ferns, and the embryo sac in angiosperms.
gamma ray: electromagnetic radiation above 10 exahertz (>1019
Hz); very high energy/frequency radiation.
gannet: a large seabird in the Morus genus that hunts by diving
into the sea from height. Gannets can dive from 30 meters
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up, achieving speeds of 100 km/h as they strike the water.
This lets them catch fish much deeper than other diving
birds.
gas: a fluid that may be airborne.
gastropod: a slug or snail.
Gaul: the region of France during Roman times. Gaul was ruled
by the Romans 103 BCE–486 CE.
Gaza: one of the oldest cities in the world; first settled 5 TYA,
during the Bronze Age. Now a dilapidated Palestinian city,
Gaza is on Mediterranean coast.
gazelle: an antelope of 13 species.
gender: designation of female or male of a species. See sex.
gene: the idea that nucleic acids provide instructions for producing an organic molecule, typically a protein. Genes do not exist; they are merely a construal. The actuality of genetics is
more intricate than supposed by matterist geneticists, as
heritable bioproduct information is stored energetically, with
organic molecules as illusory material substrates. See egene.
organic molecules as illusory material substrates.
gene conversion: a recombination transfer between DNA sequences.
gene expression: employment of a gene; the conceptual process
by which genetic information is used to synthesize a bioproduct.
gene product: the biochemical material resulting from gene expression. A protein is the typical gene product, though RNA
is also a gene product.
gene regulation: control of gene expression, including stifling
gene expression.
generalist (ecology): a species with considerable tolerances to environmental changes. Contrast specialist.
genetic code: the conceptual rulebook by which information is
encoded in genetic material (DNA or RNA sequences).
genetic drift (aka allelic drift): a difference in genome between
species in a hereditary lineage.
genetic mutation: a change in a DNA sequence.
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genetic recombination: the process of transferring broken-off
molecules of nucleic acid to a different DNA sequence.
genetics: the study of heredity and variation in life forms at the
molecular level. The 4 major subdisciplines of genetics are
transmission genetics (heredity), molecular genetics (chemistry), population genetics (traits in populations), and epigenetics (influences of living on inheritance).
genitalia (aka genitals): a sex organ.
genome: the (idea of the) entire set of genes within an organism.
Like genes, a genome is merely a concept, not phenomenal.
genophore: a package of DNA in a prokaryote's nucleoid. Compare chromosome.
genotype: the energetic constitution of an organism, as artifactually represented by genome. The gen in genotype refers to
genesis (not genetics).
genus (plural: genera): a category of organisms, more generic
than species.
geoglyph: a large (>4 meters) design or motif formed on the
ground using durable landscape elements, typically clastic
rocks.
geographic harmonic (aka geoharmonic): the energetic resonance of a biome (affecting biota).
geology: the study of the solid matter that comprises Earth, especially in the crust.
geophyte: a plant that employs an underground energy storage
organ.
germ: see pathogen.
germ layer: a primary layer of cells during embryogenesis.
germ plasm theory: a theory espoused by August Weismann that
the only carriers of inheritance are germ cells (eggs and
sperm).
German cockroach (Blattella germanica): a small cockroach, tan
to almost black colored. The German cockroach can barely
fly. Omnivorous scavengers, German cockroaches are ubiquitous throughout much of the human world, where they are
considered an especially persistent domestic pest. Though
known as the "German" cockroach in English-speaking countries, the Germans call it the "Russian roach."
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germline cell: the line (sequence) of cells that may be passed to
offspring. Contrast soma.
gill: a respiratory organ common to aquatic animals. All fish
have gills to dissolve the oxygen in water and excrete CO 2.
Some aquatic creatures, such as hermit crabs, have gills that
allow atmospheric respiration as long as they stay moist.
ginkgo: a long-lived large tree with slow reproduction rate,
sometimes reaching 50 meters. Ginkgo have unique fanshaped leaves.
giraffe: an African even-toed ungulate ruminant with an exceedingly long neck, making it the tallest living terrestrial animal.
glacial period (aka glaciation): a period of glaciers, typically
thousands of years, within an ice age, marked by colder temperatures and glacial advances. By contrast, interglacials are
periods of warmer climate within an ice age. The last glacial
period ended 15,000 years ago. The Holocene epoch was an
interglacial. Thanks to intense human pollution, Earth is
heading into hothouse.
glaciation: the process of glacier formation.
glia: the predominant cell type in animal brains. Neurons (nerve
cells) support glial cells via their interfaces outside the brain.
gliding bacterium: a bacterium that moves under its own power,
without a flagellum. Gliding is typical in cyanobacteria, myxobacteria, and cytophaga-flavobacteria.
glomerulus (plural: glomeruli): a small, intertwined mass (as of
capillaries, nerve fibers, or organisms).
glowworm: the larva of a firefly.
glucocorticoid: a corticosteroid that regulates glucose metabolism. The most important human glucocorticoid is cortisol.
glucose (C6H12O6): a simple sugar used in glycolysis to form ATP.
glycerol: a simple alcohol compound comprising 3 hydroxyl
groups (3 molecules of hydrogen and oxygen).
glycolysis: a metabolic pathway of 10 reactions that results in
free energy; often used to form ATP.
glycoprotein: a protein containing a carbohydrate (oligosaccharide chain) attached to a polypeptide side chain.
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glycoside: an organic molecule in which a sugar is bound to another functional group.
Gnetum: a genus of gymnospermous tropical trees, shrubs, and
lianas which may have been the first plants to be insect pollinated.
goat: an even-toed bovid, closely related to sheep.
goby: a fish in one of the most specious families of fish (Gobiidae), with more than 2,000 species in over 200 genera.
Godetia: flowering plants, mostly annuals, in the genus Clarkia;
native to western North America, except for single species
that resides in Chile, commonly called Sangre de toro, Inutil,
and Huasita (Clarkia tenella).
golden hamster (aka Syrian hamster, Mesocricetus auratus): a
hamster endemic to arid areas of northern Syria and southern Turkey.
gomphothere: a family of elephant-like animals that lived 12–
0.7 MYA, before being hunted to extinction by humans.
gonad: a reproductive gland that produces the gametes (sex
cells) and sex hormones of an organism. The male gonad (testicle) produces sperm. The female gonad (ovary) produces
eggs. Both gametes are haploid germ cells.
Gondwana (510–200 MYA): a supercontinent prior to Pangea (300
MYA); later becoming the southernmost of 2 supercontinents
(Laurasia to the north) 200 MYA. Gondwana was the progenitor of the landmasses in today's southern hemisphere: Antarctica; Australia; the Arabian Peninsula and Indian
subcontinent, both now part of the northern hemisphere;
Madagascar, Africa; and South America.
gorilla: a large, ground-dwelling ape that lives in the African
forest.
gossamer-winged butterfly: a small (typically <5 cm), brightly
colored butterfly in the Lycaenidae family, with over 6,000
species worldwide.
gracile: a slender bodily build.
grade (biology): similarity between 2 organisms.
grammar: the overarching rules for proper use of language, including semantics, syntax, punctuation, and spelling.
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Grande Coupure (33.9 MYA): the mass extinction event that delineates the Eocene and Oligocene epochs in the Paleogene
period. Marine and aquatic fauna were hardest hit, with a
major turnover in European animal species 33.5 MYA. The
Grande Coupure occurred during global cooling, not obviously linked with any catastrophic geological event, though
likely during extended volcanic activity.
grandmother hypothesis: the surmise by George Williams in
1957 that menopause evolved so that grandmothers could
help rear offspring of a succeeding generation.
granite: a course-grained igneous rock, at least 20% quartz by
volume.
grass: an angiosperm in the prodigious, ubiquitous Poaceae family of versatile monocots that grow on all continents. Grasses
have small flowers and sheathing leaves covering hollow
stems. They include cereals and bamboo, but not other plants
commonly called grasses, such as seagrasses, rushes, and
sedges (though rushes and sedges are related to grass).
grasshopper: a predominantly tropical, ground-dwelling, herbivorous insect with powerful hind legs for leaping; extant for
250 MYA, now with 11,000 known species.
gravity: an entropic spacetime distortion caused by mass. Generally considered one of the 4 fundamental forces, though
that is something of a misconception, as the other 3 interactions – strong, weak, and electromagnetism – are significant
to subatomic particles, whereas gravity is not.
Great American Interchange: the period of intercontinental species migration between North and South America 3 MYA. See
Nearctic and Neotropic.
Great Dying (252 MYA): Earth's most severe mass extinction
event, at the Permian–Triassic (P–T) boundary.
Great Oxidation Event (aka Great Oxygenation Event, GOE) (beginning 2.45 BYA): biologically induced augmentation of dioxygen (O2) into Earth's atmosphere. Cyanobacteria begat the
'event' via photosynthesis on a massive scale. The first oxygen-generating organisms arose long before, 3.4 BYA. The onset of Earth's oxidation was neither an "event" nor "great."
The initial oxidation was only a few parts per million of O 2.
Atmospheric oxygen did not begin a serious upswing until
850 MYA.
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Great Rift Valley: a geographic trench in East Africa, best
known for fossils found there of early hominids. The Great
Rift Valley runs from the Afar Triple Junction: 3 plates – the
Nubian, Somalian, and Arabian – that intersect where the
Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea meet, to central Mozambique.
greater hooked squid (Onykia ingens): a deep-water subAntarctic squid. Females are twice as long as males.
Greek Dark Ages (aka Homeric Age) (12th to 9th century BCE):
the period of Greek history from the end of the Mycenaean
palatial civilization to beginning of the Greek poleis (citystates). Compare Dark Ages.
green anole (aka Carolina anole, American anole, red-throated
anole, Anolis carolinensis): a small- to medium-sized arboreal
lizard with a slender body. Males are 15% larger than females. Though related to iguanas, the green anole can
change colors in a chameleon-like manner.
green iguana (aka American iguana, Iguana iguana): a large,
arboreal iguana native to the Caribbean, and Central and
South America.
greenhouse (climate): see hothouse.
greenhouse gas: a gas in the atmosphere that absorbs and emits
radiation within the infrared range. The primary greenhouse
gases in Earth's atmosphere are carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and ozone. Water vapor acts as a greenhouse gas.
Greenland shark (aka gurry shark, gray shark, Somniosus microcephalus): a large shark endemic to the frigid waters of
the North Atlantic and Arctic oceans. Greenland sharks are
also adapted to being comfortable at great depths.
gregarious: highly social.
group selection: the unsubstantiated hypothesis that evolution
acts at the level of the group, not individuals; developed by
Charles Darwin. See kin selection.
If one man in a tribe invented a new snare or weapon, the
tribe would increase in number, spread, and supplant other
tribes. In a tribe thus rendered more numerous there would always be a rather better chance of the birth of other superior and
inventive members. ~ Charles Darwin
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guanine (G) (C5H5N5O): a nucleobase of DNA and RNA. Guanine
is complementary to cytosine. Guanine has a variety of biological employment, notably for reflective optical effects in
the skin of fish for camouflage, and in the eyes of deep-sea
fish, and some reptiles, such as crocodiles.
Guinea baboon (aka western baboon, red baboon, Papio papio):
the smallest species of baboon, endemic to a small range in
westernmost Africa, inhabiting dry forests, gallery forests,
steppes, and savannas. The Guinea baboon is diurnal and
terrestrial, though it sleeps in trees at night for safety. The
number of suitable trees for sleeping limits its group size and
range. Troops are up to 200 members. Guinea baboons are
highly communicative. Socially a troop comprises a complex
multilevel society. Unlike other baboons, adult male Guineas
are tolerant and cooperative, forming social bonds with other
males regardless of kin relation.
guru: a realized teacher.
gymnosperm: a seed-producing plant that arose in the early Carboniferous, 340 MYA. Gymnosperm include conifers (e.g.,
pine, fir), cycads, ginkgo, and gnetophytes.
gyne: the primary reproductive caste in social insects (ants,
bees, wasps, termites). Whereas the typical female worker is
sterile, gynes are destined to become queens. A colony with a
single queen is monogyne (e.g., honeybees), whereas a colony
with multiple queens (e.g., ants) is polygyne.
gynogenesis: asexual reproduction related to parthenogenesis,
but with the requirement that an egg be stimulated by presence of sperm – without incorporating the sperm's genetic
material – in order to develop.
gynosome: the penis of a female booklice.
gyre: a conceptual framework treating a physical system as a
dynamic vortex. A gyre is characterized by its structure,
qualities, thermodynamics, and interactions.
gyroid: an infinitely connected triply periodic minimal surface,
discovered by Alan Schoen in 1970. A gyroid separates space
into 2 oppositely congruent labyrinths of passages.
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H
habitable zone (aka circumstellar habitable zone, Goldilocks
zone, comfort zone): a range of orbits around a star within
which a planetary surface can support liquid water given sufficient atmospheric pressure. The radiant energy a planet receives from the star it orbits is a critical factor.
habitat: the relevant aspects of an environment in which a species population lives.
Hadean (4.55–3.9 BYA): the 1st geologic eon, originally thought
to be before life originated on Earth (but life started 4.1 BYA).
hadron: a composite subatomic particle made of a variety of
quarks.
Hagenberg (mass extinction event 358 MYA): the last of 8 to 10
extinction pulses during the Devonian. The Hagenberg extinction event, on the boundary with the Carboniferous, affected both marine and terrestrial biomes.
hairstreak: a small butterfly with striped markings under its
wings, in the Lycaenidae family.
Hallucigenia: a genus of small Cambrian tubular animals, 0.5–
3.5 cm long.
halophile: an organism that lives in a salty habitat.
Halszkaraptor: a unique genus of feathered, largely aquatic,
maniraptoran therapod with duck-like legs for walking and
forelimbs well-adapted for swimming. Only 1 species – H. escuilliei – is known.
hamster: a burrowing, crepuscular group of rodents of 6–7 genera and ~25 species. Hamsters eat primarily seeds, fruits,
and vegetation, occasionally munching burrowing insects.
Hamsters are larder hoarders, using their expandable cheek
pouches to transport food to their burrows.
haplodiploidy: a sex-determination system where the sex of offspring is determined by the number of sets of chromosomes
received. Female eusocial (Hymenopteran) insects, such as
bees, wasps, and ants, are diploid, but males are haploid because they develop from unfertilized, haploid egg cells.
haploid: an organism having one set of chromosomes.
harvester ant: an ant that collects seeds and stores them in a
communal granary.
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haustorium (plural haustoria): an appendage from the root of a
parasitic plant or the hyphal tip of a parasitic fungus, used
to penetrate a host's tissue and draw nutrients from it.
(holistic dimensionality): the totality of cosmic dimensions.
refers to the universe having more than 4 dimensions (4D
= 3 spatial dimensions and 1 time vector). HD = 4D + ED,
where ED = extra (spatial) dimensions.
hearing: sound detection. Compare audition.
helot: a Spartan slave. The Spartans were savage to their helots.
hematophagy: the practice of feeding on blood.
hemiepiphyte: a plant that spends part of its life as an epiphyte.
hemimetabolous: a type of metamorphosis in which physical development proceeds from egg to nymph to adult. Compare
ametabolous, holometabolous.
hemocoelic: having a blood vascular system.
HD

HD

hemoglobin (aka haemoglobin; abbreviated Hb or Hgb): the ironcontaining oxygen-transport protein in red blood cells of
almost all vertebrates (excepting crocodile icefish). See
icefish.
hemolymph (aka haemolymph): the fluid in the circulatory system of arthropods that is functionally analogous to blood and
tissue fluid in vertebrates.
herbaceous (plant) (shortened form: herb): an angiosperm that
has leaves and stems which die down to the ground at the
end of the growing season. Herbaceous plants have no persistent woody stem above ground. Herbaceous plants may be
annuals, biennials, or perennials. Contrast arborescent.
herbivore: a heterotrophic organism that eats plant-based foods.
Compare omnivore, predator, and saprovore.
heredity (genetics): inheritance of traits from one generation of
life form to the next.
hermaphrodite: an organism that has male and female sex organs (simultaneous hermaphrodite). A sequential hermaphrodite changes sex some time during its life.
heron: a long-legged freshwater and coastal bird of 64 species,
some of which are called egrets or bitterns.
herpetology: the study of amphibians and reptiles.
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Herrerasauridae: the order of the earliest dinosaurs, appearing
in the fossil record 233 MYA, in the Late Triassic. Herrerasaurids were extinct by the end of the Triassic, leaving no
descendants.
heterochrony: an evolutionary change in development, whether
in timing or rate of events, leading to altered morphology.
Contrast heterotopy.
heterogamy (reproductive biology): sexual reproduction, as contrasted to parthenogenetic generation; in the context of alternation of generations. Contrast parthenogenesis.
heterokaryon: a special form of syncytium, in which a life form,
such as a plasmodium, has multiple nuclei of different genetic origin.
heterosporous: a plant with 2 spore sizes. Contrast homosporous.
heterotopy: an evolutionary change in embryonic development
spatially, which may be complementary to heterochrony.
heterotroph: an organism that cannot make its own food. All animals are heterotrophs. Compare autotroph.
heuristic (psychology): a simple, efficient rule used to form judgments, solve problems, or make decisions. Compare algorithm.
hexapod: a 6-legged invertebrate.
Himalayas: a young mountain range formed by the Indian subcontinent moving north and slamming into Eurasia. 9 of the
10 highest peaks on Earth are in the Himalayas.
hinny: a hybrid between a stallion and a female donkey. Compare mule.
hippopotamus: a large, mostly herbivorous mammal of sub-Saharan Africa. Hippos are semiaquatic, inhabiting lakes, shallow rivers, and mangrove swamps. Despite resembling
oversized pigs, their closest are cetaceans, from which they
diverged 55 MYA.
histology (aka microanatomy): the study of cell and tissue anatomy via microscopy.
Hittites: an ancient Anatolian people who established an empire
in north-central Anatolia 1600–1180 BCE.
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HIV (human immunodeficiency virus): an enveloped RNA retrovirus, termed for the immune system deterioration it causes,
leading to AIDS (acquired immunity deficiency syndrome).
holdfast: a root-like structure that anchors aquatic sessile organism, such as seaweed and sponges, to a substrate.
Holocene (11,700 years ago–1940): the interglacial epoch during
icehouse before Earth headed into hothouse from manmade
pollution. The current hothouse epoch – the Omegacene – has
yet to be recognized. The Pleistocene preceded the Holocene.
holometabolous: a type of metamorphosis with 4 stages: egg,
larva, pupa, adult. Compare ametabolous, hemimetabolous.
homeobox: a genetic sequence involved in regulating anatomical
development.
homeodomain: a set of amino acids which confer a regulatory
mandate to the proteins which contain them.
homeosis: the developmental transformation of one organ into
another.
homeostasis (biology): a regulatory process by which an organism strives for holistic health. The term, from Greek, literally
means "steady-state": a rather ridiculous label to try to pin
on a living organism, which cannot possibly maintain a constant status. Less mechanistic revision of the term from its
original conception emphasizes the regulation inherent in
maintaining health at whatever level the term is applied to:
whether cellular, a specific internal system, or the whole organism. Compare autopoiesis.
homeostasis (physics): a tendency toward stability within a system.
homeotic gene (evolutionary development biology): a gene which
regulates the development of anatomical structures via transcription factor programming, which affects genes in genetic
regulatory pathways.
hominid: an ape descendant, some of which became hominin.
Compare anthropoid.
hominin: the hypothesized clade that descended into humans.
Compare anthropoid.
hominoid: a primate of either hominid or anthropoid under the
now obsolete Linnaeus system. Used herein for a primate
with features that indicate evolution away from apes.
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Homo (2.4 MYA–NOW): a diverse genus of hominids which includes modern humans.
homogeneous: the same at all locations. Compare isotropic.
homologous recombination: exchanging nucleotide sequences
between similar genes. Contrast non-homologous recombination.
homologue (evolutionary biology): incremental evolution. Contrast analogue.
homoplasy: the seemingly same trait in organisms of different
species, but the trait did not evolve from a common ancestor;
instead, developed via convergent evolution.
homosporous: a plant with a single spore size. Contrast heterosporous.
honey possum: a tiny marsupial (7–11 grams), half the weight of
a mouse; native to southwestern Australia. The honey possum is a nectivore.
horizontal gene transfer (HGT): sharing genetic material between organisms. In contrast, vertical gene exchange is genic
transfer from parent to offspring.
hormone: an organic chemical intended for long distance intercellular communication; from the Greek word for impetus.
hornwort: a group of bryophytes that evolved during the Devonian, now of 100–150 species, found worldwide in moist soils.
horse (Equus ferus caballus): an odd-toed ungulate. Men began
to domesticate horses ~4,000 BCE. See equid.
Horus: one of the oldest and most important deities in ancient
Egyptian religion; the god of the Sun, war, and safety.
host (biology): a cell, virus, or organism in/on/to which another
organism has an interest or relationship.
host cell: a cell hosting an endosymbiont. Eukaryotes arose from
an archaean hosting bacterial endosymbionts.
host dependency factor: a cellular component that a virus needs
to survive, replicate, or spread.
host range: the cell type(s) that a virus infects by recognizing
cell surface receptors.
hothouse (aka greenhouse): a duration lasting millions of years
where Earth is hot and typically humid, completely lacking
continental glaciers. Contrast icehouse.
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house dust mite: a homebody mite, found even in the cleanest
house. House dust mites select food already partly decomposed by fungi, as they literally have no stomach for digestion.
house finch (Haemorhous mexicanus): a small residential (nonmigrating) songbird now found throughout the US and much
of Mexico, and in southern Canada.
hoverfly (aka flower fly, syrphid fly): a fly of ~6,000 species in
200 genera, in the Syrphidae family; often seen hovering over
nectaring flowers.
human (Homo sapiens): a bipedal, largely furless primate.
Humboldt Current (aka Peru Current): a cold, low-salinity ocean
current that flows north along the west coast of South America from the southern tip of Chile to northern Peru.
hummingbird: a bird in the family Trochilidae. Hummingbirds
are among the smallest of birds, including the smallest: the
5 cm bee hummingbird.
hybrid: an organism that is a combination of 2 species.
hydra: a genus of freshwater invertebrates of ~25 species, with
a body consisting of a thin, typically translucent tube up to
30 mm long.
hydrocarbon: a molecule comprising only hydrogen and carbon.
hydrogen (H): the element with atomic number 1, constituting
in its simplest form a single proton and solitary electron (protium, 1H). Hydrogen is the lightest element, and the most
abundant chemical in the universe, comprising 75% of cosmic
baryonic mass. Hydrogen plays an especial role in acid-base
chemistry and is a proton donor in many reactions between
soluble molecules.
hydrogen sulfide (H2S): a colorless gas with the foul odor of rotten eggs. H2S is poisonous, corrosive, and flammable.
hydrological cycle (aka water cycle): the cycling of water in the
biosphere.
hydrophilic: having a high affinity for water.
hydrophobic: having a low affinity for water.
hydrosphere: the bioelement of water, including the participants
in the water cycle.
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hyena: a dog-like carnivorous mammal that arose in Eurasia
during the Miocene 22 MYA and developed into 2 distinct
groups: robust bone-crunchers and lightly-built dog-like
creatures more given to scavenging. Extant hyenas live in
Africa and Asia.
Hyksos: a tribe from west Asia who took over the eastern Nile
Delta around 1800 BCE.
hylomorphism: the belief that all things are a combination of
matter and form. The form of life is in the soul. Aristotle conceived hylomorphism.
hyoid apparatus: the bones or cartilage which suspend the
tongue, and in mammals the larynx.
hyperthermophile: an organism that can survive at 80 °C or
greater.
hypothesis: a guess gussied up in scientific garb. Under the scientific method, hypotheses are ripe for falsifiability testing.
Compare theory.
Hypsilophodont: a genus of relatively small (1–2 meter), agile,
bipedal, herbivorous ornithopods.

I
Iberian emerald lizard (Lacerta schrieiberi): a lizard endemic to
the Iberian Peninsula (Portugal and western Spain).
ice: frozen water.
icefish (aka notothenioid): a suborder (in the Perciformes order)
of Antarctic and subAntarctic fish which live mainly in the
Southern Ocean. While most animals have 45% hemoglobin
in their blood, crocodile icefish (aka white-blooded fish) have
only 1%. They flourish because of the high oxygen content of
the cold Southern Ocean waters, and partly because oxygen
is absorbed and distributed directly by their blood plasma.
Oxygen solubility greatly increases when cold. The cost is
that crocodile icefish expend twice as much energy in cardiac
output as other icefish with higher hemoglobin concentration.
icehouse (aka ice age): a span of millions of years where the
world has continental ice sheets, tending toward cool and
arid climate. Contrast hothouse.
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ichthyology: the study of fish.
Ichthyosauria: an order of large marine reptiles that appeared
250 MYA.
ideogram: a written symbol representing of a concept. Compare
pictogram.
igneous: rock formed by cooling and solidification of magma or
lava. Compare sedimentary and metamorphic. See basement.
iguana: a genus of herbivorous tropical lizards.
illusion: mistaken perception; something deceptive by a false
impression.
immanence (religion): the belief that there is an active divine
presence in the material world. Contrast transcendence.
Compare supremism.
immune system: a biological system that protects against disease, especially infection. For macrobes, an immune system
acts as a microbiome management system.
in vivo (Latin for "within the living"): something within an organism. Contrast ex vivo.
inclusive fitness: the hypothesis of an evolutionary strategy
whereby conspecifics altruistically help one another. See kin
selection.
indehiscent: not dehiscent.
indigenous: naturally occurring in an environment or biome.
Compare native, endemic.
Indonesia: a nation comprising over 13,000 islands in Oceania.
Indus Valley civilization (aka Harappan civilization) (~7,000–
1900 BCE): a peaceful, prosperous ancient civilization in the
Indus Valley (now western India & Pakistan).
industry (archeology): a collection of contemporaneous artifacts
indicting a level of technological accomplishment.
influenza (aka the flu): an infectious disease of birds and mammals caused by RNA viruses.
infrared (IR): electromagnetic radiation between 1 and 400 THz
(terahertz). Most thermal radiation at room temperature is
infrared. Infrared is emitted or absorbed by molecules when
they change their rotational or vibrational mode.
infructescence: the fruiting stage of an inflorescence (flower).
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inquiline: an animal that lives commensally in the dwelling of
another species. The most diverse types of inquiline are
found in the nests of social insects, especially ants and termites, where a single colony may support dozens of different
inquilines. Inquiline is a somewhat slippery term. Parasites
are by definition deleterious to their hosts. In contrast, inquilines gain from their host association, by taking advantage of
host services and facilities, but do not necessarily bring their
hosts down.
insect: an arthropod with a tripartite body (head, thorax, and
abdomen), a chitinous exoskeleton, 3 pairs of jointed legs, a
pair of compound eyes, and a pair of antennae. Insects are
among the most diverse groups of animals, with over a million known species.
insectivore: an insect eater.
insertion (genetics): a mutation via inserting 1 or more nucleotides. Contrast deletion.
instinct: an innate ability or impulse.
intein: a self-splicing protein segment which can excise itself
from a larger protein molecule and rejoin a polypeptide chain
(extein) via a peptide bond.
intelligence: an attribution for consistently behaving appropriately. Also used for the process of gathering and analyzing
information.
intent: volition; willfulness.
interconnection: mutual connection.
interdependence: a system where one feature dynamic may affect another.
interferon: a protein made and let loose by a host cell in response
to detecting a pathogen.
interglacial: a period of warmer climate within an ice age
(icehouse). Compare glacial period.
internode (botany): growth between an established plant and its
nascent offspring during vegetative reproduction.
interphase: the period of the cell cycle during which a cell lives
its everyday existence. Interphase is 90% of a cell's life cycle.
See anaphase, telophase.
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interspecific: occurring between or among different species. Contrast conspecific.
introgression (genetics): introduction of genes from one species
into another.
intron: a polynucleotide sequence in a nucleic acid that does not
code for protein synthesis. Introns are removed before translation of messenger RNA. Compare exon.
inversion (genetics): a mutation by rearranging a gene sequence.
Compare translocation.
invertebrate: an animal that is not a vertebrate.
iridescence (aka goniochromism): a change of color appearance
in a material based upon angle of view or illumination. Iridescence is often created via structural coloration (microstructures which create light interference patterns).
Irish elk (aka Irish giant deer, Megaloceros giganteus): one of the
largest deer that ever lived, which went extinct ~7,700 years
ago. Its range extended across Eurasia during the Pleistocene, from Ireland to Siberia and China.
iron (Fe): the element with atomic number 26; a metal. Iron is
the most common element (by mass) in Earth, forming much
of its core.
Iron Age (~1300–500 BCE): the last (3rd) principal period of the
3-age system, noted for widespread use of iron and the development of steel. See Stone Age, Bronze Age.
isometric: relating to or characterized by equality of measure.
isoprene (2-methyl-1,3-butadiene (C5H8)): a colorless, volatile,
organic liquid produced by many plants; polymers of isoprene
are the main component of natural rubber.
isotropic: the same in all directions. Compare homogeneous.

J
jellyfish (aka sea jelly): a free-swimming marine animal with a
gelatinous bell shaped like an umbrella, trailing tentacles.
Jellyfish are the oldest multiple-organ animal, having been
around for at least 700 million years. ~2,000 jellyfish species
are extant.
Judaism: the monotheist religion of the Jews.
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jumping spider: an agile spider, with the best vision of all invertebrates, Jumping spiders have 4 pairs of eyes, including
large anterior central eyes. Jumping spiders normally move
slowly and quietly, but are capable of incredibly athletic
jumps, either to snag prey or to avoid a threat. There are
5,000 distinct jumping spiders (the Portia genus), making up
13% of all spider species – the most specious spider. Jumping
spiders are found everywhere but the polar regions.
junk DNA: a DNA sequence that does not code for producing a
protein.
Jupiter: the 5th planet from the Sun; a gas giant 2.5 times the
mass of all other planets in the system. Jupiter has 63 sizable
moons, 1 more than Saturn.
Jurassic (201–145 MYA): the middle period of the Mesozoic era,
following the Triassic period and preceding the Cretaceous.
The Jurassic is best known for the predominance of dinosaurs as the largest life. By the beginning of the Jurassic, the
supercontinent Pangea had begun rifting into 2 landmasses:
Laurasia to the north and Gondwana to the south.
juxtacrine signaling: intercellular communication by direct contact. Compare paracrine signaling, endocrine signaling.

K
K–Pg boundary (mass extinction event) (66 MYA): the Cretaceous–Paleogene mass extinction event boundary that defines the end of the Mesozoic era. K is used for Cretaceous
because C was already taken for Carboniferous.
katydid (aka bush cricket): a cricket-like insect in the Tettigoniidea family, with 6,400 species.
Kauai cave wolf spider (Adelocosa anops): an eyeless spider that
lives in caves on Kauai island, Hawaii.
kelp: a large seaweed (brown algae), of which there are ~30 genera. Kelp often form dense forests which support a variety of
marine animals.
Kelvin (K): an absolute temperature scale. Kelvin is the primary
measurement unit in the physical sciences.
Kenyanthropus (3.5–3.2 MYA): a genus of hominid that walked
upright, with a cranial capacity of early hominins.
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keratin: a family of fibrous structural proteins, found in animal
nails, claws, hooves, and other sturdy parts, including scales,
skin, feathers, and hair. The only other biochemical substance with such toughness is chitin. See lignin.
kin selection: the theory that organisms altruistically help their
relatives; mathematically developed by Ronald Fisher in
1930 and popularized by W.D. Hamilton in 1964.
kinase: an enzyme that promotes reversible phosphorylation.
More generally, kinases act on and modify the activities of
specific proteins.
kinetic energy: energy associated with motion.
kingdom (biological classification): the taxon above phylum and
below domain. There are 4 eukaryotic kingdoms: protists,
plants, fungi, and animals.
knowledge: cognition of facts or principles about Nature. Compare omniscience.
Komodo dragon (aka Komodo monitor): a gigantic lizard on the
Indonesian islands of Komodo.

L
lacerta (aka true lizard, wall lizard): a lizard in the Lacertidae
family, comprising over 300 species in 29 genera, native to
Africa, Europe, and Asia.
Lake Duck (aka Argentine Blue-bill, Oxyura vittata): a small,
South American stiff-tailed duck.
Lake Tanganyika: a large lake in Africa; the world's longest
freshwater lake, the 2nd-oldest, 2nd-largest by volume, and
2nd-deepest (in all instances after Lake Baikal in Siberia).
Tanganyika refers to "great plain-like lake."
Lake Rudolf: a lake in Kenya, now called Lake Turkana.
Lamarckism (aka Lamarckian inheritance, heritability of acquired characteristics, soft inheritance): the theory that an
organism can pass on characteristics acquired during its lifetime to its offspring. Named after Jean-Baptiste Lamarck,
who proposed the hypothesis. Long disparaged by Darwinists, the discovery of epigenetics has validated Lamarckism.
lamprid: a ray-finned fish in the Lampriformes order that are
pelagic feeders, typically brightly colored, often with brilliant
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crimson fins. Lamprid body forms vary but are generally
compressed laterally.
lancelet (aka amphioxus): a fish-like marine chordate of ~32 extant species.
language: a system of symbols with interrelated meanings.
large blue butterfly (Maculinea arion): a gossamer-winged butterfly native to northern Eurasia that deceives red ants (Myrmica sabuleti).
larynx (aka voice box (for humans)): a hollow tube connected to
the top of the trachea in tetrapods; used for breathing, sound
production, and protecting the trachea from food aspiration.
Last Glacial Maximum (26.5–19.5 TYA): the last period of peak
glaciation on Earth.
lateral line: a sense organ system in aquatic vertebrate, chiefly
fish, used to detect movement via vibration.
lateralization (avian vocalization): separate sounds from each
bronchus.
Laurasia: the northernmost of 2 supercontinents that split from
the supercontinent Pangea 200 MYA. Laurasia included most
of the current continental landmass of the northern hemisphere. Gondwana was the southern portion of erstwhile
Pangea.
laurel forest (aka laurisilva): a subtropical forest type with high
humidity and relatively stable, mild temperatures. Laurel
forests are dominated by broadleaf trees with glossy, evergreen, elongated leaves, known as lauroid or laurophyll.
Laurentia: a large continental craton created 1.5–1.0 BYA; now
the North American Craton, after much movement and rotation. The craton now comprises eastern and central Canada,
and most of the middle states of the United States. Precambrian basement rock at the southwest portion of the craton
was deformed by continental collisions, begetting the Rocky
Mountains.
larva (biology) (plural: larvae, larvas): the immature, wingless,
and often wormlike (vermiform) feeding stage of a holometabolous insect hatched from an egg. The next development stage is as a pupa. Compare nymph.
law (natural philosophy): a conclusion about a universal tendency in Nature.
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law of independent assortment: a hypothesis by Gregor Mendel
that the expression of any 1 genetic trait is not influenced by
another. This so-called law is bogus.
law of segregation: a hypothesis by Gregor Mendel that an allele
in a diploid organism may express as dominant, masking a
recessive allele that would express a different trait.
leaf: a vascular plant organelle, typically employed in photosynthesis. Leaves evolved to suit plants specific needs, optimized
to constraints imposed by physics at the quantum level. See
foliage.
learning: the process of constructing a conceptual framework.
lechwe: an African antelope, with adults 90–100 cm high at the
shoulder, 70–120 kg. Herds, which may number many thousands, are usually a single sex. During breeding season,
herds mix. While almost all females breed, only dominant
males do. Males battle for mating privilege.
leghemoglobin: a protein that carries nitrogen or oxygen in
plants.
legume: an herbaceous perennial plant or its fruit or seed. Wellknown edible legumes include alfalfa, beans, carob, lentils,
peanuts, peas, and soybeans.
lemur: a clade of prosimian, named after the lemures (ghostly
spirits) of Roman mythology, owing to lemurs' ghostly vocals,
reflective eyes, and often nocturnal lifestyle. Lemurs are endemic to Madagascar, having arrived by rafting 62–65 MYA.
Some lemurs were as large as male gorillas until after humans arrived on the island 2,000 years ago. The invasive humans wiped the large lemurs out.
lengyre (aka vital energy, chi (Chinese), prana (Hindu)): an organism's HD life-force energy system.
leopard ground squirrel (aka 13-lined ground squirrel, striped
gopher, squinney, Ictidomys tridecemlineatus): a ground
squirrel widely distributed over the prairies and grasslands
of North America, with 13 alternating brown and whitish
longitudinal lines (sometimes broken into spots) on its back
and sides.
lepidopteran: an insect in the diverse Lepidoptera order which
includes moths and butterflies.
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Levant: the geographical region encompassing modern-day
Jordan, Israel, Lebanon, and Syria. The term Levant
appeared in English in 1497, originally meaning "the East."
The Levant has been characterized as the "crossroads of
western Asia, the eastern Mediterranean and northeast
Africa."
Lévy walk (aka Lévy flight): a random walk defined by step
lengths. The term was coined by Benoît Mandelbrot, referring to Paul Lévy.
liana: a woody vine, rooted in the soil, that climbs trees to the
canopy.
lichen: a composite organism comprising a fungus (mycobiont)
and a photosynthetic (photobiont) cyanobacterium or algae.
life: anything capable of perceiving its environment.
life-history variable: a trait or aspect of an organism's existence
related to others; often viewed comparatively, as a trade-off
with other, mutually exclusive possibilities.
light: electromagnetic radiation visible to the human eye, at a
wavelength of 380–740 nanometers.
light-year: how far light travels in a year at light-speed (as fast
as light can travel); the standard unit used to express astronomical distances. A light-year is ~9.461 trillion kilometers.
lignin: an amorphous polymer related to cellulose. Lignin is an
integral part of the cell walls of plants and some algae. See
chitin, keratin.
lignotuber: a woody swelling of the root crown in some plants,
as a protection against plant stem destruction, such as by
fire.
ligule: a thin outgrowth at the junction of a leafstalk and leaf in
a grass or sedge. The ligule is at the junction of the blade and
sheath of a leaf.
limestone: a sedimentary rock, largely comprising calcite and
aragonite, which are different crystal forms of calcium carbonate (CaCO3). Many limestones are the compressed remnants of marine organisms, such as coral and foraminifera.
Linnaeus: a long-accepted biological classification system proposed by Carl Linnaeus in the mid-18th century.
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lipid: a broad group of relatively complex nonpolar carbon-based
compounds, used for organic energy storage and a wide variety of biological functions.
liquid: a fluid that flows freely. Water is a liquid.
lithosphere: the outermost shell of a rocky planet. Earth's lithosphere comprises its crust and upper mantle: the portions
that behave elastically over geological expanses of time.
littoral zone (aka nearshore): the area close to shore of a river or
body of water.
lizard: a scaled reptile of over 5,600 extant species in all continents except Antarctica, including most oceanic islands.
lobe-finned fish (Sarcopterygii): a clade of bony fish with fleshy,
lobed, fin pairs, joined to the body by a single bone. Each fin
is on a scaly stalk extending from the body. Contrast rayfinned fish.
lobster: a large marine crustacean in the Nephrophiae family,
with 5 pairs of legs, a long body and muscular tail. Lobsters
are found in all oceans, residing in burrows or crevices on the
sea floor. Lobsters may live 40–60 years, possibly more.
locust: a short-horned grasshopper that has a swarming phase.
Several grasshopper species go locust on all continents except
North America and Antarctica. The desert locust
(Schistocerca gregaria) is best known: swarming in north and
west Africa, the Middle East, and the Indian subcontinent.
The migratory locust (Locusta migratoria) swarms in Africa,
Asia, Australia, and New Zealand.
logogram: a symbol representing a word or its portion.
longclaw: a small, ground-dwelling, insectivorous, African passerine in the Macronyx genus. Compare meadowlark.
longwing (aka heliconian): a colorful butterfly in the Heliconius
genus, distributed throughout the tropics and subtropics of
the New World, as far north as the southern United States.
lung: the essential respiration organ in air-breathing animals.
lungfish (aka salamanderfish): a freshwater fish that can
breathe air.
Luzon: a northern island of the Philippines, the largest.
Lyme disease: an infectious disease caused by the pathogenic
bacteria Borrelia burgdorferi, which are carried by Ixodes
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ticks. A rash that looks like a bull's eye is an early symptom.
Left untreated, the disease can debilitate the joints, heart,
and central nervous system.
lysis: viral reproductive release by cell wall rupture: killing the
host cell in a violent outburst that releases a multitude of
offspring. Contrast lysogeny.
lysosome: the organelle in animal cells responsible for autophagy.

M
macrobe: an organism larger than a microbe.
macroevolution: origin of new species and evolutionary trends
among related species. Contrast microevolution.
macrophage (derived from the Greek for "large eater"): a type of
phagocyte employed in vertebrate immune system defense.
Madagascar: a large island in the Indian Ocean off the coast of
east Africa.
mafic: silicate mineral rich in in magnesium and iron. Basalt is
a mafic rock. Mafic is a portmanteau of "magnesium" and
"ferric" (referring to iron). Mafic rocks are 45–55% silica.
Contrast felsic.
magma: molten rock made underground. Igneous rocks come
from cooled magma.
magnesium (Mg): the element with atomic number 12; an alkaline earth metal; the 8th most abundant element in Earth's
crust.
magnetoreception: sensory reception of the Earth's magnetic
fields by biochemical means.
malaria: a mosquito-borne infectious animal disease caused by
the parasitic protozoan Plasmodium falcipanum.
Malay Archipelago: the archipelago between mainland Indochina and Australia, comprising over 25,000 islands.
mallard: a dabbing duck native to the temperate and subtropical Americas, Eurasia, and North Africa, and has been introduced elsewhere. Dabbing ducks are a subfamily (Anatinae)
of the family Anatidae, which includes ducks, geese, and
swans. Drakes have a glossy green head, and gray on their
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wings and bellies, whereas the hens have mainly brownspeckled plumage.
mammal: a class of air-breathing vertebrate animals, characterized by endothermy, hair, and females with mammary
glands.
mandible: jawbone (the lower jaw in mammals).
mangrove: various salt-tolerant (halophyte) trees that grow in
coastal biomes in the tropics and subtropics.
manipularity: the ease with which an organism can manipulate
its environment.
manipularity–intelligence hypothesis: a hypothesis by Ishi Nobu
that the ease by which organisms can manipulate their environment is inversely related to acumen as a life-history variable.
Maniraptora: a clade of dinosaurs that begat birds and nonavian species.
manta ray (aka devil ray): a large ray in the Manta genus. Mantas are found near in warm marine waters. Many manta species migrate across open oceans singly or in groups, though
at least 1 is resident and coastal.
mantis (plural: mantises or mantes): an order of tropical and
temperate insects, with over 2,400 species in 430 genera. The
closest relatives to mantes are cockroaches and termites.
mantis shrimp (aka stomatopod): a worldwide marine shrimp of
around 400 species, typically solitary and aggressive. Mantis
shrimp sport powerful claws which can spear, stun, or dismember prey. The ancient Assyrians called mantis shrimp
"sea locusts."
mantle: the layer of Earth above the core and below the crust.
mantle plume: the rising of hot rock from the core-mantle boundary through the mantle to become a diapir (intrusion) in the
Earth's crust.
marbled crayfish (aka marmokreb, Procambarus virginalis): a
small (4–8 cm) freshwater crayfish, unique among decapods
in being parthenogenetic. The marbled crayfish prefers
warmer waters – cold waters kill. Unlike some other crayfish,
marmokrebs do not burrow. Discovered in German pet stores
in the late 1990s and let loose by pet owners, wild established
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populations are usually found in urban semi-natural water
bodies.
Markov property: the memoryless property of a stochastic process, termed after Russian mathematician Andrey Markov.
A Markov process depends only upon the present state, with
no reference to antecedents.
marmoset (aka zari): a small New World monkey of 22 species
in 4 genera.
marsupial: a clade of mammals characterized by giving birth to
relatively undeveloped live young. An infant marsupial (joey)
develops within its mother's pouch.
mass extinction: the indiscriminate extinction of many species
during an extinction event. Contrast background extinction.
mastodon (26.8 MYA–11 TYA): an elephant-like animal hunted to
extinction by humans.
matamata turtle: a freshwater turtle native to South America,
primarily the Amazon and Orinoco basins. Matamata are
carnivorous, feeding exclusively on fish and aquatic invertebrates. Matamata swallow prey whole, as their mouth is not
built for chewing.
materialism (economics): the belief that human prosperity is
based upon material possessions, upon which value can be
ascribed.
Matryoshka doll: a set of hollow wooden dolls of decreasing size
which can be placed one inside another.
matter (physics): something with mass, constructed of fermions.
See energy.
matterism (aka (philosophical) materialism): the monistic belief
that reality is made of matter. Matterism ignores that matter
of made of energy and supposes that the mind is a figment of
something substantial. Contrast energyism.
Maya: an ancient people inhabiting Mesoamerica (central
America). The earliest Mayan villages and agriculture date
to ~1500 BCE.
meadowlark: a group of New World grassland birds comprising
7 species. Meadowlarks are largely insectivorous. Male
meadowlarks have a black or brown back, and extensively
yellow or red underparts. Compare longclaw.
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mechanical isolation (evolutionary biology): reproductive incompatibility between a species and its descendant.
Mediterranean basin: the terrestrial region around the Mediterranean Sea that has a Mediterranean climate of mild, rainy
winters and hot, dry summers.
Mediterranean Sea: the sea connected to the Atlantic Ocean and
enclosed by the Mediterranean region of southern Europe
and western Anatolia, north Africa, and the Levant.
megafauna: large animals.
Megalomyrmex: a genus of ant that are social parasites of attine
ants.
megaphyll: a leaf with multiple veins. Contrast microphyll.
meiosis: the special cell division for sexual reproduction, producing germline gametes (sperm or eggs). Meiosis also refers to
the cell division process for making spores. Compare mitosis.
Melanesia: a somewhat ill-defined subregion of Oceania, extending from New Guinea to Fiji, comprising most of the islands
immediately north and northeast of Australia.
melanin: a group of pigments found in most organisms.
melyrid beetle: a tiny beetle (up to 1 cm) noted for its toxicity.
membrane (cytology): a lipid bilayer surrounding a cell, providing a barrier between the cell and the outside world.
Mendelian inheritance: biological inheritance following laws
proposed by Gregor Mendel.
menopause: the transitional period in vertebrates of reproductive senescence some time before natural death; typically occurring in women between 45–55 years of age.
mentation: mental activity.
mentotype: the psychological constitution of an organism, including cognitive orientations and capacities, awareness loci,
and worldview. Compare phenotype.
Merced clarkia (Clarkia lingulata): a rare evening primrose endemic to California; now endangered, owing to herbicide use.
meristem: plant tissue where growth occurs.
mesocarp: the middle layer of a pericarp, comprising the pulp of
a fruit.
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mesoglea: a non-living jelly, sandwiched between 2 thin (single
cell) layers of epithelium, which functions as a hydrostatic
skeleton.
mesohyl: the gelatinous matrix within a sponge that resembles
connective tissue.
Mesolithic (20–5 TYA): the final period of foraging in human cultures as the predominant lifestyle, before giving way to agriculture, between the Upper Paleolithic and Neolithic; 20–8
TYA in southwest Asia, 15–5 TYA in Europe.
Mesopotamia: an area of the Tigris–Euphrates river system,
widely considered the Western cradle of civilization during
the Bronze Age. Indigenous Sumerians, Assyrians, and Babylonians were there at the onset of written history 3100 BCE.
mesotherm: an animal with internal means to raise body temperature, but not with the precision of maintaining thermal
homeostasis like endotherms. See ectotherm, endotherm.
Mesozoic (252–66 MYA): the geological era – called the Age of Reptiles by Gideon Marshall – which includes the Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous periods.
messenger RNA (mRNA): an RNA molecule with the physical
blueprint for a protein product.
metabolic pathway: a series of chemical reactions within a cell,
typically with an intended biological end-product.
metabolism: cellular chemical reactions which provide energy
for vital processes. See anabolism, catabolism.
metabolite: a product of metabolism.
metamerism: a plant or animal with a body comprising a linear
series of segments, similarly in structure. Earthworms and
centipedes are metameric.
metamorphic (rock): a rock arising from transformation via heat
and pressure. The original rock (protolith) may be igneous,
sedimentary or a previous incarnate metamorphic. Compare
igneous, sedimentary. See basement.
metamorphism (geology): the recrystallization of a rock owing to
heat, pressure, or chemically active fluids.
metamorphosis: conspicuous and relatively abrupt changes in
phenotype during the life cycle of an animal, usually accompanied by a change in habitat and/or behavior. Some insects,
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mollusks, amphibians, crustaceans, cnidarians, echinoderms, and tunicates undergo metamorphosis. The 3 types of
metamorphosis are ametabolous, hemimetabolous, and holometabolous.
metaplasia: a reversible transformation of one differentiated
cell type to another.
metazoan (plural: metazoa): an animal.
meteorite: a sizable rock from space that managed to smack
Earth's surface without being vaporized on atmosphere entry. A meteorite might be a comet or asteroid.
methane (CH4): a flammable, explosive gas. Methane forms in
mashes and swamps from decaying organic matter.
methanethiol (CH4S): a breakdown product of the algal metabolite dimethylsulfoniopropionate.
methanogen: an anoxic archaeon that produces methane as a
metabolic by-product.
methanogenesis (aka biomethanation): waste formation of methane by methanogens.
Methanospirillum hungatei: an ancient methogenic archaeon.
Commonly employed nowadays to clean up wastewater.
metoposaur: an extinct family of amphibians that arose during
the Triassic; a trematosaurian temnospondyl. Though no relation, metoposaurs somewhat resembled crocodiles.
microbe: a microorganism, typically single-celled. Microbes include archaea, bacteria, protists, and fungi. Contrast macrobe.
microbial loop: recovery of otherwise lost organic energy by bacteria.
microbiome: the endosymbiotic, microbial community that comprises every eukaryotic organism, especially multicellular
eukaryotes. Commensal prokaryotic inhabitants are essential to eukaryotic life.
microevolution: changes within species. Contrast macroevolution.
microphyll: a leaf with a single, unbranched vein. Contrast megaphyll.
Microraptor: a genus of small, 4-winged bird-like dinosaurs.
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Middle Ages (aka Medieval period) (~467–1400): the period of
European history between the 5th and 15th centuries, beginning with the collapse of the Roman Empire and the onset of
the Dark Ages.
Milankovitch cycle: a 1920 hypothesis by Milutin Milanković relating changes in sunlight, and thereby climate, to variations
in Earth's orbit about the Sun. Earth has an elliptical orbit,
with eccentricities in that orbit, as well in its axial tilt and
precession (rotational orientation). Milankovitch cycles are
now used extensively to explain the timing of glacial-interglacial cycles in Earth's evolution.
militarism: subordination of civil society to the military as a virtuous ideal.
milk: a fluid secreted by female mammary glands for nourishment of their young offspring; also used for a liquid resembling milk, including the juice of a coconut, the latex of a
plant, or the fluid contents of an unripe grain kernel.
milkweed: an herbaceous perennial dicot of over 140 known species in the Asclepias genus, native to North America. Milkweeds are among the most complex flowers, comparable to
orchids.
milkweed butterfly (subfamily Danainae): a brush-footed butterfly that lays its eggs on milkweeds, upon which their larvae
feed. There are ~300 danaine butterfly species worldwide,
found mostly in tropical Asia and Africa.
milt: the seminal fluid of fish, mollusks, and other water dwellers, who reproduce by spraying milt, which is loaded with
sperm, onto roe (fish eggs).
mimesis: camouflage toward triviality.
mimicry (biology): trait imitation by a species.
Minoan (civilization) (~2800–1420 BCE): an Aegean Bronze Age
civilization flourishing on the island of Crete until overrun
by the Mycenaeans from mainland Greece.
mimivirus: a genus (Mimivirus) of giant viruses that infects
amoebae.
mind: an intangible organ for symbolic processing.
Miocene (23–5.3 MYA): the 1st of 2 epochs in the Neogene period,
divided into 6 ages with corresponding rock stages.
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mite: a tiny arthropod in the subclass Acari, along with ticks.
With 48,200 described species, mites are among the most diverse and successful invertebrates, having adapted to a vast
array of habitats: living free in water or soil, and as parasites
on plants, animals, and even mold. Studying ticks and mites
is acarology.
mitochondrion (plural: mitochondria): an organelle that acts as
the cell's power plant, generating ATP.
mitosis: the eukaryotic cell division process. Compare meiosis.
mitotic recombination: a relatively rare genetic recombination
that occurs in somatic cells during mitosis.
moa: a large flightless bird endemic to New Zealand; the dominant herbivore there until hunted to extinction by men in the
late 13th century. The 2 largest species reached 3.6 meters
in height and weighed up to 230 kilograms.
modularity (biology): an organic system organized into identifiable units. Modularity appears at all biological scales, from
macromolecules to organs and body plans.
moiety: a small molecule of a chemical functional group.
mold (aka mould): a fungus that grows as multicellular filaments (hyphae). In contrast, fungi that grow as single cells
are called yeast.
molecule: a combination of 2 or more atoms.
mollusk (aka mollusc): a phylum of invertebrates. Mollusks are
highly diversified in marine environments, comprising 23%
of identified macroscopic marine species. There are also
freshwater and terrestrial mollusks, such as snails.
Molyneux's problem: a philosophical question concerning the basis of knowledge and the senses: would a blind person be able
to instantly recognize by sight what previously had been
known only by touch if vision were restored?; posited by William Molyneux in 1688 to John Locke.
mongoose (plural: mongooses or mongeese): a small carnivore of
33 extant species, endemic to parts of southern Eurasia and
Africa.
monitor lizard: a large, venomous, carnivorous lizard in the
Varanus genus, with ~79 species, native to Africa, Asia, and
Oceania.
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monkey: a primate, excluding apes.
monkey-flower (aka musk-flower): a flowering plant of 150 species in the genus Mimulus. Monkey-flower species diversity
is greatest in western North America, with Australia another
area of considerable diversity.
monochromacy: having a single type of vision receptor. Marine
mammals, with only 1 color cone type, are monochromats, as
are night monkeys. Compare dichromacy, trichromacy, tetrachromacy.
monocot (monocotyledon): a plant with 1 embryonic leaf (cotyledon) in its seed. Compare dicot, eudicot.
monoecy: the presence of male and female flowers on the same
plant. Compare hermaphrodite.
monogamy: the practice of having a single mate; a mating system comprising a male and female pair. Contrast polygamy.
monogenesis: the false hypothesis by Charles Darwin that all
human races descended from a single species.
monomer: a molecule that may bind with other molecules to
form a polymer.
monophyletic: organisms descended from a single taxon; a clade.
monosaccharide (aka simple sugar): a simple carbohydrate with
the formula (CH2O)n, where n = 3 (triose), 5 (pentose), or 6
(hexose). Glucose, fructose, and ribose are exemplary monosaccharides. See disaccharide.
montane: an ecosystem found in mountains, stratified by elevation.
morpheme: the smallest semantic language unit.
morphogenesis: biological development of form.
morphology: the form and structure of an organism or other system. Compare physiology.
mosaic evolution: an evolutionary change in only part of an organism.
mosasaur: an extinct group of large marine reptiles, of 38 genera, which lived from the Early Cretaceous until the period's
end 66 MYA.
mosquitofish: a small freshwater fish in the Gambusia genus.
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moth: a flying insect related to the butterfly. Most moths are
nocturnal. ~160,000 species are extant. Compare butterfly.
motile: capable of movement. Contrast sessile.
motion camouflage: movement that does not attract the attention of an intended target (typically a prey or predator).
Mousterian (industry): Middle Stone Age tool technology which
represented refinements from Acheulean culture. Mousterian was named after an archeological site at Le Moustier, a
rock shelter in the Dordogne region of France.
mudskipper: an amphibious fish in the goby family that walks
through the mud on its pectoral fins.
mulberry (aka fig): an angiosperm of over 1,100 species in ~38
genera. See fig.
mule: a hybrid between a male donkey and a mare (female
horse). Compare hinny.
Müllerian mimicry: poisonous species that share a common
predator mimicking each other's warning signals. The mimicry need not be visual: it may be any sense that a predator
employs to select its prey. Named after its discoverer, Fritz
Müller.
multicellularity: an organismal structure comprising multiple
cells. Contrast pluricellularity.
multituberculate: a group of rodent-like mammals that lived
165–35 MYA.
murre (aka guillemot (UK), turr (Canada)): a large black-andwhite diving auk that spends most of its life over northern
coastal seas, only venturing onto land for colonial breeding.
There are 2 species in the murre genus (Uria): the common
murre (U. aalge) and the thick-billed murre (U. lomvia).
muscovite: a mineral high in aluminium and potassium.
mussel (aka clam): a bivalve mollusk.
mutation: a change in a genetic sequence.
mutualism: regular interaction between 2 organisms that provides mutual benefits.
MYA: millions of years ago.
Mycenaean (civilization) (1600–1100 BCE): an ancient civilization
during the Late Bronze Age. Mycenae is the historical setting
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for much ancient Greek literature and myth, including the
epics of Homer.
myoelastic-aerodynamic theory: a theory of vocalization corresponding with Bernoulli forces (negative pressure) on elastic
tissue folds muscularly controlled (myo refers to muscles).
myosin: an ATP-dependent motor protein, best known for its
role in muscle contraction, but involved in a wide range of
eukaryotic motility actions.

N
naïve empiricism: the belief that the knowledge can only be
gained through empirical examination of Nature.
naïve realism (aka direct realism, commonsense realism): the belief that perception of actuality is reality, objectively and
without bias.
Nanuqsaurus: a genus of carnivorous tyrannosaurid theropod,
adapted to a cool climate.
narwhal (aka narwhale): a medium-sized toothed whale with a
large tusk from a protruding canine tooth. Narwhals live
year-round in Arctic waters.
native (biology): naturally occurring and associated with a certain environment or biome. Compare indigenous, endemic.
Natufian culture: a pre-agricultural sedentary culture in the Levant 15–12 TYA.
natural genetic engineering: adaptive genomic restructuring, including epigenetic modifications.
natural genetic engineering toolkit: the total set of tools that
every cell has to restructure its genome.
natural philosophy: the study of Nature from a holistic perspective; the common methodology of comprehending Nature until the 17th century, before modern science barged in with its
strictly empirical scientific method. See natural science. Contrast science.
natural science: natural philosophy coupled to the scientific
method.
natural selection: a meaningless term acclaiming Darwinism,
popular among religious evolutionary biologists who should
know better. See Darwinism.
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Nature: the exhibition of existence. See coherence.
nautiloid: a diverse group of marine cephalopods with hard
outer shells for protection, such as the nautilus. Nautiloids
arose during the Late Cambrian. Compare coleoid.
nautilus: a pelagic marine nautiloid that emerged during the
Late Cambrian, with 6 extant species in 2 genera.
Nazca Plate: an oceanic tectonic plate in the eastern Pacific
Ocean basin off the west coast of South America.
Neanderthal (aka Neandertal) (~800–45 TYA): an extinct species
in the Homo genus, closely related to modern humans.
Near East: a geographical area of southwest Asia and northeast
Africa. The term has generally been applied as being the area
of the Ottoman Empire at its apogee in the mid-1500s. Since
the mid-1900s, the terms Near East and Middle East have
been approximated as synonymous.
near passerine: an arboreal bird, related to (true) passerines.
Near passerines include cuckoos, swifts, hummingbirds,
woodpeckers, toucans, hornbills, kingfishers, nightjars,
mousebirds, trogons and quetzals. A comprehensive listing is
somewhat controversial, as some birds, such as pigeons and
parrots, were traditionally considered near passerines, but
their inclusion is no longer generally accepted.
Nearctic: organisms indigenous to North America before the
Great American Interchange. Contrast Neotropic.
necrosis: premature cell death in living tissue via autolysis.
Compare apoptosis.
nectar: a sugar-rich solution produced by plants as a bribe for
pollinators.
nectarivore: an animal that eats primarily or exclusively nectar.
Most nectarivores are insects or birds but there are also nectarivorous geckos, bats, and the tiny honey possum.
negligible senescence: lack of aging symptoms.
nematode: see roundworm.
nematocyte: a barb with chemical sting.
neochrome: a protein photoreceptor that is active at low light
levels by its responsiveness to longer wavelength light. Neochrome is a synthesis of phytochrome and phototropin. See
chlorophyll, cryptochrome, phototropin, phytochrome.
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Neogene (23–0.05 MYA): the middle geological period of 3 in the
Cenozoic era, during which mammals and birds evolved into
their modern forms. Later in the period hominoids arose.
Neolithic (aka New Stone Age) (10,200 BCE–[4500–2000] BCE): a
technological era in human prehistory marked by the development of metal tools and by the domestication of crops and
animals; coined by Charles Lyell in 1865.
neonate: a human infant within 28 days of birth.
Neoproterozoic (1 BYA–542 MYA); the 3rd and last era of the Proterozoic eon.
neoteny (aka juvenilization, pedomorphosis): retention by adults
of traits previously seen only in the young (in the perspective
of evolutionary descent). See heterochrony.
Neotropic: organisms indigenous to South America before the
Great American Interchange. Contrast Nearctic.
Neotropics: tropical Central and South America.
Neptune grass (aka Mediterranean tapeweed, Posidonia oceanica): a long-lived seagrass endemic to the Mediterranean Sea.
nerve (cell): see neuron.
nervous system: the electro-chemical communication system of
an animal via nerve cells. Nervous systems emerged 600–550
MYA.
nettle: a flowering plant with stinging hairs in the Urtica genus.
neuron (aka nerve cell): an electrically excitable intercellular
signaling cell as part of the nervous system, employed for
sensory or motor communication. Functionally, neurons are
managed by glia.
New World: the Western Hemisphere, specifically the Americas
and nearby islands; sometimes Oceania is included. The term
originated in the early 16th century by European explorers
expanding their worldly horizons. Contrast Old World.
niche (biology): a certain set of ecological features that provide
for occupation by an adapted specialist species.
niche differentiation (aka niche partitioning, niche segregation,
niche separation): the evolutionary process of similar species
that might otherwise compete adapting to different patterns
of resource use (typically food).
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nickel (Ni): the element with atomic number 28; a silvery-white
lustrous metal with a subdued golden tinge. On Earth, nickel
is always found combined with iron, both of which originate
from supernova nucleosynthesis.
nitrogen (N): the element with atomic number 7; a colorless,
tasteless, odorless element that, as a diatomic gas (N2), is relatively inert.
nitrogen fixation: fixing atmospheric nitrogen gas into a biologically employable form; the process by which diatomic nitrogen gas is converted to ammonium ions which can be
employed by plants. Only certain microbes have mastered
the trick of fixing nitrogen.
nocturnal (biology): active at night. Contrast diurnal. See crepuscular.
node (botany): a junction between plant parts; typically, the
point of attachment of a twig or leaf on the stem of seed
plants.
non-homologous end joining: a pathway for repairing a DNA sequence break when no homologous copy exists.
non-homologous recombination: exchanging nucleotide sequences between dissimilar genes. Contrast homologous recombination.
Nothosauroidea: an order of Triassic marine sauropterygian
reptiles that lived the lifestyle of today's seals.
notochord: a flexible rod-shaped body; more particularly, a cartilage back support. The notochord later evolved into the
backbone.
nucleic acid: an acidic biomolecule comprising a nucleotide, discovered by Friedrich Miescher in 1869. DNA and RNA are
nucleic acids.
nucleobase: a nucleic-acid base; a nitrogen-based, ring-shaped
molecule that comprises the basic building block of nucleotides.
nucleoid: an irregularly shaped region within a prokaryotic cell
containing a single genophore.
nucleotide: an individual structural (monomer) unit of nucleic
acid (DNA, RNA); a nucleobase packaged with sugar and
phosphate groups, held together by ester bonds.
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Nuna (aka Columbia): a supercontinent created 1.9 BYA. Nuna
began breaking up 1.5 BYA.
Nyasasaurus (from 243 MYA): a genus of 2–3-meter long reptiles
that presaged dinosaurs.
nymph: an immature hemimetabolous insect. Nymphs roughly
resemble adults, albeit with distinctive body proportions,
size, and color patterns. Compare larva.

O
obligate: obligatory.
ocean: a large, deep body of saltwater.
ocean conveyor belt: the continuous global system of interconnected ocean currents. This conveyor belt system affects climate worldwide.
Oceania: a region centered on the islands in the tropical Pacific
Ocean, including Australasia.
octopus (plural: octopuses, octopi, or octopodes): a highly intelligent cephalopod.
Old World: Africa, Europe, and Asia; the part of the world
known to Europeans prior to their sojourns to the Americas.
Contrast New World.
Older Dryas (stadial): a 100–150-year stadial centered around
14.1 TYA, its coldest time.
Oldowan (industry): the earliest known Stone Age tool technology (2.6–1.7 MYA). Named after Olduvai Gorge, where many
artifacts were found by Louis and Mary Leakey during the
1930s. See also: Acheulean, Mousterian industries.
Olduvai Gorge (aka Oldupai Gorge): a rift in east Africa that is
one of the most important paleoanthropological sites in the
world.
olfaction (aka oflactics): the act or sense of smell.
Oligocene (34–23 MYA): the 3rd and last geologic epoch in the
Paleogene period; characterized by a sparsity of new mammals after a speciation burst during the preceding Eocene
epoch. Global changes during the Oligocene include expansion of grasslands and a regression of tropical forests toward
the equatorial belt.
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oligosaccharide: a saccharide (sugar) polymer, typically with 2
to 10 component simple sugars (monosaccharides).
olivine ((Mg+2, Fe+2)2SiO4; aka peridot, chrysolite): a magnesium
iron silicate mineral, common in Earth's asthenosphere, but
which weathers quickly on the surface.
ommatidium (plural: ommatidia): a facet of a compound eye
comprising 1 or more photoreceptor cells innervated by a single axon, providing a single picture element.
omniscience: (the idea of) having comprehensive awareness and
comprehension of Nature. Compare knowledge.
omnivore: an organism that consumes both plant and animal
matter as primary food sources. Compare herbivore, predator, saprovore.
On the Origin of Species (1859): the 1st book by Charles Darwin,
on evolution.
There is a frequently recurring struggle for existence, it follows that any being, if it varies however slightly in any manner
profitable to itself, under the complex and sometimes varying
conditions of life, will have a better chance of surviving, and
thus be naturally selected. ~ Charles Darwin
ontogeny: the course of development in an organism.
Oort cloud: a hypothesized cloud of comets nearly a light-year
from the Sun. The outer edge of the Oort cloud defines the
cosmographical boundary of the solar system, where Sun's
gravity holds sway.
opah (aka moonfish, sunfish, kingfish, Jerusalem haddock): a
large, colorful, pelagic, lamprid fish in the Lampris genus.
opportunistic evolution: the theory that evolution adaptively
takes place opportunistically.
opossum (colloquially possum): a marsupial indigenous in the
western hemisphere. Opossums are biological generalists,
and so successful colonizers. There are 103+ opossum species
in 19 genera.
opsin: a light-sensitive protein found in the photoreceptor cells
of an eye's retina.
orangutan: a red-haired ape; the largest arboreal ape.
orca (Orcinus orca): the largest oceanic dolphin.
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Ordovician (485–443 MYA): the 2nd of 6 periods in the Palaeozoic
era, following the Cambrian period and preceding the Silurian. The name derives from the Celtic tribe of the Ordovices
in Wales, from where rocks of the period were first taken for
study.
organelle: a subunit within a eukaryotic cell with a specialized
function. Organelles are membrane-bound. Cell organelles
evolved through endosymbiotic union with a host cell. An organelle is a former endosymbiont, before it irrevocably joined
the team.
organism: a life form; an animated organic structure.
organitype: the paradigms which constitute an organism: the
combination of phenotype, mentotype, and genotype.
oribatid (aka moss mite, beetle mite): an order of mites with low
metabolic rate, slow development (several months to 2
years), low fecundity, and considerable longevity (up to several years), in the Acari group.
Ornithomimidae: a group of beaked theropods which looked
somewhat like modern ostriches.
Ornithischia: an order of beaked, herbivorous dinosaurs.
ornithology: the study of birds.
Ornithoscelida: the clade of dinosaurs including ornithischians
(Ornithischia) and theropods (Therapoda). See Saurischia.
Ornithurae: the clade which includes the common ancestor to all
modern birds.
orogen: a mountain belt formed from compressive deformation
of a tectonic plate.
orogeny: the process of forming orogens; mountain making.
Orrorin (6.2–5.6 MYA): a genus of early hominin with anatomy
closer to humans than later hominin Australopithecus
afarensis. Orrorin had a precision grip much like modern humans.
orthogenesis (aka orthogenetic evolution, autogenesis): a hypothesis that organisms have a goal-directed (teleological) vector
of evolution; introduced by Wilhelm Haacke in 1893 and popularized by Theodor Eimer; now considered moribund.
orthorhombic crystal system: one of the 7 crystal systems. Orthorhombic lattices comprise a rectangular prism, with base
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(a by b) and height (c) such that a, b, and c are distinct. All 3
bases intersect at 90° angles, rendering the 3 lattice vectors
mutually orthogonal.
Osiris: the ancient Egyptian god of the underworld, the afterlife,
and rebirth. See Set.
osmolyte: a chemical compound affecting osmosis.
osmophile: an organism capable of growing in a sugary habitat.
osmosis: the net movement of solvent molecules through a partially permeable membrane into a region with higher solute
concentration, to effect an equalized solute concentration on
both sides of the membrane. Osmosis relies upon kinetic energy.
osmotic pressure: the pressure needed to prevent inward water
flow across a semipermeable membrane.
ostracod (aka seed shrimp): a class of small crustaceans of some
70,000 species.
Ottoman Empire (1299–1922): an empire founded by the Turks
upon their conquest of Constantinople (1453), thus overthrowing the Byzantine Empire.
Ouranopithecus (9.7–7.2 MYA): an early hominid with a large,
broad face, showing a mixture of ape and human traits (based
upon cranial fossils). Ouranopithecus was probably a quadruped. The hominid identified by 3 teeth as Graecopithecus
(7.2 MYA) may have been an Ouranopithecus.
outcrossing (aka outbreeding): crossing between breeds – a practice which increases genetic diversity.
ovary: the egg-producing reproductive organ.
ovary (botany): the enlarged lower part of the pistil on flowers,
enclosing ovules, which develop into seeds once fertilized.
Such floral ovaries mature into fruit.
ovary (zoology): a vertebrate ovum-producing reproductive organ.
oviparity: egg laying. Contrast viviparity.
ovipore: a pore-like sex organ of a female animal, typically an
insect, in which spermatophores are inseminated.
oviraptorosaur: a feathered maniraptoran dinosaur that lived
during the Cretaceous.
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ovule: the plant part that contains the female germ cell which
develops into a seed.
oxpecker: a bird clade of 2 species endemic to the savanna of subSaharan Africa. Oxpeckers sit on the backs of large animals,
feeding on parasites. Oxpeckers prefer certain grazing species, avoiding others.
oxygen (O): the element with atomic number 8; a highly reactive
nonmetallic element that readily forms compounds (notably
oxides) with almost all other elements.
oxytocin (C43H66N12O12S2): a neurohypophysial hormone that
acts in the brain as a sensation modulator. Oxytocin has various effects in different animal species. In primates, oxytocin
is instrumental in facilitating social bonding.
ozone (O3, aka trioxygen): a triatomic molecule comprising 3 oxygen atoms. O3 is less stable than O2 (dioxygen). Ozone is
formed by ultraviolet radiation of dioxygen.

P
Pacific Ring of Fire: a seismic belt of geological hot spots that
runs from north of New Zealand up through Indonesia, Japan, and the Aleutian Islands, then down the west coast of
the Americas, ending in Southern Chile.
Paleo-Tethys Ocean: a tropical ocean, extant from the Late Carboniferous period into the Triassic, located where the Indian
Ocean and Southern Asia are now.
paleoanthropology: the study of hominids from physical evidence. Paleoanthropology combines paleontology and anthropology.
paleoatmosphere: the atmosphere before life arose.
Paleocene (66–56 MYA): the 1st of 3 epochs in the Paleogene period, after the Cretaceous–Paleogene (K–Pg) mass extinction
event.
Paleocene–Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM, 55.8 MYA): a period of rapid global warming.
Paleogene (66–23 MYA): the 1st of 3 periods in the Cenozoic era.
Paleolithic (2.6 MYA–11,700 YA): the prehistoric cultural period
of human history, beginning with the development of the
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most primitive stone tools, roughly 2.6 MYA. The Paleolithic
corresponds with the Pleistocene epoch.
paleontology: the study of prehistoric life.
paleosol (geology): soil preserved by burial.
Paleozoic (541–252.2 MYA): the earliest and longest of the 3 eras
of the Phanerozoic eon, beginning with the Cambrian period,
and ending with the Permian.
Panagrolaimus davidi: an Antarctic nematode, known to bear
the horrid chill if well fed and not too old.
Panama Flow: a surface ocean current that flows southwestward from the Central American coast.
pancrustacea: the clade comprising crustaceans and hexapods.
Pangea (aka Pangaea): the supercontinent that contained most
of Earth's land mass 300–200 MYA. The global ocean of the
time was Panthalassa. Pangea broke up into Laurasia to the
north and the southern Gondwana.
pangenesis: an ancient hypothesis of holistic heredity via an
atomic biological mechanism. Charles Darwin proposed a
pangenesis in which each part of a body continually emitted
gemmules, which were tiny organic particles that aggregated
in the gonads, contributing heritable information to gametes.
Pannotia (610–550 MYA): the largely southern supercontinent
that broke into 4 major landmasses.
Panthalassa: the global ocean that surrounded Pangea.
pantheism: the belief that Nature includes an immanent God.
Compare supremism.
paper wasp: a wasp in the genus Polistes that makes its nest out
of thin, paper-like sheets. The North American paper wasp
(P. metricus) does so alone. In contrast, the golden paper
wasp (P. fuscatus) creates a communal nest with other females.
pappus (plural: pappi): a tuft-like appendage to the achene of
certain plants.
paracrine signaling: intercellular communication over a short
distance. Compare juxtacrine signaling, endocrine signaling.
Paradoxides: a genus of relatively gigantic trilobites found
throughout the world during the mid-Cambrian.
paragenital: a pseudo-genital.
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parallel evolution: selfsame trait evolution in organisms of distinct clades where an antecedent similarity can be established genomically. Compare convergent evolution.
parallelism (evolutionary biology): adaptation that reveals itself
over time; alternately, environmental tolerances that characterize generalism.
paramecium (plural: paramecia): a unicellular ciliate, widespread in all watery habitats, including brackish water.
páramo: an alpine tundra ecosystem in the northern Andes
mountains; possibly the fastest evolutionary ecosystem in
the world.
Paranthropus (2.7–1.2 MYA): a genus of robust, bipedal hominid,
with considerable sexual dimorphism, and a brain similarly
sized to modern chimpanzees. Paranthropus had a precision
grip.
parapatric speciation: speciation by preference in populations in
nearby habitats which are not physically separated. Compare allopatric speciation, sympatric speciation.
parapatry: a relationship between organism populations with
adjacent ranges with little (but some) overlap. Compare allopatry, sympatry.
parasite: an organism living in, on, or with another organism,
obtaining benefits that usually reduces the fitness or health
of its host.
parthenocarpy: (a plant) producing fruit without fertilization of
ovules. Plants sometimes use parthenocarpy as something of
a ruse. Seedless wild parsnip fruit are preferred by certain
herbivores, thus acting as a decoy defense against seed predation. Other plants produce extra fruit without seeds to
keep seed-dispersing animals from starvation or migration.
parthenogenesis: asexual reproduction where an unfertilized
egg cell nonetheless develops into an embryo. Sperm or pollen may trigger embryonic development without making a
genetic contribution. In animals, parthenogenesis means an
embryo developing from an unfertilized egg. From the Greek
for "virgin birth." Contrast heterogamy. See gynogenesis.
passerine (bird): a bird in the Passeriformes order, comprising
over half of all bird species (over 5,000 identified species in
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over 110 families). One of the most diverse terrestrial vertebrate orders, around twice that of the large mammal order:
rodents. Passerines include most perching birds, such as
sparrows, wrens, finches, tits, and corvids. Birds that sing
are passerine.
passive margin: a transition area between oceanic and continental crust, absent an active plate margin. Contrast active margin.
pathogen: an infectious agent, commonly called a germ; a microorganism that causes diseases in its host, including certain
viruses, bacteria, fungi, and prions.
patrilocality: a social system where mates live in the male's natal community.
PCB (polychlorinated biphenyl–C12H10-xClx, where x = 1–10): a
synthetic organic compound of chlorine attached to biphenyl
– a molecule with 2 benzene rings. There are 130 different
PCBs used commercially; all are a persistent, toxic pollutant.
Because of its toxicity, PCB production was banned in the US
in 1979, and by international convention in 2001. The American legal allowable contaminant level for PCB is zero.
peach (Prunus persica): a deciduous tree native to northwest
China.
peacock spider: a jumping spider which owes its name to males'
colorful, iridescent abdomen patterns which are employed in
courtship displays.
pelagic (zone): a zone in a body of water that is neither near the
shore nor close to the bottom (benthic).
pelycosaur: an informal grouping of basal synapsids.
penguin: a flightless seabird of 17–20 species, living in the
southern hemisphere, commonly Antarctica. While many are
found in cold climates, several species live in the temperate
zone.
penicillin: an antibiotic derived from Penicillium fungi.
penis: the sex organ that males employ to inseminate females
via copulation. See vagina.
pennaceous feather: a feather type found in modern birds and
some maniraptoriform dinosaurs, comprising a stalk or quill
(rachis) with feathered vanes (vexilla) to either side.
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peppered moth (Biston betularia): a nocturnal moth that adapts
its shading to its resting surface environment.
peramorphosis: an evolutionary change in developmental rates
that adds new stages to those in ancestors; typically, extended growth periods.
perceive, perception: mentally integrating sensory input (sensation) using memory. Perception is a 3-stage process: 1) turn
a sensation into a symbolic representation, 2) identify sensed
symbols using memory and categorization, then 3) derive the
meaning of the identified symbols, especially regarding affinity or avoidance. See conceptualization.
perching bird: an arboreal passerine.
Perciformes (aka Percomorpha, Acanthopteri): a class of rayfinned fish; the most numerous order of vertebrates, comprising 41% of all bony fish. Perciformes means "perch-like."
perennial (botany): a plant that is present aboveground
throughout the year, and which lives for more than 2 years.
Woody plants, such as shrubs and trees, are perennials. Compare annual, biennial. See herbaceous.
pericarp: the layers of a ripened ovary or fruit, typically comprising 3 layers: exocarp, mesocarp, and endocarp.
peridotite: coarsely granular igneous rock, composed chiefly of
olivine with an admixture of various other minerals.
period (geology): a duration in the geological time scale, roughly
100 million years; shorter than an era, longer than an epoch.
Permian (299–252 MYA): the 6th and last period of the Paleozoic
era, following the Carboniferous period and preceding the
Triassic. The name derives from the ancient Russian kingdom of Permia. Earth at the time had a single supercontinent: Pangea, surrounded by the global ocean Panthalassa.
The extensive rainforests of the Carboniferous were gone,
leaving vast regions of arid desert in the continental interior.
Reptiles, better adapted to dryer conditions, rose to dominance over their amphibian ancestors.
PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals): a nonprofit organization that works against animal suffering, particularly targeting factory farms, the clothing trade, laboratories, and the entertainment industry.
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petroleum: a natural yellow-to-black liquid comprising algae, zooplankton, and other organisms crushed, heated, and liquefied. Compare coal.
pH: a measure of acidity which ultimately relates to the number
of protons in a solution. 7 = neutral; < = acidic; > = base (alkaline).
phagocyte: an animal cell which protects it host body by ingesting harmful foreign particles, select microbes, and dying or
dead cells.
phalarope: a slender-necked shorebird of 3 species in the genus
Phalaropus.
Phanerozoic (542 MYA–now): the 4th geological eon, characterized by complex life inhabiting Earth (based upon an outdated assessment), beginning with the Cambrian period.
pharynx: the passageway tube in the throat that is used for both
breathing and eating. The pharynx is also instrumental in
vocalization.
phenology: biological phenomena that correlate with climatic
conditions.
phenotype: the composite visible traits of an organism: physical,
physiological, and behavioral. Compare mentotype.
pheromone: a secreted or excreted hormone employed as a communication signal.
Philippines: a country in Oceania comprising ~7,641 islands.
philology: the study of language from written historical sources.
phloem: tissue that distributes sugar-laden sap among a plant.
Compare xylem.
Phoenicia (2500–539 BCE): an ancient civilization of city-states
(like ancient Greece) that originated on the western, coastal
part of the Fertile Crescent.
phosphorylation: attaching a phosphoryl group (PO32–) to a molecule. Phosphorylation and dephosphorylation are extensively employed in cellular processes. In eukaryotes, protein
phosphorylation is an extremely common genetic post-translational modification. The addition of a phosphate group to a
protein that can alter gene expression by altering the proteins involved in building other proteins.
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photolysis (aka photodissociation, photodecomposition): chemical decomposition via radiant energy.
photosynthesis: (an organism) converting sunlight into energy.
phototropin: a photoreceptive protein sensitive to blue light. See
chlorophyll, cryptochrome, neochrome, phytochrome.
phylesis: the course of phylogenetic development.
phyletic gradualism: the Darwinian notion of gradual (over millions of years) descent by modification via "natural selection."
phylogeny (evolutionary biology): the evolution of a genetically
related group of organisms.
phylum (biological classification) (plural: phyla): the taxon
above class and below kingdom. Phylum typically refers to a
uniquely identifiable body plan. Ernst Haeckel coined phylum in 1866. See family.
physiology: the physical structures and biomechanics of an organism.
phytochrome: a photoreceptive protein sensitive to red light and
temperature which plants employ. See chlorophyll, cryptochrome, neochrome, phototropin.
phytohormone: a plant hormone. Phytohormones regulate plant
growth.
phytoplankton (aka microalgae): photosynthesizing aquatic organisms, both marine and freshwater; from the Greek words
for plant and drifter. Oceanic phytoplankton is the primary
food source, directly or indirectly, of nearly all other marine
life.
picogram: 1-trillionth (10–12) of a gram.
pictogram (aka pictograph): a written symbol representing an
object. Compare ideogram.
Pierolapithecus: a hominoid that lived 11.9 MYA.
pig: an even-toed ungulate in the Sus genus.
pine: a softwood conifer native to the northern hemisphere, with
~115 species in the Pinaceae genus.
pink salmon: the smallest and most abundant species of Pacific
salmon.
pinniped: a diverse group of fin-footed marine mammals, including seals, sea lions, and walruses. Pinnipeds are typically
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sleek-bodied and barrel-shaped: bodies admirably adapted
for an aquatic lifestyle.
pipefish: a small fish related to seahorses, both of which are in
the Syngnathidae family (along with seadragons).
pistil (aka carpel): the female part of a flower, acting as a pollen
receptor.
pitcher plant: a carnivorous or saprophytic plant in the genus
Nepenthes, endemic to the tropical or tropical-montane biomes of the Malay Archipelago, Southeast Asia, and the eastern part of Madagascar.
pitohui: a passerine of 6 species, endemic to New Guinea; noted
for its toxic feathers and skin, owing to its ingestion of
melyrid beetles.
placoderm: an early, armored, jawed fish that evolved early in
the Silurian.
placozoa: a basal invertebrate, 1 mm across.
plankton: a minute organism living in a water column (freshwater or salt) that is incapable of swimming against a current.
The term plankton is both singular and plural.
plant: a kingdom of autotrophs, including mosses, ferns, conifers, and flowering plants (angiosperms). The other eukaryotic kingdoms are fungi, animals, and protists.
planthopper: a tiny hopping insect in the Issus genus that lives
on vegetation, both residentially and dietarily. Planthoppers
feed on phloem.
plasmid: a tiny globule of genetic information (DNA) useful to
microbes for horizontal gene transfer.
Plasmodium: a genus of parasitic protozoa. Infection of Plasmodium falcipanum is known as malaria. Compare plasmodium.
plasmodium: an ameboid which congregates to form a slime
mold. Compare Plasmodium.
plastid: a double-membrane organelle in algae and plant cells.
pleiotropy: a single gene influencing multiple seemingly unrelated traits.
Pleistocene (2.588 MYA–11,700 YA): the epoch that follows the
Pliocene and precedes the Holocene; defined by Charles Lyell
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for the emergence of modern marine mollusks. The Pleistocene ends with passing of the Younger Dryas cold spell.
Plesiosauria (200 - 66 MYA): a clade of sauropterygians.
Pleurodira: a minority suborder of the turtles. Pleurodires are
side-necked turtles that must bend their neck muscles horizontally to pull their necks back toward their shell, as contrasted to cryptodires (hidden-neck turtles), which may pull
their heads straight back into their shells. Pleurodirans are
endemic to freshwater environs in the southern hemisphere:
South America, Africa, and Australia. Contrast Cryptodira.
Pliobates: a hominoid that lived 11.6 MYA.
Pliocene (5.332–2.588 MYA) (aka Pleiocene): the 2nd and last
epoch in the Neogene, following the Miocene and preceding
the Pleistocene. From the Greek for "continuation of the recent." Oddly defined by Charles Lyell as being the most recent fossil rock layer.
plumage: the entire feathery covering of a bird.
pluricellularity: the structure of multiple cells aggregating in an
organized manner. Biofilms are pluricellular, as are bacterial
filaments. Contrast multicellularity.
pluripotency: a stem cell able to differentiate into any cell type.
plutocracy: social stratification controlled by the materially advantaged.
Poaceae: the angiosperm family of grasses.
poikilohydry: an organism lacking a mechanism to prevent desiccation, as it is tolerant of large fluctuations in hydration.
Lichen and bryophytes are poikilohydric.
point mutation (genetics): a mutation of a single nucleotide exchanged for another.
poison frog (aka poison-dart frog, poison arrow frog): a diurnal,
poisonous frog native to Central and South America, with
over 170 species. Many poison frogs have brightly colored
bodies with stark patterns which advertise their toxicity (aposematism).
polar bear: a carnivorous bear that lives in the Arctic Circle.
polarization (optics): a state of light in which the radiation exhibits distinct properties in different directions.
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pollen (botany): a mass of male microspores (microgametophytes) in a seed plant.
pollinarium (plural: pollinaria): the complete male reproductive
structure transporting pollinia.
pollination: the process of transferring pollen, enabling plant
fertilization and reproduction.
pollinium (plural: pollinia): a sac of pollen.
polyandry: a mating system of 1 female and 2 or more males.
Contrast polygyny.
polygamy: a mating system of having multiple contemporaneous
mates. Contrast monogamy. See polyandry, polygyny.
polygyny: a mating system where 1 male mates with 2 or more
females. Contrast polyandry.
polymath: a person learned in several fields of study.
polymorphism (biology): the existence of an organism with several form or color varieties.
polyp: an organism with a fixed base, columnar body, and an
open end with mouth and tentacles.
polyploidy: cells with more than 2 paired (homologous) sets of
chromosomes. Polyploidy is common in ferns and flowering
plants. Some animals, such as goldfish, salmon, and salamanders, possess polyploidy. In other animals, polyploidy
may result from abnormal cell division.
polysaccharide (aka glycan): a complex sugar-based macromolecule; a derivative of glucose. Compare monosaccharide.
2-1
porcupine: the 3rd-largest rodent (behind the capybara and beaver), with a coat of sharp spines; indigenous to the Americas,
southern Asia, and Africa. Mostly nocturnal, porcupines are
herbivores.
porpoise: any of 6 species of small cetaceans related to dolphins
and whales. All porpoises are oceangoing. Most live near
shore. The best-known species is the harbor porpoise, found
across the northern hemisphere.
potassium (K): the element with atomic number 19; a silverywhite alkali metal that rapidly oxidizes in air and is highly
reactive in water. Potassium is chemically like sodium.
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potato: a tuber of the perennial nightshade Solanum tuberosum.
The potato plant is indigenous to the Andes mountains.
potential energy: stored energy that may be released; the energy
inherent in an object owing to its position relative to other
objects, internal stresses, electric charge, and other factors.
power law: a scale-invariant functional relationship between 2
quantities.
pre-adaptation: a trait which is subsequently adaptively employed in another, distinctive way. Pre-adaptations are a fundamental mechanism of evolvability. See exaptation.
precipitation: rain, sleet, ice, snow, and fog; also defined as the
quality of being precipitate or hasty.
precocial: animals with relatively mature and mobile young
from the moment of birth or hatching. Many, though not all,
arthropods, fish, amphibians, and reptiles are precocial. Contrast altricial.
precocious knowledge: inborn knowledge. Precocious knowledge
is a telltale of energyism, as it cannot be explained via materiality.
predator: an organism that consumes other animals as a primary food source. A top predator is a predator that is not
preyed upon by another organism (pathogens aside). Compare herbivore, omnivore, and saprovore.
predator satiation: an animal species population being so concentrated in an area that some survive despite predation.
preformation: the process of producing primordial germ cells via
germ plasm.
preformationism: the disproven hypothesis that organisms develop from miniature versions of themselves – developmental
biology as a process of supersizing. Contrast epigenesis.
prehistory: hominin history prior to written records. The term
was introduced by Daniel Wilson in 1851, used by Darwin in
his 1959 Origin book, and given wider application by John
Lubbock in 1865.
presocial: an animal that lacks any of the 3 following traits: 1)
reproductive division of labor, 2) cooperative care of the
young, or 3) overlapping generations. Contrast eusocial.
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primate: a mammal order, containing prosimians (neither monkey nor ape) and simians (monkeys and apes).
primitive (evolutionary biology): evolved early compared to later
organisms in a clade.
primordial germ cell: a germ cell that produces a gamete.
prinia: a small insectivorous passerine in the Prinia genus.
prion: a pathogen comprising a misfolded protein that propagates.
proboscis: an elongated appendage from the head of an animal.
In invertebrates, the proboscis usually refers to the tubular
mouth parts used for feeding. In vertebrates, the term is descriptive of a snout (e.g., shrews, tapirs, elephants).
Proconsul (23–5 MYA): an early hominid.
producer (biology) (aka autotroph): an organism capable of sustaining itself by inorganic means. Plants are producers. Contrast consumer.
prokaryote: an organism that lacks a cell nucleus or other membrane-bound organelles. Archaea and bacteria are prokaryotes. While prokaryotes are single-celled, most can form
stable, aggregate communities, such as a biofilm. Compare
eukaryote.
propagule: a structure, such as a seed, spore, or cutting, that
propagates a plant or other organism.
prosimian: a suborder of primate which includes lemurs, bushbabies, and tarsiers, among others. Compare simian.
Prosperpinus: a genus of sphinx moth with 7 species, including
the yellow-banded day sphinx (P. flavofasciata), the Terloo
sphinx (P. terlooi), and the Pacific green sphinx (P. lucidus).
protandry: a male that can change into a female.
protein: a single, long, linear polymer chain of amino acids that
typically takes a folded structure; a complex organic macromolecule by which living bodies are intelligently built. See
enzyme.
Proterozoic (2.5 BYA–542 MYA): the 3rd of 4 geological eons, characterized by early life (based upon an outdated estimate, lasting up to the Cambrian period).
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protist: a catchall kingdom of eukaryotic organisms, including
algae and amoeba. Most protists are unicellular, though
many practice pluricellularity.
protozoan (plural: protozoa): a single-celled, typically microscopic heterotroph. Protozoa live in aqueous environments
and soil. They occupy a range of trophic levels. Protozoa are
called animal-like protists because they subsist on other organisms.
protogyny: a female that can change into a male.
Protungulatum: an extinct genus of mammals that lived during
the Cretaceous and early Paleocene; the progenitor of all placental mammals.
pseudocoelomate: an animal with a body cavity with loosely organized organs, as contrasted to coelomates, with quite organized organs (such as all vertebrates), or acoelomates, like
flatworms, who have no body cavity at all.
psychopath: a person without an innate sense of empathy.
psychophysics: the study of the quantitative relations between
physical stimuli and perception.
psychopomp: one who guides souls; specifically refers to the ancient Greek belief in conducting souls to the afterworld.
pteridophyte: a vascular plant that reproduces and disperses via
spores, producing neither flowers nor seeds.
Pterodactylus: a carnivorous flying pterosaur genus, likely piscivorous.
pterosaur (228–66 MYA): the first flying vertebrates, neither dinosaur nor the ancestor of birds.
punctuated equilibria hypothesis: the hypothesis that speciation
occurs in spurts, with long durations of evolutionary stability. Compare turnover pulse.
pupa (plural: pupae or pupas): a development stage in an insect:
typically quiescent, often enclosed in a cocoon or case, after
the larval stage of development, before emerging as an adult.
purgative: something that works as a cathartic or laxative.
Pyrenean rocket (aka Austrian rocket, Sisymbrium austriacum):
a small flowering plant native to the mountains of southern
Europe.
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pyrrolizidine alkaloid (PA) (aka necine base): a plant-produced
alkaloid based upon pyrrolizidine (C7H13N), toxic to many insect herbivores.
python: a nonvenomous snake with 11 extant species, endemic
to Africa and Asia.

Q
quahog (aka quahaug, hard clam, round clam, hard-shelled
clam): a marine bivalve mollusk.
quark: a subatomic particle that serves as the combinational
seed for protons, neutrons, and hadrons.
quartz: a crystal in a framework of silicon-oxygen (SiO4) tetrahedra, where each tetrahedron shares an oxygen atom, effectively rendering SiO2. Quartz is abundant in Earth's
continental crust.
Quaternary (2.588 MYA–now): the 3rd of 3 geological periods in
the Cenozoic era, characterized by a series of glaciations and
the appearance, and global radiation, of modern humans.
quinone: a class of aromatic organic compounds variously comprising carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, chlorine, and/or nitrogen.
Numerous critters produce quinones.

R
race (sociology): a human population unified by culture; more
particularly, of related breeding stock; alternately, a subspecies that may interbreed with other subspecies.
radiation (evolutionary biology): profuse adaptive speciation.
radiation (physics): a process of traveling electromagnetic
waves; also used for a similar sojourn of decaying subatomic
particles.
radicle: the embryonic root of a plant, which is the first part of
a seedling to emerge during germination and grow into the
ground. The plumule is the baby shoot bearing leaves that
grows after the radicle.
radiolysis: radioactive molecular decay.
ramet (botany): an individual in a clonal population.
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random mutation (evolutionary biology): the absurd notion that
evolution proceeds via random genetic mutations.
rangeomorph: a taxon of Ediacaran sessile frondose biota which
grew to 2 meters and reproductively spread via propagule.
rare-male effect (aka negative frequency-dependent selection):
the process in which the evolutionary fitness of a trait goes
up as its relative abundance goes down.
rate-of-living hypothesis: a 1908 hypothesis by Max Rubner that
lifespan varies inversely with basal metabolic rate.
ratite: a diverse group of flightless birds.
rattlesnake: a venomous snake with a rattle at the end of its tail.
Rattlesnakes kill by bite, rather than constriction. 32 species
are known.
ray (zoology): a flat-bodied, cartilaginous, marine fish closely related to sharks.
ray-finned fish (Actinopterygii): a class of bony fishes, comprising nearly 99% of fish species, over 30,000 species; so-called
because their fins are webs of skin between bony spines
(rays), as contrasted to fleshy, lobed fins (lobe-finned fish).
reactive oxygen species (ROS): chemically reactive molecules
containing oxygen.
reception: perception of a communication signal.
receptor (cytology): a cell signal receiver; a specific area on a cell,
typically on its surface, with 1 or more proteins which are
either receptive to stimulus, or which are identifying something contacting it; the term is also used as a misnomer by
virologists for the cell binding site that viruses favor.
recessive (trait): a genetic trait (allele) that is masked by a dominant trait.
reciprocal altruism: tit-for-tat altruism; an organism helping
another with the expectation that the favor may be returned
in the future.
recombination (genetics): mixing traits during meiosis that introduces diversity in offspring.
rectrix (plural: rectrices): one of the stiff main feathers of a bird's
tail, used to control the direction of flight.
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red blood cell (aka erythrocyte): the most common type of vertebrate blood cell, employed to deliver oxygen to the tissues via
blood flow through the circulatory system.
red deer: the 4th-largest deer species (behind the moose, wapiti,
and sambar deer); resident in Europe and western and central Asia.
Red Queen hypothesis: an evolutionary hypothesis positing organisms' need for constant adaptation to meet ever-changing
environmental demands.
red-tailed hawk (aka chicken hawk (though it rarely preys on
chickens), Buteo jamaicensis): a bird of prey endemic to
North America.
reef: a rock or other structure underwater.
reflection (physics): a change in direction for an energy wavefront between 2 different media so that the wavefront returns
into the medium from which it originated. Contrast refraction.
refraction: energy wavefront deflection by passing from one medium into another, each medium having a distinct velocity.
Contrast reflection.
regression (biosphere): sea level lowering. Contrast transgression.
reindeer (aka caribou in North America): a deer of the Arctic and
subarctic, resident in tundra and taiga biomes.
religion: a belief system belied by facts. A belief system supported by facts is science. Most scientists are religious: insisting on discredited dogmas, such as "natural selection," or
that the brain generates consciousness and the mind.
renascent: rising again into being or vigor.
reptile: a clade of ectothermic, tetrapod, amniote vertebrates
that is neither bird nor mammal. The earliest reptiles
evolved over 315 MYA from amphibians that were adapting to
aridity.
requiem shark: a shark in the Carcharhinidae family which lives
in warm seas, migrates, and practices viviparity.
respiration (cellular): the metabolic processes and reactions that
convert nutrients into ATP, with waste products released.
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restriction factor: a protein in a cell that interferes with viral
replication.
retina: the light-sensitive tissue in an eye.
retinoic acid: a metabolite of vitamin A that mediates the functions of vitamin A required for growth and development.
Chordate animals need retinoic acid.
retrotransposon: (aka transposon via RNA intermediates): a genetic element that can amplify itself in a genome. Retrotransposons are considered a subclass of transposons.
retrovirus: a family of single-stranded RNA enveloped viruses
that replicate in a host cell via reverse transcription.
reverse transcriptase: an enzyme that transcribes singlestranded RNA into single-stranded DNA.
reverse transcription: the process of creating a single-stranded
DNA from an RNA template using reverse transcriptase.
reversion evolution (aka reverse evolution, re-evolution, de-evolution, devolution, backward evolution): evolutionary descent
with an unmanifest ancestral trait reactivated (atavism).
rhizobia: soil bacteria of several species that cooperatively provide nitrogen fixation services for legumes. Rhizobia cannot
by themselves fix nitrogen.
rhizome: a creeping rootstalk (underground stem shoot(s)) of a
cloning plant.
ribosome: the cellular factory for synthesizing proteins from
peptide pieces.
ribozyme: an RNA-based enzyme.
rice: the edible seed of plant in the Oryza genus.
rift (geology): a chasm where crust and lithosphere are pulled
apart.
river: a natural watercourse, usually freshwater, that flows to a
lake, sea, or ocean.
RNA (ribonucleic acid): a macromolecule comprising a long
chain of nucleotides. RNA and DNA differ by their sugar: ribose versus deoxyribose (a ribose lacking an oxygen atom).
RNA and DNA also differ by 1 nucleobase: RNA uses uracil
(U), while DNA has thymine (T).
RNA interference (RNAi): an epigenetic regulator of gene expression. RNAi limits gene expression.
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Rodinia (1.1–0.8 BYA): the supercontinent containing all of
Earth's landmass, centered at the equator. Rodinia began
breaking up around 800 MYA, bringing an end to the abysmal
chill of the Cryogenian.
roe (singular & plural): fish egg masses (clusters).
Roman Empire (Western 27 BCE–476, Eastern 330–1453): the
autocratic period of ancient Roman civilization following the
Roman Republic. See Byzantine Empire.
Roman Kingdom (753–509 BCE): the monarchial period of ancient Rome, before the Roman Republic.
Roman Republic (509–27 BCE): the period following the Roman
Kingdom and preceding the Roman Empire.
room temperature: 17–25 °C; an average of 23 °C.
rostrum: the snout or beak-like projection from the head of a
dolphin or other vertebrate. The term rostrum is overloaded
with similar meaning for invertebrate parts. The forward extension from the carapace (front section) of a crustacean is its
rostrum. Mollusks have beak-like mouthparts which are referred to as a rostrum (or proboscis).
rotifer: a phylum of tiny pseudocoelomate animals, common in
freshwater, though there are a few marine rotifers; most are
free-living, though ~25 species are colonial.
roundworm (aka nematode): a worm of an estimated 100,000
species in a diverse phylum. Over 28,000 species are known,
of which 60% (over 16,000) are parasitic. Unlike earlierevolved cnidarians (jelly-like marine animals) and flatworms, nematodes have tubular digestive systems, with
openings at both ends. Compare flatworm.
rove beetle: a beetle in the most specious family (Staphylinidae),
with over 63,000 species in thousands of genera, primarily
distinguished by a short shard (wing cover).
royal jelly: a honeybee secretion fed to larvae and adult queens.
ruin lizard (aka Italian wall lizard, Podarcis sicula): a lizard
endemic to Europe, most abundant in southern Italy.
runaway hypothesis: a hypothesis that evolution by mating preference can lead to absurd extremes.
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S
Sahelanthropus (7–5.6 MYA): an early hominid, with an admixture of ape and human traits.
salamander: an amphibian typically characterized by a lizardlike appearance, with a short nose, slender body, and long
tail. Salamanders have been around for 164 million years.
Salmonella: a motile enterobacteria.
salmon: a common name for several species of fish; others in the
family are called trout. Salmon live in the North Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans. Salmon are typically anadromous: born in
freshwater, migrate to the ocean, then return to freshwater
to spawn (reproduce). Some populations of several species restrict themselves to freshwater throughout their lives.
saltation (biology): a sudden evolutionary change from one generation of organism to the next.
sand dollar: a flattened, burrowing sea urchin in the Clypeasteroida order. Less flattened species in the order are called
sea biscuits.
sanguivore: a hematophage (blood sucker).
saprovore (aka detrivore, decomposer, saprobe, saprotroph): an
organism that consumes decaying organic matter. Compare
herbivore, omnivore, and carnivore.
sardine (aka pilchard): a small, oily fish related to herring.
saturated fat: a fat molecule with only single bonds between carbon atoms. Contrast unsaturated fat.
saturniid moth: one of the largest and most spectacular moths.
2,300 species are known.
Saurischia: the order of dinosaurs which includes herrerasaurids and sauropods. Compare Ornithoscelida.
Sauropoda: an order of long-necked, 4-legged saurischian dinosaurs. See Herrerasauridae, Ornithischia, Theropoda.
Sauropsida: a group of amniotes that evolved 320 MYA, from
which all extant reptiles and birds descended.
Sauropterygia: a group of successful aquatic reptiles that
evolved from terrestrial tetrapods soon after the end-Permian extinction, flourishing during the Mesozoic before becoming extinct at the end of that era.
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savanna (aka savannah): a grassland biome with trees sufficiently spaced so that the canopy does not close, despite a tree
density that may be greater than a forest.
savanna hypothesis: the unlikely hypothesis that vegetative
change provoked bipedality in hominids.
scalar: a quantity representable as a point on a scale.
school (of fish): fish of the same species that swim synchronously. This is most efficient, as the schooling arrangements
fish use minimize the drag from wakes created by swimming.
Compare shoal.
science: the study of Nature from a strictly empirical standpoint.
Compare natural philosophy.
scientific method: a set of techniques for investigating phenomena and acquiring knowledge, ostensibly involving careful
observation before guessing what is going on, which is known
as forming a theory. Guessing prior to intensive observation
is making a hypothesis.
sclera: the white of the eye. Nonhuman primates have dark,
barely visible sclera.
sclerophyll: a type of vegetation with hard leaves, short internodes (distance between leaves on a stem), and leaf orientation that is parallel or oblique to direct sunlight. Sclerophyll
are typical in chaparral biomes.
screaming cowbird (Molothrus rufoaxillaris): a brood parasite of
the baywing, endemic to South America.
scute: an external bony plate or large scale.
sea: a large body of saltwater partly or wholly surrounded by
land, not as deep as any ocean.
sea butterfly (Limacina helicina): a zooplanktonic, swimming,
predatory sea snail.
sea lily: a crinoid echinoderm with feathery arms on a stalk, attached to the ocean floor.
Sea Peoples: a confederacy of seafaring raiders in the Aegean
Sea area. The Sea Peoples sailed the eastern Mediterranean.
They invaded Anatolia, Syria, Canaan, Cyprus, and Egypt
toward the end of the Bronze Age. The Sea Peoples probably
started as a migration of displaced people who turned into an
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effective military force. They were probably the founders of
the Philistine and Phoenician civilizations.
sea slug: a saltwater snail, lacking a shell, or only having an
internal shell.
sea snake (aka coral reef snake): a marine elapid, native to warm
coastal waters of the Indian Ocean to the Pacific. 69 species
in 17 genera are described as sea snakes.
sea squirt: a non-motile, benthic filter feeder. Over 3,000 species
are known.
sea star (aka starfish, despite not being a fish) a star-shaped
echinoderm. Sea stars have been around for at least 450 million years.
sea turtle (aka marine turtle): a marine turtle of 7 species. The
sea turtle species are: the flatback, green, hawksbill, Kemp's
ridley, leatherback, loggerhead, and olive ridley.
sea urchin (aka sea hedgehog): a small, spiny, globular marine
echinoderm with tube feet, closely related to the sand dollar.
seagrass: a group of marine flowering plants that resemble
seahorse: a marine fish of 54 species in the genus Hippocampus.
seal: a semiaquatic marine pinniped. Seals are typically barrel
shaped, with sleek bodies.
seaweed: a macroscopic, multicellular, benthic marine alga, either green, red, or brown. There are an estimated 12,000 species of seaweed.
sedentism: societal transition from a nomadic lifestyle to living
in settlements.
sediment (geology): a soil mixture containing small particles of
rock. Sediment is classified by grain size and/or composition.
sedimentary (rock): a rock formed by cumulative material deposit. Compare igneous, metamorphic. See basement.
seed: an embryonic plant covered in a coat, usually with some
stored food (endosperm) packed within.
seedhead: an infructescence comprising dry fruit, especially capsules.
selection (evolutionary biology): see natural selection.
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self-organized criticality: a property of dynamic systems where
a critical threshold exists that, when passed, sets off a substantial reaction.
Selfish Gene, The (1976): a work of unintentional fiction by Richard Dawkins, about genes that act like capitalists.
We are survival machines – robot vehicles blindly
programmed to preserve the selfish molecules known as genes.
~ Richard Dawkins
semantics: the study of meaning, especially in linguistics.
senescence: aging.
sensate, sensation: receiving stimuli from sensory organs for collation and interpretation via perception.
sensillum (plural: sensilla): a simple epithelial sense organ comprised of few cells. Sensilla usually take the form of a plate,
scale, spine, rod, cone, or peg. Arthropods and squamates
have sensilla.
septum (plural: septa) (lung anatomy): a partition for gas exchange in the lung sacs of reptiles and birds. Compare alveolus.
Sericomyrmex: a genus of attine ants.
serosa (serous membrane): the membrane that waterproofs insect embryos inside their eggs.
serotonin: an animal neurotransmitter with various roles, depending upon species. In humans, serotonin is associated
with feelings of well-being. Serotonin is also employed by
fungi and plants.
sessile: not free to move about. Contrast motile.
Set (aka Seth (from ancient Greek)): the ancient Egyptian god of
the desert and storms, which symbolically morphed into the
god of darkness and chaos. In Egyptian mythology, Set was
a usurper that killed his brother Osiris. Osiris's son Horus
sought revenge on Set.
sex: female or male specialization, excepting organisms which
have more than 2 sexes. Colloquially used for the act of sexual reproduction, which combines genetic contributions from
a male for a female to produce offspring. Compare gender.
sex-biased gene (aka sex-limited gene): a gene that expresses differently depending upon gender.
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sexual dimorphism: an innate size difference between male and
female animals. A wide variety of animals possess sexual dimorphism. While males larger than females is typical, every
animal group with sexual dimorphism has species with
larger females.
sexuality: the state of sexual activity.
shard (aka elytron [plural: elytra]): a hardened forewing in certain insects, particularly beetles and a few true bugs.
shark: an extremely successful order of fish that evolved more
than 420 MYA; success owing to a superb generalist design.
sheath (botany): the leaf base when it forms a vertical coating
surrounding the stem.
sheep (Ovis aries): a stocky, even-toed ungulate ruminant, domesticated since antiquity for its wool. Female sheep are
called ewes, whereas male sheep are called rams.
shield volcano: a large volcano almost entirely comprising fluid
lava flows when active.
shiny cowbird (Molothrus bonariensis): a South American brood
parasite.
shoal: fish that stay together for social reasons. Compare school.
shore crab (aka green crab, Carcinus maenas): a common littoral
crab, native to European and North African coasts. Considered an invasive species for its ready adaptability.
Siberia: the vast Asian portion of Russia (since the 17th century), east of the Ural Mountains.
side chain (often designated as R): a defining component of an
amino acid, specific to the amino acid to which it belongs.
sierra: a range of mountains, especially with a serrated or irregular outline.
Sifrhippus (56 MYA): the first equid.
signal: an output of communication.
signal transduction: a 2-step cellular communication process.
1st, an extracellular signaling molecule activates a receptor
on a cell surface. 2nd, surface reception prompts creation of
another molecule, termed a 2nd messenger, which carries the
signal into the cell, typically either the nucleus or cytoplasm.
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silica (SiO2) (aka silicon dioxide): a ubiquitous crystalline compound. Silicate minerals make up 90% of Earth's crust. See
quartz.
silica phytolith: a microscopic silica body that forms in a living
plant and fossilizes.
sill (geology): a sheet of intrusive igneous rock. A sill is formed
when molten lava forces its way into spaces between existing
rocks.
Silurian (444–417 MYA): the 3rd period of 6 in the Palaeozoic
era, following the Ordovician and preceding the Devonian.
The Silurian saw the evolution of jawed and bony fish, and
life first appearing on land. The name derives from the Celtic
tribe the Silures, in south Wales from where the first studied
rocks of the period came.
simian: the suborder of primates comprising the "higher" primates: monkeys, apes, and humans. Simians tend to be
larger than prosimians ("lower primates"). See prosimian.
singing: vocally producing melodious sounds.
single-species hypothesis: the disproven but popular notion during the late 1960s that human descent proceeded with only 1
hominin species at a time.
skunk (aka polecat): a small, omnivorous, black-and-white mammal with an odorous spray defense, found in the North America and Southeast Asia. Skunks are typically solitary except
during the spring breeding season.
sloth: an arboreal mammal noted for its slow movements and
metabolism, native to the tropical rainforests of Central and
South America. There are 6 sloth species in 2 families: 2sloths and 3-toed sloths. All sloths actually have 3 toes: 2toed sloths have only 2 fingers on each forelimb. The 2 modern families of sloths originated from 2 genera of giant
ground sloths. The close similarity of modern sloths is an instance of convergent evolution.
smolt: a fish in freshwater having physiologically adapted to
handle saltwater.
smolting: physiological changes that adapt a fish (e.g., salmon)
to survive in saltwater (from its freshwater origin).
snake: an elongate, legless, carnivorous reptile descended from
lizards. 3,400 snake species are known. See squamate.
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snake-necked turtle: an aquatic turtle endemic to the waterways
of Australia and southern New Guinea, with the longest neck
(relatively) of any turtle group in the world. The neck is so
long that it cannot be completely retracted into the shell.
Snake-necked turtles are consumers of fish. To stalk prey,
they fold their necks against their body, then lunge the head
forward as dinner swims by. The turtle opens its mouth and
throat to create a vacuum which sucks the prey in, whereupon the mouth snaps shut.
Snowball Earth (~800–630 MYA): a period in Earth's history of
episodic near-global glaciation.
Soay sheep: an early breed of domestic sheep endemic to the island of Soay in Scotland.
social: interacting with others (conspecific or interspecific).
social amoeba: a slime mold with group behaviors.
social intelligence hypothesis (aka Machiavellian intelligence hypothesis): the theory that social demands affect evolution.
sociality (aka sociability): the state of being social; general affinity toward others, especially conspecifics. See gregarious.
sociobiology: zoological study that assumes social behavior patterns are an outcome of evolution.
sociopath: a person with a psychopathic personality whose behavior is antisocial, often criminal. A sociopath lacks a sense
of moral responsibility or social conscience.
sodium (Na): the element with the atomic number 11; a soft, silvery-white, highly reactive metal; always found in compounds. Sodium is the 6th-most-abundant element in the
Earth's crust, as silica. As sea salt, sodium and chloride are
the most abundant (by weight) dissolved elements in the
oceans.
soil: the surface layer of the Earth's crust. Soil is the product of
weathering rock, decomposed organic matter, and the cumulative activities of the biotic community. Soil layers are
termed horizons. A cross-section of soil horizons is a soil profile. Soils differ among ecosystems. Soils are classified as
young, mature, or old. A young soil accumulates organic matter, hence continues to develop a profile. Mature soil holds its
own, and so has a static profile. Old soil loses material as nutrients are leached away. Old soil's horizon diminishes.
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solid: a substance with structural rigidity. Crystals and glasses
are solids. Contrast fluid.
soma (somatic cell): a cell forming the body of a multicellular
eukaryote. Contrast germline.
somatic hypermutation: a cellular mechanism by which an immune system learns and adapts to new threats.
sophistry: subtly deceptive reasoning or argument.
sound (physics): an audible, mechanical vibration that propagates as a wave of pressure through a medium.
South Equatorial Current: an ocean current that flows east-towest between the equator and about 20° south latitude in the
Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian oceans.
southeastern blueberry bee (Habropoda laboriosa): an efficient
pollinator of southern rabbiteye blueberries. The bee is endemic to the southeastern United States. The southeastern
blueberry bee is one of few practitioners of buzz pollination.
sparrow hawk (aka sparrowhawk): a bird of prey in the Accipiter
genus.
specialist (ecology): a species adapted to its specific habitat. Contrast generalist.
speciation: the process of species formation as a population of
similar organisms establish a collective pool of reproductive
identity.
species (biology): a distinct population of organisms; more specifically (oriented toward zoology and botany): a population
that does not generally interbreed with another population
of similar organism. Though there may be no biological impediment, organisms may choose not to interbreed by preference, and hence are considered separate species. Ernst Mayr
is generally credited with the modern definition of species.
Species are groups of actually or potentially interbreeding
natural populations, which are reproductively isolated from
other such groups. ~ Ernst Mayr in 1942
The definition of species remains controversial. At least 3
dozen plausible definitions have been made from different
perspectives (e.g., morphological, genetic, breeding, ecological, behavioral, cladistic).
species diversity (aka species richness): the variety of species in
an environment. Compare biodiversity.
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speciose: there being many species.
sperm: a male reproductive cell. Compare egg.
spermism: the archaic notion from sexist philosophic men that
males provide the essential characteristics of their offspring,
while mothers merely contribute material substrate.
spermatophore: a sperm packet used by males of various animal
species, transferred to a female's ovipore during copulation.
spermatophyte: a plant that produces seeds. Gymnosperms and
angiosperms are spermatophytes.
sphinx moth (aka hawk moth): a moth in the Sphingidae family
(~200 genera, ~1450 species); of moderate to large size, and
with rapid, sustained flying ability.
spider: an 8-legged arachnid that injects it prey with venom via
fangs. There are an estimated 90,000 spider species, on every
continent except Antarctica, adapted to almost all terrestrial
biomes.
spiderling (aka hogweed): an angiosperm of over 100 species in
the Boerhavia genus, in the 4-o'clock flower family (Nyctaginaceae). Spiderlings, so-called because of the inflorescences
on their stems that are suggestive of spider webs, are native
to warm tropical regions.
spikelet (botany): an arrangement of a grass flower, with at least
1 floret.
Spinosaurus: a genus of semiaquatic piscivorous theropods native to the rivers of North Africa that lived during the midCretaceous. Spinosaurus is the largest known carnivorous dinosaur.
sponge: a simple, porous, multicellular marine animal, lacking
nervous, digestive, and circulatory systems. Sponges rely
upon constant water flow for food, oxygen, and waste removal. Most species are marine, though freshwater sponges
are known. An estimated 10,000 species are extant.
spore: a desiccated microbe in hibernation, able to remain
dormant and survive adverse conditions, such as cold, heat
and radiation. Spores are produced via sporulation.
spreading ridge: a mid-ocean ridge with a growing rift along its
spine, formed by 2 tectonic plates; an underwater divergent
plate boundary.
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squamate: a reptile in the Squamata order, comprising all lizards and snakes – scaled reptiles. Squamates are the 2ndlargest (specious) order of extant vertebrates, after perciform
("perch-like") fish.
squid: a cephalopod of ~300 species, with elongated tubular bodies, short, compact heads, 4 pairs of arms, and 2 tentacles.
Squid are strong swimmers.
stadial: an extended cold spell of insufficient duration or intensity to be considered a glacial period.
stamen (aka androecium): the (male) pollen-producing organ in
a flower. The stamen has a stalk (filament) and an anther
that contains pollen (microsporangia). See stigma.
stasis: static equilibrium.
state (politics): an abiding political institution represented by a
government.
status badge: an epigenetic trait which indicates social status.
steel: an alloy of iron (98%) and carbon (2%).
stegosaur (aka Stegosauria, stegosaurian): a group of herbivorous, small-brained, armored (thyreophoran), ornithischian
dinosaurs that lived during the Jurassic and early Cretaceous periods.
stem cell: an undifferentiated cell which can differentiate into a
specialized cell. Stem cells can divide via mitosis to produce
more stem cells. Stem cells are the basis for multicellular organism growth, with differentiation into somatic cells that
form tissues with specialized functions. In mature organisms, stem cells serve to maintain and repair tissue in their
vicinity. See germline cell.
steppe: an extensive, arid, unforested plain in Eurasia. Compare
savanna.
sternum: a compound ventral bone or cartilage of most vertebrates other than fishes which connects the ribs or shoulder
girdle or both.
stigma (botany): the (female) portion of a flower that receives
pollen during pollination. A pollen grain germinates on the
stigma, which is often sticky. The tube-like style connects the
stigma to the ovary. See stamen.
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stochastic process (aka random process) (probability theory):
(the idea of) the evolution of random variables over time.
Stoicism: a Hellenistic philosophy emphasizing self-control as a
means for a virtuous life.
stolon (aka runner): a horizontal connection between organisms.
Commonly used in botany for an aboveground extension from
the base of a cloning plant.
stomata (singular: stoma): plant pores.
Stone Age (roughly 3.4 MYA–3300 BCE): the 1st principal period
of the 3-age system, noted for use of stone tools, prior to the
advent of metalworking. See Bronze Age, Iron Age.
stony coral (aka hard coral): a marine animal in the order
Scleractinia that lives on the seabed and secretes a protective
exoskeleton of calcium carbonate. Most modern stony coral
are colonial.
stot: a gait of quadrupeds involving jumping into the air.
Strait of Gibraltar: the narrow strait the connects the Atlantic
Ocean to the Mediterranean Sea.
stratigraphy: a branch of geology related to rock layers (stratification).
strike-slip: an area of tectonic lateral displacement, either between plates or within a continent. A strike-slip at between
plates at a boundary is a transform fault.
Struthiomimus: a genus of omnivorous ornithomimid dinosaurs
that arose in the Late Cretaceous.
subduction: the process of a tectonic plate moving under another
at a convergent tectonic boundary.
subduction plate: a tectonic plate undergoing subduction.
subduction zone: an area where subduction is taking place.
subtractive adaptation: reversion evolution via trait loss.
succulent: a plant with thickened and fleshy tissue for water
storage.
sulfonolipid: a sulfur-based lipid.
sulfur (S): the element with atomic number 16; an abundant,
multivalent non-metal. Sulfur can react as either a reductant
or oxidant. As an organic compound (organosulfur), sulfur is
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widely employed in biological processes, playing a key role in
many enzymes. Sulfur is a component in all proteins.
sulfur trioxide (SO3): a precursor to sulfuric acid; in gaseous
form, the primary agent in acid rain.
Sumatra: a large island among the Sunda Islands, in western
Indonesia.
Sumer (~5000–1900 BCE): an ancient 6civilization of at least 12
city-states, in southern Mesopotamia. Sumer was first settled by a non-Semitic people. The later-arriving Sumerians
(~3300 BCE), immigrants from Anatolia, referred to themselves as the "black-headed people."
Sun: the star at the center of the solar system, with a diameter
of 1,392,000 km. The Sun's brightness has increased 30% in
the past 4.5 billion years.
Sunda Islands: a group of islands in the Malay Archipelago.
Sunda Shelf: a southeast extension of the continental shelf of
southeast Asia into the Gulf of Thailand to the Sunda Islands, notably Sumatra and Borneo.
Sundaland: a submerged continent that was largely exposed
during the Last Glacial Maximum.
sundew: a parasitic plant in the Drosera genus, of which there
are at least 194 species. Sundews lure, capture, and digest
insects via adhesive-tipped glands on stalks grown out of leaf
surfaces. The ingested insects compensate for the poor mineral nutrition of the soil in which sundews live.
sunflower (Helianthus annuus): an annual plant native to the
Americas. Sunflowers are notable for their large flowering
head.
supercontinent: a landmass comprising multiple continental
cores. Supercontinents in Earth's history include: Vaalbara
(3.1–2.8 BYA), Kenorland (2.7–2.5 BYA), Nuna (1.9–1.5 BYA),
Rodinia (1.1 BYA–750 MYA), and Pangea (300–200 MYA).
superprecocial: animal species with self-reliant young from the
moment of birth or hatching. Compare precocial. Contrast altricial.
supremism (religion): the belief that God actively participates in
the universe while also remaining distinct from it. Compare
pantheism.
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supernormality (biology): an exaggerated body feature.
supernova nucleosynthesis: the production of new chemical elements inside supernovae, primarily from explosive oxygen
and silicon burning. Iron is the heaviest element produced.
surface hypothesis: an 1883 hypothesis by Max Rubner that the
metabolic rate of endotherms is roughly proportional to body
surface area.
surface tension: a property of the surface of a substance that allows it to resist an external force. Surface tension in a crystal
arises from stretching interatomic bonds, whereas liquid surface tension is more about the extra atoms introduced when
spreading out in increased surface area.
survival of the fittest: numerical reproductive success as the ultimate metric of evolutionary fitness; coined by Herbert
Spencer after reading Darwin, and subsequently adopted by
Darwin.
swallowtail butterfly: a large, often colorful butterfly in the Papilionidae family, of over 550 species.
symbiont: an organism that lives symbiotically with a host.
symbiorg: an obligate symbiotic organism. Eukaryotes with microbiomes are symbiorgs.
symbiogenesis: the evolutionary theory that eukaryotic cells
arose via symbiosis between prokaryotes.
symbiosis: 2 dissimilar organisms in continual interaction, often
in a mutually beneficial association (mutualism).
symbol: an abstraction that signifies something; a representation of a concept.
sympatric speciation: evolution of a new species while inhabiting
the same habitat as the parent species. Compare parapatric
speciation, allopatric speciation.
sympatry: a relationship between organism populations which
frequently encounter one another in the same geographic
area. Compare allopatry, parapatry.
symplast: the inner side of a plant plasma membrane, where
water and low-molecular-weight solutes can freely diffuse.
synapsid: a group of mammal-like reptiles, all amniotes (egg
layers). Early synapsids are usually called pelycosaurs; more
mammal-like ones therapsids.
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syncytium (plural: syncytia): a multinucleate cell resulting from
multiple cell fusions of uninuclear (single nucleus) cells.
syntax: the patterns of language.
syrinx: the unique vocal organ of birds.
system: an assemblage of interdependent or interacting constituent concepts that form a whole.

T
taiga (aka boreal forest): a biome characterized by coniferous forest. Taiga is Earth's largest land biome, comprising 29% of
the world's forest cover.
tamarin: a squirrel-sized arboreal South American monkey.
tardigrade (aka water bear): a 0.2–1.2 mm long aquatic animal.
tarsier: a group of small (10–15 cm) prosimians with enormous
eyes, now found on islands in southeast Asia, though it was
once more widespread, including Asia, Europe, North America, and possibly Africa. Tarsiers have a different brain structure from other primates, suggesting their early,
independent evolution in the line of primates.
taxon (plural: taxa): a classification of organisms. Taxa either
have a formal or scientific name. Scientifically termed taxa
are governed by nomenclature codes: naming rules overseen
by scientific organizations.
taxonomy: the classification of organisms according to their presumed natural relationships.
technology: the products of engineering. Technology includes
techniques as well as tools.
tectonic: processes related to the movement and deformation of
the Earth's crust.
tectonic plate: a chunk of the lithosphere capable of movement.
tegu lizard: a largish lizard native to Central and South America, occupying a variety of habitats. Tegus resemble their distant cousins, monitor lizards. The similarities represent
convergent evolution. The black-and-white tegu lizard (Salvator merianae) grows to ~1.3 meter and weighs ~2 kilograms.
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teleology (evolutionary biology): the obvious and well supported
theory that adaptation is goal oriented.
teleology (philosophy): the doctrine that final causes (ends or
purposes) exist. Socrates, Plato, and Kant argued in favor of
teleology.
teleost: a class of ray-finned fish, with 26,840 extant species in
448 families.
telophase: the cell life cycle phase after anaphase, during cell
replication, where 2 daughter nuclei form. The result of telophase is 2 daughter cells. See interphase.
Temnospondyli: amphibians that flourished worldwide during
the Carboniferous, Permian, and Triassic periods; a few
made it into the Cretaceous.
tensor: a geometric object describing linear relations between
other geometric entities (vectors, scalars, tensors). A tensor
is a geometric entity entangled with other tensors. See tensor
network.
tensor network: a network of tensors.
tergum (plural: terga): the upper or dorsal surface of an arthropod body segment.
termite: a group of colonial eusocial insects, related to cockroaches. Termites are only distantly related to ants. 4,000
species are known.
terpene (C5H8): a pungent hydrocarbon compound produced by
various plants, notably conifers, and some insects, including
termites and swallowtail butterflies.
Tertiary (66–2.6 MYA): a widely used but formally deprecated geological period which begins with dinosaur extinction and extends to the onset of the Quaternary glaciation.
testicle (aka testis): the male reproductive gland in animals.
testosterone (C19H28O2): a steroid hormone found in reptiles,
birds, and mammals; the primary male sex hormone.
Tethys Sea (aka Tethys Ocean): the ocean between the continents of Gondwana and Laurasia during much of the Mesozoic era (252–66 MYA), before the opening of the Indian and
Atlantic Oceans during the Cretaceous period. Continental
shifts reduced the Tethys Sea, eventuating in the Mediterranean Sea.
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tetra: a small freshwater fish in the Characidae family, native
to Africa, Central and South America.
Tetrahymena: a genus of freshwater-dwelling protozoa with 7
possible sexes.
tetrachromacy: the ability to see 4 color channels, typically from
infrared to ultraviolet. Fish, insects, amphibians, reptiles,
and birds are generally tetrachromats. Mammals lost the
ability, becoming trichromats (3 colors). Compare monochromacy, dichromacy, trichromacy.
tetrapod: a 4-limbed animal.
tetraterpene (C40H64): a terpene of 8 isoprene units.
theory: fact-based explanation about the relations between concepts. Compare hypothesis.
theory of mind: the cognitive ability to attribute mental states
to oneself and others.
Therapsida: the group of synapsids from which mammals descended.
Theria: a subclass of mammals which includes marsupials (metatherians) and placental mammals (eutherians).
thermoacidophile: an organism that prefers a habitat with temperatures of 70–80 °C and a pH of 2–3; a combination of acidophile and thermophile.
thermophile: an organism that can survive a 60 °C or even hotter habitat.
Therocephalia (265–245 MYA): a large-skulled carnivorous synapsid that evolved during the Late Permian and lived
through the Triassic.
Theropoda: a lineage of bipedal saurischian dinosaurs that
eventuated in birds. Compare Sauropoda.
three-age system: see 3-age system.
threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus): a fish native to
inland coastal waters north of 30° N which shows great morphological variation throughout its range and is quite tolerant of salinity changes.
Thyreophora: a group of beaked, armored, herbivorous ornithischians that arose in the early Jurassic and lived until the end
of the Cretaceous.
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tiller (botany): a shoot produced by grass plants after the initial
parent shoot grows from a seed.
tin (Sn (from Latin: stannum)): the element with atomic number
50; a silvery metal; first used as an additive combined with
copper to produce bronze.
titan triggerfish: a large species of triggerfish, found at reefs and
in lagoons throughout the Indo-Pacific, except near Hawaii.
Titan triggerfish are busy workers, turning over rocks and
stirring sand to scrounge shellfish, urchins, and crustaceans;
much to the delight of smaller fish, who feed on the leftovers.
Titan triggerfish also munch coral.
toad: a frog with a dry, bumpy, leathery skin. The bumps visually break up a toad's visible outline, hence helping it to blend
into its environment. A toad differs from a frog only by look
and its preference for a more terrestrial habitat.
Toarcian (182.7–174.1 MYA): an age in the Early Jurassic.
tolerance adaptation: adaptation toward becoming generalist,
capable of surviving in a wider variety of biomes.
Tonian (1,000–720 MYA): the 1st period of the Neoproterozoic era.
The supercontinent Rodinia broke up during the Tonian. The
earliest fossils (acritarchs) date from the Tonian.
tonne: metric ton.
toolkit gene: a gene which is ancient and highly conserved.
toothed whale: a cetacean with teeth, rather than the filter-feeding baleen of whales; a suborder of cetaceans, including dolphins, beaked whales, and sperm whales.
torpor: a state of sluggishness, with mental and motor inactivity.
trachea (aka windpipe): a cartilaginous tube that connects the
pharynx and larynx to the lungs.
tracheophyte: a vascular plant.
trait (biology): an organitypic feature of form and/or function;
from an evolutionary perspective, a distinct variant of phenotype, mentotype, or envirotype.
transcendence (religion): the belief that there is a God wholly
independent of Nature, beyond the forces of physics. Contrast
immanence. Compare supremism.
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transcription (genetics): the process of producing an RNA copy
from a DNA gene sequence. See translation.
transcription factor: a protein that controls the flow of genetic
information during transcription.
transdifferentiation (aka lineage reprogramming): a metaplasia
in which a somatic cell transforms into another mature soma
without undergoing an intermediate pluripotent state or becoming a progenitor cell type.
transduction (biology): the process of transferring DNA from one
bacterium to another via a virus.
transform boundary: a rubbing of tectonic plates at a shared
boundary. A transform boundary is a specific type of strikeslip fault. Contrast convergent, divergent.
transgression (biosphere): sea level rise. Contrast regression.
transitive inference: a form of deductive reasoning that allows
one to derive a comparative relation between objects based
only upon indirect evidence, such as understanding a relation
between 2 people based solely upon each of the 2 persons' interactions with a 3rd person.
translation (genetics): a later stage of gene expression as part of
protein biosynthesis, after transcription. Translation transpires in a ribosome.
translocation (botany): the sugary sap distribution process in
phloem tissue.
translocation (genetics): a mutation via interchanging genetic
material. Compare inversion.
transpiration: normal, controlled release of water by plants.
transposable element: a transposon or retrotransposon.
transposon: a DNA sequence which can change its position
within a genome.
traveler's palm (aka traveler's tree, Ravenala madagascariensis): a palm-like fruit-bearing angiosperm in the bird-ofparadise genus, native to southern Africa.
tree: a perennial plant with a woody trunk, branches, and
leaves.
trehalose (aka tremalose, mycose) (C12H22O11): a disaccharide
comprising 2 molecules of glucose.
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Trematosauria: one of the 2 major clades of temnospondyl amphibians that survived the Permian–Triassic extinction
event, the other being Capitosauria.
Triassic (252–201 MYA): the 1st period of 3 in the Mesozoic era,
following the Permian period and preceding the Jurassic.
Earth's land mass was in a single supercontinent, Pangea,
during the Triassic. Dinosaurs appeared during the Triassic
but did not dominate until the Jurassic. The start and close
of the Triassic are marked by major extinction events. The
Triassic is named after the 3-layer rocks, found throughout
northwestern Europe, that characterize the period.
Triassic–Jurassic extinction event (217–199 MYA): a major extinction event, profoundly affecting life on land and in the
oceans, where 20% of all marine families were wiped out.
Many large land species were wiped out, including amphibians, and all sizable curotarsans (ancestors to crocodiles).
tribalism: strong in-group loyalty.
tribe: a social group with a shared culture.
trichromacy: having 3 types of color vision receptors. Marsupials
and primates are the only known mammalian trichromats,
with different receptor types for red, green, and blue wavelengths. Some insects, such as honeybees, are trichromats,
but their reception is shorter wavelengths: green, blue, and
ultraviolet. Trichromats can distinguish 1 million colors.
Compare monochromacy, dichromacy, tetrachromacy.
Trigonopterus: a flightless weevil of over ~200 species native to
the Malay Archipelago. Trigonopterus oblongus, endemic to
Papua, has a nut-and-screw joint connecting its legs to its
hips.
trilobite (526–250 MYA): a Cambrian arthropod; among the most
successful of early animals, diversifying to at least 17,000
species and roaming the oceans for over 270 million years.
triploid: having 3 sets of chromosomes within a cell nucleus.
Seedless watermelons, tardigrades, and marbled crayfish are
triploids. See polyploidy.
trophic: nutritional.
trophic cascade: the dynamic of predator-prey linkages, particularly in affecting carrying capacity.
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tropic efficiency: the efficiency of converting food into energy for
at a trophic level.
trophic level: a stratum of the food chain.
trophic pyramid: a stratified view of a food chain, from a base of
producers to herbivores to predators.
true bug (Heteroptera): a group of insects comprising 40,000 species. Most species have forewings with both membranous and
hardened portions. Bedbugs, assassin bugs, stink bugs, and
water bugs are exemplary true bugs.
tryptophan (C11H12N2O2): an essential amino acid for many organisms, which typically acts as a precursor for other necessary bioproducts, such as the growth hormone auxin for
plants and the neurotransmitter serotonin for animals.
tuatara: a unique gray and greenish-brown lizard-like reptile,
but not a lizard, native to New Zealand.
tuber: a plant structure that enlarges to store nutrients.
tundra: a biome where tree growth is hindered by low temperature and short growing seasons. Tundra occurs near the poles
and toward the summits of the most majestic mountains.
tunicate: a marine invertebrate chordate.
turgor: the normal state of turgidity and tension in living cells,
particularly the distension between the protoplasmic layer
and plant cell wall by fluid contents.
turgor pressure: a pressure (turgidity) against cells caused by
osmotic flow.
Turing pattern: a pattern that emerges from distributed activity
of nonlinear dynamic (reaction-diffusion) systems which exhibits local excitatory and sparse inhibitory connectivity.
turnover pulse hypothesis: a hypothesis suggesting that evolution is nominally conservative, with speciation only when
forced by environmental change. Compare punctuated equilibria, opportunistic evolution.
Turritopsis nutricula: an immortal hydrozoan which can reincarnate itself by reverting specialized adult cells to undifferentiated status (transdifferentiation).
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turtle: a reptile in the Testudines order, characterized by a
unique, defensive, bony shell developed from its ribs. Originating 220 MYA, turtles are one of the oldest reptile groups.
See Cryptodira, Pleurodira.
Tutankhamun: Egyptian pharaoh who ruled 1332–1323 BCE.
twolobe clarkia (aka two-lobed clarkia; Clarkia biloba): an evening primrose endemic to California.
TYA (aka kiloannum, ka): thousands of years ago.
tyrannosaur: a family of large theropod dinosaurs that lived
during the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods.

U
Uganda: a country in east central Africa, to the north of Lake
Victoria.
ultrasonic: a sound frequency above human hearing (20 kHz).
ultraviolet: the 10–400 nm band of the electromagnetic spectrum, shorter than visible light but longer than X-rays.
umami (aka savory): one of the 7 basic human tastes (along with
sweet, starch, sour, salty, fat, and bitter), activated by the
amino acid glutamate.
ungulate: a group of mammals which use the tips of their toes,
typically hoofed, to sustain body weight while moving. Commonly known ungulates include the horse, cattle, bison,
camel, goat, pig, sheep, donkey, deer, tapir, antelope, gazelle,
giraffe, camel, rhino, and hippo. Even-toed ungulates (Artiodactyla) bear their weight equally between the 3rd and 4th
toes, in contrast to odd-toed ungulates (Perissodactyla),
which have an odd number of toes on their rear feet, bearing
uniformitarianism: a hypothesis of steady state existence: that
the same laws of Nature have always been constant everywhere. Contrast catastrophism.
universe (aka cosmos): a presumed self-contained repository of
energy. This universe has some 4 trillion galaxies; half are
light (with visible stars), half dark.
unsaturated fat: a molecule of fat with 1 or more double bonds
between carbon atoms. A fat molecule with only 1 double
bond is monounsaturated. Molecules of fat with more than 1
double bond are polyunsaturated. Contrast saturated fat.
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Utahraptor: a genus of theropods native to North America.
utility: fitness for some purpose.

V
Vaalbara (3.1–2.8 BYA): the earliest known supercontinent.
vacuole: the organelle in cells responsible for autophagy.
vagina: the female sex organ; part of the reproductive tract. The
external portion is the vulva. See penis.
vampire bat: a clade of hematophagic bat of 3 genera/species, all
native to Central and South America.
vampire finch (aka vampire ground finch, Geospiza septentrionalis): a small, hematophagous finch, endemic to the Galápagos Islands. Vampire finches also feed on eggs: stealing
them freshly laid, rolling the eggs onto rocks to break them.
vascular: a life form with vessels to carry fluids; commonly used
to identify land plants: vascular plants (aka tracheophytes).
Vedic period (~1500–~500 BCE): the Indian historical period between the end of the urban Indus Valley Civilization and a
2nd urbanization which began in the central Indian plain
~600 BCE.
vegetative reproduction: any one of several ways that plants
asexually propagate without spores or seeds. Herbaceous and
woody perennial plants often practice vegetative propagation.
velvet worm: a segmented worm with legs in the Onychophora
phylum, of ~180 species.
ventral: the belly or lower side (of an organism). Contrast dorsal.
vernalization: the need for an angiosperm to have a prolonged
cold period (winter) before being able to flower.
vertebrate: an animal with a backbone and spinal column. Contrast invertebrate.
vicariance (aka allopatric speciation): speciation when a new geographic barrier arises, separating a population. Compare
dispersal.
vinegar fly: a fly that lingers about overripe or rotting fruit, in
the genus Drosophila. Confusingly, Drosophila are often
called fruit flies. Compare fruit fly.
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Viracocha (aka Wiracocha, Apu Qun Tiqsi Wiraqutra, ConTici/Kon-Tiki): the creator god in prehistoric South America.
Viracocha arose from Lake Titicaca in darkness and brought
forth light, creating the cosmos. Viracocha was worshipped
as the god of the Sun and storms. He was depicted as wearing
the Sun for a crown, with thunderbolts in his hands, and crying tears of rain.
virus: an obligate parasite that infects cells of all types of organisms; a domain of life, alongside archaea and bacteria.
vision: the sense of sight through visible light.
vitalism (biology): the doctrine that there is a vital energy specific to living organisms, distinct from chemical and physical
forces; a well-known fact generally rejected by scientists.
vitalism (natural philosophy): the doctrine that living entities
are fundamentally different from non-living objects. Contrast
animism.
vitamin A: a vitamin needed by the retina of chordate animals
for low light and color vision.
viviparity (noun; adjective: viviparous): giving birth to live
young. Contrast oviparity.
vocal cord (aka vocal fold): either of 2 folds of a mucous membrane that extends across the interior cavity of the larynx.
vocalization: sound production by an animal through its respiratory system.

volcanism: volcanic activity.
volcano: a rupture in Earth's surface that affords the flow of hot
magma, gases, and ash to escape from below into the atmosphere. Volcanoes are commonly caused by divergent tectonic
plates pulling apart.
Volvox: a genus of freshwater green algae.

W
wabi-sabi: a worldview and aesthetic developed in Japan that
centers on acceptance of the transience and imperfection of
existence. Wabi-sabi emphasizes simplicity, economy, and a
sense of appreciative intimacy with Nature.
wasp: a flying insect of well over 100,000 species, found on every
continent except polar regions. Most wasps are parasites or
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parasitoids as larvae, feeding on nectar only as adults. Many
wasps are predatory, feeding their larvae other insects (often
paralyzed). Wasp sociality varies from solitary to gregarious.
water: liquid H2O; the elixir of life; an odd molecule like no other.
water cycle (aka hydrological cycle): the cycling of water in the
biosphere.
water column: a conceptual vertical column of water, extending
from the surface to the bottom sediments.
water flea: a tiny crustacean (0.2–6.0 mm) in the order Cladocera.
water strider: a true bug in the Gerris genus, able to walk on
water. Over 1,700 species of gerrids have been identified,
10% of them marine.
wavefront (physics): the locus of a propagating energy wave.
wavelength: the spatial period of a sinusoidal wave; commonly
used as a statistical measure of the energy of a waveform,
which is mathematically the product of a wave's frequency
and amplitude.
weak linkage (genetics): a variable correlation between genetic
code and expression.
weather: characterization of daily or other short-term tropospheric conditions in a locality. Compare climate.
weevil (aka snout beetle): a typically small (>6 mm) beetle of over
60,000 species in several families, mostly in the family of true
weevils: Curculionidae. Some other beetles, not closely related, bear the weevil name. Most weevils have long, elbowed
antennae that can fold into special grooves on the snout.
Many weevils lack wings, whereas others are excellent fliers.
Most weevils are herbivores. Whereas larvae typically feed
on a species-specific plant (or close relations), adult weevils
tend to be less picky eaters. As crop eaters, weevils are generally regarded as pests.
western rosinweed (Calycadenia pauciflora): a daisy endemic to
northern California Coast Ranges.
whale: a large marine mammal in the clade Cetacea.
whitefly: a small fly that typically feeds on the undersides of
plant leaves.
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wild pig (aka wild boar, wild hog, Sus scrofa): the wild ancestor
of the domestic pig, found in Europe and Asia, including Japan, and as far south as Indonesia.
wing loading (aerodynamics): total weight of a flyable object divided by the area of its wing.
wood duck (aka Carolina duck): a colorful perching duck endemic to North America.
woodrat (aka packrat): a rat in the Neotoma genus, with the
greatest species diversity in the deserts of northern Mexico
and the western United States.
wrasse: a clever, carnivorous, marine fish of 500 species in the
Labridae family. Wrasse are found throughout the world in
tropical and temperate seas.
wren: a small, insectivorous passerine in the Maluridae family,
endemic to Australia and New Guinea.

X
xylem: plant tissue employed to transport water up a plant.
Compare phloem.

Y
YA:

years ago.
Yamnaya (~3300–~2600 BCE): a people of hunter-gatherers and
nomadic herders, native to the steppes north of the Caucasus
Mountains and Caspian Sea.
yeast: a eukaryotic microorganism classified as a fungus, of
which there are 1,500 known species. Yeast are famous for
brewing beer and making bread rise. Contrast mold.
Younger Dryas (~12.8–11.7 TYA): the most recent stadial.
Yucatan: a peninsula in southeastern Mexico.

Z
zoology: the study of animals.
zygote: a cell formed by the union of 2 gametes.

 People 
Abzhanov, Arkhat: evolutionary zoologist.
Adami, Christoph (1962–): Flemish microbiologist, geneticist,
physicist, and astronomer.
Aesop (620–564 BCE): Greek fabulist, famous for his fables. Aesop's existence is uncertain: his legend via the oral storytelling tradition. In many tales credited to Aesop, animals speak
and have human traits.
Ahmose: the Egyptian military leader who conquered the Hyksos and restored Egypt to a unified kingdom in 1570 BCE.
Aiello, Brett R.: American biologist and anatomist.
Aiello, Leslie C.: American paleoanthropologist.
Akcali, Christopher K.: American zoologist.
Akey, Joshua M.: American evolutionary biologist and geneticist.
Akhenaten (?–1336 BCE): a heretical Egyptian pharaoh during
the mid-14th century BCE. Tutankhamun, Akhenaten's son
by incest, succeeded him.
Al-Jahiz (781–868): Arab writer who produced a 7-volume encyclopedia about animals, describing 350 different varieties.
Alba, David M.: Spanish paleontologist.
Alegado, Rosanna A.: American cytologist and molecular biologist, interested in marine microbes.
Alexander the Great (356–323 BCE): Greek empire builder. Born
in Pella in northern Greece, Alexander was tutored by Aristotle until he was 16 years old. He succeeded his father,
Philip II, to the throne of the Macedon kingdom in 336 BCE
after Philip's assassination. Inheriting a strong kingdom and
army, Alexander began a series of military campaigns that
within a decade created one of the largest empires of the ancient world. Alexander was undefeated in battle and is regarded as one of history's greatest warlords.
Allaby, Robin G.: English botanist and evolutionary biologist.
Allen, Joel (1838–1921): American zoologist who published
Allen's rule in 1877.
Almécija, Sergio: Spanish paleoanthropologist.
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Amunugama, Kaushalya: Indian molecular biologist and biochemist.
Andolfatto, Peter: Canadian evolutionary biologist.
Antón, Susan C.: American paleoanthropologist.
Aristotle (384–322 BCE): Greek philosopher and polymath. Prolific Aristotle had views on a wide range of subjects, and was
considered authoritative for centuries, sometimes stymying
further investigation that might have gone against cardinal
belief.
Arsuaga, Juan Luis: Spanish paleoanthropologist.
Augustine of Hippo (354–430): prolific Latin theologian. Augustine's writings were very influential in the development
of European Christian thought.
Aurelius, Marcus (151–180): Roman Emperor (161–180); a Stoic,
and the last of the so-called Five Good Emperors.
Avilés, Leticia: Ecuadoran evolutionary biologist and ecologist,
interested in social spiders.
Ayala, Francisco J. (1934–): Spanish-American biologist.
Babu, M. Madan: Indian molecular biologist.
Badyaev, Alexander V.: Russian evolutionary biologist.
Baldwin, James Mark (1861–1934): American psychologist and
philosopher, interested in psychology's import on evolution.
Barkow, Jerome H.: Canadian anthropologist, interested in evolutionary psychology.
Barr, W. Andrew: American anthropologist.
Barrell, Joseph (1869–1919): American geologist who developed
the concept of the lithosphere. Barrell proposed that sedimentary rocks were produced by marine deposits (sedimentation) and shaped by actions of winds, rivers, and glaciers.
Barrell also understood stoping: the ascent of magma from
the mantle or lower crust to the surface as a means for delivering igneous material (igneous intrusion).
Barreto, Felipe: American evolutionary geneticist.
Barron, Matthew G.: English paleontologist who proposed a major revision to dinosaur cladistic classification in 2017.
Bates, Henry Walter (1825–1892): English entomologist who
studied animal mimicry. See Batesian mimicry.
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Bateson, William (1861–1926): English evolutionary biologist
who coined the term genetics based upon a Mendelian conception of heredity.
Baumgart, Johannes: German biophysicist.
Beach, Frank A. (1911–1988): American ethologist, interested in
sexual behavior.
Beer, Stafford (1926 –2002): English theorist, best known for his
work in organization management.
Belt, Thomas (1832–1878): English geologist and naturalist.
Benefit, Brenda: American anthropologist.
Benson, Robert B.J.: English vertebrate paleontologist.
Bentley, R. Alexander: English anthropologist and archeologist.
Benton, Michael J. (1956–): English vertebrate paleontologist.
Berger, Lee R.: South African anthropologist.
Bergman, Jerry: American biologist and psychologist.
Bergmann, Christian (1814–1865): German biologist who hypothesized Bergmann's rule.
Bergström, Anders: paleoanthropologist, interested in the evolutionary genetics of humans.
Berkeley, George (1685–1753): Irish philosopher and Anglican
bishop. Berkeley hypothesized immaterialism (later called
subjective idealism): that materiality is only in the minds of
perceivers. As Berkeley put it: "to be is to be perceived."
Bernard, H. Russell: American anthropologist, who, along with
Peter Killworth, countered Dunbar's number of 150 with a
larger one.
Bernoulli, Daniel (1700–1782): Swiss mathematician and physicist, known for his contributions in fluid mechanics, probability, and statistics.
Bhushan, Bharat: Indian American mechanical engineer, interested in biological designs.
Bird, Adrian: English geneticist.
Bird, David: Canadian ornithologist.
Blackledge, Todd: American biologist, interested in spiders and
their silk.
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Blake, William (1757–1827): English poet, painter, and printmaker. Considered insane by contemporaries for his idiosyncratic views, Blake was posthumously considered a seminal
figure for the poetry and visual arts that characterized Romanticism (~1800–1850), which was a revolt against the Age
of Enlightenment which cherished the scientific rationalization of Nature.
Bloomer, Carolyn M.: American cultural anthropologist.
Blount, Zachary D.: American evolutionary biologist.
Blüthgen, Nico: German ecologist.
Bohn, Kirsten M.: American zoologist.
Bolker, Jessica A.: American developmental and evolutionary
biologist.
Bolstad, Geir H.: Norwegian evolutionary biologist.
Boppré, Michael: German entomologist.
Brace, C. Loring (1930–): American anthropologist who argued
that human descent was always of single species; for example, humans descended from Neanderthals.
Bree, Erica: American evolutionary biologist.
Brennan, Patricia L.R.: American evolutionary biologist.
Bright, Jen A.: English evolutionary ornithologist.
Brocchi, Giovanni (1772–1826): Italian naturalist, geologist, and
mineralogist.
Brockhurst, Michael A.: English evolutionary biologist.
Brongniart, Alexandre (1770–1847): French chemist, mineralogist, and zoologist who collaborated with Georges Cuvier.
Brown, Culum: Australian ichthyologist, interested in fish
learning and personality.
Brumfield, Robb T.: American biologist, interested in speciation
of Neotropical birds.
Brunet, Michel (1940–): French paleontologist.
Brusatte, Stephen L. (1984–): American paleontologist and evolutionary biologist.
Buckland, William (1784–1856): English theologian and geologist who construed fossils as supporting the biblical flood
(Noah and his notorious ark). To reconcile geology and the
fossil record with biblical account of creation, Buckland was
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a proponent of the Gap Theory, which interpreted the Bible's
book of Genesis as referring to 2 separate episodes of creation, separated by a considerable duration.
Buczkowski, Grzegorz (Grzesiek): American entomologist.
Buddha (563–483 BCE): Indian guru.
Burger, Joanna: American ethologist, interested in animal behavior and the ecology of communities.
Burkart, Judith Maria: Swiss anthropologist.
Burns, Kevin C.: New Zealander biologist.
Burrows, Malcolm: English zoologist.
Butler, Richard J.: English vertebrate paleontologist.
Butler, Samuel (1835–1902): English novelist.
Caesar, Gaius Julius (100–44 BCE): Roman general, statesman,
and author who founded the Roman Empire.
Cangjie: legendary court historian of China's Yellow Emperor
~2650 BCE.
Cardinale, Bradley J.: American ecologist, interested in how
human activities impact biological diversity.
Cardona, Tanai: Columbian biologist, interested in photosynthesis.
Cardoso, Domingos: Brazilian botanist.
Carlin, George (1937–2008): sardonic American comedian.
Carney, Ryan: American paleontologist, biologist, artist, and
musician.
Carr, Thomas D.: Canadian paleontologist.
Carrasco-Urra, Fernando: Chilean botanist.
Carrier, David: American evolutionary biologist.
Carroll, Lewis (1832–1898): pseudonym of English author, mathematician, and logician Charles Lutwidge Dodgson.
Carroll, Sean B. (1960–): American molecular biologist and geneticist.
Castoe, Todd A.: American biologist.
Catling, David C.: American Earth scientist.
Cau, Andrea: Italian paleontologist.
Cela-Conde, Camilo J.: Spanish anthropologist.
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Chalancon, Guilhem: French molecular biologist.
Chapais, Bernard: Canadian anthropologist.
Charlesworth, Brian (1945–): English evolutionary biologist, interested in population genetics.
Charlesworth, Deborah (1943–): English evolutionary biologist,
interested the genetic evolution.
Chen Hou: Chinese zoologist.
Childe, V. Gordon (1892–1957): Australian archeologist, interested in European prehistory.
Chomsky, Noam (1928–): American linguist and philosopher.
Christner, Brent: American biologist.
Chung, Henry: American evolutionary biologist.
Cieri, Robert L.: American biologist.
Clanton, "Old Man": southwest American cattle rustler in the
19th century.
Clark, Katie A.: American geneticist.
Clarke, Esther: English anthropologist.
Clarkson, Matthew O.: English geoscientist.
Claude, Albert (1899–1983): Belgian cytologist and physician.
Clayton, Adam L.: American biologist.
Clayton, Nicola S.: English psychologist.
Cleisthenes (~570–508 BCE): Athenian politician credited with
pushing his native city toward democracy in 508 BCE.
Cliffe, Rebecca (Becky): English zoologist, interested in sloths.
Clutton-Brock, Tim (1946–): English zoologist.
Coates, Michael: American evolutionary biologist, interested in
early vertebrate evolution and diversity.
Cocucci, Andrea A.: Argentinian botanist.
Coen, Enrico (1957–): English botanist, interested in flower development.
Colton, Charles Caleb (1780–1832): English cleric.
Colville, Louise: English botanist.
Colwell, Rick: American microbiologist.
Conroy, Glenn C.: American anthropologist and anatomist.
Coolidge, Frederick L.: American psychologist.
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Cornwallis, Charlie K.: English zoologist.
Cosmides, Leda (1957–): American psychologist, interested in
evolutionary psychology.
Cowper, William (1731–1800): English poet, admired by his contemporaries; one of the forerunners of Romantic poetry.
Cowperthwaite, Matthew: American cytologist and molecular biologist.
Crawley, Michael J.: English botanist.
Cromwell, Townsend (1922–1958): American oceanographer who
discovered the Cromwell Current in 1952.
Crowe-Riddell, Jenna M.: Australian herpetologist.
Curnoe, Darren: Australian evolutionary biologist.
Cuthill, Innes C. (1961–): English biologist and ethologist.
Cuvier, Georges (1769–1832): French naturalist who studied fossils. Cuvier denied evolution while ironically establishing extinction as a fact.
da Vinci, Leonardo (1452–1519): Italian painter, draftsman,
sculptor, architect, musician, inventor, scientist, mathematician, engineer, geologist, cartographer, anatomist, botanist,
and writer. Best known for a small portrait of a drab woman
with a half-smile (Mona Lisa).
Darroch, Simon A.F.: English biogeologist.
Darwin, Charles (1809–1882): English naturalist, famous for his
hollow hypothesis of evolution by "natural selection."
Davies, Nicholas B.: English zoologist.
Dawkins, Richard (1941–): English evolutionary biologist; a
staunch matterist, Dawkins is known for his atomistic, genecentric view of evolution, advocacy of random mutation as the
sole evolutionary vehicle, and condemnation of spirituality in
any form; wrong on all accounts.
d'Errico, Francesco: Italian paleontologist.
D'Souza, Glen: German microbiologist and organic chemist.
de Tournefort, Joseph Pitton (1656–1708): French botanist who
coined the first clear definition of genus for plants.
de Vries, Hugo (1848–1935): Dutch botanist and one of the first
geneticists. de Vries coined the term mutation.
de Waal, Frans (1948–): Dutch primatologist and ethologist.
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Deem, Michael W.: American biochemist.
deMenocal, Peter B.: American geographic environmentalist
who uses marine sediments as archives of past climate
changes.
DePalma, Robert: American vertebrate paleontologist.
Der, Joshua P.: American botanist.
Derex, Maxime: French paleontologist, interested in cumulative
human culture.
Descartes, René (1596–1650): French mathematician and philosopher.
DeSilva, Jeremy M.: American anthropologist.
Diderot, Denis (1713–1784): French philosopher, writer, and art
critic; a prominent figure in the Enlightenment movement.
Detrich, H. William: American marine molecular biologist and
biochemist.
Dobzhansky, Theodosius (1900–1975): Ukrainian geneticist and
evolutionary biologist.
Doebeli, Michael: Canadian mathematical evolutionary biologist.
Dolan, Liam: Irish botanist.
Dollo, Louis (1857–1931): French-born Belgian paleontologist
who decreed that devolution was impossible, which became
known as Dollo's law.
Domes, Katja: German zoologist.
Dominy, Nathaniel J.: American anthropologist.
Donner, K. Kristian: Finnish sensory biologist.
Donoghue, Philip C.J.: English paleontologist and paleobiologist.
Dougherty, Michael J.: American biologist.
Drossel, B.: German evolutionary zoologist.
Dryer, T.F.: paleoanthropologist.
Dunbar, Robin I.M. (1947–): English anthropologist and evolutionary psychologist who calculated in 1992 a cognitive limit
to the number of people with whom humans can maintain
stable relationships. Dunbar's number was 150.
Dunn, Peter O.: Canadian ethologist.
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Dunn, Regan: American paleoecologist, interested in the evolution of plants.
Dunn, Rob: American biologist.
Eagle, Robert A.: American zoologist.
Eakin, C. Mark: American biological oceanographer.
Eddie, Bill: English botanist.
Edwards, Scott: American evolutionary biologist.
Eimer, Theodor (1843–1898): German zoologist, credited with
popularizing the term orthogenesis.
Eisert, Jens (1970–): German physicist, interested in quantum
information.
Eldredge, Niles: American paleontologist and biologist who proposed punctuated equilibrium in 1972 with Stephen Jay
Gould.
Eldridge, Paul (1888–1982): prolific American writer.
Elemans, Coen P.H.: Danish zoologist.
Eliason, Chad: American zoologist.
Eliassen, Sigrunn: Norwegian zoologist.
Ellstrand, Norman C.: American botanist.
Elmer, Kathryn R.: Scottish evolutionary biologist.
Emery, Nathan J.: English zoologist.
Emlen, Douglas J.: American zoologist.
Epley, Nicholas: American psychologist.
Erickson, Jon: American geologist.
Erwin, Douglas H.: American evolutionary biologist.
Ettema, Thijs: Dutch microbiologist.
Eulgem, Thomas: American plant cytologist.
Evans, Arthur (1851–1941): English archeologist.
Exiguus, Dionysius (470–544): Christian monk and scholar.
Fagan, Brian: English anthropologist.
Ferguson, Walter W. (1930–): American paleoanthropologist and
painter.
Finley, Kerry: Canadian ornithologist.
Fischer, André: German molecular biologist.
Fischer, Julia: German cognitive ethologist.
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Fischer, Woodward W.: American geologist.
Fisher, Ronald A. (1890–1962): English evolutionary biologist,
statistician, and eugenicist.
Fisher, Simon E. (1970–): English geneticist, psycholinguist, and
neuroscientist.
Foley, Robert A. (1953–): English anthropologist.
Forbes, Andrew A.: American biologist.
Ford, Clellan S. (1909–1972): American anthropologist.
Forsman, Anders: Swedish evolutionary biologist.
Forster, Catherine A.: American biologist, interested in the descent of birds.
Forterre, Patrick: French molecular biologist.
Foster, Kevin R.: English biologist.
Fowler, Denver W.: English paleontologist.
Fowler, Henry Watson (1858–1933): English lexicographer.
Fratzl, Peter: German materials scientist.
Freedman, Adam H.: American evolutionary biologist.
Friedman, William E.: American botanist.
Friedrich, Benjamin M.: German biophysicist.
Fresnel, Augustin (1788–1827): French engineer and physicist
whose study of optics led to widespread acceptance of light as
a waveform phenomenon, as contrasted to Newton's earlier
particle (corpuscular) theory.
Fröbisch, Jörg: German paleontologist.
Froese, Tom: American archeologist.
Fründ, Jochen: German ecologist.
Fry, Bryan G.: Australian herpetologist, interested in snake
venom.
Fuchs, Elaine (1950–): American cytologist, interested in mammalian dermatology.
Galimberti, Andrew K.: American biologist.
Gamberale-Stille, Gabriella: Swedish evolutionary biologist, interested in ecology and animal communication.
Garczarek, Laurence: French virologist.
Gass, Gillian L.: Canadian biologist.
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Gaudzinski-Windheuser, Sabine (1965–): German archeologist.
Gavrilets, Sergey: Russian evolutionary biologist.
Gawne, Richard T.: American entomologist.
Gee, Henry (1962–): English paleontologist and evolutionary biologist.
Geist, Katherine S.: American evolutionary biologist.
Gepshtein, Sergei: American vision scientist, interested in perceptual psychology and sensory neuroscience.
Gianoli, Ernesto: Chilean botanist.
Gibbons, Ann: American paleoanthropologist.
Gilbert, Scott F. (1949–): American developmental biologist.
Gilbert, Walter (1932–): American physicist, biochemist, and molecular biologist.
Godefroit, Pascal: Belgian paleontologist.
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von (1749–1832): German writer, artist, and politician.
Gogarten, J. Peter: evolutionary microbiologist.
Gold, Maria Eugenia Leone: American anatomist.
Goldberg, Marcia B.: American physician, interested in infectious diseases.
Goldman, Daniel I: American biomechanics physicist.
Goldsby, Heather J.: American biologist and software engineer.
Gonzales, Lauren A.: American evolutionary anthropologist and
paleontologist.
Gould, Stephen Jay (1941–2002): American evolutionary biologist, paleontologist, and science historian, best known for
positing the hypothesis of punctuated equilibrium: evolution
being marked by rare bursts of speciations, with long periods
of stability.
Gracheva, Elena: Russian-American cellular and molecular
physiologist, interested in animal thermoregulation.
Grant, Peter R.: American evolutionary biologist.
Green, Richard E.: American molecular biologist.
Gresham, David: American evolutionary geneticist, interested
in adaptation and cell growth regulation.
Groenewoud, Frank: Dutch evolutionary biologist.
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Gross, Lisa: American scientist, journalist, and writer.
Grossnickle, David M.: American evolutionary biologist.
Groves, Colin (1942–): Australian anthropologist.
Haacke, Johann Wilhelm (1855–1912): German zoologist who
hypothesized orthogenesis in 1893 and introduced the concept of genes as hereditary units, which he called gemmaria.
Haeckel, Ernst (1834–1919): German biologist, naturalist, philosopher, physician, professor, and artist who discovered, described, and named thousands of new species. Haeckel
conceptualized biological diversity as an evolutionary tree of
life. He coined many biological terms, including anthropogeny, ecology, phylum, phylogeny, stem cell, and the kingdom
Protista. Haeckel popularized in German Darwin's hypotheses of evolution and developed one of his own: the theory of
recapitulation, often expressed as "ontogeny recapitulates
phylogeny;" that an organism's biological development (ontogeny) is a summation of its evolution (phylogeny). Recapitulation theory has been applied to several disciplines besides
biology, including anthropology, psychology, language development, and education theory.
Hahn, Mark: American toxicologist, interested in the biochemistry of aquatic animals.
Haile-Selassie, Yohannes (1961–): Ethiopian paleoanthropologist.
Hale, Melina E.: American biomechanist and neurobiologist.
Hall, Brian K. (1941–): Canadian biologist.
Hallgrímsson, Benedikt: Icelandic biologist.
Hamilton, W.D. (Bill) (1936–2000): English evolutionary biologist, interested in kin selection and altruism. Hamilton's
work presaged sociobiology.
Hankison, Shala J.: American zoologist, interested in animal
behavior.
Harari, Yuval Noah (1976–): Israeli historian.
Harcourt-Smith, William: American paleoanthropologist.
Hardy, Karen: English evolutionary biologist.
Hare, Brian: American evolutionary anthropologist.
Harholt, Jesper: Danish microbiologist.
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Harman, Denham (1916–): American physician, interested in biogerontology.
Harmon, Jason P.: American entomologist, interested in insect
ecology.
Harris, David R. (1930–2013): English anthropologist, archeologist, and geographer, interested in the origins of agriculture
and the domestication of plants and livestock.
Harvey, William (1578-1657): English physician, interested in
the circulatory system.
Hawk, John: American anthropologist.
Healy, Kevin: Irish zoologist.
Hedenström, Anders: Swedish evolutionary ecologist, interested
in bird and bat flight.
Hedin, Lars O.: American evolutionary biologist and biogeochemist, interested in ecosystems.
Hedrick, Ann: American evolutionary behavioralist.
Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich (1770–1831): German philosopher.
Held, Richard (1922–2016): American psychologist, interested in
human vision development.
Heldstab, Sandra A.: Swiss anthropologist, interested in mammalian brain size evolution.
Herbst, C.T.: Czech biophysicist.
Herron, Matthew D.: American evolutionary biologist.
Hetherington, Alexander J.: English botanist.
Higginson, Andrew D.: English zoologist, interested in animal
cognition, morphology, development, and behavior.
Hildebrandsson, Hugo Hildebrand (1838–1925): Swedish meteorologist who studied clouds.
Hirst, Andrew G.: English evolutionary biologist.
Hodgson, Dave: English ecologist.
Holland, Steven M.: American geologist.
Homer (~850 BCE): legendary Greek poet and author, best known
for the epic poems Iliad and Odyssey, both about the Mycenaean civilization.
Horn, Henry S.: American natural historian and ecologist.
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Hoyal Cuthill, Jennifer F.: English paleobiologist.
Hulbert, A.J.: Australian biologist, interested in biogerontology.
Hume, David (1711–1776): Scottish philosopher, historian, economist, and essayist; a logician who embraced empiricism and
skepticism.
Hunt, James H.: American zoologist.
Husson, Jon M.: American geologist.
Hutchison, Bruce (1901–1992): Canadian author.
Hutton, James (1726–1797): Scottish geologist who concocted
uniformitarianism.
Huxley, Thomas Henry (1825–1895): English anatomist and biologist, known as "Darwin's Bulldog" for his staunch advocacy of Darwinian evolution.
Ikegami, Takashi: Japanese archeologist.
Ingrouille, Martin J.: English botanist.
Jablonka, Eva (1952–): Polish-born Israeli geneticist, interested
in epigenetics and evolution.
Jablonski, David (1953–): American geophysicist, interested in
the evolutionary role of mass extinctions and other largescale processes affecting the history of life.
Jackson, Andrew: Irish zoologist.
Jacob, François (1920–2013): French biologist.
Jakobsen, Lasse: Danish zoologist, interested in bat calls.
Jameson, Robert (1774–1854): English naturalist and mineralogist; though a boring lecturer (according to Darwin), Jameson
built a superb natural history museum collection.
Janzen, Daniel H. (1939–): American evolutionary ecologist, biologist, and conservationist.
Jenkin, Henry Charles Fleeming (1833–1885): English engineer,
economist, linguist, actor, dramatist, and artist.
Johannsen, Wilhelm (1857–1927): Danish botanist who introduced the term gene in 1909, in opposition to Darwin's multifaceted pangene hypothesis. Johannsen also coined the
terms phenotype and genotype.
Johnson, Andrew D.: American biologist.
Johnson, G. David: American ichthyologist, interested in
acanthomorphs.
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Johnson, Sönke: American zoologist, interested in vision.
Johnston, Eric A. (1896–1963): American businessman.
Johnston, Susan E.: English evolutionary biologist.
Jones, Owen R.: American evolutionary biologist.
Jørgensen, Christian: Norwegian zoologist.
Josiah (aka Yoshiyahu) (657–609): Hebrew king (649–609) who
took the throne at age 8, after his father, King Amon, was
assassinated. The Bible describes Josiah as a deeply religious
king.
Joy, Jeffrey B.: Canadian evolutionary biologist.
Julius, David: American physiologist.
Kaiser, Gary W.: Canadian evolutionary biologist, interested in
birds.
Kalejta, Robert F.: American virologist.
Kaniewski, David: French anthropologist.
Kant, Immanuel (1724–1804): influential German philosopher.
Kavanagh, Patrick H.: New Zealander biologist.
Keeley, Lawrence H.: English anthropologist.
Kellogg, Vernon Lyman (1867–1937): American entomologist
and evolutionary biologist.
Kennedy, Patrick: English evolutionary biologist.
Kenrick, Paul: English paleobotanist.
Kerr, Richard A.: American science writer.
Keynes, John Maynard (1883–1946): English economist.
Killworth, Peter D. (1946–2008): English oceanographer and social network researcher.
Kimera, Kamoya: Kenyan fossil hunter.
King, Nicole: American cytologist and molecular biologist.
Kirschvink, Joseph L. (Joe): American geobiologist, interested in
magnetism.
Kisdi, Éva: Finnish evolutionary biologist and mathematician,
interested in evolutionary adaptive dynamics.
Kleiber, Max (1893 –1976): Swiss agricultural biologist who studied animal metabolism.
Koenig, Walter D.: American ethologist.
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Koonin, Eugene (1956–): Russian American biologist who works
in evolutionary and computational biology.
Kopps, Anna M.: Swiss evolutionary geneticist.
Kost, Christian: German microbiologist.
Kowalewski, Michał: invertebrate paleontologist.
Kozo-Polyansky, Boris M. (1890–1957): Russian botanist and
evolutionary biologist who posited symbiogenesis in a Darwinian context.
Kraft, Thomas S.: American ethnologist.
Kristiansen, Kristian (1948–): Danish archaeologist, interested
in Bronze Age Europe.
Kronauer, Daniel: American evolutionary biologist.
Kruse, Kai: English molecular biologist.
Kulahchi, Ipek G.: American zoologist, interested in animal cognition, social behavior, communication, and personality.
Kutsukake, Mayako: Japanese biologist.
Lahr, Marta Mirazón (1965–): Argentinian paleoanthropologist.
Laland, Kevin: English evolutionary biologist.
Lamb, Marion J. (1939–): English evolutionary biologist.
Lamarck, Jean-Baptiste (1744–1829): insightful French naturalist who developed an evolutionary theory with 2 axioms: 1)
evolutionary adaptation is based upon biological need, and
its corollary, depreciation by disuse; and 2) variations are
heritable, a concept which anticipated epigenetics.
Landweber, Laura: American evolutionary biologist.
Lanfear, Robert: English evolutionary biologist, interested in developmental biology, molecular evolution, and phylogenetics.
Langin, Kathryn M.: American evolutionary biologist.
Lankester, Ray (1847–1929): English zoologist who posited reverse evolution.
Lao Tzu (aka Laozi, Lao-Tsu, Lao-Tze) (6th or 5th century BCE):
Chinese scholar and philosopher; inadvertent founder of
Daoism, which teaches reverence of Nature, the value of patience, and a path to judicious existence. A legendary figure,
when and even whether actually Lao Tzu lived is speculative.
His name is an honorary title.
Lapiedra, Oriol: Spanish evolutionary biologist.
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Larson, Gregor: English evolutionary biologist.
Lässig, Michael: German statistical physicist, interested in biophysics and molecular evolution.
Laudet, Vincent: French biologist, interested in biochemistry,
molecular biology, and development.
Law, Joy: English physician.
Le Roux, Johannes J.: South African evolutionary biologist, botanist, and geneticist.
Leakey, Lewis (1903–1972): English paleoanthropologist.
Leakey, Richard (1944–): English paleoanthropologist; son of
Lewis Leakey.
Lee, Michael S.Y.: Australian evolutionary zoologist, interested
in reptiles.
Leibniz, Gottfried (1646–1716): German mathematician who discovered calculus and philosopher and who believed in reincarnation.
Lenski, Richard E. (1956–): American evolutionary biologist.
Lenton, Timothy M. (1973–): English Earth scientist, interested
in climate change.
Levin, Simon A.: American evolutionary biologist.
Lévy, Paul (1886–1971): French mathematician, interested in
probability theory.
Lewin, Roger: English anthropologist.
Li, Rong: American molecular biologist.
Libby, Eric: American evolutionary biologist, interested in the
evolution of multicellularity.
Lieberman, Daniel E. (1964–): American paleoanthropologist.
Ling Li: Chinese materials scientist.
Linnaeus, Carl (1707–1778): Swedish botanist, physician, and
zoologist who is widely considered the father of taxonomy,
despite numerous wrong guesses, including lumping amphibians and reptiles together as a single class.
Lister, Adrian M.: English paleontologist.
Livshultz, Tatyana: American botanist, interested in the chemical defenses of Apocynaceae (milkweeds and dogbane).
Lloyd, Karen G.: American microbiologist.
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Locke, John (1632–1704): English philosopher and physician.
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth (1807–1882): American poet, fond
of mythological lyric poems.
López-Uribe, Margarita M.: Columbian entomologist, interested
in bees.
Lorenzini, Stefano (1652–?): Italian physician and marine researcher.
Louca, Stilianos: microbiologist, interested in microbe sociality.
Lovelock, James (1919–): English naturalist and inventor,
known for his Gaia theory.
Løvtrup, Søren (1922–2002): Danish embryologist.
Lozano, Diego Villar: Spanish molecular biologist, interested in
gene regulation.
Lubbock, John (1934–1913): English banker, Liberal politician,
and archeologist; one of the first to bifurcate the Stone Age,
delineating the Neolithic.
We may sit in our library and yet be in all quarters of the
Earth. ~ John Lubbock
Lyell, Charles (1797–1875): Scottish lawyer and geologist. Lyell
coined the term Neolithic, and popularized James Hutton's
notions of uniformitarianism. Based upon geological anomalies, Lyell was one of the first to believe the Earth older than
300 million years. Lyell was a close friend of Darwin and significantly influenced Darwin's views on evolution.
Mackessy, Stephen: American zoologist, interested in snakes.
MacLeod, Norman (1953–): American paleontologist.
Mahadeeswara, Mandiyam Y.: Indian-born Australian biologist,
interested in cognition.
Mahadevan, Lakshminarayanan: Indian scientist and mathematician, interested in the organization and dynamics of
matter in spacetime.
Malebranche, Nicolas (1638–1715): French philosopher who
sought to synthesize the philosophies of Augustine of Hippo
and Descartes.
Malthus, Thomas Robert (1766–1834): English parson who fretted that human population growth would eventually be
checked by famine, disease and "vice." Malthus opposed the
optimistic perspective popular in Europe during the mid-
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18th century that society was perfectible. He instead viewed
"the lower classes" such avid breeders that they could not
overcome their destitution. Malthus' own optimistic solution
was "moral restraint" by the masses.
Mandelbrot, Benoît B. (1924–2010): Polish-born French American mathematician, known for his work in fractal geometry.
Mangel, Marc: American zoologist.
Mank, Judith: English evolutionary geneticist.
Manning, John: English experimental psychologist.
Mantell, Gideon (1790–1852): English obstetrician, geologist,
and paleontologist.
Margulis, Lynn (1938–2011): American evolutionary theorist,
science writer, and educator who emphasized the importance
of symbiosis in biological evolution.
Marino, Lori: American zoologist.
Maritan, Amos: Italian physicist.
Markov, Andrey (1856–1922): Russian mathematician, best
known for his work on stochastic processes.
Marshall, Charles R.: American paleobiologist.
Marshall, Gideon: English paleontologist.
Martin, Christopher H.: American evolutionary biologist.
Martincorena, Iñigo: Spanish evolutionary biologist.
Marugán-Lobón, Jesús: Spanish paleobiologist.
Mayer, August Franz (1787–1865): German physiologist.
Mayr, Ernst (1904–2005): influential German-born American ornithologist, evolutionary biologist, biology philosopher, and
science historian.
McConnell, Richard: Canadian geological surveyor who discovered the Burgess Shale in 1866.
McCoy, Dakota E: American evolutionary biologist.
McGuire, Jimmy A.: American zoologist, interested in herpetology and the evolution of diversity.
McIsaac, R. Scott: American molecular biologist.
McShea, Daniel W.: American evolutionary biologist.
Meehan, Christopher J.: American biologist.
Meiklejoh, Colin D.: American geneticist.
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Mendel, Gregor (1822–1884): Austrian monk and botanist, interested in heredity.
Mereschkowski, Konstantin (1855–1921): Russian biologist and
botanist who first proposed symbiogenesis.
Meyer, Georg Friedrich: English psychologist, interested in human language evolution.
Meyer, Justin R.: American biologist, interested in evolutionary
biology, ecology, zoology, and system biology.
Michod, Richard E.: American evolutionary biologist, interested
in cooperation and conflict.
Miescher, Friedrich (1844–1895): Swiss physician and biologist
who first identified nucleic acid.
Milanković, Milutin (1879–1958): Serbian geophysicist who suggested that long-term climatic changes depended upon
Earth's cosmological movements, known as Milankovitch cycles. Milanković was also a mathematician, astronomer, climatologist, civil engineer, and popularizer of science.
Milks, Annemieke: English archeologist.
Milo, Ron: Israeli biologist.
Min Wang: Chinese vertebrate paleontologist, interested in the
evolution of vertebrate flight.
Mitchel, Kieren J.: Australian evolutionary biologist, interested
in macroevolutionary processes.
Miyagawa, Shigeru: Japanese linguist.
Molyneux, William (1656–1698): Irish philosopher with diverse
interests.
Monod, Jacques (1910–1976): French molecular biologist, interested in the genetics of enzymes.
Montoya, Jose Antonio Barba: Mexican evolutionary biologist,
interested in molecular evidence of evolution.
Morgan, Thomas H.J.: American paleoanthropologist.
Morgan, Thomas Hunt (1866–1945): American evolutionary biologist, known for his discoveries relating chromosomes to
heredity.
Moroz, Leonid: Russian biologist.
Morris, Simon Conway (1951–): English paleontologist, evolutionary biologist, and astrobiologist, interested in Cambrian
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life. Conway is a Christian who argues that evolution is compatible with theism.
Motley, Willard (1912–1965): American novelist.
Müller, Fritz (1821–1897): German biologist who studied mimicry. See Müllerian mimicry.
Müller, Rolf: German biologist.
Muñoz, Martha M.: American evolutionary biologist.
Musiba, Charles: American paleoanthropologist.
Musilova, Zuzana: Czech evolutionary zoologist.
Nagy, László G.: Hungarian evolutionary geneticist.
Nakanishi, Koji (1925–): Japanese organic chemist.
Nakayama, Sohei: Japanese molecular biologist.
Näsvall, Joakim: Swedish microbiologist and geneticist.
Navalón, Guillermo: Spanish paleobiologist.
Nawrot, Rafał: paleontologist.
Nealson, Kenneth: American microbiologist.
Nebuchadnezzar II: king of Babylon (605–562 BCE).
Nefertiti (1370–1330 BCE): wife of Akhenaten and Egyptian
queen.
Neher, Richard A.: German evolutionary microbiologist.
Nero (37–68): Roman Emperor from 54 to 68. Not in line for ascension, Nero climbed to his position, and maintained his
grip on power, by repeated assassinations, including his own
mother. Nero was a murderous megalomaniacal sociopath.
He had Christians captured and burned in his garden for illumination.
Nevo, Omer: Israeli evolutionary ecologist, interested in chemical communication between plants and animals, especially
fruit odor.
Newton, Isaac (1642–1727): English physicist, alchemist, astronomer, mathematician, scientist, and theologian.
Noor, Elad: Israeli biologist.
Nuismer, Scott L.: American evolutionary biologist.
O'Connor, David (1938–): Australian Egyptologist.
Opie, Christopher: English anthropologist.
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Osborn, Henry Fairfield (1857–1935): American geologist, paleontologist, and eugenicist who advocated orthogenesis.
Otto, Sarah P. (1967–): American theoretical evolutionary biologist, interested in the evolution of sex.
Owen, Richard (1804–1892): English naturalist, comparative
anatomist, and paleontologist who first identified dinosaurs,
coining the term Dinosauria (meaning "terrible reptile").
Owen criticized contemporary Charles Darwin for his simplistic hypotheses of evolution. Owen's approach anticipated
modern evolutionary developmental biology.
Packham, Christopher G. (1961–): English naturalist.
Paig-Tran, Misty: American marine zoologist.
Palmer, Douglas: English educator and author.
Palumbi, Stephen R.: American marine biologist.
Papke, R. Thane: microbiologist, interested in the evolution of
prokaryotes.
Park, Soyoung Q.: Korean cognitive psychologist.
Parker, Andrew: English biologist.
Parker, Joe: English biologist.
Parker, Joseph: American entomologist.
Partensky, Frédéric: French virologist.
Pasteur, Louis (1822–1895): French chemist and microbiologist,
renowned for his discoveries of the principles of vaccination,
fermentation, and pasteurization. Pasteur is credited with
breakthroughs in understanding the causes and prevention
of infectious diseases. Pasteur's experiments supported the
germ theory of disease: that pathogenic microorganisms
cause many diseases. Pasteur created the first vaccines for
anthrax and rabies. Pasteur is famous for inventing pasteurization: heating liquid food to retard spoilage. Unlike sterilization, which adversely affects food quality by killing all
microbes, pasteurization aims to reduce the pathogen population, not eliminate it.
Patek, Sheila: American evolutionary biomechanist and biologist.
Paulsen, Torbjørn Rage: Norwegian evolutionary ecologist, interested in plant-animal interactions, especially seed dispersal.
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Payne, Jonathan: American paleontologist.
Pearl, Raymond (1879–1940): American biologist who proposed
the rate-of-living hypothesis. Pearl was not beyond self-deception. An inveterate drinker, he believed the moderate alcohol consumption granted longer life than abstinence.
Peters, Shanan E.: American geologist and paleobiologist.
Pfennig, David W.: American biologist, interested in ecology,
ethology, and evolution.
Phadnis, Nitin: Indian microbiologist.
Pilbeam, David (1940–): American paleoanthropologist.
Pisani, Davide: Italian evolutionary biologist.
Planavsky, Noah: American biogeochemist.
Plato (~427–347 BCE): influential Greek philosopher and mathematician, including through influence on his student Aristotle. Plato espoused knowledge as received wisdom, and of a
dichotomy between the appearance of reality (actuality) and
reality itself.
Pocock, Michael J.O.: English ecologist.
Polkinghorne, John (1930–): English theoretical physicist.
Pollan, Michael: American journalist.
Pollock, David: American geneticist.
Ponting, Clive: English historian.
Portier, Paul: French scientist who theorized that mitochondria
are an evolutionary symbiotic outcome.
Potts, Richard: American paleoanthropologist.
Price, T. Douglas: American archeologist.
Price, Trevor D.: American evolutionary biologist, interested in
avian speciation.
Prospero, Joseph M.: American meteorologist.
Pross, Addy: Israeli chemist.
Prothero, Donald (1954–): American paleontologist and geologist, interested in mammalian paleontology.
Prum, Richard O. (1961–):
Ptacek, Margaret B.: American biologist, interested in behavioral ecology, population genetics, and speciation.
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Punnett, Reginald (1875–1967): English geneticist who cofounded the Journal of Genetics with William Bateson in
1910. Punnett's 1905 book Mendelism introduced genetics to
the general public.
Purzycki, Benjamin Grant: American sociocultural anthropologist.
Puttick Mark N.: English evolutionary biologist.
Pythagoras (570–495 BCE): Greek philosopher and mathematician, best known for his work on right-angled triangles (the
Pythagorean theorem: for any right-angled triangle, the area
of the square on the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the
areas of the squares of the other 2 sides of the triangle),
which was previously known by the Babylonians and Indians.
Queller: David C.: American evolutionary biologist.
Rameses II (aka Rameses the Great) (1303–2013 BCE): Egyptian
pharaoh who ruled 1279–1213 BCE; regarded as the most
powerful pharaoh of ancient Egyptian civilization.
Ratcliff, William C.: American evolutionary biologist.
Rawson, Peter: English paleontologist.
Raymond, Percy E.: American paleontologist, interested in the
Burgess Shale.
Rechav, Oded: Israeli neurobiologist.
Redi, Francesco (1621–1697): Italian physician, naturalist, and
poet. Redi was the first scientist to challenge the spurious
surmise of spontaneous generation.
Reich, Peter B.: American plant and forest ecologist, interested
in the impacts of global environmental change on terrestrial
ecosystems.
Reisz, Robert R. (1947–): Romanian paleontologist, interested in
early amniote and tetrapod evolution.
Renfrew, Colin (1937–): English archeologist.
Retallack, Gregory J.: American geologist who contends that life
encroached on land by the end of the Ediacaran.
Rey, Felix: French virologist.
Rico-Guevara, Alejandro: Columbian evolutionary zoologist, interested in ornithology.
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Riemer, Kristina: American wildlife ecologist.
Rinaldo, Andrea: Italian hydrologist.
Rivera, Maria C.: American molecular biologist.
Roberts, Nicholas W.: English physicist, interested in animal
bio-optics.
Robinson, Marilynne (1943–): American novelist and essayist.
Rohwer, Forest: American virologist.
Rosenblum, Erica Bree: American evolutionary biologist.
Rosenzweig, Michael L.: American evolutionary biologist.
Rowland, Mark: American biologist.
Rubinoff, Daniel: American entomologist and ecologist.
Rubner, Max (1854–1932): German physiologist and hygienist
who studied the relative rate of metabolism and its relation
to life-history variables in animals. Rubner proposed the surface hypothesis: the metabolic rate of endotherms being
roughly proportional to body surface area.
Russell, Bertrand (1872–1970): English philosopher, logician,
mathematician, and historian.
Saint-Hilaire, Étienne Geoffroy (1772–1844): French naturalist
who established the principle of unity of composition: that organisms holistically evolve. Saint-Hilaire defended Lamarck's idea of evolution via environmental influences.
Sallan, Lauren: American evolutionary biologist, interested in
macroevolutionary processes.
Sánchez, Emilia Huerta: American evolutionary biologist.
Sánchez-Baracaldo, Patricia: Columbian biologist, interested in
how cyanobacteria contributed to global nutrient cycles on
early Earth.
Schaschl, Helmut: Austrian evolutionary biologist.
Scheu, S.: German evolutionary zoologist.

Scheuerlein, Alexander: German demographer.
Schimper, Andreas F.W. (1856–1901): German botanist and phytogeographer (botanical geographer) who contributed to histology, ecology, and plant geography. Schimper first
suggested symbiogenesis: that eukaryotic cells arose via symbiosis between prokaryotes.
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Schleuning, Matthias: German evolutionary ecologist, interested in mutualism.
Schoen, Alan H. (1924–): American physicist and computer scientist, known for his discovery of the gyroid.
Schrenk, Matthew O.: American geomicrobiologist, interested in
subsurface ecosystems.
Scott, James C. (1936–): American anthropologist and political
scientist.
Seeley, Harry G. (1839–1909): English paleontologist who divided dinosaurs into 2 orders based upon pelvic bones: ornithischians and saurischians.
Sell, Aaron: Australian criminologist.
Sereno, Paul C.: American paleontologist.
Shackelford, Laura: American anthropologist.
Shapiro, B. Jesse: American organismic and evolutionary biologist.
Shapiro, James A.: American molecular biologist and bacterial
genetics maven.
Sheehan, Michael J.: American zoologist.
Sheldon, Ben C.: English zoologist.
Sheridan, Jennifer A.: American environmental scientist.
Sherwood-Lollar, Barbara: Canadian geologist.
Shipton, Ceri: Australian archeologist.
Shiqiu Liu: Chinese paleontologist.
Shropshire, J. Dylan: American biologist.
Sicotte, Pascale: Canadian primatologist, interested in social dynamics, especially in colobus monkeys.
Silvertown, Jonathan: English ecologist.
Simmons, Leigh W.: Australian evolutionary biologist.
Simões, Patrício M.V.: Brazilian biologist.
Simpson, George Gaylord (1902–1984): American paleontologist,
influential in evolutionary theory.
Sims, Chris R.: American cognitive scientist.
Simons, Elwyn: American paleoanthropologist.
Smith Brian Tilston: American ornithologist.
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Smith, John Maynard (1920–2004): English theoretical evolutionary biologist and geneticist. Smith applied game theory
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